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PREFACE

This Std: ay of high school programs known to be achieving success in

English was sosponsored by the National Council of Teachers of English and

conducted for the moat part by members of the faculties in English and

education at the University of Illinois. The report is based on case studies

of English programs in 158 high schools of 45 different states. Although

the basis for selection precluded that the schools be typical, many of the

problems and practices identified are not unlike those in schools large

and small throughout the nation.

During the three-and-a-half years required to collect and analyze

the data, the work of the primary investigators was supported continuously

by important contributions from two graduate assistants, Robert A. Lucas

from the Deparitsetil of English and Joseph W. Thomson from the College of

Education. TheLr contributions to both the field observations and the final

analysis of the data were incisive and essential.

Mrs. Bobby Lark Wilson, project secretary and administrative assistant,

not only supervised arrangement for the field visits, but also the typing

of the final manuscript. Mrs. Patricia Martin was invall;able in supervising

machine processing of various data, Jonathan Corbin assisted with the

editing, and Gregory White tabulated data.

A national advisory committee, appointed by the National Council of

Teachers of English, provided wise guidance during the early phases of

the Study when instruments were being designed; and assisted in the inter-

pretatim of the data. Members included John J. DeBoer, University of

Illinois; Lloyd Dull, Canton Public Schools, Ohio, representing the

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development; Robert Fooset

Westfield High School, New Jersey, representing the National Association
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of Secondary-School Principals; Lou L. LaBrant, Dillard University;

Henry C. Meckel, San Jose State College; Floyd Rinker, Commission on

English, College Entrance Examination Board; and Edwin Sauer, Chicago

State Teachers College South.

Many individuals were consulted with respect to the project design,

the nalectinn of the arhnnla nrhi rue% 4«i- C
aaam..%.arautseiLZA of flaws. zarLy

in the Study Dora V. Smith, Alfred H. Grommon, and Hilda Taba gave

generously of their time and suggestions. Lee J. Cronbach provided

needed assistance with sampling procedures. Robert W. Rogers, then Head

of the Department of English, um Dean of the College of Liberal Arts

and Sciences, offered both encouragement and specific suggestions,

Among others whose advice and interest sustained the investigators

throughout the Study were Leo J. Ruth, Doris V. Gunderson, Francis A. J.

lanai, Michael Shugrue, John H. Fisher, Margaret Ryan, and Albert R.

Kitzhaber, Sister M. Philippa Coogan, B. V. Mi., having herself completed

a study of the teaching of English in selected diocesan schools, met

with the staff members to compare observations.

Special appreciation is due the following seventeen members of the

faculty of the University of Illinois and the headquarters staff of the

National Council of Teachers of English without whose enthusiastic

participation in field visits and observations the Study would have been

impossible: William Curtin, John Erickson, William H. Evans, Robert F.

Hogan, J. N. Hook, James EcCrimmon, Stanton Millet, Frank Moake, Priscilla

Tyler, Jerry L. Walker, Harris W. Wilson, Robert Lacampague, James Lyon,

Roger E. Martin., Enid M. Olson, Robert W. Rogers,and Robert S. Whitman.



.Above all we are indebted to the department chairmen, English

faculties, and principals of the 158 cooperating high schools, whose

conperation and interest made the work of the researchers both

infinitely varied and personally rewarding.

J.R.S.

R.K.A.
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CHAPTER I

THE PURPOSE AND DESIGN OP THE STUDY

The year 1961 found professional leaders in English vigorously engaged

in a reappraiital of ends, means, and teaching conditions. Epitomized by the

publication of The National Interest, and the reach_ of English,' the movement

reflected the concern of many professional leaders that only frank, pane

assessment of the current state of English teaching, coupled with bold, decisive

action, would stimulate widespread curriculum reform. The efforts of die

Commission on English of the College Entrance Examinaticn Board and the careful

discussion of the statement on "The Basic Issues and the Teaching of Elglish,"2

published by feur national societies, only accelerated the trend. With the

development o! a plan for curriculum study centers in English and with expanded

support for research in teaching, action was taken by the United States Ofiice

of Education which seemed likely to promote gradual chaT,e and improvement.

Still, even with the beginning of these long range efforts to strengthen

teaching, professional leader' asked whether more could not be done immediately.

Is it not possible to ascertain the ways in which stronger schools are already

achieving important results in English? What are the characteristics of English

programs which are achieving commendable results? The present study is an

attempt to seek answers to such questions. By identifying and studying

secondary English programs which are reported to be outstanding, the investigators

seek to identify characteristics if superior programs which might be emulated

in other schools.

1
Committee on National Interest, The National Interest and the %sum

of English (Champaign, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English, 1961).

2
The Basic Issues in the Teaching of English. Supplement to College

English, XXI, No. 1 (Jctober, 1959),
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The selection of superior high school English departments posed immediate

difficulties. No research studies have been made which provided definitive

answers. However, some criteria were suggested in a questionnaire study by

J. N. Hook of the characteristics of high schools which have produced outstand-

ing English students as cited in the Achievement Awards program of the National

Council of Teachers of English (NCTE).3 The N1TE program is a national attempt

to identify the superior high school graduates in English. At the time of this

study, some 6,000 ox. 7,000 high schools were nominating candidates. The winners

were determined by statewide committees, largely college teachers of English,

following directions from NCTE. Considered were various specimens of each

nominee's writing; his scores on two standardized tests, one a college level

test of grammar, usage, and composition skills, the other a test of ability to

read and interpret literature. In addition, the state Judging team considered

letters of recommendation from teachers and school administrators. The maximum

number of vinners in each state was ths number of that state's Representatives

in Congress. Hook's questionnaire survey clearly suggested that the English

programs in the schools prcducing winners and runners-up in this annual program

differed in certain respects from corrsentional English programs. Assuming that

superior English departments are those that consisteatly produce some students

who are superior in English, the investigators determined to examine in depth

the programs of those schools which graduate students receiving Achievement

Award citations year after year.

But basing a national study of this kind solely on results of the NCTE

Achievement Awards program seemed unduly restrictive. Consequently; once the

3
J. N. Hook, "Characteristiss of Award-Winning High Schools," English

1911100 L, No. 1 (January, 19a) , 9-15.
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schools consistently recognized by this program had been identified, the project

staff attempted to match them with an equal number of comparable schools with

highly regarded programs in English. In securing the names of these schools

with excellent reputations in English, advice was sought from profepcirs of

English and education in state universities, imandiag directors of freshman

composition and supervisors of student teachers who visit schools; from the

officers of regional and local English organizations affiliated with NCTE; and

from consultants in state departments of education. The procedures used in

selecting and matching the schools are described later in this chapter. What

resulted was a berme grrrip of 116 high schools located in 45 states which seemed

representative of programs with reputations for achieving outstanding results in

English.

To the basic 116 schools were added during the second and third year of the

study some 42 additional schools--19 schools exigaged in experimental English

programs, 7 Catholic schools_ 9 independent schools. and 7 comprehensive high

schools in large cities. Schools in these categories were not adequately

represented in the initial sampling of 116 schools. As the investigators became

interested in pursuing certain 4tlaaa suc h as the impact of experimentation on

English programs, such additions became mandatory. M comparison of the prograrga

in the schools in the basic sampl:',ng wich programs discovered in large cities,

in inrlependent schools, and in Cara..? is schools also seemed important, A request

to extend the Study to include additiona schools was approves by the cooperative

Research Bureau,. United States Office of Educatton. In selecting additional

schools in the special categories, the project staff solicited recommendations

for schools from the national advisory committee, appointed by the National

nnnneil of Teachers of itnoliah, and frnm patinnal epeeinliatn in curriculum

development, Catholic education, and English in independent schools. The

L
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superintendents of six great city school systems were told the purpose of the

studythe identification of characteristics of English programs in schools

known to be achieving important resultsand asked to select one of their

schools for study by the project staff. Thus, the total sampling of 158

schools includes programs which consistently produce superior students in

English as measured by the NCTE Achievement Awards program, schools of good

reputation in English identified by university professors, state education

department pereennel, and professional leaders in the several states, and

selected schools of various kinds identified by ,rational specialists as having

strong Engltgh 2rograms. The names of these cooperating schools are presented

in Appendix A.

Through classroom observation, individual and departmental interviews,

group meetings with teachers and student e, and the use of specially designed

questionnaires and check lists, the investigators developed a comprehensive

approach to assess and report n the English programs in these schools. Because

of its purposes and methods of selection, as well as its cosponsorship by NCTE,

the project was called the National Study of High School English Programs and

that term, or the abbreviations, the Study or simply the project, are used

interchangeabl7 throughout this report.

A. Einagn

To ie,eide steal: members in planuing instzuments as veil 411 to provide a

focus for the final report, the investigators advanced twelve hypotheses which

they believed to be characteristics of strong secondary English programs. These

hyr les were based on a considered evaluation of the characteristics of Award-

Winning Schools discussed by Hook;
4
a check list of characteristics of junior

and senior high school English programs developed by the NCTE Ccmmission on

4
Hook, loc. cit.

40111(.',

.....royodiromw* "42. F
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the English Curriculum;
5
and reports and recommendations from other committees,

commissions, and publications of NOTE, the Commission on English, and other

groups. The following statement of these guiding hypotheses also includes an

indication of some of the ways in which the project staff anticipated that

evidence to prove or disprove each assertion would be collected. The specific

efforts made to focus attention on staff observers to these concerns are

indicated in the Handbook to Visitation and Observation presented in Appendix C.

However, as the discussion of collection and treatment of data presented in

this chapter makes clear, the investigators, in considering any particular

aspect of the programs, were guided by the combined findings of all interviews,

observations, and questionnaires, rather than by the results of any single

measure.

Guiding Hypotheses

In scheol- rensidered to have strong departments of English, we
would expect ouperiority in the following characteristics:

1. English teachers will be well prepared in English, will be active
in professional organizations, and will make use of opportunities for
continuing their education through inservice training, sabbatical
leave programs or extension school services. (To be measured by
responses to items on questionnaires; by interviews with principals,
department chairmen, selected teachers, and by the number of
recipients of fellowships and awards)

2. Literature programs will not be confined to a single anthology,
but there will be evidence of wide reading of many kinds of good books
such as library withdrawals, ample classroom libraries and guided
individual reading programs. Books will not only be prevalent but
accessible. (To be measured by direct. observation of facilities and
classroom procedures; check lists on questionnaires for librarians
and teachers; reading questionnaires; interviews with librarians and
students; evidence of interaction of English department and library.)

3. There will be a perceptibly good "intellectual climate" in all
aspects of the schools. More emphasis will be placed on ideas and

MMIMINOMINAMMMLIINIMMINIVOYM.M=MIWIENIMM.~1

5
Commission on the English Curriculum, "A Check List for Evaluating

the English Program in the Junior and Senior High School," palish Journal,
LI, No. 4 (April, 1962), 273-282.
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processes of thought than on rote learning. (To be measured by classroom

observation, student interviews and questionnaires, evidence of inter-
relationships between departments, evidence of successful student-led
activities related to subject areas, sampling of assignments.)

4. Teachers will provide not only for frequent and varied writing
experiences, but for meaningful motivation, for careful correction of
writing and thinking, and for supervised revision of papers. (To be

measured by classroom observation, interviews with teachers, departmental
interview, evidence available in courses of study, and direct review of

students' writing.)

5. Schools will reveal variety in methods and materials of instruction
for different groups of students. Teachers will have considerable

latitude in choosing materials of instruction. There will be evidence

of experimentation and innovation in the kinds of instruction. (To be

assessed by studying methods and purposes of grouping of classes,
elective programs; use of large-small group instruction and other
approaches indicated in the course of study, departmental interviews,
etudent interviews, and classr000 observation.)

6. Laaguage, literature and composition will be taught in apropriate

proportion and not as separate, entities. Instruction will be coordinated

and sequential. (To be measured by evaluation of courses of study,
classroom observation, concept check list, questionnaires.)

7. Schools will provide comprehensive instruction in the skills of
reading for all pupils and, in addition, special instruction for
pupils whose need and ability warrants more individualized procedures.
(To be measured by classroom observation, courses of study, departmental
iterviews, issues questionnaire, departmental meetings.)

8. There will be in general a favorable climate for teaching as
evidenced by appropriate salaries; good pupil-teacher ratios; efficient,
pleasant facilities and school plant; an' comparative freedom from
burdensome clerical or policing obligations. Teachers will reflect

P^a4/.4'' attitudes toward teaching at all levels and administrators
will respect the professional integrity of their teachers. Though

teachers will vary in their methods and approaches to teaching, there
will be interaction and a considerable degree of unanimity in their
efforts to deal with common problems. (To be neasured through question-

naires and interviews with principal, department head, selected teachers;
observation in classes; meetings with students and departmental meeting.%

9. There will be a reasonable and a professional approsch to the
supervision of teachers. Subject-oriented supervisors will work
constructively WS% beginning teachers and help coordinate the entire

program. Supervisors will, be given considerable scope and responsibility
in the hiring of new teachers and in writing the English program.
Appropriate time for such supervision will be given to the department

heads. English teachers will be organizedinadepartment led by a capeble
and resourceful department chairman. (To be measured by department head
interview and questionnaire, principal interview, interview with teachert.)

4 4 ,..,1 4 '..--w=f+......---..............,...r.....r,",
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10. Within the English department there will be some unique dedicated
teachers who enthusiastically motivate student achievements. (To be
measured br student interviews, individual teacher questionnaire,
classroom observation, principal interview.)

11. Schoolu w:Ach have strong English programs for college bound
students will eso make special accommodations for the interests tand
abilVies of tet ninal students. They will therefore have fewer
dropouts. (To be measured by interviews, observation: discussions
with counselor and administrators, interviews with advanced and
terminal students, reading questionnaire.)

12. Philosophy and substance of the English program will reflect
changing social and educational patterns of our dines. The impact of
technological innovations as they affect our society will be. apparent
in the content and methods of teaching English. The English curriculum
will be subject to constant reevaluation in the light of our changing
society. (To be measured by interviews with chairman and principal,
classroom observation, study of course of study, departmental interview.)

Re latedmic Research
Trotra niummimr

Only a limited number of studies have attempted to survey and report

prevailing curricular programs in English. Hook recently summarized the

characteristics of English programs of 745 schools and suggested the potential

value of a study of selected schools in depth.
6

In 1958 Jewett surveyed

printed courses of study in English from 285 schools and drew appropriate

-'onclusions, but made no attempt to visit schools or to identify programs which

had achieved effective results.
7

Earlier studies of school programs which included an anlysis of courses

of stviv and visitation to schools were conducted by Dora V. Smith8 Robert

C. Pooley.
9

Valuable and influential when reported but long since out of date,

6
Rook, loc. cit.

7
Arno Jewett, The Et.gcliA Latatm Arts in the §tL.:29......ider School

(Washington, D, C.: U. S. Office of Education, 1958).

8Dora V. Smith, .tralt., InstructIon in Secondara School Walsh
(Chicago: National Council of Teachers of English, 1941).

9
Robert C. Poo ley, The Teaching of English in Wisconsin (Madison:

University of Wisconsin, 1948).

.......0,1+4.
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these studies attempted to provide a comprehensive review of selected programs

end instructional patterns of many kinds. The present study differs from these

in its emphasis on studies in depth of a limited number of school programs

selected because of their reported suscess in providing an excellent education

in English:

Certain recent studies have attempted to examine the conditions under

which English is taught, one phase of the present research. Questionnaires

were used in the two national sur7eys published by tha National Council of

Teachers of English, The National Interest and the Teaching of English
10

and The National Interest and the Continuing Education of Tenders of

Essils12.11 In Kentucky a recent statewide survey combined data from question-

naire with data obtained from school visits.
12

In the fleid of English,

however, no attempt has been made nationally to subject a selected group of

school nrograms to searching analysis through questionnaire, interview, class-

room, and other approaches. In effect, what is contemplated in this research

is a series of case studies of individual English programs.

The Selection of the auk

The quality of the product produced by public schools, according to

several established studies, varies with school size, geographic location,

socio- econotnic level of the drawing population, per pupil expenditure (which

10
Committee on National Interest, loc. cit.

11
Comnittee on National Interest, The NaLional Interest and the Continuing

Education of Teachers of English, (Champaign, Ill.: National Council of Teachers
of English, 1964).'

12
Robert Newman Grise, The English, Teacher in Kentucky, Bulletin of the

Bureau of School Service, University of Kentucky, RXXVII, No. 1 (September,
1964).

0 . 6
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varies to some extent with salary schedules), and the population density of

the drawing ama.
13

Given that these factors do influence the quality of

students produced by a school, little is to be gained by another survey of the

gross effects of these variables. The investigators therefore decided to

hold these factors as nearly constant as possible so that differences in the

quality of the educational product produced by the school groups could more

reasonably be attributed to differences internal to the schools.

The most desirable means of providing this control is through construction

of a sample to control the variables. Accordingly, the investigators matched

as closely as possible two groups of schools on the six dimensions listed above- -

schools which consistently produced Achievement Awards winners, schools of equal

reputation which had not produced winners. The fit was made approximate but it

enabled the investigators to compare the two groups. Since the factors of

geographic representation and percent of students going on to college determine

the degree to which the study may be considered comprehensive, the investigators

also attempted to equate the distribution of college bound graduates across the

two groups. In effect then, the two groups were approximately equated on (1) sire

of graduating class, (2) per pupil expenditure, (3) geographic region, (4) minimum

teachers' salaries; (5) rural-urban balance, (6) percent of students going on

to college, and (7) occupational profile of the drawing area.

Sam

The proposal submitted to the United States Office of Education called

for a survey of practices in schools consistently producing NCTS Achievement

Award winners. At the suggestion of that office, this initial proposal was

111111MNIMML

'John C. Illanagen et al, Studies of t he American kW Sdhool, Monograph
No. 2, Cooperative Research Division Project 226, U. S. OiAce of Education,
December 1962.
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expanded to include a comparison of these practices with those in schools of

good reputation not producing award winners. Operationally, this produced two

populations of schools, those schools producing award winners in at least four

of the five years between and including 1958 and 1962 and the complement of

Icfristititinn...thnna U4nUl7 -----Jed in their regioas riot producing award

winners in at least fm.ir-years fluxing the specified five year period.

It should be noted at the outset, that this criterion does not imply

the superiority or inferiority of any given Lchool in either population. A

brief glance at the history and nature, of the awards as well as the contest

policies of schools should snake this apparent. First, the NOTE Awards are

a relatively recent innovation, administered at the state level. Only during

the last few years have many schools begun to enter the contest on a consis-

tent basis. The total number of schools entering the contest has grown from

roughly 4,000 applying schools in its second year to approximately 7,000 in

1963. Second, some schools refrain from entering such events as a matter of

policy. Thus it is apparent that the second population will have at least some

members who could have been members of the first as measured by some other

independent index of student acnievement in English.

Initially, eighty-nine schools were identified from files maintained by

the National. Council of Teachers of English of schools consistently producing

Achievement Award winners. These eighty-nine schools had produced at least

one award winner in four out of the previous fivo years. A general letter

containing the names of these schools by states was then sent tc supervisory

personnel, directors of college composition programs, officers of state

English associations, and others knowledgeable about the reputation of high

school English programa in each of the states represented on the list. These

people were asked to identify the schools in that state which were similar to

(00

/),,,......ms.o.evriummimmen4,1 ---
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the ones listed and possessing good reputations in English. Ultimately this
111

the c000eration of the schools was then sent to all schools in tne two woula- 1111

produced a list of some 319 schools with subgroups associated with particular

schools in the initial population, the schools with Award minuets. A

questionnaire (See Appendix B, Instrument 1) with a covering letter solicitirg

tious. Information culled from the returned questio..naires was then used as a

basis for determining the fifty-four pairs most closely matched on the demo-

graphic variables :fisted above. Subsequent withdrawal of one of the schools

has since reduced these to fifty-three pairs

Because the pairing decisions were made on the basis of approximate fit

rather than perfect matches on all seven dimensions, justification of any

claim to the identi'lr of t12 two groups must depend upon whether or not the

composite difference created by these seven variables cast be expected to produce

differences in characteristics under investigation.

...121021Glic Distribution,

The geographic distribution of the sampling was basic; had location not

been considered, a disproportionate number of schools might have come from

certain midwestern and eastern suburban locations. Unlike the other dimensions,

no pairing was allowed where both schools were not from the same geographic

region of the country. In fact, inmost cases pairs were made within the same

state. This matching yielded fifty-three pairs of schools distributed

nationally as shown in Table 1. The geographic regions used here are United

States Census Bureau categories. given the diversity of curricular objectives

prevalent in the nation, a breakdown by these geographic regions seems to

provide a reas.natle basis for comparing individual school practices with

those observed in particular geographic regions.

_ , _

1
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Table 1

Geographic Distribution of Paired Schools

Geographic Area No. of Pairs

Northeast (NE) 4

Middle East 01E) 7

Southeast (SE) 9

Great Lakes (GL) 13

Plains (PL)

Southwest (SW) 5

Rocky Mountain (R14) 3

Par West (FW) 5

Total 53

While this survey wee made on a very selective group of schools rather

than a simple demographically stratified random sample from the nation, it

is still of tangential interest to note the comparability of the geographic

distribution of schools in the study sample with that in the naticn. Table 2

presents the distribution by region as reported by the U. S. Department of

Health, Education and Welfare in 1961.
14

Raw counts have been converted to

proportions of the total number of schools in both the nation and the current

survey. As ca. be seen in Table 2, with the exception of the Southeast and

Great Lakes, regional representation in this survey varies from that in the

nation by an average of about 3 percent. The snore considerable difference of

12 percent in the Southeast primarily results from the lack of very small

14
Edmond A. Ford and Virgil R. Walker, Public Secondary, School

Statistics of Education in the United, States, .1958-1959 SeriesWington,
D. C.: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1961), p. 29.

J



Table 2

13

Percentage of Study.Schools in Geographic Regions
Compared with All Schools Nationally

NE ME SE GL sw 101 FW Total

.118 .038 .057 1.000

.094 .057 .094 ,999

Nation .039 .101 .295 .124 .178

Study .075 .132 .170 .245 ,132

schools in the Study. According to the U. S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare (1.961), roughly 34 percent of the total number of southeastern high

schools have enrollments under 200. bone of these schools appear in the Study.

The large difference in the Great Lakes (117 percent) is due primarily to the

economics of research: since the National Study offices were in Illinois, it

was less expensive to visit midwestern schools. The reader should be cautioned

at this point that, although this particular distribution does happen to

correspond roughly to the distribution of schools in the nation, the findings of

the Study are net applicable to all schools in the nation. As will be seen in

later sections of this chapter, this Study has primarily sampled from urban and

suburban schools of fairly large enrollments. ;Representation of very small,

and/or rural and small town schools is quite sparse and concentrated in a few

geographic regions.

Size of Graduating Class

Because the statistic is generally more reliable and, for the 7,erposes of

this Study, uore meaningful, schools were paired on reported size of graduating

class rather than total enrollment. The resulting distributions are compared in

Table 3, using a product moment correlation.

The data-presented in Table 3 indicate that there is some difference

between the groups on this dimension. Whether or not those differences are

within tolerable limits is another question. The mean of Group 2 ie within

F a

-4.1...ZNIM11.0.11MEMOINE, 111.161au.
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Award-Winning Schools

Non-Award Schools

111111111111111011111111M.

Table 3

laze of Graduating Class

N X S.,. r

53 459.64 154.603

.616
53 419.72 164.759

TWOOMINNIIIWIMIIIMMNI11111111M1111.1=.4aW

1/2 standard deviation of that of Group 1 and the standard deviations of the

two groups are fairly close. The Pearson r computed on the distributions is

fairly high at .616 considering schools were simultaneously matched on seven

variables. Further, since school population size probably has a discontinuous

effect on the school product, differences between these groups may be zero at

the level of effect. That is, it seems likely that the quality of students

produced by schools differing in enrollment by only 100 or so will not

necessarily be different tn any measurable sense. This, however, is only

speculative.

Percent of angst Bound Students

Schools were also matched on the percentage of the graduating class

going on to four year colleges. Although there is some distordon here due

to the fact that some states (notably California) have very active junior

college programs which tend to pull away from the full four year programs,

thin statistic was held to have the most application in the greatest minber

of geographic regions. The final comparison of the two groups on this

dimension is shown La Table 4.

Table 4

Percentage of Graduates Going on to Pour-Year College

N X S.D.

AvardWinninc Se llenla. 52 55.38 17.745

Nor-Award Schools 52 52.61 18.857
.668
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The total match on this dimension appears to be very good. Discarding

one pair in which one of the schools supplied inaccurate data, the resulting

means come within three percentage points of being identical. Standard

deviations are also quite close and the resulting product moment correlation

xxemmet 4,s4.1wr U41.4.

It should be obvious that percent of graduates going on to college is

most properly a product of the quality of the school and the locale of the

school. Like several of the characteristics on which schools were matched,

percent going on to college is not independent of the other matching characteris-

tics; it constitutes a result of the other characteristics in large measure as

opposed to being a partial cause of the quality of the school. As such, it is

not usually controlled in a study of this nature but rather is allowed to vary

as a function of the variables under investigation. Use of this dimension does

have the advantage, however, of providing us the information necessary to

insure that schools other than those in eshich more than 75 percent of the students

go on to college will be included in the survey. In connection with this aim,

a more detailed breakdown of the distributions on this dimension might be of

interest. Table 5 provides that data.

Table 5

Distribution of College Bouni Students

Award-Winning Schools

Non-Award Schools

Range

15-97

15-90

Q1 42 Q3

40 5,5 70

40 50 70

1110111101111*--.17111..111i
VIIIIMIIIANNIS SIMMS

Aside from the fact that the dtst;:ibutions are quite simi'ar, it is

interesting to note that at least on this dimension the Study encompasses a

fairly broad range of schools. It is only fair to note, however, that as

compared to current national averages, this Study is biased in favor of the
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academic high school. This is not unexpected inasmuch as schools were selected

because they were "known" to be producing high quality college bound student].

Ekadiare Per

A recent study by Flanagan elearl,- established a relationship between cost

__
per ?upit

15
and student performance. mow much of this is due to other factory

is not known, but it seems reasonable to suppose there is some relationship

between student performance and per pupil expenditure itself. In lime with

this reasoning, this variable was considered in selecting schools for the two

populations. A comparison of the distributions of the two groups appears in

Table 6.

AwardWinning Schools

Non-Auard Schools

Table 6

Reported Cost Per Pupil

46 $536.33 $257.480

46 483.04 167.022

r

.640

Again, obviously spurious data has reduced the reported N somewhat. Although

included in the Study, seven pairs of schools could not be included because of

inaccurate data obtained from one member of each pair. Means for these two

groups seem fairly close but probably greater significance should be attached

to the considerable difference between the standard deviations of the groups.

The rano of expenditures in Group 1 is considerably greater than in Group 2.

The correlation between groups appears to be quite high at .640, suggest:mg

(in conjunction with the observed mean and standard deviation) the match

between schools tends to be proportional with each school in Group 1 spending

about 1,5 times as mach money per student as its counterpart in Group 2.

Flanagan, loc. cit.

7's
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Teachers' mining= salaries were also used as a baste for matching schools.

Although obviously an integral part of the cost per pupil, this variable was

treated separately in the sampling and is reported independenilly here.

Table 7 again provides the basic descriptive statistics for this dimension.

Table 7

Minimum Salaries Paid to Teachers

N i[ S.D.

52 $4,604,27 $446.31

52 4,593.10 484.36

Award-Winning Schools

Non-Award Schools

r

.656

In this case the fit was apparently quite good. Means are almost

ifuntical as are the standard deviations of the two groups: The suggestion is

that, with minor fluctuations, variation in one group is rather closely mirrored

in the other.

Socio-Economic Factors

We turn now to the two dimensions on which it has been most difficult to

assess the degree of correspondence- -the occupational profile of the drawing

area and the urban-suburban-rural distribution of students. The difficulty

encountered here is primarily a function of the number of categories involved

e..-h variable. The. occupational profile initially Sent to the high schools

contained five categories on the questionnaire. This was later reduced to

four by combining the percentages listed for two of the deeignet;.ons. Schools

were matched according to their two dominant categories. On the location of

harms, a similar matching strategy was employed. The original nine categories

were reduced to the two dominant categories listed by each sch I. This

abbreviated profile was then used for matching schools as closely as possiblq6.

The distribution of students' homes is indicated in Table 8, which
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presents a complete profile of the two samples without considering either

matching or geographic region. Rows represent the primary drawin4 area and

columns represent the secondary drawing area. Since there were nine initial

categories, this means that a given school will be presented in one or the

eighty-one possible equares. Tho rumtuvra 1 And 2 are used to &climate atoun

membership. Entries are the number of schools having a particular description.

G

uR j 2

UI 1 2

UC 1 2

SR 1 2

SI 1 2

SC Y. 2

Sct 1 2

Small
Town 1 2

RF 1 2

Table 8

Distribution of Secondary School Drawing Areas

Scat- !mall

UR UI UC SR SI CC tered Town RF

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

2 1 7 8 2 I 4 3 3

2 2 L 1 2

1

MI..... IIIII

UR = urban residential area
UI = urban industrial
UC = urban commercial
SR = suburban residential
SI = suburban industrial
SC = suburban commercial

Scattered = scattered through a city or town
Small Town = town under 5,000

RF = rural farm

.-
*Nr.,
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Table 8 has been included here to provide some idea of the areas

encompassed by the Study. Most important perhaps is the clear indication in

the Study schools of a heavy emphasis on urban and suburban residential areas.

Forty-four percent of the schools in the Study draw primarily from urban

raa4AantiAl AraAa And 11 pareant from suburban residential areas, Second; it

should be noted that almost no school in the study draws primarily from small

towns or rural farm areas although some 6.6 percent of the schools do draw the

second largest percentage of their students from these areas. It is of course

to be expected that no schools would be classified as drawing primarily from

suburban industrial or commercial areas. Finally, Table 8 makes possible the

identification of schools with high' -1 homogeneous student bodies. Schools

entered in the diagonal cells are those reporting only one drawing area.

Assuming these reports are accurate, about 25 percent of the schools in the

Study draw from only one type of area, and have student bodies with considerable

similarity of background.

In an effort to introduce some rigor to the process of matching schools

on this dimension, the eighty-one possible combinations of drawing areaq were

rank ordered with respect to the "primarily and secondarily urban residential"

category. The assumption was made that all the eight other classifications

could be ranked according to their degrees of differetre from the urban

residential category and so ranked, would also he ranked with respect to any

other category. Thus, if "urban commercial" were ranked third with respect to

"urban residential" and "suburban industrial" were ranked sixth, it would be

valid to say "suburban industrial" is ranked third with respect to "urban

commercial." It was not assumed, however, that the eigat intervals were of

equal size.

0 ,) 0
il



The rank ordering of the eighty-one possible combinations was then used

to determine the b'est match among available alternatives. The matching

procedure assumed, of course, that for a given combination, combinations

which were an equal number of rare -1 removed in either direction were equally

good matches for the original combination.

It is possible to evaluate the degree of fit resultiGg from this

matching strategy by using a Spearman rank order correlation. Table 9

presents the results of this analysis as well as the median difference between

ranks for the fifty-one usable pairs.

Table 9

Variation of Schools Ranked According to Drawing Area

Quartile deviation of
differences in rank

between pairs

5

Me. rank
difference

7.5

r
e

.645

VEEP .4/12MM/11

For this analysis, schools within groups were rank ordered .according to the

value assigned to the school profile from the grid In Table 8. As sham in

Table 9, the median difference between the ranks of pairs was 7.5 with a

quartile deviation of 5 ranks. Although this comparison is somewhat awkward,

it does serve to demonstrate the degree of variation between the distributions.

This variation, as further defined by the rank order correlation of .645, is

within acceptable limits. YAtching on this dimension seems to have been

fairly successful.

For reasons that will become appa:l.entv it is not possible to determine

the degree of success in matching occupational profiles as precisely as has

been possible for the other dimensions involved in constructing these samples.

The data used in matching schools on this dimension consisted of the percentage

breakdown of the school population into five categories--(l) professional and

,

.0Y4
1(
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managerial, (2) highly skilled occupations, (3) semi-skilled occupations,

(4) rural or agricultural occupations and (5) unskilled occupations. As an

aid in matching, categories one and two were combined as were three and five.

This reduced the amount of information to be treated from five percentages to

three. Those schools providing a satisfactory match on graduating class size,

minimum salaries, etc., were then culled for the pairs providing the best

match on this three-way profile.

The most adequate description of the degree of fit between schools on

this profile is provided by the des-riptive statistics set out in Table 10.

These have been computed separately for each of the three dimensions,

Table 10

The Occupational Classification of School Parents

N X S.D.

1 Si 56.576 18.695

Professional, managerial, and highly skilled .653

2 51 54.692 17.901

1 51 41.615 20.351

Semi-skilled and unskilled .588

2 51 43.519 19.195

1 51 3.846 6.371

Rural and agriculture .658

2 51 3.711 7.182

The data in this table indicate that the three way fit was quite satisfactory.

ALL means and standard deviations are quite close and the degree of relationship

expressed by the correlation is fftirly high with the exception of the semi-skilled,

unskilled aspect of the profile. Actually, the third dimension of the profile

would also be rather low were it not for the fact that most schools its the Study

listed no rural- agricultural families, thus reducing variation within the groups

71100111.MG
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while N remained high. If, for example, N were reduced to the number of nov-

zero pairs, r would have been reduced to something on the order of .4. This

seems to euggest that while the occupational profiles of the groups are

satisfactorily matched, the best fit was achieved on the professional-

managerial-highly skilled axia.

In summary then, two groups seem to be fairly well matched on all seven

of the variabies listed at the beginning of the chapter. Means and standard

deviations are generally quite close and correlations between the two groups

tend to run about .65. Probably the least satisfactory match was achieved

on the size of graduating classes. For the purposes of this, Study, the two

groups appear to be well matched. These 106 schools, plus twc additional

unmatched schools (whose pairings dropped after the Study had begun) formed

the basic schools. Eight additional pilot schools were used to perfect

instruments and approaches, making a total of 116 schools studied in the basic

phase of the Study. Some 42 schools were added in the extension of the Study

to include Catholic, independent, experimental, and large city schools, making

a total of 158 separate schools.
16

Creation of Instruments
alLSONMENINIMANN

The schools having been selected for study, the project staff next

turned attention to the creation of questionnaires, interview schedules,

observation guides, and overall directions to guide the study of English

programs. Available reports and instruments were cssefully considered,

such as "Evaluative Criteria" of the National Study of Secondary School

16
The reader should not be confused by apparent inconsistencies regarding

the number of schools in the sample. On many of the tables which follow, N
will usually be less than the 116 original schools or L58 total since useful
data were not always available from each of the cooperating schools. Thus N

mightbe 78 or 102 or any other number less than the total.

jeat,:71122aNVi HIR71222.9f 22.2,11
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Evaluation, 17 the approaches reported by Dora V. Smith in Evaluation Instruction

in Secondary School English,18 and the summar: of research on classroom observa-

tion reported in the Handbook on Research in Teaching. 19

Preliminary forms of each instrument were used in visits to eight ;pilot

schools visited during the spring of 1963. As a result of these pilot assess-

ments, forms were revised during the summer of 1963. During the late spring,

the various instruments together with recommendations from the project staff,

were reviewet: by members of the national advisory ccamittee to the Study,

appointed by the National Council of Teachers of English.

The various Instruments in their final form appear in Appendix No. 2.

Fifteen separate instruments were prepared as follows:

Instrument No. 1: Hisa School Characteristics. A questionnaire

distributed by mail to school principals to obtain data to use

in matching schools.

Instrument No. 2: Student Questionnaire A. A questionnaire distributed

to former Award-winning students sihn had graduated from schools in

the Study.

Instrument No, 3: rincivalls Questionnaire. A questionnaire dish ibuted

in advance of visits to the school.

Instrument No. 4: Department Head Questionnaire. A questionnaire

distributed in Advance of visits to the school.

Instrument No. 5: Request, for Visiting Class. Form developed to request

permission to visit classes.

17National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, Avaluative Criteria,
1960 Edition (Washington., D. C.: 1960) .

18Smith, 2E. cif:,
19Donald M. Medley and Harold E. Mitzel, "Measuring Classroom Behavior by

Systematic Observation," in N. L. Gage (ed.), Handbook on Research in Teaching
(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963).

L
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Instrument No. 6: Interview Schedule fny. Principal, A schedule co guide

the initial interview held by school observers,

Instrument No. 7: EnAliSb Bead Interview. A schedule to guide

the interview with the English chairman.

ALM LKULUCLi 2; 1.14/15; uncut% JAMS% J.tis tre-ptuttieut. Head dad Student

Interviews. A check list to guide discussion with department chairman

on the teaching of certain concepts and for class interviews with

twelfth grade students.

Instrument No. 9: Interview Schedule for Selected Teacher. Used to

guide individual interviews conducted with 438 teachers in tLe schools.

Instrument No. 10' Interview Schedule for Counselor. Used to structure

individual interviews with one of the counselors.

Instrument No. 11: Counselor's Check Last of sch,-411 and Commusia

Characteristics. Questionnaire left with counselors for purpose

of obtaining information on community.

Instrument No. 12: Librarian's Questionnaire. Schedule to guide inter -

view with school librarian.

Instrument No. 13: Book List. Check list of books in school library based

on list of titles reported as "most significant high school reading

experience by honors graduates now attending college.
20

Instrument No. 14: Interview Schedule for Advanced Students. Schedule

to guide class interview of twelfth-grade college bound students.

Instrument No, 15: Questionnaire for Advanced Students. U3ed with

college bound students.

20
Robert S. Whitman, "Significant Reading Experiences of Superior English

Students," Illinois En il& Bulletin, Vol. 51, No. 5 (February, 1964), 1-23.
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Instrument No. 16: Interview Schedule for Terminal Students
.

A
3160

guide for questioning of tenth-grade terminal clans.

Instrument No. 17: questionnaire for Terminal Students. A form designed

for use.with terminal tenth-grade students.

Instrument No. 18- ----- v--1 4-u
__ %OK OUP %PC L V J61011. :pail" is ars as A mrivIdella

to guide joint interview of total English department.

Instrument No. 19: Issues in Teachin& English,. An issues questionnaire

administered immediately before the department meeting.

Instrument No. 20: Student Writing Check List. Used to characterize the

kind of student writing and teacher correction of themes.

Instrument No. 21: Questionnaire, for Individual English, Teacher. A

printed questionnaire distributed following the visits and mailed to

National Study directly by the teachers.

Instrument NO. 22: Readin& Questionnaire. A special questionnaire

administered to six selected classes by teachers in the schools and

nailed directly to the National Study.

Instrument No. 23: Classroom Observation Card. A guide to assist

observers in recording impressions.

Instrument No. 24: ,Summary, of Classroom Visitation. Form on which

project observers summarized their impressions of class observation.

Instrument No. 25: Summary of Reaction to School. Form used by observers

to summarize their total impressions of a school.

Instrument No. 26: Questionnaire: Final Examinations. A check list

questionnaire sent to department chairmen to get precise information

concerning frequency and type of examinations used.

In addition to the data secured from these instruments, the investigators

also asked schools to furnish at different times the following material needed
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in assessing the total English program: (a) a school handbook or guide;

(b) an organization chart (if any) indicating staff responsibilities and

courses taught; (c) an English course of s:,udy (if any), including a statement

of objectives; (d) a list of textbooks and literature books used in English;

(e) samples of recent midsemester and end-of-the-semester and year examinations;

(f) samples of representative student writing and teacher correcting (often

reviewed during the course of school visits). Such materials provided

important background material to assist observers and members of the project

staff in interpreting school programs.

Selection and Preparation of Observers
01.7MIIN

The regular project staff consisted of the Director, the Associate

Director, and two graduate assistants, Robert Lucas, doctoral candidate frr

a degree in English, and Joseph Thomson, doctoral candidate for a degree in

education. As an advanced student of classroom learning, Mr. Thomson was

especially helpful in designing certain of the instruments usad to guide

observation. His assistance with the psychometric analyses, together with

consultant assistance from Lee J. Cronbach and Hilda Tabs, provided important

guidance during the early phases of the Study. All four members of the staff

participated in the pilot studies of schools during the spring of 1963 as

well as in the subsequent visits.

Ten faculty members of the depArtment:s of English and education at the

University of Illinois and one member of the national NCTE headquarters staff

formed, with the tour regular staff members, the basic team of observers for

the Study. During the two-year period, six other' qualified observers from the

University of Illinois and the NCTE staff also participated, serving as

substitute observers when schedules could not be arranged to accommodate those
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initially participating in the Study. These project observers represented

various fields of specialty and interest in English and its teaching. Most

had previously taught in public secondary schools, but two had neither teaching

experience nor even student experience in public schools; several were specialists

411 14ra.rat.lir0 gro 4to 1-3.tanh.ing; nthera wares primnrtly 4rttnli-ne;

and composition; two had unique interests in the theory and process of lenvage

instruction. All were united in an interest in tmproving the teaching of

English; together they formed an impressive team which yielded insights of

many kinds. The observers were:

Staf f James R. Squire, Director; Professor of English
and Counselor in Teacher Education; Executive

NCTE

Roger K. Applebec, Associate Director; now Lecturer
in English and Associate Dean, College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences

Robert A. Lucas, Graduate Assistant

Joseph Thomson, Graduate Assistant; now
Assistant Professor of gducational Psychology,
University of Victoria

Regular Observers: William Curtin, Assistant Professor of English

John Erickson, Assistant Professor of Education

William H. Evans, Associate Professor of Education;
now Professor of English and Education,
Southern Illinois University

Roltert F. Hogan, Associate Executive Secretary,
ISWE

J. N. Hook, Professor of English and.Counselor
in Teacher Education

James M. McCrimmon, Professor rf the Humanities
and Education

Stanton Millet, Associate Professor of English and
Associate Dean, Graduate College; now Dean of
Students

Frank Moake, Associate ,Professor of English

rAltzferi`.-- "440-
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Priscilla Tyler, Associate ProfOssor of
English

Jerry L. Walker, Assistant Professor of
Education, .

Harris W. Wilson, Professor of English

Supplementary Observers: Robert IaCampagne, Director of Achievement
Awards and Special Projects, NCTE'

3.-iss Lyons nue nen ,Manager, NCTE

Roger E..-Martin, Business Manager; NCTE;
now Assistant to the Dean, College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Enid N. Olson, Director of,Publication
and Public Relations, NCT&

Robert W. Rogers, Professor of English,
former Head,. Department of English;
now Dean,' College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences

-Robert S. Whitman, Supervisor of Student
Teachers in English; now Assistant Professor
of English Education, University of Wisconsin

During the two-and-a-half years o2 school visits, observers made 306 visits

to th' 158 schools of the Study. One hundred and sixteen of these visits were

for two days and involved two project observers, one of whom was regularly a

member of the staff. Three-member teams visited sixteen schools in the Study,

normally the very large schools which did not easily admit to study by a

smaller group. Tventy-five schools were visited by only one observer. Although

initial plans called for more selective visiting of a limited number of schools,

careful scheduling made possible direct assessment of the total group of

schools, with the exception of one which voluntarily withdrew during the third

year because of unanticipated internal problems.'

In preparation for tliese 7isits, the staff developed a Handbook for

Visitation and Observation. The handbook was designed to explain in detail

_
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the procedures to be followed in visiting the sch^eles te% sntclipste problems

which might be encountered, and to explain the uses of various instruments.

The Handbook is presented in Appendix C. The pilot visits during the first

semester enabled the staff to develop a method of approaching departments and

of timing interviews, group meetings, and classroom observations so as to

secure maximum information in two days. The'general outline proposed for each

visit is included in the handbook material. in Appendix C. To alert observers

to the problems and possibilities, three meetings were called by the directors,

two prior to any visitation and a third follow-up meeting after a few visits

had occurred so that special questions and problems could ;se consiered

Despite the accumulation of vast statistical data in portions of the 6tuiy, the

independent judgments and insights of the project observers, recorded separate1 7

on the various instruments, remain the heart of the Stuey. The methods of

observation developed, tested, and revised provided a way of guiding t!e

observers and assisted them in securing maximum inftamation about the teaching

of English in a particular school desp..te the comparative brevity of the visit.

Treatment-. of Data

The data accumulated on the basic 116 schools of the Study were treated

separately from the data on the ad4itional 42 schools. Th4s .the bulk of this

report deals with impressions based upon depth studies of the 116 schools.

Separate chapters at the end off.. this report present comparative analyses of

the teaching of English in .large city schools, Catholic. schools, independent

schools, and in schools engaged in experimentation in English.

That information which zould.be.subjected,to,analysis.on data processing

machines. was so handled. ibe;tionnairea from...1,331.teechersjInstrument No, 21)

and reading questionnaires for 13,291 students (Instrument No. 22) were analyzed

in this way. Other statistical data were summarised for eaeh.0chool and
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tabulated by hand. When appropriate, means, quartiles, and other measures

of distribution and central tendency were computed. Much data yielded to

clearest interpretation when translated to percentages; it thus is presented

in this form in the appropriate sections of this report.

The interviews with individual teachers and with class and departmental

groups became more meaningful as a content analysis of responses indicated

concerns which many teachers shared. The summary reactions of observers also

yielded to such analysis and revealed some of the arrenting impressions

reported in Chapter III. Except for this general analysis and the various

statistical sumMaries of classroom observation, the reports from observers are

presented descriptively in appropriate sections of this report.

A special problem concerns the comparative dates. on the fifty-three

matched schools, those consistently producing Achievement Award winners,

those of good reputation in English without such recognized stuuents. The

method of selecting and meteLing was deticribed earlier in this chapter. The

statistical treatment of available data on these schools failed to indicate any

significant difference between these groups. Table 11 presents seise:fled

comparative data which indicate clearly that the schools withia the VrAdy are

more alike than like all schools nationally. All other data point to the

same conclusion. In the subject matter preparation of teachers, in the

participation of teachers in programs of continuing education, in teacher

involvement in praessional activities, in teaching conditions; in the

content stressed in classroom, in methods of teaching--in short in every

measure for which comparative data are available, the two groups do not appear

different. Even a careful reading of the reports from project observers, who

were not told of the differences in Om groups, fail to reveal any characteris-

tics unique to one group of schools or the other. In short, the findings do

not justify continuing the paired group analysii. 'apse schools which
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A Selected Comparison of Teachers in Matched
Groups with Teachers Nationally

Selected Award-Winning
Item of Comparison

Percent of "' lchers

with Undergraduate
Major in English

Schools

70.8

Percent of Teachers
Beginning Teaching with- -

Less than B.A. 5.1
Bachelor's Degree 64.6

B.A. 4- 15-30 hours 16.5
Master's or Beyond 13.5

Percent of Teachers
Participating Recently
in- -

Local English Meeting 57.0
State Meeting 34.2
National Meeting 7.8

Voluntary Workshop 26.2

Percent of Teachers
Regularly Reading
English Journal 35.4

Percent of Teachers
Meeting Fewer than
125 Students Daily

Percent of Teachers
Members in NCTE

52.0

53.8

31

Non-Award
Schools

Total Schools
in Study

National NCTE
Sampling*

73.2 71,8 50.5

6.8 5.9 11.8
63.0 63.8 69.8
15.7 16.1 12.4
14.2 13.8 7.0

51.8 54.7 63.7

31.8 33.2. 37.8
9.2 8.4 8.2

32.5 28.8 41.2

81.4 83.5 44.8

51.5 51.8 43.6

50.5 52.4 32.6

*Figures drawn from Committee on National Interest, The National Interest
and the Teachim of English, Champaign, Ill., 1964.

consistently graduate Achievement Award winners are not significantly diffeeent

from those schools of good reputation which do not graduate such students.

Apparently, the outside specialists when asked to select schools with good

reputation in English, identified schools so similar in meat rabie characteristics

to the schools with Achievement Award winners that the two coed not be separated.

Tie question may well be raised concerning whether, if differences do not exist

beta_ 31 tie groups, such difnrences actually exist between tie schooi5$ in the

rel

e
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Study as a whole and other schools nationally. Table 11 suggests that these

differences may be considerable. Chapter II compares the characteristics

or schools in this Study with the characteristics of English departments

nationally and indicates clear and significant differences. The findings

seem to justify the selection of the English programs of the National Scudy as

characteristic of the better English programs in the country, even though the

internal paired analysis does not reveal significant differences within the

total group. To simplify the presentation of findings, the comparative

analysis of the paired groups has T:sen eliminated from the presentation; the

discussion of these pairings was retained earlier in this chapter because of

the insights it offered into the size, geographic, and demographic characteris-

tics of ell schools in tb Study. In the discussion which follows, data on

Study schools will be presented only for the total group. The reader should

know, however, that the investigators have in every case examined possible

differences between the subgroups identLaed earlier in the chapter.

To be of maximum assistance to schools and curriculum eurervisors, the

findings are reported under separate topical headings. Characteristics of

teachers and teaching conditions are first described, not only because these

clearly demonstrate certain significant differences between these schools and

others nationally, but because a knowle4e of such characteristics is basic in

interpreting other findings. A lengthy discussion of twee general characteristics

of the Study schools follows, including the characteristics seen by teachers and

students as well as project observers, Separate chapters devoted to the teaching

of literature, composition, and language are followed by a discussion of the

administration of departments and the nature of courses of study. The teaching

of reading, the personal reading of students, school libraries, and a number of

minor problems and issues are also discussed, and the report concludes with

separate treatment of the supplementary studies to experimental schools, large

city schools, Catholic schools, and independent schools.

77,
r;i

..116111=.,."0-



CHAPTER II

THE TEACHERS IN THE SELECTED SCHOOLS
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The 'euccess of any educational program depends in large measure on

the quality of its teachers. The staff of the National Study clearly

anticipated that in preparation and continuing education, the English

faculties of the 116 schools selected for detailed study would be signi-

ficantly stronger than the faculties of average high schools. This hypothesis

proved to be supported by the data collected in the Study.

Questionnaires concerning preparation were obtained from 1,331 teachers

in the 116 schools. Additional reactions were obtained by personal interviews

with 438 teachers, normally those identified by the principal or the depart-

ment chairman as being among the stronger teachers in each school. Data

Ioncerning teaching conditions were obtained not only from the teachers but

fram observation in classrooms, interviews with principals and the department

chairmen, and in group interviews with the members of the several departments.

Because some understanding of the quality _f preparation of the teachers

and of the conditions under which they work is essential in interpreting the

basic findings of the entire Study, data are presented in this chapter

concerning de initial preparation of teachers, the selection of teachers in

these schools, their continuing education, their professional activities,

and the eonditions under which they teach English.

Partition of the Teachers
ee ,
of Eggla

One of the interesting patterns emerging from the present survey of

English programs with excellent reputation is the quality of academic

preparation among the teachers in the programs. The most complete recent

study of the preparation of high school teachers of English appeared in
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The National Interest and the Teaching of Englishl published by the

National Council of TPachers of English (NCTE). The results of

this NCTE survey provide a baseline of typical preparation' against

which to assess the ?reparation of the teachers in the present Study.

According to the NCTS report, 81.6 percent of the secondary school

English teachers began teaching with less than a Bachelor's degree and

only 19.3 percent had done any appreciable amount of graduate work prior to

beginning to teach. Sixty-seven percent of those teachers completed their

undergraduate work in a university or liberal arts college, and 33.2

percent completed their work in a ,..ate or teacher's college. Only 50.5

percent of the secondary teachers responding to the NUE questionnaire had

mrjors in English. More than 22 percent had an undergraduate minor in

English. A the NCTE report suggests, these figures are an optimistic

statement of the formal preparation of secondary English teachers. Because

principals were asked to select teachers within the school to respond to

the questionnaire, it seems likely that these figures aescribe the better

teachers in the nation's secondary seJools. It does not seem reasonable

that principals attempted a carefully balanced distribution of the question-

naires even though asked to do so: if anything, most would be inclined to ask

their superior teachers to respond. However, the NCTE sample did include

junior high schoole. Since that school is often regarded as a more natural

extension of the elementary school, many of the English teachers responding

to the questionnaire may have majored in elementary education rather than

in an academic area like English. Under these circumstances, the data quoted

by NCTE seem a conservative estimate of the preparation of English teachers

1
Committee on National Interest, The National Interest and the kfidglin

of lEslit, loc. ite

1Pem, t.
A t

.r ^r



in the high school population. These two conditions need to be considered

in evaluating the observed differences in preparation between the teachers

in the present survey of superior English programs and those in the more

general survey conducted by NCiE.

The teachers surveyed in the present Study prove to be better

prepared than the average English teacher responding to the NCTE survey

35

as measured by their level of preparation when beginning full time teaching.

Table 12 presents the basic comparison Considerably fewer teachers in

Table 12

Level of Preparation of Secondary Teachers
of English when Beginning Pull Time Teaching

Percentage of Teachers with
Study

(n = 1,331)
NCTE Survey
(n = 7,296)

Less than B.A. 5.9 11.8

Bachelor Degree 63.9 69.8

+ 15-30 hours 16.2 12.4

Master's Degree 13.7 6.9

Doctor's Degree 0.3 0.1

AMMINM" 111111110

this Study began teaching with a Bachelor's degree or less than is true

nationally. Only 69.8 percent of the present teachers started at this

level. In contrast, 30 percent began teaching with fifteen or more hours

of graduate training to their credit:. Almost 14 percent already possessed

a Master's degree when beginning to teach in contrast to only 7 percent in

the NCTE survey. There also seem to be soma striking differences in the

kinds of institutions at which undergraduate work was completed. More than

78 percent of he present teachers' report completed C..eir undergraduate work

in universities or liberal arts colleges, as is shown in Table 13. Sixty-eight

,r7751,r7-m17.-.

11111f.TAL
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percent attended these kinds of institutions nationally. Almost all of the

difference here is accounted for in the numbers attending universities.

Almost 47 percent of the teachers in the National Study schools completed

their undergraduate work in a university whilc only 31.8 percent of the

taarhara raapentA4ng to tha Nmilt awrv,my ntt.mnifmA m lin4vmraity.

Table 13

Type of Institution at Which Teachers
Completed Undergraduate Work

Type of Institution

University

Liberal Arts College

State College

Teacher's College

Other

NI.M,IIMll.M1511111

Study NCTE Survey
(n = 1,331) (n = 7,495)

46.8 31.8

31.8

9.6

9.9

1.9

35.9

15.1

18.1

1.6

Perhaps the most important difference between the preparation of the

S

teachers participating in the present Study and that of the teachers

responding to the NCTE questionreire lies in the subject matter emphasis

implied by the distributions of undergraduate majors. Table 14 presents the

comparison. Almost 72 percent of the teachers in the present Study noted a

major in English. In addition, 28 percent also listed majors in fields

related to English such as language, arts, speech, drama, and journalism.

Total percentages exceed one hundred because many of these teachers

reported double majors, making a clear comparison difficult. The teachers

in the present survey were permitted to check as many as three majors while

those in the NCTE study were permitted only one selection. Therefore, a

direct comparison between the two studies can be obtained by considering

114_3 ;.-
_ _ _
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only the first choices of the teachers in this Study. With this limitation,

68.8 percent of the teachers report an undergraduate major in English and

13.2 percent report a major in a field related to English. Thus 82 percent

of the English teachers in the schools identified as having superior English

proerama have an undergraduate major in a field diraatly rAintat1 to prglich

as compared to 67.1 percent of the teachers in a more random sample of high

schools.

Table 14

Undergraduate Majors Reported by Teachers
(Percentage of teachers reporting)

Field of Major Study
(n = 1,33i)

English 71.8

Related Fields 28.2

Language Arts Combination 5.0

Speech 8.0

Drama, Theatre 4.6

Journalism 3.2

Area Major including English 7.4

Fields Unrelated to wig.).

Education

Unrelated Area Major

Other Subjects

39.7

14.9

3.2

:Z1..6

NCTE Survey
(n = 7,495).

50.5

16.6

3.1

3.7

1.3

0,9

7.6

32.8

9.0

3.6

20.2

One would expect that if more of the teachers in the present Study

possessed undergraduate majors in English than in the national sample, fewer

teachers would report minors IA% English. Such is the case but not to the

extent that one would expect (Table 15). Whereas 22.6 percent of the
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teachers in the schools surveyed by the NCTE reported English minors,

19.2 percent of the teachers in the Study did so. Even when only the first

minor listed is used, this figure only drops to 18 percent. This seems

to indicate that there are fewer teachers in the present Study with neither

a major or minor in English as compared to the national sample. That is,

the explanation of the comparable figures on English minors seems to lie in

the greater likelihood that a teacher in the present Study who has some

other major than English would have a minor in English than would be the

case in the general population of secondary English teachers. Many of the

teachers in this Study reported minors in fields not directly related to the

teaching of English. More than 20 percent reported a minor in education and

23.6 percent reported a minor in a modern foreign language. The project staff

was also curious about the number of teachers who reported a minor in

Table l5

Undergraduate Minors Reported by Teachers
(Percentage of teachers)

i

Emil&

Fields Related

Language Arts Combination 3.5 5.1

18.4 14.5

22.6 ij

Study NCTE Survey
(n = 1,331) (n = 8,925)

19.2

Speech 8.9 6.5

Drama, Theatre 3.1 1.7

Journalism 2.9 1.2

Unrelated Fields 96.4 62.9

Education 20.4 15.2

Other Subjects 76.0 47.7

. .

Vrvoweer ;- ,
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Undergraduate Majors Repleed by Teachers

-re,~arstreserso

Minors
Majors in

in English
English 19.2%
72 %
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history since the area can be so useful to the English tee;her. Almort

25 percent of the teachers listed history as a minor. Thic was not one of

the designated categories, but it was written in under "Other." It seems

safe to assume, therefore, that this is a conservative estimate of the true

case. Probably more than 25 percent of the teachers actually have minors in

history.

Whether compared to the more representative sample studied by the NCTE

or considered in isolation, the level of preparation among the teachers in

this survey is impressive. Most of them have at least an undergraduate major

in English and apparently more than half have acquired a Master's degree

whether in English or some other area of specialization related to English

or teaching in general. Since more that:, three-fourths of these teachers

completed their undergraduate work in a university or liberal arts college,

it seems likely that their subject matter emphasis has been fairly heavy.

Of course one may also infer that this emphasis has been predominately in the

area of literature. As demonstrated in The National Interest and the

Teaching of Easupl,2 there is a poverty of programs in language and composi-

tion in colleges of all types.

The teachers in this survey also appear wall equipped to bring to their

teaching information from many relevant areas. The numbers of teachers

prepared in modern languages and history are particularly impressive because

of the importance to the teacher of English in being able to contrast his own

tongue with another, because of the high degree of overlap between the

literature of particular languages, and because of the stress sometimes

laced on studying the social, economic and political forces of a particular

period and the literature which that period produced. Unfortunately, this

01001.11401110111101011MINIIIII

2
Caramittee on National Interest, The National Interest and the kachinK

of bawl, pp. 60-75.
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same broad background suggests that chese teachers may at any time be called

upon to divide their time between the teaching of English and.same other

discipline. There is also evidence that these teachers have had considerable

specialized training in areas more closely related to the discipline of

English. Many of the teachers have at least a minor in speech, drama,

journalism, reading, or language arts. This is particularly encouraging in

tight of the infrequency with which some of these areas are offered as

electives or taken by students. There is at least the potential that

telchers could treat these areas with some competence in the required

English coursls.

Selection of Teachers=2.= ..=a7..
The adoption of tenure regulations to protect teachers has resulted

in a number of basic improvements in the overall conditions of teaching,

but it also makes imperative the careful initial screening of prospective

teachers. A school system must provide the means for the successful

selection of teachers who possess a high degree of subject matter and

methodological competence and the capacity to complement the efforts of

the existing department. In recognition of the importance of such a care-

fully constructed system, the present Study surveyed the selection procedures

existing in the schools participating in the Study. Two primary sources

of information were used in compiling the present description: the Depart-

ment Head Interview (Instrument No. 7) and the Principal's Interview

(Instrument No. 6).

Most of the schools in this Study are part of multiple school systems,

and, in general, the central offices play a major role in the recruiting,

interviewing, and selecting of teachers for these high schools. Seventy-two
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of the 106 reporting schools indicated the existence of a central office

which carries some measure of responsibility in the decision process. In

thirty-five of these schools this responsibility was primary; that is, no

one within the school had the final voice In the decision process. Only

eighteen of these thirty-five schools indicated any involvement in teacher

selection, leaving 17 percent of the schools without first hand knowledge

of the people with whom they will have to work in the future, and no direct

means of controlling the ccAposition of their facelties. Even though someone

within the school usually has at least a small voice in teacher selection,

it is quite often not the department chair man. Fifty-seven percent of the

chairmen interviewed indicated that while there might be some theoretical

mechanism for influencing the administrative decision, they had no practical

effect on the final decision to hire.

In other words, it is apparent that recruiting, interviewing, rating,

and hiring of teachers in most of these schools is not presently under the

practical control of either the principal or department chairman and when

some measure of control does exist within the school, the department

chairman tends to play a very minor role in selection. Of thooe cases where

control of teacher selection lies within the school, only 17 percent of the

department chairmen were involved in the process.

Many reasons are advanced for centralizing personnel selection. A

thorough job of recruiting is expensive and can often be accomplished at

lower cost to the school district if a few people travel for the entire

system. In the large multiple school district, some assignments are more

attractive than others and administrators worry lest these schools tend to

acquire the best of the available teachers. Assignment is thus made

"impartially" by the central office. A subject matter specialist working
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in the central office is frequently better qualified to pass on the compe-

tence of prospective teachers then the high school principal. All of these

reasons are valid to gnme extent, yet none of them justifies the wholes41.:

exclusion of primipe.s and department chairmen from the decision process.

To assume that any teacher of English, however carefully selected by

4. ^1 ^". AK.* Mleamm 4mroispuusAva. va.841~..ow.*v,Awu4olo whwubwr.s. cow vatibuy waspab 44s11. ass.),

faculty need, is to assume greater standardization in teaching. than exists

anywhere in tie country.

Observers visiting schools in large multiple school districts

frequently noted the feeling of impotence among principals and department

chairmen faced with central control of elements vital to the exceDance of

the school. Wherever this feeling was encountered, it was accompanied by

virtually absolute central control of teacher selection eked a generally

poor quality school. These are not inherent characteristics of large

systems. In some of the better multiple school districts observed, principals

and chairmen were formally and effectively involved in all stages of teacher

selection. Department chairmen were required to submit requests for

teachers that described in detail the area of specialization needed. This

might extend to a request for someone experienced in a particular method.

Often membership on the recruiting team rotated among principals and in a

few cases among department chairmen. Before teachers were assigned to a

school from the neutral pool, they were interviewed and rated by principals

and department chairmen.

Even when no formal system for the delegation of this Authority

existed in muleiple districts, the strongest principals and.chairmen found

ways to accomplish the same ends. More than one principal in large

distrits reported to project observers that he simply ignored the accepted
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procedure for obtaining new teachers. He recruited teachers or his school

and then manipulated procedures in the central office go that the teacher

would be hired for and assigned to his echool. Indeed, in a few unusual

canes in city schools, principals reported that good inexperienced teachers

would only accept positions after visiting, the school and observing its

anpnisil maritg. Sore chairmen: alao: have accuired such respect within

their district that they are able to obtain superior teachers out of all.

proportion to the quality of the available teacher pool. The effectiveuess

of such chairmen in recraiting and retaining teachers accounte in some measure

for the excellence of their Eanulties. In single school districts some

strong ExagliA chairmen are consulteet by the principal on the hiring of

English teachers when this practice does lot commonly extend to other depart-

ments. conversely, weak English chairmen were encountered who were not

consulted to the degree that other chairmen were involved in interviewing and

rating. In other words, the strong principal and chairman an and often do

circumvent established inadequate procedures for the selection of leachers.

A study of these schools has convinced the project staff that the

involvement of the principal and especially the department chairman in the

final selection of teachers is essential to the establishment of 1 superior

English department. The complex modern English curriculum requiree specialized

knowledge and skills. Not every English teacher is effective in large group

lectures; nor ,s every teachereeomfortable in teaching reeding or in directing

the work of slow learners. Teaching teams have disintegrated when a teacher

with needed special skills cannot be found within the school. Electives

have had to be cancelled because no system existed for specifying the area of

specialization needed in a replacement teacher.' Excellent English programs

have deteriorated because a core of excellent teachers have moee4 on and been

"7-
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replaced by mediocre teachers from the central pool. Some weaker schools

were included in the NationelStudy largely as a result of reputations

acquired many years .arlier. Outstanding teachers of English had moved

on and had not been replaced; the reputation of the schools had not caught

up with shifts in personnel. n many of these cases, no effective procedure

existed within the school for influencing decisions concerning the seles_tion

of teachers.

Many of the schools in this Study cooperated rath local college

programs involving student teaching. Such programs provide unusual

opportunity to observe and evaluate beginning teachers over a sustained

period of time. The system that does not involve people from the school

in the teacher selection process loses the opportunity to identify new

teachers who have the characteristics necessary to building and maintaining

a superior department. It is not possible for the central personnel office

to provide the thorough observation of practice teachers that can occur

within the school.

Strong schools have strong administrators and strong English chairmen.

Such individuals, acquainted with the schools, its students and its program,

will be far more successful in interpreting a possible position to a

prospective teacher than someone from the central personnel office. Proce-

dures which exclude school personnel from recruiting, interviewing, and

evaluating new teachers rule0out many appbrtunities to locate teachers

who are most likely to complement the efforts to build and maintain the

quality of a program.

Continuing Education oaf the achers oaf lgrgx.:1ish
ananomaasaa MOINIZEUMFIN

Teachers of English in these specially selected schools not only are

well qualified initially but they continue their education. Porty-three

rt
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i)eat eAdi bitodde of the

1646i a ihitigi ttcn Only 7t2 p*cent o io leaChers have

had th 06.dititVrAtb tteii akort:6 Ole gieheior'd digrid (Table 16).

The niuner Of '41Cliei4 tiot 4ád degne since beginning

to teach id PartieW tr8itg iikce 14;5 percent-of the teachers

sdiVeyed hr:d been f:gadil4 tfitti wd yearè. HOwever, fully 36.5 percent

Of the teachers havg acqUired at 161idt a Mageekg degree Since bekinniiig

full tii eaching. iCh as is Pèrét hail 'earned thie degree prior to

teaching (Tale j), oé htiii 50 Oeibeira ok the teiCherS of English in the

had itaiiied at leiit a 4atitiee digied compares iith a

fOt MA. 6eiiridiiiy choó1 tiacheig of 353 perce0.3

Table 16

Degrees Earned Since Beginning Pull Time Teaching

Degree

No Degree

B.A. or B.S;

M.A. or M.S.

M. Ed,

MAT

Ph.D0 0.6

Ed.D. 0.5

Speatal Credential 66

Percentage of 1,331 Teachers

56.5

7.3

29.1

61.

armineareamperwampowamematawase.maroa

More than 40 percent of t6 taaCherd of English had 'edaraitbd a

college English contie in the laii two :Tears eitcliiding Undergraduate work.

3
National Education Association, Research Division TeaCherjoat and

beiand in Schoold, 1963. Roiebith Wort 196k4 (iii; D.
The Associatbon, M77013); J

.N.A.
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Thirty-seven percent had completed a college level education course in the

last two years. Table 17 presents the data. .Nor has, advanced training been

resLieted to formal courses. Forty -tree percent of the teachers also

reported that they had taken part in a voluntary English workshop in the

previous two years and 70.8 percent had conferred with an English specialist

in that space of time. In other ways, however, the emerging picture is not

a particularly happy one. While only 14.9 percent of the teachers surveyed

have never completed a college level course since graduation, it has been

more than ten years since many of them have taken such a course. All

together, 40 percent of the teachers have not taken a college level English

course in the last five years. The 1ercentage of teachers disinterested in

such studies is only slightly less than the percentage nationally. These

figures are somewhat surprising in light of the frequent school board and

credential requirements insisting on a program of continued education to

Table 17

Length of Time Since Completing College Courses
(Percentage of Teachers Responding)

Time Since Completing a
College English Course:

Less
Than
One
Year

1

Year
2

Years
3-5

Years

Study 23.4
(n = 1,331)

9.0 11.3 14.7

NCTE Survey 24.0
(n m 7,495)

8.8 11.8 14.1

Time Since Completing a
College Education Course:

Study 19.8
(n - 1,331)

7.5 9.8 16.5

NOTE Survey .25.9

(n = 7,495)
.9.4. 12.9 14.5

-fibre

5-10 Than
Years Ten Never

I5.0 14.9

l3.4 17.0

'13'.9 16.7

`1,'i.1 14.6
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retain certification. Even with this incentive, only 23.4 percent of all

teachers in the Study report having taken English courses in the past year.

A similar portrait emerges with respect to college education courses.

Almost 17 percent hove never taken such a course since graduatiftg and for

46'percent, it has been at least five years since taking such a course, if

ever. Again, only 19.8 percent report hevii.g taken an education course in

the past year.

In light of the educational programs observed in the ochools, it is

interesting to note the kinds of college courses teachers take or would

prefer to take. The overwhelming majority of classes observed in the schools

dealt:with literature an comparatively little work was observed in language

or composition (See Chapter III). Paralleling this emphasis, 59.8 percent

of the teachers have taken one or more literature ccrses since beginning

to teach. Only 25.1 percent have taken one or more courses in composition,

and only 34.2 percent have taken a course in language. As a further index

of the stress placed on literature, teachers in this Study consistently

rated literature courses high on a scale of potential value and interest

( Table 1.8). This, in spite of the fact that teachers reported to project

observers that they feel most proficient in the teaching of literature and

most deficient in the teaching of composition and iaguage. But, as Table

19 indicates, the overwhelming number of teachers in these schools, like

all teachers nationally, claim to be interested in all courses. In contrast

to the general sampling of teachers in the NCTE study, the teachers in these

schools are more interested in literature than in composition or methods of

teaching.

Further, the teachers in the Study actually tend to take more than one

course in literature beyond the undergraduate level but not in Language

7.-
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Table 18 .

College Courses Reported of Interest and Value by Teachers
(Percent of Teachers Responding)

Type of Course

Literature
Surveys

Literature of
Periods

Literary Genri
Courses

Literary
Criticism

Literature of
Adolescents

Close Study
of Literature

Intermediate or
Advanced
Composition

Speech or Drama

History of
the Language

Traditional
Grammar

Structural or
Generative
Grammar

Teaching of
Reading

Practical
Methods
of Teaching
English

Advanced Studies

in Curriculum

Percent
Indicatinig

Great
Interest

Percent
Indicating
Some
Interest

Percent
Indicating
Little
Interest

24.4 40.2 21.5

46.4 39.1 8.2

29,6 42.7 16.1

51.3 33.4 8.9

36.9 35.1 15.9

47.7 35.7 9.9

50.7 9.8

24.9 39.8 23.0

29.3 37.9 19.8

11.9 27.3 29.4

31.2 39.6 15.1

35.8 33.4 16.2

40.9 30.4 14.2

35,5 33.1 15.6

Percent
Indicating
No
Interest

9.7

2.5 .

4.8

2.6

8.4

6.3

4.6

7.7

7.7

25.7

88

9.6

9.5

10.8

No
Response

4.2

3.8

6.8

3.8

3-7

0.4

3.6

5.3

5.3

5.7

5.3

5.0.

5.0

5.0



Table 19

Rank Order of 10 Courses Rated
of Greatest Interest and Value by Teachers

Course

titerat-r- -f Parti-ular Pori-dav.

Literary Criticism

Close Studies of Single Works and
Authors

Intermediate or Advanced Composition

Literary Genre

LiteYbature for Adolescents.

Practical Methods

Structural or Generativr: Granmar

Teaching of Reading

Advanced Studies in Curriculum

,...........FromerptelnareiwoowqmO1001.411.....
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Study NCTE Survey
(n igg 1,331) (n as 8,925)

Rank Percentage

OC C
W.11,41.0

2 84.7

3 83.4

4 82,0

5 72.3

6 72.0

7 71.3

8 70.8

9 69.2

1.0 68.6

Raak

C

Percentage

WV Jr

7 81.8

9 77.8

1 89.9

3 34.9

4.5 84.5

2 89.4

8 81.8

6 83.6

10 76.3

and composition.. Forty-two.percent of the teachers reported taking more than

one course in .literature, but only 14.9 percent reported more than one course

in language and only 6.1 percent took more than one graduate course in

composition.

It i$ apparent that the teachers surveyed have continued their formal

education after beginning to teach. Ample evidence of this lies in the

number acquiring advanced degrees and the number attending summer school.

Twenty!- two percent of the.teachers listed "attending summer school" as their

most typical activity. These figures speak well for the English teacher's

concern with his own academic growth. But much of this is a highly individual

effort and schools receive maximum benefit fit the teacher's advanced

training only as they place teachers relevant to the teacher's choice of

, Jo.}.
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area -of specialization.. Placement of th ioi.I'does not always meet the

needrof the department. The thiti.i0li't4'ilaeiis ;itiii'fAyia 1446 demonstrated
?,,r) p ft 's

a strong attraction toward literature classes. But an English department

may be in need of spedizilis'il i language, composition, or ,curriculum

deVeloPthent. b Wre department in which a chairman find's'

thid sort of 'advanced prdlicienc'y on the stailf.' ."TherdfOiler, 'nicI of the

responsibility for buildi6g a pOO1 of available talent that idver's'

areas of English falls, on the schcol and pa'ticitiarrli 'on; thollie 1Ii 'aarie

the English program. becomeo. tin function of the akair,istration at some
:" It;'. t>. '-!:i!,13,::;40 fr.

level to maintain an up-to-date survey Gof the composite skills of the depart-
- a

meat_ and, where necessary, to provide for mass and/or individual training
2., -',,.;,

programs for the faculty,.,

The project staff asked department chairmen .to rank various techniques

for providing for retaining of the faculty according to the fr,equency, of

their use. Byfar thentopt frequently used method forproviding suchn:
continuing -education is the -department meeting, The .-use-of -such-meetings-for

thiP' PtirioSe'

chairman'

all methods of providing for continuing education. 3ther frequent i Vs'a

appeOhiChei ar specriaVorkilliOpet'itiiit iiteiii-6116i- it iro/eatiiiiiiiiViii?.e'iiings.

Accordiiii

t ion
r*- CI :37 j.15

'L Thè 4iL:eird

prov4tielintiii

7'

of languii6` s LL a Et-ire Attlie' br
.1.nmo.11al 8-59(1 0
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demonstrating their use. Because it is potentially so useful, its wiue-

spread use is encouraging. However, a substantial number of chairmen lack

adequate time to prepare for such sessions. Although they reported that

"department meetings" were frequenely used in providing continued education

for the English faculty, many chairmen could not recall any topic of

cinhatanra with had hpan exploretd in such meetines. It seems fair to infer

that when chairmen could not list a single topic which could be construed as

treating method or content in a formal way, the English department meetings

in that school are seldom in actual practice devoted to formel attempts at

inservice education. Mention of "diecussion of approaches to teaching the

novel," "reports on summer workshops," or "demonstration grading of a set

of compositions" may indicate at least a minimal program of inservice

education through the department meeting. Mention of meetings devoted only

to "the need for more compositions" or "decisions on what books will be

taught at what levels this year" (as well as the more obvious administrative

topics) combined with failure to mention more formal training topics seems

to offer some evidence that the meetings were not typically devoted to

continued education of the faculty. Using these criteria in evaluating

transcripts of 108 usable interviews, the staff estimated that some 62, or

58 percent of the chairmen, do not actually use the department meeting as an

inservice training device. Occasional visits by project observers to regular

meetings of the English faculties only substantiated this impression. Too

many such sessions are haphazard, unplanned, and devoted only to routine

matters which might better be handled through mimeographed forms or depart-

mental newsletters.

Clearly, also, several unique and valuable approaches to continuing

education are not being used to any great extent. Demonstration teaching,
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for example, is almost never used, and yet it can be one of the more

palatable means of introducing new teaching ideas to a faculty. In a

serw, the experienced, high quality teacher is justified in his reluctance

to take part: in formal, college level methods courses. The typical methods

course, even in subject areas, must of necessity be very general. If a

teacher has been at all deliberate In his own development, much that is

treated in the usual methods course has already been examined and accepted

or rejected. Demonstration teaching within the school provides a means of

professional communication of methods and techniques with reference to

specific materials and content iamediately relevant to the teacher's

problems, and it provides them in a sufficiently detailed format for critical

evaluation. Demonstration teaching by members of the faculty or by acknow-

ledged masters in particular areas therefore has the potential of being an

economical approach to the problem of maintaining a fresh approach to the

teaching of English, In a similar fashion "meetings with outside consultants"

can provide the kind of specific assistance that 14. of great value to the

teacher without the time-consuming demands o a formals college course. It

is unfortunate that such approaches are nrt more frequenLly iuttoduced in

programs c continuing education,

Much of the responsibility of providing for the continuing education

of English teachers rests within a department of English. The department

chairman, who knows the program, the teachers, and the students, is in of

unusually strong position to organize inservice activities which may have a

direct effect on the classroom. In many of the stronger schools such

provisions are being made, sometimes by the school in relation to the

district. In such places as Portland, Oregon; TucsOn, Arizona; and Abington,

Pennsylvania, for example, carefully structured programs have been developed

,w7
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for providing consrltant service to English departments, Some department

chairmen do a masterful job of regularly introducing teachers to new

materials and techniques. A very few carefully planned demonstration

teaching sessions were also observed. But most project observers were

alarmed that so many school systems and English departosnts studied in this

survey seem to have adopted an unstructured approach to the teacher's

individual advancement in subject matter competence. la the typical situation,

teacners are required to acquire a certain number of valluate credits over a

epeciiied period of time. In the most controlled situations teachers must

acquire these credits on a regular, semi-continuing basis - -X number of

credits every five years or so. On rare occasion, the astribution of these

credits between education and English courses is also controlled. To be

sare, such an unstructured approach is more easily adrniaistered and repre-

sents a high degree of respect for the teacher's professionalism. But the

negative results ere also clear. As the data presented earlier in this

chapter indicate, the English teacher left to his own devices is almost

certain to take another course in literature. Such courses have perhaps

the most immediate transfer value to the classroom and are desirable in that

they encourage the continueJ introduction into the classroom of new insights

and fresh teacher material. But the high school currIeulum is not exclusively

based on literature. Teachers of English hasten to acknowledge the humility

with which. they approach the teaching of language and composition. The

instruction in language and composition, as well as the writing assignments

and evaluations of compositions sampled by the observers, tend to justify

this humility. Clearly, the English programs surveyed in this study could

benefit by intensive training of teachers in language and composition. One

hesitates to suggest that yet another system of regulations be imposed upon;-
'*)-; °*:

- .
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the already overly-restricted teacher. Yet is is clear that means need

to be provided which will guarantee the availability of teachers competent

in the content they are expected to teach and capable of the flexibility

necessary to the improvement of the curriculum.

Tha schools in the Study do provide far greater incentives for

individual teachers to continue their education than do most schools

nationally. Data in Table 20 indicate, for example, that 76 percent of

schools in the Study frequently encourage continuing education through

salary incentives, compared with the 49.9 percent reported in the national

NCTE survey. More than one-third of the Study schools also encourage the

organization of local extension courses, 48.6 percent "frequently" or

"
sometimes" grant sabbatical leave to teachers, 24 percent will on occasion

underwrite tuition and fees for outside courses, 21.6 percent at least

"
sometimes" pay stipends for summer study, and 20.7 percent occasionally or

frequently release teachers for inservice work. So striking are the

differences in policies adopted by the Study schools over those in the

national NCTE sampleng that it appears that the adoption of rather extensive

programs if incentives to encourage inservice education is one of the unique

characteristics of schools with strong Ilnglish programs. Not only are the

teachers better prepared initially than are teachers in unselected schools,

but they receive more encouragement to continue their education. As the

reports from staff observers indicate, however, too few of these programs

seem- sufficiently well organized in relation to the demands of the subject.

The teachers in the schools studied also utilize other opportunities

for inservice education. Some 31.3 percent report that they have received

grants or fellowships to permit advanced study (Table 21). This percentage

is more then three times larger than the 9.5 percent responding to a
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similar question in the NCR sampling of all English teachers nationally.

The fact that the major difference in the two percentage figures is

attributable to the greater number of emiscellanecus grants" (perhaps from

local districts?) and "locally sponsored grants" (20 percent contrasted

with 4.9 percent) suggests the effectiveness of school and community

cextered programs. Because the data on this question were collected

during the acadanic year of 1964-1965, they do not reveal the impact of

the National Defease Education Act summer institute and teaching fellowship

programs which provided opportunit! for grants and fellowships throughout

the nation.

Table 21

Grants and Fellowships Reported by Teachers
(Percentage of teachers responding)

Rank Order in Study Type of Grant Study !CTS Survey
vr, . . - 1

I'll% (it m 7,417)

1 Miscellaneous Grants 10,A* 3.7

2 Locally Sponsored Grants 10.0 1.2

3 Grants from Universities 5.4 1.9

4 Stipends from Commission
on English, College
Entrance Examination
Board 2.6 1.5

5 John Hey Fellowships 2.1 0.3

6 State Sponsored Stipends 1.2 0.9

Total Receiving Grants
of Any Kind 31.3 9.5

ANIIMMII.

Clearly, however, many teachers,1 Study schools have opportunities

and atilize the opportunities. Some 51.2 percent report having participated

,IMIDI.01,..-.M.10.....MIMMOr7, no.wowavorae.,....,....,,...,

,
51,1

;,-7

W0,446.110imb.C4
7
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voluntarily in. an English workshop during the preceding Eve years, about

the same number as nationally (Table 22).

A well-educated staff and a staff that strives to continue its

education seems to be characteristic of schools with stronger English

programs. Although observers were critical of the opportunities for staff

development frequently misused or overlooked, the evidence available anggoot-c

that a substantial number of teachers and schools in the Study are striving

for self-improvement. In all probability the quality of the teaching faculty

and its involvement in educational activities is an essential corollary of

good teaching. Almost certainly, however, the very involvement of teachers

on these faculties with college and university specialists Sn the teaching

of English has directed attention to these schools. The very selection of

some English programs in the Study as programs "with superior reputation in

English" may have been attributable to the fact that teachers were known

and respected by college instructors.

Professional Activities of the Teachers===== = =me =am=
The project staff was interested in the evidence of professionalism

among the English teachers in the school programs noted for excellence in

English. It seemed reasonable to suppose that much of the excellence

achieved by a program must result from considerable self evaluation and

improvement on the eart of individual teachers, a professional approach to

the task of teaching. It was expected that the English teachers in these

better programs would be more current in their knowledge of the profession,

more active in the professional organizations, do more ind4.endent profes-

sional reading, publish more, and be more capable of objective evaluation

of their awn teaching effoeles. resulting composite vhi,th may l called

the professionalism of the teachers in this Study is very favorable To
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take a very subjective point of view first, the cooperation of the more than

fifteen hundred teachers participating in this Study was very gratitying,

particularly in view of the demands made upon their already severely over-

subscribed time. Returns on lonr6, complex questionnaires ran well into the

SO percent range. With few exceptions observers were well received in

scbools and, if anything, were deluged with more information than they

could possible summarize. They were welcomed in classrooms and most

teachers seemed anxious t have an independent evaluation of what was

observed. Such an independent assessment, of course, was not within the

scope of the observers' task. Again, cooperatian in long interviews that

took away from precious preparation time and longer meetings scheduled at

the end of the school day were wall attended. Such cooperation seems

indicative of a healthy professionalism among teachers.

Several areas that reflect the English teacher's professional attitude

have been reported esrlier in this chapters The large trxtbers We) have

conticued their formal training beyond state and local reqvirements is

certainly en irpressive expressien oIE professional concern with subject

matter competence. The lack of continuing education in certain areas of the

discipline however9 suggests that most of the teachees in the Study do not

amply the same criteria of professional ecepetence to,say,literature and

compositions The comments of teachers during interviews else reflect a

highly developed capacity for self evaluation and a desire to improve their

ability to teach.

A serious atteppt was made by the project staff to Whet' information

that weld directly reflect professional commttment: data =membership in

professional orgenizatione, degree of participation in these profeeeioeal

ovganizations, amount of prafessiovel writing done by the teachers, geount

s
0

4Y,1, '
- -......1110011111...r



of professional reading done by teachers, and data on the way they spend

their time oetside the school day. Although somewhat more mixed than

other indicatioes of professional commit eat, these figures reflect a

generally high level of professionalism among the English teachers in this

survey.

Surprisingly, the teachers in these schools do not differ markedly

from average teachers in schools throughout the countzy in their participa-

tion in professional meetings, particularly at the local, regional, or

state levels. Indeed, as Table 22 indicates, a slightly smaller percentage

Table 22

Percentage of Teachers Participatieng
Recently in Selected Professional Activities

Meeting in Which
Teachers Rave
Participated
Within One Year

Steady

(n 1,331)

NCTE Survey
(n 0 7,417)

Local or Regional Meetings
of Teachers of English 54.7 63,1

State Meeting of Teachers of English 33.2 37.8

National Meeting of Teachers
of English 8.4 8.2

Voluntary English Workshop 28,f1 41.2

71.1.11WEIRMANILM111= ADINa6.0

of such teachers reported participation in such meetings during the year

immediately preceding the Study. The percentages of teachers who report

"never" or "rarely" participating in selected professional activity,

presented in Table 23, does not depart from the national average indicated

in the NCTE sampling. About 25 percent of.the teachers do not participate

in local or regional English meetings, a1tost SO percent do not participate

in state meetings Ca few states do not have English associations), and

threequarters "nevevg or "rarely" take part in national meetings. More
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Table 23

Percentage of Teachers Who Rarely or
Never Participate in Professional Activity

Meeting in Which
Teachers Rarely or
Never Participate

Study
(n 1,331)

NCTE Survey
(n - 7,417)

Local or Regional Meetings
of Teachers of English 24.6 25.3

State Meeting of Teachers of English 45.6 50.7

National Meeting of Teachera
of English 74.6 83.6

Voluntary English Workshop 44.9 44.6

than half had participated within the previous year in local or regional

meetings and one-third in state neet.:.ngs, percentages slightly below those

reported nationally. The lack of any clear distinction in such participation

between these teachers and teachers notionally is somewhat surprising in

view of the superior preparation of teachers in the Study and their obvious

interest in subject matter concerns.

Study
(m, m 1,331)

CTE Survey
(n an 7,417)

Table 24

Membership in Professional Associations
(Percentage of teachers responding)

State Regional
State Regional Local Educational Educational

NCTE English English English N.E.A. Association Association A.F.T. Misc.

52.4 45.9 21.5 37.2 59.2 73.1 59.2 5.2 9.3

No No No No
32.6 23.5 7.8 16.5 Data 58.5 Data Data Data

When asked to specify the length of time since engaging in various

professional activities (Table 25), teachers in the schools visited indicated
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that their pattern of involvement did not differ markedly from that of

English teachers nationally. Some 21.7 percent had not participated in

local or regional meetings during the preceding ten years contrasted with

23.6 percent nationally; 39 percent had not attended a state meeting com-

pared with 48.8 percent, 37.8 percent had not attended a voluntary Rpvlinh

workshop in contrast with 43.3 percent; and 16,5 percent had not conferred

with an English specialist in comparison with 20.8 percent in, the NCTE

survey. The teachers in the Study schools have participated slightly more

extensively in national English meetings, with about one-third reporting

such attendance during the preceding decade compared with one-fifth of

English teachers nationally.

The difference in professional involvement becomes even more obvious in

comparing membership in associations and professional reading. More than

half of all teachers in this Study are members of the National Council of

Teachers of English; less than a third of English teachers nationally

reported such memberahip in the NCTE survey (Table 24). Twice as many

teachers in these schools belong to state, local, and regional English

associations, and a substantially larger percentage alao have joined the

National Educational Association. All but a small group of teachers in the

Study schools regularly read the Dill& Journal (some 83.5 percent),

whereas only half this percentage (44.8 percent) report reading the Joinrnal

in the national sampling (Table 2) . Moreover,'almost one-third of

the teachers (30.2 percent) regularly read wisstufwt, whereas not

more than one-twentieth of the teachers were reported to be so inclined in

the national survey. If the teachers in these strong English programs do

not attend professional meetings more regularly than their colteagued else-

where, they do at least maintain a much greater familiarty with developments

7-7 We.
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reported in professional magazines. A substantial number of the teachers

contribute to professional journals and professionalimeetings as well.

Nine percent of the teachers in the Study schools admitted writing

professional articles; 1.9 percent had written books; 29.4 percent had

appeared on programs at professional meetings.

Table 26

National Professional Journals in English Teaching
to Which Teachers Subscribe

Rank Percentage Percentage

Order Join rnal Study NCTE Survey
(n - 1,331) (n = 7,417)

1 En liih Journal 83.5 44,8

2 Comae §n lish 30,2 5.4

3 Elementary F1101..s.h 2.1 2,6

4 Co_.,llege Composition
& Communication

5 falam Teacher

6 Speech Tercher

7 American Speech

Other

9.8

5.0

5.6

3.8

28.8

1.7

1.5

1.1

Nor is the continuing education of teachers in these schools limited

to organized professional activity. Interested in the activities in which

the teachers in these schools engaged during non-teaching hours, the project

staff asked the 1,331 teachers to estimate the number of hours per week and

per month devoted to outside personal and cultural activities. As Tables

27 and 28 indicate, the average teachers in the Study little time

during the school year for, professional activities other than reading. For

75 percent of the teachers, attendance at lectures, viewing motion pictures,

'
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catching television, and visiting museums is a relatively rare activity.

The absence of outsid-.1 employment is also a characteristic of most tlaehers

in the group, not surprising perhaps in view of the fact that 722 percent

are women, many are married, and their salaries may represent supplementary

family income,

Table 27

Time Spent by Teachers Each Week on Nou-Teaehing Activities
(n = 1,331)

Total
Median
Hours Qt

Taking College Courses* 0 0

Reading Books and Pericdicals 7-9 4-6

Listening to Uusic 4-b 1-Z

Watching Television 4-6 1-3

Part-time Employment 3 0

Q3

0

10-12

*785 of 1,3Z1 spend average of 1-3 hours per week on college courses

1111111.M". CELL aMINIMIR=ZX

7-9

7-9

0

JaMMPLII MINII11111.11701111iF IIIMINKAMMINIMV 11.1MMIIMAINIMMINB

Table 25

Number Of Routs per Month Spent on Cultural Activities
(xi = 1,331)

Total
Median

Rank Activities Hours Q1 Q3

1 Attending movies Ortteatre 3 1 or less 4

2 Attending lectures or 'discussions 2 1 or less 3

3 Writing for publication 1 or less ... 7

4 Visiting imseums 1 or less - -- 7

5 Other professional activities 1 or less, .... 1...q;_less 3

11

[

t
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As 3 group, also, the teachers seem widely traveled. Virtually all

have traveled more than 500 miles from where they are teaching, some 69.7

percent in the previous year (Table 29). Three-quarters of the teachers

have visited either Canada or Mexico, the data indicating that trips may

be even more frequent than travel across the United States which two-thirds

of the teachers report. Regrettably, perhaps, only 26.2 percent of these

teachers report having traveled to Great P-stain and only a slightly higher

percentage tc other countries.

Table 29 .

Length of Time Since Traveling to Various Places.
(n Ai 1,331)

Recency of
Travel

Less than

More Than
500 Mlles

Percentage of Teachers Traveling

Across the To Canada To Great Abroad exclusive
United States or Mexico Britain of Great Britain

1 Year 69.7 15.1 18,3 3.5 5.5

1 YeJ 8.4 5.3 5.2 1.8 2.3

2 Years 7.2 7.4 7.7 2.6 3.0

3-5 Years 6.2 10.4 13.8 6.2, 6.9

5-10 Years 3.6 12,9 15.2 5.6 7.1

More than
10 Years 2.1 12.6 12.4 6.5 9.9

Never 0.7 33.8 24.1. 69.3 60.8

No Response 2.1 0.5 3.3 4.5 4.5

111=11111l

Finally, the staff was interested in the extent to which these teachers

participate in iwproving the general level of the profession by publishing

and by taking part in programs at professioull meetings. Here the figures

are not entirely satisfactory. Only 1.9 percent of the teachers have
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published books and only 9 percent have published 8,-ticles ir the

professional journals. This is particularly distressing since these

represent some of the best trained teachers and those with the greatest

opportunities to investigate new approaches to the teaching of English. If

teachers with such strong pzeparation do not publish, the spread of infor-

mation aimed at improving instruction throughout the profession must be

severely limited. While one would not expect a great many of these teachers

to publish books (the demands on their time are too great for this large a

commitment), it certainly seems reasonable to expect them to publish

occasionally in the journals. There is evidence that these teachers do

participate in programs at professional meetings however; 29.4 percent

report such activity. This seem to be a more acceptable level of partici-

pation, but by no means offsets the serious neglect of professional publication.

The data available on the continuing education of the 1,331 teachers

in the Study schools indicate that as a group they seem to be more involved

than most in developments in the profession. Initially well prepared for

their teaching responsibilities, they join most professional assocLitions

available even though their active participation is not as great as would

be expected. For the most part their continuing source of contact with their

profession is through reading journals, although a small group regularly

enrolls in extension an4 college courses and almost one-third have received

stipends to support summer or sabbatical study. Reasonably widely traveled

in North America, if not in other countries, the teachers are limited in

time and perhaps opportunity to engage in professional and cultural activities

other than reading. The findings suggest the importance to school programs

of making available particularly valuable professional books and journals,

no less than organized programs involving released time, sabbatical. and

77-
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stipend incentives, and carefully structured meetings and workshops to make

possible the continuing education of teachers. Not the least strength of

the English programs in this Study may result from the condit;ons in these

schools designed to insure eontiauing education. While this support cannot

account for all of the advanced education these teachers have takenq it

may play an iMpOEWMA. zua.=.
. 44,e. ....e.e2Ja mna ne theca racolec

have continued their education than have teachers nationally and many have

completed their graduate work through the Master's degree.

Uclz.iiin Conditions
MIAU=AMIOP=M

The conditions under which English is taught in the 116 schools

selected for having strong English programs appear somewhat moire conducive

to good teaching than those reported in other national studies. However,

conditions vary so greatly that the distinctions are not always sharp and

clearly defined.

The class load among teachers in the Study resembles the load of

English teachers nationally, as reported by NCTE. As Table 30 indicates,

the largest percentage of teachers report meeting five classes a day.

However, some rather interesting differences do appear between schools

selected in this Study and unselected schools. Only one percent of the

teachers surveyed in the present Study taught six classes a day while

slightly more than six percent of teachers nationally have this heavy a load.
4

The schools in this Study seem somewhat more homogeneous with respect to

this variable than $11 what may be taken to be tha populatioii of high school

English programs. More than one-third of the teachers meet only four classes

deilyo Schools in the curx.ent Study cluster very tightly around four and

.0114.7/11/YeametaaftwawararapariNiii,MirodomiltwEiP=ti=1.

4
Committee on National Interest, The National Interestl and the Itachiu

of pagligil, pp. 89400.
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Table 30

Number of Classes Taught Each Day
(n = 1,$31)

Number of Percentage
Classes Reporting

1 1,2

2 2.7

3

4

5

6

No Response

Me

Ql

Q3

Most Frequent Response

a

5.2

31.9

55.4

3.2

0.4

3 classes

4 classes

5 classes

5 classes

five classes a day while in the NCTE sampling a somewhat greater portion

occur at one, two, and three classes per day. While these differences are

not great, they do seem to suggest some'relation between selection procedure

and class load. Quite possibly schools nationally involve more part -time

teachers of English than do these schools.

Although the utim:yer of classes per day is about the same in this Study

and that molted by the UCTE, this does sot 886M to 413 the case fc,r number

of pupils met daily (Table 31). Here. the teachers in this-Study report

coasiderably fewer students per 'day than do teachers nationally. A greater

portion of the Study teachers have fewer. than 150 students. Some 84.2 percent

7;1
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of the teachers in this Stndv have fewer then 150 students while only 74.1

percent of the teachers nationally had this light a load. This of course

does not show any cause-effect relaUonship bnt rather suggests that schools

selected for reputation in the teaching of English simply have smaller

student loads per teacher. The average pupil load of teachers in the survey

is 130, but more than 20 percent report loads of fewer than L00 students.

In view of the absence of many small high schools from thin Study, the

results suggest that a number of these schools are making a determlLned effort

to hola down class size.

Table 31

Number of Pupils Met Daily

Fewer
Than 101-125 126-150

100 Pupils Pupils
151-175
Pupils

176-200

Pupils

Over
200

Pupils

Study
(n m 1,331) 21.0 30.8 32.4 12.0 2.6 .3

NtTE Survey
(n m 7,417) 19,4 24.2 30.5 17,40 6.2 2.5

AA, .+1:0....4111=01.73.10 vs

It might be of interest to note the number of professional hours per

week reported by the teachers in the present survey. These data appear. in

Table 32. The majority of teachers in the Study report spending somewhere between

forty-one and sixty hours per week on professional responsibilities, This

category accounts for 78,8 percent of the teachers surveyed. Some 48.4

percent of this teacher group reported spending between fifty-one and sixty

hours per week on professional activities. This is about 38.2 percent of

all the teachers surveyed. These hours are distributed among various

teaching connected activities as shown in Table 31. Fully 50 percent of the

teachers surveyed are teaching less than twenty hours per week. Assuming

..11..
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one hour or less per class period, this amounts to four or fewer class

periods a day, including all subjects teught. These figures compare with

those obtained in the NCTE survey, although the interpretation Le consider-

ably different. In that study, 55 percent of the teschers surveyed taught

four or fewer English classes a day.

Table 32

Professional Activities per Week Reported by Teachers
(n ' 1,331)

Nediau
Numbet

Hours
Rank Activity Reported Q3

1 Teaching Classes /7-20 hours /3-16 hours 25-28 hours

2 Correcting Papers 9-12 hours 5-8 hours 13-16 hours

3 Preparing for
Classes 5-8 hours 5-8 hours 9-12 hours

4 Conferring with
Students 1-4 hours 1-4 hours 5-8 hours

5 Attending to
Routines 1-4 hours 1-4 hours 5-8 hours

6 Advising Student
Activities less than 1 hour less than 1 hour 1-4 hours

7 At ending Faculty
Meetings less than 1 hour less than 1 hour 1-4 hours

Other less than 1 hour less than 1 hour 1-4 hours

11111111M.KM

The other major categories occupying the teacher's time are correcting

papers and preparing for classes. The larger portion of teachers spend

twelve hours or less correcting papers and eight or less preparing for

classes. These data suggest that if there is any validity to the teacher's

contention that there is not time enough is do the job of teaching he would

like to do, it is not because he is overworked but because he is overtaxed.
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FIGURE NO. 2

Work Load of the Average Teacher

Median Hours
Per Wer'K

TEACHING 17- 20

CORRECTING
PAPERS

PREPARING

9-12

5-8

CONFERRING WITH 1-4
STUDENTS

ROUTINES

ADVISING ON
i ACTIVITIES

I FACULTY
MEETINGS

'-4

less than I hour

less than 1 hour

72
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Surely an average of forty-one to fifty hours per week does not seem

excessive for a professional person. Perhaps more teachers of English

would do a superior job if the trivia associated 'pith teaching were removed

rather than if the work week were reduced. Although a number (.1 asaumptions

have to be made, it can be argued that the data in Table 32 suggest the

majority of teachers are actually spending forty or less hours a week on

activities directly associated with their area of professional competence.

The necessity of attending meetings, monitoring study halls, handling paper

work and the other routines which occupy the school day may well leave him

little inclination to investigate alternatives to a highly mechanical

approach to teaching.

Individual interviews with 438 of the 1,331 teachers in the Study tend

to substantiate the Impression that it is not teaching load alone but

general dissatisfaction with the conditions under which English is taught

which most concerns those in these schools. An analysis of recorded

interviews indicated little agreement on "the most disappointing aspect of

teaching high school English." Table 33 summarizes the analysis of interview

responses.

Obviously teachers of English are not disappointed in their salaries,

nor do they pinpoint "teaching load" in any specific way. What concerns them

most in the Study schools are the overall conditions under which they work

and their inability to teach as effectively as they would like under these

conditions. The data alone do not reveal the sense of frustration and

harassment many teachers reported in their personal interviews. The resent-

ment against "the administration," usually vaguely defined and not directed

aceinst the school principal as much as "the establishment," appears in

individual comments: "It wears me down," "It gets harder and harder."

-\\

,'V; '\:
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Table 33

Most Dtsappointing Aspect of Teaching High School English
Mentioned by Teachers in Interviews

= 438)

Rank Order Type of Concern

1

2

3

4

5

6.5

Administrative Problems
(load, lack of sympathy, pupil
grouping, pressure, clerical work,
pressure to be creative)

The Slow Learner
(the "deadbeats," "the clods,"
the terminals, the average)

The Slowness of Pupil Progress
(the amount forgotten on exams,
what they forget in the summer)

Lack of Interest of Students in English

Time (the difficulty of doing everything)

taper Correction
(reading and grading,
"wearing down" of papers

74

Number of
Teachers Mentioning

60

47

40

35

35

30

6.5 Inability to It-.1 if You Are Successful 30

8 Difficulty of "Reaching" Students 27

9 Lack of Enthusiasm and Support 16

(colleagues, administration, parents)

10 Isolation

11 Money

Miscellaneous Items

None

M11.11110.11.111111.411111.=1.....,

5

4

54

7

4111
The impossible paper load of many teachers was mentioned again and again,

and levexal admitted applying for positions as counselor or teacher of

na:.nematics solely to escape this burden, It is important to realize that

almost no teacher complained about load in terms of too many classes or too
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many students; virtually all disappointments were stated in terms of the

teacher's ability to complete the needed task--providing individual guidance,

reading and returning papers, etc.

In addition to working conditions, the other major source of concern

was the difficulty of coping with the slow learner and the alienated

learner, who may be one and the same or not. Teachers recognize that they

are not successful in teaching English to many of these students but they

are not certain of what approach to attempt. A number of teachers also

expressed concern about the lack of professional standards of colleagues.

Any interpretation of these complaints, of course, must recognize that

50 percent of the English teachers in these schools have Master's degrees,

that most are well educated in English, that 85 percent read the English

journal, that those interviewed tend to be the more successful English

teachers in the schools visited, according to department heads and

principals (for they were selected on this basis), and that the average

teacher works with a classload of 130 students per day. If such teachers

are concerned about the conditions under which English is taught, what must

morale be like in many other schools?

Conditions are far from ideal, then, even in the schools selected for

their strong programs in English. But strong teachers have much resiliency.

When asked in interview whether they wa;:.d have taught English had they

known at the point of beginning their careers "what you know now about the

problems, compensations, restrictions, and rewards of the profession,"

70 percent indicated that they would still become teachers of English. Only

10 percent answered that they would not, and 20 percent were undecided.

Despite problems and disappointments, these carefully selected teachers

retain their faith in the pvafession.

1/4 1, '1/4\ '1/4 J.?
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Indeed, paralleling the intreeviaw question concerning disappointments,

teachers were also asked to identify their "most significant compensation

for teaching English. The analysis of recorded interview responses indicates

the strong satisfaction which most teachers find in their relations with

students (Table 34). Clearly these teachers are "other directed." The

Table 34

Most Significant Compensation for Teaching English Reported

by Teachers in Interviews
= 438 teachers)

Number

Rank Order Classification of Compensation Mentioning

1

2

The young people ( "the students,' "young people 91

in general," "the faces of the children")

Seeing students "light up" 51

(this metaphor is a common cliche; apparently)

3 Seeing student progress 77

4 Helping adUescents "grapple" with ideas 36

(and do other things with ideas--"struggle,"
"consider," "work with")

5 Students who return years later 28

(their thanks, what they remembers etc.)

6

7

8

9

10

U

12

4.)

Helping the student "taste" literature 27

(and do other things with literature)

Service, a "feeling of accomplishment"

Personal intellectual stimulation

Subject matter

Variety of teaching

Concern with ethics, values

Vacations

None

Miscellaneous

......1.

26

17

16

12

11

4

2

29

n.
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overwhelmin3 number of comments deal with their pupils rather than themselves.

They are, to be sure, incurable sentimentalists about their students, talking

about the "light can student faces," "the mountain-top experience," "helping

children live better," "lightlug a fire in some students." Perhaps the most

interesting result of this Interview question is the absence in responses

of much concern with subject matter, and particularly the absence of any

mention of composition or grammar. But noteworthy, too, is the fact that

these :.tee teachers who expressed such concern with teaching conditions

are concerned primarily with student welfare rather than themselves. They

want better conditions not for themselves but so that they can teach more

effectively.

Summary

A study of the conditions under which English is taught in these

schools known be achieving excellent results in English does not yield

conclusive evidence that conditions are distinctly better than in the

average schools throughout the country. Although the average pupil load per

English teacher of 130 is somewhat lower than reported in national studies,

although nue-third of the teachers report teaching only fort English classes

daily, the modal assignment remains five classes. Moreover, interviews

with Leachers reveal rather extensive concern with details of claesrcam

management, administrative reports, and lack of general interest in English

studies on the part of both the administration and often the community.

What does appear distinctive in these selected schools is the quality

of the teaching staff itself. The superior beginning preparation under

which more than 80 percent of all teachers of English have majors in the

subject is continued through both personal initiative and administrative

encouragement. Par more than in the typical secondary school, these teachers
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and join professional associations, read professional magazines, apply for

and receive stipends and fellowships to continue their education in English.

Indeed the differences sees so significant at times that they provide

internal support for the selection of the 116 schools and support the

contention that, as a group, these schools do seem representative of

better English programs. Although project observers felt that many of the

schools' efforts in inservice education needed more conscious direction !a

terms of specific subject and classroom needs, they were not unmindful of

the attempts presently being made. Most clear of all distinctive

characterLscics of these selected teachers is their basic professional

interest in the subject and in the students. As interviews with the teachers

make clear, the sixty hours of work each week does not make the teacher

feel overworked; rather it makes him feel overtaxed. Project observers

e,::imatei that almost one-third of this time may be 62voted to routine

activities not directly related to the teacher's area of competence. Were

more of these demands assigned to paraprofessionals, clerks, and other

teacher aids, the teachers might find the demands of paper correction,

preparation, and professional growth far more possible than at present.

agwoolotommak
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CHAPTER III

GZNiRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PROGRAMS AND SCHOOLS

There can be no argument that the characteristics common to large

numbers of schools are of greater significance than their variations (which

11

teft *U.!. a
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these general characteristics as they were described in the summary reports

of project observers following each school visitation, in the overall

tgamalsi.inn of observed classroom practices, in the summary of interviews

and program reports, and in the analysis of courses of study and other

curricular materials found in the schools. Contributing as much to the

chapter discussion are the attitudes toward the programs expressed by

teachers and students in group and individual interviews. Together these

findings present a composite portrait of the general characteristics of the

programs.

Overall Imumplig of Observers

The tone of any school is established by the school administrator,

his attitude toward instruction, his relations with the faculty and students,

and the aspects of the school which seem to him important. When asked to

specify their dominant impression of a school, more observers directed

attention to the building principal than to any other single person or

characteristic (Table 35), Lesz frequently named are the tradition of the

school, the nature of students and the comuni4, the school plant, and the

overall curriculum. Despite the observers' concern with programs in English,

the nature and quality of the departmental staff in English ranked only

sixth in frequency. Considered almost as important in &;ermining overall

characteristics of the schools were administrative practices in the school
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district, the introduction of administrative innovations, teaching load,

80

and the "static" or lethargic atmosphere noted in many schools.

III

Table 35

Dominant Impressions of Overall Educational. Programs
Reported by Observers

On m 218 observers of 113 schools)

Rank
Order Characteristic

2

1 Quality of School Administrator

Tradition of Learning in the School

3 Nature of Students and the Community

4 School Plant

5 Curriculum Sequences and Design

6 Quality of the Staff in English

7

8

9.5

9.5

11

12

Frequency of Mention

84

54

43

36

34

29

Administrative Practices Associated with 20
Large Districts

Innovations in Instruction . 17

Teaching Loads

"Static" or Lethargic Atmosphere

Provision for Slow Students

Emphasis on Academic Learning

Others mentioned by more than one observe:: library, grouping,
learning aids, English chairman, learning resources,
freedom of teachers.

IIMI1=111.,11

16

16

14

13

The lack of observers' uonpern with English programs reflects to some

extent the general nature of the question put to them--a question which

directed attention away from subject zonnerns. Mat is your dominant

impression of the overall educational program which you observed in the

school?) Many observers thus refrained from commenting on the English
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program, knowing they would discuss such matters at another time. The

finding may also suggest a comparatively slight influence of English in

determining a school's tone. Of the twelve impressions most frequently

mentioned, at least eight are directly attributable to the work of the

building principal and may be influenced by him.

Observers from college departments who lacked receni expel Once with

secondary schools were impressed with the near absolute authority wielded

by a principal in some school situations. Few college deans or presidents

are able to operate with such autonomy, selecting and assigning staff,

determining course content, making decisions about both building and instruc-

tion, sometimes without reference to higher administrative authorities, and

often without reference tc many members of the faculty. Such autonomy is

not necessarily bad; for in the majority of instances, the building

principals were cited for their vision, their concern with academic learning,

their ability to work cooperatively with teachers and provide genuine

instructional leadership. In such cases, then, the decisions on instruction

are made at the school level and have a decided influence on the program.

Indeed, where authority is removed from the principal and assigned to the

e-ntral office, as in most multiple high school districts, observers were

quick to note the stultifying effect of such practice on the overall tone of

the school. Administrative practice in large districts, almost always

reported as a negative force, ranked number eight among factors determining

the overall nature of a program even though only 59 percent of the schools

were in such multiple high school districts. What bothered observers was

the removal in large districts of powers of decision from the school site- -

decisions about teachers and teaching, about textbooks, about curriculum and

programing, about the matters which can be decided wisely only in relation

to the individual class. So seriously do such practices affect English that

La.~114..s,.0Y
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they are discussed in a separate section of this report (See Chapters II

VIII, and XII).

More frequently, however, the building principal emerged as the

instructional leader, determining the relative emphasis between academic

and social learning, for example, or the degree of freedom which teachers

are permitted to exercise. Observers found most principals of project

schools genuinely concerned about the quality of instruction, working to

provide important learning experiences for young people, and anxious to

improve the quality cf instruction in English. A! though many lacked the

knowledge of the subject, the time, and the resources needed to ensure

continuing high quality programs, their interest and influence were manifest.

Several other considerations directly traceabie to the leadership of

the building principal were identified in a large number cf observer

reports. Ranking fourth in frequency of citations was the ganeral adequacy

of the school plant to house a sound instructional program. Tte newness of

the plant or its architectural beauty seemed less important to observers than

its functional contribution to the instructional program. For instance,

observers asked themselves if classrooms are provided with adequate equip-

ment? Do shelving and study space enhance the use of the library? Do

teachers have a departmental English center, student-conference rooms, and

adequate wor space when they are not assigned classroom duties? Where

these conditions existed, observers were generally impressed with the school

plant.

More than any other individual, the principal must be responsible,

too, for the intellectual climate in the school. The lack of interest of

some faculties in the major educational and social concerns of our day is

" ,k ,54s.77.4. r
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on17 too apparent to an outside observer. 1%, is reflectee in lunchroom

and lounge conversation of teachers, in the nature of esse-Alies, in ehe

principal's uwn interests, and ist the way in which thee interests are reflected

directly and obliquely thwdghout the school.

An interest in educational developments cnn e promoted through formal

ete,A rcnfvet.o ^f f.onehcbr- mlii^ 1i n Dttantlebel 4mravrtnnt^ rtrnfactoinrtsil

meetings or visited 171pressive new programs; an interest in current social

events can be promoted through round tables or panel sessions held after

school or during noon heur or assemblies invoefrin,i teachers, students, or

outside visitors; z knowledge of wolld affairs, through special displays

and international (student and teacher) exchange programs; an interest in

local and world culture, through optional evening or after school projects,

as well as through exhibits or special programs featuring outstanding works

of art, dance, or drama. In one school, teachers and students organized a

special evening arts series of soloists, instrumentalists, and dramatic

readings; another planned a subscription series of monthly Wednesday after-

noon lectures on contemporary 'affairs; one school planned a monthly film

series, bringing to students in the course of a year such major foreign and

domestic works of art as "Potemkin," "Nanook of the North," "The Informer,"

and "Citizen Kane." A fourth school devoted a spring evening to the creative

and performing arts, displaying student work (creative writing, graphic produc-

tion) and featuring a student prepared program of poetry reading, dance.,

and, song. Such events will be merely window dreesing, of course, if they do

not grow from a deep and overriding concern of the school faculty with the

major cultural and social events of our time. But more often than not

they reflect the virility and vigor of a faculty and a principal intellectually

alive, contrasted with the lethargy, the "static" atmosphere of a faculty

disinterested in intellectual concerns.
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Stvength of innovation in education is related to this "static"

quality. although observers did not always find that innovation reflected

sound educational purposes (See CLepter XIV on experimenal progrema),

most agree that sons experimental activity is essential to the health of

any program. Schools must continue to inform themselves of more efficient

teaching methods, not ignore new ideas. The difference between those

schools concerned with innovations and those lack4ng concern was sufficiently

important to rank eight on the list of dominant impressions; however, as

shown later in this chapter, the English departments per se seemed not

unduly influenced by new approaches.

Another factor mentioned third most frequently, the characteristics

of students and community, proved less determinant of quality in the schuols

than observers initially anticipated. Some early critics of the design

of the Study worried lest the report identify little more than overt and

obvious differences in social class: but such was not the result. To be

sure, student bodies composed of boys and girls from cosmopolitan,

racially-mixed groups representing several social classes did contrast

sharply with those composed of students frown relatively restricted,

middle class white suburban communities, but not always did such differences

seem directly to affect the teaching of English. It is part of the current

landscape in American education that such conditions must inevitably be

found and reported. Surprisingly, however, it was the tradition of

education in the school and community which most impress Jbservers,

regardless of its social class distinctions. The excOlence of more than

a few well established schools seemed attributed less to specific characteris-

tics of program, staff, or students than to a traditional supposition in

the school and community that the program must be excellent. "Parents

-car-
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expect theti. students to learn here," reported one principal. "We have

long had a tradition of academic learning," revealed another. In such

schools, achievement-oriented students and staff seem to restrict most of

their concern to major academic objectives, tolerating less willingly than

others the seductions of social or pseudo-intellectual events.

This manner of orientation is often strengthened by the tradition of

an ethnic group in the community. The Swedish families were credited with

establishing a vigorous academic program in one city school system; in-

migrant Jewish parents were raising the tone of another school; the serious

scholastic attitudes of Oriental students contributed to a third. The

impact of nearby military installations or of governmental laboratories

and research centers in outlying towns throughout the nation also contribute

materially to the latellectual atmosphere of many schools. When the sons

and daughters of engineers, technical workers, or widely traveled military

personnel comprise as much as 10 to 15 percent of a student body, their

impact is considerable. The southern or southwestern child for whom

C.' or Japan may seem little more than a history lesson daily encounters

friends who have traveled to these very countries; friends whose families

may value knowledge, learning, and academic success far more highly than

has his own community in the past. More than any other factor, the

presence of a substantial number of steeh "intruders" seems to be changing

the tradition in many long established southern and western schools, and,

to the project staff, offers one plausible explanation as to why a number

of out-of-the-way schools, rather than others more comfortably rAgional in

composition, emerged as institutions particularly promising in their geo-

graphic area. Surely the vigorous character of such schools contrasts

sharply with the depressing static quality of some intellectually and

geographically isolated schools, schools in which teachers, parents, and
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students are e reflection of an excessively rigid, unchanging local social

order.

But the decline of tradition was observed with sufficient frequency

to deserve special discussion. High schools change as their communities

change- =a truism of American education but one reflected in many ways by

schoolr3 visited here. Especially in our changing cities do we find schools

whose traditions were created out of the middle class culture of the Thirties

faced with school populations and educational needs far different fry'

those initially conceived. Popular reputation of "the" academic school

in a community dies slowly; so do the program accoutrements of the college

preparatory school. "This isn't the school that it once was," ruefully

complains one teacher. Or, "this school is dying if it is not already

dead." Certainly a tradition of academic achievement, earned slowly over

the years, can persist long after its justification. Many schools and

programs, observers felt, were viewed in their decline. And it is not

surprising in a study devoted to describing the English program in

institutions known to be achieving excellent results in English, that some

of these results may be attributed more to yesterday's students than to

today's. Faced with changing conditions and student bodies which they do

not always understand, teachers struggle to achieve the same standards cf

performance from their pupils as from those graduates for which their school

has been long acclaimed. Many understand, of course, that the standards no

Longer fit the need of today's students and seek an acceptable compromise.

More often than not, project observers commended teachers for their

struggle, sympathized with their inability to find educational solutions

for problems created by changing neighborhoods, and reported that many

programs may be better--at least for academically inclined students--than

they would otherwise be as a result of such attempts to "live up" to the
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memories of the recent past. Where schools permit such tradition to

interfere with discharging responsibilities to new kinds of students and

new needs, the attempt is, of course, quite indefensible.

Another "tradition" also influences the character of school faculties--

not always in favorable ways--and this is the tradition of public experi-

mentation. A number of schools visited in the Study had achieved enviable

national distinction as a result of their innovations and contrlbutions to

American education. Inevitably, such publicity creates in a faculty a

desirable esprit de comb an enthusiasm for change. Inevitably, too, the

reputation attracts to the schools visitors from everywhere in the country.

Insofar as the English programs visited in the present Study, such publicity

too often seems to have an undesirable effect Among some faculties, for

example, it creates a parochial smugness, a satisfaction with things as

they are, an attitude of superiority and lack of concern with the total

profession. Said one observers report:

The overall educational program seemed to me perfectly mediocre,
but the mediocrity was diksbuised by a false air of hustle, bustle,
needless confusion, and unbelievable scheduling complexities
Teachers and students alike are so thoroughly enamoured of the system,
and so convinced they are of superior intellectual capacity that
everyone felt, as nearly as I could tell, that he must perform in an
unusual way . A . . Needless complexity of scheduling and administra-
tive organization that has as its purpose imitation of the private
preparatory school, and as its result, the substitution of constant
motion for solid substance, pose for real achievement.

Perhaps even more serious is the discovery that in many such experimentally-

oriented schools, administrators develop a greater concern with the super-

ficial trappings of programs--getting teams of teachers together, achieving

flexibility in scheduling, substituting chimes or music for bells--rather

than with the programs themselves, the subject content, and .specially with

the pupils who are to be taught. These observations are discussed more
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fully in Chapter XIS'. Perhaps any high school sufficiently distinguished to

attract national attention will change as a result of the publicity it

receives. It becomes influenced by what Theodore Sizer refens to as the

"gee whiz" syndrone.
1

Administrators mid teachers in such schools, however,

need to exercise caution so as not to confuse glowing public reports of

LIM11. FLO1.14.0 in UGC:Ma/AA% WiUn ULM ,L=Cia. GNIGUU.

According to the project observers, then, two broad factors more

than anything else determine the overall excellence of a high school

program: (1) the quality of instructional and administrative leadershlp

demonstrated by the principal; (2) the school's position in the community

with respect to the aspirations and traditions of learniug. Again and

again these influences seemed to predominate and to affect English instru'-

tion in both positive and negative ways.

General Strengths, and Weaknesses of English ?Imams

Just as administrative leadership affects the intellectual climate of

a school, so it profoundly influences the nature of English instruction.

Following the complete sequence of group aid individual interviews, the

study ofppoimmia,guides, and questionnaires, and the visits to classrooms,

each project observer submitted a final summary of his individual assess-

ment of the English program. Tables 36 and 37 present an analysis of the

strengths and weaknesses identified by observers in 218 separate summary

reports. The most apparent indication is that the quality of both staff

and departmental leadership influences the teaching of English in decisive

ways.

The preparation and characteristics of teachers of English in these

schools are described separately (See Chapter II). Their overall excellence,

1
Theodore Sizer, "Classroom Revolution: Reform or Panacea?" The

Saturday, Review, XLVITI (June 10, 1965), 54.
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*Table 35

Strengths of English Departments Identified in Summary Reports
(a = 218 summary reports on 113 schools)

Rank
Order Strengths

Number
of Times
Mentioned

1 Quality of the English Staff 90

2 Program in Composition .50

3 Department Head 49

4 Resources Available for Teaching 40

5.5 Climate of Work in Department 33

5.5 Program in Literature 33

7 Light Teaching Load 32

8 Experimentation and Innovation 30

9 Guided Individual Reading Programs 23

10 Library 22

11 Program in Honors or Advanced Placement 21

12 Program in Speech or Oral English 19

Also mentioned freouently: central administration of school 17;
electives in English 14; provisions for slow learners 14;
elnvolvement in professional acf-ivity 12; grouping 11;
relation to neighboring university 11.

1111=11..IMIK =:...=.1=1,

however, seems inditTutable--as some 82 percent possess majors in English,

more than 50 percent possess Master's degrees, and an overwhelming number

express a great zeal for teaching. In light of these facts, sound prepara-

tion and enlightened professional attitudes evolve as critical issues. But

team observers noted other characteristics .bout the prIparation of teachers.

Seldom, for example, did they find uniformly excellent teachers in any

department. Instead, the successful English departments seem to rely more

.04



on a nucleus of outstanding English teachers who serve as models or

catalysts for the greater number of mediocre or at least nondescript

teachers in the department. Not many wholly incompetent English teachers,

however, were employed in any of these schools; rather, in those departments

where the quality of the English staff was cited as a weakness, there

tendeti tin he large nnmhPra nF Rngliah tant.hore of avarrga

interest who could have beeia inspired to more successful efforts by a

small cadre of gifted teachers. The implication for departmental staffing

is thus clear, and seems to level support to systems of merit pay as

special recognition for the truly '!master teacher." Schools must find ways

of rewarding and thus retaining these master English teachers, who can

fulfill the function of increasing the level of performance of ether

teachers. A major responsibility, then, of any administration seeking

excellence in English is to attract a =mbar of gifted teachers and to

provide opportunity for the chemistry of interaction among English teachers.

As "master teachers" are important, in equal respect the quality

and leadership of departmental chairmen cannot be underestimated.

Mentioned third in frequency among strengths and first in weaknesses

(Table 37), the chairman--if well prepared and given adequate tine and

responsibility--can provide the vision and inspiration vital to a truly

outstanding program. So variable were the conditions and responsibilities

of the chairmen in these schools and so critical the implications, that

the project staff called two separate conferences to formulate recommenda-

tions on the functioning of the English chairman.
2

The characteristics of

Asmommowsmo

2
Robert LaCampa3ne (ed.), Eugh School apartments of English: Their

amoisallas, Administration, and Supervision (Champaign, Ill.: National
Council of Teachers of English, 1965),
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Tabie 37
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Weaknesses of English Departments Identified in Summary Reports
(n = 218 suLaary reports on 113 schools)

Rank
Order

1

Strengths

iUWIAG4UCtUG mveas.umuucs& armasAcaplusir

Number
of Times
Mentioned

L
V.7

2 Inadequate Provisions for Slow Learners 58

3 Lack of Sequence and Integration in 49
Curriculum

4 Unreasonable Teaching loads 46

5 Inadequate Program in Language 43

6 Poor Teaching Staff 42

7 Inadequate Program ia Composition 41

8 Routine, Mechanical Teaching 37

9 Lack of Departmental Philosophy or 29

Poirt of View

10 Absence of Classroom Book Collections
and Supplementary Texts

27

11,5 Lack of Supervision and Help for 26
Begiinning Teachers

11.5 Inadequate Program in Literature 26

Other weaknesses frequently mentioned: lack of support by school
administration 19; inadequate grouping practices 17; lack of
attevtion to reawing skills 16; large city administrative
practicos 11; overemphasis on lecttaing 11; inadequate supply
of textbooks 9; rapid teacher turnover 9; inadequate library S.

ilE42111M

desirable aepattmental Leadership are discussed elsewhere in this report

(See Chapter .However, the responsibility of the c4airman for the

effective operation of many aspects of the program identified as

characteristic strengths or weaknesses is apparent. Clearly the adequacy

of resources and the climate of work (strengths rated 4 and 5.5) depend

4.
9 :
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on the chairman; so do the lack of sequence and articulation, the lack

of a departmental point of view toward teaching English, and the inadequacy

of the help provided beginning teachers (weaknesses ranked 3, 9, 11.5).

The absence of creative teaching--reliance on routine, mechanical approaches

(weakness No. 8)--perhaps reflect as much the absence of direct classroom

supervision as the ganeral inadequacy of the staff.

Programs designed for separate aspects of English provoked various

reactions from project observers. The most striking overall impression

is the absence of programs in language (grammar, usage, semantics, etc.)

among the best of reported strengths and its high rating among recurrent

weaknesses (No. 5). As the special chapter makes clear (Chapter VI),

observers found little to praise in language instruction programs in the

schools. In effect, what the Study clearly reveals is the absence of any

national agreement or consensus concerning the teaching of language, leading

to chaos in most school programs. In composition and in literature,

however, observers were both quick to praise and quick to condemn.

Programs designed for advanced college preparatory students were so

frequently identified as outstanding that this characteristic emerges as

a speclal strength (No. 11). But such was not true of English programs

for the slow student, the lower track. In school after school observers

were disturbed to find little attention directed to the needs of the Less

able student. Confusion and diffidence on the part of teachers toward

such instruction were noted, as well as a genet al lack of expended time,

energy, and funds. Of course, this finding may reflect the unique nature

of the schools studied, schools selected because of their reportedly strong

programs in English for college preparatory students. Yet little evidence

is available to suggest that stronger programs for the slow student are in
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vexation elsewhere (See discussion for this topic in Chapter XI).

Another major characteristic of outstanding English programs is the

adequacy of the supply of booke and learning materials. Of vital importance

is a rich supply of textbooks in every classroom, a well- stocked accessible

library, supplementary books and learning resources, and a classroom book

collection. When present, they add substantially to the effectivIness of a

program (strengdo 4, 9, 10); when inadequate or unavailable, they clearly

hamper the teacher (weakness No. 10).

Also characteristic of the better English programs are the reasonable

teaching loads, albeit findings fail to reveal it as a major inhibitive

factor in instruction. Teaching conditions ranked seventh among the strengths,

and fourth among weaknesses. College professors amoyz the teams of observers

alternated between pity and despair over what they found in some school

situations: average pupil-teacher ratios in excess of 150, five classes

per teacher, committee assignments, lack of preparation periods. Yet iii

one-fourth of the schools a deliberate attempt had been made by principals

to conform to the general standards recommended by the National Council of

Teachers of English and the Commission on English of the College Entrance

Examination Board- -four classes, not more than 100 pupils, time for paper-

grading, conferences, and preparation. In moat schools where such efforts

are being made, teacher morale seemed higher, and the level of instruction

seemed elevated. Although other factors, such as quality of the staff,

leadership in the department, and resources available were more crucial than

load in contributing to the overall excellence of programs, a substantial

number of observers agreed thot load was a critical factor.

Observers in this Study thus feel the major strengths and weaknesses

of English departments fall into five distinct categories: quality of the
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faculty, strength and vision of departmental chairman, adequacy of resources,

intelligent planning of various programs, and reasonable teaching conditions.

In subsequent chapters of this report, each of these characteristics is

discussed in relation to particular aspects of the programs.

Classroom Practices in Teaching

The most important aspect in assessing programs in English consisted

of visits to preselected classrooms to observe the teaching of English.

To guide observers in recording impressions at the time of observation,

a special card for recording data was designed (See Appendix B, Instrument

No. 23). The card provided the observer with a way of recording unique

characteristics of the classroom: the number of minutes observed, the

emphasis in content and method, the degree of pupil involvement, and

related concerns. The cards later were analyzed separately, as were

overall summary reports on the classroom visite completed by evil observer.

A total of 32,580 minutes were observed in 13609 classes of the 116

schools initially included in the study. Of these, some 298 visits or

18.5 percent were to classes classified as advanced or honors sections;

187 or 18.4 percent were to terminal or "slaw" sections; 682 or 42.4

percent were to general sections or classes grouped heterogeneously in terms

of ability. Some 442 classes or 27.6 percent of those visited were grouped

in ways not known to or not recorded by the observers. In most cases these

classes were "middle groups" or "heterogeneously grouped" sections. Not

analyzed or reported here are the reports on additional classroom visits

to programs selected as representative of Catholic, independent, large city

schools, or experimental English programs. The discussion of these programs

is presented in later chapters of the report.
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The Content of mild Classes

The summaries of observers present a composite portrait of various

emphases in English instruction. Although they represent only a sampling

of practices in these schools, the cumulative teaching time observed is

sufficiently great to provide reasonable assurance that uncharacteristic or

unusual practices occasionally observed do not skew the entire report. To

be sure, teachers did know when to expect observers (although they did not

know which classes would be observed); all teachers were asked to continue

with their regular class schedule, and most of them did. Teachers pre-

ferring not to be observed were permitted to so indicate on a special form

(See Instrument No. 5). Inmost schools, few classes were closed to

observers; those that were closed were inmost cases comprised of difficult

groups cf slow learners. Much more frequently, teachers invited observers

into all of their classes, but since time often did not permit observing

all teachers in all schools, a selective process was developed on the basis

that each observer should arrange only visits which seemed most reasonable

in view of the overall purposes of the Project. To facilitate this

process, staff members were often directed by the recommendations of either

the principal or department chairman to classes which were assessed as

outstanding,' This fact, together with the inevitable tendency of insecure or

inexperienced English teachers to close classes, suggests that to the extent

that observations were atypical, they were skewed to include a relatively

greater number of "average" and "butter" classes.

On few occasions did observers report evidence of teachers in the

schools preparing especially for observers. In such situations, a slightly

greater number of student presentations and a few more study periods were

encountered, but general observations indicate that the nature of instruction
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did not differ markedly from that in classes not receiving advance informa-

tion. In the judgment of the project staff, these small differences did

not materially alter the overall findings, most of which reveal strikingly

pronounced characteristics.

Analysis of these classroom reports made on specially prepared cards

provided a number of significant deductions, probably none so revealing,

huvevtr, as the prevailing tendency to emphasize certain components of

English almost to the exclusion of others. According to reports on

32,580 minetes of classroom observation, the teaching of literature is

emphasized in the high school more than all other aspects of English combined.

Table 38 reveals that of the total time observed, some 17,03e minutes or

52.2 percent of the instruction emphasized literature. In contrast, only

13.5 percent or 4,386 minutes were devoted to language and 15.7 percent or

5,134 minutes to composition, Number of minutes and percentage emphasized

in other aspects of English were: 1,662 minutes (4.9 percent) speech; 411

minutes (4.5 percent) reading; 424 minutes (1.3 percent) mass media. The

dominant emphasis on literature is demonstrated even more clearly by

comparing tendencies by sepatatecLuess., In some 785 separate classes,

literature was rated as primary emphasis; in 123, it rated second; in 10,

third. Composition was seen as primary emphasis in 242 classes; as second

emphasis in 86; as third emphasis in 14. Observers reported language first

in 205; second in 96; third in 17. The primary concern of teachers with

literature is apparent throughout; inmost classes observers did not even

report a second emphasis.

The emphasis in classroom teaching varies "somewhat with the level and

type of class, although literature received greater attention than any

other aspe't of English, uhethez in terminal classes in grade ten or



Table 38

Content Emphasized in Classroom Teaching
(n cc 1,609 English classes in 116 schools)

Emphasis Reported Total Number
of Minutes Percent

17,036 52.2

5,134 15.7

4,386 13.5

1,662 4.9

1,411 4.5

424 1.3

273 0.8

_2,254 7.1

32,580 100.0

Rank By Observer

1 Literature

2 Composition

3 Language

4 Speechformal or informal

5 Reading

6 Mass Media

7 No Content Emphasized

Other

Total

97

advanced classes in grade twelve. Table 39 compares the findings for tenth

and twelfth year English classes; Table 40 for classes of slaw or terminal

students. Certain distinctions are worth noting. Even though receiving

primary attention in all classes at all levels, literature receives less

emphasis during grade ten an less emphasis in terminal classes than it

does in grade twelve. Proportionally greater attention is thus devoted to

language. Almost 20 percent of all instructional time for slow students

emphasizes language (often through usage drill sheets), and more than 20

percent of grade ten instructional time is devoted to content in this area.

Indeed for many students the review of grammar introduced at this level

seems to be the last formal study of the structure of En3lish in the high

school program.

The only other perceptible shift in emphasis related to grade level

.7,
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FIUME NO. 3

Content Emphasis in Cl ssroom Teaching

Literature
52 %

Language
14%
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Table 39

Comparison of Content Emphasized
in Tenth and Twelfth Grade Classes

Grade 10
Emphasis Reported (n= 9,410 minutes)
by Observers Number Minutes Percentage

Grade 12
(n = 9,602 minutes)

Number Minutes Percentage

Literature 4,327 46.0 5,916 61.5

Language 2,017 21.5 810 8.4

Composition 1,397 14.8 1,338 13.9

Speech 680 7.2 273 2.9

Reading 259 2.8 314- 3.3

Mass Media 134 1.4 160 1.7

F7 Content Emphasized 50 0.5 93 1.0

Other 546 5.8 696 7.3

Total 9,410 100.0 9,602 100.0

Table 40

Rank

Content Emphasiied in Teaching Terminal Students
(n a 3,618 minutes of classroom observation)

Emphasis Reported Total Number Percentage of
by Observer of Minutes Time Emphasized

Percentage Reported
All Classes

1 Literature 1,447 40.8 52.2

2 Language 719 19,9 13.5

3 Composition 541 15.0 15.7

4 Reading 374 10.4 4.5

5 Speech-- 236 6.5 4.9

6 No Content Emphasized 106 2.9 0,8

7 Hess Media 15 0.4 1.3

8 Other 150 4.1 7.1

Total 3,618 100.0 100.0
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or grouping is the finding that 10.4 percent of the instructional time for

terminal classes emphasizes the teaching of reading skills, almost double

the percentage for classes in general and an indication of the stress

placed on remedial or corrective reading for students in lower t.-Jility

groups. Somewhat more time is devoted to formal and informal speech

activity in terminal groups and in the tenth grade. More surprising is

the discovery that the percent of classroom time stressing composition

hovers around 15 percent regardless of type of class or grade level.

That department chairmen are only slightly aware of the high degree

of emphasis on literature identified by the observation reports was

revealed by a special questionnaire completed by the chairmen of 104 of

the original 116 schools. Their estimate of the percentage of time

corresponds in direction, although not in intensity, to the findings of

observers. Table 41 presents the data. In effect, at every level teachers

Table 41

Percentage of Time Devoted to Aspects of English
at Different Levels Estimated by Department Chairmen

(n = 104 chairmen)

Aspect of Content Percentage of Time Estimated Expended in Grade
10

Literature 30.5

Composition 21.5

Language 23.0

Reading 4.5

SpeeCh 8.5

Other Aspects 12.0

Total 100.0

11 12

41.5 46.5

22.0 24.5

18.5 15.5

3.0 2.0

6.5 4.5

8.5 9.5

100.0 103.0

'i4- *
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appear to devote almost 15 percent additional time to teaching literature

than the department chairman estimates and 20 to 25 percent less time to

composition and language.

The findings seem clear. Literature receives major emphasis throughout

the program and this emphasis increases at higher grade levels. Language

receives its greatest emphasis in grade ten and declines in emphasis

thereafter. Not more than one-seventh of classroom time is directed

toward instruction in composition. Reading receives greater attention in

slow classes than in others but like speech and mass media seems not to

receive great attention.

Additional insight into the content emphasis of instruction was

gleaned from interviews of departmental chairmen and group interviews of

twelfth grade students. In most cases students were those in above-

average ability groups, oft2a those listed as Advanced Placement. One

series of questions asked both chairmen and students to estimate where

thirty selected concepto were often taught in the English program or if

they received any emphasis at all (See Instrument NO. 8). The thirty items

were intended as a sampling, not a definitive list of concepts that could

be taught during the high school years. They were selected Sy the staff

upon recommendation of the advisory committee after a preliminary field

tryout indicated the potential value of such an interview device. Some

items were dropped at this time since certain concepts (hubris, for

example) confused chairmen and students alike and therefore seemed non-

discriminatory. The final concepts were selected as bros..tly representatige

of ideas often stressed in literature, language, and composition.

Table 42 presents the interview reports of student and chairmen

reactions to the eoncept check lie.. The apparent disparity between the
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reactions of students and department chairmen may be explained by the

shorter memories of the students, who report most concepts stressed at

lower levels than do the department chairmen. For example, for students

the modal percentage for teaching of the thirty concepts is p-4.or to

grade ten, whereas chair, -,n reported only five concepts taught most frequently

at this level. Similarly, the percentage responses of students for grades

ten and eleven consistently tend to be higher than flr chairmen.

Certain concepts which chairmen believe are stressed not to be

recalled by students. The disparity exceeds 20 ?ercent for slanting,

argumentation, inference, determiners, precis, PrInsistency of diction,

levels of abstraction, periodic dentene, and euphemism. To some extent, of

course, the difference may be attributable to student failure to relate the

terms used by interviewers to concepts which had been studied but identified

in some other way.

Perhaps the most significant finding is the verification which these

data provide of the major stress on literature in most programs, the adequacy

of many programs in .omposition, and the fragmentation of nearly all language

programs. Both chairmdn and students agree that many literary concepts are

thoroughly taught. Alliteration, metaphor, blank verse, epic, satire,

analogy, paradox, and allegory are known to more than 95 percent of the

respondents. On the other hand, more than one-third of all classes, and

sometimes more than half, indicate that they have never been introduced to

slanting (43.5 percent), argumentation (35.1 percent), determiners (91.4

percent), nominative absolutes (43,5 percent), consistency of diction (38.2

percent), levels of abstraction (69.7 percent), and euphemism (3605 percent) .

(The advanced level classes interviewed should be recalled.) In any well

Lrganized program of language study which provides planned attention to diut
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processes and problems of communicating through language, to semantics and

symbolic logic as well as to syntax and orthography, surely most of the

seven concepts must. receive attention. Such traditional matters as the

conditional clause and parallel structure should and do receive attention

in almost all programs, but 19.1 percent of the students and 25.4 percent

of the teachers say they do not study sentence patterns. That many schools

have abandoned traditional school grammar without adopting a modern

descriptive grammar Or any other) is shown in tue large scale rejection of

work on nominative absolutes on the one hand and of determiners on the other.

Some concepts related to composition have already been menticned,

The varying reports on the teaching of such concepts as connotation,

slanting, argumentation, cliche, and jargon suggest the variability of the

programs observed.

In itself the data accumulated on the Concept Check List seems

inconclusive, but in conjunction with the observers' reports, it further

substantiates the strength of present.. offerings in literature, the varia-

bility of programs in composition, and the confusion of programs in language.

Methodology in the English Classes

The literature which receives such overwhelming emphasis is more

likely to be taught through lecture and recitation than through classroom

discussion, This is the conclusion to be drawn from the data presented in

Table 43 reporting the methods of teaching observed in the 32,580 minutes of

classroom visits. Each observer indicates which of eight procedures was

used by chocking the procedure most frequently oheerved on the Classroom

Observation. Card (Instrument No. 23).

Although the data at based only on the most frequently used method,

observers also listed sec at and third methods whenever these were seen.
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Table 43

Methods Most Frequently Used in Classroom Teaching
as Reported by Observers

(n = 1,609 English classes in 116 schools)

Total Number of
U4 10,..J.ek^

sA.uv...usva44.5

Rork Method Major Use Percentage

Recitation 7,568 22.2

2 Lecture or Demonstration 6,709 21.1

3 Discussion 5,971 19.5

4 Student Presentation 4,738 14.3

5 Silent Work 3,479 10.4

6 Socratic Questioning 814 2.2

7 Group Work 618 1.9

8 Audio-Visual 505 1.6

(Teachers Operating Equipment)

Other 6.8

Total 32,670 100.0

aw.....1=11.1....1111G

Moreover, when the teachers' first three emphases on method are combined,

the overall rankings in frequency of method vary only slightly. The first

method, discussion, then emerges as the one most frequently observed

followed closely by recitation and lecture: discussion, 711 mentions;

recitation, 610; lecture, 519; silent work, 330; student presentation, 288;

Socratic questioning, 184; group work, 84; audio-visual presentation by the

teacher, 52; other, 82.

The data clearly reveal that in most schools the classrooms ere

teacher-dominated. Recitation--with its frequent emphasis on simple factual

answers--and lectures and demonstrations with their emphases on "telling"

studenls occupy more than 40 percent of class time. Thus at least 40 percent
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of class time in English seems devoted to approaches which stress passive

and apparently deductive leArniing. Too seldom during such intervals in

the classroom do many students actually seem involved and concerned with

the learning at hand. Periods of lecture and recitation can be useful,

of course, but may well be overemphasized. Mich of the time expended on

lecturing is unplanned -or at least unplanned as lecture. Far more

frequently seen than the carefully prepared presentation is the teacher

who finds he must explain, tell, or amplify whenever students fail to

respond to question.

Table 44

Methods Most Often Used in Classroom TeaLning
as Indicated by Teachers

(n = 1,331)

Rank Method Percentage

1. Discussion 53.6

2 Socratic 17.6

3 Lecture 14.2

4 Recitation 7.0

5 Student Presentation 2.2

6 Silent Work 1.3

7 Small Group 0.8

8 Team Teaching

Othi

Audio-Visual Aida

No response

Because classroom 4iscussion is the basic apprxich through which ideas

are developed and skills of thinking taught in most cla3stooms, it is a
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surprising discovery that only 19.5 percent of class tine is primarily

devoted to discussion. Furthermore, in only a very few classrooms were

teachers resorting to group work (1.9 percent) or Socratic questioning

(2.2 percent). Thus emphasis on the active process of thinking through

ideas in language,essential to all forms of discussion, does not receive

attention more than one-fourth of the time. One wonders, then, where

students will learn to use language in discussion situations, if not in

English class. Although observers witnessed many excellent discussions,

they reported a great number of cases where teachers confused discussion.

and recitation or appeared to lack skill in the art of questioning. In

the latter respect, too many questions either dealt with outside issues or

led nowhere and often required a superficial response.

An obvious discrepancy between what teachers hope to be the case

regarding classroom method and what actually obtains can be seen by

comparing Table 43 with Table 44. In contrast to an approximate 20

percent given over to discussion as seen by the observers, the large

majority of teachers responded in individual questionnaire that they give

discussion first priority. If Socratic were to be combined with discussion,

some 70 percent of all teachers say that they depend on-these approaches

ahead of any others--a fact that simply does not exist even in these

selected high schools.

In sharp contrast to the low percentage of time emphasizing discussion

(19.5 percent), almost 15 percent of instructional time emphasized student

presentation (14.3 percent), usually in the form of oral reports but

uometimes panel discussions or plays. Next in frequency of emphasis was

silent work (10.4 percent), involving normal reading or writing periods.

These percentages are probably'high because of the tendency of an occasional
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teacher to substitute student activity for his own when under observation.

Yet, more pecliliarly, the lApo-tan providLig carefuliy guided reading

and writing under the direction of the English teacher has been so

emphasized during recent years that a 10 percent emphasis is probably

minimal.' Of the 14.3 percent of time devoted to student presentation,

much of it seems focused on oral book reports of no relevance to instruction,

reports which provide a useful oral acti7i for one student at the expense

of thirty others. English teaching specialists who for long have recommended

that other oral activities be substituted for the formal book report have

yet to influence many teachers in the schools.

Perhaps the most startling disclosure is the virtual rejection by

English teachers of audio-visual aids. Some of the possible reasons for

the absence of projectors, record players, and tape recorders is related

to their lack of availability, a problem discussed later in this report

(See Chapters VIII and XI). The findings seem to make clear that, in

spite of imaginative and productive use of such aids by an occasional in-
t'

dividual teacher, most high school English teachers do not consider such

aids to be essential.

A'comparison of the teaching procedures used in tenth and twelfth

grade classes reveals only one major difference. Some 28.9 percent of all

tenth grade class time is devoted to recitation, a percentage which falls

to 20.9 percent during the senior year. The emphasis on discussion changes

inversely, from 14.8 percent of class time in grade ten to 21.2 percent in

grade twelve. These changes undoubtedly reflect a varying emphasis in

.11111MB
3
See, for example, Paul Diedrich, "The Rutgers' Plan for Cutting Class

Size in Two," English Journal, XLIV (April, 1960), 229-236, 266; Arno
Jewett and Clarence Bish, English Composition (Washington, D. C.:
National Education Association, 1964).

,am.,mais - -
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content. The proportionately greater emphasis on language study in grade

ten as revealed in Table 45 (21.5 percent as compared with 8.4 percent in

grade twelve) reflects the tendency discussed elsewhere to introduce in the

tenth grade a final review of English grammar. In doing so, a great many

teachers plan oral usage -r- 4 11 --q or strong elacm recitation nn t e g=t1..--nts

of English language. Class discussion, on the other hand, with its

emphasis on interpretation, sharing of opinions, and generalization, is more

likely associated with the teaching of literature and composition. Thus,

discussion increased accordingly from 14.8 percent in grade ten to 21.2

percent in grade twelve, as the emphasis on literature rises from 43.3

percent to 61.5 percent.

Table 45

A Comparison of Teaching Methods Observed in
Tenth and Twelfth Grade Classes

Grade 10 Grade 12
Method (n = 9,220 minutes) (n = 9,602 minutes)
Observed Number Minutes Percentage Number Minutes Percentage

Recitation 2,713 28.9 2,015 20.9

Lecture 1,767 18.9 2,104 21.9

Student Preszntation 1,385 14.9 1,417 14.8

Discussion 1,379 14.8 2,030 21.2

Silent Work 848 9.1 793 8.2

Audio-Visual 264 2.9 103 1.1

Socratic Questioning 170 1.9 273 2.8

Group Work 154 1.7 255 2.6

Other 640 6.9 612 6.4

Total 9,220 100.0 9,602 100.0

IINIMM11= .11.11.01MININNYMINI

une curious tendency reflects the uncertainty of teachers concerning
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the teaching of speech. Although observers found the tenth grade to be the

level where formal and infornal speech is likely tc receive greatest stress

in general English classes (7.2 percent declining to 2.9 percent in grade

twelve-.:Table 38), discussion and Socratic questioning appear to receive less

attention at this level than later, and the percentage of class time devoted

to student presentation remains at 14.8 percent at both levels.

Teauhers do modify their approaches to teaching when faced with slow

learners (Table 46). They rely more on recitations requiring simple factual

answers (28.3 percent) and on silent work (19.6 percent). They decrease the

emphasis on class discussion (from 19.5 percent to 9.2 percent) and on

student presentation (14.3 percent to 8.3 percent). Curiously, they do not

lecture less, for the percentage of class time devoted to "telling and

showing" by the teacher is reported as 20.9 percent in terminal classes,

cnmpared with 21.1 percent in general. Although some individual teachers

were found to achieve brilliant results (See discussion in Chapter XI), the

majority were found to rely on highly routinized activity -- exercises in

reading and usage_ recitations dealing only with facts, study questions and

workbooks. Thus the reason for emphasis on silent activity and recitation.

The stress on the lecture method reflects lrss the tendency of teachers to

prepare planned presentation than to their disposition -- perhaps formed

partly out of desperation to explain a story, to tell a plot, to analyze a

sentence for students who seem not able to develop such insights on their

awn, Regrettably, with slow learners who often respond particulary well to

auditory and visual approaches to learning, the teachers in terminal classes

actually make slightly less use of audio-visual equipment than do English

teachers in general (1.2 percent). The slight increase observed in Socratic

questioning (3.2 percent as contrasted with 2.2 percent in general) is a
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hopeful sign but the number of minutes observed is small, and the increase

seems attributable to the success of a few unique teachers.

Table 46

Teaching Methods Emphasized with Terminal Students
(n = 3,618 minutes of classroom observation)

Method Total Percentage of Percentage
Emphasized Number of Time for Reported Used
by Observers Minutes Terminal Students with All Classes

Recitation

Lecture

Silent Work

1,023

756

711

Discuss ion 334

Student Presentation 300

Socratic Questioning 115

Group Work 55

Audio-Visual 44

Other 280

Total 3,618

awall.11.1INI70..,...M.111J1111=1101.111===.

28.3

20.9

19.6

9.2

8.3

3.2

1.5

1.2

7.8

100.0

22.2

21.1

10.4

19.5

14.3

2.2

1.9

1.6

6.8

100c0

Recitation, lecture, and discussion, except with terminal groups, thus

seem the basic approaches utilized by high school teachers of English, with

observers reporting that most teachers need assistance in planning and

conducting discussion. More use, clearly, can be made of audio-visual

aids, of group work, and of Socratic questioning.

In the reports summarizing their classroom observation in each school,

Observers were also asked to indicate the re.ative presence or absence in

the English program of thirteen teaching practices widely discussed in

current professional writing. The practices, which rangtd from the teaching

of remedial reading to use of pupil-teacher conferences, wore thought by the
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advisory committee and the project staff to be sufficiently important to

deserve special attention. The summary reports on the frequency of these

thirteen practices (listed in Table 47) supplement the assessment of

emphasis in classroom teaching previously reported.

The data in Table 47 indicate on the one hand those practices widely

or frequently used by teachers in the schools; on the other hard, those

practices only occasionally, infrequently, or never used. Of more startling

interest, however, is the contrast in Tables 48 and 49 between the rauk

order of practices moat frequently and least frequently observed, Clearly,

reliance on single texts, either language or literature, for all students

in a class remains characteristic of much instruction in English, although a

considerable use of multiple sets of books, most often literature texts, and

classroom book collections are reported in some schools. Perhaps the most

significant fact, however, is that in only 55 percent of the reports (103

out of 187) were observers able to report the use of the single anthology as

"widespread" or "frequent," even though the practice ranks first among those

most characteristic of schools in the Study and twelfth in practices

infrequently or never seek-, Similarly, the presence of grammar texts, ranked

second, is reported of frequent or widespread use in only 52 percent of the

reports. This discrepancy is logically accounted for by evidence presented

later, suggesting that the language books tend to be almost universally

purchased and universally ignored. Many teachers keep a classroom set on

their shelves in conformity with the departmental requirement (See Chapter

VI).

Perhaps the most striking characteriEftic of the schools observed is

their diversity with respect to thelisted practices. Surely observers were

in greater agreement as to what they did n ot see than to what they did see.
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Table 48

Rank Order of Selected Practices Reported
in Widespread or Frequent Use

(n = 187 reports on 107 schools)

Rank Classroom Practice Number

I Use of Single Anthology 103

2 Use of Grammar Texts 98

3 Writing iu Class 77

4 Multiple Sets of Books 76

5 Silent Reading in Class 32

6 Use of Workbooks 30

7 Independent Study 29

8 Classroom Book Collections 28

9.5 Pupil Conferences with Teacher 27

9.5 Developmental Reading Program 27

11 Remedial Reading Program 22

12 Team Teaching 19

13 Reading Laboratories 17

14 Programed Instruction 6

..1001111.1111 Alommeavowe
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Some 83 percent of observers reported that programed instruction was "seldom"

car "never" seen; 72 percent reported little or no evidence of team teaching

in the schools. Indeed, six practices indicated in Table 46 were reported

as "seldom" or "never" used a greater number of times than any practices

indicated as "widespread" in Table 47.

With the possible exception of the use of multiple textbooks, ranked

four in Table 48, the practices reported as widespread are hardly known to be

experimental. This finding is supported by the fact that programed



instruction, team teaching, reading laboratories, and classroom book

collections-- integral features of many innovati,m programs today--are

ranked as the leastfrequently observed of any practices.. Partially because

so few of the 116 original schools were committed to innovative action, a

special second phase of the Study directs attention to the teaching of

English in chose schools which are known to be developing experimental

programs (See Chapter XIV).

Table 49

Rank Order of Selected Practices

Reported Infrequently or Never Used
(n = 187 reports on 107 schools)

Rank Practice

Number Times Mentioned
Never or Infrequently
Seen

1 Programed Instruction 155

2 Team Teaching 137

3 Classroom Book Collections 125

4 Reading Laboratories 123

5 Use of Workbooks 111

6 Developmental Reading Programs 107

7 Remedial Reading Programs 101

8 Pupil Conferences with Teacher 99

9 Independent Study 87

10 Silent Reading in Class 76

11 Multiple Sets of Books 69

12 Use of Single Anthology 42

13 Writing in Class 25

14 Use of Grammar Texts 24

a

, .
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The summary reactions to all classroom observatthns, like the reports

presented earlier, confirm the overall impression that fe4 unusual5

radically different, or highly eccentric tendencies characterize moat

English programs studied. Moreover, the teaching of English in these schools

stresses literature at all levels; reveals its major stress on language in

aftaa.2a &wen. ....a14aa aaaa4ewal aw. oft A4a f.a2
15..cm.= e" ieeeeeeeeoe, eeeuee, aee mo.o.CUoo.a.CAs 4.41 1.tz=

classroom; tends not to stress innovative practices to any significant

extent, yet seems to utilize such a variety of practices to advance English

instruction that no one procedure, except the 'use of class sets of books,

characterizes more than half of the observed schools.

=We and Weaknesses Identified ky.. Teachers and Covnselors

The analyses of observers and the summaries of class visits concerning

the strengths and weaknesses of the English programs are supported in all

reports but one by the comments of individual teachers. Above everything

else, the teachers saw their academic freedom ae a quality of considerable

importance, but it was one that observers found lacking in all but a very few

programs. In all, some 438 teachers were interviewed separately by Project

staff members, who recorded the teacher's reactions in accordance with

directions for administering the interview. The teachers selected for

interview tended to be the better teachers in a departmentthose individuals

identified by the principal or department, chairman as being the "real

strengths" of the staff. On some occasions, however, project staff members

chose to interview other teachers, some who expressed interesting and often

deviant points of view in the departmental interviews, others whose time

schedule made inter iiewing particularly convenient.

During the interview, teachers were asked to identify the unique

7111,111P VW,/ 'RT.., rt.'"'""
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qualities and the weaknesses of the English program in which they were

teaching, as well as to suggest desirable changes. Table 50 presents a

tabular analysis of the "unique qualities"; Table 51 does the same for the

weaknesses.

Table 50

Unique Qualities of the English Department
Identified by Teachers in Interviews

(n = 438)

Rank

1

Characteristic

Academic Freedom
(intellectual tone, esprit de comb freedom to

Frequence
of Mention

99

work, etc.

2 Quality of the Staff in English 79

3 General Quality of the Program in English 72,

4 Program in Composition 37

5 Program in Literature 36

6 Grouping or Tracking of Students 27

7 Quality of Departmental Chairman 23

8 Programs for Advanced Students 19

10 Working ConditionsLoad, Clerical Assistance 16

10 Teaching Materials Available 16

10 Quality of School Administration 16

12 Innovation and Experimentation 14

13 Library Facilities 10

14 Programs for Terminal Students 8

Others mentioned: oral English, tirograms in language, reading,
humanities.
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The first question directed to the teachers asked: "In what ways

do you believe the English program at this high school is unique?" The

few teachers who had never taught at any other school (practice teaching

excluded) were generally not asked to respond to the question lacause of

their lack of a basis of comparison, although a good number of the teachers

interviewed were teachers with k3S than two years of experience--teachers

who had been singlad out by the principal and department head (and by

observers) more because of their potential than long standing practice.

The most frequent strength cited by interviewees concerned the

"atmosphere" surrounding the teaching situation at the school; more

specifically, the freedom. Almost one-fourth of the teachers responding

mentioned freedom as the unique characteristic of the program-- either

freedom within some reasonable Units, or freedom with almost no restriction.

But the teachers' responses to the question indicated teo curiously divergent

views: in the one instance, a teacher would reply, "The freedom is great

here . . . we meet often, which helps articulation . ."; and in the other

instance, "Freedom is good. There's no snooping here." The latter implies

simple freedom from administrative interference with no indication of its

eftet on other teachers. As indicated earlier In the reports of project

observerat this "freedom" from administrative interference which they often

se,

praised app eared to the outside observer as little more tkaa anarchy; a

lack of clearly defined sequence in program, an absence of cooperation along

teachers. To the teachers themselves, it often seemed a strength.

One of the original hypotheses proposed by the pwject staff was that

the teachers in these English programs would have more freedommore freedom

to choose texts, to experiment with new innovations, to teach what they chose

when they chose. That is, the staff looked upon teacher freedom as an index

IrOW"...1.11.....t7110,911S.FIMPBYIRMOmor ,
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to the professional integrity evident in the teacher himself and,

consequently, to be recognized by the administrltion and the community.

More often than not, however, where "freedom" typified but exhausted their

responses, it posed more problems than it remedied. Other strengths

identified tended to be seen by observers and corroborated ty reports of

teachers and students. The general quality of the English staff was

mentioned as the second most important factor in contributing to the

"uniqueness "' of the English program. The following comments made by

teachers reflect the opinions of observers:

There is stability of the staff, and a solid core of master
teachers,

We have a healthy balance between the conservative and the
progressive teacher.

There is an extremely well-educated staff, and professional
commitment.

Conscientious teachers are alert to new methods. Ypung teachers
lack experience but they want to learn and are eager.

We have some isolated instances of highly resourceful teaching.
This is tied up with specific teacher personalities.

We have excellent English teachers. You can have a gcod program, but
if you don't have the teachers nothing happens.

Programs in composition and in literature ranked third and fourth in

terms of strengths. As observers' reports suggested, the offerings seem

noticeably stronger in these two areas than in language, reading, and oral

English, which are components of English seldom mentioned as "unique

strengths." However, the interviews provided little commentary by teachers

to indicate what the evidence is for believing that their teaching of

literature is superior. Instead, they talked generally about the wide

reading that the students do: "They have freedom to read a broad spectrum

of books." Other sets of comments regarded the value of using individual
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authors and works in place of the anthology: "We are strong in the approach

of teaching individual works; the study guides devised by the department go

with the works." Still other comments referred to ideas of unique importance

to the school system: "Move chronology one year earlier so that American

literature is taught in the tenth grade, British litera4ure in the eleventh,

and world literature in the twelfth grade."

The comments related to the composition program were more elaborate.

Even though only 10 percent of the teachers responding mentioned the

composition program as unique, these teachers seem to feel the program

iupressive enough to merit special comment:

Probably our requirement for themes is unusual. This depends on
the class. Students write; we mark according to style book. We
correct the revision with a few student helpers only. Attention
to the careful process of revision has been going on here for
twenty-five years.

The close articulation, especially in composition, is unique.
Everyone must teach what's prescribed when it's, prescribed.

We have been developing a clinical approach to writing or moving
toward writing clinics.

There is more composition here, more graphs and charts kept on
students.

Generally the teachers who commented on the composition programs praised the

carefulness with which departmental guidelines had been worked out tiny

members of the department. Again and again in many of the better programs

observers found strong support for programs developed in the school,

rather than in the district or state. The enthusiasm alone seems to

support the contention of the Commission on English of the College Entrance

Examination Board, that the best programs are those developed by a consensus

of teachers in each school.
4

4
Commission on English, Freedom and Disciillat ia En fish (New York:

College Entrance Examination Board, 1965).
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The enthusiasm of teachers also indicated that they were convinced that

composition, if part of a carefully articulated program, could be taught

and with recognizable results (See Chapter V on "Composition").

The overall program and the articulation of the program received as

much favorable comment ac literature and language combined, although these

enmmanta warp ti t i i ltr hriaf arta, linfnrtitnnraly, nrtan ItTL..211,1 A e.ff.e.t.. an

articulation was emphasized, so was diversity of-offerings:

We offer more courses here; a more broadening, more diversified
program.

We tv,ve close articulation between grade levels 10, 11, 12.

We have a definite curriculum aimed at specific objectives.

They integrate the program so that one can expect students have
already learned something; we strive for a cumulative effect.

I have never taught where we had such careful planning.

The course of study was wonted out over several years.

We do more than most schools about the fusion of literature,
language, and composition.

There is continuity in the department. We depend upon a realistic
set of policies, experimenting with a firm hand on the traditional.

It is evident from these comments that the teachers were enthusiastic about

the program mainly because they felt that they were a part of it--that their

hands had been used fruitfully in the preparation of the goals. Only

occasionally did the teachers complain that such articulation stifled their

efforts to experiment, whereas those teachers who lauded freedom were often

heard lamenting the lack of articulation or of specific goals.

Grouping was also praised by many teachers as one of the strong

points of the program, but they felt that often the existence of definite

tracks created as many problems as it solved. The following comments were

offered: "We had one of the first programs to concentrate on gifted."
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'Our efforts to pay special attention to basic and terminal students is in

contrast to the policy of High School." "English Twelve for slow

groups is uncommonly flexible--it is adaptable to individual teachers."

Where working conditions and supply of teaching materials were good,

they did not go unnoted by the teachers:

We have good facilities, office space and equipment, and excellent
cooperation with the library.

Materials available are varied and helpful. We have many supplementary
sets of paperbacks, novels, collections of nonfiction and so on.

We have almost everything imaginable to work with. The office staff
does a lot of work. We have a great library. We have no study hall
assignments and very few extra assignments.

The school has e=ellent facilities, especially books and periodicals,
good library, and the community has good, well located libraries.

However, where working conditions are unfavorable, they are the bane

of teat:hers, and they are far more likely to be noticed when they consider

negative characteristics. About one-fifth of all tea,anev.s interviewed

reported teaching conditions as a particular weakness of their school., as

shown in Table 51. In contrast to project observers who reported other

more striking weaknesses, the teachers most often mentioned "poor working

conditions." Most of them mentioned many different "imperfections" which

would cons itute poor working conditions. Thirty-seven teachers singled out

teacher-student ratio as a contributory factor, several saw a relation here

between this problem and the teacher's inability to require more writing

assignments--a complaint lodged out of concern to meet the demands of

composition. Seve,:al other teachers were dissatisfied with the arrangement

of the school day, some of them claiming that a forty minute class period

as too short or that a seventy minute period was too long. They also

complained of being unnecessarily burdened with assignments such as study

halls, homerooms, and other extra duties, alchougt, in groin) interv%ews with

lemsom-almwa
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total departments it became clear that fewer interruptions occurred in

these schools than in many others. Concomitant with these major complaints

were nine comments stating that the school day lacked either a conference

period or a planning period (too often defined by many schools as one and

the same). As an extreme example, one school revealed an average student

lct/t1 fny EngLsh teachers of lAR; ^1"' periods as long as sixty-eight

minutes; five to six classes a day for each teacher; and study hall and

activity assignments for each teacher. Fortunately, however, such schools

were an exception in this Study.

Table 51

Weaknesses of the Departments of English
Identified by Teachers in Interviews

Oa = 438)

Number of
Rank Weakness Identified Times Mentioned

1 Teaching Conditions (load, lack of time, etc.) 90

2 Quality of Overall English Curriculum 59

3 Quality of English Staff 46

4 Community -- School Relations--Pressures,
Inability of Schools to Adjust

37

5 Unmotivated Students 30

6 Grouping and Sectioning Policies 28

7 Program for Terminal Students 24

8 Inadequate Departmental Leadership 17

9.5 Inadequate Books and Materials 16

9.5 Lack of Teaching Materials 16

11 Program in Composition 8

12 Program in Literature 8

Others mentioned: program in language, reading, oral English, programs for
average students, honors 'programs.

1....",..c.b...i,2......=:::,.t._.
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Some typical comments were:

We need more individual titles . . .

We have no thne to talk with other teachers.

We have audio-visual problems. We need more materials downtown,
and we find it very hard to get materials.

There is a lack of planning periods and conference periods, We
need released time for professional study.

The English teacher's energy is drainecI in the study hall. We
seem to be keeping books [i.e., clerical work] too much for too
large classes--over 170 students.

Problems related to the overall program in English were mentioned

second in frequency, especially the lack of articulation within the depart-

ment or the lack of specifically defined objectives--perhaps again, the

logical result of the freedom which they praised as one of the school's

strengths. Answers were often coupled, as in:

Strength: "Freedom under a loosely organized curriculum."

Weakness: "Sane as the strength -. -that is, each teacher is so
free that teachers in subsequent grades can make no
safe assumption about skills and few about content."

Strength: "Freedom to experiment . ."

Weakness: "Failure of coordination within the curriculum;
failure to agree upon and state the philosophical
aims of the department."

In noting that lack of sequence and articulation was a problem, teachers

agreed with the opinion of outside observers. In some schools where control

of curriculum was fully established, the teachers admitted its value even

though preferring less control: "The control exercised over the teacher is

good, but the teacher still chafes under it" or "The structured composition

program builds good skills in formal writing but tends to stifle creativity.'

Other teachers recogni2ed the benefits of a structured program, especially

for the inexperienced or poor teacher: "The fact that the program is

Nr1......1.11.a.M.91. VP. MM. 0100717.MAT
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relatively unstructured increases the chances of the poor teachers doing a

very bad job." The frustration of greeting 130 undetermined entities

[students with variable backgrottnds in English] at the beginning of each

year was also evident: "'When talking about tragic figures we've read

before [sic], we couldn't go too far because all students had not read the

V- 2a to ---L a-
10 11. wee Ilatlen to ask 01.1AUCULS 40 have a common heckgrounare

Since in many schools the success of the program depended on the

teacher instead of the curriculum, it was natural that the professional

shortcomings of the staff should be mentioned almost as frequently by

teachers as by observers, Especially, lack of stability resulting frcu

rapid turnover of new teachers created some critical problems: "There are

too many young and inexperienced teachers." "Something has to be done to

keep teachers from going elsewhere." On the other hand, a staff with too

much stability also caused problems: "Resistance to change in the faculty

is everywhere. Works are being taught for no particular reason. Our whole

program needs reexamination." And perhaps there is another problem which

received tacit response, suggesting why the terminal students are so often

slighted: "Staff of would-be college teachers may be trying to convert high

school into college."

The teachers also said, as did the observers, that the diffidence of

students and, especially, the community were areas of concern. Thirty

comments related to the lack of motivation on the part of the students or to

the poor quality of the students in general. "Children come in here thinking

they can coast by." "Social proiotion is getting worse." "The average

student should be challenged more." "Students are culturally lacking.

They are not interested In good shows. This is a transient community- -

there is little cultural background in the home. The cammuilLity seems

middle class, but parents aren't interested." The complaint that parents

1
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had unrealistic attitudes towards college was often heard, more often, of

course, in the affluent urban areas and suburbs than elsewhere:

The weakest thing is that too great an emphasis is placed on
getting into college.

We have very aggressive parents who want students to go to Eastern
schools. They are very concerned with grades.

The prnhlom of with what are often average stud -t- of
weelthy parents who expect their children to go to college is very
serious. Neither the parents nor the students are willing to

Teachers were most concerned that the learning process in English was being

subordinated to the practical desireq of students to get accepted into the

recognize limitations in ability.

"college of their choice."

The teachers were less concerned than observers with a changing

academic atmosphere in many places, but such comments did occur: "Our

community is changing. The college-oriented tradition causes problems as

we try to adjust to this influx of middle -class and lower-middle-class

students."

The problem of grouping or tracking was mentioned as a weakness by

been implemented. But more important was the complaint (by twenty-eight
11

some teachers in schools where it had just begun or where it had not yet

rimteachers) that the terminal program for the students was inadequate. The

project observers were more emphatic in identifying this weakness, but

it was obvious to many teachers as well Either the materials used had

Shortcomings or the teachers preferred not to teach them, or the program

itself was vague and fluid. Only four teachers identified weaknesses in

the advanced program, and twice that number found weaknesses in the compre-

hensive or general program:

The division of practical area and college prep sometimes cheats
the practical arts student.
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Too much attention is directed to the academic and not enough to
lower ability students. Special education is new, but it may
help.

Our program is not honest with reference to the lower one-third of
students. Literature is unrealistic but we can't change because
of neighborhood thinking in handling the lower one-third.

Teachers for slower students are unavailable. Pour students are
slighted.

We try to go too fast in the median groups. There is too much
chronology [historical approach to literature] for the average.

Teachers were worried about the fact that the terminal student was being

slighted because of emphasis in educating the advanced student; at the same

time, however, they reported that attempts to make special provisions met

with resistance from the terminals (or slow students) who insisted on

using the same books as the generals or even the advanced--thus magnifying

an observation by one teacher regarding the school's "honesty" toward the

terminal student. Furthermore, the stigma connected with the terminal

student often affected teachers who were conscious of their status.

"When I came in, there was a sense of gradation. Teachers moved, like

students, from sophomore class to senior class." Under such a rationale,

what was true of the old system under heterogeneous grouping is now true to

an even higher degree with homogeneous grouping. Teachers can now triple

the levels by which they accrue status--from teaching 9C to teaching 12A!

Not, surprisingly, the teachers failed to rate departmental and

administrative leadership high as a strength or weakness. Unlike the

outside observers who were concerned with what department chairman and

principal did or did not do, the teachers concentrated more on specific

aspects of the program. Yet enough of them mentioned deficiencies in

administrative leadership to rank it eighth among weaknesses. Most of

their concerns were directed a.. the principal and the superintendent:
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Administrators and the board are not interested in process, but
in results. They ars unaware of teachers' feelings.

It takes years to get administrative approval for something new --
and this is not always in the case of money either.

An atmosphere of administrative fear has developed in the last
five years.

We have strict curriculum control; we have the administration to
rnpa v4rh.

In general, teachers feel that presently the weaknesses in the schools

in the Study do not lie in their programs but in things external to their

programs, over which they often have no control. In their attitudes they

agree only in part with the outside observers who directed much of their

criticism at the content and structure of programs, particularly programs

in language which are actually unmentioned by teachers. Thus, in their

interviews, teachers seem to be saying that it rests with those who can

control these outside factors to help the English teachers make their

program more effective. No doubt, because teachers of English have a

history of being dissatisfiedwith the status sisa, when problems such as poor

working conditions and unrealistic community pressures, have been eliminated,

their energies may be directed to the problems they can more effectively

handle. And it may be significant that when teachers were asked that

changes they would make, many talked more about changes in the traditional

content,not about changes in working conditions, evert though a change in

teaching conditions ranked numerically one.

A slightly contrasting portrait of the strengths and weaknesses of

the English programs was presented by school counselors, ninety-six of

whom (in separate schools) completed a special questionnaire. As Table 52

indicates, they believe that the quality of the teaching staff more than

any other factor determines the excellence of the English progras; it



received twice as many mentions as the closest one to it.

Rank

Table 52

St_.angths Identified by Counselors in Questionnaires

(n is 96)

rumber of
Characteristic Times Mentioned

1 Quality of English staff 28

2 Remedial Program in English 16

3 Preparation of College Bound Students 13

5 Contpooition Program rat

5 Good Administration 12

5 Overall Curr.iculum in English 12

7 Cutstanding Teachers (named individually) 11

8 Experimental Attitude 9

Prop: aot in Literature 8

10 Reading Prcgran 4

Others mentioned: grouping 4, library 40 intellectual atmosphere 4,
teaching conditions 3, teaching materials 3, preparation in

oljunior high school 2.
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Sonic counselors, like the teachers and outside observers, also praised

programs for preparing college bound students, the composition program, and

the overall curriculum. However, unlike any other grwap, enough counselors

(16 or 17 percent of those responding) mentioned recall:dial programs often

enough as a strength to rank it second. Except in a few schools visited--

by n© means sixteen in number-rsuch rrograns to both observers and teachers

appeared s gravely deficient. This to discover that some counselors

regavd them highly raises serious questions concerning their perception and

judgment awl =nests their not distinguishing carefully between the quality

of an offering and its mare existence.
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The counselors also were asked to identify general weaknesses in the

English program, but so few were mentioned as not to require special tabula-

tion. Of the ninety counselors, twelve mentioned teaching conditions,

twelve mentioned composition programs, and seven the matter of sequence and

articulation. There was no other issue receiving more than four mentions.

Certain additional inaightm iritn the nature of the English

programa (summarized in Table 53) were suggested by responses of teachers

to the interview question: "What changes would you like to make in the

present program?" Not surprisingly, teachers mentioned the need to

improve working conditions more than any other factor. The essence of

such changes was both smaller student loads and more materials with

which to work. Too often observers reported that teachers simply groaned

about "more time." The following are typical comments:

We have no time to talk with other teachers.

There are too many people (students). I'm dead all the time.
Too much.

I would like more teacher materials, equipment. Some of these
are available but there are great scheduling problems.

Fewer pupils, more planning time.

We have a great chain of command that loses the teacher at the
other end.

I would like to change emotional climate. There is too much
pressure, tension on students and teachers.t-

I would like to be relieved of a great deal of clerical busy work,
for instance, the collecting for pictures, insurance, etc.

The greatest help would be to reduce the number of students.

But teaching conditions are by no means the only change which

concerns teachers. Many more directed attention to the problems of general

and specific programs. In literature, teachers wanted more modern literature,

TipiffeweNtwrawrg4( OP.Inromrgewe rsamm..41471740..............7rocir...7
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Changes in the English Department Most
Desired by Individual Teachers

(n = 438 interviews)
Number of

Rank Characteristic Times Mentioned

1 Improve Teaching Conditions (load, time) 53

2 Change Language Program 45

3 Improve Sequence and Coordination 43

4 Change Literature Program 39

5 Change Composition Program 38

6 Add Specific Courses 31

7 Change Offerings for Terminal Students 29

8 Make Available More Books and Materials 27

9 Improve Grouping or Tracking 24

10 Change Offerings in Cral English 19

11.5 Define Purpose of English More Clearly 16

11.5 Better Teachers of English 16

Others mentioned: change offering for average 15; reduce croyded
curriculum 14; introduce hrmanities approach 14; more
intellectual freedom 13; lay readers 5; department chairman 5;
programs for advanced student 5.

11101111

less use of anthologies, more emphasis on individUal texts. In composition,

teachers talked of better articulation, more writing and more time to grade

writing assignments. Even more numerous responses were recorded about

language in one form or another; more teachers (18) wanted some revision

in the teacbing of traditional language than wanted implementation of

linguistics (13) . Only ten teachers wanted to de-emphnsizetraditional

language, and four wantei less of linguistics. But what emerges is an

even greater concern won teachers for each leg of the "tripod" of English.
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Worth noting here is the attention the teachers direct to improving their

work in language, an indication that they are not completely oblivious to

the deficiency seen by observers.

In literature, teachers hope to make learning more meaningful--too

often they feel that to encompass a great many selections precludes close

reading of the texts, and that all the students receive is a smattering of

literature without any hope of a real understanding of how a poem operates,

for example. Some of their typical comments were:

wish there were a plan that would develop an awareness of
historical continuity (somewhat).

I would like a wider choice of books.

The literature program, though good, detracts from the writing
program.

The purpose of a year needs definition, especially in literature.

Some evaluation is needed of certain individual literary choices
in terms of what these books improperly handled can do to children.

The in literature is so overloaded that preb,z1lt breadth
prevents depth study.

It might be time to evaluate our course of study. We may be tending
to discuss literature too much.

Although the comments on the shortcomings in the literature program

seem to be spread over a hospital full of ills, the responses to the

question concerning composition follow a more definitive pattern, readily

recognized by the observers who visited the schools:

Perhaps a professional composition teacher is needed, one who would
teach composition exclusively.

Composition needs more work. We as teachers ought to be taught to
teach composition.

I feel the need to teach writing, but I get so bogged down with
other things that writing gets slighted. I write a paragraph
to each student and have conferences every six weeks,

...,.....
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More writing is needed, but we have too many students.

We need a greater sense of sequence between years, especially in
composition Presently we are trying to cover too much
material at some levels.

tom.4444

The writing program should be articulated.

Individual comments concerning the teaching of language were variable:

Lim nigh sc.nool better with the junior schools.
Some students have grammar, some don't.

I would like to see more teachers working on the structural
linguistics approach to language. Right now Mrs. and I are
the only ones teaching it, and this limits the possibilities to our
four classes only.

I would like to see the linguistic study of language adopted through-
out the school system.

Currently we teach grammar only from errors which have been made in
papers. I would like a separate review of grammar. Have it all
taught at once, and we can then refer students to errors in the
handbook.

I'm not satisfied with grammar. We need something to stimulate
students, like linguistics.

I would change the whole grammar program to linguistics.

The approach to grammar should be standardized. There should be
more agreement regarding structural linguistics approach.

Teachers seemed generally displeased with the learn-as-you-go approach to the

teceohing of language. Rather, they wanted some type of formal introduction

to language (Ea- ',bat grade levels varied) so that they could refer to it

as the semester progressed. Many were interested in the newer grammars;

but few were informed. In any case, teachers seemed bewildered about how

to approach the language problem, and there d14 not seem to be any relation-

ship between the strengthening or lessening of it and tta eaucity or plethora

of language offering in the schools.

The changes most often mentioned in regard to overall curriculum in

English involved two interests. First of all, the desire for a better

Sk ,01: 7$). *'1 \ -'1)
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articulated program was implicit in comments by everyone in and out of the

schools; secondly, Lhey desired to define better the goals of the program

lest the English teacher remain forever "all things to all men." Some

of their remarks follow:

We are doia so many different things. Perhaps we should define
more clearly what we are to do in teaching English.

I would like to know 'hat goes on in Junior and Senior years. There
should be a syllabus revised every year for every level that each
teacher can examine in order to avoid duplication.

We .tied to revise our program so that we are not all things to all
people.

The present program needs linguistics, needs sequential composition,
needs masterpieces and genre studied in depth.

We are trying too much-spreading ourselves too thin. We try
writing, thinking, speech, vocabulary, ideas, values; etc., etc.
I would like to see English centered in a single area, systematized
perhaps--but--still--it's not possible to cut out any one area.
All these things are necessary but they lead inevitably to too
little time generally to work. The happy medium is difficult to
strike.

More specialization for teacher and more intensive study of limited
number of things until students thoroughly master it.

The burden of these remarks is immediately clear the English

teacher in many schools still seems 70 picture himself as a linguistic

jack-of-all-trades. But the lack of time available for the teacher to

become,instead, an effective jack-of-some-trades indicates clearly that

something will have to be done on both ends of the scale.

Summaries of group interviews with 115 separate departments of

English also yield certain information as to the dominant strengths and

weaknesses of these English programs. The group interviews were held

under somewhat diverse conditions, attended after school by the department

chairman and sometimes the principal as well. The rapport in some departments

was such that the participants talked freely; in others the atnosphere
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was stilted and non-communicative, although frequently the very failure of

a department as a whole to express its joint opinions prompted individual

teachers in private interviews Lc speak freely, even somewhat defensively

about the concerns of the school. Still the group iiitttrviews yielded many

important insights into the nature of the English program.

A
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from individual teachers, the principals in the schools are making a

determived attempt not to interrupt academic classes--whether for counseling,

testing, or other purposes. In 80 percent of the schools, teachers report

that interruptions either are no great problem or that the situation is

"far better than in other schools."

Similarly, contests do not seam to interfere with instruction in

English, as some half of the schools rely on guidelines, often those set

down by the National Association of Secondary-School Principals attempting

to regulate student participation, and the majority of the remaining schools

assume the responsibility to be with the classroum teacher.

Speech, logic and "straight" thinking, and reading are definitely

accepted as the responsibilities of English departments, according to the

group interviews; although having admitted this fact (at did at least two-

thirds of the departments), individuals were sorely pressed to account for

their exact place in the instruction program. Like the project observers

who saw relatively little teaching in these areas, the teachers could

identify few specific lessons organized primarily to teach these skills.

Rather, the teachers claimed to "do it all the time," or "whenever I can,"

or "always in correcting themes." But those skills "always taught" are

too often never really taught; thus, the failure to designate clear-cut

responsibility perhaps more than aaything else reveals a lack of genuine

concern.
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On other topics departments agreed strongly with the reports of

clasEroom observation: the schools plan virtually nothing on the study of

mass media beyond occasional reference to a passing progran in a lecture or

discussion. Writing assignments tend to evolve from literary studies, but

only if "literature" is "broadly interpreted" do teachers agree.that such

assignments should do this. Many ''aelieve that writing assignments should be

diversified and include, particularly for slow classes, writing about

personal experience.

When asked if they devoted as much as 50 percent of their time to

the teaching of composition, teachers tended to hedge or laugh because, for

most of them, the demands of current assignments preclude such emphasis.

After some extended discussion, however, most faculties reached a consensus

that perhaps they, if not their students, did spend that much time on the

composition program: some suggested that if composition is "broadly inter-

preted" to include the complete process of composing (discussion, writing,

revision, correction, related exercises in language), they du indeed spend

as much as 50 percent of the time in this area. But clearly most teachers

were aware that they were rationalizing. If the majority failed to perceive

how little time was actually devoted to this aspect of the program (See

discussion in Chapter V), the majority also seemed to know that far less

than half the teaching time was devoted to written composition.

The departments were asked whether they had taken a position on the

introduction of modern literature in English classes, a question which

elicited a wide divergence of opinion. In essence, departments felt their

present offerings were "balanced," and although some teachers desired more

modern literature than at present, almost an equal number seemed to ask

for less.
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Of all the questions leveled at thl departments, one of them

obliquely forced teachers to reveal in concrete ways certain of their

attitudes concerning English instructiol. The question was: "If your

department were given a substantial Increase in the annual budget, say

three or '.:bur thousand dollars, how would you best likz, to spend it?"

The implications of their various expressions of need are discussed more

fully in relation to the need for instructional material later in this

report (See Chapter XI), but certain major program deficiencies are

clearly apparent here. As Table 54 indicates, films and recordings do

emerge first in terms of frequency, but five of the first twelve most

frequent requests are for books. The finding confirms reports from

Table 54

Ways in Which English Departments Would Most
Likely Spend Supplementary Funds

(n m 115 departments)

Rank Item
Number of
Times Mentioned

I Recordings 31

2 Films, Motion Pictures 30

3 Textbooks 2g

4 Supplementary Books 26

5.5 Overhead Projectors 24

5.5 Clerical or Secretarial Help 24

7 Dictionaries (usually class sets) 22

8 Lay Readers 21

9 Paperbacks 19

10 Classroom Book Collections 18

11.5 Part-time Teachers 17

11.5 Record Players 17
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observers that ever, these highly regarded English programs often suffer

from a inadequate supply of books and espplementary materials. In more

of these programs than not, teaching is adversely affected by a shortage

of books.

The interviews with teachers and departmeats, supplemented by

questionneires from counselsrs, thus confirm resorts iErc'ra staff observers

that literature and composition receive primary attention in the schools and

are among the stIsengths of many. The program in language, on the other

hand, is far from satisfactory end requires attention, as does the overall

coordination and sequence of studies in English.

The teachers understandably expressed more concern about inadequate

teaching, conditions than did project observers. And teachers are far less

concerned about the inadequacies of departmental leadership, even though

such leadership, if available, could perhaps do much to avert many problems

in coordination, in shortage of books, and, perhaps, in teaching conditions.

Rather the teachers prize--far more than the observers--their freedom to

decide what to teach and how to teach--albeit some say this freedom on

occassion borders on anarchy. Perhaps such freedom can he used skillfully

in the hands of competent teachers, and the teachers themselves, the

counselors, and the observers agree overall that the genuine quality of the

English faculty is one of the distinguishing characteristics of these

schools.

Strengths and Weaknesses Identified by Students=,= a=======..... --son= =.=

Important in assessing the English programs of 116 schools was the

information gained from students through several sources. In ninety-nine

of the 116 schools, observers interviewed and passed out written question-

naires to twelfth grade students in college bound or honors courses.

`"`"
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Students articulate about their experiences and inclined to respond freely.

In some fifty schools, group interviews were arranged as will with below

average or slog tenth grade groups, students who had Nsi: entered most

programs; but these in4:erviexis seemed to yield fewer insi3hts into the

nature of school programs either because of the limited verbal ability of

*he stcielem.s 1-0, of -:e:perie-ce 4i 14i school. T« mAA44.4««
dr.s, ammos.u.l.wirts

persoaa reports were secured ca the high school experiencef. of 114 sqlected

college students, each honored at graduation from one of the 116 achc,ols as

an NCTE Achievement Award Witmer for excellence in English.

The reports from superior twelfth grade students are further verifi-

cation of the strength of programs in literature and composition in many

of these schools. Table 55 indicates that as many students distinguished

these areas in English as "most beneficial" as mentioned all other areas

cosibined. Nevertheless, the reports also indicate the concern of students

with particular learnings and skills: grammar, vocabulary, reading skill,

and the research paper were all singled out for commendation.

But the same senior students were not completely satisfied with their

English programs. On questionnaires administered during the interviews,

some 2,317 also suggested changes in the composition and literature programs

which they had rated so highly. The various kinds of curriculum changes

suggested by these students are presented in Table 56.

Almost two-thirds of the seniors desiring more or better work in

composition specified more creative writing, an interest reflected both

by the enthusiasm of students enrolled in programs where such work was

permitted and by the remembered experiences of ,college graduates. Indeed

so ardent were they for more creative experiences of this kind that perhaps

the schools in this Study have given such writing short shrift. (See
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further discussion on this point in Chapter V) . In literature, students

recommended more attention to modern A.teratureo some 195 asking for this

change compared with fifty-five requesting more. classics. Ranking third

in number 0.1! student requests as language study, which both studente and

teachers readily interpre: as largely grammar. But students, clearly want

"better" Arammar, not necessarily more; indeed, language (grammar) ranks

first in the subjects which able students amsert that they would like to

study less. Like the project observerseven like many teachers in these

Table 55

Aspects of English Reported Most Beneficial
By Twelfth Grade College Preparatory Classes

(n = 99 classes)

Number of
Rank Characteristic Times Mentioned

1 Literature 60

2 Composition 39

3 Grammar 17

4 Discussion 15

5 Vocabulary 14

6 Individual Readink 12

7 Reading Skill 8

8 Research Paper 8

8 Creative Writing 8

11 Poetry Study 6

11 Quality of Teachers 6

11 Honors or AP Work 6

Also mentioned: philosophy 5; panels 4; great books 4; essay
examinations 5; drama 3; study of authors 2; mythology 2;
thinking 2; combined studies 2.
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Tab le 56

Curriculum Changes Suggested by
Twelfth Grade Advanced Students

(n = 2,317 students)

Area More or Better Less

1 Cmpasition 338 12

2 LiteratuTe 287 64

3 Language 226 130

4 Reading Program 197 11

5 Class Discussion 71 4

6 Vocabulary 62 5

7 Ability Grouping 30 1

8 Better Teachers 24 0

9 Speech 23 1

10 More Intensive Study 16 3

11 Student-Teacher Ratio 17 0

12 Censorship 0
e 11

Satisfied with Current System 248 11

4111mMPICIII.E./

schools--students seem to find the programs in language) to be repetitious and

inconsequential. Reading programs also would be subjected to change if these

senior students had their way, but here the change means providing more books

and more diversified reading materials. Gunzurring with the teachers in

these schools, the same students suggest that they are too often restricted

by a short supply of worthwhile titles for personal reading.

The impressions gleaned from superior (or college bound) twelfth grade

students were reinforced by correspondence with the 124 Award winners enrolled

in programs of hider education. Correspondence with these o"tstanding

English students (of which the were thirty-four fresiemen, thirty-five

0.443~0.0.1m,"%...40w
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sophomores, and fifty juniors or seniors) was initiated early in the Study

to assist the project staff in identifying critical variables.

With respect to their high school preparation in English, ninety-one

students (74 percent) affirmed that their programs seemed above mf;rnge

compared with those of their friends. Simila y, seven students to every

one atmlorl' it:11411: their petvaration for college composition was above

average. Three-quarters of the group attributed their sufficient: writing

strength to their particular training in high school.

Of the major aspects of their high school English receiving heaviest

criticism, gramnar was again at the top of the list. Fdrty-three of them

cited grammar as that phase of English which had received too much emphasis

in their training. Other aspects of English appeared only sparingly in

their responses, literature ranking second but far down the list. Con-

trarily, the college students were more preoccupied with areas receiving

too little emphasis; speech was first with thirty-seven citations. Other

areas mentioned as receiving too little emphasis were: composition, thirty-

five; literature, thirty-one; reading,.eighteen; and grammar, fourteen. It

may be significant that only one student in this select group stated that

reading received too much emphasis, whereas eighteen (about 14 percent)

expressed the opposite opinion.

Anglish programs for terminal students tend to emphasize too much

study of grammar, mechanics, spelling, and writing. Students repeatedly

mentioned such emphases as "parts. of speech," "diagraming," and ordinary

"drill." (Twenty-three of the fifty summaries specifically refer to

"grammar"; ten, others mention "mechanics"--or punctuation and capitalisation;

and fifteen mention "spelling.") Other data had suggested that for all

students the emphasis on grammar and language study occurs at an early stage
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in their secondary education. Thus the emphasis revealed here in student

responses may reflect the age and grade level as well as the nature of

terminal classes. Nevertheless, the summaries suggest that there is an

overwhelming stress on mechanical analysis of textbook sentences as well

as principles of formal grammarbut comparatively little stress on ideas.

The nature of their writing experience as reported b7 tenth grade

terminal classes seems to be larply mechanical, boo. There was seldom

any reference to the contert of their writing; more frequently the tenor

of the activity was reflected by such phrases as we write "paragraphs once

a week," "condense sentences," or answer "questions from Practical kelp."

It was ell too clear to observers that the students, rather than indicating

warmth and appreciation for such assignments, reacted negatIvely or at

least indifferently toward English.

Reading skills also received their attention. Some seventeen of the

fifty classes reported stress on reading, which may reflect traditional

junior high school stress upc- the teaching of comprehension. According

to these students, literature appears to receive comparatively little

stress as literature in terminal classes. What literary study was recalled

seemed handled more through individual reading than through class assign-

ment, according to this report. Only in two or three classes were students

reported as saying they have been 'taught" selections--and then the

selections are the traditional Julius Caesar or The Merchant of Venice.

Sonic thirteen classes, however, mentioned oral book reports and two others

mentioned written book reports.

In general, then, the program for tenth grade terminals--their present

programs and their recollections of their junior high school experiences,

seems not to emphasize literature, but to concentrate on drills, workbooks,

grammar and usage, and writing exercises.

A41,
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The reports from tenth and twelfth grade students, as well as from

selected college ctudents who formerly attended the schools, offers evidence

in corroboration with that presented in the earlier sections of the chapter.

The study of both literature and composition dominates the high school

program, especially for the superior or college bound student, and the

es I J---s-t-ii_ ,um pLubsa- Jamr.A.LAauLy LO cneae

two large aspects of the subject. The program in language, on the other

band, is characterized by an over-emphasis on grammar and usage, a repeti-

tious pattern of instruction, and an overly mechanical result which. more

noticeably affects the non-college bound student. Other reactions from

students suggest that greater effort be expended in teaching slower students

basic reading skills. The major weakness of the composition program is

characterized by the limited attention to creative writing; in literature,

the general dearth of more modern selections is of greatest concern to students.

Summon

A broad, cumulative analysis by the project staff, supported by

classroom observation, by interviews with individual teachers, and by group

interviews with departments of English and selected tenth and twelfth grade

clessee provide a crmprehensive view and assessment of English programs in

116 schools reported to be achieving important results in English. The

assessment also serves to delineate a number of common chacteristics:

(1) effective and intelligent leadership on the pert of school administrators

and departmental chairmen; (2) general competence and excellence of English

faculties; (3) adequate resources in books and instructional materials;

(4) reasonable teaching conditions.

Most likely because project observers are in a position to view with

=~401/.....r.t4.; 0 r
,
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some degree of objectivity the potential of many schdol staffs, they regarded

adequate departmental leadership more highly than did the respective teachers,

many of whom presumably had never been exposed to the influence of a

competent chairmtn both benefited by time and granted larger responsibilJty

to fulfill his important function. On their part, teachers valued most

highly the atmosphere of profess-low-A freedom which left to the individual

teacher the natural responsibility of deciding what to teach and how to

teach. However, to some observers and to some tecche.rs, such freedom might

at tines be viewed as bordering en anarchy. Therefore, provisions for

establishing more instead of less direction is recommended in the majority

The English curriculums in these 116 schools; according to teachers

and students as well as project observers, showed a lack of sequential

structure; moreover_ ia the broad area of language, there is an apparent

lack of agreement on content, emphesis, and sequence. Some schools circum-

vent this problem by wholly ignoring certain or all phases of instruction

in language.

Literature ;:eceived stronger emphasis in the classroom than all

other aspects of English, therefore accounting for reports of the higher

quality of instruction in literature, especially in programs for college

bound students. Programs of instruction in composition also elicited

praise. In both cases, the evidence accumulated everywhere indicates

far greater certainty among schools concernin; the what and how of liter..-

ture and composition than in other aspects of English.

If language instruction seems to receive only uncertain attention,

other aspects of English receive even less in the classroom. Despite

their claiming an interest in such matters, teachers were negligent ik the
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teaching of speech and reading in the classroom. The study of mass media,

perhaps not yet a legitimate aspect of the English program, received vir-

tually no attention. Hence the focus, quite clearly, is on the teaching

of literature and the writing of composition.

2ruject reports also verify that, in these schools at least, innovations

-' ----'i--d t A
with --11-UUL1U ADU 1.UOAxus p-oceure are :aparaively unimportant.

expected, the teachers achieve orthodox results through reliance on

discussion, recitation, and lecture, supported by independent study and

stems. oral presentation. Radical attempts to experiment with scheduling or

to use other modern study gimmicks are hardly evident; where introduced

they seem less important for what they contribute to effectiveness of

instruction than for what they contribute to school atmosphere. A, lively,

intellectual or academic climate that is characteristic of many schools was,

more often uhan not, set either by the building principal or by the tradition

of the community. The unique quality of the students--whether upper middle

class children from wealthy suburban areas or less well-to-do city or small

town children in comprehensive schools--seems less important than advancement

of the tradition of learning. Such traditions are established and

perpetuated by parental ambitions, but they do not automatically emerge in

every iuburban area.

In their final assessment of the English programs, project obsL2vers

were instructed to rank each program on sixteen different dimensions, based

on a seven point scale ranging from outstanding to inadequate as summarized

in Table 57. The results not only indicate the diversity of the programs,

but also certain central characteristics of the schools. The highest mean

ranking--3.0 on the seven point scale--represents the presence in the

schools of "certain unique teachers" who raise the level of instruction.
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Table 57

Obscrver Ratings of English Programs on Selected Characteristics
(n = 181 cumulative ratings of 116 programs)

Rating Scale
Excellent 4-4 Inadequate

4. 2 3 4 5 6 7 Reports Ratings

Variety in Teaching Method 4 20 45 34 43 28 5 2 4.1

Variety in Teaching Material 5 18 42 29 35 44 7 1 4,6

Student Response in Discussion 7 21 56 39 34 17 2 5 3.7

Teacher Leadership in Discussion 5 18 54 35 50 15 1 3 3.9

Emphasis on Ideas in Literature 5 .36 60 36 21 12 5 6 3.4

Well Stocked Library 19 40 38 30 28 10 3 3 3.3

Intellectual Climate in School 15 25 52 33 18 19
lif 4 5 3.6

Frequent, Varied Composition 9 35 39 35 28 19 2 4 3.7

Coordination of Language, 7 26 46 26 33 24 12 7 4.1
Literature, Composition

Appropriate Sequence and 5 23 39 34 39 24 9 8 4.1
Proportion in Program

Effective Program in Reading 2 21 25 20 20 54 31 7 4.5

Effective Department Chairman 24 25 29 16 19 32 30 6 4.1

Support by School Administration 19 42 35 32 28 10 2 3 3.3

Quality of Teachers--Some 31 50 37 33 14 8 3 5 3.0
Outstanding

Curriculum for Terminals 3 9 23 31 32 49 27 7 4.8

Curriculum Reflects Changing 7 20 24 42 33 29 13 3 4.4
Conditions

In 118 of 176 cumulative reports, the contributions of such teachers are

significant enough to receive a ranking in the first three categories. In
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contrast, the lowest mean ranking--4.8--represents programs for the terminal

student, an overriding weakness in many school programs. I 108 of 181

reports, the programs for terminal students were assigned one of three

lowest ranks; in only 35 reports were such programs rated 3.0 or higher.

A more graphic way of portraying the strengths and weaknesses observed

by the project staff is presented in Figure No. 5, which lists different sets

of ratings most frequently assigned to each of sixteen characteristics. In

ten of sixteen dimensions, a majority of the 116 English programs were judged

to be especially strong; that is, the most frequently assigned rating was

higher than the mid-point rating of four. Here are the dimensions by rank

which were most relevant to these schools: (1) intellectual slimate of

the school; (2) quality of English teachers; (3) support of the program by

building administrators; (4) use of a variety o2 methods; (5) quality of

student response in discussion; (6) teacher's leadership in discussion;

(7) emphasis on ideas in literature; (8) size and accessibility of the

library; (9) varied program in composition; (10) reasonable coordination of

language, literature, and composition. Compared, then, with the average

schools, the programs observed by the project staff seemed stronger in

these respects.

On the sane scale, four areas of weakness; emerge from this assessment:

(1) general ineffectiveness of many department chairmen; (2) lack of

variety of teaching materials available; (3) inadequate provision for

teaching reading and; (4) neglect of English programs for terminal students.

All four have been discussed earlier in the chaptar.

With respect to curriculum planning, the schools of the Study appeared

to reveal the same variability as is true nationally. Most English

curriculums at the schools visited neither seem to reflect ...hanging social

r
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and cultural conditions, nor do they ignore change. Thus, the average

program apparently seemed undistinguished in this ...:spect. On the other

hand, schools experience so much variable success in determining appropriate

sequence and proportion in English studies that as many were cited for

excellence in this respect as were found to be experiencing problems.

The overall characteristics of outstanding English programs have been

reported in this chapter as they were identified. Perhaps the most dis-

tinguishing quaiity revealed by the departments is their great variability,

although a large number shared a few common characteristics. As this

summary iadicates, as many as twenty or twenty-five identifiable factors

are integrally related to the excellence of English programs. There was

no single school studied by staff members which reflected all these charac-

teristics, even though many shared several characteristics--the variability

of staff, students, and local conditions_ This finding, then, perhaps

offers encouragement to those departments which, for a variety of reasons,

find that emulating all recommended practices is an almost impossible task.

There is lastly this suggestion that many good departments could grow even

stronger should they find possible ways to direct attention to areas of

pr sent neglect.
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CHAPTER IV

THE TEACHING OF LITERATURE

Strong and effective programs for the teaching of literature are

characteristic of many of the schools visited by project observers. Not only

does 52.2 percent of all classroom time emphasize literature (Chapter III,

Table 38), but much of this time was judged by observers to be well spent.

Programs in literature ranked 5.5 among the overall strengths' cited by

observers, who identified thirty-three programs as outstanding (Chapter III,

Table 36); however, literature programs were also ranked 11.5 in inadequacy

by the same observers (Chapter III, Table 37). Other available evidence

supports the contention that in at least some of the schools the teaching

of literature is a particular strength. For in interviews of some 438

teachers, the teaching of literature was mentioned fifth most frequently as

a strength, almost as frequently as programs in composition were mentioned

(Chapter III, Table 48). Of more significance was the testimony of sixty

of sixty-nine twelfth grade classes of college bound students that their

literature programs were more beneficial than any other aspect of English

(Chapter III, Table 55). And in conjunction with this survey, the concept

check List administered to both department chairmen and students indicated

that considerably more attention is devoted to the full understanding of

concepts in literature than to concepts identified with language or rhetoric

and composition. Results of this check list also indicate that more than

95 percent of all students are instructed in the understanding of such

concepts as connotation, alliteration, metaphor, blank verse, allusion, epic,

satire, analogy, paradox, and allegory (Chapter III, Table 42). The

conclusive indication, .hen, according to data collected by observation,

Interview, and questionnaire, is that programs of literature tend to be more

, - . 0
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extensive, more carefully organized, and mere effective than other aspects

of English instruction.

This is not to say, however, that the programs are universally

excellent, that students and teachers did not express some complaints, or

that project observers were satisfied with the quality of instruction.

Despite the high ranking of such programs in comparison with other aspects

of English, only thirty-three observers (in 218 reports on 117 schools) cited

the teaching of literature as outstanding. Observers testify that in this

aspect of English, as elsewhere, the individual teacher rather than the

school program is to be singled out for distinction; and not infrequently

the superb and the mundane are found back to back in the same building.

Observers also report consideralle variation in the purposes and methods of

instruction.

As evidenced by reports, the strong commitment of these programs to

literary studies conflicts sharply with die frequently voiced concern of

college critics who fear that some school programs are so "skill centered"

that English becomes regarded merely as a "tool" subject and the content of

literature receives short shrift. But most project observers, in deference

to this point, conceded that the generally sufficient emphasis on literature

observed in these schools may be one of the unique characteristics of school

programs which graduate outstanding students in English.

The Purposes of Literary. Study

Despite their obvious commitment to literature, teachers of English

seem to have reached no clear consensus concerning the purposes of

instruction in literature. In more than a few scho.1.s the assumptions

underlying overall means and ends are too seldom examined. Observers

reported individual teachers who clearly understood whether they were
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teaching literature as human experience, as imaginative illumination, as

recorded spiritual history, even as moral or aesthetic value, but there

ware few departments that had reached such a consensus. Observers, however,

reacted positively toward a departmental philosophy which as both understood

and accepted by the teachers. Thus, in one school, teachers approached

literature as creative expression, as a reflection of man's ability to shape

his ideas through language; in another school, literature as reflecting the

human condition dominated their approach; still tn another school, they

seemed to stress perception of aesthetic form. Of greattr concern to

observers, however, than the dominance of a single point of view--a

dominance not infrequently questioned--was the commitment to purpose inherent

in such programs, the deep recognition by a single faculty as a unified

whole that literature contributes essential) "" to the education of each

student. "Every teacher seems to believe," said one observer, "and to teach

as though he believed--in the necessity o2 teachl.ng communication and

literary analysis, the meat and rotatoes of literary study . . . I have

been in five schools now, and this is the first one in which I fell that

the approaches to literature in the classroom were really in line with

modern textual analysis modern critical approaches." It is this inner

conviction of the importance of literature which seems to be the corollary

of clear understanding of purpose, and it is too often lacking in English

departments. Indeed, observers' criticism verifies that many schools are

teaching literature without real purpose, owing partly to their excessive

reliance on external examinations-- examinations too oft ,tigneci by the

teacher as factually-oriented, routinized, intellectu. '-.zed approximations

of Advanced Placement tests, or statewide or district-wide examinations.

It was noted that where assessment rather than leant:Lail, dominated departmental

thinking, both teachers and students tended to care less abmAt the value of
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literary study than about surmounting the ultimate hurdles.

Teachers do seem to recognize that the first contribution of litera-

ture is to the intellectual and emotional development of young people.

Table 57 indicates that some 102 English chairmen, when asked to rank

purposes in teaching literature, overwhelmingly chose "Student's Develop-

ment Thir^..gh 'literature" as the major objeiative of s7hool programs in

literature. Regrettably, however, the question offered no insiW, into the

kind of development to which many see literature as contributing. An

important secondary purpose in their selection was "Student's Ability to

Comprehend the Meaning and Development of a Particular Work." Other

purposes dealing with literary tradition, with literature as art, bnd with

students' aesthetic response were seldom rated as important.

The ideas impressed in literature clearly are seen to contribute to

the personal development of students. As observers indicated in their

overall impressions, the programs generally emphasize the ideas in literature

more than do average school programs (Chapter III, Chart 1), Indeed,

according to observers, the emphasis on thematic or idea-centered instruction

is equaled only by the concern with literary history. As Table 58 reveals,

these emphases, rather than ethics and morality or social documentation,

seemed to dominate classroom teaching.

The data in Tables 59 and 60 and )ther reports by observers of class-

room teaching may seem momentarily to conflict with the approaches to the

teaching of literature reported on questionnaires of department chairmen.

Whereas Idstoricel and chronological emphases were widely reported, neither

is regarded as a dominant approach by department chairmen (Table 58). Indeed,

aside from a perceptible increase in emphasis on chronology in grades eleven

and twelve (where surveys of American and English literature are widespread),
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Table 58

Objectives in Teaching Literature as
Ranked by Department Chairmen

(n - 102 reports)

Ranking by Chairmen
Objectives 01

Student's Development Through Literature 69

Student's Ability to Comprehend the Meaning
and Development of a Particular Work 24

Student's Acquaintance with Literary Tradition 9

Student's Aesthetic Response and Appreciation 6

Student's Understanding of Literature as Art 1

No Response 0

Total 102

Table 59

#2 #3

93 10

2C 22

32 31

19 21

6 15

2 3

102 102

Emphasis in Literature Programs Reported by Observers
(n - 107 schools reported by 187 observers)

Thematic or Idea-Centered

14-.ch in

Evidence,

Widespread

Frequent
Use by
Some

Occasional
Use

Infrequent
Use

No
Evidence
of Use

Teaching of Literature 21 48 64 31 15

Emphasis on Literary
History 22 47 62 27 19

Empbasis on Literature
as Social Documentation 4 27 74 53 21

Emphasis on Morals to Be
Gleaned from Literature 5 32 71 45 22

programs in literature seen rather eclectic. This fact is substantiated by

figures in Table 61 which rate the relative importance of approaches as

indicated on questionnaires of 1,331 teachers. Although not one of th3 nine

separate approaches is regarded as unimportant, it seems likely that an

emphasis on ideas in a single work, on genre, an close textual study, and on

ill111.1.11,110
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Table 60

The Prevalent Approach to the Teaching of Literature,
as Reported by Department Chairmen

(n as 101 reports)

Type of Approach Grade 10* Grade 11 Grade 12

Thematic 20 17 18

Types of Literature 63 47 42

According to Anthology 25 16 21

Chronblogical 6 53 54

Selected Authors 19 26 30

Total
Fumber of
Mentions

55

152

62

113

75

*Totals exceed 101 because some approaches were marked, twice at each
grade level.

Approach to
Literature

Thematic

Periods

Chronological

Genre

MI.M111111111Mi

Table 61
Importance of Selected Approaches to the Teaching

of Literature Irlicated by Teachers
(n = 1,331 teachers)

Percentage of teachers specifying

Great Some Little No Decline
Importance Importance Importance Importance To Say

32

22

25.5

55

Ideas in Single Works 68

Close Textual Study 54

Works Grouped by
Author 31

Biographical 10

Guided Individual
Reading 50

47 14 4 3

55 17 3 3

49 19 4 2.5

38 4 .3 2.7

27 3 .2 1.8

34 8 1 3

54 11 1 3

51 31 4 4

39 7 1 3
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guided individual reading predominates in the thinking of many teachers.

Curiously, thematic emphasis receives far less support than does the emphasis

on idea, perhaps because teachers associate attention to theme with organiza-

tion of thematic units. Of all the approaches, the emphasis on biography

and chronology appears to receive the least support despite the fact that a

great number of eleventh and twelfth grade programs were organized in this

way. Ideas, of course, can be emphasized in individual texts, in studies

of literary genre, in the writings of individual authors; such stress need

not be limited to thematic or idea-centered units, however supportive such

a method of organizing literary study may seem. Indeed, despite the

emphasis on ideas noted by observers, thematic approaches were mentioned less

frequently by departmental chairmen than any other. However, on the issues

questionnaire administered to 1,481 teachers of English, some 41.1 percent

agreed with the statement, "A, literature program in which selections are

grouped around topics or themes offers the best approach to developing

permanent appreciation." Only 24 percent disagreed; 34.9 percent were

undecided. Clearly, then, teachers are ambivalent. Literary history

received stronger support on this questionnaire. As many as 60.7 percent

of all teachers agreed that "Students need to study the history of literature

so that they may better understand the current trends in literature."

(About 19 percent disagreed and 20 percent were undecided.)

In observing programs, however, the patterns of organization and

emphasis seemed to make less difference than the contact with literature

which each experience offers. One observer reporte' advanced students

closely involved in a thematic study of alienation and the search for

identity in such works as Conrad's The Secret Sharer, Graham Green's A

Burnt Out Case, and selections from Kafka, Dostoyevsky, and even Bertolt

Brecht. Another observer was excited by the study of tragedy through
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reading Oedipus Rex, Macbeth, Jude the Obscure, and?. B. Even a

chronologically-oriented unit on "Theological Backgrounds of American

Literature' seemed to one observer to possess real merit. Far maze

Important than any pattem of organization is the depth and quality of each

class's experience with literature. Such moments of impact are possible

within any overall pattern of organization: &it nhaorvar2 four a so

possible an evasion of literary study, of contact with individual texts, of

direct experience in literature. Quite often such lack of concern with

literature was found in classes oriented deliberately around historical or

biographical matters.

Few new sequential patterns for organizing literary study were

uncovered. The patterns familiar tt most American teachers were common

in these schools--thematic or typological study in Grades 9 and 10, American

literature in Grade 11, English literature or world Literature in Grade 12.

Variations on this pattern saw same schools moving world literature to

Grade 10, or perhaps American to that level followed by a year of English

and a year of world literature. Such tampering with familiar categories

and sequences seems unlikely to result in more effective programs. The

study of American literature seems likely to continue almost everywhere at

the junior level, albeit somewhat less emphasiri is being placed on the early

backgrounds and somewhat more on twentieth century writers.

The ninth and tenth grade programs apparently admit more innovation,

particularly with literary content. Here prognms emphasizing the major

genre or modes of literature are receiving some successful c..)erimentation.

What radical changes are occurring in these schools are found primarily at

the senior level, where observers found several elective courses open to

students: English literature, modern literature, world literetun,
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humanities, perhaps even special electives in Shakespeare and the drama,

in the novel, or in great books. The traditional coutse in English litera-

ture tends to be a study which emphasizes major English writers or major

English works. Advanced courses in literature, oriented around the

individual text and close analytical study, are being introduced in a few

locations, and not infrequently are providing the context for some of the

most exciting teaching observed by project observers. When taught by an

instructor skilled in techniques of class discussion and Socratic question-

ing, such courses can lead students to basic and profound aspects of the

literary experience. Courses which are conceived on an hist:orical or cultural

basis; or courses primarily concerned with themes and ideas, or biographical

material, even courses which are concerned with literary genre or modes,

appear sometimes to pursue ideas and understandings about literature, rather

than the experience of literature itself. As reports from classroom observa-

tion make clear, exciting teaching of literature can happen within any one

of these frameworks, but perhaps more frequently where class work is organized

so that the study of the text and its emotional and ideational demands remain

central.

World literature poses n problem. The sampling of literary selections

characteristic of many geographically-oriented programs--a brief exposure

to Nordic myth, Japanese 1- Aku, or Confucianism, or excerpts from bad:
Gltat 04. a Russian short story or French essay--offer a potpourri which can

be criticized for neglect of literary values, as much as have traditional

courses in the history of English literature. However, some of the better

humanities programs suggest improvements: a Greek play is studied in its

entirety, perhaps as part of an extensive interdisciplinary cmcern with

classic thought Tristan and Iseult, and perhaps even some complete Chaucer

__.....(1)17--r. I 7%,
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tales might represent literature of the medieval period. Less often wedded

to the coverage of all periods or countries, such courses at their best

provide concentrated attention to human contributions in literature, art,

and music during particular epochs. Although often criticized by observers

for excessive coverage, for attempting to do too much too rapidly, for

anpacficiality in treatment of one nr more of the disciplines involved--they

nevertheless tend to provide for some carefully guided study of complete

individual texts.
1

In all such programs as in the more traditional offerings in world

literature, the selection of literature in translation poses a special

problem. Modern paperback publishing has made possible commercial reprint-

ing of translations of major works that perhaps should long since have been

forgotten. Teachers of English responsible for selecting texts have presently

available few resources to which they can turn Lo determine felicity of the

translations. Especially because some publishers seek the most inexpensive

translations available, many nineteenth and early twentieth century transla-

tions, now in the public domain, are being used in the schools. Although

certain of these earlier translations are worthwhile, others almost seem to

stand between the contemporary reader and the original work. The question

of how much literature in translation should be introduced is one which the

profession has yet to resolve. Many, including the directors of this t,:lject,

believe that our fundamental loyalty is less to coverage of any particular

worksthan to teaching young people 7bat literature is and how to read it.

Iowerful natianal committees such as the English advisory committee of the

National Catholic Education Association recommend against any courses on

1
For further comments on humanities programs, see Chapter YIV on

"Experimental Programs."

4.)
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literature in translation;
2
the Commission on English urges caution;

3
still

the fact remains that few American students, even in college, are sufficienIly

fluent in another language to read mature literary selections with ease

required for literary experience; an even smaller number are fluent in more

than one or two foreign languages. Without some introduction of literature

in translation, all Americans will be denied the aesthetic and intellectual

pleasure possible only from reading the major classic authors like Cervantes,

Boccaccio, Montagne, Voltaire, Ibsen, Chekhov, Dostoyevsky, Goethe, and

Schiller, to mention only a few authors of the Western world. The issue

seems to be not whether such literature should be included in the program,

but how and when; and the further issue which the profession has yet to

meet is providing classroom teachers and librarians with help in selecting

adequate translations

Except in the case where some advanced courses in Grade 12 are devoted

almost exclusively to literary study, the teaching of literature, however

central, is integrally related to the teaching of writing and to other aspects

of the English program. Not always do teachers achieve a desired integration

of all components of English; but seldom do they attempt to teach these

components separately. Of clear exception are a few experimental programs,

especially those with modular scheduling, which separate periods of literary

2
Report of English Advisory Committee, Proceedings of Annual

Convention, National Catholic Education Association, 1964.

3
Cammission on English, sm. cit., pp. 48-49.

4
Fortunately a first attempt is being made by the National Council of

Teachers of English which during 1966 plans to publish A Teacher's Guide to
World Literature, edited by Robert O'Neal. For much of the past two decades,

Charleton Laird, assisted by numerous scholars, has been preparing a
compendious encyclopedia of literature in translation which ultimately will
provide teachers with a major resource tool.

0



study from those in which other English content is taught. In all but

three of the schools visited, English is viewed as a single field of studies,

comprised of literature and other complementary parts. The maintenance of

alternating semesters of literature and composition reported in just three

schools seems characteristic of organizational patterns of instruction which

flAtiriahad twanty-fiva yar3res ago.

Selection of Literary Material

The selection of the literature taught in the majority of classes for

college bound students is generally commendable; but the quality of selec-

tions introduced in classes for general students and slow learners is

generally questionable. In programs cited for outstanding teaching of

literature, books seemed plentiful and available; anthologies were supple-

mented by various sets of longer works, small seminar discussion was

enhanced by use of group sets, and classroom book collections were used.

This, in short, is a summary of the observations on book selection

practices.

The literature anthology continues to be widely used, but in the

overwhelming majority of theca schools it ia 4 ntrmincee4 largely to

provide a common core of readings for all students and is supplemented by

other texts. Thus, in summarizing classroom observations, observers

ranked the use of anthologies first of fourteen practices is frequency,

ranked use of multiple sets of books fifth, and classroom book collections

eighth. Indeed, the ready accPssibility of many texts is clearly a

distinguishing characteristic of outstanding programs for teaching:liters

tute. Not only are indimid.lal titles available for reading, but reference

works needed to support studies are present as well. The following report,

if not typical of the majority of schools, is a good description of the

better:
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The school library has 40,000 to 50,000 volumes. It is
centrally located, and there are reading rooms-that are
really- comfortable and quiet. More important, each
classroom has perhaps two or three hundred books and
reference works available to students who wish to take
them, and innumerable sets (i.e., twelve to fifteen copies)
of books are available to teachers on a moment's notice.
If a teacher decides to use a particular poem, for example,
he has only to pick up twelve copies of the Oxford Anthology,
evr. Tatickets. crowm nleseinwas... ...v... await,

and provide every student with a text for that class session.
Other books are available through an excellent tookstore
right on the edge of the campus not 100 yards from the
instructional building, and students may be required to buy
whatever paperbacks the instructor sees fit to order.

Recognition of the significance of an ample supply of supplementary books

and individual titles led two conferences of high school department chairmen

to recommend libraries of 500 appropriate titles ln every English clao,rnam.
5

The increasing availability of bound books clearly provides teachers

in strong literature programs with an adequate supply of texts at reasonable

cost. Project observers were especially keen in observing substantial

benefits that accrue from students being able to purchase their own hooks.

sity experience. "The use of papeibound books . . . permits students to

College observers may have been quicker to notice advantages in student-

owned texts, perhaps, because such practice is common to their own univer-

sity

in their texts, as they absolutely must do for any kind of stylistic

o

analysis or close reading. I sawome class which noted all the imagery in a

chapter of The Red Badge of Courage, and the discussion was better than

anything I have seen anywhere else."

Whenever teachers restricted their use of material to a single
[

anthology or two (or were so restricted by inadequate school funds), the

teaching of literature suffered. The findings with respect to the planning

5
Robert Lacampagne (ed.), 22,. cit., p. 13.
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of individual reading in the classroom are reported later in his sections

and the personal reading choices of adolescents in these schools seem so

important that they are also treated in a separate chapter (See Chapter IX).

But it is clear that excessive reliance on the anthologies, called by one

observer "thin, undernourished, oversimplified, and frequently puerile,"

rAnflivnel prsviec to the virtual exclusion of i-iividual

texts.

The schools showed considerable variation in the titles requited of

thei: students. As Table 62 indicates, Macbeth and Julius Caesar are the

only major works required of college preparatory classes in more than half

of the schools in the Study. In this respect, findings do not differ

substantially from the findings of Anderson reported two years earlier,

except that the literary quality of the books used with college bound youth

reported even by 10 percent of the schools is far less questionable than

results in the earlier random survey of the nation's schools at large

(Table 63).6 Also, the schools in the Study tend if anything to be slightly

less prescriptive than schools in general, appearing to have been more

responsive to the virtually unanimous recommendations of the past decade

from scholars and teaching specialists that Silas Marner be dropped as

required reading in favor of better literature.

Table 64 compares the selections mentioned as particularly

significant reading experiences by 2,317 advanced twelfth grade students in

these schools with the number of schools requiring each title. Of the top

eighteen reading choices of advanced students, only two, The Scarlet Letter

and The Return of the Native, are taught by more than 10 percent of the

6
Scarvia Anderson, Between the Grimms and the elm; Literature in

American High Schools (Princeton, N. J.: Educational Testing Service, 1964).

MIVENWowime



Table 62

Titles Required in College Preparatory Classes,
Grades 10-12, as Reported by Department Chat:men

(n = 109)

Rank Title

1 Macbeth

2 Julius Caesar

3 Hamlet

4 Snap Marne

5 The Scarlet Letter

6.5 A Tale of Two Cities

6.5 The Return of the Native

8 Huckleberry Finn

9 The Red Badge of Courage

10.5 11212z Dick

10.5 Our Town

12 The Bridge of San Luis Rey
..MOIMINED

13 Oedipus Rex

14 Idylls of the King

15 The Pearl

17 The House of Seven Gables..D .NONILINDON =f

17 The Old Man and the Sea

17 Pride and Prejudice

19 Walden

20.5 Smut° de Bergerac

20.5 Giants in the Barth

Total
Number Ul
T3 ct4nere 11..ntla lA Grade Grade 19

67 0 21 46

56 55 1 0

52 0 4 48

50 48 2 0

47 6 39 2

40 28 3 9

40 0 3 37

39 10 26 3

37 11 26 0

28 3 23 2

28 1 24 3

26 8 17 1

18 1 3 14

16 10 6 0

14 13 1 0

13 3 10 0

13 6 c 7 0

13 0 2 11

11 1 10 0

10 5 1 4

10 1 8 1

-
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Table 63

Percentage of Schools Requiring Selected Books
Compared with Sampling Nationally

Percentage of 109 Percentage of Public
Rank Schools in Study Schools Nationally
Order Title Requiring Title Requiring Title*

1 Macbeth 61 90

2 Julius Caesar 51 77

3 Hamlet 48 33

4 Silas Marner 46 76

5 Scarlet Letter 43 32

6.5 Tale of Two Cities 40 33

6.5 Return of the Native 40 16

8 Huckleberry Finn 36 27

9 Red 221E1 of 22Ram 34 33

10.5 Matz Dick 26 18

10.5 Our Town 26 46

12 Bridge of San Luis Esz 24 13

*Based on reports on public schools in Scarvia Anderson's Between the Grimms
and the Group;Literature in American !Lail Schools.

schools, a finding which underscores the importance of the guided individual

reading program and the contributions of such programs to the development of

taste and appreciation.

Emerging from interviews with advanced twelfth grade classes is

evideace that students have .distinct opinions concerning literature Tohieh

should be taught. Even while acknowledging the value of their programs in

literature, students recommended changes in the program more frequently

than in any other aspect except the teaching of composition (Chapter III,



Table 56). Asked to siecify the nature of these changes, students inevitably

called for the study of more contemporary works, books like those included

on the list which advanced students suggest be added to the English program

(Table 65). Teachers are definitely aware of this problem, as was indicated

e Aye 66 1

3 To Kill a Mockingpird 34 4

4 1984 33 3

5 Bible 30 0

7 Crime and Punishment 27 9

7 G_ one with the Wind 27 0

7 The Robe 27 0

10 Bkack UMW 25 0

14

14 Ihs la alwan 1

Exodus

Tde Scarlet Letter 24 47

23 0

23lia isa III

10 ca, the Beloved Country 25 4

10 Of Human Bondage 25 2

12

-.....---..,----
III

14 War and Peace 23 0

16 gums of Wrath 20 1

17 Return of the Native 19 40

18 B rave New World 18 5

Table 56). Asked to siecify the nature of these changes, students inevitably

called for the study of more contemporary works, books like those included

on the list which advanced students suggest be added to the English program

(Table 65). Teachers are definitely aware of this problem, as was indicated
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Table 65

Books Suggested by Twelfth Grade Advanced StuAets
to Be Added to the English Program

(n = 2,317)

Rank

Order Title
Number of
Times Mentioned

1 Lord of the Flies, William Golding 96
2 The Catcher in the .11,12. J. D. Salinger 66
3 To Kill a Mockingbird, Raper Lee 34
4 1984, George Orwell 33
5 The Bible 30
7 Crime and Punishment, Fedor Dostoyevsky 27
7 Gone with the Wind, Margaret Mitchell 27
7 The Robe, Lloyd C. Douglas 27
10 Black Like Me, John Griffin 25
10 Cry, the Beloved Country, Alan Paton 25
10 Of Human Bondage, Somerset Maugham 25
12 The Scarlet Letter, Nathaniel Hawthorne 21

14 Exodus, Leon Uris 23
14 The EllIAmerican, Ledderer & Burdick 23
14 War and Peace, Leo Tolstoi 23
16 The Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck 20
17 The Re tut. of the Native, Thomas Hardy 19
18 Brave New World, Aldous :Imlay 18
19.5 All iet on the Western Front, Erich Remarque 17
19.5 Les Hiserables, Victor Hugo 17
21.5 The Fountainhead, Ayn Rand 16
21.5 m2hx Dick, Herman Melville 16
23 Animal Farm, George Orwell 15
25 The Cood Earth, Pearl S. Buck 14
25 Hamlet, William Shakespeare 14
25 Huckleberry Finn, Mark Twain 14
29.5 Advise and Consent, Allen Drury LI

il

29.5 The Agony and the gcstacy, Irving Stone 11
29.5 Hawaii, James Mitchner : ,

11
29.5 The Once and Future 1114a, T. H. White 11
29.5 The Prophet, Kahlil Gibran 11
29.5 The Tale of Two Cities, Charles Dickens 11
33 Profiles in Courage, John F. Kennedy 10
35.5 Fail Safe, William Lederer and Eugene Burick 8

35.5 The Great cAL1115:2 Scott Fitzgerald 8

35.5 Our Town, Thornton Wilder 8

35.5 Poetics, Aristotle . 8

39.5 Diary of Anne Frank, Anne Frank 7

39.5 Lord Jim, Joseph Conrad 7

39.5 The Stranger, Albert Camus 7

39.5 Travels with 91.92121r0 John Steinbeck 7
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in the group interviews when total departments were compelled to comment on

achieving balance between contemporary and standard selections in the

literature program. Torn between community pressures, fearing censorship,

and desiring to maintain traditional literary values, most faculties are

divided. Almost inevitably, one-third advocate the inclusion of more

1 - A. --22A.3 1 - _..vuuwitovLaajr mau=sLax, au .Large group uocsA.t....4. 6raust.A.Calai. seles.t.Louft,

and at least some maintain that a proper balance is already achieved.

With few exceptions, the decisions concerning inclusion and exclusion

approach a crisis point wit 'three titles--Lord of the Flies, Catcher in the

1201., and To Kill a Mockingbird, titles with unique appeal to adolescents

but with objectionable elements of content for some teachers and parents.

Indeed, the exaggerated concern with these titles, however understandable,

only seams to :loud the real issue. Teachers would do well to ponder more

deeply the effects, not of failing to teach two or three specific titles

which most able students can and will read on their own, but of the

deliberate de-emphasis of major American fiction of the twentieth century

in literature programs. Schools and teachers talk much of transmitting our

common cultural heritage to students, but this heritage is singularly

uncommon if it does not include some awareness of the significant contribu-

tions made to literature in English by such major figures as William

Faulkner and Ernest Hemingway.

If most schools seem not to have structured a commendable program for

teaching contemporary literature, they do manage (one way or another) to

encourage the able college bound student to increase his reading, and the

quality of the reading presented to advanced, honors, and upper track

students--the "upper 50 percent"-- was generally praised. This was not

true, however, of selections for the lower tracks. Although the majority of

te, )101.141.7
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these schools are engaged in a two-track, three-track, ae-track, or--in ono

case--an "eleven- track" system of providing instruction in English, literary

content Li these programs for slow, general, or terminal students is almost

non-existent. True, classroom observers retorted approximately 40 percent

of the insl' iction in such classes emphasizes "literature" (Cliapte:. III,

Table 40), but literature here too frequently referred to selectiems of non-

imaginative sorts--articles in special readers or special kits, factual

materials selected for "high reader interest," or rewritten classics. Even

more discouraging are the vain efforts to use books with these students to

which even more able students hzve difficulty responding. The magnitude of

the problem is suggested by the appalling discovery that on a written issues

questionnaire, some 74.4 percent of teachers agreed with the statement that

"Novels and plays adapted to suit the abilities of slower students are

essential to a good English program because they accord these students an

acquaintance with the best in literature." Only 16.1 percent disagreed,

Quite possibly the term "adapted" as used in this context has an arifeiguous

meaning, and the desperation of many teachers for materials suitable to the

needs of their students is understandable; still they, mistake Vie nature of

literature itself and the purpose of programs in literature if they confuse

the shell of Gulliver's Travels, rewritten as it must be for slow readers,

with the work of art. itself, Although certain books will admit a judicious

cutting for classroom presentation, the majority are destroyed in the

process. Indeed the very unity of content and form, the essence of art, is

attacked through these adapted versions. To assume that students through

such reading can ever be introduced to the pleasures and Tx doses of

literature is to misvnderstand the nature of the literary exp rience. The

widespread use of :lapted titles thus represents an evasion of literature
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more dlshonest if not more pernicious than exaggerated concern TArith historical

or soeiel factors.

Despite the support which many teachers indicate, observers find

reliance on adaptations less widespread in classes fer non-college and

terminal students than non-literary materials. What concerned observers

repeatedly was the absence of thought and planning directed to programs

for the non-college student, the absence of excitement and interest in

teaching and learning English displayed by both students and teachers in

these classes, and impoverished dad inadequate reading fare provided for

such students. Even slow and average students can read literature with

deep emotional and intellectual nommitment; and materials are available to

which they will resporm",. As one portion of this Study, some 1,617 students

in tenth grade terminal classes were asked on a questionnaire to identify

the titles of books which had provided "personally significant" reading

experience. The titles listed are ranked in Table 66. Even allowing for

those individuals who might list Tale of Teo Cities or David Copperfield

because they are the only titles they can remember, the list is singularly

helpful in identifying at least twenty-five books of good quality to which

non-college students can respond. Programs which encourage the reading of

books like Gone -ilth the Wind, The Pearl, To Kill a Mockingbird, The Diary

of Anne Frank, and The Yearling are far more likely to develop permanent

lifetime reading if good books than are offerings which concentrate on

reading exercises involving articles on travel exploits or technological

advances, or twenty-nine-page versions of a major classic.

Not all programs for terminal students underemphasize the teaching

of literature. In one particularly interesting city, classroom pupils were

reading ten different titles, all in paperback. These were books such as
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Table 66

Titles Reported by 7,:-..nth Grade Terminal Students

to Be Personally Significant
(r 1,617)

Rank
Order Title

Number of
Times Mentioned

1 Gong with the Wind 36
2.5 The Pearl 35

2.5 A Tale of Two Cities 35

4 To Kill a Mockingbird 34

5 Call of the W, 20

6.5 Diary, of Anne Frank 19

6.5 Thq:1111dial 19

8.5 Hot Rod 18

8.5 Les Miserables 18

10 The Ulla:American 15

12.5 The Good Earth 12

12.5 Kean Tiki 12

12.5 The Old Man and the Sea 12

12.5 Old Yeller 12

16 David, ague at 11

16 PT 109 11

16 Silas Flamer 11

18.5 Black Like Me 9

13.5 Fail Safe 9

21.5 All iet on the Western Front 8

1.5 The Longest 8

21.5 Mutiny on the Bounty' 8

21.5 Twenty Thousand Les Under the Sea
26.5 DA Adventures ,cif, Huckleberry Finn
26.5 Great Amagrations
26.5 The House of Seven Gables
26.5 Jane Eat
26.5 John Paul Jones
26.5 jaki
32.5 Shane
32.5 Black Stallion
32.5 WAIL) the Runter
32.5 The am of kiz Life, Helen Keller
32.5 The West Side Story
32.5 White Fan&
42.5 Animal Dim
42.5 The Bible,
42.5 Death Be Not Proud
42.5 Ethan Frmne
42.5 Good-by, Mr. Chits
42.5 Julius Caesar
42.5 Idamt Horizon

42.5 Micky Mantle
42.5 Mrs. tab
42.5 ligLit Flight
42.5 On 1120reriX
42.5 The Raft
42.5 Jag Lida lug hal ag the Third Reich
42.5 Diu V. ent, .ftg. peep
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The Raft, Muutfny on the Bounty, and The Call of the Wildgeed quality for

adolescent readers with academic limitations. Each student read two or

three books a' he found time, and the teacher organized small discussion

groups with which she met (while other students were reading) to provide

rigmelAe1.4savvvvv ara.ww.alaya.0 t--A.sauss asscauy Vi us.m s..1. mo0=0 .LVL 11V117.1.1.C6C itiLUUCL11.

which seemed to be providing worthwhile experiences in literature were also

classes permitting student choice in reading. There were the classes in

which the unique nature and interests of pupils had been considered in

selecting materials for reading, without forgetting the nature of literature

and the continuing importance of providing imaginative reading of suitable

quality. In sheet, present programs for teaching literature to non-college

students tend to err for a fundamental reason: teachers forget their

fundamental obligation to select imaginative literature of quality which tan

have meaning for their pupils.

baugattu to Teaching Literature
mec=e2

Teachers rely on various approeches to teaching literature, according

to project observers, but despite the strong emphasis on literature reported

in almost every school, only a minority of teachers--perhaps not more than

one-fourth--devoted attent on to analytical study of individual texts. More

often than not, observers found the hours of literary study devoted to formal

or informal talks (by teacher or student) on the age or period when the

literature was written, on the writer himself, on the literary genre as an

abstraction to be perceived in and for itself without reference to text, or

on isolated facts or fragments of information extracted from the selection.

More than a few teachers also discussed ideas or themes presented in the

literary selection, without directing the nudeness attention to the ways

in which these ideas are eeeloprd in the work ieself. Students are asked
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not to examine specific passages and incidents within the work to determine

how a specific image or episode contributes to the author's unified effect,

but rather to accept blandly the theme or idea emerging from the work (or

almost as frequently f=rom the teacher's comments on the work) and to apply

It to "everyday life," to "their own experience," or to otFer reading.

Attempts to relate the reading to experiences which have meaning to the

readers is commendable, of course, but not at the expense of understanding

what the author has to say. In too many classrooms, students seem to

discuss in vague and uncertain tea concepts which they would be sorely

pressed to find in any work that they had read.

Other evasions of the individual work were frequently rt?orted.

Some teachers rely heavily on assigning a series of questions (either

conceived in their own minds or in the anthology) and ask students to

devote class time to writing the answers. When well formulated, such

questions can direct attention to important internal aspects of any literary

work, but too seldom did observers find evidence of appropriate synthesis

through discussion. Submission of written answers often marked the end,

rather than the beginning. of literary analysis. use of mimeographed

study guides and outlines of plot structure or rising and falling action,

or emphasis on approved definiLions of literary terms (without concrete

referents in the works read), or talks by the teacher on dates and places

(not infrequently illustrated talks)--these practices fill too many class

hours. "Patterns of teaching literature by study guide questions, handouts

of secondary materials, ane. lectures can tend to discourazie close reading or

a pupil's experience with literature," reported one discouraged project

observer. "Surely such approaches train the mind and offer a disciplined,

intellectualized experience. But I fear many pupils then look on novels as

r-.,- ---.1. .;-- -.4111...e':r"--6,,,.: .=.
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case histories. How much do they read for the enjoyment of reading?"

That the majority of teachers in this Study are aware of modern

critical approaches to literature emphasizing analytical study is apparent

in the data on their preparation presented in Chapter II. When asked to

specify the components of an institute or extension course which would most

interest them, the teachers indicate a personal preference for advanced

study involving close reading. On the issues questionnaire, some 83.5

percent agreed with the statement that "It is necessary to teach some

literature (primarily poems and short stories) through close textual

analysis to help the student develop an appreciation of good literature."

Only 8.7 percent disagreed. Moreover, 61 percent rejected the statement

"A critical compreiv3nsive analysis of a poem will do more to destroy its

beauty than it will to develop literary appreciation among students." Only

20 percent agreed. Whatever their practice, the teachers clearly are not

opposed to close reading of individual selections.

At its best, the teaching of literature is the teaching of critical

awareness and discernment, the teaching of readers to bring to bear on the

literary text all their powers of perception, their values, their emotional

and intellectual commitments. It involves teaching the students how to

read literature as much as teaching about (re individual text. Here indeed

may be one of the difficulties in schools today. Too many teachers seem to

view knowledge of and about Macbeth or Silas Ma_ aner as the ultimate end of

instruction in literaturt.., rather than refinement of the processes of

learning to read Macbeth or Silas Hamer with insight and discrimination.

Where analytical reading of literature is.taught consciously as a process,

observers encomitered some of the most exciting classrooms. In one school,

fol: example, "classes in Hamlet or Macbeth deal with the play line by line,

scene by scene, and concern themselves with such questions as the nature of
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the imagery, its relation to the theme, its total effect; the varieties of

means by which Shakespeare characterizes his people; the contrasts between

scene and scene, act and act; structure in the play, etc."

Analytical teaching of this quality is unusual, particularly when

it permeates the instruction of an entire faculty; yet in a selected few

institutions, it dominates the entire program. When this happens, students

not only seem to enjoy their reading more but respond more emotionally and

with greater sophistication and enjoyment to the literature itself.

Although observers did occasionally find "bloodless" exercises in the

close reading of the work completely removed from literature, life, or

anything of meaning to students, they reported far more frequently that

teaching approaches which focussed on central dimensions of the literary

work also ultimately led students to see the relationSAp of the work to

life itself--but to see this in sophisticated, insightful ways. At one

school, for example, obvious differences were reported in the approaches to

close reading used at different le'rels yet the ultimate effect of such

teaching of literature is clearly apparent:

Teachers regard themselves as discussion leaders, or leaders of a

Socratic dialogue in which students bear the largest part. At
the lower levels, the discussion verges on recitation, with students
going over the details of the plot and characterization, but by
the last two years, students are able to discuss a novel at a very
sophisticated level indeed. Because there are no final examinations
or, I believe, factual quizzes, students do not make marginal notes --
the most helpful form of note-taking, I believe--but the majority
are so busy trying to comprehend the work through discussion that
they do not simply take down what is said, verbatim. They are
willing to challenge not only each other, but the teachers, and the
result is the most stimulating series of classes I have ever visited.

That programs of teaching emphasizing the process of close reading offer,a

particularly intelligent way of introducing sequence into literary studies

is suggested also in the following report:

- j - - - - -
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The methods of discussion used in several of these classes were
impressive in the contact they provided between the students and
the text. All students had paperback copies of the books which they
had marked during their reading and marked again during the discussion.
The teacher directed attention to the author's repetition of particu-
lar words and particular sounds to support the meaning he was intending
to convey. A series of Socratic-type questions direct attention not
only to conventional narrative elements for the purpose of clarifying
understanding, but to the use of imagery: alius'ons: sound patterns;
stylistic devices, and to the ke7, ideas. Nor are thematic elements
neglected. The carefully planned series of questions, structured to
proceed from the very specific to the very general, led students to
a careful and exciting analysis of particular passages, and ultimately
to an understanding of the entire piece. Because discussion was
grounded in specific works, available in the students hands, they
referred again and again to the text. Questions from the teacher
encouraged responses from several students as they agreed and disagreed
in their interpretations. Ultimately, the teachers would summarize
and clinch the discussion by asking, in effect, "What then mould you
conclude from our discussion about this particular selection."

This then is a model analytical approach: text available; careful sequences

of questions in discussion; discussion in terms proceeding from the simple

to the complex, from words to images, from incidents to episodes, from simple

constructs to broad ideas and themes, from a consideration of obvious elements

of plot and characterization to concern with intended meanings, with style,

structure, and author's purpose; from consideration of the text itself to a

consideration of its relationship to other writing and to ideas and meanings

outside of the text to aesthetic and ethical values. The slant and depth of

the teacher's questions will depend upon the ability and maturity of the class,

but what does seem important is that young readers learn to understand this

approach to the reading of literature and to adopt it as their own. When

this happens, as it invariably does, certain of the early stages of analytical

reading may be telescoped in the classroom, and teacher and students proceed

to discussing broad ideas, themes, and purposes. But without careful

anal.318, such an overall approach only invites superficiality.

If teachers have been educated in such processes themselves, as many
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report whey have been, why have close reading -36 meriences been seen so

seldom in the classroom? One problem is clearly in the way in which time

is spent. As Chapter III indicated, some 22 percent classroom time is

devoted to recitation; an additional 21 percent to lecture; 14 percent to

student presentation; and the balance of what remains to silent work, group

work, audio-visual experiences and other approaches which provide little

opportunity for thc ?rind of controlled questioning that is the heart of

analytical study. Only 19.5 percent of 32,.80 minutes observed was devoted

to class discussion; only 2.2 percent were reported focussed on Socratic

questioning, a low percentage that may be invalidated by the admitted

difficulty which observers experienced in agreeing on the Socratic approach.

What is not suspect, however, is that little more than one-fifth of all

classroom time is devoted to planned discussion involving students and

teachers, the heart of any approach to literary study involving close

reading.

The ability to ask the night questions and secure answers that in turn

lead to additional comments and contributions and ultimately to a generali-

zation, is a skill which few teachers seem to possess. More frequently

than not, teachers were found to ask questions which, if no student

response followed, they would answer themselves. Questioning of the caliber

described in the report of the Commission on English is evident in too few

classrooms.7 Clearly teachers need help with techniques for leading

classroom discussion, and few of the presently available books on the

teaching of English seem to recognize this need, One can only speculate

as to whether existing courses in methods of teaching English devote

7
Commission on English, 22.. cit., pp. 57-79.
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adequate time to such approaches. The Diana survey reports that 57 percent

of methods instructors claim to place broad emphasis on conducting classroom

instruction; 43 percent thus do not.
8

At any rate, one reason for the

inadequate attention devoted to close reading in our nation's schools may be

that teachers who kaow about modern analytical approaches to literary study.

know not how to translate this knowlelge into actual approaches to be used

by their students.

A second factor iv undoubtedly heavy teaching loads. As data in

Chapter II indicate, the pupil-teacher loads in these schools are slightly

below the national average, but, even so, these teachers tend to work in

excess of fifty hours a week. Only a slight percentage of this time, a

median of five to eight hours, is devoted to planning for classroom

instruction. Without question, reparation for analytical study of a literary

text required much more time than any other approach. The teacher must be

sufficiently acquainted with each element in the work that he can ask and

answer questions; reliance on a previous year's notes will not do. If he

expects to bring his students forward with excitement about a particular

poem, he must know that poem in intimate ways. ConRequently, he must read,

study, and ponder the poem to an extent that may not be possible under

existing conditions. Even if he has taught the poem earlier, he will find

repeated reading prior to 'classroom study to 'se necessary. In contrast,

if he elects to concentrate on facts about the poem or literary work, on

background discussion of author, times, theme, or source, he may be able to

rely on his memory of the work and his notes from a previous year. Almost

without knowing the choices they must inevitably make, some teachers are
aniramo,

8,

William.% Evans and Michael J. Cardona, Specialized Courses in
Methods of Teaching Ewalt (Champaign, Ill.: National Council of Teachers
of English, 1964), p. 20.
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drawn away from concentration on the literary experience itself by the
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1

excessive demands of their schedules. That this hypothesis may in part

explain some of the more general emphasis on programs in literature is

suggested by the greater emphasis on close reading and textual criticism

found in independent schools in which teaching loads were severely

restricted. Not because the teachers in independent schools seem better

qualified in literature than teachers in public or Catholic institutions,

III

but because these teachers frequently encounter no more than four classes

of twelve or fourteen students each. Classroom instruction in literature

seemed to .reflect more careful preparation, much as do many college classes.

The discovery that sustained attention to close reading may be possible

only when teaching loads are reduced to permit adequate preparation seems

to the directors of the Study to be one of the moat important hypotheses

ph,erging from this research.

How extensively do teachers vary classroom approaches :n teaching

works of different kinds? Because most teachers were observed oLly once

or twice during a school visit, direct evidence from classroom visits was

not readily available. However, in the group interviews with advanced

twelfth-grade 'gasses, students were asked to describe normal procedures

followed when novels, plays, and poems had been read together. Tables 67,

68, and 69 present the results of these interviews. In a class situation

with two observers present, sometimes with the regular teacher and 3onetimes

without, the twelfth graders were asked to report "What happens in class

when you read a novel (play, porm) in common?" They were advised to

consider all their classes in English, not merely the one in which they

were presently enrolled. Naturally enough, students reported that the

instruction varied from teacher to teacher, but the data reveal some

important distinctions.



Table 67

Frequency of Classroom Approaches to a Novel
as Reported by Students

(n = 99 classes)

Rank
Order

1

Approach

nimennainp

Number of
Classes

2 Reading Chapter by Chapter 18

3 Writing a Paper 14

4.5 Testing 12

4.5 Analysis in Depth (close reading) 12

6.5 Lectures in Class 8

6.5 Re-reading of Story 8

8 Reading Section at a Time 7

9 Group Study of Different Nr'iels 6

11.5 Use of Study Guide 4

11.5 Study of Characterization 4

11.5 Panel Discussion 4

11.5 Study of Theme 4

14 Viewing of Film 3

14 Study of Plot 3

Others mentioned: study of setting 2; style 2; reading difficult parts
aloud 2; reports; study of irony and paradox, social conditions,
background; constantly relating one book to another; round table
discussion; study of 'points of grmnmar in a novel"; "reading all
at once, then study"; "don't read novels, just become acquainted
with them."
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Table 68

Rank
Order

Frequency of Classroom Approaches to a Poem
as Reported by Students

(n is 99 classes)

ia---1.--- _tMUMUG4 ul
Approach Classes

1 Explication or analysis (close, line by
line reading)

28

2 Study of Theme 17

3 Discussion 15

4 Reading Aloud 12

5 Study of Technical Aspects 10

6 Listing to Recordings 7

7 Study of Poets' Lives 5

8.5 Writing a Poem 4

8.5 Writing an Analysis 4

10 Oral Interpretation 3

11.5 Memorization 2

11.5 Comparing of Poems 2

Others mentioned: Gutline "L'Allegro" and "Ill Penseroso"; outline prkis;
study point of view, research, meter; use study guides; study fora;
study types of poetry; paraphrase; "read outside, discuss inside";
"read inside, discuss outside"; individuals respond as theyyish;
not discussed; "3,6 poems a day."

t'r '-'7*7,777



Table 69

Order Approach

'Frequency of Classroom Approaches to a Play
as Reported by Students

(a m 99 classes)

Rank Number of
IClasses

1 1 114ariteci4nr1 ne
4%.,

2 Reading Aloud 20

3 Analysis of Lines or Scenes 18

4 Study of Actors and Characters 11

5 Acting Out Scenes 8

6.5 Study of Style 5

6.5 Listening to Recordings 5

8 Viewing of Films 4

9 Teacher Reading Aloud 3

9 Memorization of Lines 3

Others mentioned: write; small group study; lectureE; (2 each)
tests; see play;. see TV performance; study language of play;
read background essays; study style; summarize; Study hist:Tey
of play; compose plays; rotate books; re-read scenes;
Elizabethan conventions; recite Greek chorus; put in every-
day language.

Clearly works of literature are "discussed," although observers have

already indicated the varying interpretations which teachers seam to place

upon thLs approach. Even so, it is interesting to note that only 43

percent of the classes mention discussion with respect to reading novels,

26 percent with respect to plays (for both it ranks as the major technique),

end only 15 percent for poetry, where it ranks second to the study of theme

and to explication. Indeed, classes seemed to distinguish between

"discussion" and "explication" (line by line analysis) . It is comforting
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to note that explication of poetry is mentioned more frequently than any

other approach; disconcerting to discover -that it was inentione4 specifically,

however, only by 28 percent of the crosses. This finding only tends to

substantiate other data which indicate that close reading is not nearly so

widespread as articles in contemporary journals would lead one to believe,

and thAt 1when it dues occur, It 141..,1. t-
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reading of short works like poems than to passages from novels or plays.

Reports from students corroborate, also, the observation that schools

devote insufficient attention to oral interpretation of literature. Oral

approaches seem relatively unimportant with respect to the novel, but the

fact that, with respect to poetry, only twelve classes mention "reading

aloud," seven report "listening to recordings," and three single out

'oral interpretation" in general, raises considerable question about

whether contemporary school programs are relating sound to sense. Lven

more startling is the fact that only 20 percent of the classes report the

oral reading of plays to be an integral part of the study of drama.

Whether young readers can learn to view the drama as theatre in any other

way, is debatable.

Beyond these observations, the reports from students suggest that

there is a commendable variety of current approaches to literary study,

which both suggests the inventiveness of teachers and reflects at times

practicei which seemed highly questionable to observers. One can only

regret that, with the exception of an occasional test on classroom analysis,

the writing of students seemed frequently unrelated to the study of

literature.

Teachers do seem to believe that some writing should be related to

literature, although about. 60 percent disagree with the statement on the

,18110114111111W4Fii,
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issues qt eitionnaire that "Virtually all student writing should grow out of

the literature read and discussed by the class," Some 29 percent agree. On

the other hand, many of the writing assignments which "grow out of literature"

are as superficial and questionable as the following topics one teacher

presented to tenth graders reading Silas Hamer: "1 Walked with Eppie,"

its Am Dane nt.nce*sses," "1 Was Eppie's Friend but Didn't Get late the

Novel." However such assiznments may develop the individual's writing

ability, it is questionable whether they could posisibly contribute much to

his understanding of literature. On the other hand, assignments involving

the analysis and explication of a poem or short prose passage can direct

the students' attention to important aspects of the literary work. Many

teachers, also, ask classes to write about ideas discussed in the literature,

perhaps for the purpose of applying the ideas in other contexts. In honors

classes, too, the impact of advance placement tests concerned with the

analytical study of a particular poem or passage is apparent throughout the

country; few teachers seem to attempt such analysis with less difficult

selections in general classes. Nor do most teachers attempt to relate

assignments in imaginative writing to literary study, a neglect which may be

unfortunate. A number of students insisted that not until they actually

learned to write a poem did they understand what poetry was; similarly, the

experience of emulating the style of Ring Lardner, of parodying a Tennyson,

or of placing a character from Shakespeare or Chaucer in a new setting can

develop in young readers fresh insights into literature, as an occasional

observer report would indicate. Too few teachers seem to perceive ways of

relating imaginative writing to the program of literary studies; and the

reports from students indicate that they, too, have not been exposed to (or

if they have they do not understand) such approaches.

,=- k's'
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The teaching of literature in these schools, taen, occupies more than

50 percent of class time. The teaching is varied and at times ineVaative,

and else the strongest programs provides for the ireisive treatment of

individual texts.. But its major weakness seems to be insufficient concern

with depth reading of individual texts, and overemphasis on superficial

acIlLiPrt flf poet, author, history, aad theme which surL ound the reading of

texts.

Individual Reding. of Literature=
If the close reading of texts is one crucial characteristic of strong

programs in literature, guided individual reading programs seems equally

important. Indeed, the outstanding programs visited in this Study combined

intensive analytical study, which teaches students how to respond, with

wide personal reading of worthwhile selections. Yet despite a decade or

two of discussion in professional journals concerning the contribution of

guided programs individual reading to the teaching of literature, a

minority of schools in this Study seemed to be making a real attempt. To

be sure, most required a specific number of titles to be read during a

semester (usually three to six) and provide book lists to guide the student

choices. In general, the guided reading too often seemed to be divorced
4

from the organised literature program.

Programs in individual reading of literature sufficiently impressed

observers to be rated ninth among the distinguishing characteristics of

strong high school English programs (Chapter III, Table 36). In twenty-

three cumulative reports, such programs were cited as outstanding--programs

directly related to instruction in English, providing class time for some

reading; and considered sufficiently important to devote some time to

individual discussion with students about reading choices. Wrote one

---77-777770
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observer of a high school program in a relatively small southern community:

"Each English class has one reading period per week when the students read,

fill in reports, or discuss their reading with teachers. Classroom libraries

augment the school library--some roams having as many as 200 or 300 titles

including Camus, Freud, Joyce, Mann, etc. Almost everybody in this school

is rgad;ng a book: mnrprwAt., t...ehee. kneel the becks aid talk about them

intelligently." Indeed, immed4ate access to books which students will be

reading is characteristic of the better of these programs; and their

provision for extensive classroom book collections and reading time is one

of the more promising innovations in secondary English (See Chapter XIV).

Having books available in tie room enables the student or teacher to reach

for a title at an appropriate t5me- -when other works by the author are

mentioned, when books on similar themes are discussed, when an assignment

is completed and a few moments of leisure time permit browsing. Having such

collections available, then, seemed not only an excellent basis for develop-

ing a program of guidance for personal reading "inside" the classroom, but

an indication that school and teacher viewed the guided individual reading

program as an important concern. Thus, it is not surprising that observers

rated the absence of classroom book collections as one of the ten most

frequently discovered deficiencies (Chapter III, Table 39); it is discouraging

to recall that such collections were found with great frequency only by

twenty-eight observers, in contrast to the 125 observer reports indicating

such collections were infrequently or never seen (Chapter III, Table 49).

Teachers did utilize other mays.of organizing guided reading programs.

For example, lists were frequently displayed--in a few schools three-year

lists of required out-of-class reading were intended to ensure that graduates

became acquainted with certain major works not studied in class. For the

V11110FMOMERMIS,101.110,1,71.M
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most part, the success of such lists varies with class time expended on

reading and on teacher direction. Where completion of the reading cul-

minated in class discussion or in the writing of a long essay about the

works, students seemed more likely to regard such assignmtmts seriously,

In several schools, summer reading assignments were reported as particularly

beneficial; Relected works are assigned during the spriag--say, The gilvitax,

Crv, the Be loved 22015a, and The Pearl--read during the summer rece: s, and

discussed during the opening weeks of the fall semester, Similarly, some

teachers assign selections'which perallel classroom reading, often using

multiple sets for this purpose. The class studies a single work of fiction

like The Secret Sharer; individuals choose for their own reading from six

other available works of fiction--How Green Was hi Valhi, Les Miserables,

and others. One advantage of this approach seems to be the opportunities

for contrastive analysis which are presented. Another is that the personal

reading program is clearly related to the intensive assig,ned'reading*.

program.

Wide reading, then, does seem to be characteristic of the stronger

programs, as does the relation of this reading to continuing classroom work.

An increasing number of schools seem to be providing hours for reading

within the regular classroom schedule; emsrt teachers use such time for

conferences with individuals and groups. According to twelfth-grade

students, most reporting on indivicivaI reading is provided through written

book reviews, only a few of which were described by observers as the

routinized written assignment long associated with such chores ("Nrite

one paragraph on character, one on plot, one on most interesting incident,

etc.") , Criticism of such assignments has apparently had some effect.

More frequently, students were asked to develop some central idea about the

taw- t,
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books they had read. Oral book reports are reported frequent in 40 percent

of the schools; indeed, some observers saw and questioned more than a few

of such presentations. But the students interviewed also recalled more

exciting moments when they reported on their personal reading: classmoom

discussions led by the teacher, panel discussions around books and topics,

small 2ronp briAr aitaellaaians, written comparisons, dramatic presentation. of

characters, etc. The list is almost as long as the ingenuity of English

teaebera themselves.

The critical fining was tae discovery that where attempts are made to

provide worawhile literature for adolescents, students do read. Again

and again observers contrasted the obvious amount of reading underway in

schools furnished with classroom book collections, good libraries, paperback

book stores, with the paucity of such reading in schools in which little

thought had been given to the availability of a good supply of worthwhile

books. Even with the present diversity, students in t'-ese schools report

that they read an average of eight books a month, albeit many titles came

from sources outside the school. (See Chapter IX). It seems likely, however,

that both the quality and the magnitude of the reading for most adolescents

can be substantially increased with sustained effort or the part of teachers

and schools.

Literary study does receive attention in these schools, for an average

of 52 percent of classroom time emphasizes this aspect of English. In

certain schools and with certain classes, the teaching of literature is

part.tcularly distinguished. Programs vary considerably in the quality of

the books taught, in'the ways of organizing instruction, and in many of the

approaches to teaching. More important than any particular overall

gm, , .,, Mte.....
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organization for programs in literature seems to be the extent to which the

program provides for the careful study and close reading of individual

texts, and supports this close reading with a broadly based program of

guided individual reading. Classroom libraries seem almost, indiepensible

in providing access to worthwhile reading selections, Exciting exairples of

analysis and discussion mere reported from schools in ali sections of the

country, but even more widespread was confusion on the part of many

teachers over the nature of close reading and ways of translating into

classroom practice the knowledge about the critical reading of literature

Which they had acquired in college courses.

In many of these schools teachers have achieved considerable success

in teaching literature. As one teachev explained, "Fundamental to the

teaching of literature is a teacher and a book. That is the way we

approach literature here." And the observer agreed: "The four teachers all

said to their classes, in effect, 'Look, we are all questioning the human

condition. This book or playMacbeth, T Scarlet Letter, Lord of t, he

Fliesmay tell us something about the human condition.' These teachers

expect their students to have adult motivations. There was no talking down

and no phony talking up. They shared their students' wonder and helped each

other eliminate their mutual ignorance. They looked at language and style

and structure as well as theme and idea. The meaning of the book grew into

something he has not seen before for anyone, teacher or student." This

surely is the teaching of literature at its best.

,*- ,...,*,.....
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CHAPTER V

TIE TEACHING OF COMPOSITION

Certainly the most elusive and difficult component of any English

program to assess is the teaching of composition. Teachers and specialists

alike recognize the problem of measuring growth in vr4t4ng suill and 2l1ency,

and perhaps because of this inability to observe increments of growth,

teachers find less appeal in composition than in some other aspects of

English. One of the difficulties faced by observers was that of trying

to characterize individual programs of composition. Although corrected

class sets of papers were usually made available to visitors during their

one or two day stay, and although these papers were solicited with the

understanding that they would be typical efforts of students, there is

reason to believe that in a number of instances the papers had been hand-

picked to show both students and teachers to their best advantage. Observers

were also hampered by limitations of time; and they could not always read

all of the papers at hand. However, these papers supplemented by interviews

with students and teachers afforded direct knowledge about the program;

indirect data concerning the frequency of writing, and the emphasis and

point of view in writing instruction came from questionnaires.

The most discouraging conclusion to be deduced from analyzing the date

concerning instruction in writing is that there is simply very little of it.

On the basis of classroom observation, teachers of all levels in all schools

combined spent only 15.7 percent of their class time emphasizing composition.

There was slight variation among grade levels, and even less between those

groups considered terminal and those labeled college preparatory, but the

relatively small incidence of teaching directed\to writing improvement came

e
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as a surprise to observers. Moreover, the bulk of the instruction during

the 15.7 percent of total class time devoted to writing was instruction

after the fact--after papers had been written.

The primary process of writing instruction is through having students

write compositions, followed by teacher "correction," and the subsequent

return of the essays--in many cases to be read by students and revied.

This is a time honored system in the schools and college, and will

doubtless continue to carry much of the weight of instruction in composition.

However, this is a tenuous chain of action and reaction which, like the

chain letters of a decade or two ago, is only useful if all links follow in

orderly progression. Pram the observation of project visitors the chain is

seldom continuous; and the system was more often honored in the breech than

in the execution. Quite aside froman.y thought of frequency of writing, or

from the sequence given to the assignments (other chains of significance)

the process of assignment, writing, correcting and revising is usually

broken and the result of these abortive efforts is, at best, a fragmentary

learning about how to write.

The Correction and Annotation of Papers

A sampling of thousands of papers that had presumably gone through the

complete cycle revealed that one-third had not been revised in any way;

another third with "gross" errcrs of spelling and usage corrected. Only

in some 12 percent of the high schools had most students revised their

wTitiag completely in response to teacher "correction." There was nc way

to determine statistically, of course, ho' affective this entire process

was either with the minority of students who revised or with the vast

majority who did not. In spite of the lack of empirical knowledge, however,

there can be little doubt that those students who are forced to think back
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through their first writing and then rework the original into something

better must gain in fluency and precision.
1

To most teachers, correcting papers is synonymous with teaching

writing. As evidence of this attitude is their response to questions posed

during the interview with entire English departments. One of these questions

has to do with the proportion of teaching time or emphasis on composition.

To this query, the most typical response was that teachers would be quite

happy to devote more time and emphasis to composition (up to 50 percent

of their time), but it was impossible under existing conditions of class

load. In other words, there was simply not time to correct more papers

than were currently being produced. According to individual questionnaires,

teachers spend an average of 9-12 hours per week reading and correcting

papers (Chapter II, Table 32), certainly a sizeable proportion of time

considering other demands of class preparations and professional obligations.

Similarly, students report that they submit a theme on an average of once

a week (Table 70). Practice varies, of course, but able senior students

tend to write more frequently than that and tenth-grade students somewhat

less often. It is difficult to imagine how this enormous paper load might

be increased and still have any significance for either student or teacher.

The average English teacher in these schools meets about 130 pupils daily

(Chapter II, Table 31). If the teacher spends as much as 8.6 minutes in

annotating each theme, the average nuaber of minutes which Dusel reported

required "to teach writing and th4nking,"2 then eighteen hours weekly would

I
Richard Braddock, Richard Lloyd Jones and Lowell Schoer, Research in

Written Composition (Champaign, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of
English, 1963), pp. 35-36.

2A.` good discussion of such programs appears in Virginia Burka, The
Las& Reader Proms: Backgrounds and Procedures (Milwaukee, Wise.: Wisconsin
Council of Teachers of English, 1961).

9-=
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be required for paper correction alone. Obviously teachers must either

read papers less carefully than desirable or find other ways of reducing

class load. 1

Table 70

Frequency of Writing Experiences Reported by Students*
(n 2,317 twelfth-grade students)

Frequency.' Number Percentage

Twice a Week 718 30.8

Once a Week 1,010 43.5

Once Every Twu Weeks 354 15.3

Once Every Three Weeks 75 3.2

Once a Month 29 1.2

Less Than Once a Month 3 0.1

Did Not Answer 138 5.9

Total 2,317 100.0

*Writing assi8anents of a paragraph or longer.

Any policy relating to the amount of frequency of student writing is

inevitably tied in large measure to the teacher load and class size.

English teachers in the participating public schools have a more favorable

teacher load than their counterparts in the great majority of schools else-

where. The average number of pupils per teacher is slightly less than 130

compared to o national average of around 150. 3 Typically, English teachers

in the survey report that they teach four classes per day although they

have a number of other school day obligations ranging from homeroom and

Committee on National Interest, The National Interest and the Teach-
10 of Easliaty PP. 98-99.
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study hall assignor -rots to a responsibility for presenting assembly programs

and preparing high school annals. Unfortunately, some teacher., even in

this sampling, are expected to teach writing to as many as 170 to 200

pupils whom they see every day in as many as six different classes. It

would be irteeponsible criticism to assert that teachers with such a load

are not doing ingtina to one Oita mo4e, z r---
!."-%

The simple fact is that they cannot.

One method for reducing the paper load of classroom teachers is to

employ lay readers, a practice that is being followed in a significant

number of high schools across the country. Among those schools partici-

pating in the National Study, some 20 percent indicated that readers were

being used in respective English departments in one degree or another.

In larger districts, readers are assigned to schools after they had

satisfied certain requisites, including the successful completion of a

qualifying examination. In the case of schools in smaller, more autonomous

districts, readers are employed directly on the basis of personal contact

and previous experience--more often than not being former English teachers

in the individual schools.

There seems to be no direct relationship between the frequency or

quantity of student writing and the use of readers. Although many able

senior students indicate as many as two assignments per week, the most usual

response is one per week with a small minority reflecting something less.

It is probably impractical to assume that outside readers will upgrade a

school's writing program merely by increasing the frequency of writing.

What they can do is to relieve the laborious burden of correction to allow

the teachers more time for the teaching of writing. If classroom teachers

must spend ten or more hours a week reading papers, they have substantially
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less time to prepare thoughtful and purposeful lessons. No doubt this

demand has much to do with the sometimes superficial marking that observers

noticed on sets of papers.

Lay reader programs differ in a number of respects. In some, readers

always remain behind the scenes, in a few instances transacting most of the

..irloartnr avphanaa thremall tha m141. 4rt ePhara rcoAerac-r- ""--m- -0-

classes when writing assignments are made, or even to hold conferences with

students. Rarely do readers grade and corr ct more than a minority of

student papers, and usually teachers review grading by sampling a number

of papers from each set marked by a reader. In some programs, notably in

the so-called Rutgers' plan, graders are assigned to specific teachers and

classes--i.e., those classes following the Rutgers' plan in other respects.
4

Less structured programs allow several teachers to call upon a reader as

they require and as the reader is available.

In consideration of the most serious weaknesses in composition programs

generally--that the poorest of them lack any viable structure or sequence --

and ix view of the project staff's observation of a number of lay reader

programs, several generalizations can be made. Better programs enlist the

services of very able readers. Whether readers have had much background in

literature is not as material as their being able to write wall themselves,

to recognize problems that others might have, and to translate their analysis

of these problems in an understandable way to high school students. Fre-

quently, but not always, such people were themselves English teachers, or

they had some allied training. The best programs are structured to some

extent. Readers are asked to work closely with one or at most two teachers

4
Paul Diederich,"The Rutgers' Plan for Cutting Class Size in Two,"

loc. cit.



on a regular basis. They are given time to observe some teaching to

familiarize themselves with the different capabilities of students and to

know the teaching methods used by teachers they will work with. In better

programs the lay readers are more than proofreaders. They will use marginal

and end comments to encourage and sustain good efforts as often as they

point to errors in mechanics and usage. Writing does not proceed from a

vacuum; it is invariably based on previous experience and instruction. To

the extent that the reader is familiar with the whole context of the course

and the tenor of the individual class she will be able to teed student

papers more effectively. Therefore a series of conferences- between reader

and teacher and, when possible, between reader and students would enhance

the effectiveness of the composition reader.

It is clear enough to most responsible educators that readers are not

a panacea. They can make a gccd writing program better, but they cannot

improve a poor one without some concerted internal efforts. Teachers must

still teach writing. To simply hoist onto others the burden of reading

and correcting without accepting the responsibility of continuous instruction

is to renege on the contract implicit in bringing in outside readers in the

first place.

From interviews with students who have had experience with theme

readers, there are mixed reactions Interestingly, some students are

delighted with the notion that an "outsider," someone who doesn't know them,

will read their papers and pass judgment from what they believe to be a

more objective point of view. Other students prefer the more intimate touch,

and object to their work being read by anyone other than the teacher. It is

fair to say that the most general student response to the employment of

theme readers is negative, but not overwhelmingly so.

r N77
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When queried about the importance of lay readers to a successful

writing program, teachers revealed no clear consensus as indicated in Table 71.

Table 7i

Teacher Attitudes Toward Use of Lay Readers
(n = 1,331 teachers)

Attitude Percentage

Absolutely Essential 8.6

Very Important 19.8

Of Some Importance 30.3

Not Very Important 26.0

Detrimental 10.1

No Response 5.2

About all that can be said of these responses is that for a sizeable pro-

portion of the teaching community (18.7 percent) feelings run very high.

During department interviews, the subject of lay readers came up with

some regularity in response to the question of how departments might spend

a sum of money added to their department's budget. On the basis of

frequency of mention, lay readers appeared well down the list, after such

items as recordings, overhead projectors, supplementary books and clerical

help. From these responses it is clear that most teachers do not view the

establishment of lay reader programs with any great urgency and most are

quite emphatic in stating that funds might better be spent to reduce the

overall load in terms of students per teacher than to inaugurate such a

program.

Whether outside help is utilized in annotating student papers, it is

clear that teachers differ considerably in the time they devote to such

tasks. Equally clear is the fact that those teachers who devote considerable

time to annotating student themes possess different attitudes toward the

WpMe.:Pggerm.k01.-_011011%.,.. '40l
\e"
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subject and students than do teachers who devote less time. When responses

on the teacher questionnaire (Instrmment Eo. 21) are compared for teachers

devoting more than four hours per week to correcting papers with teachers

who spend less than four hours per week in such activity, some interesting

differences emerge. Surprisingly, those who spend less time correcting

papers also spend less time conferring with fttnelard-07 75 percent

reporting they devote four hours or less to student conferences compared

with 75 percent devoting four to eight hours in the former group.

A smaller percentage of teachers who spend less time in correcting

papers also rate instruction in composition as "the most important aspect"

of the high school English program (28.8 percent to 45.5 percent for the

teachers who spend more time on correction.) Similarly, the low correction

group is slightly less interested in college courses in advanced composi-

tion (76.5 percent to 80.8 percent); in language textbooks (46.3 percent

compared with 55.1 percent); and in language handbooks (15.9 percent

contrasted with 31.3 percent); and in the value of duplicating machines

(56.1 percent to 64.1 percent) . In contrast to teachers who spend more time

annotating papers, however, ..he group that is less interested in paper

correction responds more favorably to motion picture projectors (45.5

percent compared with 41.4 percent), tape recorders (31 percent compared

with 22.3 percent), and a manual for teaching (39.4 percent compared with

31.3 percent).

In a subject as complex as English, it may be well that teachers

are interested in so many different emphases. Students may encounter a

stress on composition one year, on literature the next. The comparison of

responses of the two teacher groups to the questionnaire suggest the real

possibility that one group of teachers spends less time on paper correction

because they fail to accept the importance of instruction in composition
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They are less txterested in advanced study in this area or in conferring

with students. Such tcac4ers may well be more interested in teaching

literature; almost surely they are somewhat more interested i n classroom

activities which involve the use of various audio-visual aids than in those

which nave to do with developing student proficiency in composing.

Individual English departments must give more thought to their

objectives and practices in the teaching of student writing. Hitch that

project observers have seen suggests little more than mechanical activity:

assignments manufactured to suit the time of week or year; compositions

written to specifications given in numbers of words; corrections consisting

of cryptic symbols and relating to the mechanics of writing rather than to

its substance. In reviewing those student compositions made available to

them, observers noted that two-thirds of the papers were "corrected from

a negative point of view involving only checking of faults or assigning

grades. In only 17 percent of the schools could they say that the teacher

comments were designed to teach writing and thinking--the avowed purpose

in the whole cycle of writing, correcting and revising. All things con-

sidered it must, follow that whatever learning occurs in actual practice,

more often than not, comes by way of accident rather than design.

In responding to a question concerning the emphasis placed on

instruction in writing, department chairmen indicated that the element

of primary importance was ossailation of ideas; secondly, clear, thinking

or kap. These concerns rated well ahead of such matters as diction, style,

originality and somewhat ahead of the more pedestrian quality of "correct-

ness" of usage and mechanics. Similarly, when asked to give priority to

criteria for evaluatigg student writing, chairmen considered claxity of

ttougilt and Emyizatf,m, appropriate development and sentence structure



to be of greatest importance in descending order. However laudable and

valuable this gret.t concern is for logic, thought and organization, the

plain fact is that there is very little of such instruction extant in the

high schools. As suggested above, the great bulk of the comments and

corrections found on students' papers have to do with correcting faults in

spelling, sentence structure and mechanics--with proofreading rather e, gin

teaching. Moreover, the wejority of revisions by students are directed

toward these matters to the exclusion of such elements as organization,

logic or even content. Quite obviously, the principle of teaching is lost

in the execution. If there is little instruction in these important matters

by way of teacher comments and individual papers, where else do students

learn about them?

The Focus of Instruction

One source of instruction, of course, is the occasional or systematic

use of textbooks. In this regard, only 28.4 percent of the teachers inter-

viewed indicated that they "usually" or "regularly" made use of such texts;

approximatelir half of the teachers said that they used composition books

"occasionally" or "infrequently"; and a substantial number (13 percent)

stated that they "never" used texts to teach writing (Table 72). From

statistically less solid grounds, project observers reported that they seldom

saw composition texts in use, although they were often in evidence.

Ironically, in view of the limited use made of these texts, most schools

require that students possess them, either through their own purchase or

through school supply. If composition texts are, in fact, so little used

on the national scale :As they were in the project sample, (and there is no

reason to assume chere is any great difference), the issue is raised of the

considerab% public expense for these books vs. their slight instructional
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use. One problem in this regard is that books are frequently purchased from

lists by local school boards or state authorities, a fact that can militate

against a teacher's using a book which he feels to be inferior. Significantly,

however, most teachers who indicated disaffection for those composition-

grammar books which were authorized could not suggest other titles they

thought would be an imprnvement; Annng flince% 4 ni-a.ry only 10

would or could specify another book. Perhaps one reason for their inability

to point to other texts is the relative scarcity of high school composition

texts that are significantly different from those that the teaches ?;111.s at

hand.
5

A content analysis of some fourteen series of composition-grammar

textbooks by James knch and Bertrand Evans
6
several years ago reveals an

interesting parallel between the emphasis given to instruction in composition

as indicated in the National Study, to the proportion of instructional

material as evidenced by the number of pages given to composition and

rhetoric in the texts. In contrast to the number of pages given to matters

of grammar, usage and mechanics in the composite total pages of these books

(39.4 percent) is the slight emphasis on writing (18.8 percent), i.e.,

pages dealing in any way with writing beyond the sentence. LI view of the

surprisingly small attention to writing in the compositicu s and the

correspondingly small number of teachers who consistently use thz.,1- texts

for instruction in composition, one might wonder whether the frequency

that observers saw composition being taught was somehow a fnoction of tae

5Within the last two years, however, several companies nave offered
new texts that are different with respect to their viewpoint conceraing
language and the emphasis given to instruction in writing.

6
James 3. Lynch and Bertrand Evans, Kea School Eml.,Isk. Textbooks:

A Critical Examination (Boston, Mass.: Little Brown and Co., 1963).
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sheer quantity (to say nothing of the quality) of treatment reflected in

available textbooks. Similarly, the whole mode of teacher correction

suggests a rationale in the same directim as that implied in the text

books: about two-thirds to problems of grammar-mechanics-usage and a much

less significant proportion to the rhetoric, the development and organization

of writing. Although department chairmen and wallem.,n4ng English teachers

feel that the latter are of greater value, these matters are clearly not

receiving the kind of priority that most teachers would hope for.

Lynch and Evans also bewail the fact that the composition texts

generally do not offer any clear differentiation between the approach to

composition from yBar to year. Typically, the same series will list topics

of approximately the same kind through the entire four years of high school;

usually these topics are unrelated to literature and concentrate instead on

experience or ideas which are assumed to be very close to the students' own

immediate concerns. While a glance through almost any of these series

would corroborate these assertions, the observation, of school programs,

including the reading of sample sets of papers, proves that, in most cases,

teachers do make numerous assiFmments on literary topics, nLany of them in

the upper high school years of a very sophisticated nature. Of those

papers reviewed by project observers, at least twice as many were based on

literature as upon all other subiccts, including personal experiences, the

social sciences generally, or on imaginative topics involving "creative

writing." Although no absolute data were tabulated in this regard, teachers

generally expressed, the view that a good writing program should allow for

diverse kinds of writing experiences, including exposition, argumentation,

description, and narration, but that literature should "very often" be the

source from which such writing is generated.

43)
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From time to time, the general criticism of high school writing is

heard bearing on the disproportion of "creative" writing to the more viable

and academically respectable assignments in exposition. Indeed, some

critics would, in Procrustean fashion, lop off all such writing as extraneous

to the legitimate concern of the high school, insisting that appropriate

expository assignments based on literature will offer enough meat to fapA

the creative impulses of high school students. From the point of view of

the project's staff and observt;7s, however, this position is so extreme as

to be untenable. For one thing, examples -df creative 'writing were found

much less frequently than any other kind among the papers given to them for

review. In descending order students wrote on: (1) literary eopics;

(2) subjects close to their own experience; (3) non-literary subjects

requiring special information; and (4) various subjects classified as

"creative writing." For another reason, able students place a higL premium

on some free writing assignments, where they are not held rigidly to a

pattern, a length, or a subject predetermined by their instructors. It may

well be that this response is a reaction to heavy doses of routinized

assignments and mechanical instruction that characterize so much composition

teaching. In the opinion of the project staff,the occasional experience of

creating a poem or story can carry extrinsic dividends of conside_able

worth. It is often this experience that remains with an individual after he

has forgotton Us more pedestrian writing efforts. Moreover, such assign-

ments can contribute to a student's awareness and appreciation of the form

and language of literature. Too many students plod through years of

literary study without developing anything but a pseudo-sophisticated know-

ledge about literature. The opportunity to create something even remotely

literary may licit turn the student into an artist, but it should help him to

develop an appreciation of the distinctions between the language and conventions

7.111101141.M.
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of literature and the language and conventions of his own immediate world.

While the project staff does not recommend sudden, wholesale, and

capricious efforts in the direction of unstructured writing, they do see

the value of occasional assignments in the area known as creative writing.

Parenthetically, a significant proportion (61 percent) of younger teachers

(i.e.. those with fewer than five years' experience) feel Chat all

students should occasionally be expected to wrice stories or poems. A

substantially smaller proportion (42 percent) of teachers favor such

writing experiences. Whether the note of protest against creative writing

and the emphasis on expository themes by committees of the NOTE and the

CEGB Commission on English has changed a previously distorted pattern, or

whether such writing has never been overly emphasized in the better

schools of the country, the National Study reveals no need for a radical

shift in the kinds of writing being asked of students inmost of the

cooperating high schools.

Continuity and Sequence

As suggested above, most of the instructional time and attention

devoted to composition entails an analysis (whether it is superficial or

comprehensive) of the finished product. With few exceptions, any con-

certed efforts of English departments nave been directed to setting

standards for grading or for establishing requirements for student writing

in terms of numbers of words or assignments. Although courses of study

proclaim worthy enough objectives relating to "improving abilities" or

"increasing writing skills," the project staff fume .:Auly insufficient

thought and effort given to hqa a student's writing ability can be

improved. As a result school programs often reflzct a lack of focus on
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the processprocess or sequence of writing in favor of the product of writing

and many programs need internal coherence to bring together their diverse

parts. In most programs, the writing experiences of students suffer from

one or both of two serious faults: redundancy and fragmentation. Students

are therefore inclined to view'the program in composition as a disconnected

series of activities without sequence or continuity, and they can scarcely be

charged with laxity or backsliding if they appear to write on the same

subjects in the same way that was successful for them two years previously.

If growth or improvement are what are wanted from students, means to those

ends should be built into the program.

One method of encouraging continuity and progression open to every

teacher is the use of cumulative folders or notebooks to contain all of the

consequential pieces that a student writes. This procedure had been in

use in many of the cooperating schools, and teachers were generally in

favor of the practice, since it gave them an opportunity to observe student

progress over a considerable period of time. Some departments had gone even

further to the point that selected pieces of writing were preserved over a

three or four year period,giving teachers (and students too) evidence of

improvement and continuity over a much longer period. In either case, the

availability of a number of efforts enhanced the value of student-teacher

conferences on whatever basis they could be arranged. Although this device

can give an important perspective on the relative growth of individual

students, it is at best a round-about method of insuring sequence and

continuity within a school's composite writing program.

Perhaps as a result of the currently popular theory of the spiral

curriculum, a number of schools have written new courses of study, frequently

called "sequential guides" to composition. Inherent in the design of these

CZ_
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programs is the principle that the important skills of writing are

developed incrementally. This does not imply that the ninth-grade

students learn all there is to know about constructing sentences; tenth-

grade students the paragraph; the juniors a multiparagraph composition.

The guides emphasize more than ,differences of length and subject.

Typically, they will provide for from twenty to fifty writing experiences

for each grade level, from which some twelve to twenty will be chosen by

the individual teacher, depending on the needs and capabilities of the

class. At all levels students are required to write narration, descrip-

tion, exposition,and argumentation. At the ninth grade, there- is likely

to be a greater emphasis on narration and description; at the twelfth

there is a noticeable shift to more complex forms of exposition and more

subtle kinds of argumentation. Many writing assignments are clearly

related to the literature taught at particular grade levels, and at

times students are asked to emulate the style of an author--to write

"in the manner of" John Buchan or E. B. White, for example, while develop-

ing a personal essay. Sequential composition guides differ to the extent

they include other apparatus: standards for grading; a style sheet for

students; a glossary of technical terms. Some contain explicit directions

to teachers and list a series of questions giving direction to the class

discussion preceding the writing experience: others depend on the teacher

and the general context of each course to motivate the sequential assign-

ments. With the shortcomings of composition textbooks as noted above, it

is important that high school departments focus on this essential area and

determine what principles are to be taught in what order. Simply to

determine how many compositions should be required of each grade level begs

all of the critical questions with respect to learning how to write

better.
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The Term Paper

The high school "research" paper or term paper is a fairly well

entrenched requirement of many programs of Enaliah. Some 71.7. percent of the

teachers in the Study schools support such a requirement once in each

student's high school career.
7

Although there is no discernible pattern

for such papers, ranging as they do among subjects in literature, history,

politics, science and everyday affairs, and varying in depth and scope, the

tradition is somehow maintained that college bound students should be sub-

mitted to the process of gathering 'information, taking notes, and preparing

a long paper anywhere from five to fifty pages long. For some time, the

value of this process has been questioned by many high school teachers and

college English instructors on the grounds that such writing is frequently

a waste of timetime that might more profitably be spent on other aspects

of composition or on the study of literature and language. Such writing,

it is claimed, is in no sense research, and more often than not results in

virtual dishonesty when students plagiarize source material. The critics

point out that instruction in writing the long paper not only breeds dis-

honesty but superficiality: teachers are prone to emphasize the mechanical

aspects; of taking notes, preparing footnotes and bibliographies to t1.e

exclusion of processes of thought of logical development; subjects are

unrelated to any other aspects of English, often turning co the trivial or

transitory; few high schools have libraries that are adequate to the demands

of research.

These arguments are countered by individuals who believe in the merits

7
See the discussion of "Attitudes Toward the Teaching of English" in

Chapter XI.
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of such aasignments. Many teachers feel that it is profitable for a

student to pursue a subject in depth and to sustain his best writing

efforts in an extended paper. In the process, it is assumed that he will

learn much about the library and about using source material. Furthermore,

the term paper advocates state that other academic departments expect

'4""=1.-'4; 4UU urocedure for the writing of a lotlg
u." -

source paper and their colleagues regard the English class as the appro-

priate place for such instruction. Supporters also claim that former

students return from college to tell them how useful. this instruction has

been in their beginning college course, to some extent refuting the

frequently made criticism that college departments of English do not expect

freshmen to be knowledgeable about term papers, and, in fact, would prefer

that incoming students be taught other thl..gs instead.

In any case, the long source paper is still a major effort in many

high school English programs. To some students and teachers, the work is

so prestigious that the product has been labeled the "senior thesis,"

suggesting a considerable aping of a legitimate college practice and

probably a degree of veneration found rarely in other pursuits within the

whole content of English. College English departments or spokesmen of the

profession to the contrary, some 72 percent of all teachers queried feel

that all college bound students should be expected to write a term paper

(or a research paper) before high school graduation. Rather surprisingly,

it is the group of experienced teachers who are more prone to question its

educational validity, only 65 percent approving as against 76 percent of

the teachers with fewer than six years of experience.

The most profitable means of rtsolving this dilemma is to enquire to

what extent the research paper requirement helps students to become more

able writers in tive whole scheme of individual composition programs. Only

0 ,
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from this perspective can individual teachers and departments satisfactorily

determine whether their efforts at instruction as well as their students'

long labors offer an efficient vehicle for writing improvement.

Such a perspective, of course, was not available to the members of

the National Study because of its very nature. However, from he fragmentary

and 1422141-ad ^Ilearetit-ion of this aspect of the writing program, 4 aumber oi

inferences can be made about the general practice of requiring long source

papers of high school students.

Individually, many observers read some long papers that would suggest

the manifest worth of such assignments. Selected samples showed that a

number of high school students are capable of writing sustained, coherent

and comprehensive papers of some length. The difficult thing to assess,

because of limited observation, is the pasts?. that enabled some students

to progress so far. However, it is fair to say that the best efforts did

not simply happen spontaneously, but resulted from related practice and

instruction. Before a long and ,rigorous writing assignment was thrust upon

them as seniors, they had been asked to write themes of varying lengths

and kinds throughout their entire high school careers. Quite obviously the

best efforts were produced by students who had dealt with source material

before, students who had some experience in organizing their own ideas and

sustaining a level of discourse for more than a paragraph or two. In

contrast to the better samples, of course, vete many others that suffered

from all of the ills of bad writing and dislonest thinking imaginable but

compounded in these respects because of the demand for length. Unless the

:Long paper evolves from other written assignments over a period of years,

and unless the subject matter, of these efforts hag some relationship to

English (or else has some immediacy te related disciplines), observes feel

that the instructional time might better be spent on other writing. The

:,-sessseeils
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crash programs which they occasionally witnessed, where students were thrown

into the school library to fend for themselves but somehow produce twenty

pages of prose in two weeks are not worthwhile educational pursuits: nor

is mere instruction on the formal aspects of note-takings footroting and

manuscript form Lei se. Unless the whole enterprise grows from roots

which have .beady been no by other work in ElriLiAli, there is =re

to be believed from the _critics than from the supporters of long source

papers. To consider instruction on the long paper as a necessary end in

itself, as a service function to other high school departments, or to assumed

college requirements, maies the task unrewarding and the principle unsound.

Whether or not an English department elects to make the term paper a

structural part of its composition program, some consideration must be given

to the problems dealing with source material. Information, opinion, and

ideas are available to students in greater abundance than ever before.

Collections of critical materials expand in school libraries; casebooks

and paperback editions of literary works with more editorial apparatus are

on the market and in the classrooms.

Serious students can find a ready supply of source materials every-

where from the public library to the corner drugstore, and there is reason

to believe that this plethora of material wil% increase in time to came.

The task, as always, is to teach students to read, weigh and use source

material discretely and purposefully; but there is a new imperative because

of the availability of these sources.

In addition to the increased variety of secondary (as well as primary)

sources available to students ant teachers is the new emphasis on individual

instruction. Individualized programs Imply that students will be called

upon to depart from a single text to use a number of sources in the

pursuit of ideas and of their own growth in eau ideas from these sources.

IOMP177"""""
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As the movement towards individualized programa of English expands,

instruction and practice in the appropriate use of these other materials

becomes a necessity. In all probability such exercises in using source

material will have to be introduced during the first years of high school

so as to prepare students for independent study later on.

haproaches to Writing

In as small number of participating schools, the practice of school-

wide "composition days' has been established, allaling for infrequent

but planned occasions when all students write compositions of specified

length and type. Teams of readers assess the strengths and limitations

of all of these efforts, lending ah objective measure to pupil improvement

and a positive touchstone to the whole tenor of writing throughout the

program. The mist worthwhile by-product of this enterprise is that it

focuses attention, on this important component of English and, in spite of

the mechanical aspects, it mo-ivates students to imprcve their work. Too

often, from the observation of visitors to schools, English departments

are willing to relinquish the act of writing on final examinatLons in favor

of the more easily corrected objective questions. Whether or not these

tests are a valid measure of other aspects of the English program, they

cannot measure a student's composing ability nor do they help to increase

his concern for improvement. Such a device as the school-wide "composition

day" can mitigate some of these shortcomings of the final objective test

in English.

One other procedure that appears to be promising to the teaching of

co...asition is the pupil-teanher conference. In department interviews,

teachers concede that a systematic discussion with individual students

regarding their writing would be a beneficial practice. They also point

440.0,10
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to heavy loads of classes, obligations to police corridors or locker

rooms and demands of "extracurricular" assignments that curtail after

school conferences. At one school two additional English teachers were

named as "composition teachers," whose sole function was to teach students

singly (or in pairs) in frequent tutorial sessions. In addition to their

regular English classes: the majority of students in two gradA levels were

assigned to one or the other of these teachers on the basis of one nnnfor....

ence a week over the entire year. Administrators and teachers at this

school are convinced enough of the worth of this program that it has

continued beyond the experimental phase. Other schools that had reduced

the load of English teachers to four classes per day had encouraged the

use of conferences. In view of the value placed on these face to face

encounters over writing and the failure of the more traditionE.l round of

paper correctir-, revision and review, teachers might well look more

closely at methods to institute conferences on a more frequent basis than

can be observsd at present, even at the expense of other class activities.

To be effective, of course, it is incumbent upon teachers to reccgnize

that techniques different from those that are used in teaching a class are

open to them in tutorial sessions. A conference presents an opportunity

for the teacher to reach even the most reluctant writer anq to came to

grips with more salient problems than mere correctness.

Observers saw numrous occasions when sets of papers were returned to

students during the class session, but they were struck by the very few times

that teachers took advantage of these occasions to teach some facet of

writing. Some teachers had prepared lists of "common errors" that were

written on the board or reprodt'ced for class corm:tioa, but very few

took the time to reproduce or analyze an entire pc.lagraph or theme in this
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fashion. Significantly, even fewer teachers used opaque or overhee3;

projectors to facilitate a common study of the larger aspects of composition--

of organization, logic and development--those very elements which cia!,:md

high priorities on their questionnaires. In the judgment of obser.,
such direct instruction can fill in a much needed void in the whole F,.1cs%I.

of the teaching of writing as practiced in the schools. Another pot,,ntial

source of practical instruction that appears to be little used is the

practice of having students read each other's papers. At the least, sue

a device can lead to superficial improvements in usage cnd mechanics; at

best it contributes to an overall improvement of style. Students with a

clear notion of an audience and a more immediate sense of purpose vill

write with a clarity and conviction that are usually lacking when they are

asked simply to write.

A number of programs throughout the country are making use c clde1R

to help students achieve a better sense of direction and form in they

writing. Particularly those schools with sequential programs have employee

literary models (and occasionally student efforts) to suggest patterns tiLzt

students can emulate. There are, of course, built in hazards to this

procedure. Students will ape the originals too closely or will consider

the models too far removed from their own abilities. However, the judi,7.ious

use of models is a positive and valuable device in teaching students to

write better. A student is influenced by reading anyway, although the

influence is felt less consciously than when he is asked to write a

paragraph or a longer ?iece "in the fashion of" another writer. In this

same regard, it can prove to be a valuable experience when teachers them-

selves write an assignment that they have given to a class and then use

the model for demonstration. Obviously discretion must also be observed in

.01.,,
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following this practice. As an added dividend, teachers following this

procedure, are made aware of some of the problems and pitfalls in writing

that they are prone to overlook when they merel., correct the errors of

others.

Summary

The National Study of High School English Programs is more nearly a

survey than a closely controlled research project. Questionnaires, inter-

views, and check lists were designed to reveal the main characteristics of

English programs and not to measure qualitative differences. Nevertheless,

the individual and collective judgments of experienced professionals (most

of them professors of English and education) who visited the 158 schools

have beer a discrete but effective adjunct to the Study. It is from a

consensus of these reports that recommendations are offered: from the

judgments of professional people who have become informed of the nature

and condition of high school English teaching, aot only from the oblique

view from the cortege, but from the direct knowledge of many classroom

observations.

Needless to say, there are many qualitative differences among the

composition programs. Some committed departments are involved in

continuous efforts to improve instruction in writing by a number of

methods, whereas others make no concerted effort to make cohesive, school-

wide pre ams, allowing individual teachers their own frequently haphazard

approaches. Optimistically, from the reports of observers indicating

general strengths, good programs in composition were cited fifty times,

making this component the runner-up to "teaching staff" in frequency of

comment (Table 36). On the other hand, inadequate programs in composition

were cited forty-one times, ranking seventh la general weaknesses of

English programs (Table 37).
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When teachers were asked to indicate on questionnaires the aspect of

English in which they felt most deficient, composition outranked all others

(including literature, language, reading and speech) by a considerable

margin. One reason for tb4s deficiency is that few teachers have had

specific work in writing beyond the ubiquitous freshman year requirement.

However, approximately 25 percent of the teachers surveyed reported that

they had taken a course in advanced composition since they began teaching,

and a solid 82 percent revealed that such a college course would be of

ftsome II

or "great" importance to them. These figures suggest commitment and

a professional need that is not always met. Until fairly recently, teachers

were hart' pressed to find colleges and universities that offered courses in

advanced composition or rhetoric that would be appropriate to their level of

experience and maturity. One can hardly expect professionals of some years'

standing to enroll in sophomore level courses even if they could.

AgAL- there is a note of optimism heard from the newly instituted fl)EA

Institutes, many of which offer a composition component or, failing that,

oblique instruction in the teaching of writing by way uf :-lhe workshop portions.

Furthermore, changing requirements of teacher preparation by universities

and state departments specifically include more course work in writing and

colleges have noticeably added new writing courses to their offerings.

In spite of the evidence from teachers and students (and the papers

themselves) that there is much writing activity going on in most English

classes, classroom observation reveals that there is very little effort

directed to instruction in writing. For one reason or another, teachers

depend heavily on the process of correction and revision to improve student

writing. Skillful teachers with enough time to make the process significant

and enough patience to complete the cycle through revision are able to

11.6.11M.Inee11=t 110.1111.4
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promote student achievement, not only with respect to mechanical "correct-

ness" but to rhetorical. power and stylistic flavor,. Where the conditions

of skill and time are not present, however, instruction through correction

is extremely limited.

While teachers are generally conscientious in assigning and grading

many sets of papers there is a clear lack of consistent and progressive

instruction in writing. Alter observing a large number of high school

English classes, one can easily get the impression that compositions are

often assigned in lieu of any ordered classroom instruction, as though

mere practice were all that was needed. The project staff is convinced

that the quality of the writing assignments, the care taken by the teacher

in correcting the paper, and the continuing dialogue between writer and

reader are of greater importance than frequency of writing. Moreover,

unless these qualities are an integral part of the writing program, it is

distinctly possible that frequent, but ro:tinized writing assignments

inspire little more than trivial efforts that cannot promote growth in

writing ability.

To add confusion to neglect, teachers are in no clear agreement about

methods and prior ties in teaching students to write. The responses of

students and teachers to a check list of concepts which might be taught

at various levels (Instrument No. 8) indicates clearly that concepts

related to rhetoric and composition are only inconsistently presented;

some are overtaught; some are not taught at all (Table 42). Although a

good deal of research has been undertaken on the teaching of writing,

most of it seems tangential to the in problems of classroom teachers

and few of the findings are easily translatable to classroom technique.

Indeed, some research appears superficially to be in conflict with the

IN.1011r 7701..
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claims of other research. As indicated in the Braddock report,
8

there

is a manifest need for more controlled research in a number of basic

areas related to the teaching of uomposition.

Confusion about confli''ttng ideas and ignorance of research, however,

are sametimes forwarded as easy rationalization. A little knowledge (and

imagination too) can be useful as well as dangerous. We cannot wait in

expectation of the seminal study on the teaching of writing; we can

combine knowledge, experience and intuition to develop meaningful programs

of writing in the high school, To take the position has some individual

teachers have) that writing "cannot be taught," or that the process is too

mysteriOus for words, or that it has no more sequence and content than a

bag of tricks, is strangely inconsistent with the general pattern of

educational philosophy in our time.

8
Richard Brmddock, et al, 22,.. cit. See especially Chapter III,

"The State of Knowledge about Composition," pp. 29-53.
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Of the three major components of English, language is clearly the least

well taueht in the schools visited in thc' Rtnt417,, TrirlacA, 5' little attOntiOn

is directed to the English language in many programs, that what does repre-

sent language teaching seems largely unplanned. Virtually all data secured

from project staff members, teachers, and students substantiate this overall

observation.

Programs in language were seldom cited as special strengths in

culmulative reports from observers. Among the twelve most frequently reported

strengths were programs in composition, No. 2; literature, No. 5.5; reading,

No.:9; aua i,.,gin speech and oral programs, No. 12 (Chapter III, Table 36). In

contrast, programs in language wGsc .czti.uned fifth most frequently as an

overall weakness by the observers (Chapter III, Table 37), more often than

either the teaching of composition or the teaching of literature. Only

concern for general administrative problems and supervisory planning seemed

to observers to be a more glaring weakness; i.e., inadequate departmental

leadership, inadequate provision for slow learners, lack of general sequence

and integration, and unreasonable teaching loads.

Nor do teachers of students appear co regard the programs in language

as particular strengths. In personal interviews, few of the 438 teachers
war

mentioned the teaching of language as a strength, although many pointed

proudly to work in literature or compositioa (Chapter III, Table 50).

Moreover, these same teachers, when asked to suggest possible changes in the

English curriculum, frequently mentioned changes urgently needed in progPams

for the teaching of language (Chapter III, Table 51). Students, too,
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recommended changes in this aspect of the program, though revealing at the

same time uncertainty and differences of opinion in regard to possible

modifications. Of 2,317 twelfth-grade college preparatory students

completing the questionnaire, 226 called for more or at least improved

language instruction, and 130 asked for less. Moreover, only 17 of the

99 advanced twelfth-grade classes interviewed by the proJect staff indicated

that their instruction in language had been particularly beneficial,

whereas 60 classes mentioned the value of literary study and 39 classes

mentioned composition (Chapter III, Table 55).

The Confused Situation in Language

One reason for the apparent inadequacy of programs may be that so

little time is devoted to actual study of language. In the 1,609 classes

visited by the project staff, only 4,386 minutes or 13.5 percent of the

teaching time emphasized language. The relative emphasis dropped from

21.5 percent in Grade 10, where one-third more time is devoted to language

study then to composition, to only 8.4 percent in Grade 12, about half of

the emphasis give; to composition. The relative emphasis on language study

in classes for terminal or am-college students is slightly higher (19.9

percent) than in classes in general. rven for these students, however,

the emphasis is not quite half of what is apportioned to the teaching of

literature (Chr-ter III, Tables 38, 39, 40).

The overwhelming majority of teachers in these schools view the

fundamental concern of English instruction to be literature and composition.

The study of language, reading, and speech--to mention only three other

aspects--are considered as largely supporting study. The data presented

in Table 73 make this attitude clear, as some 1,331 teachers indicate

overwhelmingly on a questionnaire that language study at best receives

Y%
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third priority attention and, in same schools and classrooms, may even

receive less attention than does the teaching of reading and speech.

Table 73

Aspects of English Ranked in Importance of
Emphasis by Teachers of English

(n = 1,331 teachers)

Rank Order First Second Third
Percentage Priority in Priority in Priority in
Responding Instruction Instruction Instruction

1 Literature Composition Reading
(36 percent)

woc

(33 percent) (15 percent)

2 Composition Literature Language
(41 percent) (29 percent) (9 percent)

3 Language Speech Literature
(32 percent) (16 percent) (14 percent)

..SWINNA.Nwsenr.
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The most dramatic evidence of the confusion in language instruction

was obtained through the concept check list (Chapter III, Table 42).

Administered separately to department chairmen and to Twelfth -grade classes,

the check list proved less helpful in revealing common agreements about

inclusion, exclusion, and sequence than in distinguishing between those

conceptually-based topics which are widely taught and those which are not.

Results make clear, for example, that however programs in literature may

vary from place to place, more than 90 percent of all schools do teach

certain basic concepts associated with literature study--metaphor, imagery,

blank verse, satire, epic, etc. The extent of the agreement is notable.

Equally revealing is the comparative absence of agreement over concepts

associated with the study of language. According to students, any direct

consideration of levels of abstractL,n is unknown in 70 percent of the

schools; determiners are not mentioned in 91 percent; among other language

concepts not introduced in a high percentage of schools are slanting
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(43.5 percent), argumentation (35 percent), jargon (16 percent), nominative

absolutes (43.5 percent), consistency of diction (38 percent), euphemism

(36.5 percent), sentence patterns (38 percent). Department zhairmen more

frequently report the teaching of these concepts than do students; aven

the chairmen, however, are aware that language concepts are less regularly

emphasized than those involved in literary study. Indeed, the impressive

finding is less the exact percentage than the sharp discrepancy revealed

between attention to literary concepts and to those associated with language.

The confusion in current programs is mirrored in the attitudes of

teachers. In both formal and informal interviews of individuals and

departments, teachers expressed concern about changing developments in

English language instruction. Many felt inadequately prepared in this area

and expressed hope that summer school, institutes, or extension courses

would soon be available to clarify their understandings. Indeed, when asked

to specify areas of need in continuing education, some 71 percent 4.ndicated

considerable interest in advanced study of structural or generative grammar,

making such aavanced study the eighth most frequently requested offering.

An additional 66 percent expressed some interest in studying the history of

the language (Chapter II, Table 18). More than a few, of course, also

expressed the usual dissatisfaction with current trends in language study,

rationalized the "do nothing" attitudes in their schools on the grounds that

"Teachers must wait until the linguists agree" or "We are waiting for a

textbook that will really explain modern grammar to stud, 1." For such

"teacher proof" textbooks, the schools will wait a lien _ung time indeed.

One disawinting discovery was the absence of attention to the linguistic

aspects of literary study. In view of the strong emphasis on literature

in many of these programs, a greater concern with the language of litera-

turewith the choice of words to express key images, with the texture of
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language, with rhetorical and expressive featuresmight be expected. Orly

an occasional teacher seemed to concern himself with such matters, however,

perhaps because only an occasional teacher concerned himself with the

processes of close reading. As linguists increasingly apply their insights

into language to the study of literature, secondary teachers will netesserily

need to consider classroom applications. Moreover, the study of the

language of literature offers an important :firidge between the literary and

linguistic components of the English program.

In no area of language is confusion greater, standards more variable,

and differences more apparent than in the teaching of usage. No statement

on the issues questionnaire elicited such disparate responses as the

following: "Because language patterns vary constantly according to use, it

is unrealistic to insist on a single standard of usage among students." Of

the 1,481 teachers polled, some 42 percent. agreed, 43 percept disagreed,

and 15 percent were undecided. Teachers with sixteen or more years of

teaching experience agreed much more extensively (47 percent) than did

teachers vIlth five or fewer years of experience (38 percent). Iaasmuth as

the younge., teachers are more likely to have completed college courses in

modern grammar and usage, thei tendency to be less supportive than

experienced teachers of the point of -iew expressed in the statement is

surprising. Presumably Ivsginning teachers should acquire in any formal

study of modern grammar and usage some understanding of geographical and

social variations in usage and of the complexity, yet the necessity, of

identifying szwis appropriate, yet flexible, standard of usage for

instructional puvposJs. Stiles., experienced teachers, many of whom had not

completed formal courses in language, tend to be more sophisticated in

their views. As this finding is `viewed in r6lation to the study of teaches

1.........-'1.11; ;ONO, ,..
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evaluation of composition (See Chapter V), it seems possible to advance the

hypotheses that some teachers, especially the more experienced, tend to

stress overall effectiveness in communication rather than grammatical

accuracy. Insistence on a single standard may seem to them. a futile cause.

These teachers tend in their instruction to stress apparently mere basic

aspects of language and composition--content, logic, development -- rather

than more easily criticized but less important errors in mechanics and

usage.

The directors of the Study do not quarrel with this point of view.

Indeed, like most observers, they applaud the efforts of strong teachers in

the stronger programs to stress effectiveness in communication. They do

not believe, however, that such emphasis is not possible in programs which

also provide for an intelligent sequence of study in the English 1.nguage.

The discovery that a majority of English teachers is confused about the

nature and study of the English language is not a new revelation; for at

least a decade articles and putlications have directed attention to this

coni-
41,41 lb/ What is surprising is the discovery that in these selected high

school programs, so little is presently being dote to alleviate the

confusion. According to linguists and specialists in language, a well-

designed school program in the English language will contain, in addition

to the study of grammar and usage, some attention to dialect study,

lexicography, the history of the language, semantics, and perhaps

phoology. Yet such a broad conception of language study has yet to

permeate the thinking of any but a very few teachers. The majority still

confuse the stuck,' of grammar and usage, talk about "functional grammar,"

4.11111001.11111110.

1See, for example, the two reports of the Committee on National
Interest, 92. cit.
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by which they ordinaeLly mean an "error-based" approach to assigning drills

based on student papers, and provide instruction in the most haphazard way.

To judge by the data collected in this Study, the nation's specialists on

the teaching of the English language have yet to persuade teachers in these

secondary schools that the study of the language is more than a minor adjunct

to the total program in English.

Reyes: Programs

The discouraging findings reported here are not intended to suggest

that specialists on the teaching of language have had little effect on the

teaching of English. Quite clearly two decades of empirical research

revealing that traditional schoolroom grammar contributes little to the

improvement of student writing has had a substantial influence.
2

Most

department heads and supervisors "know" that grammar does not influence

writing; some even apologize for admitting any grammatical study to the

program, but do so, they claim. because of reported "demands from parents

and students," "pressures from college," or insistence by teachers that

young people learn "terminology" so that they can later read teacher

corrections on their compositions. Few teachers interviewed in these

schools accept the modern linguists' justification of the study of the

English language "as a humanistic study in its own right";
3

teachers may be

too immediately concerned with practical problems of teaching students to

2
Such studies are summarized in Henry C. Meckel, "Research in Grammar,

Composition, and Literature," in Nathaniel Gage (ed.), 2E. cit. Also see
Richard Braddock, et al, 22. cit.

3
See, for example, 7'aul Roberts, "Introduction" to the Roberts English,

Series (New York: Harcourt, Deace, and World, 19Z6); or Owen Thomas' essay
on "Grammar in the Schools" in Thamas, Transformational Grammar and the
Teacher of Endish (New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1963), pp. 205-225;
Harold B. Allen, "The Role of Language in the Curriculum" in Bernard J.
Weiss (ed.), Language, Linguistics, mad School/ Programs (Champaign, Ill.:

National Council of Teachers of English, 1963), pp. 101-10i' .

<
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read, to write, and to speak. Most teachers were aware of present scholarly

stirrings in language,- They do, after all, read the English: journal and

other professional publications with some degree of regularity (See Chapter

II). But what they have read seems largely to have convinced many to drop

any substantial emphasis on formal study of language, rather than to

substitute the s-udy of structural or transformational grammar, for example,

for traditional schoolroom grammar. In short, in the overwhelming majority

of these schools, any formal and systematic study of English has been

largely abandoned in Grades 10, 11, and 12. Little direct attention to

the study of historical, geographical, or social aspects of language has

been introduced, except incidentally in certain language books, many of

which are seldom taught. What remains as language is concern with problems

in syntax and usage emerging from the students' own writing and speech.

Most language lessons viewed by staff members were related in some way to

the writing of students. Teachers note certain widespread errors in the

students' papers and elect to present remedial instruction. Errors in

sentence structure especially are emphasized: parallelism, misplaced and

dangling modifiers, run-together sentences, faulty reference, problems in

agreement. On some occasions teachers present a series of student-written

sentences for correction; on others they would merely review the problem and

then ask students to turn to appropriate sections of the available language

book. Whatever method is actually applied in the classroom, however

pedagogically sound such an approach is to improving tudent writing, the

method, almost universally called "functional grammar," seems more successful

in helping students to analyze the English sentence in certain practical ways,

than in leading him to develop basic understandings about the structure of

English. Clearly it is almost accidental if a student is presented with
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lessons so complete and so ordered that he is able to develop any overall

conception of the basic structure of English.

If "error-based" study oZ certain problems in syntax is one emphasis

in classroom instruction, study of English usage is the other. Often

confused with grammar Ey teachers and students, usage involves the study

of making choices between the various forms of English which are appropriate

on different occasions. In few of the classrooms visited were students

considering the varieties and changes in usage, the differences in social

levels in situation, in geographical region, in methoe3 of communication

which dictate the appropriate form. Rather, instruction more often

concentrates on isolated drill, usually written and intended to establish

the patterns for using a particular usage form. Some teachers rely on

lengthy exercises in workbooks and drill books; others prepare their own

mimeographed drill sheets. On some occasions the drills are related

directly to errors committed on student pagers, much as is the study of

sentence structure; more often the approach is guided by a list of usage

items assigned for instruction and mastery at a particular grade level. In

some schools the overall planning of a language plxgram has focussed or

identification of particular usage forms; punctuation conmentions, and

similar elements to be mastered at particular grade levels. Regrettable,

also, in view of substantial research indicating the contributions of oral

drill and pattern practice to the effectiveness of instruction in usage,

few teachers seem to utilize oral approaches.
4

Silent drills involving

choice of form or completion of blanks is the more usual fare

4
See the discussion of this point in Walter Loban, Margaret Ryan, And

James R. Squire, Teachi Language and Literature (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1961), pp. 558-561.
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The emphasis, then, on largely isolated usage drills and "functional"

grammatical analysis related to the students' own writing is the major

feature of language study in these schools. In retrospect, the decline in

emphasis from the first year of high school to the last (from 21.5 percent

of the time in Grade 10 to 8.4 percent in Grade 12) reflects for the most

^
part a decline in emphasis on English usage. Many schools seem to schedule

a formal review in Grade 10 of all difficult problems in English usage.

A few also do provide for relatively systematic or organized review of

concepts of English grammar presented earlier in the program. However,

concern with sentence structure seems to continue without. Fewer than 20

percent of the ninety-nine twelfth-grade classes of college preparatory

students interviewed by staff members admitted receiving assignments in

anything they recognized as "grammar" during their senior year. The greater

emphasis on language study found in classes for terminal students (almost

20 percent throughout the Study) is a reflection less of serious intellectual

concern with linguistic matters than of greater reliance on drill sheets

and workbook-type exercises dealing with particular items of usage.

Project observers were especially suspicious of the value of such programs

ft.,r terminal students.

The study of language in these schools then involves minimal attention

to the systematic study of grammar and virtually no attention to dialectology,

lexicography, phonology, and the history of the language, all of which are

being recommended by many specialists todey. At almost every point, the

study of language as an instructional responsibility seems less important

to teachers than the teaching of writing, and most instruction in language

is subordinate to the study of composition. Considerable time is devoted

to the study of sentence structure, but less in any organized way than as

the problems which young people encounter in their writing would dictate.

1111...1101rW111,1,111.
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Usage instruction is fregeently based on :,rrors which students make in their

writing and speech, although some schools assign specific items for emphasis

at particular grades. As Miriam Goldstein indicates in her description of

language programs in certain of the better schools, the effect of twenty

years of research in pedagogy and of confused argument about content and

method in grammatical study has bee. to drive English grammar as a formal

organized subject from the curriculum.
5

What English grammar is taught

systematically today, is largely presented in Grades 7 and 8. Some

specialists even believe that any attention to grammar beyond Grade 9 will

result in duplication. Those tenth graders who were interviewed reported

this emphasis on grammatical studies at earlier levels, although the

directors of the Study are in no position to judge whether such emphasis

means either organized study of grammar or drills in usage.

A Special Problem: LanguageB===ooks

The relative absence of formal programs in E-glish Language instruction

and the attempt to relate what language study is presented to the actual

writing of young people may explain the rejection by teachers cf ,resent

language and composition books. For the most part, these books are

prepared in three- or six-year sequences designed for the study of composition

and language. Again and again observers reported seeing large numbers of

such b'*oks in textbook rooms and on claas..00m shelves. In time some began

to raise questions not only about the content of these books but about

their actual use

.11.0111111100
5

Miriam B. Goldstein, The Teaching of Language in Our Schools
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1966).
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In individual interviews, some 370 teachers were questioned concerning

their attitudes toward the language and composition books. An over-

whelming majority, virtually all of the teachers interviewed, admitted that

their school was required to purchase such texts in an attempt to provide

sequence in instruction. More than 70 percent of the teachers admit that

they do nat. like tho language no ...p00P-4on books they are using and do

not use them with any degree of regularity (Chapter VI, Table 72). Work-

books are even less widely supported. Forced by school boards, administra-

tors, supervisors, or a department chairman to bring such textbooks into the

classroom, the teachers simply ignore the books. Moreover, if assigned to

students, the texts usually remain in the student lockers; and if placed

on a classroom bookshelf, they are only infrequently used. Not only did

more than two-thirds of all teachers interviewed reject these books, but

fewer than 10 percent could name another language series which they would

use. Some teachers admit that they would use single copies of books from

several series to suggest exercises for student use, but that they prefer

to teach "grammar and usage" in their own way. As indicated earlier, their

approach generally is to basic instruction on errors in the students'

writing. The inflexible organization of many language books does not make

taitto pOootys=.

WhGn queried about the reasons for requiring a single series of

language and composition texts, many department chairmen stress the need

for continuity and sequence in instruction. Because many schools lack a

clear definition of grammar, usage, and other components of language study- -

indeed lack any controlled curriculum in this area--those responsible for

assuring adequacy of a program ir. .ngl.sh seize upon the single series

adoption as a way of providing sound scope and sequence. Chairmen quite

candidly admit the deficiencies in the books and most were aware of the

,msm
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recent report by Lynch and Evans which demonstrated anew that, whatever the

claims of publishers, most of the language and composition hooks teach the

same content at every grade level.
6

Either because they are not able to

question the decision concerning adoption or because they reason that any

book is better than none at all, most departmental leaders merely perpetuate

long standing tradition by ordering more such texts. In almost none of the

schools were teachers and administrators aware of the fact that the books

ware not widely used. The problem seems particularly serious in those

schools in which funds for purchase of learning materials are so meagre

that classroom book collections, supplementary literature books, and

reference and library books are in short supply. In most schools today the

nation's taxpayers appear to be spending tens of thousands of dollars to

purchase language booka which teachers do not want and do not use, but do

not publicly question.

The rejection of language books may be related directly to the

absence of concern with organized programs for teaching language. Quite

clearly, a well designed grammar, however simplified, may be a useful tool

in assisting the teacher to provide systematic instruction, and many

teachers claim to be waiting for such at introduction to modern grammars.

Material on language history and on social and regional variations of the

language require reading material and study exercises which many teachers

will not be able to supply on their own. Moreover, a consideratle number

of teachers and a recent national conference of department chairmen recom-

mended that English teachers have available in the classroom handbooks on

English grammar and usage for reference use by students./ The fundamental

6
James J. Lynch and Bertrand Evans, loc. cit.

7
Robert J. Lacampagne (ed.), 22. cit., pp. 21-22, 54-58.
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problem in both selection and use of particular books is confusion of means

and ends in language study. The textbook can never be the curriculum,

and only where teachers can agree on common objectives for teaching he

English language can wide decisions be made concerning the classroom use

of materials.

Nhete language books are purchased for a particular purpose, they

appear to be carefully used. In certain schools, admittedly with unique

or experimental programs, two student introductions to modern grammar by

Paul Roberts, Patterns of English and English Sentences, were being care-

fully taught at specified grade levels. Dialects U. S. A., iCTE's book

for students about regional variations in language, was being carefully

read in another school. Two or three programed textbooks seemed to be

used in certain sialations--often in classes of slow students or in twelfth-

grade review groups. Slim volumes providing a series of drills in English

usage were sometimes andy aid; and some teachers described plans to use

the boxed Individualized asiiik, a self-instructional prograu of drill in

English usage. None of these textbooks were widely enough used to suggest

any trend, but it does appear that teachers of English are more likely to

be satisfied by single language books written for particular purposes than

by titles in a comprehensive series which attempt to cover the entire range

of language and composition.

Some Promising New ProgEams

A few schools are introducing specially planned units on the history

and study of language, though such developments are found more frequently

in programs identified as "experimental" than in the basic 116 schools

(See Chapter XIV). However, because a substantial number of department

chairmen and leaders are concerned about the implication of rec(st
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recommendations on language study emerging from studies by th, National

Council of Teachers of English, the Commission on English, and other groups,

several of the new units in language study are described here in detail.

These are not representative, however, but may be harbingers of change.

Schools in one large western city had redesigned their high school

programs for college bound students four years prior to the visit by project

staff members. The pattern for language study prescribed throughout he

district included the study of syntax in Grade 9--presented in Paul Robert's

Patterns of English- -and required that all teachers study the textbook

closely to establish a consistent approach. A four- to six-week unit on

lexicography was planned for Grade 10, involving not only consideration of

the meaning of words but a comparison of three standard student dictionacies.

One unique feature of this program offered an introduction to the history of

the dictionary, and the study of students of selected pages photographed

from Johnsen's 1755 dictionary, the 1889 CenqmiDictionary, and the Oxford

English RiatklIEEE of 1933.

The language unit for Grade 11 was devoted to dialect and iinguistic

geography, and covered such problems as the effect on language usage of

differences in location, education, and occupation. Grade 12 included the

study of a unit on the history of language, taught in relation to the study

of selections from Canterbury Tales. An advanced study of the problems of

correctness and appropriateness in English completed the four-year program.

This program is ,sot unlike many of the experimental programs in the

English language now attracting attention throughout the country, Project

observers, noting both its successful operation and its shortcomings, were

particularly impressed by the commitment of the English teachers to

instruction in structural grammar. Only two cr three of those interviewed
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mentiond reservations about she program; most seemed confident that they

understood the basis: content. This confident attitude seemed to be the

result of an inservice education program, supported financially by an

o'ttside foundation, which included teacher preparation at summer workshops

as well as meetings during the school year. Thus many of the controversies

wh4.:h seem to bent other progKams were not apparent in this one. Still,

at A time when an increasing number of linguists and curriculum specialists

were suggesting that aspects of transformational theory might offer more

help for students than structural grammar, observers expressed some concern

at the "closed" thinking evident throughout the faculty. However successful

the program of continuing education had been in weaning teachers away from

traditional schoolroom grammar and in encouraging them to accept the Roberts'

interpretation of structural grammar, it deemed not to have prepared. many

Zo examine subsequent developments in grammatical study. In some ways,

therefore, it seemed as if the school may have been in danger merely of

substituting one dead order for another.

The classes studying Patterns in English, however, were as dedicated

as the program of studies prescribed. A rigorous adherence to the textbook

was evidenced throughout. To outsiders, the formality of the program and

the lack of teacher resourcefulness
were somewhat disturbing; but not the

desirable attention directed toward key generalizations about the English

language, an intellectual focus too often missing elsewhere.

The units on the dictionary were not taught during the period of

observation. In conversation, however, teachers reported them to be

interesting and successful, particularly with college bound student. Host

teachers had abandoned the intensive study of the nature of dictionaries

with groups of slow learners. At the time of the visit, the school district

;* --^,- ..,,,ON
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was groping for better ways to organize the program for non-collage students.

Least successful of the new language programs were the units for high

school seniors, perhaps because less thought and preparation appeared to

have been directed to them. The English chairman expressed hope that

derartmental or district committees would be able co provide more assistance

than they had been able to provide earlier.

Without question, the language unit. which elicited the most

enthusiastic response frcm teachers and students was the study of the

regional and social varieties of English. Evidence of enthusiasm for

dialect study was apparent on bulletin boards, in student notebooks, in

,,oriversation with teachers. A special series of exercises and classroom

experiences for teaching dialects had been developed by a district committee

and was distributed for teacher use, and the English chairman asserted that

the study proved to be particularly interesting to many of the slower

students in the school.

The four-year language program was especially notable in the emphasis

it placed on aspects of language other than grammar, in its separate language

units which occupied as much class time as six weeks, and in the general

enthusiasm it created among teachers.

A similar sequence had been planned in a small midwestern school.

This sequence emphasized even more than the one described above the direct

study of the growth and development of modern English, presented in

sequentially organized units which concerned basic generalizations about

language. The approach is distinguished in plan from sevcral other such

programs in that the units on grammar tend to be intensive, short, and

narrow in scope. Thus, on many occasions, these brief units are introduced

within larger thematic units or units involving the study of literature.
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Incorporated in the sequence is attention to the use of language and to

mechanics of expression, as well as to intellectual understandings.

Designed f.Jr use in a six-year school, the program provided for concentra-

tion on the grammar of the sentence during the early years and on broader

studies of semantics, rhetoric, communication systems, and history of the

langnaga Anrina tha aaninr high anbrni yaArgs Nnt nn17 wAra aaparato

units planned for the study of sentence patterns and major structures,

but for sentence variety, semantics, analysis of communication systems,

and argumentation. The broad concept of language embracing not only

structure, history, and linguistic geography, but speech, rhetoric, and

semantics as well, seemed commendable to observers. Regrettably, the

excitement of the planners was too seldom duplicated in the classroom.

Project observers questioned at times whether some of the teachers in the

school were sufficiently knowledmable to handle successfully the ambitious

program of studies that had been planned. A. lack of motivation on the part

of both students and teachers seemed to undermine what in essence seemed t^

be an exciting program. Indeed, the attitude of faculty members contrasted

sharply with that noted in the western school described earlier; the

difference no doubt reflecting in part the effect of suetained efforts to

inform teachers about the new language content through inserAce meetings.

In this program the newly developed units on aspect of language appeared

to be successful only when taught by those with special training.

A few other experimental language programs could be mentioned, but all

tend to resemble those described here. The programs are eimilar in certain

characteristics: the study of the grammar of the English sentence tends to

be scheduled early, often in Grades 7 and 8, with little more than review
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hours planned during the senior high. school.
8

The study of language history

tends to cap the sequence in the twelfth grade, perhaps because at this

time students traditionally are concerned with historical studies in other

fields. Studies of dialect and regional and social variation are not only

increasingly introduced into Cracip nr 10, but seem to awaken an unusually

enthusiastic response from young people. The success of most such units

suggests that these offerings will soon become widespread. In addition,

teachers are trying to concern themselves with such matters as lexicography,

semantics, rhetoric, and argumentation and persuasion. Sometimes introduced

as special units, more often related to programs in composition, these

offerings are receiving more varied reactions.

Thus, although the overwhelming majority of programs in this study

have been only indi:actly influenced by modern linguistic scholarship, some

indication of new forces affecting the curriculum becomes apparent in

selected schools. Unlike regular programs which concentrate on structure

and usage in relation to practice in writing, the new programs clearly view

language as possessing a content. This content involves theoretical

considerations about the nature and structure of language itself, about the

history and development of the English language, about the dictionaries

used to record it, and about the dimensions of English which vary with

social and geographical change. Perhaps because many teachers are not yet

sufficiently informed about the varied aspects of language study, new

programs seem at times halting, inadequate, and even confused. But it is
-=1.111111410...1..111111

8
At the Culver Military Academy, John C. Mellon has developed two

one-year courses for Grades 7 and 8 dealing with sentence transformations.
In some ways these books seem to require more time and attention than many
schools are willing to devote to the study of grammar, but they do provide
illustration of a bold attempt by one institution to provide instructional
materials which are not yet commercially available.
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folly to compare the teaching of newly identified content and approaches

introduced by newly educated teachers with programs that have been lodged

in our schools for decades. The important fact is that new ideas lboat

the nature of lenguage are slowly bringing a reconsideration of the place

of language instruction in our total programs.
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CHAPTER VII

THE TEACHING OF READING

The teaching of reading cannot easily be described in a separate

report nomAing 40 mn pert of the English z.uvv.i.v=7n

not only the fundamental skills involved in reading, but also the develop-

ment of attitudes, the provisions for personal reading, the selection of

reading material, and, in its broadest sense, even the program in literature.

In the schools visited, the teaching of reading tended to be viewed by the

majority of English teachers as a special subject foreigi to them--a study

to be identified with special preparation, with separate, colored cards

that have readings on then graduated in difficulty for each student, with

complicated tachistoscopes and controlled readers--materials unfamiliar to

English teachers that can be used only with small classes of students who

have thirty-five to fifty-five minutes of quiet work three Lr four days a

week. Few teachers seemed to relate such activity to the teaching of a

sensitive, accurate response to a piece of written communication, literary

or otherwise.

Department chairmen in the schools of the Study agree, however, that

the fundamental purpose of reading instmction is "to help the student

become a more active and critical reader" (Table 74). The chairmen then

seen to recognize the importance of develo:mmtal reading instruction

which exists not in the remedial programs, but in the total program in

'English, including therefore not only instruction in the basic skills (word

attack, comprehension, speed), but instruction in the reading of literature.

Learning to recognize "varieties of reading and reading assignments" is

ll'o reported to be important, as is helping students to "understand

better what they read in other subjects." These three purposes are far
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more highly regarded by department chairmen than primary emphasis on the

developient of basic skills, helping the student to increase his rate and

comprehension, helping him to enlarge his reading vocabulary, or helping

11him to achieve grade level achievement on reading tests. Indeed, the former

seem the only purposes likely to be achieved in the classes of those

teachers who associate the teaching of reedine with the teaching of

literature, seldom pro riding separate instruction.

Table 74

Ranking of Objectives in Teaching Reading
as Reported by ) epartment Chairmen

(n = 101 reports)

Number of
Chairmen Ranking

Objective #1 #2 #3

To Help the Student Increase His Reading Rate 2 5 7

To Enable the Student to Understand Better What He
Reads in Other Subject Areas 11 8 12

To Help the Student Become a More Critica.. and
Active Reader 54 20 9

To He, p the Student Enlarge His Reading Vocabulary 1 14 20

To Enable the Student tr Recognize the Varieties
of Reading and Reading Assignments 22 27 17

To Enable All Students to Reach Their Appropriate
Grade-level Achievement on Standardized Reading
Tests 3 8 5

But when the English departments were interviewed and asked to comment

on what responsibility they felt they as a department had for the teaching

of reading, only 16 of 112 departments claimed a great responsibility for

the subject, and another 37 departments claimed some responJibility (Table

75). Another 14 departments, however, felt no responsibility, and 33 con-

sidered the teaching of reading to be the ob1:4ation of a special teacher or
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a special program. Observers heard teachers remark, or the one hand, "W

are trained to teach reading," and on the other, teach it every

day, whenever we open our anthology." But those things "always done" are

far too often never really done. Indeed, careful distinctions between the

tonebing nf litornttlra inar ea arrl tha Of StUdente to read" ...rmay W114'f.1

literature were not found project obzlervers to be characteristic of many

classrooms. Even those teacher3 who had taken two or three courses in

reading seemed to complain just as readily as others that they were not

trained to teach reading. It seems that course work, or at least many

courses in reading currently being offered, give no easy answer to the

uncertainty of many high school programs today.

Table r

Responsibility for the Teaching of Reading
Identified by Departments of English

(n = 112 departments)

Rank Responsibility

Number
of

Responses

1 Some Responsibility 37

2 Responsibility of a Special Teacher
or Program 33

3 Great Responsibility 16

4 No Responsibility 14

I No Department Policy 5

6 Slight Responsibility 3

No Asnwer 4

The lack of attention to the developmental skills of reading, even the

skills of reading literature is revealed by the data on the use of'class

timc. Department chairmen claim that only 3 to 4 percent of instructional

. .'
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time in Grade 10 is devoted to reading, and this declines to 2 percent of

instruction Al time in Grade 12. In a school year of thirty-six weeks,

this would allow only from four to seven class hours for the teaching of

developmental reading. The department chairmen had also reported, it will

be recalled, that in their departments, 30 to 45 percent of classroom time

is spent on literature, 22 to 25 percent on composition, and 20 percent on

lenguage, underestimating the attention to literature and overestimating

the efforts in language and composition (Table 41). Of 35,209 minutes of

classroom instruction observed, 1,487 minutes were devoted primarily to

reading. In 1,617 separate classes, primary emphasis was devoted to

teaching reading in only seventy-one classes (4.4 percent), twelve of which

were designated as reading classes, not regular English classes. Alto-

gether, ree,ling received some attention, however minor, in only 10 percent

of the classrooms. These classes were not classes solely for the

advanced: 298 were for college bound students; 682 were for average

students; 187 were for slow learners; and 442 were so heterogeneous as not

to be classifiable. Thus, high school English programs in this Study

devote overwhelming attention to the teaching and study of literature, but

not to the skills involved in reading such literature. The student is

apparently expected to become an "active and critical reader" simply by

reading extensively.

In their summary reports, observers rated the schools on a seven

point scale with respect to the effectiveness and coordination of

instruction in reading carried on either by the department of English or

by a reading specialist. /gore than half of the schools were ranked at the

low end of the scale. Indeed, eighty-five of the 173 rated were assigned to

the two lowest rankings possible, almost as many as the eighty-eight

.1011111,11.0C
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assigned to the first five ratings. In these schools, at least the teaching

of reading in any coordinated way seems yet to be a thin3 of the fatmre.

Table 76

ObqwevArAl Rating of nearmll Prngraime 4n R..A4ng

(n = 173 ratings of 116 programs)

From effective, coordinated
instruction in reading carried
on by the English department
or reading specialist

2

2

23.

3

25

4

20

TO no apparent effort or an
ineffective attempt to
teaching reading as a skill
by English department or
reading specialist

5

20 54

7

31

The findings are especially distressing in view of the fact that

some 50 percent of the schools actually employ reading specialists on their

faculties, usually as members of the departments of English, Apparently the

presence of a staff member interested in reading does not guarantee success

either in organizing special reading classes or in planning a program for

teaching reading in the total English curriculum. Too often observers

reported the special reeding classes to be engaged in something other than

reading instruction; sometimes the teachers themselves were admittedly

untrained or uninterested; all WO frequently the achools and departments

continued to confuse the problems involved in teaching reading to all

students with the problems involved in teaching English to slow learners.

What perhaps started as a noble and needed enterprise degenerated into

little more than routine presentation of mimeographed drill sheets or into

class periods in wIlich all pretense at instruction is abandoned and

students are left free to read individually chosen books on their own.

As Table 77 indicates, project observers also examined evidence that

indicated development of several kinds of reading programs. In only 17
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Table 77

Observers' Assessment of Special Programs in Reading

(n = 95 schools)

Organized
Program
Much in

Some
Evidence of
Attain!) t at

Littie
or No
Evtdprinp

Type of Program Evidence Program of Program

Developmental
Reading Program 16 47 32

Remedial Reading Program 7 51 38

Reading Laboratory for
Individual Study 5 39 51

.1111MINOIMMIIMI

percent of the schools were well organized developmental programs found.

The use of reading laboratory periods, not introduced in half the schools,

were seldom seen in many others. Some work in remedial reading was found

much in evidence in only seven of the ninety-five schools, despite the fact

that half reported employing reading specialists. In these special reading

classes, as in many of the special sections for slow readers, a wide variety

of teaching material was found. More than thirty different drill books and

work books seem used throughout the country, but only the SERA &dim

Laboratory and, to a lesser extent, the Readers' Digest Skill Builders,

appear to be widely used, perhaps because both tend to present the teacher

with a packaged system purporting to be self-instructional (Table 78).

Tachistoscopes, reading pacers, accelerators, and reading films were found

here and there, but the " hardware" seems not to be widely used even by the

rearing specialists. Indeud, in several schools, roams of such unused

"hardware" stand strangely idle while desperate school officials search for

reading teachers who can manipulate these mechanical aide.

Teachers of English individually seem unimpressed by the need of

teaching reading. When 438 teachers of English were asked In private

interviews to identify the strengths of their English programs, fewer than

4.* -:/,^
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Table 76

Materials Used for the Teaching of Reading
as Reported by Department Chairmen

(n = 108

247

Rank
Order

3.

Material

Scientific Research Associates Reading

Number of
Responses

Laboratory 40

2 Readers' Digest Skill Builders 16

4 Reading for Meaning 5

4 Reading for Understanding 5

4 Teen-Age Tales 5

7 Be a Better Reader 3

7 Better Reading 3

7 Practical English 3

Twice mentioned were: Harcourt Brace "Second Track" Series; How to
Become a Better Reader; Basic Reading Skills; Reading Through
Precis; Reading Skills. Amotht.t twenty texts were mentioned once.
Eighteen schools reported they used no reading materials.

1110111111.

eight identified the program in reading (Table 50), although none of them

considered the program as a weakness, nor suggested changes. (Thirty-nine

did mention the literature program in general.) When the teachers on the

individual questionnaire were asked to rank various areas ±n English in

the order of their importance to the success of the English program, only

194 of 1,331 teachers (14.6 percent) ranked the teaching of reading first.

Su Al findings, coupled with the general neglect of reading in these programs,

seems to confirm the suspicion that a conscious effort to teach reading is
a

not considered a significant aspect of the English program 1:7 the average

teacher of English.

Students seem aware of the reading progriam in about the same

proportion as that of teachers. In interviews with 99 cla'ses of twelfth-
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grade students, 8 separate class groups identified learned reading skills

as a forte. However, individual questionnaires filled out by these same

students, 197 of 2,317 students said they wanted a better reading program,

the fourth most iseguerIty. requested champ (Table 56). Some 287 of them

also said they wanted Changes in the 1 i _arntlirea pionornms the second most

mentioned change. Considered together, reading and literature comprised

the greatest category which students wanted changed.

The students and teachers who wish to see greater attention to reading

are not calling for programs in reading that are fraught with the parapher-

nalia of the specialized skills teacher. Reading specialists can provide

important help to individual students and can work with teachers in

several fields, but as high schools are presently organized, a strong

developmental reading program for all students seems likely to come only as

teachers in general English classes are led to see the differences between

reading and the teaching of reading, between literature and the reading of

literature. It is not likely to cone for instance, until the high school

teacher of English is more aware than at present that in teaching Julius

Caesar, he has an obligation to teach students how to read a Shakespearean

play--to prepare them for future reading of other plays, as well as to

teach that particular play. If the teacher is to teach reading as he

teaches literature, the works stulied in the classroom must more often be

considered representative of, critical problems in reading, rather than

considered narrowly as be -ails and end -ails. What special skills are

needed to read a sonnet? To analyze an essay? To comprehend a metaphor?

These are questions which deserve of teachers greater thought and attention.

"The student's development through literature" seems to be the objective

of literary study to which most English teachers subscribe, 'but must not



such development provide for development of the skills of reading and

analyzing mature literary works?

Teachers are certainly sympathetic to the need for close reading and

analytical study, even though few of them engage the 'r students in it. The

theory that critical, enmprphpnclivp analysis may Aafant apps.a^40+.40n is

rejected by some 60 percent of these teachers, according to results on

the issues questionnaire. And 81 percent of the teachers are convinced

that some literature, especially poems and short stories, must be taught

through close textual analysis (See discussion in Chapter III). But if

teachers are so convinced that there is no danger in a close analytical

study destroying a poem's beauty, uhy, eaen, ale oe e= of

teaching observed?

Limited preparation time may militate egainst preparing detailed

lessons for analytical study. Perhaps teachers just do not understand how

to teach students at lower levels to apply modern critical approaches.

Table 18 (Chapter II) indicates that teachers are more interested in the

close study of literature than in any other subject related to their

teaching. Such study inevitably involves th- acquisition of mature reading

skills. Perhaps the solution to the problem is simply to help teachers see

that in high schools the critical study of literature mutt necessarily

involve the teaching of reading, at some times implicitly, but at other

times, explicitly. This at least would be a beginning.

But a sound program of reading must involve instruction in even more

basic skills for all students. The evidence in this Study suggests that in

these schools, at least, departments of English have yet to find sound ways

of incorporating developmental programs in reading within the total English

program and of providing remedial instruction for those children who are

substandard readers.

pet.......Koune~okelmkpaTe.vm4a....f. .,,yr-Noworeln
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CHAPTER VIII

ORGANIZATION AND SUPERVISION OF ENGLISH DEPARTMENTS
AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULUM

Of subscantial importance to the s'iccess of an English program is the

organization of the department as a whole, including the administrative

structure, the physical arrangement, and even the subtle relationships

affected by individual personalities within the department. The overall

plan for supervising instruction seemed clearly part of this total structure,

as did the preparation and use of printed courses of study and syllabi to

guide the department. Indeed, within a short time after observations began,

it became very clear to project staff members that this variable of

departmental organization was of such importance, and that individual schools

reflected such differing structures, that it seemed desirable to arrange

two invitational conferences for department chairmen to explore the problems

and to advance recommendations designed to strengthen English departments

in general. The report of these conferences, ugh School Departments of

5.2211112: Their Qanization, Administration and hall/goal has been made

available to the profess ion through the NCTE, and it also serves as the

major report to the Office of Education, which su' ported the two conferences

under contract with the University of Illinois (Cooperative Research Project

No. F 047). Because of this report and its ready availability, the

discussion here has been somewhat abbreviated; not that the issue of

oz3anizing English departments is less important than other aspects receiving

longer treatment, but that a complete report would be redundant. However,

the report on the entire Study would be incomplete without a summary of

1
Robert J. Lacampagne, (ed.), 22.. cit.
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impressions concerning departmental organization, supervis!.on, and the

use of printed courses of study.

apartmental Organization

That the organization of the department is a necessary ingredient to

a successful English program. is attested to by the many comments by project

observers who cited "Leadership in the Department" forty-nine times, making

this one element third in frequency of comment with respect to "Strengths of

English Departments" (Table 36). Furthermore, ether strengths such as

"Resources Available for Teachind'ard"Climate of Work in the Department,"

which ran fourth and fifth i-espectively, can be viewed as having a direct

relationship both to the quality of leaderahip and the overall organization

in the department. Of as mue) moment, however, is the fact that observers

identified "Inadequate' Department Leadership" as the most frequent weakness

of programs, citing this deficiency sixty-three times in their reports.

Although one still hears an occasional argument against the departmental

system in the high school, there is very clear indication front the observers

of this project that schools having considerable degrees of organization

have superior Engl. h eragrams. From their observation of selected programs,

there would seem to be a decided tendency abroad toward strengthening

departmental lines 'nd increasing departmental autonomy. And this view is

not confined to members of The National jtudy of High School English

Programs. The report of the CEEB Commission on English makes abundantly

clear that English departments must learn to exercise considerably more

enterprise and autonomy than they have at present. G. Melvin Hipps,

writing in The Cleat oa& Ho__ pleads for greater responsibility for the

2
G. Melvin Hipps, "Supervision: A Basic Responsibility of the

Department Head," The Clearing House, XXXIX 1965) 487-91.
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department chairman, particularly in the area of supervision, and a recent

research report from the American Association of School Administrators

indicates that the number of department heads is increasing.
3

In comparison with schools at large, those participating in the

National Study are more highly organized if the degree of responsibility of

the department chairman offers a kind of index. Although there is consider-

able variation among these schools as to the actual responsibility given to

the chairman, the amount of time he is released from teaching to perform

these duties, and the amount of money paid him for administering the depart-

ment, it may be said that in all of these matters the typical chairman in

project schools is given more time, more money, and more responsibility than

is the typical chairman in other schools. As an index of the other variables,

the time that he is released to perform supervisory or curricular duties is

probably most significant. A comparison of "released time" given to

chairmen as found in the project schools and in 241 unselected schools that

responded to a questionnaire designed by Charles RugglPoc for the Nrrm 4Q

shown in Table 79. Extra compensation for chairmen in Study schools

Table 79

Released Periods of Department Chairmen in Study Schools
Compared with Unselected Schools Nationally

Reduced by 1 class

Reduced by 2 classes

Reduced by more than 2 classes

Total with any class reduction

anMillOOMMMMINIMMIImmilMnimOMMINNISMOMIII.Mena

Study Unselected
Schools Schools
(n = 106) (n = 241)

39.1 percent 11 percent

29.7 percent 7 percent

13.3 percent 4 percent

82.1 percent 22 percent

3
"Department Heads in Senior High Schools," ERS Eaortg, 1966,

American Association of School Administrators (January, 1966), p. 2,
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averages 213. It is uederstood that these schools do not match in other

dimensions and that the differences nated offer no absolute distinctions.

However, that these differences do exist points to the reasonable assump-

tion that there is a greater degree of organization in English departments

of participating schools and certainly that the chairman has more authority.

Many departments, however, were led after d fashion by chairmen who

served only in name, who had no official authority except perhaps to order

chalk, pencils and paperclips, or worse, chairmen who were eomissioned to

write the curriculum, speak to the ETA, supervise teachers and take on

clearly administrative burdens without either the time or compensatory pay

to help them do the task. Significantly, many such chairmen who attended

the Cleveland conference for department chairmen were especially supportive

of the recommendations that would have chairmen given released time commen-

surate with the responsibilities of the position. On the other hand, there

were many schools in the project that supported the professional work of

the chairman by recognizing the absolute need for appropriate time and

compensation. In such schools the principal cited the efforts cf these

individuals as they tended to upgrade not only the English program but the

entire academic program of the school. Most department chairmen are

appointed for no specific period, the usual contract reading something to

the effect that he will serve "at the pleasure of the Board of Education,"

but about one-fourth serve for only a year or two, whereupon another teacher

assumes the position. Rarely is he elected by his fellow English teachers,

most often being appointed by the principal. In the very best schools

observed, the department chairmen were given a good deal of responsibility

in the areas of curriculum development, teacher selection and supervision,

110,0.4;.::,...*:11_ .
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and even public relations. Although all of the chairmen observed did not

function in the same way (nor did they come from the same mold), the

professional competency of the most able did appear to follow certain

patterns. The following statement of the role and responsibilities of

English department chairmen was written by the project staff in response

to a consensus established by the participating chairmen at the two invita-

tional conferences alluded to above.

From either a practical or a theoretical point of view,
the single most important reason for appointing an English
department chairman in the secondary school is to improve
instruction. Therefore, consecderations of years in service,
personal friendship, or immediate convenience should give way
to the professional and intellectual competence that the chairman
can bring to the many-faceted role that he must play as department
leader. On the other hand, he must provide vigorous intellectual
leadership pervading the department and other reaches of his
school as well. That he must himself be a teacher of stature who
is willing to demonstrate his ability as opportunities are avail-
able is obvious; but he should also reveal a more than common
knowledge of his subject and extend this knowledge by a con-
tinuing study of English and of research in the teaching of English.
In part, this commitment to his profession can be fostered by
continuous activity in professional organizations; in part, it is
served by his individual efforts to learn and disseminate the
promising ideas to be found in journals, in professional literature,
or in other schools. On the other hard, the department chairman
is responsible for creating a favorable climate for learning by
working with teachers and administrators to give English teachers
t721e to teach. By promoting within the department an atmosphere of
mutual respect (tempered, however, with the opportunity for mutual
criticism), by encouraging the exchange of ideas, and by guarding
against an excess of clerical and administrative impediments, he
will hopefully achieve the necessary climate for effective teaching
and learning

granted then, that the department chairman has the intellectual
vigor, the stamina, and the personal qualities to create such an
atmosphere, what are his responsibilities and duties? Although many
of his functions are difficult to circumscribe precisely, and
although the site and organization of each school is unique, it may
be helpful to think of his responsibilities in four major areas- -
understanding that the categories are frequently arbitrary and that
the particular responsibilities listed under one may carry over to
other categories. These areas are (1) procedural details, (2) super-
vision, appointment, and evaluation of teachers, (3) curriculum
development, and (4) public relations.
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1. PROCEDURAL DETAILS

dmlawSIFI0;.m..%mi

,/gbviously the first area is related to all of the others ard
/

seems, at first, of slight consequence to the chairman's proper
function. Yet ability to set procedure and to handle details is
essential; only if a chairman can manage the routines of office
can he free himself for more important responsibilities. By abdi-
cating a responsibility to draw the departmental budget, he narrows
the effectiveness of his teachers by limiting the books and equip-
ment they might have had. By failing to participate in student
registration sin grouping -orocedures, he puts fetters on the English
curriculum. A resourceful chairman can avoid a complexity of minor
problems by working with his teachers to develop guidelines dealing
with everything from supplying books and films to establishing
criteria for correcting themes. A competent department chairman
employs vision, but also procedure, in planning meaningful depart-
ment meetings and curriculum studies.

2. SUPERVISION, APPOINTAENT, AND EVALUATION OF TEACHERS

If a department chairman is to be responsible for the quality
of English instruction in his school, he must be involved in the
appointment, supervision, and evaluation of English teachers.
Although large school districts must use centralized offices and
personnel specialists to cope with the plight of too few teachers
and too many classrooms, the chairman should still advise in hiring
aew teachers. At best, he is a party to the recrui,:ing and inter-
viewing of prospective teachers before they are employed. As the
one who best knows the needs of his department, he is in a position
to recommend the most qualified replacement or addition. Knowing
the appointee in advance, he can start orientation long before the
opening day of school.

The chairman is likewise in the mos:: favorable position to
know the ihadequacies of other teachers on the English staff and can
therefore counsel them as to the kinds of inservice training which
woulO be most helpful, By the same token, he knows best the unique
strengths of his department members and finds ways to make these
resources available to others. He struggles, for example, to encourage
the creative teacher to experiment with new procedures and new content,
without sacrificing instructicnal goals required for program con-
tinuity. He listens carefully to those who have new ideas to present
and encourages carefel departmental consideration of every new idea,
no matter how unpopular it may initially seem. He can recommend
to local colleges and universities the kinds of courses that would
be especially useful to a group of teachers, or the kinds of work-
shnps or institutes that would benefit an entire department. He can
call to the attention of college or district authorities those teachers
in the department who have unusual talents which could contribute to
workshops or special meetirga. As an agent of liaison within the
school, the chairman also serves as intermediary among his teachers,
the guidance department, and the administration. In this capacity
he eon, for example, help teachers interpret standardized test
scores, win administrative support for a department project, or
suggest that a teacher use one of the aexiliary student services in
handling a unique problem.
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Implicit in this liaison position is the chairman's role in
teacher evaluation. Whether such evaluation means dismissal, tenure,
or an additional salary increment, the teacher has a right to .,expect
that the person who is moat knowledgeable about him, his subject,
and the varieties of teaching methods open to him should judge his
competence. although the school principal can judge in part and,
in larger districts, the subject matter specialist can judge in part,
the department chairman is probably most highly qualified to weigh
all parts. However, if the burden of teaches. evaluation is to be
borne by the chairman, it seems axiomatic that he should have oppor-
tunity and authority for classroom visitationnot once or twice,
and not capriciously--but to the extent that he can render a profes-
sional judgment concerning the effectiveness of e teacher. Such
visitation, of course, demards that he be given the necessary time
for observing classes and for holding conferences with teachers
following each visit. Certainly for new teachers the visit and the
conference supply the best possible method for inservice education
and the consequent improvement of teacher effectiveness. The chair-
man's intimate knowledge of each teacher's strengths, of course,
enables the chairman to write the overall English schechtle, deploying
each teacher to the grade levels and ability groups where he can be
most successful.. It also assists htm in advising teachers about
instructional matters or in supporting those creative teachers who
seek to experiment with new approaches or new content.

In wo7king with teachers in his department, the chairman has
one special obligation to the future of English teaching, the
responsibility of identifying, encouraging, and educating one or
two vigorces. creative young teachers who may someday serve as English
chairmen oa their own. Indeed given the present turnover on nany
school faculties eed the rate at which new schools are being con-
structed, each chairman may seriously accept the obligation to be
preparing at all times at least two potential chairmen, one for his
own school and one for some newly created department elsewhere.

3. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Any effort towards improving the curriculum or developing a
new course of study rests on the assumption that the subject content
or sequence might 'be changed. It is obvious then that a chairman's
primary responsibility in the area of curriculum is the continuing
assessment of its strengths and weaknesses. Such an evaluation suggeets
'iet he know what happens, not only during the three or four years of
high school English, but in the years before and after--in the English
programs of contributing elementary and junior high schools and in
those local colleges and universities where the majority of college-
bound students will go. An understanding of these programs and a
knowledge of new developments in subject matter and method allow the
chairman, in association with his fellow teachers, to make intelli-
gent decisions concerning curriculum change. For the most part,
he asserts an oblique influence on curriculum by working with fellow
teachers in selecting books, in preparing suggestive guides for
teaching particular works of literature, in outlining special approaches
to teaching language or composition. Large scale or districtwide
curriculum renovation would clearly demand not only his talent and
the contribution of many teachers, but the unique knowledge and
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authority of the district supervisor and the assistance of the college
specialist as well.

Besides providing a uteans of articulation between the high schoc.
the college, and the elementary school English programs, the English
department chairman must work closely with chairmen of other subject
are to avoid the problems of repetition or conflicting instruction
and to promote a healthy reinforcement and extension of ideas and
skills.

RRLATTANC

One avenue of school and college articulation already present in
many secondary schools is the practice of using high school classes
as a training ground for future teachers. A capable chairman accepts
the responsibility of placing these interns with helpful and competent
teachers and he also cooperates with the college instructors in
evaluation. There are many bonuses: promising candidates may be
singled out as future staff members; lines of communication between
the school and the college stay open; fresh viewpoints are obtained;
good relationships with the local college are enhanced.

this very area of public relations--or more specifically, public
attitudes toward English and English teaching. An open door policy 1

A decidedly important function of the English chairman is in

11
is not enough. To dispel the common public notion that English is
nothing more than an accumulation of rules regarding spelling and
verbal niceties, the department chairman should interpret the program
to administr Irs, parents, and the public at large. Resolute and
intelligent .uterpretation raises the public image of the teaching
of English and provides a sympathetic background for improvement
of the profession.

But the effective organization of a department depends on more than a

single person. Not every department, moreover, would function at its

best under the conditions described above, necessarily a somewhat idealized

view reflecting the apparent needs of the relatively large public school.

Smaller schools, and to a large extent, independent schools would probably

find the effects of formal efficiency and authority quite unnecessary.

One aspect of department organization that is often overlooked or

underestLmated is the physical matter of space for the department center

or office. Practices differed a great deal and some were obviously

affected by financial considerations that tended to limit the possibility

of having a well equipped center. However, it can be stated unequivocally

2,4 77-",
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that the most farsighted departments and the best programs supported some

kind of department center or office which served as a nucleus for the whole.

Observers felt that the less successful pattern was that of the department

office, generally -mall and housing little more than the chairman himself.

Much more successful were the rooms outfitted as a commons with enough in

the way of desks and materials to accommodate many of the department's

teachers at the same time--a space where they could either relax or work,

or what is more common, a place where teachers could rub elbows and

discuss mutual problems and tentative solutions. Although there was no

good index to be found for the frequency and the quality of professional

conversation that occurs in any given school, it seems clear to the project

staff that the department center arrangement encourages helpful communica-

tion among teachers; the pigeon-hole effect of having teachers dispersed

around the building, each one expected to oversee his assigned area,

creates professional isolation and stagnation. (See description of one

department center in a large-city high school, Chapter XII.) Without

question, the department center does more than bring appropriate supplies

and teaching materials to the instructors; it provides a climate for ideas

that directly affects the teaching process.

Even the most able chairmen working under optimum conditions with

appropriate released time, with clerical help and good physical facilities

were made more efficient and helpful by delegating certain responsibilities

to other members of the department. Thus, some had grade-level chairmen

who functioned with varying degrees of autonomy; others depended on ad hoc

committees to prepare curricular materials or to design year-end tests. In

some of the largest departments, sub-chairmen were named and these individuals

were also given particular responsibilities and released time to carry them

out.

°
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e.,!.;p, vision of Instruction==

Related to dcpartment organization is ter. matter cf supervision of

English teachers and of the entire En3lish program. While it is very clear

that much cogent supervision is accomplished very indirectly, it is also

equally clear that few schools in the Study maintain rigorous policies of

direct supervision and evaluatio- of their English programs. The principals

and the English chairmen of the 116 basic high schools were asked to

iescribe the structure for supervision in English. Less than a fonrth of

the chairmen and only twelve principals indicated that they did not think

supervision was part of their job. But, in thirty-two of these schools,

no one within the school, nor anyone from '..he county or city office super=

vises instruction on a regular basis. Only a third of the department

chairmen (37 percent) said in personal interview that they actually supervised

instruction, and only twenty-five principals indicate that they directly

supervise instruction. Forty-four schools reported little or no super-

vision of instruction by anyone within the school. In only eight schools

did the principal and department chairman both indicate that they supervise

the instructional program and visit their colleagues' classes.

In the eighty-four schools which have organized programs of super-

vision, practice varies considerably. Twenty -four department chairmen

(21 percent) visit classes. Twenty department chairmen (17 percent) hold

conferences with teachers, usually after observing the teacher the class-

room. Only eleven chairmen attempt to evaluate the teacher's method.

Fourteen discuss possible methods either in department meetings or during

individual teacher conferences. Six principals indicated they handle

supervision almost exclusively through department chairmen meetings. Four

said they used meetings with teachers as a supervisory tool, and only

The
J
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three principals said they held curriculum discussions. It may be assumed

that more curriculum discussions are held than indicated here; they are

probably contained in the more general meetings called by the principals.

Significantly, no one -- principal or department chairmanmentioned the use

of common final examinations as a supervisory and evaluative tool.

In some instances, chairmen were required not only to visit classes

and hold conferences with their teachers, but also to file written reports

with the principal. Practice varied a good deal concerning the teachers

who were to be visitedin some cases tenured teachers were exempted, in

others they vere not. Very rarely were tsachers in a department asked to

turn in lesson plans to a department chairman, or apparently to anyone

else, although they were nearly always expected to keep these plans in some

detail so that, among other things, they would be available for a substitute

teacher. Some 44 percent of the principals in the original project schools

indicated by questionnaire response that they supervised instruction

directly by visiting classes; however, in personal interview only 22 percent

revealed that they personally visit classes for purposes of supervision.

It is safe to say that in almost half of the schools there is literally no

direct supervision of the English program, by principals, department

chairmen or supervisors, a condition that must raise some professional

eyebrows, though tt is of no apparent concern to many of the English

departments that have very fine programs. These data may not offer a

completely accurate reflection of the degree to which principals and

chairmen are involved in supervision of the instructional program. The

questions asked in interviews were deliberately open-ended. Principals

and chairmen were seldom asked directly if they visited classrooms. It

seems likely, however, that whenever both principals and chairmen forgot

MON1,11,7, .11.1PM!mrlat.77.43.., - ,
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to mention the devices they used in supervfsing the program, these schools

probably lacked a formal program for such supervision. The evidence seems to

support the conclusion that formal, thorough programs for the supervision and

evaluation of instruction do not exist inmost of the schools visited and that

almost without exception, considerable improvement is possible.

A meaningful portrait of An adequate program fnr the ;siperv4s4etn and

evaluation of the instructional program may be assembled from practices in

several schools observed to hove outstanding supervisory programs in certain

respects. In one school, the program for coordinating the work of the depart-

ment was based on the final examination. A. major part of the end-of-the-year

examination at each grade level was constructed at the departmental level.

Meetings of teachers were called to review areas of emphasis at each grade

level with respect to content to be stressed. Each test was scored by at

lease two other members of the department in addition to the teacher from whose

class the test was taken. The teacher's anonymity was preserved. The depart-

mental discussion serted as a review of purposes and goals. The composite

results for a given grade level provided a useful estimate of the degree to

which the objectives for that level were being met. Since a given teacher

could identify his own tests, he was able to make a direct comparison of his

own success with that of the rest of the department. Virtually all teachers

in the department benefitted from receiving several viewpoints on what and

how to teach.

In another school, the dominant device for evaluation and supervision

was classroom observation. The department chairman observed every teacher

on a regular basis. A written critique, prepared covering a predetermined

set of areas, was used as the basis for individual conferences on the ends and

means of teaching English. The chairman thus met regularly with every teacher
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to discuss instructional problems. Quite often the chairman referred

Leathers to sources outside the school for specific assistance with a

teaching problem, such as to the district supervisor or to the central

professional library.

These descriptions suggest only two partially complete programs of

supervision. In schools cith such programs, supervision is viewed as a

natural, professional approach for maintaining and improving the quality

of the program. It poses no threat to any teacher's security. It is a

common characteristic of schools in which the chairman is selected for the

leadership he can offer.

Many chairmen, regrettably, overlook the potential value of department

head meetings, common final examinations, classroom observations, teacher

conferences, and reviews of lesson plans as methods of evaluating aad

supervising programs. The information on the program derived through such

approaches can be sect red with little difficulty. Almost all high school

English programs contain some kind of comprehensive final examination. To

the extent such an examination has been constructed to measure the student's

progress toward the objectives of the program, it is also a statement about

the individual teacher's success and the success of the department. Many

departments require teachers to submit lesson plans on some regular basis

if for no other reason than to assist a possible substitute teacher. If

these lesson plans are relatively detailed, an occasional review of sample

plans could provide an invaluable insight into content and procedures of

many classes. Department meetings, also, can be devoted to exploring

areas of weakness common to a large segment of the department. Perhaps

the wet expensive, but most effective, approach to supervision is classroom

observation. It is expensive simply because, unless it is organized
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carefully, it provides little constructive criticism of use to the teacher.

When an administrator or supervisor does visit a classroom, too often he

is concerned only with general competence, with whether to "retain" the

teacher, rather than with making a detailed analysis of areas of strength

and weakness. The latter can proVide the basis for a helpful conference

and rPpelatpd rpgnlarly by A trained hairman Ar anporvianr, an vds,,if. 4n

sustained improvement; the former usually leads only to a decision to

retain the teacher or seek a replacement. Certainly classroom supervision

of teaching is used neither widely or well as a method of supervision, but

where it is used, it can have a powerful effect.

Most programs of poor quality visited by project observers lacked any

supervision at all. In such programs, lack of consensus and the lack of

leadership seem to combine bringing about unfortunate consequences--a

fragmented program, duplication of effort, conflicting philosophies and

practices, slavish textbook teaching on the one hand, and freewheeling

methods combined uith questionable content on the other. Such conditions

cry out for knowledgeable and forceful supervision. As indicated repeatedly

in the report of the department conferences of 1964, department chairmen are

in the most advantageous position to help teachers and, as necessary, to

evaluate them. In the opinion of the project staff, there are few schools

that, woad not improve their English programs by the simple expedient of

delegating more authority and more responr.bility to their respective

departineats and department chairmen.

= Imm= =,.=Courses of Study and krarasiailm
Although it can be said that this entire report is a composite

picture of English programs as they currently exist in 158 selected high

schools, it is also appropriate to view the programs as they appear in
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the various curriculum guides or courses of study. On the one hand, such

a perspective wdll show what the schools say they are doing in English;

on the other hand, these findings can be compared with those of other

studies that have been based entirely on an examination of extrinsic course

materials, notably the 1958 report from the U. S. Office of Education.
4

The original 116 high schools, therefore, were asked to send whatever

they would in the way of curriculum guides, courses of study, study guides,

or other materials that would reflect their various courses in English.

A genuinely helpful by-product of this solicitation was that the visitors

usually had some knowledge of a school's English program before the period

of observation. It was thus possible to organize the visit and to conduct

interviews or to arrange observations in a more meaningful ways particularly

where = .hools had innovated in some marked way.

Of the original 116 schools, eighty-five sent enough in the way of

curricular materials to enable the project staff to read and analyze them

in meaningful fashion. As the following statistics reveal, there is

considerable variety in the way schools or districts go about the process

of committing their programs to paper. There is variety in length, in

kind, in "voice" and in the audience assumed by the curriculum makers. The

variation in the apparent purposes of the guides makes it very difficult to

categorize them with great accuracy; the very names suggest different uses

and purposes: course of study, curriculum guide, curricular materials,

resource materials, syllabus, or simply "English." At one extreme can be

found mere topical outlines of the work expected at certain grade levels,

4
Arno Jewett, English Language ATC:s in American Mat Schools,

Bulletin 1958, No. 13 (Washington, D. C.: United States Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, 1959).
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some of them, alas, being little more than textbook tables of contents;
5
at

the other are 3engthy, comprehensive courses of study detailing activities

and questions for an entire four-year sequence.

No doubt the diversity of schools represented in the project sample

helps to account for the great range in the type of guide produced. One

would expect that a multiple-school district would have courses of study

developed for all of its schools in the district and, by the same token,

autonomous schools would produce their own materials, perhaps to augment

a state-prepared syllabus. Of the eighty-five courses of study sent to

the project office or given to observers on the occasion of the visit,

fifty-three were apparently developed in individual schools and twenty-nine

were produced for more widespread use by the city or county school district.

Only three state guides were found in the collection, and these were from

less populous states in the West or South. And although a number of states

having schools represented in the Study have prepared guides and materials,

they were with the exceptions noted, not sent to the project office, one

would assume because they did not particularly reflect the organization and

content of courses in the individual schools.
6

It would appear from these

facts that the curriculum in English is considered to be essentially a

local matter by those in the schools, a responsibility or privilege of

individual schools and districts rather thi;:a a mandate on the state. It is

true, however, that some of the school or district guides alluded to the

state syllabi or the state curriculum bulletins in the context of their own

10.011.0711111111

5
Perhaps it would be more accurate to say that this extreme is repre-

sented by those schools that do not have any written course of study.

6
Arno Jewett, st. cit. Appendix B lists twenty-one states having state

curriculum guides in 1958. Certainly the number would be somewhat higher
in 1963-65.
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courses of study. Also of some influence were state department personnel,

curriculum study centers of Project English, local university consultants

and hationally recognized authorities in English or the teaching of English,

;_lay of whom helped schools or districts to put materials together.

Other quantifiable data from thee enllor.t4nn nf c rr;cu7un guides

bear on the uses to which they are presumably put and on the proportion of

their contents with aspect to particular skills and components of English.

While some of them reflect different course organizations for different

grade levels or ability groups, nearly half of those that concerned

especially with literature were found to reflect a types approach. Twenty-

one of the forty-six were developed according to literary genre; thirteen

according to theme and twelve according to chronology. These findings

are roughly parallel to those of the Jewett report incorporating 285 courses

of study in as broad a geographical range.
7

The reports from department chairmen in response to a direct question

concerning the organization of English courses by grade level also reveals

that the "types" approach is most prevalent at the tenth grade, and the

chronological most in the eleventh and twelfth grades by a considerable

margin (Table 60.. The orientation to genre and then to chronology is

generally born out by the reports of project visitors. Apparently what

began in the thirties wad cited in the Jewett report as the beginning of a

modest trend tarard the development of thematic units in place of traditional

organization by chronoloa two not deveoped as such in the schools comprising

this sample.

Nonetheless, a significant number of the guides (55) contained
48.4.0.01.,M.W.MININIONII.Ale..1

7
Ibid, p. 65.
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teaching units of one kind or another. And the presence of such units

suggests direct application of a guide, that it be used in an active way

by the teachers in the classrooms. This is not to say that all fifty-five

units were organized thematically. Some were highly specific units on

speech or business letters while others had such diverse titles as: Product

of our Pioneer Spirit, We hold These Truths, Fun with Poetry, Return of the

Nye; "Ozymandias," or Macbeth. In general, it is hard to escape the

notion that a unit in the sixties does not alays signify the same thing to the

individuals who prepare curriculum guides. It also seems to be true that

whereas a unit in the thirties or forties meant no specific literature, but

perhaps a complex of ideas somehow related to a general one, a unit has now

come increasingly to be based either on certain skills or on a particular

piece of literature. Certain poems, stories, plays or novels might be

related to, but the single work has often become the core of the unit.

Although this in a tenuous generalization, it Is supported by evidence found

elsewhere in this report on the unusually heavy emphasis on the study of

literature Ease in the English programs. Beyond these unit-oriented

materials, some sixteen courses of study included detailed study guides

for particular works of literature without reference to broader units. These

Characteristics of the guides seem to reflect contemporary concern with the

reading of literary texts in depth more than they reflect the active

emphasis seen by observers in the classroom (Chapter IV). But perhaps one

function of such printed course designs is to direct attention to what

should be.

While there was much evidence within the guides that considerable

attention was given to the matters of grammar, usage, spelling and other

writing mechanics, no careful quantitative analysis along these lines was

made. Generally speaking, as much as half of the total content of the

guides appears to be directed toward such matters, a much higher percentage

,
7 . 6, 0
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of concern in the guides than was reflected in observed classroom teachirg

(See Chapter III).

Like the composition-grammar texts to be found throughout the high

schools, most official courses of study give scant attention to the teaching

of writing. Only about one-fourth (23 percent) of the schools that for-

warded materials to the project office felt it necessary to treat composi-

tion in a special section in their curriculum guides. As noted in

Chapter V, one of the more promising practices found by the visitors was

the approach to teaching writ.Ig in a sequential way by structuring the

kinds of writing to be done. On the other hand, there was concern for the

product of composition as evidenced by the number of evaluation charts,

occasional samples of student writing, lists of "fatal errors, and lists of

correction symbols. Also so-called scope and sequence charts do enumerate in

their fragmentary fashion various kinds of writing experiences expected

from year to year. Only three of the guides explicitly revealed that the

English course was to be divided on a semester basis--one semester for

grammar and composition and the other for literature. In practice, moreover,

only one instance of such a division was found by the observers, and this in

a southern school located in a small town sufficiently removed from major

urban or university centers that the teachers seemed out of contact with

current professional dialogue. Apparently what was once a fairly common

basis for the organization of English has now passed on in favor of a fused

program.

Most courses of study that are developed beyond the embryonic stage

cited goals that are related to a philosophy which is usually to be found

in its early pages. And although these statements might make an interesting

Z,VOZ.10,=. 4001-
. , Air.
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study in themselves, their relevance here is only to the point that they

really influence the overall guide and subsequently an entire English

program. The consensus of the project observers is that these statements

of goals or philosophies have very little or ,no influence on the ,actual

program. (See, for example, the discussion of what teachers say they

believe is important in Chapter Xi.) Nevertheless, it is interesting to

find that when goals are cited, they are usually couched in terms of

behavioral outcomes© ("The responsibility for developing alert and

discriminating listeners should be part of the language program.") As

such; they lend themselves to an orientation toward social or

virtues. ("To bring about an understanding of democratic ideals and to

stimulate a devotion to them";) One course of study dated 1945 even uses

the term "Social English" to encompass the uses of the letter and the

telephone.

Statistically, almost as many (23) of the printed curriculum guides

were based on the quadruped schema of speaking, writing, reading, and

listening as on any other rationale (26). One school system, not one to

leave out anything, found a five point basis of the above four skill areas

plus literature! It is difficult to draw generalizatioas concerning trends

from the many outlines and courses of study reviewed, but it does seem

that the newer, more enlightened guides depend less on making precise

connections to some pat system or on preparing a philosophy with all the

earmarkr of an apology, and more on presenting the alfoject matter of English

as a brosdly-bia.:gd, humanistic study of language, literature and composition.

To be sure, a rational for teaching English and a coming to terms with the

basic components is altogether necessary. And the are many individual

courses that offer a nice balance b tween philosophy and classroom practice.

.0.4WW.t,
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In the opinion of the investigators,however, much of the philosophy

expressed in the varioue forewords and introductions might well be grounded

in more pragmatic terms.
8

More than half of the materials received 045) reflected no kind of

grouping or tracking in the respective English programs, an interesting

point inasmuch as all but a few of the schools in the sample exhibited

various degrees of tracking (See Chapter II). Clearly, mast of the written

courses of study were directed to the average, or somewhat-better-than-

average classes. Although principals and department chairmen are inclined

to point to ability groups as the first means of solving the problems of

individual differences, it is patently clear that most curriculum makers or

English departments have not made efforts to make viable written programs

for terminal students.
9

Twenty-two of the schools have written guides having

some attention to the Lypical students but these are, by and large, directed

tovard the gifted or "advanced placement" students--to those who are generally

already highly motivated. Only eighteen of the eighty-five courses of study

seem to reflect an equal concern for the whole spectrum of high school

students, at least only that number had clearly delineated programs for

two or more groups of students.

8As a clear case of curriculum padding--i.e., finding high-sounding
phrases to justify the writing of such a document, the investigators offer
the following bit of trivia from one of the guides "We recommend that
10th grade teachers encourage daily a love of all reading."

9
The repeated finding that the schools in this Study are doing far

less for "non-college" than for college bound students may partially be a
reflection of the basis for selecting schools. However, investigators
believe that the weaknesses seen in most schools visited reflect: even
more a fundamental, almost shocking neglect in American education today.
Comments on this finding appear throughout the report but especially in
Chapters III, IV, VII, XI, and XI/.

"
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One should not leave the subject of curriculum building--or the

writing of curricular materials -- without noting the extreme variability

in the quality of materials as reflected in the writing itself. After

reading through most of eighty-five courses of study, one gets the impres-

sion that there are some teachers, or department chairmen, or curriculum

^^,..rd4n,t^r. whi, .11.1A tta tnak 4n mAvA primparant handa, Vevrhnpa

the most egregious examples are the natural and unfortunate result of

committee work--thus the amorphous tone and the fragmented nature of the

guide. As a precaution against this committee flavor, it might be helpful

for departments to commission a capable member to do the actual writing

of the document after a consensus of the department has been achieved

regarding its content. For the staff of the National Study is in agreement

with the Commission on English (CEEB) in its view that the responsibility

for creating a "curriculum by consensus" resides only within the department.
10

Anyone reading a sizeable niimber of curriculum guides will be hard

pressed to determine who the intended audience for them might be. As

in tha example above regarding 10th grade teachers, the audience would

appear to be the teachers themselves, apparently the very authors of the

document. Other guides are intended, it would seem, for new teachers only,

or particularly for new teachers. Others (the outline guides reflecting

the language and the format og the textbooks being used, are apparently

written for visiting committees or superintendents since they surely do not

help to give structure or identity to the actual course as it is taught. A

few appear to be constructed with the students as audience, and these

contain a good many admonishments concerning the proper form for writing

10
Commission on English, 202.. cit.
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or speaking than do their eountetparCs. However, observers were generally

impressed with certaie kinds of student handouts--style books, annotated

book lists, background information relating to authors, and individual

study guide for specific works. Most successful were those developed by

individual teachers for specific classes, although these could readily be

InflA4C4all to 421241' "° sAapazim, Moutii courses of study seemed

to be directed to some middle ground between teacher and student--perhaps in

ad attempt to avoid the tone of a directive on the one hand and on the other,

to be es practical as possible for the classes themselves.

Certainly one of the most pressing reasons for prep ring a course of

study is to help new teachers or teachers new to the school. It is

especially important Chat these people be able to see the whole perspective

of the English program to know what and how to teach well , For such new

teachers it is a forbidding task to be expected to read through hundreds of

pages and sometimes many volumes of curricular materials to be able to find

themselves in the total scheme of things. The fact is, few teachers ever

take the time to read these materials through.
11

With few exceptions the materials sent to the project office were of

fairly reeent vintage. The few carried dates of 1950 or 1953, but more

were apparently written ol revised in the later 1950's or even later.

Interestingly, many courses were Tabled TENTATIVE, suggesting that an

evolving and somewhat add program rather than the frozen quality so often

associated with English programs.......
11
In one school system which evidently takes great pride in its

quantities of curricular materials, observers found that teachers not only
did not comply with the courses as written, but that they actively resented
them because they were written by a committee of a different professional
persuasion from a different school.

..,11.-,
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In summary it is clear to the investigators that curriculum efforts

divorced fivom the classroom and the students, however well intentioned

and however ably led by informed and interee:ed consultants are of no

great consequence to the actual process of teaching. New ideas, scholarly

opinion, and classroom expertise are all necessary to develop wholesale

vwet4^., It mist be said, howevet, that the rewards of rime-

consuming, expensi7Ye "curriculum projects" must be found in the doing of

it; the observers are of the opinion that beneficial results of such

projects are not carried over into the classrooms unless the teachers

themselves have had some influence on molding and shaping the final

document.

Quite aside from the matter of teacher involvement in the process of

curriculum making is the problem of curricular change. And unless the

syllabus is open to teacher suggestion and modification, it will surely not

meet the needs of today's classes, let alone tomorrow's.

Both as a practical matter ana as a philosophical position, the

investigators feel that the "evolving curriculum by consensus" as cited by

the Commission on English is a very sound one. In the small number of

schools where such a practice is an ongoing tradition, all teachers feel

free to develop materials and then to share them with their colleagues to

be used, ignored, or modified. Thus a professional dialogue is always to

be found and the level of instruction and learning is advanced, If the

organization of the department makes possible enlightened leadership by

the chairman, if a program of supervision provides teachers with needed

he'p and support, then ways can be found within the school to develop a

design or structure for she Znglish program which can positively affect

classroom teaching.

r
4
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CHAPTER IX

THE SCHOOL LIBRARI AND THE PERSONAL READING OF STUDENTS

One of the fundamental expectations in the Study was that in schools

achieving important results in English, books would be available and accessible

in good quantity in both the classroom and library. The staff hypothesized

that "Literature programs will not be confined to a single anthology, but

there will be evidence of wide reading of many kinds of good books; there

will be evidence of library withdrawals, ample classroom libraries, and

guided individual reading programs. Books will be not only prevalent but

accessible." Members of the project staff therefore expected the extensive

personal reading found to be characteristic of the students, but were not

prepared for the inadequacies in book supply and in classroom and school

library use.

Staff investigators had expected classroom book collections to be much

in evidence, and yet in only three schools were such classroom colle:Aions

so frequently observed as to be rated a 1 on a five-point scale. Much more

frequent were the low categories 4 and 5, observers feeling that in some

twenty-eight schools (one-fourth of the total) such classroom book collections

were seldom or never seen. Perhaps fool.Lshly, the investigators had hoped

to see students carrying library books or paperback books from class to

class. In some instances, the hopes were gratified, but more often than

not students spent their time instead lugging about great three and one-

quarter pound anthologies. (The average paperback weight_ about seven ounces.)

In only about 30 percent of the classes did observers report students with

books other than texts scored at their seats during class. And yet more in

, k a
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evidence uss the paperback than the library book--and these books (the

panty of the library not withstanding) were often quality paperbacks by

authors like Tolstoy,Dostoyevsky, Faulkner, and Orwell.

The findings in no way suggest that the students in these schools are

lot reading widely and well. Data summarized later Lit this chapter indicates

Aearly that much reading is being done by the student in lhieh school today,

mit that neither the library nor tha English classroom is exercising an

important influence on such reading.

_eneral Characteristics of School Libraries

A major problem with schcol libraries is the magnitude of the

lollection. In 1960, the American Library Association (ALA) published

::ertain standards for libraries in secondary schools aul appended this

lualification: "It would be untrue to state that. very many schools now meet

3r exceed all the quantitative standards noted for school libraries in this

publication."1 And what was apparently true in 1960 still seems true four

pars later, if the schools in the Study are characteristic. Briefly, the

tLA agreed upon these standards for libraries: for student populations of

200-999, there should be 6-10,000 books in the library; for schools of more

than 1,000 rtudents, 10 books per student; per caps? to expenditure for books

aaCA year should range from $4.00-6.00; a senior high school should subscribe

to 120 magazines and 3-6 newspapers; seating capacity should approximate 10

)ercent of student population; librarians should be present in numbers of

for every 300 students or major fraction thereof up to 900 students, after

Ihich 1 librarian for each 400 students or major fraction, and 1 clerk for

avery 600 students or major fraction thereof (i.e., a school of 4.102

students should ideally have 4 librarians and 2 clerks).

'=er Aam

1
American Library Association, Standards for School Idbraries

(Chicago: The Association, 1960).
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Few schools visited in the Study meet all six of these standards, yet

it was the rare librarian, aware of the shortcomings, who did not inform the

interviewer of them. Of 104 schools in which the library was studied

intensively, only 2 met any 3 of the standards, 11 met only 2, and another

30 met one or another of the standards. Sixty-one school libraries then

measured up to none of the admittedly high st'andards established by the

American Library Association.
2

Twenty-two or approximately one-fifth of the

libraries met the standards for number of books, the most widely discussed

standard; 15 met standards for seating capacity; 6 for per capita expenditure;

6 for number of magazines; 5 for number of librarians; and 4 for number of

clerks. It is encouraging that the standard most often, though still

infrequently, met is the commended number of books, and librarians in

many schools were working conscientiously to improve their book collections.

But the numbers are not the whole story. A library of 45,000 books may be

less valuable than a library of 1,000 books if the latter is more widely

circulated and read and the books Are titles of high quality.

Regarding the general characteristics of libraries in the Study, the

average number of books in the libraries was estimated at 11,925. Only 6

libraries had more than 20,000 books (1 had 42,540; another 30,000) whereas

2 libraries contained fewer than 5,C;)0 books (with per capita holdings,

however, of 10.9 and 12.75). In other ways, too, the libraries fall

disappointingly short of national standards (Table 80). The mean number of

students in the schools in the Study is 1,797, indicating that the mean

number of books in the library should be 17,967. With respect to books per

student, the libraries seem to be operating at about two-thirds efficiency.

2
Although purposely high so as to serve as goals as well as standards,

the ALA criteria have been endorsed by other scholarly and professional
groups, including the National Council of Teachers of Englisk,

Cu
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The lean number of volumes per student (which, according to ALA, should be

10.0) is 6.9 books. Whereas ALA recommends the number of librarians and

clerks should be 5 and 3 respectively, in the schools in the Study, only

school had 6 librarians, none had 5, 2 had 4, and 5 schools had 3 librarians.

Forty-eight had two librarians, the other 46 had only 1. Likewise, 4

schools had 5 clerks; 3 had 4 clerks; 2 had 3; and 10 had 2. But 35 schools

had no clerks at all and 45 had only 1.

Table 80

Characteristics of School Libr4ries as
Compared with ALA Standards

(n = 104 libraries)

Characteristic

Average Number of Books per
Student

Number of Librarians

Number of Library Clerks

Number of Seats for Students

Annual Expenditure per Capita

Total Number of Magazines

Mean Numbers
Study Schools

ALA Standard
for Schools of
This Size

6.9 10

1.7

1.0

116

$2.28

81.8

5

3

180

$4.00-6.00

120

To meet the ALA standards for seating, the libraries should have been

able to accoamodate 180 students, yet they averaged only 116 seats--a

statistic which may indicate little about the intrinsic nature or value of

the library holdings. If a library reflects certain standards of excel-

lence, students will either stand up for long hours or sit on the floor to

read the books on the shelves.

The per capita expenditure falls even farther below proposed
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standards than other areas. Whereas the ALA recommends $4.00-6.00 be spent

each year for books ($6.00 in the smaller schools), libraries in the Study

averaged only $2.28 per year per capita expenditure for all expenses: new

books, replacements, and magazines. The average total amount spent was

$3,764.80 for new acquisitions, and with this money the libraries were able

to purchase 991 books of which 242 were replacements. The average number of

magazines was 81.8, 38.2 fewer than ALA recommendations. Of 91 libraries

reporting on number of magazine subscriptions, 5 libraries had more than 20

magazines over and above ALA standards, but 13 libraries fell more than 70

magazines short of the mark, 1 library having only 16 magazines on its

regular subscription list, 104 short of the recommended 120 magazines.

Although the findings indicate the many respects in which the libraries

in these selected schools fall depressingly short of national standards

endorsed by major professional groups, certain data indicate that library

conditions may be somewhat better than that reflected by the national level.

For example, high school libraries nationally report only six books per

pupil, compared with the 6.9 titles of project schools, and the annual

average expenditure nationally of $1.85 per student is considerably less

than the $2.28 reported here.
3

The number of books available for each student in each library may be

the most critical single criterion of a good high school library. Certainly

the investigators, comparing attitudes toward the libraries in ten schools

with the largest per capita collections and ten schools with the smallest

per capita collections, found important differences. Teachers, for one

thing, showed a great tendency to recommend the school library when it

3
Committee on National Interest, The National Interest and the itanyla

of English, 2a. cites, p. 102.
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contained more books In the ten schools with well stocked libraries, 80

percent of the teachers noted on the questionnaire that they recommended

use of the school library to pupils, whereas in the less well stocked group,

only 57 percent of the teact.:ra recommended that the students use the

school library, compared with 66 percent in all schools of the Study.

Accessibility to libraries

A library may be excellent, but if students do not find it accessible,

it is worthless functionally. Nest of the books in the libraries seemed

available on open shelves. Fifty-seven libraries of 102 reporting stated

that 100 percent of the books were on open shelves; another 31 schools

had 97-99 percent of their books on open shelves. Of the other 13 schools,

only 1 library had fewer than 90 percent of the books readily accessible to

the students. So, at least, once the student is' there, the books are avail-

able to him. Eighteen of the schools used the library for a study hall;

another 83 did not. The library-study hall has both advantages and disad-

vantages. Librarians object to such use, particularly if it limits access

of non-study hail students to books or imposes on library staffs the obliga-

tion of supervising students regularly. On the other hand, in some schools

where students carry exceptionally heavy class schedules, where they are

is-transported into school before the first bell and bus-transported out

shortly after the last bell, the library-study hall provides regular

opportunity for students to explore and use the library. An average of 63.2

students were reported to use the library during a typical period in schools

where the library served as a study hall and 10 fewer (53.2 students) used

it where the library did not serve as a study hall.

In general, students are admitted to the libraries rather freely--if
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they can secure release from other classes. Iv three schools there were no

restrictions on the students going to the library at any time. In seventy-

eight schools, a pass slip had to be obtained; in another thirty schools the

pass slip was accompanied by further restrictions as to grade level, grade-

point average, specific purpose for using library (e.g., no browsing, no

Anipa mathomFir.c2 /att. N. 42, anima tsAhrteklavp vvpi, ars.. ywiLibvW.s...A llUMALAX vi PimAS.M.S.U0 WU.J.V.0

issued in the morning. But, with increasing course requirements and more

extensive programs, study halls seem to be becoming a rare thing for many

academic students, whether in the library or outside it. Thus access to the

library before or after school becomes quite important.

The average library in the Study is open 446.7 minutes a day, but

during only 17 percent of that time are all students free to visit the

library. These libraries are open an average of 26.8 minutes before school

starts and 48.7 minutes after school ends. The most common length of time

for a library to be open before school is thirty minutes, with forty-one

schools reporting this; another eleven libraries were open for forty-five

minutes, and yet another nine, sixty minutes. After school, six libraries

remained open for an hour and a half, and another four for even longer than

that time, but as many as thirty-five schools had libraries remaining open

thirty or fewer minutes after school. It would seem that such libraries are

relatively inaccessible to the students unless some special provisions are

made by those supervising the library. In suburban schools, particularly,

or in any schools where a large majority of students cannot arrive early or

cannot remain late (perhaps becadse of bus transporation schedules), an even

more acute problem arises. How can the student achieve access to the

library if he is unable to do so during out-of-class sours? Many of these

suburban schools appear to project obervers as the very institutions most

likely to decrease assigned study halls and to increase class assignments of

their largely college bound student population. With a different subject

,,,
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every hour, the student finds it increasingly difficult to gain release to

visit the library for any purpose, and the problem is compounded. Ultimately,

of course, programs of independent study (See Chapter XIV) may offer one

possible solution. In many schools, however, contemporary demands appear to

magnify the importance of new kinds of library schedules. A few librarians

reported experimenting with evening hours, two or three nights each week- -

some with success, some without; others were trying to keep the library

open to students during lunch hour periods. Both approaches created

difficulty in schools where libraries were located on second or third floor

levels, without outside entrances, which necessitated opening the entire

section of the building whenever the library was used. Clearly new physical

arrangements and new library schedules are mandatory if students are to

have access to the collections.

To observers most libraries in the Study seemed neither outstanding

or completely inadequate. When asked to rate school libraries on a seven

point scale ranging from "accessible library, well-stocked with good books,"

to "meager library, or one inaccessible to students," 60 percent of the

ratings fell within the three middle categories on the scale as indicated

in Table 81. However, thirty-two reports (almost one-third) are in the top

two categories, compared with fourteen reports (8 percent) in the lowest,

suggesting that observers may have been somewhat more impressed with some

libraries than their overall descriptive reports indicate.

Student Use of Libraries===sms =1= ======
To assess the students' use of school and public libraries, as well

as to study their personal reading habits, the staff constructed a special

questionnaire (Instrument No. 22). An important study of student library
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Table 81

Observer Ratings of Library Accessibility and Size
(n = 194 ratings of 102 libraries)

Rating Scale

From Accessible,

Number of Libraries
Rated in Category

w11-grAck,A

1 13

2 48

3 27

4 47

5 43

6 12

To Inaccessible,

7 3Meager Library

use, conducted by Lowell A. Martin at the Znosh Pratt Free Library, Baltimore,

Maryland, was published in 1963;1 selected questions from the Martin study

were incorporated into the reading questionnaire to make the data roughly

comparable. In each of the 116 schools visited by project observers, six

teachers were asked to present the reading questionnaire to one of their

classes. Approximately one-half of the classes were college preparatory;

one-half were non-college classes; classes at every grade level were repre-

sented equally. In all, some 16,089 questionnaires were completed by

students with respect to their reading and library habits, although the

total number of usable responses to most questions was somewhat less than

this total.

The students reported that they had borrowed or obtained an astounding

4
IowellA. Martin, Students and the Pratt Litacx: Challenge and

pmaLtEalltz (Baltimore, Md.: Enoch Pratt Free Library, July, 1963).
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127,629 books during the month prior to being surveyed, an average of

almost eight books per student. Moreover, as Table 82 indicates, more of

these books were borrowed from the public library than from any other

source. The students reported obtaining 43,142 titles from the public

library, 24,634 paperback titles from various sources, 26,420 titles from

the school library, 18,843 from the tome library, 11,590 from friends, and

3,00u from book clubs. The mean, number of library titles borrowed by

students during the month from public libraries was 7.4, compared with a

mean of 4 titles in the Martin studies in Baltimore, suggesting that here,

again, as in so much of the data in the Study for which comparable informa-

tion is available, the students in these selected schools borrow more

library books.
5

However; the sources of student reading are revealed to

be far broader in the present Study. Whereas Martin reported 82 percent

of all books borrowed came from school or public libraries, students in the

Table 82

Total Number of Books Borrowed in the Previous Month
as Reported by Students on All Tracks and at All Grade Levels

(n m 16,089)

Source
Number of
Books Borrowed

Number of
Responses

Average Number
of Books
per Student

Public Library 43,142 9,414 4.6

School Library 26,420 9,589 2.8

Paperback Books 24,634 9,501 2.6

Home Library 18,843 7,769 2.4

Friends 11,590 6,952 1.7

Book Clubs 3,000 1,248 2.8

5
Ibid., p. 17.

yotm.c,
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Sources of Student Books During Month
Preceding Survey
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FRIENDS
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present Study report using these sources for only 54 percent of the titles

obtained, Perhaps because of the use of other sources, only 20 percent of

the titles were obtained from school libraries.

Despite the clear preference for the public library as a source for

books, a slightly greater number of individual students reported using the

school library instead of either paperbacks or the public library during

the thirty days preceding the survey (Table 84). Actually, except for

differences in students who never use either the school or public library

or those who use such libraries more than ten times monthly (necessarily

requiring much greater use of the school library), the differences in

frequency of library use are not great. Table 84 presents the comparative

data, as well as data from the Pratt Library report. Only 16 percent of

the students claimed they did not use the school library at all in the

previous month whereas 23.3 percent of the students had not been to the

public library in that time; 17.2 percent of the students claimed to have

used the library more than ten times, whereas only 8.3 percent of them used

the public library that often in the preceding month. Part of this frequent

use, however, is probably accountable in school libraries serving as study

halls in 17 percent of the schoolsespecially since the responses to other

categories indicate a great degree of etmilarity in response. The close

resemblance of the percentages reported in this Study and in the Martin

study in all but extreme categories is to be ncLed.

More important, perhaps, were responses indicating student dissatis-

faction with library collections. Only 47.7 l ercent of the students thought

z!le school library had all the books they usually needed for school; and

even fever, only 26.6 percent, felt the school library had all the books

they liked to read for pleasure. 6 When asked which library, public or
NEINNONNNOLI1111.NMAIMIMMUNI..

61n the Pratt Library Reports, the percent of students objecting to
school book collections ranged from 49.3 percent to 59.4 percent. Cf.
Martin, loc. cit.
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school, they preferred to use, 68 percent of the students said the public

library. The overwhelming reason behind the preference (stated by 7,674 of

the 10,933 preferring the public library) was that the public library pro-

vided a greater and better collection, The next most common reason

mentioned by only 502 was that the public library stayed open longer. Of

the 4,159 students preferring the school library: 2,420 stated as their

reason that the school library was more convenient. The reasons o7fered for

preferring the school library were in most instances with reference to

matters extrinsic to the value of books themselves (Table 85).

Table 85

Student Reasons for Preferring School Libraries and Public Libraries

Reasons for Preferring School Library
(In = 4,159 students)

Rank Reason Number
1 More convenient . 2,420
2 No specific reason 1,206
3 Easier to locate books in 288
4 Mor familiar with school literature 163
5 No public library 38
6 Books are simpler 37
7 No card at public library 7

Reasons for Preferring Public Library
(n = 10,933 students)

Rank Reason Number

1 Greater and better book collections 7,674
2 No specific reason 1,302

Stays open longer 502
Convenient 366

5 Better reference materials 278
6 Librarians aren't so strict 249
7 Quieter 187
8 More comfortable 136
9 Not familiar with school library 106

10 Better organized 64
11 More space 56
12 Facilities for music with study 9
13 Lighter, gayer hooks 2
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If additional evidence is needed to demonstrate that the size and

nature of the school book collection affects student use, it was obtained

in a :omparison of library use in ten schools with the highest per capita

book collections with ten schools with the lowest per capita collections

(Table 86). Thc: findings indicate a pronounced increase in regular and

Table 86

Students Use of School Library
According to per Capita Holdings

Number of Times
School Library
Used in
Previous Month

Percentage in
Schools wits
High per
Capita Holdings

Percentage in
Schools with
Low per
Capita holdings

0 8.0 28.0

1-2 20.0 29.0

3-5 26.0 24,0

2-10 19.0 9.0

More than 10 26.0 7.0
No aes onse 1.0 3.0

frequent use, reflecting the increase in the number of books per student.

The students' confidence in the adequacy of the library, especially for

school work, also increases perceptibly with an increase in holdings per

student (Table 87). Some 51 percent of the students in the ten schools with

high per capita holdings found the library collections adequate for school

use, compared with 38 percent of the students in schools with low per

capita holdings, and 47.7 percent in schools in general. However, the

percentage of students who indicate approval for personal reading

selections does not rise above 27 percent even in the high per capita

f

libraries.

Clearly, then, even at its best the school library does not command the

same allegience from students as does the public library. Moreover, in

ASAIMOR ,ts( '
-yam O

--7
,

0,
"".".""1"1"11"'''
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Table 87

Studeat Response to Adequacy of School Library
Related to the Size of the $ook Collection

Q: School library
has books needed
for school work

Q: School library
has books you
want to read just
for pleasure

Percentage of
Students Responding
in Schools with
High per Capita

Holdings

Percentage of
Students Responding
in Schools with
LAW par rAp4i.

Holdings

Yes 51.0 38.0
No 38.0 36.0
Don't know 11.0 26.0

Yes 27.0 24.0
No 60.0 49.0
Don't know 13.0

comparing responses from tenth and twelfth grade students, it is apparent

that interest in the school library declines throughout the high school

years as use of the public library increases. For example, 31 percent of

all tenth graders in the Study had not used the public library during the

preceding month, whereas this percentage drops to 16 percent by grade

twelve. The percentage relying on the school library for personal reading

choices declines from 31 percent to 26 percent. And in a special question

directed at 2,31/ twelfth grade students, project investigators found that

83 percent mentioned the public library as a major source of books, compared

with only 55 percent mentioning the school library (Table 88). This

increased reliance of students on public Libraries undoubtedly reflects in

part the maturity of their interests and the search for additional sources

of information as they approach adulthood or cope with difficult school

assignments. Partially the popularity of the public library is traceable to

the fact that "the librarians aren't so strict," a reason advanced by 43

percent of all tenth graders and 51 percent of the twelfth g_ade students.

And partially, too, student use of either public or school libraries may
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reflect teachsr recommendations A comparison of data from the teacher

questionnaire (Instrument No. 21) concerning sources of books recommended

by teachers with their actual use as reported by students, showed that when

teachers actively call attention to the school library, the percentage of

students using the facilities increases slightly (from 60 to 62 percent).

WUCU GCM:11CLO 4.=;UMWCUU ie puuLAA: A-LuLaLy, 611C peLueu6age Vl ZI.UUCULIS

reporting frequent use increases by 7 percent. When teachers recommend paper-

backs, the percent of students frequently reading such titles increases

14 percent,, from 60 to 74 percent. By working with school librarians,

teachers of English can do much to promote library use.

Table 88

Sources of Books Borrowed During the Previous Year
as Reported by Twelfth Grade Advanced Students

(n = 2,317 students)

Source
Number of
Responses

Percentage of
Students Mentioning

Public Library 1,912 83

Purchased 1,517 66

School Library 1,281 55

Hove Library 1,039 45

Borrowed from Friends 749 32

University or College Library 313 14

Borrowed from Teachers 227 10

Classroan Library 178 8

Other 20 1

The Selectivity, of School Libraries=11111=110r. 21=t ===

Whatever the variety of reasons for students' rejection of school

libraries, at least as a source of books for personal reading, clearly the
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primary reason is determined by the low or high degree of selectivity of the

collections. This problem is illustrated by two special studies conducted

by the project staff.

In interviews with librarians, staff members obtained copies of the

periodicals to which the schools subscribe; and separately, some 14,874

*
iaaL &s.V.01;. C9%.SAUW.40 JaW4.01%.431.G14 WilAAL WiNSOL1U=0 auu va11AJuLUall5 WItly

regularly read. In Table 89 and 90 the comparison demonstrates not only

the insatiable interests of teen-agers in the Study, but the absence of any

close correlation between magazines available in school libraries and those

read frequently by students. For instance, the one magazine found in

almost all of the libraries, Saturd Review, is ranked twenty-seventh in

popularity by adolescents. Post, Life, Newsweek, Atlantic Monthly, and

Harper's are available in nearly equal numbers; the first three are rated

high on student reading lists, the others miss the list of the top twenty-

six fav' rites. [indeed, teachers report separately that, except for local

newspapers (37.8 percent) the periodicals most frequently introduced in

regular English classrooms are Atlantic (32.7 percent), Reader's Met
(32.5 percent), Harper's (25.8 percent), and Practical English, (24.3. percent)

(Table 92)]. These findings are interesting when viewell in relation to

student preference findings. It is probably fortunate that teachers spend

little time "teaching" Life, Look, rend other popular journals; they may

already spend tao much time on the Reader's RiltEt, considering that it is

rated as the sixth most frequently read magazine. But it seems discouraging

to find that class time spent on more thoughtful periodicals like &Iv..1;a

and Atlantic Monthly seem to have had little effect on reading preferences.

Actually Mad magazine accounted for forty more readers in the survey than

either of the two last named periodicals.

..k ----
4.1.......... . ,..... , ...
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Table 89

School Magazine Subscriptions
Compared with Student Magazine Preferences

Libraries Students
(n = 91) (n = 15,874)

Rank Order Percent Rank Order Number of
Periodical of Frequency Subscribing of Preference Times Mentioned

Saturday Review 1 99 27 163
Reader' s Digest 2 98 6 1,877

U. S. News & World
Report 3.5 97 12 575

Newsweek 3.4 97 7 1,616
Science Digest 5.5 96
National Geographic 5.5 96 9 855

Time 7 95 4 3,212
Popular Mechanics 9 93 26 168
Scientific American 9 93 24 176

Post 9 93 2 4,700
Life 11 92 1 7,455
Atlantic Monthly 12.5 91 (2 percent) 113

Harper's 12.5 91 (2 percent) 118

Sports Illustrated 14.5 90 10 850
Popular Science 14.5 90 19 232

Current History 16 85

American Heritage 17 81

Theatre Arts 19 80
Vital Speeches 19 80

Seventeen 19 80 5 1,988
Look 21 79 3 4,291
Ladies Home Journal 22 73 11 589
McCalls 23 55 8 1,039
Hot Rod 24 48 13 398
Sports 25 25 15 333
Ingenue 26 12 14 338

00
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Rank in
Student
Popularity

Table 90

Fifteen Most Popular Magazines with Adolescents
Compared to School Library Holdings

Number of Times Number of Percentage of
Ranked First Times Mentioned Libraries with

Periodical by Students by Students Periodicals

1 Life 4,117 7,455 92

2 Post 1,743 4,700 93

3 Time 1,602 3,212 95

4 Look 1,356 4,291 79

5 Seventeen 892 1,988 80

6 Reader's Digest 632 1,877 98

7 Newsweek 577 1,616 97

8 McCalls 302 1039 55

9 Sports Illustrated 297 850 90

10 National Geographic 265 855 96

11 Hot Rod 321 398 48

12 Sports 169 333 25

13 Ingenue 120 338 12

14 Ladies Home Journal 111 589 73

15 Playboy 106 264 0
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Table 91

Differences in Magazine Preferences
Reported by Various Student Grcups

= 13,291)

1%--2-32--1
reLiuu.rix.ai Boys Girls Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12

Life 48.1 47.4 47.6 47.8 48.2

Post 30.3 28.2 211.6 29.8 28.1

Look 25.8 28.2 26.7 27.8 26.6

Time 21.6 18.1 16.7 19.4 23.9

Seventeen .1 24.1 13.1 13.6 11.8

Reader's Digest 9.6 13.9 10.1 12.6 12.7

Newsweek 10.9 9.0 7.1 9.1 14.1

MeCalls .5 12.6 7.2 7.2 6.2

Sports Illustrated 11.2 .6 5.8 5.7 5.4

National Geographic 6.2 4.4 5.6 5.2 4.9

Ladies Home Journal .3 6.7 3.4 3.7 3.9

U. S. Hems & World Report 4.2 3.1 2.5 2.9 5.6

Hot Rod 5.3 A4
.u.r 2.3 3.0 2.3

Sports 4.6 .14 2.6 2.3 1.7

Ingenue .03 4.2 2,3 2.4 1.8
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Table 92

Extent to Which Selected Magazines Are Used in Classroom
(n = 1,331 teachers responding)

Magazine Frequently

Percent Responding

Occasionally Never No Response

Harper's 4.5 25.8 63.4 6.3

Atlantic 6.8 32.7 54.5 6.0

Reader's Digest 12.2 32.5 49.1 6.2

Literary Cavalcade 11.5 21.9 60.0 6.6

Senior Scholastic 3.5 16.5 72.3 7.7

Read 2.9 5.5 82.6 7.0

Practical English 10.7 24.3 58.4 6.6

Newspaper 10.8 37.8 40.4 11.0

Other 7.8 9.8 26.4 56.0

M401.

What is most disturbing in comparing library magazine collections

and pupil preferences are the number of highly regarded magazines which are

absent from large numbers of school linznries. Seventeen, ranked fifth by

students, is absent from 20 percent of the libraries; Look, ranked third, is

missing fr3m as many. Hot Rod, .S22r12, and bag_s_tue, rated thirteenth, four-

teenth, and fifteenth in student popularit7, are present in only 43, 25, and

12 percent of the libraries. No one will argue that absence of such periodi-

cals prevents students from important literary experiences, but such

absence may indeed contribute to the lack of interest in any library reading.

Librarians are obviously justified in excluding periodicals like Pl...tfty.

from their collections, however great its popularity. But questionable is

such exclusion when extended to specialized magazines created especially for

adolescents. Such magazines may be of particular interest to non-academic
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students; for this reason there is a place for periodicals like HiFi,

Oyer News, Western Hcrseman, Electronics World, Road and Track, and

perhaps with some student populations, Surf Guide. Thus, one of the

major problems identified by the National Study is the comparative lack

of interest of high school students in school libraries. Unnecessarily

restrictive limitations on the collection of nerio4icals may nittrilmsta

to this lack of interest.

Even more disturbing than the problem of selectivity of periodical

collections is the uncertain quality of the book collections even in the

Study's better English programs. Concern about the adequacy of the school

library, as a source of books for personal reading, led the project staff

to develop a check list of fifty titles as one method of assessing the nature

of the collections. The check list (Instrument No. 13) was based on titles

whirl gifted college students, in a recent study by Whitman, had recalled

as their most memorable high school reading experiences.
7

To these titles

were added the names of a few mature books, some of which (like some on the

Whitman list) had often been questioned as appropriate for reading by high

school students. The findings for eighty-four of the Study's schools are

presented in Table 93.

Not surprising, perhaps, is that the one book mentioned as most

significant by the gifted students in the Whitman survey, Salinger's Catcher

in the at, was on the shelves in only 50 percent of the school libraries.

Exodus, the number two reading choice of the students, was available in

)3 percent; The aktmerican, number three, in 75 percent; Look Homeward

Angel, number four, in 80 percent. The books found most frequently in all

or almost all of the libraries were standard "classics" of school reading:

7
Robert S. Whitman, loc. cit.
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Title

.11

Table 93

Availability of Selected Titles in School Libraries
(n m 84 school libraries

The Scarlet Letter
A Tale of Two Cities
Return of the Native
Wuthering Heights
Gone with the Wind
The Good Earth
Jane Eyre
Of Human Bondage
Old Man and the Sea
War and Peace
The Forsyte Saga
Les Miserables'
Moby Dick
Pilgrim's Progress
Vanity Fair
Babbitt
Ben Hur
Cry, the Beloved Country
Pride and Prejudice
Animal Farm
Anna Karenina
To Kill a Mockingbird
Crime and Punishment
Way of All Flesh
Brothers Karamazov
1984

Dr. Zhivago
Exodus
The Wall
Advise and Consent
Look Homeward, Angel
Grapes of Wrath
The Ugly American
An American Tragedy
Brave New World
Heart of Darkness
The Once and Future King
A Death in the Family
Lord of the Fleas
The Magic Mountain
You Can't Go Home Again
The Sound and the Fury
Catcher the Rye
The Razor's Edge

A Portrait of an Artist
Franny and Zooey
The Stranger
The Fountainhead
Atlas Shrugged
Generation of Vipers

Percent of Libraries
with Title

10U

Number of Students
Reporting Book Significant

13
99 13
99

98 21
98

98 7

98 27
98 5
98 7

96 6

96 8
96 18
96 6

96

95

95

94 20
93 38
92

92 7

92 7

89 27
88

87 19
85 14
83 13
83 30
83

80 18
80 27
75 9

75 23
74

69 17
68

65

61

54 10
52 5
52

51

50

49
46
37

26

23

12

10

4

39
6

8

7

13

cl
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The Scarlet Letter, A Tale of TWo Cities, Return of the Native, Wuthering

aigla. These must and should be present, of course, even when they rank

low in the memories of our able student readers. Project observers

frequently wished that more librarians would spend a portion of their

replacement budgets to purchase attractive new editions of some of these

standards, rather than place shopworn, tattered, sometimes poorly printed

copies of early century vintage, alongside crisp and inviting new works of

considerably inferior quality. What is most disturbing, however, is the

preponderance of modern fiction among the titles available in not more than

half of the libraries: The Sound and the Fur', The Razor's Elm (ranked

sixth by students in the Whitman study), A Portrait of an Artist as a Young

Man (ranked eighth by students), Franny and Zooey (seventh), Camus' The

Stranger. In one school a staff member found six biographies about William

Faulkner and not one book written by him!

The teachers and usually the librarians in these schools claim that

they are either "completely free" (13.2 percent) or "free but subject to the

approval of the department head" (38.6 percent) to select reading materials

for the students. Yet one wonders how much responsible selection is actually

being practiced. The majority of English teachers prefer to have their

students seek books to read from the school library (65.8 percent) rather

than from the public library (12.5 percent) or elsewhere. Why? Because it

is safer? Yet the findings emerging from this Study suggest a dual book

culture for the reading of young people- -the acceptable, safe books read in

the school library, and the preferred titles (sometimes of higher literary

quality) which can be found in the public library and read on one's own at

home. Perhaps this is as it should be. But one wonders how students will

acquire the needed help and guidance necessary to read Faulkner and Joyce
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and (ther major modern writers. Teachers talk much about using our

programs in literature to pass along to young people our common cultural

heritage. Yet part of the intellectual heritage of America today is the

vigorous realistic tradition of twentieth century writers. Should not we

find better ways of coping with this tradition in our schools?

.ersonal Reading of Students

To obtain detailed information on the personal reading of students

in the schools of the National Study, a reading questionnaire (Instrument

No. 22) was administered to six classes in every school visited. Some

13,291 usable questionnaires were processed, 52 percent from girls, 48

percent from boys. Of the students: 3, °59 were in the tenth grade; 4,673,

eleventh; 4,125, the twelfth; and the grade level was unlisted for 734.

Sixty-four percent of the students considered themselves enrolled in an

acadewic course, a percentage probably considerably in excess of what

counselors or teachers probably would have indicated; 15 percent admitted

taking a general program; 10 percent were enrolled in commercial studies.

However, as many as 77 percent on the questionnaire said they planned to

continue their education ro college, a considerably higher percentage than

school records demonstrated, but indicative of the climate of student

opinion in these schools which seem to place a premium on academic achieve-

ment and goals. Uncertainty about college plans was expressed by 15 percent

in grade 10, a percentage that decreased to 10 percent two years later; a

steady 10 percent said they planned not to go to college.

Assuming then, despite the attempt to secure a more heterogeneous

group, that the sampling represents a preponderance of college bound youth,

what do the :results suggest about their habits of personal reading? First,

they suggest that students devote a substantial portion of their time to

personal reading as well as to study-type reading for homework. Tables 94
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and 95 indicate that tle modal number of hours expended weekly for both

homework and personal reading three to five hours, which does not vary

substantially with sex or grcie level. As night be expected, terminal

students report that they do somewhat less personal reading than their

peers who are p nning college esdroaro: y 1 !s 4711.1".42ig tin know2 however,

that they devote almost as much time to reading for homework as do the

other group.

To provide insight into the amount of time students devote to reading

in comparison with time expended on other activities, some 2,317 advanced

twelfth grade students were asked to estidate their involvement in seven

typical activities during both afternoon and evening. Tibia 96 shows that

studying/reading was ranked first by students, followed in order by school

clubs, television, and home employment, Wher weifthted totals are computed

to allow for differences in ranking, the heavy emphasis on study/reading

becomes even more apparent. This apparent devotion to reading (not unex-

pected of advanced high school students) when added to data presented

previously to indicate average weekly reading time of the students, lends

additional support to the claim that the schools are t_:ademically oriented.

The 13,291 students completing the questionnaires uo,re asked to

indicate which of twelve kinds of books they most enjoyed reading. (The

results in Table 97 axe categorized according to sex, grade level, and

program.) In general, the findings appear to agree with most earlier

studies of reading interests of adolescents in high school. Certain

changes in reading interesc occur, of course, as individuals progress in

high school; for instance, some 45 percent of the students like to reed

"V111O111111OSOINOIMIIM

George Norvell, What BelltmA Girls Like to Read (Norristown, N. J.:
Silver Burdett Co., 1958).

voO.N.Mii
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Rank
Order Activity

Table 96

"IMEM,M7,1141=562-71ZIOn...._ LIMPtg.:Y/GsieCesoCeCa--

Typical Activites After School and in Evening as
Ranked by Twelfth Grade Advanced Students

(n = 2,317)

AS = After School
EVE = Evening

T = Total

Number of Students Ranking

1

AS 629
1 Studying or Reading EVE 1,616

T 2,265

AS 455
2 School Clubs EVE 33

T 488

AS 84
3 Watching Television EVE 91

T 175

AS 183
Employment at Rome EVE 72

T 255

AS 44
5 Clubs Outside of School EVE 48

T 92

AS 323
6 School Athletics EVE 20

T 343

AS 229
7 Employment Away from Home EVE 127

T 356

2.11e'oaamrc.a.=aawcace..-a,r-2.,.1

2 3 4 5
Weighted
Totals

517 286 111 30 63.23
284 90 32 4 96.54
801 376 1.43 34 159.77

478 245 90 40 51.46
222 202 102 47 19.10
701 447 192' 87 70.56

222 184 143 88 22.34
512 315 192 85 39.17
734 499 335 173 61.51

215 191 127 45 26.47
197 182 106 66 19.72
412 373 233 111 46.19

133 149 89 67 14.44
310 271 112 72 25.A9
443 420 201 139 40.33

142 89 54 35 25.93
65 101 102 46 9.13
207 190 156 81 35.06

86 69 43 33 18.15
98 70 49 42 13.77

184 139 92 75 31.92
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detective stories in the tenth grade, but only 36 percent in the twelfth

grade. Conversely, theA.e is a higher interest in poetry in the senior

year; only 14 percent of the students find poetry interesting in the tenth

grade, whereas 22 percent find it interesting in the twelfth grade. Sport

stories, written so often for the adolescent, decline in interest; 28

percent read them in the tenth grade, only 22 percent in the twelfth grade.

But books on contemporary problems are regarded with increasing importance

as students become interested in social and political matters. In the

tenth grade, only 19 percent of the students evinced any interest in

current problems; in the twelfth grade, 32 percent of them were interested.

'is all studies of adolescent reading interests have discovered, there

are six vital interest areas. Some 47 percent of the girls are interested

in detective and mystery stories, whereas only 35 percent of the boys show

any interest. However, 63 percent of the boys read adventure stories in

contrast to 30 percent of the girls. And, of course, 70 percent of the

girls are interested in stories about romance; only 6 percent of the boys

are similarly interested. To be expected, 44 percent a the boys read

sport stories, only 8 percent of the girls read then. Fifty-one percent of

the girls ara interested in books on biography; only 33 percent of the boys

show any interest. The boys seem more inclined to read books about history,

35 percent as opposed to 30 percent of the girls. And, again, the boys

show a greater interest in science, 27 percent as opposed to 9 percent of

the girls.

To further distinguish the motivations and interests of the young

people in the Study, students were asked to indicate in4which of four ways

they would prefer to be remembered after their high school careers ended:

as a brilliant student, as a good athlete, as a leader in activities, as

popular al.,.ng students. These categories were patterned on student choices
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used by Martin in his Pratt Library study. He reported that the choices in

order were 32.5 percent for "popular among students," 30.5 percent,

"brilliant student," 19.4 percent "leader in activities," and 17.6 percent

"good athlete."
9
The responses of students in the National Study, presented

in Table 98, differ considerably; the high ranking of "brilliant student"

by approximately one-third of them indicates both the selective nature of

the students sampled and their academic motivations. In all probability,

the same motivation that leads these students to reading leads also to their

interest in academic achievement.

An examination of the reading patterns of students expressing these

different motivations reveals a few interesting differences (Table 98). As

might be expected, those who wished to be remembered as "brilliant student-"

tend to do slightly more reading than others, followed by students who

desired to be remembered as "leaders." Those concerned with athletics and

popularity do somewhat less reading, although the differences are not great.

With respect to preferences for specific kinds of books, however, certain

patterns shift dramatically. Those students interested in athletics retain

their interest in sports stories (60.7 percent) in marked contrast to the

other groups (only 18.3 percent ref the "brilliant" students and 16.1 percent

of the "leaders" prefer such reading). The "athletes" also reject stories

of love and romance, poetry, and to a lesser extent, biography, in constrast

to the other groups which express far greater interest in such reading. So

pronounced are some of these differences that they suggest, of course, real

differences it interests and values underlying the student choice. Sports

stories, adventure and war stories, and humorous stories are the preferred

8,_lections of the would-be athletes. Those who wished to be remembered as

9
Lowell A. Martin, op. cit p. 14.
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Table 98

Reading Habits of Students Divided
According to How They Want to Be Remembered

Reading Each Week Brilliant
fol: Homework Student

Number Percent

Good
Athlete

Number Percent

Leader in
Activities

Number Percent

Popular among
Students

Number Percent

Less than 1 Hour 180 4.01 180 10.49 81 2.60 246 7.23
1-2 Hours 573 12.77 424 23.65 424 13.62 640 18.80
3-5 Hours 1,855 41.34 767 42.78 1,370 44.02 1,524 44.77
6-10 Hours 1,341 29.89 330 18.40 941 30.24 758 22.27
+ 10 Hours 481 10.72 67 3.74 266 8.55 203 5.96

Reading Each Week
Other than Homework

_Less tbRn 1 Hour 716 15.96 531 29.62 498 16.00 817 24.00
1-2 Rotra 1,28b 28.71 558 31.12 1,014 32.58 1,066 31.32
3-5 Hours 1,541 34.34 472 26.32 1,095 35.19 1,032 30.32
6-10 Hours 633 14.11 167 9.31 372 11.95 311 9.14
+ 10 Hours 283 6.31 52 2.90 120 3.86 157 4.61

Rinds of Books
Preferred

Detective and
Mystery Stories 1,799 40.09 665 37.09 1,305 41.93 1,543 45.33

Adventure, War,
Sea Stories 2,050 45.69 1,181. 65.87 1,277 41.03 1,456 42.77

Romance, Love
Stories 1,743 38.85. 194 10.82 1,576 50.64 1,597 46.92

Humorous Stories 2,786 62.09 933 52,04 2,131 6848 2,195 64.48

Science Fiction 1,668 37.17 701 39.10 923 29.66 1,101 32.34

Sports Stories 865 19.28 1,089 60.774 501 16.10 775 22.77

Poetry 1,062 23.67 106 5.91 697 22.40 495 14.54

Biography 2,090 46.58 547 30.51 1,564 50.26 1,289 37.87

Books on HiFtory 1,735 38.67 495 27.61 1,052 33.80 803 23.59

Books 0n Current-.

National or 1,353 30.15 276 15.39 916 29.43 597 12.54
World Problems

Science Books 1,121 24.98 288 16.06 441 14.17 394 11.57

Other 1,097 24.45 301 16.79 678 21.79 679 19.95

011.4...W.wwwww.Ww0040
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"brilliant students" Tend to chcose humorous stotles, biography, and stories

of war and adventure. Those seeking "popularity" choose humorous stories,

stories of romance, and detective and mystery stories; whereas students who

wished to be remembered as "leaders in activities" share the interest in

humorous stories and love stories but choose biography as the third major

A comparison was also made of the personal reading of college bound

and non-college students. Understandably, those with college plans spend

more time reading for both homework and personal purposes. Twenty -nine

percent of the college bound read six to ten hours per week as opposed to

17 percent of the non-college students; only 4 percent of the college students

read less than one hour per week as opposed to 13 percent of the non-college

students. Fifty-two percent of the college bound spend more than three hours

per week on personal reading, compared with only 40 percent of the non-

college bound students. Non-college students seem to prefer fictional books;

48 percent of them admit that they like to read detective and mystery novels,

56 percent like novels of romance. Comparable percentages for the college

bound are 39 and 36 percent. The college students show a greater interest

in history, current problems, aid science, with 46, 36, and 28 percent

expressing interest in reading in these areas, compared with 31, 18, and

10 percent of the non-college students.

Guided and leggapd Reams

The evidence is substantial, then, that students are reading a great

number of books and periodicals. This does not mean, however, that they are

reading what is recommended. Tables 64, 65, and 66 (Chapter IV) indicate a

marked difference: 'between what students judge as significant in reading and

what their teachers require. No teacher should accept unequivocally the
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reading habits of students, and findings reveal that most programs must

strive to establish a mediate point between student reading desires and

teacher prescription. Too many books are habitually taught in our schools

which do not have a significant effect on student readers. If students are

to develop a "permanent" love for reading, then they must respond positively

to much of what they read. Although many standard selections introduced

in high school programs can generate a favorable response, as student

comments in group interviews suggested, other selections surely do not do

this.

Table 64 (Chapter IV) gives a list of books recommended by students in

advanced twelfth grade classes to be added to the English program. These

same students were asked, also, to list those books and authors especially

significant in their own minds. Table 65 gives the tabulation of the lists

of titles; Table 99 gives a list of the authors. From their responses,

two disparate points become immediately obvious: students find significant

those works which are contemporary, but many of those works required of all

college preparatory students are not included or only incidentally included.

Half of the first fifteen authors mentioned by advanced students are

contemporary, including the first six titles, although many responded

favorably to certain standard works. Since the most significant author

listed by them is Shakespeare, it is not surprising that the three most

comnon works required in co114&-.1 preparatory classes are Macbeth, Julius

Caesar, and Hamlet (Table 62) . However, the fourth and fifth most commonly

required works, Si, las Marner and The Scarlet Letter, do not appear on the

list of significant titles; and only Hawthorne appears on the list of

authors, tied for 24.5 as a result of six listings out of a possible 2,317.

It is quite clear that not all great literature elicits immediate favorable

,,-7Z
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Table 99

Authors Most Often Mentioned as Significant by
Advanced Twelfth Grade Students

On = 2,317 students)

Rank
Order Author

Number
Times

Mentioned
Rank
Order

Number
Times

Author Mentioned

1 Shakespeare, William 101 38 Eliot, T. S.
2 Steinbeck, John 92 39 Qalsworthy, John
3 Hemingway, Ernest 50 40 Huxley, Aldous

Dickens, Charles 20 41 Kafka, Franz
5 Hardy, Thomas 18 42 Maurier, Daphne de
6 Faulkner, William 17 43 Rand, Ayn
7 Lewis, Sinclair 15 44 Russell, Bertand
8 Twain, Mark 15 45 Sarte, Jean Paul
9 Dos toievsky, Fedor 14 46 Wilder, Thornton

10 Buck, Pearl S. i.1 47 Alcott, Louisa May
1.1 Conrad, Joseph 48 Balzac, Honore
12 Poe, Edgar Allen 11 49 Blake, William
13 Emerson, Ralph Waldo 10 50 Carroll, Lewis
14 Frost, Robert 9 51 Samuel Clemons
15 Salinger, J. D. 9 52 Caton, Bruce
16 Camus, Albert 8 53 Ferber, Edna
17 Costain, Thomas 8 54 Fitzgerald, F. Scott
18 Maugham, Somerset 8 55 Fleming, Ian
19 Shaw, George Bernard 8 56 Gide, Andre
20 Wolfe, Thomas 8 57 Goldman, Arthur
21 Baldwin, James 6 58 Keller, Helen
22 Dooley, Tom 6 59 Kipling, Rudyard
23 Douglas, Lloyd C. 6 60 Mill, John Stuart
24 Dreiser, Theodore 6 61 Milton, John
25 Hawthorne, Nathanial 6 62 Packard, Vance
26 Joyce, James 6 63 Remarque, Erich Maria
27 London, Jack 6 64 Steverson, Robert L.
28 O'Neil, Eugene 6 65 Stuart, Jesse
29 Austin, Jane 5 66 Thoreau, Henry -

30 Roberts, Kenneth 5 67 Tennyson, Alfred Lord
31 Tolstoy, Leo 5 6.8 Warren, Robert Penn
32 Bront-C Emily 4 69 Wells, H. G.
33 Chaucer, Geoffrey 4 70 Whitman, Walt
34 Stone, Irving 4 71 Wilder, Thornton
35 Caldwell, Taylor 3 72 Wordsworth, William
:36 Cronin, Dr. A. J. 3 73 Wouk, Herman
37 Cummings, e. e. 3
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reactions in readers or favorable rea :tions at all. But confronted with

evidence that the students in the Study are above average, thlt they read

widely and well, one must therefore question the perpetuation of titles in

the standard literature canon of schools--titles which do not arouse

favorable responses in any but an insignificant number of students. There

are so many other great works which can be taught!

The next four most commonly required books show a somewhat higher

rating. A Tale of Two Cities ranks thirty-five as a significant title, and

Dickens ranks fourth as a significant author. The Return of the Native does

not rank as a title, but Hardy ranks fifth as an author; nor does Buckle--

harry Finn appear on the list, although Mark Twain is tied with Sinclair

Lewis for 7.5. The Red maw. of Courage is tied with A Tale of Two Cities for

thirty-fifth, although Crane himself is not mentioned as an author.

But where are the other authors and titles? Not one of the first

six titlos mentioned as significant is commonly required in more than ten

schools. Hence, teachers cannot ignore that the students are reading these

works, nor can they be especially proud that they are reading them without

benefit of sensitive guidance and direction. Although thirteen schools

require The Old Man and the Sea, it seems unlikely that this book is

sufficiently compelling to encourage students to rank Hemingway as the

third most significant author. The Old Han and the Sea is listed only five

times by title. And Steinbeck is second only to Shakespeare and Grape/ of

Wrath is the fourth most significar.t book on the list. But neither Grapes

of Wrath nor any other book by Steinbeck is taught in more thin ten schools

in the Study.

The discrepancy is graphically represented by Table 64. Of the

first eleven titles listed by the students as significant, only twenty-five

?7,<-
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schools require any one of them for college preparatory classes, although

teachers in department interviews often cited these titles as examples of

modern books being taught. Perhaps this underlying contradiction is based

on reluctance cf schools to place such titles on formal lists of required books,

because of censorship controversies. But as revealed by classroom o'Dservation,

individual teachers are willing and able to teach them in an unpublicized

manner. Basically, dhen, the schools portray themselves as being thnid--an-

one must ask, of course, what great virtue there is in being timid here.

Table 66 (Chapter IV) lists books judged significant by tenth grade

terminal students. Again, those taoks listed by the students high on the

scale are modern in character, except Silas !lamer and A Tale of Two Cities

(both among the first seventeen) which could be considered traditional

choices of many English 4spartments. In department interviews, teachers

cited To Kill a Mockingbird sixteen times; The Pearl, six times; The Old

Man and the Sea, three times; and The Eall American, twice. Excluded from

the list are many books which are being read and fully enjoyed by the

students. Nonetheless, because of the concern that teachers express about

inadequacies in the programs for terminal students, it is possible with

such a list to provide a sound basis for reorganizing the program in

literature for terminal students.

From the same questionnaire administered to advanced twelfth grade

students, investigators were able to determine the kinds of criteria students

used in selecting the books. Table 100 ranks 2,286 student responses to

sources of recomnendations for their reading. A little surprising, on the

basis of earlier studies, is the finding that students relied heavily on

teacher reommendations and on book lists provided by the school and teachers.

It must be remembered, of course, that findings here ior the most part

ukalon ,...-:: ,
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involve good students of good teachers in good schools and reflect, perhaps,

dr? best possible teacher-student felationship. Still the discovery is

promising that teachers can have this important effect.

The students eise relied heavily on the recommendations of fellow

students. The power of the peer group is manifest in recommending (and in

loaning) books; this suggests the source of the books listed as significant

y advanced twelfth grade students (Chapter IV, Table 65) but not taught by

the department. The fact that the librarians were not considered as primary

sources of recommendation is further evidence of 'she rejection by students

school libraries and librarians. A good librarian's influence may be

indirect, of course--through the teacher, through displays, through the

preparation of book lists.

The data compiled from student responses in the Study thus suggests

that students not only engage in extensive personal reading, but that the

nature of this reading is greatly influenced by their teachers. Although in

selecting books for instructional purposes, the teachers may too seldcsi

consider the preferences of students, particularly terminal students, their

personal recommendations still have a measureable effect.

Sore supplementary studies of selected schools indicated also the

potential effect of classroom procedures on students' personal reading.

Reported earlier in this chapter were findings indicating that when the

English teacher urges students to use public or school libraries, the use of

these libraries increases only slightly. More dramatic is the increase

(7 percent, according to student reports) in the reading of paperbacks

resulting from teacher recommendations. From descriptive material supplied

by project observers, one suspects that the increase ie far larger in

schools which have paperback bookstores, whether organized by the librarian,

business department, studen sounc: 1, or English department. One

40.1( 30- '"
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comparatively new school of approximately 1,500 students reported having

sold 27,000 individual paperbacks during a five month period from September

to January. (There is reason to believe that the exceptionally high total

was partly influenced by the paucity of its library collection, but the

figure seems remarkable under any circamstances.)

The investigators can report no evidence, however, to indicate that

the i:se of classroom libraries increases the personal reading of students,

although such libraries provide for teachers an important means of guiding

personal reading. Practices were compared in ten schools in which a high

percentage of teachers reported classroom libraries to be essential and ten

schools in which teachers reported single anthology texts to be basic. No

significant differences were found in the amount of time Ftudclts allot

either for homework or for personal reading; and differences in reading

preferences were slight and insignificant. If there was any notable differ-

ence, students in classes in which required reading was confined to an

anthology expressed interest in a greater variety of reading topic:, perhaps

to satisfy a personal demand not satisfied by the restrictive Instructional

program.

In one important area, however, the investigators did discover

important, albeit inconclusive, evidence of the impact of instructional

emphases on personal reading. The questionnaire (Instrument No. 21)

asked teachers to indicate whether they believed either the literature

program Lr the composition program was primarily responsible for the

successfu3 preraration of outstanding students in English. Practices in

schools that teachers rated high in literature were compared with practices

in schools rated high in composition. Surprisingly, in schools rated high

in composition, ,esults indicated an increase of 7 or 8 percent in the

amount of time students devote to homework reading and personal reading.

11111
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The finding might well serve as the basis for separate study. To the project

staff members, an explanation of this result may lie in the greater emphasis

on the formulation and communication of ideas in programs strong on

composition. Forced to seek and evaluate ideas so that they may strengthen

their own writing, students read widely. In many of the programs rated

high in literature by teachers (not necessarily by project observers who

frequently used different criteria to assess strength in literature programs)

a rigorous program restricted often to a single series of texts or books may

sometimes fail tc generate interest in discovering ideas. Moreover, in

some literature programs, requirements are so demanding that students have

little time to pursue their own reading choices.

SUa

Wide reading of many kinds of books is characteristic of students in

the schools embraced by the National Study. Library conditions in these

schools, if not satisfactory compared to national standards established

by the American Library Association, are considerably better than in typical

American high schools. Despite these better collections, however, the

school librarians seem not to be reaching students as one might hope.

Students repeatedly state a preference for use of the public libraries,

especially to obtain books for personal reading. Careless or highly

restrictive selections of books and magazines may partially explain the

dominant student preference for public library collections, as a faw

selective studies demonstrate. Another complex factor affecting student

preferences is the relationship between size of the school book collection

and student approval of the collection. Teachers are inclined, moreover,

to urge use of the school library if the book collecti(1 is of respectable

size, and when they du recommend the library or book use (whether paperbacks,

1$1,a
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public or school library), the students normally respond. Perhaps

surprisingly, the advanced twelfth grade students interviewed for the Study

Indicated that their teachers are the greatest influential factor in the

choice of their books. For this reason, teachers of English need to

recognize their potential influence and to consider more carefully the

reading interests of young people in the planning of required literature

programs. The respective findings of the Study suggest a considerable

range of literary works of good quality to which students respond favorably.

More concern in instructional programs that include major contemporary

writers is important if able students are to receive meaningful assistance

in interpreting the works of authors like Hemingway, Faulkner, and Joyce;

concern in programs about using quality selections which terminal or "slow"

students regard highly is important if these students are to have rnora

and deeper literary experiences.

P.
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CHAPTER X

EVALUATION OF LEARNING AND TEACHING
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So varied were procedures used by schools in the Study to evaluate

student learning and teaching effectiveness that- well after visits to most

schools had been completed, a special questionnaire was devised in order to

provide some data on the extent of variability (Instrument No 26). The

department chairmen were asked to furnish the project with information

concerning the comprehensiveness, the type, the content, and the constructivn

of the final examinations. Table 101-104 in the following pages present

the findings. Most obvious at first glance is the variety of procedures

used by the schools in testing of student achievement and in evaluating

effective teaching. This impression does not change upon closer examination.

A majority (59 percent) of the schools in the Study report no portion

of the final examination departmental. This number explains in part why

many department chairmen were unable to answer questions concerning the type

and content of the examinations. In these schools, department chairmen

explained that the teacher was solely responsible for making the final

examination, if he chose to write one, for each of his respective classes.

Almost 60 percent, then, of the schools gave evidence of lacking one way of

promoting greater articulation between grade levels.
1

Moreover, the writing of final examinations for the schools which do

administer departmental exams (42 percent) involves the depaTtment chairman

in only eight of the schools, and grade level chairman in another six. More

common is the departmental examination written by the teachers on the

respective grade level, and next, that written by all the teachers. Those

primarily responsible for the writing of departmental examinations should
.11/110111.111/ lemma AINMIMININOMISIO=111110

1
See the discussion on the use of departmental 6xaminations in the

coordinating and supervising of instruction in Chapter VIII.
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indeed be the teachers, but the department chairman should be involved

in some manner so as to insure that the items neelsse-y for proper articu-

lation between grade levels be adequately tested. Parc of this responsibility

reflects the evaluation of the overall effectiveness of the program, not

simply the performance of the student. That is, if students consistently

do poorly on a test covering certain ereas of English, the course itself and

not the students, should be opened for revaluation. At the same time, so

that each teacher may preserve the opportunety to exercise his own initiative

in the classroom, part of the fi=nal exaLination must still remain his

pl-imary, if not his sole Eesponstbility, And yet, it cannot be assumed that

Lae,:_7_aerg! rICA 11 1 of whom there are great numbers, are adequately

prepared in techniques of measurement after having completed only an

introductory course in educational psychology (and this introductory only in

generic terms) to allow them sole responsibility to devise an examination

which will evaluate in a few hours the student achievement of a year ie the

study of English.

Table 101

The Extent to Which Final Examinations in English Are Departmental
(n = 99 department chairmen responding)

Portion of Examination Number at Schools

All 11

Part 31

None 57

More agreement occurred concerning the comprehensiveness of the final

examination, i.e., the extent to which the examination was planned to test

all aspects of English. At Least 71 percent of the schools reported that

50 percent or more of the year's work in English was reflected in the final

examination (53 percent of the schools reported more than 70 percent
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Table 102

The Writers of Departmental Examinations
(n = 42 relwant responses)

Rank Writers Indicated by Schools Number of Schools

1 Teachers on Respective Grade Levels 16

2 All Teachers 12

3 Department Chairman with Help of Grade Level
Chairmen and/or Teachers of Respective
Grade Levels 6

6

4 Grade Level Chairmen with Help of
Their Teachers

5 Department Chairman with Standardized
Examinations 2

Table 103

4

The Comprehensiveness

Degree of
Percentage of Final

100

90-99

80-89

70-79

60-69

50-59

40-49

30-39

20-29

10-19

0-9

Teacher's Decision

No Answer

Other

and Weighting of the Final Examination

Comprehensiveness Percentage of Fine
Examinations Grade Reflected Therein
= 97) (n = 96)

21 0

6 0

8 0

16 2

7 0

11 0

0 1

17

5 41

4 14

1 1

6 8

a 9

3 3

1

97 96
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comprehensiveness). Such reports are encouraging, although one wonders

about the proportions assigned various components of English. That is,

the literature, which seems to involve 52 percent of the stldent classroom

activity during the year (Chapter III, Table 38), may very likely be

handled by a few essay questions. whereas the section f-1.1fo_ the examination on

language, which occupies only 13.5 percent of the teaching, may well account

for a part of the final exam far greater in proportion to time spent

learning it in the classroom.
2

The argument that the language portion of

the final examination is in effect some type of minimum essentials test

does not seem valid, especially if the student finds himqpif being tested

for something he felt little responsibility to learn throughout the

semester.

The reGponses concerning the type of final examination given shows a

sligiLt edge in favor of the essay examination. Forty-six of the schools

reporting stated that 50 percent or more of the final e:taminnti^n was

essay in nature, whereas only thirty-two reported that 50 percent or more

was objective.

In content, literature has the distinct edge, as reported by the

chairmen, supiortLng major findings about the teaching, but contrary to

the staff's examination of selected final examinations submitted by the

schools. An ii.:ormal study of these samples indicated far more attention

to language, especially to matters of usage, than to literature. Because

of the nmmber of department chairmen who did not feel qualified to report

on their department's practices, the results can be considered only

tentative. And yet, that very vagueness belies one truth too readily

apparent--that evaluation of student achievement and of instructional
.1111.0.......111101121.1.1.141110...11M11.MINM..M.1.

2
For a discussion of emphases in classroom teaching, see Chapter III.
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effectiveness emerges as OM of the areas demanding immt,diate attention

from the whole English profession. Sloppy methods of evaluation belie poor

definition of goals, a situation in which articulation between grade

levels often seems to be subordinated tstudent activity without definable

purpose.

Examinations covering minimum essentials to be mastert'i at a

particular grade level are not common. More than 70 percent of iche schools

responding do not require such tests. Of the seventy-qix schools not

testing nmirilmum essentials," several reported that they are considering

the practice but as yet have no examination in use; others had tried such

practice and discarded it.

Table 105

Frequency of Minimum Essential Examinations
(n m 97)

Minimum Essentials Examination Given

Response Number

Yes 21
No 69
No Answer 7

Grade Levels at Which Minimum Essentials Examination Given

Grade Number

9 5

10 12

11 11
12 6

The department chairmen, because of the nature of the task assigned

them in filling out the questionnaire, took the liberty to include many

explanatory notes. Some of these indicate the problems:

I don't see haw this can be lx,:oken dawn in general,

Tenth rare' much stress on language skills, both directly and
through short composition (usually). Essay questions cover
literature, but are graded also for form, organization, etc.

immasimemr,



Eleventh grade- -more stress on literature and reading areas--
but still some formal testing ia mechanics, sentence structure,
terminology, usage, etc. Essay questions graded fcr form as
well as contentusually based on literature. Analysis of a
poem or passage often given.

Twelfth zradl--less emphasis on formal testing of mechanics-amore
stress on 14.terature and on ability to organize and aiscuss
questions given on literature.

Our mid-year examination is our "big" examination. We have time
to correct them carefully. Our end-of-the-year exam is so
limited by time.

Wa have an anarchic system. Presumably final exams are to be
given, and presumably they are to count. Who gives them, when,
and how much they count remains a mystery. Some of us are now
struggling to establish a little order out of the chaos.

Each teacher in the department writes his own examination questions- -

not an ideal situation, perhaps, but orders are orders. I do try
to discourage objective examinations, not always successfully,
since I have no real authority.

New examinations are made as curriculum changes develop. For
example, we are (hopefully) moving toward fusion of literature
and composition courses. This requires development of new
examinations.

One department chairman, in two paragraphs outlined a sensible plan

that is difficult to improve on and deserves full quotation:

124

1007. of the final examination is based on work of the year;
conversely, however, 1007. of the year's work is not covered by
the final examination. From our point of view, grammar is emphasized
in a functional or structural way; composition is a continuous thing
throughout the year; literature is both intensive and extensive with
student choices in many areas. The final examination., therefore,
reflects the student's growth in writing and thinking and the literary
analysis based on the depth study which he has made as an individual
choice. We do not, however, attempt to take all the works of all
the authors covered during the year and have an objective test to see
what percentage of the data has been memorized by the students.

It is difficult to give a factual answer to the creative attempts
we use in arriving at a final grade. To begin with, the final grade
is an evaluation raCer than an average. We do not take the final
exam, give that a value of X and the average of the year's work a value
of 2X in arriving at Y as he final average. Since our grades are
called evajnations, the principal expects the grades to make sense;
on the other hand, a student who has caught fire should not be handicapped
in a final evaluation and graded as an average student any more than a
great author should be considered mediocre because half his books were
mediocre. Jn the other hand, a student who began well, but doesn't
continue his dedication to hard work and production cannot expect tc
be granted an evaluation of good work which has tapered af to poor
work.

'Ir"t'3.," -7'17-1A
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A study of the sample final examination in English submitted by

eighty-five departments provided the project staff with another partial

gauge of the actual goals of the currimlum in English ia the schools

visited. As the tables above suggest, Lowever, the examinations do not

reflect completely what each teacher hoped students would derive from the

,NeL1211.n.L1 T1,...,4.... 4.4
s..c-a.c.sc UWUL'im. %0LiCim. many I.GOLUCII75 ULU UULILULly

designing multiple-choice after multiple-choice questions; not agreeing

that such constitate at all the proper type of examination, but. acquiesing

to the tradition of the departmetc or to the lack cf sufficient time

either to write a better exam or to correct a more thoughtful one.

Some interesting insights into bow English is defined in many of the

schools in the Study resulted from a prolonged reading of the examinations

and from a frustrating and almost frustrated search for examinations which

might reflect efforts by the teachers to test what department cbcirmen

and the teachers themselves declared that they were teaching. English

as language involves almost every aspect defined in Bloom's Taxonomy of

Educationeladallyes on both the cognitive and the emotive level,sae

and few of the traditional multip!e choice questions are designed carefully

enough to test more than one of the several different levels, cognitive

and emotive, at a time: Indeed, in an objective examination of one hundred

items, if only one level were tested at a time, the test would only evaluate

each level at the most twice, not a large enough sampling to ensure the

evaluator of adequate knowledge or lack of same on the part of the testee.

One of the problems of end-of-the-year examinations? then, Is that they

may seek to measure too much.

Despite reports from the department chairmen, most of the final

3
Benjamin Bloom (ed), Taxonom of Educational Objectives, (tkm York:

Longmans, Green 6c. Co., 1956) .
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examinations sulamttted to the Study were objective it character, and the

great majority of these questions tested rote memory, Often they seemed

to test information which would be of little use to the student in future

years. Typical of such questions is the following:

William Shakespeare was the supreme writer of the Elizabethan
Period because (a) he tells the actual story of the defeat of the
Spanish Armada, (b) he writes of the conquests of English in the
New World, (c) he writes of the problems of the throne and the
tragedy of Elizabeth's personal life, (d) he has the ability to make
real the human characters of the Elizabethan period in the actions
o: daily life.

Obviously, the teacher intended the students to select (41), but the only

correct answer is not printed in the text: "(e) none of these." Only

a student half-knowledgeable about Shekespeare and English literature could

feel satisfied in selecting (1), A good student must have been perplexed

and must have felt that somehow his knowledge of Shakespeare all along had

been faulty. Possible answers (a), (b), and (c) reveal the teacher's

poverty of imagination in designing plausible red-herring questions and

could afford little discrimination in determining degrees of ignorance on

the part of the student. Most students know Shakespeare was not a chronicler

but a dramatist. Still, had answer (d) been an accurate statement of

reasons for Shakespeare's preeminence, the whole item would be relatively

worthless because of the inadequacy of the alternatives to tempt the

student astray.

Still another type of objective question is inadequate because of its

grammatical or stylistic flaws:

A quatrain is (a) six lines, (b) eight lines, (c) four lines,
(d) two lines.

No quatrain is four lines. It is either four lines lom, or has four

lines, or is characteristically a four line stanza, Such a comment may

seem picky, but a student who is in the same examination to be tested on
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his usage of the English language ought to be given the benefit of example

before he comes to tile section.

Questions sometimes test items and knowledge that is irrelevant:

The name of Jason's ship as (a) Argo, (b) Argus, (c) Argos.

Perhaps questions of this sort reflect the discipline that English demands

Cif its students, but if so, such ought to be used sparingly. Why would

one,\however, ask the following question:

The\Olief motive for reading fiction today is that it:
(a) elps pass the time
(b) p its the reader to examine his own life from different

poi is of view
(c) enab s the reader to see his own problems are relatively

unimpo ant
(d) forces th reader to think about problems.

In effect this teacher as asked his students a question so basic to English

that it would be parailelec by a question in mathematics that might read,

"Why do we study geometry?" Th answer to the question should become

apparent through day to day work in ,English literature and cannot be tested

in a sing.. final examination questIon s if it were an item picked up

from a lecture entitled "Why Literature?" '\

Better questions take what a student has earned and test it in

different terms. That is, the following question buld simply have asked

"Who wrote The Man with the Hoe?" But instead, it reads\

The writer who best portrayed the hardships of fa11i\life in the
Middle West was (a) Harlin Garland, (b) William Dean Howe s,
(c) Edwin Markham.

Similarly, one question tests a student's practical application of m aphor

in poetry rather than his ability to select the proper poetic device use

in a line of poetry. The teacher instead asks the student to choose the

line that best completes the figure of speech:
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Better to drink life in one flaming hour
i\nd reel across the sun,

Before oblivion.

1. Than sip pale years and cower
2. Than climb great heights and tower
:L Than eat dry crumbs and cower
4. Than seek bright lights and power

Perhaps havinq the 9tittiAnta 0A1PPI- the best 14no 4z more werthwhilc than

having them select the bast states of poetry, as in the following:

A. Red Robin saw the 'sun to rest,
When gathered slee4 to line his nest;
I quickened step leEkt evening star
Should find me from my home so far.

B. The sun descending in the west,
The evening star does shine,
The birds alce silent in their nest,
And I must seek for mine.

Although the choice of "B" is fairly dlear, the teacher has no way of

being sure of what influenced the student's decision as he does Ln the

question where only one line is in doubt. that line, "eat dry crumbs"

and "sip pale years" are most effective in determining student notions of

the consistency of :metaphor. Any choice of the former would pretty well

indicate that students have some notion of metaphor, but one not yet refined

enough. The teacher, consequently, would realize whereit his failure lies

and could use the information to make his teaching of figures of speech

more effective the next time around. Forcing choices of this kind can be

a good teaching technique; this is not necessarily synonymous, however,

with good tasting technique.

Multiple choice questions are worthwhile, though, and can be used

effectively to evaluate what students have learned. But questions of the

sort which simply test, item after item, the student's recall of what he

heard in class or of what the introduction to a particular poem said seem

s N11.0111r Impol i, ) ,Q 41s.
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quite useless--they miss the point of English as a subject in which one

"learns about other people." ::ether, students seem to spend their time

learning about the authors' lives rather than escst their own. But

multiple-choice questions ara still useful an such questions as:

Snow-Bound is an Ilya because (1) it describes a pastorai
scene, (2) it states the ideals of democracy, (3) it is written in
an elegant style (4) it describes legendary chasaatass,

can be combined with metiple choice questions which seat a student's

response to a passage such as:

Davis [fnom "In the Zone"] : He bends down and rsaches out
his hand sort o' scared- like, like it was somethin' lang'rous he
was after, an' feels round in under his duds--hidden ii under his
duds an' wrapped up in 'em it was- -an' he brings out a black
iron box! [Lines spoken] (a) with sn air of sinister mystery,
(b) with great fear, (c) with marked indignation, (d) W.th great
deliberation.

Further, such questions may well be asked as:

A. My husband iikeq golf better than I.
B. My husband likes golf better than me.

Which might cause a serious argument?

A. A clever dog knows it's master.
B. A clever dog knows its master.

In which case does the dog have the upper paw?

The butssr was asked to stand by the door and call the
guests wises.

B. The butler as asked to stand by the door and call the
guests' names,

A. Do not break you: bread or rail in your soup.
B. Do not break your bread, or roll in your soup.

Both shots bad monners, but which is harder to do?

A. Everyone I know has a secret ambition.
B. Everyone, I know, has a secret ambition.

In which has the speaker pries into the private
life of his friends?

or direct questions of interpretation, as in:

DUNCAN: Dismayed not this
Our captains, Macbeth and Banquo?

SERGEANT: Yes;

As sparrows eagles, or the hare the lion.
(sc. Act X)

,'!.7.7775rT.
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The sergeant means that:
A. Macbeth and Banquo were greatly dismayed by the new

assault, like timid sparrois or hares.
B. The new assault dismayed Macbeth and Banquo no more

than sparrows dismay eagles or the hare the lion.
C. Macbeth and Banquo fought desperately, like sparrows

against eagles or hares against lions.

In general it may be stated that the teachers observed in the schools in

the Study displaying exceptienal competence were teachers who demanded of

their students responses to questions that rose above mere rote-learning.

A test composed of WO items all aimed at determining how well the stuaent

did listen to any lecture or how well he did read the introductory note to

a poem (perhaps ignoring the poem itself, unless it were narrative, in

whish case the ferreting out of names and places becomes fairly important)

generally reflects how and what a teacher teaches and the level of competence

he expects from his students. The teacher who used the trick questions

effectively demonstrated the misconceptions possible when poor or faulty

punctuation is used exercised imagination that well may not be within the

ken of every teacher, but he also demonstrated graphically for the student

a real and immediate need for proper punctuation. (It should be stated

that ail of the questions asked in the examinations may not have been the

result of effort by teachers in those schools submitting the examination,

but someone ultimately does deserve the credit for originality.)

The examinations involving fill-in questions displayed a similar

spectrum ot pertinence in evaluating student understanding of what has been

read, with perhaps some shift toward the darker end. Indeed, one must be

quite skillful if he is to design a question which requires one word for

an answer--a word that becomes obvious to the conscientious student by

thinking through the content and context of the question. For instance,

the question: "Hamlet is a has almost innumerable answers, limited

only by one's powers of imagination and percipience, but more specifically,

="1,1,077,1" fl...799r.gjIAIr.ror.exwmIrfa
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perhape, by the word that occurs in a*studenCs' notebook as a result of a

lecture, refreshed by means of a five-minute drill at the beginning of

classes. The question, "All English is divided into two main categories,

and ," will leave some real doubts in anyone's mind about the

answer, although one should reasonably expect to arrive at the proper

answer to a fill-in veatinn T.Atho .t. hiring attended the class in questiea.

Again there is little difference between the flat multiple-choice questions

described above and the following questions:

The greatest Shakesperian dramatist is

He wrote three kinds of drama, , end
M.WNamMIINP..

An illustration of each kind is and$ $

The dates of his life are ..IIMIN11116

The three greatest personal elegies are
and by , and by

Is the first question a gift? Did the teacher intend to say Elizabethan

instead of Shakespearian? Or is the word "Shekesperian" a confuser? Here

the ansver is obvious; the question is at fault.

For the most part, the fill-in answer does not seem effective for

testing ideas more than rte-learned in nature. That is, even in the

multiple-choice questions of a more discriminating nature the optional

answers almost uniformly were composed of more than one word. At the other

end of this continuum, of course3 is the essay answer, a testing technique

open to all of the uses and abuses that other examination questions seem

capable of.

Some essay questions submitted were neutral in character and allowed

the student in answering a good deal of either ingenuity or flatness. "In

your own words tell the story of Beowulf" can be a good or bad question

depending on the student. But questions such as

Give the historical facts of the medieval period.
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Trace the growth of American literature from its beginning to
the present day. Use examples to support your statement.

Literature is a reflection of the people and the time.
Discuss this idea as it pertains to American literature.
Be specific.

Discuss the development of the novel. In what century was the
first real novel written? What conditions made this particular
time ripe for such writing': How did the trend in purpose and
mode change as it progressed from the eighteenth century to
the nineteenth to the twentieth.

Show Cat you have definite knowledge of the Holy Grail.

In a discussion of approximately 150 words eveluate the movies,
radio, and television as entertainment and informational media.
Mention the strengths and weaknesses of each and give particular
attention to their suitability for the presentation of drama as
compared to the stage.

demand either too much information first hand, or a good memory of

secondary sources in order that they may be answered properly. Within

limits of time and memory, these are impossible--leading as they do to

shoddy thinking and cliche-ridden writing.

It must be admitted that the better essay questions occurred on honors'

and advanced placement examinations, and yet these is little reason that such

questions might not be modified for general or college preparatory classes.

Generally, they were characterized by very specific instructions with most

of the materials for the answer present in the question. The only ingredient

left out was the student's own thought or critical faculty. For instance, in

one examination which gave the student the option of three out of five

questions, one question read as folio/a:

"The criteria for judging the interpretation of any poem are
two: (1) A correct interpretation, if the poem is a successful one,
must be able to account satisfactorily for any detail of the poem..
.. It most fully explains the details of the poem without itself
being contradicted by any detail; (2) If mere than one interpretation
satisfactorily accounts for all the details of the poem, the best is
that which is most economical, i.e., which relies on the fewest
assumptions not grounded in the poem itself." 3ngliet Journal,
September, 1962, pp. 393-394.) .
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Below is a short poem by Emily Dickinson. It is commonly
given one or the other of two different interpretations, each based
on a different assumption. The two assumptions are these:

(a) The poem is descriptive of a garden or meadow scene.
(b) The poem is descriptive of a sunset.

Using the criteria above, make as good a case as you can for an
interpretation of the poem below, based upon one of the
assumptions (a or b).

Where ships of purple gently toss
On seas of daffodils,

Fantastic sailors mingle,
And then--the wharf is still.

-- Emily Dickinson

Another examination for a tenth grade class was organized about a poem:

I. Analyze the following characters using the line opposite each
name as a point of departure.

II. Discuss the meaning of eke poem.

What happens to a dream deferred?
Does it dry up
Like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a sore- -

And then run?

Does it stink like rotten meat?
On crust and sugar over--
Like a syrupy sweet?
Maybe it just sags
Like a heavy load
Or does it explode?

Langston Hughes

Paul--in Paul's Case

Miss Brill

The looney in How Beautiful w_ ith Shoes

Sushka--The Little Angei
Sponono--Tales from a Trodbled Land

The Umfundisi in Crx, the Beloved
County

Such questions are more specific and differ from most essay questions

in that they do not demand the encyclopedic knowledge that can reasonably

be expected only of a doctoral candidate in English taking his written

preliminary examinations. Some examinations are made even more difficult

through additional requirements:

Think through carefully the development of American poetry as
exemplified by the following authors: Longfellow, Lowell, Whitman,
Dickinson, Frost, and Sandburg. Organize your thoughts and then
select four of the poets and write an essay showing the contribution
which each author made. Be specific.

In writing the essay make a special effort to use gerunds,
infinitives, and participles. Underline these as they appear in
your work. The quality of your writing is more important than
the length of your essay. First make an outline and then organize
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your thinking from the items in the outline. Sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation, and vocabulary will all be considered in
the grading.

In some ways, the attempt to test both literature and composition is

commendable, but the special reference to use of gerunds, infinitives, and

participles must remain somewhat suspect, even had the students just finished

studying theme

The testing of composition skills for teachers has always remained a

problem. Surely, questions which ask students to identify sentences with

the terms simple, complex, compound, and compound-complex have minimal value

in deterAning whether the student has a firm grasp of sentence structure.

Other questions, however, were devised by teachers with a good deal of

success:

Amnesia is when one loses his memory. This sentence (a) should
read "... the loss of memory," (b) contains a misspelled word,
(c) is completely correct, (d) is incorrectly punctuated.

Licorice is used in drugs. It hides the taste of bitter medicine.
To be written in the best way, these sentences (a) should be
combined into a compound sentence, (b) should be left exactly as
they are, (c) should be written to contain the phrase "to hide the
taste of bitter medicine," (d) should be written to contain a
noun clause.

or:

Which of the following sentences is not parallel?
A. The ant is an industrious insect, and they live in

highly organized communities.
B. They ushered us to the door and asked us to leave.

Which of the following sentences is parallel?
A. Oscar was not only kind and generous, but also a very

efficient person.
B. Mrs. Burke told me to fill out the questionnaire and that

I should leave it in the office.
C. Following the trail is easier than cutting through the woods.
D. Anyone can learn to paint interesting pictures if you try.

Which of the following is not a sentence?
A. By staring at his feet while he was at the board.
B. A fine mess, this.
C. A hamburger with French fries, please.
D. Good evening.

1
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or:

The horn is sounded at the entrance of a village. It produced a
general bustle among the people. They are the people who are
waiting at the inn. The inn is the place where the coach stops.

Directions: Make a complex sentence. Begin with the first statement,
changing the verb to a past participle. Let the second statement
follow as the predicate. Reduce the third to an adjective clause
modifying Resale and the fourth to an adjective clause modifying inn.

There was a problem. I had to lift the piece of pie out of the plate.
The piece of pie was big and juicy. The'plate was deep. I wanted
to do this without spilling anything on the tablecloth.

Directions: Make a simple sentence, using the first statement as
the principal clause. Use the infinitive to lift as a predicate
nominative. Place modifiers found in the remaining statements
where they belong.

Pe twisted the wheel. He twisted it frantically. He fed as much
gasoline as possible. He hoped that the shoulder of the road was
firm. Craven swung the car to the right. He swung it sharply.

Directions: Make a complex sentence. Begin with a series of
intLoductory participal phrases. Combine the last two statements
to form the principal clause.

These questions require that a student do a bit more thinking than is

usually required in such questions casually grouped under "usage" as this

one:

The number of the correct sentences are to be encircled.
1. His coat lay on the floor.
2. His coat was laying on the floor.
3. Lay your coat here.
4. He never lays awake.

The above questions do have their value, though. The close syntactical

similarity of alternatives forces the student to think more about the

sentences and about the judgments he will have to make when he does his

own writing.

Testing a student's knowledge of total composition structure is an

even more difficult matter. Some possible solutions taken from tests

are suggested here:

A

- Q
Q
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Rate the following thesis statements (1-5) from bast to poorest.
Comment giving reasons for your choices.

1. Although no one is perfect, Chaucer presents the parson as a
perfect minister in thought, word, and deed. The parson was
a true Christian and always lived by the Word of God.

2. The parson was a good man from the church, as well as wise and
smart.

3. A nun is a woman who retires from the everyday world, and
devotes hereself to religion. In comparing the early day nun
to the prioress, one finds that Madame Eglantine is a completely
different kind of woman than one expects a nun to be.

4. In the "Canterbury Tales," Chaucer portrays Hubert, the friar,
as a beggar friar who is interested only in his own wealth
and not in being a servant of the common people, as most friars
of his day were.

5. Atticus Finch is a well known and liked lawyer in a small town
called Maycomb, in Northern Alabama.

Below you will find a gz.Gup of numbered sentences out of
coherent order which makes up z. unified paragraph when they are
arranged in logical sequence. After reading the sentences, arrange
them in order so that the revised sequence makes up the proper order.
After you have decided on the correct arrangement, write the numbers
in the blanks provided and answer the questions that follow:

1. The rising importance of Leeds has attracted the notice of
successive governments.

2. In 1841 there were more than a hundred and fifty thousand souls.

3. They boasted loudly of their increasing wealth and of the immense
sale of cloth which took place in the open air on the bridge.

4. But from the returns oL the hearth money it seems certain that
the whole population of the borough, an extP!tsive district
which contains many hamlets, did not, in the reign of Charles II
exceed seven thousand souls.

5. Leeds was already the chief seat of the woollen manufacturers of
Yorkshire, but the elderly inhabitants could still remember the
time when the first brick house then and long after called the
Red House was built.

6. Oliver Cromwell had invited it to send one member to the House
of Commons.

re,
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7. Charles the First had granted municipal privileges to the town.

8. Hundreds, nay thousands of pounds, has been paid down in the
course of one busy day.

Ilestions:

1, The best logical order of arrangement is
arwRomrsommonwrISM

2. The sentence above which can best serve as the summary sentence
Of

611.11=i111.11111...11.110/M11111!2

3. An appropriate title for the paragraph might be

Yet, most of the testing of composition and language devolves into

ques'elons on usage, spelling, vocabulary, and the like. Part of the

reason for these shortcomings may be that what is tested is what is taught.

Surely, the evaluation of staaent achievement in language and composition

will became adequate only when the teaching in those areas becomes more

realistic.

Quite possibly the reason the advanced placement and the honors

examinations seem generally better is that the advanced placement teachers

tend to be generally the best in the school, or that the questions appeal

more to the sophisticated observer, or that the questions seam to be asked

on works that are of marked literary value.

But the advanced placement teacher quite often was not confined to

simply that class of student, but quite often taught three general sections

as well. Nevertheless the impression remains that if one were to be able

to look at all of the examinations given by these teachers, he would find

the examination for the general class more traditional in nature than the

one for the honors group, even though sometimes the students cover material

of comparable literary interest, albeit on a more limited scale. One

argument in favor of the teacher doing the aforementIoned, however, may be

that the general classes are a good deal larger, thus obviating the

-.4--=----- -,.-°`. 7.777,-77".`,..,-irt.Z,(7. 1.! '-'71'1!
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possibility of the student-teacher interaction progressing to the point

where the thoughtful essay-type examination will be fruitful, or even

practical.

The second objection is more difficult to answer. A question may well

appeal to a person fond of English as a humanistic study when it requires

some type of literary analysis. And yet, when the alternative offered is

"Hamlet is a 9
It
one can appreciate the reasons for its disfavor.

In some ways, the discrepancy evident in to two types of examinat-4m

results from two dgferent conceptions of what the course is for hhe gptensA

and the advanced student. The honors or 41,4174Ag0 placement studept perms

to be given that opportunity to experience what many specialists hone titkat

English means when applied to literature: the development of a person's

insight into how a work of literature operates and creates its effect--into

how a poem means. In general, advanced students seem to be introduced to

the facts of literary history only when these facts seemed relevant to that

student's greater insight into just how and why the poem was written as it

was, into why it operated then as it did, and now as it does. The students

read and thihk about literature throughout the semester, and that is why

when the final examination comes, the students are allowed to do the very

same thins there that he has been about for nine months. Such asst intense

approach is encouraged, of course, by small classes. With the general,

terminal, or even regular college bound student, however, the process is

quite different. One wonders, however, whether or not the total reason is

the larger classes; rather, the suspicion arises that some notion of what

the student is and is not capable of doing enters in here. Perhaps the

abilities of these students are being undersold. i3ut these students are

tntroduced to literature as if it were history. If tha facts of the author's

7'7777-,,,t4k
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life or the age are not tested, the "facts" of the story are. Haw the

particular work of literature might operate is swallowed up in a supposed

demand to cover American or British literature, to give the student that

all important familiarity with the general run of great literature. One

can sympathize somewhat with some of the reasoning hare. A teacher assumes

Shat a student going on into college deserves to have a nodding acquaintance

with Chaucer's Pr219211, and if that student is not going on to college,

somehow that demand seems more and more insistent because that student

might never meet the Prioress again. The argument here is not against the

teacher teaching the adamt; rather the argument is against the notion

that along with the 11212m, there are two hundred other major items in

English literature with which the student must become familiar before he

can leave high school. The result, unfortunately, too often is a cultural

literary cram course in which the student battles with a sea of names, dates,

and names of works, always, somehow, feeling inadequate because he realizes

that so much must be done before he leaves school. Somehow, this notion

does not exist in the honors or advanced placement class. Here the student

is allowed to read and digest what he has read. Surely, this latter

student is more gifted, but the powers he is exerting are possessed in some

degree by the slower or everage student, albeit at a less potent and less

developed level. It is these sensitivities that teachers should be con-

cerned with richer than the sensitivity to names and dates, for were these

names and dates all that complected English, the old sow that every and any

teacher is a teacher of English could quite easily be corroborated.

The third objection that the literary works used in the advanced

placement exams might have made the questions seem more appealing because

of the higher literary quality of the wicks ie not valid. First of all,

-kT
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the general classes are in faoL introduced to Ham,let. They ore in fact

introduced to Milton, to Keats, to Tennyson, to Austen (although some of

these authors may not be introduced to the slower classes, for reasons that

are here accepted as quite valid). But what happens to these authors in

the classroom and in the examinations is something quite different from

that in the advanced classes. Yet, there would be perhaps little wrong

with the teacher substituting works for the student of lesser literary

value but of more appeal to the student if he were to use this material to

teach how the work operates. If the insight into tone, characterisation,

setting, mood, diction, etc.,is not present, then the worth of any work of

literature being presented to the student is irrelevant.

-,V1111=1161
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SPECIAL PROBLFMS AND STUDIES
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A number of different topics are discussed in this chapter. Of

imprtance in interpreting other findings in the Study or of concern only to

certain specialists, the topics are neither sufficiently related t: other

issues to justify inclusion elsewhere, or are the subject of special studies

by the staff which are reported separately. The following topics, then,

are discussed in this chapter as a matter of convenience: the teaching of

speech; ability grouping and the teaching of English; characteristics of

outstanding teachers of English; some differences between experienced and

less experienced teachers;influences on the way in which teachers teach;

attitudes toward English; attitudes toward teaching aids and learning

materials; and attitudes toward selected issues in the teaching of English.

The atitIla allemg1

When teachers of English in the schools of the Study were asked to

rank the areas of English according to their importance to the success of

the English program, only 3 percent ranked "instruction in speech and oral

expression" first; 7.1 percent ranked it second; 16,33 percent ranked it

third. Thus, only one-fourth of the teachers in these schools consider

speech instruction important enough to be included in the first three

rankings.

On the issues questionnaire (Instrument No. 19), 83.2 percent of the

teachers indicated that each student: should have the opportunity to give a

prepared, oral presentation to his English class each semester, but only

43.8 percent of them agreed that "because of the increasing emphasis on the

spoken word, more stress must be placed on the skills of speaking and
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listening, even if such emphaeis means devoting somewhat less time to

literature ana composition," More than one-third (34.6 percent) disagreed

with this suggestion, and another 21.6 percent was too uncertain to commit

themselves either way.

The department chairmen in interviews claim that 5 to 8 percent of

class bane La Glades 10, 11, and 12 vvresents speech and oral composition

(Chapter III, Table 41). But observers reported to have seen only 4.9

percent of the content devoted to formal or informal speech activities,

with the percentage declining from 7.2 percent in Grade 10 to 2.9 percent

in Grade 12 (Chapter III, Tables 39 and 40). And the percentage of class

time devoted to speech activities--discussion, oral presentation--is very

small indeed, as the analysis of classroom procedures indicated (Chapter

III).

In the departmental interviews, groups of teachers were askea what

responsibility, if any, the English department assumed toward the teaching

of speech or oral language? Almost immediately groups would answer "much

responsibility"; yet when asked, "Where specifically do you plan for this

in your program?" teachers were hard pressed to answer. The most typical

answer, of course, directed attention to the elective course in public

speaking offered in the majority of these schools to students during the

junior cr senior year (almost always as an addition rather than substitute

for English) . Yet an informal examination of the total number of graduating

students sugg-ssted that in most schools not more than 15 to 20 percent of

them could possibly have completed a course in speech.

In short, then, the evidence both formal and informal indicates that

the teaching of speech is given short shrift in a majority of English

programs in the Study. Not only is little time devoted consciously to

speech education of students, but such time as is available (i.e., for

discussion) is often poorly utilized with teachers apparently unable to

dr.ft
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distinguish between instruction in oral language and actual participation.

Just as a minority of teachers seem to understand how to plan and conduct a

discussion and to educate students to participate in discussion (Chapter

III), so comparatively few seem to distinguish between teaching speech and

providing speech activities.

In a few schools the need for better speech education is recognized

by English departments and various steps are being taken to provide such

instruction. One pattern establishes a requirement of one semester of

speech, often during the tenth year, as part of the four-year high school

English sequence. Schools not on the semester plan will frequently pair an

English teacher with a speech teacher and ask the two to exchange classes

at the end of the fall semester. A somewhat different solution was

encountered in another school where a speech consultant is assigned to work

with three tenth-grade English teachers. On a regular schedule throughout

the semester, be offers speech instruction during the regular English hour.

A third approach, which is found in schools with team teaching experiments,

involves a qualified speech teacher as part of each three- member or four

member team. No one of these solutions seems perfect, but each suggests a

way f ensuring that every student receive some formal training in speech

with a qualified specialist.

But speech, like composition, cannot be taught in a fen weeks.

Proficiency and understanding can be developed only over a sustained period

of time. No matter what curricular plans may make it possible for each

student to complete some specialized work in speech, the responsibility for

continuing instruction almost ce'tainly falls to the English teacher.

Thus, it seems important for teachers of English to understand clearly the

relationship of oral language to written language, the contributions of oral

.1..***-
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language practice to the improvement of usage, the possibilities for teaching

the logical uses of language through discussion, and the contributions of

oral interpretation to programs in literature, Quite clearly neither the

teachers in these schools, nor the programs in English themselves, have

carefully considered the relationship of speech to English. Many seem

unaware of the revival in rhetoric, in scholarly endeavors and the attempts

to link the rhetoric of the oral tradition with that of the written

tradition in new programs for the schools.
1

The lack of concern with the

uses of language and the presentation of literature in modern media of

communication may be related to this disassociation of oral and written

language. Although the National Study itself can do little more than

identify the problem, it seems important that leaders in English curriculum

development concern themselves more deeply with the interrelationship of

speech, language, literature, and composition, both in our schools and our

culture. As Walter Ong recently said:

We live in an age which is becoming increasingly conscious of the
central importance of the sequence of the media in the development
of man's life world through the course of history. Man has lived
successively in an oral-aural (preliterate) culture (his state
everywhere for all but the most recent fraction of his time on
earth), a chirographic culture, a typographical culture, and now
an electronic culture. By contrast with the tendencies of the
chirographic and typographic cultures to quiet voice and produce
the isolated writer and reader, our present electronic culture is
activating voice once more and resocializing men--of course, in quite
a different way from that which prevailed in primitive oral cultures
before the invention of writing and script. In a world dominated
by voice on ceTwphone, radio, and television, and in the meetings
and conferences which, as much as machines themselves, form the

11111114111%

1
The Curriculum Study Center, University of 0' 'n, appears to be

developing instructional materials based on rhetorical principles which
apply to both speech and composition.
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fabric of technological life, the written rind spoken word play
back and forth against one another in a dazzling variety of
wa,/s.2

Ability c4ouping and the Teaching of EnglisTee==== air =ewes

Almost all the schools visited were committed to scme system of

A4fferentiating tesei.g stud tit abilities or interests. This commitment

extends, at least in theory, to the English department.. Some 86 percent

of the schools instituted formal grouping procedures which applied to the

student profile in English classes. Of the sixteen schools that did not

group students in English, two were planning to inaugurate grouping in the

following year and several had special advanced sections in mathematics

and/or science,

However, this common commitment seems to extend only to the concept of

grouping; certainly not to the means or the purpose. Forty-five schools

apparently assigned students co the same level in all subjects= The

decision was usually made on the basis of a composite aptitude or achievement

score. More often than not, the designation was vocational (college

preparatory, commercial, distributive education, general). The placement

decision in these schools was administrative--teachers were not consulted.

Thirty-eight schools fell into a second category in which students

were assigned to levels according to that portion of their ability or

achievement profile which was relevant to a particular subject area.

Thus, students ware assigned to a level in English reflecting their

language skills; not a composite of language and mathematics. Again the

official level designation in this category was likely to be vocational

as often as ability level.

111116/111101MMOMMIAMIN MNIENINNWIM

aNalter Ong, S. 3., "Literature, Threat and Conquest," Collem En fish
v. 27, No. 8 (May, 1966), pp. 620-622
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oily eleven schools permitted their students to make a direct, final

choice of placement by vocation. These schools probably diverged furthest

from the concept of ability grouping, but reasonable to suppose is that the

profiles of these groups are not very different from those in the schools

using a composite ability or achievement score. The effects of parental

pressure nn counselors And the offortc pressure on students

probably made these two systems quite close in final group profiles.

Six schools indicatnd the assivment of students to English classes

a prior record of failure in 7.nglish. Some have other means for

identifying and placing superior students, but for a few schools failure and

not failure atJ the only bases for grouping. In such cases there is a

single curriculum for all levels of ability and either a remedial or combined

two year section for failing students.

Very few schools reported the involvement .of English teachers in the

decision process on student assignment. Only seven schools reported any

consultation with teachers; but such consultation was often primarily

concerned with admission of students to honor sections, not with special

considerations which might mediate the assignment of students with special

problems. Only two schools reported systems in which slaw students had to

meet certain criteria of amenability to special instruction c- tutorials in

a formal English section. It may be that more schools consulted te.ichers

prior to student assignment than actually mentioned this procedure to

interviewers. In any event, there would still seem to be a reflection of

an administrative attitude.

It is apparent that while different methods of grouping have been

widely accepted in the better high schools in the country, the effect, if

not the intent, has been to provide a special learning climate only for the

,
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above average to gifted student whose sights are on a college education.

The non-college bound student with special problems in ability, motivation,

or divergent values is not receiving the same intensive attention. In the

judgment of the observers only a very few schools offered an effective

program for terminal students. (See, for example, the discussion of this

%pyauu au. uLAcpuza ZWU In Lne area of reading deficiency which has

received so much attention in recent years, there seems to have been little

progress beyond the formal designation of a remedial reading section and the

acquisition of pacing devices and canned reading programs (Chapter VII).

While most of the schools indicate ability grouping, their published

curricula do not indicate differential treatment in English. Few English

programs showed evidence of careful analysis of the needs and capacities of

the various sub-categories of terminal students. Only four schools indicated

Cie existence of an experimental program to develop methods, materials, or

emphases foe terminal students.

The vocational nomenclature typical of these systems of grouping is

perhaps symptomatic of the problem faced by these schools (unless the

divisions are a political device) in establishing a correct balance between

the classic general education and the skills and information needed for a

set of f-vocational categories. This concept of division seems to contradict

the use of aptitude and achievement batteries. On the othec hand, if the

rationale for grouping in these schools does reflect the use of ability tests,

then a more ratioeel approach to the problem of division is necessary--an

approach which recognizes specific deficiencies in the capacity to learn by

standard methods and materials. Although this more rational concept is

certainly not new, it does not seem to have filtered down to high school

English programs. There seems to be little evidence today of concern with
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the types of ability groups that need to be formed in the high schoolthere

is little more than token recognition of the last twenty years of research

on mental abilities and grouping. The principal who said, "We don't know

what we're doing here," said more than he knew.

=wiz=Characteristics of Outstanding Teachers of Er.).

After each visit project observers indicated on a separate summary

sheet those teachers in the school who should be distinguished for

excellence--or specifically, for their classroom teaching and impact on the

total program. These teachers were grouped according to their answers on

the questionnaire for individual English teachers (Instrument No. 21) and

a set of comparisons was drawn between these 130 cutstanding teachers and

the total group of 1,371 teachers. This discussion reports the result of

that comparison and indicates some of the characteristics of outstanding

teachers of English.

The 130 outstanding teachers selected by observers were described in

the following ways: they had more experience; they spent more time teaching

in the e.assroom; they spent more time reading and writing; they were more

intezested in speciqc authors and individual works rather than in the

history of ideas, chey were more involved in professionally related activi-

ties, but spent leas time listeniug to music rand learning how to teach

language, composition, and reading than their colleagues in the general

group.

The outstanding teachers showed an average of,: 14.8 years of experience

compared with 12.0 years for the total group of teachers. No significant

differences were discovered in number of students taught each day nor in

time spent preparing for classes or in conferring with students. There

IMIPP4CT.,
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was, however, a difference in time spent on correcting papers. Some 41.6

percent of the outstanding teachers spent thirteen or more hours par week

grading and correcting papers in contrast with 31.14 percent of the total

group of teachers. It also seems that the outstanding teachers spent more

time advising student activities, As many as 6L 05 percent of thew arivr4scl

student activities for one or more hours per week in contrast with 43.8

percent of the total group. Of the outstanding teachers, 38.5 percent spent

thre;. or more hours per month on "Other professionally related activities,"

whereas 30 percent of the total group spent more than three hours per month.

This difference is reflected in the number of teachers who hold offices in

professional organizations and participate in professional programs at

conventions. Some 71.6 percent of the outstanding teachers spent more than

four hours per week reading in contrast with 55.8 percent of the total

group. At the same time, however, 54.1 of the total group spent four or

more hours per week Listening to music in contrast with 45.4 percent of the

outstanding teachers. Oddly, it seems that the outstanding teachers spent

more time at part-time employment than the total group;25.4 percent of the

outstanding teachers were employed part-time in contrast with 15.7 percent of

the total group.

The summer found the outstandin?, teachers more involved professionall7

than the total group. Whereas 17.7 percent of the outstanding teachers

taught summer school and 16.2 percent spent this time reading, reflecting,

and planning, only 12.5 and 10.2 percent respectively of the total group

were engaged 3n these activities. Also, 10.2 percent of the total group

was involved in employment unrelated to teaching in contrast with 6,9 percent

of the outstanding teachers; and 11.7 percent of the total group was involved

in "Pelaxing with personal or family recreation" in contrast with 3.8

percent of the outstanding teachers.
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The outstanding group of teachers seemed to be slightly better

prepared in terms of formal education, since 77.9 percent had under-

graduate majors in English compared with 71.8 percent of the total teacher

group. Of the outstanding teachers, 69.2 percent had earned a degree since

the beginning of fell time teaching, whereas only 52 percent of the total

group had earned a degree. After entering full time teaching, 49.2 percent

of the outstanding teachers had earned an MA, MS, or M.Ed. degree; only

36 percent of the total teacher group had done such. (Of the highly rated

group, 36.1 percent had earned an MA or MS, and 13.1 percent had earned the

M.Ed.; only 29 percent of the total teachers had earned the MA or MS and

6.56 percent had earned the M.Ed.)

In the semester hours earned in various areas related to English

after beginning teaching, 47.7 percent of the outstanding teachers had

taken more than twelve hours in literature in contrast with 30 percent of

the total group. Of the outstanding teachers 48.5 and 34.6 percent had

taken one course or more in language and in composition in contrast with

3441 and 24.8 )?ercent of the total group. Also, after beginning teaching,

43.1 percent of the outetending teachers had taken at least one. methods

course in thQ teaching of English, atd only 31.6 percent of the others had

taken once

The total group indicated a greater interest in ietodectory courses

or practically-oriented courses, like literary surveys, literature for

adolescents, traditional grammar, the teaching, of reading, and practical

methods in the teaching of English.. On the other hand, the outstanding

teachers were more interested in the advanced courses that might be included

under literary genre courses, close studies of single authors or works, and

advanced studies in curriculum and research in the teaching of English--

perhaps because of their more extensive background in course work. Ine last
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group of courses, those in curriculum and research, might perhaps be

accounted for by the substantial =Mbar of departmeet chairmen included in

the group of 130 teachers. However, this group was interested in literary

surveys as well. Of the total group, 65 percent considered literary surveys

of at least sone interest or value, if not of great interest or value;

whereas only 56.2 percent of the outstanding teachers were similarly affected.

However, 82.3 percent of these teachers thought that courses in literary

genre would be ef some or great interest or value in sharp contrast with

63.2 percent of the total group. Of the outs4nding group of teachers, 57.7

percent felt that there would belt interest in close study of single

authors or single works, whereas only 48.1 percent of the total group felt

such interest. But 36.2 percent of the total grew found a course in the

teaching of reading of great interest and value, whereas only 30 percent of

the special group felt this way. Also 71.6 and 72.1 percent of the total

group thought a course in practical methods in the teaching of English an

in literature for adolescents would be of at least some interest and value,

whereas only 56.9 percent and 64.6 of the outstanding teachers felt this

way. The outstanding teachers, however, were more interested in a course

in advanced studies in curricelum and research in the teaching of English;

43.8 percent of them fouud mch a course of great interest in va/e in

enntraat with 15,4 pAr^chtlf teto veep. At the -ther ere! of the

scale, 32.1 percent of the total group found a course in traditiore% grammar

of no interest r value, uhereas 47.7 percent of the special teacbers felt

the same.

As one might suspect, the outstanding teachers were more fortunate in

receiving grants. Out of 130 teachers, a total of 63 grants had been re-

ceived: 12 John Hay Fellowships, 8 Commission on English Institute stipends,

16 locally sponsored grants, and 10 university fellowships or scholarships.
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Of the total group of 1,371, only 407 grants had been received (half of

which, of course, were received by the outstanding teachers): 23 John Hay

Fellowships, 34 Commission on English Institute stipends, 16 summer grants,

124 locally sponsored grants, and 74 scholarships or fellowships from

universities.

As mentioned before, the 130 outetandiag teachers consistently

belonged to more professional organisations. Some 69.2 percent belonged to

the NCTE and 60 percent belonged to state English associations, whereas only

52.3 and 44.6 percent of the total group belonged; the 130 outstanding

teachers also held 131 offices, whereas the 1,371 held only 872 offices;

and the 130 teachers made 153 appearances on programs at conventions,

whereas the 1,371 made only 1,008 appearances. The outstanding teachers

also read more books and journals; 90 percent regularly skimmed through the

En lish Journal and 43.1 percent looked through 29.1.4.E. in contrast

with 83.9 and 31 percent of the total group. Of the outstanding teachers,

16.2 percent read or skimmed the CCC bulletin in contrast with 9.8 percent

of the total group. Moreover, the outstanding teachers had an average of

466.7 books in their personal libraries, whereas the total group had only

330.3 books. And they also read an average of 3.3 books per month other

than those they taught in class, whereas the total group read 3.2 books per

eionth. Perhaps the extra time in reading was devoted to the three journals

and to other items not strictly considered books. The outstanding teachers

also hed a slight edge in writing creatively, if ouly for their own pleasure.

A percentage of 20 said they did so frequently, wiaereas 13.3 percent of the

totet teachers reported the same.

When asked to rate the importance of certain aids end materials in

the teaching of English, 58.3 percent of the total group found literature

anthologies either very important or essential in contrast with 51.5 percent
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of the outstanding teachers. However, 41.5 percent of the outstanding

teachers found class sets of novels, plays, and biographies essential in

contrast to 30.7 of the total group. A percentage of 17.7 of the outstanding

teachers, but only 10.7 percent of the total group, found workboole drille

as detrimental in the classroom. In the same Titv, 51.9 percent of the total

group found lan6uage textbooks either very important or essential in contrast

with 44.6 percent of the outstanding teachers, although neither group

differed in their feelings about a handbook on language for student refer-

ence. However, 21.5 percent of the outstanding teachers found a record

player and a library of recordings in the classroom essential, whereas only

14.3 and 16.8 percent of the total group revealed the same conviction. Of

the total group, 53 percent found classroom sets of dictionaries essential

in contrast with 42.3 percent of the outstanding teachers. Of the total

group of teachers, 35.7 percent considered lay readers not very important or

detrimental in the classroom, whereas even more in the outstanding group,

46.2 percent, viewed lay readers as not very important or detrimental.

However 34.7 percent of the total group considered a teaching manual very

important or essential in the classroom, whereas only 13.8 percent of the

outstanding teachers felt this way (which is a reflection perhaps, of the

greater experience of the outstanding teachers).

Concerning the extent to which teachers were allowed to choose

materials, such as literature books, texts, or records, for use in English

classrooms, the outstanding teachers indicated they had more freedom of

choice than the total group of teachers.

With respect to approaches to the teaching of literature, the out-

standing teachers stressed the study of ideas in single works of literature.

Some 79.2 percent considered such study "of great importangen in contrast:with

68.3 percent of the total group. Similarly, 65.4 percent of the special
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teachers found comprehensive analytic study of individual selections of

great importance in contrast to 53.7 percent of the total group. On the

other hand, 61.5 percent of the total group found biographical study of

authors of some or great importance, whereas only 47.7 percent of the

special teachers thought so.

nrc. 4nAgnesA rvalfeiFtaltiA4,1.2.
yuac.eauvAsAmar.sab r-rtfAnly, their

profile was determined somewhat by the fact that they were singled out by

the observers, but the consistency of the picture portrayed in this brief

review is gratifying. These teachers are readers and more interested in

literature as a form of art and communication than they are in it as a form

of content to be mastered by the students. Rather than take a course in the

teaching of reading, they seem rather to prefer to take a course in intensive

study of individual authors and works--surely this is where the understand-

ing of reading begins, and where the most profitable attempts to continue

`,4te education of most juniors and seniors in high school should begin.

The\difference seems to be in the process and the thing produced, between

theory and fact.

Some Differences Between Experienced and Less Experienced Tea:hers of=574 =OWN=1= 2==21 COC91=211=BI =MU

Mats
What difference does teaching experience make in the perceptions and

practices of teachers of English? Lo obtain some clues to changes which

come with experience, the investigators divided responses of the 1,331

teachers on the teacher questionnaire (Instrument No. 21) into the first

and fourth quartiles on number of years of teaching experience. Teachers in

the first quartile had taught three or fewer years; those in the fourth

quartile had taught for twenty years or more. Table 116 presents some of

the more interesting findings.
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A comparison of the results Indicated that the more experienced

teachers spent slightly more time correcting papers (modal times were

9-12 hours weekly compared with 5-8 hours for inexperienced teachers) and

slightly more time conferring with, students (30 percent spent 5-8 hours

weekly compared with 19 percent of the inexperienced teachers).

Younger teachers, for understandable reasons, devoted more time to

college course work. Some 28.2 percent of the less experienced teachers

spent one or more hours per week taking college courses in contrast with

13.6 percent of the experienced teachers. In the summer, 29.6 percent of

the younger teachers enrolled in summer, seheell in contrast with 8.9 percent

of the older teachers. The experienced teachers claimed tc spend more time

reading, reflecting, and planning than did their younger colleagues (16.6

percent to 9.4 percent). And the experienced teachers indicated less

enthweissem about the value of college courses in general.

The two groups, however, did not differ significantly in undergraduate

preparation, except that a slightly larger number of experienced teachers

indicated that they possessed double majors,

Young teachers tend to regard literature as being more Important to

the school program (38.7 percent to 33.5 percent), whereas the experienced

teachers favored composition (35.9 percent to 32.8 percent). Par more

young teachers looked with favor on the use of paperbacks (21.7 percent

to 8 percent) and on the use of lay readers to assist in paper annotation

(64.1 percent to 48.4 percent).

Perhaps the most important distinction between the two groups

was in their professional involvement. The young teachers were less

likely to belong to profassitenal associations and less likely to attend

professional meetinga.

as
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Table 106

Same Points of Comparison Involving
Experienced and Less Experienced Teachers

Dimension of Comparison

Modal number of hours spent
correcting compositions weekly

Percent spending 1-3 hours weekly
or more in college course

Percent typically enrolling in
summer session

Percent beginning teaching career
with

less than bachelor's degree
bache lor's degree

15-30 hours or more beyond
bachelor's degree

Percent never attending
a local English meeting
a state English meeting
a national English meeting

Percent reporting membership in
NCTE

State English Association
Regional English Association
Local English Association

Percent regularly reading the
Fn_ ligh Journal

Percent ranking following component
of English as most important:

Literature
Composition
Language
Reading
Speech

Percent recommending co students
the following sources for books:
School library
Paperbacks
Public library

140,,,,,,minnomml-mrPTrdroor"^"Aff"

Experienced
Teacher (20 or
more years
teaching)

(n = 341)

9-12 hours

13.6 percent

8.9 percent

16.9 percent
65.9 percent

17.2 percent

10.1 percent
19.3 percent
56.4 percent

58.8 percent
63.8 percent
32.9 percent
54.0 percent

90.2 percent

33.5 percent
35.9 percent
7.1 percent

15.4 percent
3.3 percent

73.9 percent
8.0 percent

11.9 percent

Less Experienced
Teacher (3 year's

teaching or
less)

(n = 337)

5-8 hours

28.2 percent

29.6 percent

2.3 percent
67.4 percent

29.6 percent

46.3 percent
67.2 percent
89.7 percent

49.9 percent
28.7 percent
10.0 percent
24.3 percent

80.9 percent

38.7 percent
32.8 percent
;4.3 percent

12,.9 percent

3.8 percent

59.8 percent
21.7 percent
14.7 percent

404,4010.41;*2#;14i1,;:i-V46:010101.'4;6.1;;;AM11110...121;ji:4
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Influences on the Way in Which Teachers TeachMI=CtiCtiii=PAI= =CR NZTX1 122= :CC= ====

In individual interviews, 424 teachers were asked: "As you look back

on your preparation and the experience that you have had professionally since

that time, what individuals or experiences would you say hare had the most

Impact in determining the way in which you teach today?" The responses

were recorded oy the project staff members, later analyzed, and are reported

in Table 107.

Rank

Table 107

Individuals and Experiences Mentioned by Teachers
as Having Had the Greatest Impact on Their Teaching

(n = 424 teachers)

Individual or Influence Number Mentioning

1 College Professor of English Education 244

2 College Professor of English 165

3 Critic Teacher during Student Teaching 118

4 Department Head, Principal, or Fellow Teacher 109

5 dome Particular Personal Experience 67

6 A High School Teacher That I Had 61

7 A Course Completed 33

8 Reading That I Have Done 11 1
.4, Jo

9 Some Individual Friend or Acquaintance,
including Family 2g

10 Teachers in General 2z

11 Conference, Institute, Workshop 20

12 Don't Know 12

13 Own High School Experience 10

14 An Elementary Teacher That I Had 6
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The wording of the question, with its emphasis on the way teachers

teach, may have directed attention to individual instructors and away from

books. This was suggested when teachers indicated that their reading did

not have an important or direct influence on how they taught. Although

conferences and instit...ess might have been important as a direct influence,

the ......1 2 1(14/suuca6v i.ews occureeu 4.7u4 an
A 1 A" --I-- "e e-YeA'-' of nationalU 2.7UJ, ULL__

NDEA institutes in English and comparatively few teachers had attended any

institutes of this kind (Chapter II, Table 21), The Bread Loaf summer

conferences and institutes sponsored on the East Coast by the ESSO Corpora-

tion were among those most frequently mentioned.

Most teachers experienced difficulty in answering the question. Few

did t 'without considerable reflection, and almost all mentioned three or

four different influences. How valid such responses may be is far from

certain, but the discovery that experienced and successful English teachers

believe they have been influenced to a greater degree by professors of

English echcat5(a, professors of English, critic eachers, and department

chairmen suggests the importance of strengthening preservice preparation.

The striking result of the findings, then, points to the greater

influence of individuals compared with other influences. Teachers apparently

teach as they were .aught, but it seems less the method that they emulate

than the vigor of the personality. At least, this seemed to show in the

essence of their responses. The usual antipathy toward education courses

was occasionally reflected in such comments of teachers as: "Professional

preparation courses were helpful but not education courses." Despite this

rather widespread attitude expressed by teachers and the fact that not more

than 15 percent of the present course work of the average teacher is in

education, much less methods, more than half of the individaals named as

"most influential" were either professors of English education or teachers
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of methods courses: Paul Diederich, Irwin C. Foley, Agnella Gunn, Floyd

Rinker, Vincent McGuire Lou rARrAnt, nw4g10- Thirtort, G. R. Carlsen,

Louis Zahner, Edwin Sauer, Lucia Mirrelees, Dora V. Smith, Fred Wolcott,

J. Paul Leonard, and many others were mentioned. Clearly, the teachers

distinguished instructors in the teaching of English (methods, curriculum

in English, supervised teaching) from instructors in other education courses.

Another group of individuals named frequently and ranking second were

professors of English: John Gerber, John Mc(alliard, Austin Warren,

Arthur Carr, Hardin Craig, Aubrey Williams, Helen C. White, G. B. Harrison,

James Sledd, Kemp Malone, C. C. Fries, and S. I. Hayakawa were among those

mentioned. More than a few were teachers of preparatory courses in

Shakespeare, suggesting that exciting content and instruction may be linked

in the memory of those interviewed. Ozcasionally a professor of education

or a professor in another field (music, history) was mentioned.

A third group of individuals exercisinz a tremendous influence on

the beginning teacher were supervising or critic teachers. Although

individuals wrote down the names of these individuals lsss frequently, the

responses indicated that the critic teacher can be highly influential.

Department chairmen and supervisors comprised the fourth Twat

frequently mentioned group. Supervisors who visit schools and classroms

regularly and confer with teachers, as Helen Hanlon once did in Detroit and

as Katherine Greansy now does in Maryland, are highly regarded. Energetic

department chairmen or principals, who visit, confer, and are available to

help, are also highly regarded. Among those whose names were mentioned with

some frequency: Alan Glatthorn, Margaret Casey, Ruth Herin, and Jean

Reynolds.

ra-e
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Attitudes Toward English=
What does any professional staff see as particularly significant in

English? Of special importance to any program is the image of "English,"

as conceived by the school principal and the teachers of Engiish. In

many ways, the points of view expressed in the 115 schools were similar,

although they revealed important differences in the conception of English

as a content subject and as a service subject.

Table 108 tabulates in four categories the varied responses of building

principals to the question: "t at dc you believe is the basic function of

English?" The difficulty of analyzing the results of such an open question

is apparent in the breakdown in the table. By far the most frequent single

response was the word "communication," but obviously the word can have many

implications unless placed in a specific context. To observers, principals

usually seemed ready to supply a context sufficient to indicate whether the

term referred primarily to the so called "skills" of language (reading,

writing, speaking, listening) or whether it was used to imply the broader,

humanistic areas of literary appreciation! critical thinking, and general

cultural education. Because some principals mentioned more than one

function, all responses are included.

Clearly the high school principals in these 116 schools see the most

important function of English to be the preparation of students in the use

of the skills of language. This is a curious finding in light of the

emphasis on literature (52.2 percent of class time) in classes. However,

in subsequent interview questions, observers ascertained that there was

considerable confusion in principals' attitudes toward the subject. Many

actually criticized the amorphous quality of the subject, which several

felt needed definition and balance. Such principals maintained that the

objectives of English are neither adequately codified nor understood, and

ar.
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that first priority in improving programs should go to clarifying objectives

in some fashion agreeable both to teachers and to students and parents. These

principals who argued that existing programs lacked balance also argued

that one aspect of English, be it usage or literary history, predominates.

(The study of literature does predominate, as this investiagion makes clear,

but in calling for balance, principals seem to imply that the various

components of English should receive equal emphasis, an approach which

teachers in these schools overwhelmingly reject.)

Table 108

The Function of English Identified by School Principals
(n = 116 principals)

Number
Mentioning

Communicationdistinguished as a

Percentage of
Total Responses

verbal skill 76 42.7

A Service to other disciplines 30 16.9

106 59.6

General Education (literary or cultural
heritage, common experience, moral values) n

21.9

A Source of Ideas; process of thinking, etc. 33 18.5

72 40.4

The sometimes quiet revolution in the study of language and the impact

of modern linguistic research concerned a number of principals. Not all such

administrators were certain ALI, such a change was appropriate, and more than

a few merely suspected that because "lirquistics" was new, their school

like others probably should "climb aboard the bandwagon," as they had dons

previously in physics and mathematics, and introduce the subject. Some

principals, of course, advanced more honorable reasons for curriculum

change, and several, suggesting for example that the schools needed a grammar
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more consistent with the language of speech, indicated some familiarity with

contemporary discussion in professional journals if not with research in

language itself.

To introduce new grammar implies reeducating teachers of English,

employing consultants, establishing institutes, and holding inservice

.xtata, out..az o.. co .... VI.LG 45&yup ma pa.2 .m.Apci.1.02 pcLuapa

influenced by the summer institutes of the College Entrance Examination Board

held in 1962, the spring institutes on language held during 1963 and 1964

by the National CGancil of Teachers of English, and the plans for the

national NDEA institute program.

smaller group of principals, perhaps those with knowledge or
AM

experience in the John Hay Fellows Program, felt that the new direction of

the English curriculum was pointed toward greater humanistic emphasis. Such

administrators saw ties between English and history, music, art, and

probably philosnphy, Essentially they regarded English the basis of general

cultural education. However, in most of the schools of the Study, humanities

courses (See Chapter XIV) tended to be offered in addition to regular

English, not in liQu of it.

study of principals' attitudes toward the subject of English thusTht

reveals diversity, uncertainty, and a split between those concerned with

teaching of skills and those concerned with teaching of culture. Since it

is there& --.1 interesting to compare the reactions of teachers, Table 109

presents an analysis of 438 interview responses to the question: "What do II

you consider to be the most important function of English?" For most other

IIresponses, the teachers' willingness to explain their feelings enabled tLe I

interviewers to formulate Lore precise notions about their attitudes or III

11

or beliefs. Almost all of die teachers were thrown off balance by the
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wording or ambiguous tone of the question, which evoked a facile, pragmatic

response to a very complex, even philosophical issue. Interestingly, most

teachers chose to react from a pragmatic stance, as revealed in a predominant

number of their "communication" responses.

Rank

Table 109

The Function of English Identified by Teachers
(n = 438 teachers)

Category of Response Number of Responses

1 Communication (use of skill to convey ideas) 161

2 Thinking and Ideas 84

3 Literature (love of reading) f3

4 Composition: Effective Expression of Written Ideas 55

5 Personal Development of the Child 6.8

6 General Education 36

7 Service Course 35

8 Values: Moral, Social, Spiritual 26

9 Language: Grammar, Usage 13

10 Speaking and Listening 12

11 Varied Responses 14

MN! AIMI
Mentioned by teachers only half as frequently as "communication" was

"thinking and ideae," which suggested that English was a type of "forum for

ideas," a place where the tools for thinking and the processes of thinking

were taught formally or informally. In the large group (or departmental)

interviews, when asked what was their responsibility for the teaching of

straight thinking or logic, most teachers replied that they "taught it all

the time," whenever they taught composition, reading, or literature. The

emphasis in their replies seemed always on "idea," rather than on "straight"
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or "logical"; that is, the teachers were hopeful that the student would

begin to grapple with ever larger ideas and issues rather than any tangible

framework of logic or rhetoric. Too often, the ways in which the teaching

of literature is conducted, ce: the ways in which composition and literature

learning are tested, seem to militate against the validity of the response

The teachers' responses suggested a greater interest in allowing students to

think critically about literature and life and to express those thoughts

effectively than observers would have suspected. However, when put to the

classroom test, it is much easier for teachers to ask students when Shakespeare

was born than what Macbeth thought,

Literature and composition were also mentioned by teachers as crucial,

a pairing in emphasis which is underlined throughout the Study whenever

teachers are asked to consider the importance of various aspects of English.

In view of the comparatively slight emphasis on composition observed in

many classrooms, its high rating here is surprising. Often the teaching of

literature seemed to mean either the teaching of reading or instilling in

the student the desire to read for the rest of his life--but the teaching

of composition meant just ere thing--the learning of the skills necessary

for effective written expression of ideas.

The distinction between "personal development of the child" and

"values: spiritual, moral, and social" is not too easily drawee However,

it does exist and seams most readily observed in the fact that the personal

development of the child most often corresponded to the child's seeing

something that he did not see before in life--the to c opening a world

that did not exist before--a new awareness of thin other than the self

end, then, of things of the self. The eighth category seems more overtly

didactic from the teacher's point of viee, for they are interested in a

change in the moral outlook on life that is more restricted than the total

personal development of the child,

"-1
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The "general education" category incorporates the notion of English as

a course in which the many diverse cultural necessities are to be found--in

effect, a humanities course in its broadest sense. The function "service

course" incorporates the notior. that in the English course are to be learned

the skills necessary to make the student proficient in other areas and, in

some instances, Limply to prepare him for the College Board Examinations.

Some will find it difficult to believe that the stedy of language

was mentioned so few times, but the reason must be that, more often than not,

teachers identify language with grammar. They showed little inclination to

think of language as a means of communication, or as an expression unique

to a culture, or as a "subject" related intrinsically to composition or

literature, or for that matter to life.

The interviews with teachers, then, although more pointed than dis-

cussions with school principals, indicated the same general differences in

attitude toward the subject of English. One group of teachers concerned

themselves with skill development, or at least the use of skill in communicat-

ing ideas effectively. Another large group concerned themselves almost

entirely with the process of thinking and the acquisition of ideas. A

third major group concerned themselves with literature, values, and the

importance of a general cultural education. The proportions of teachers

supporting different views seems not too unlike the proportions of

principals. Where the teachers did differ, however, were in the number of

individuals who would mention only one aspect of English as the ''major

.c- motion," such as the teaching of speech or the teaching of composition.

Also, a much larger percentage of teachers than principals expressed concern

about the general personal development of the child, a goal which seemed to

take precedence in their minds over any particular subject concern.
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To some extent, English is all of these things, of course, even though

observers found little evidence that certain of these ideas affected class-

room teaching. Indeed, the most startling aspect of these findings is the

discrepancy between goals identified by teachers and principals and

emphases reported by observers of classroom teaching. Perhaps the principals

are right in suggesting that a clarification of purpose is needed.

Attitudes toward Selected Teaching Aids and Learning Materials
===marantat aM111112= =11111:1MILIMMI Zia=1=111.111 211110= =NM =DM=

With few exceptions, the teachers in these schools believe in use of

a wide variety of teaching aids and learning materials. Some 1,331

responses to questions on the teacher questionnaire (Instrument No. 21)

indicate whether they believe each of twenty-six separate aids and materials

to be essential, of some importance, unimportant, or even detrimental. The

results in Table 110 demonstrate the wide diversity of opinion and the fact

that only a few aids generate broad svpport and enthusiasm. Of these the

duplicating machine, which some project observers felt already was overused,

seems to meet greater approval than any other. The other top rated aids,

those listed as essential or very important, are presented in Table 111.

rhp Hat diffpra mostly in ranking of items which

teachers at department meetings suggested that they would most like to

obtain with additional funds (Chapter III, Table 54). Indeed, both lists

indicate the importance of books, the cruciality of recordings, and the

need for clerical help and duplication services to enable teachers to

prepare their own materials.

Certain aids seem far less important than others. Table 112 presents

those considered of least value in the teaching of English. It is not

surprising, of course, to find radio down-rated; in these days of television,

even radio plays seem dated. But the rejection of teaching machines and

=
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Table 110

Teacher Assessment of
Selected :eaching Aids and Learning Materials

(n m 1,331 teachers)

Teaching Aid
or Material

a. Anthology
b. Class sets of books
c. Classroom library
d. Sets of 7-8
e. Materials for slow

readers
f. Books for mature

readers
g. Workbooks w /drills
h. Language textbook
i. Handbook on language
j. Phonograph
k. Recordings
1. Filmstrip projector
m. Motion picture
n. Teaching machine
o. Tape recorder
p. Television
q. Radio
r. Table of periodicals
s. Class set of dictionaries
t. Movable furniture
u. Lay readers
v. Clerical service
w. Duplicating machine
x. Overhead projector
y. Opaque projector
z. Teaching manual

Percent of Teachers Rating

W
a

a 0 D.
*ri 1:15 (1)

00 Su

0 W 0 $4

0 s.$ t 4
a

.1

m a 1 144
M P. . C)

0
1.1 b()

25.5 32.5 28.7 8.9 2.9: 1.5
30.7 43.4 19.1 5.5 0.4 0.9
10.4 31.0 38.2 19.0 0.2 1.2
5.3 29.2 43.6 19.2 0.5 2.2

31.4 40.1 21.0 5.3 0.3 1.9

16.8 37.9 30.0 12.9 Ll 98.7
5.3 12.4 33.5 37.6 10,2 1.0
24.0 27.9 33.9 11.0 0.7 1.7
25.8 37.8 29.0 6.0 0.1 1.3
14.4 34.3 39.8 10.2 0.2 101
16.7 37.6 36.9 7.7 0.2 0,9
10.1 22.9 44.2 20.9 0.7 1.2
14.5 28.9 40.2 14.9 0.5 1,0
5.1 8.1 26.2 52.6 6.7 1.3
6.7 19.9 47.9 23.1 0.5 1.9
1.4 5.8 35.8 50.2 4.2 2,6
1.1 3.5 28.1 60.4 4.5 2.4
6.1 23.3 49.6 19.2 0.5 1.3

53.4 33.1 9.7 2.8 0.1 0.9
34.9 30.1 21.3 10.4 2.1 0.8
8.6 19.8 30.3 26.0 10.1 1.2
21.1 36.7 28.0 10.0 0.8 3.4
66.0 24.5 6.0 2.1 0.1 1.3
9.3 25.3 44.8 17.1 0.3 3.2
7.5 23.3 46.1 19.6 0.8 2.7
12.6 21.6 36.6 24.1 3.1 2.0

6 I
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Table 111

Rank Order of Ten Aids and Materials
Rated of Most Value in Teaching English

n = 1,331 teachers)

Rank Aid or Material

1 Duplicating Machine

2 Class Sets of Dictionaries

3 Class Sets of Books

4 Books for Slow Learners

5 Moveable Furniture

6 Handbook on Language

7 Anthology

8 Clerical Services

9 Books for Mature Readers'

10 Recordings

111.../1110111207VONIMINIMMII .1....

Percent Rating as
Essential or Very Important

90.5

86.5

74.1

72.7

65.0

51.9

58.0

57.8

54.7

54.3

ANI...MERNIIMMIIMWOMMIN11111=1111111.1110M "1
Table 112

Rank Order of Ten Aids and Materials
Rated of Least Value in Teaching English

(n = 1,331 teachers)

Rank Aid or Material

1 Radio

2 Teaching Machine

3 Television

4 Workbooks widrills

5 Lay Readers

6 Overhead Projector

7 Tape Recorder

8 Filmstrip Projector

9 Opaque Projector

10 Dispiay Table of Periodicals

Percent Rating as
Detrimental

64.0

59.0

54.0

47.0

?6.0

27.0

15.0

21.0

20.0

19.0
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television ty 59 and 54 percent of the teachers perhaps suggests one reason

why observers found these aids seldom used in the classrooms visited.

Unirportant as they may be for teaching Engl/sh, the severity of the
Mho

negative ratings here seems out of proportion tD the actual use in the

classroom. One cannct help wondering how many of the teachers have held any

experience on which to base their judgments.

That they have had more than sufficient experience with workbook

drills is apparent, and the rejection of such materials by almost half the

teachers (47 percent) only corroborates interview data reported in Chapter

VI.

Lay readers elicit negative responses from 36 percent of the teachers,

but 28 percent consider such readers as either essential or very important.

The division of opinion on tilt. use of readers was discussed in Chapter VI.

Althmgh tape recorders, filmstrip projectors, opaque projectors, and

display tables of periodicals rank as the last fo'tr items on the list, a

comparatively small percentage of teachers rated them unimportant and in

every case a substantially larger perceatage actually considered them to be

either essential or very important.

In view of the diversity of attitudes toward various teaching aide

and learning materials, the discovery is especially interesting that. almost

two-thirds of the teachers in the Study are relatively free to select their

own classroom materials (Tabie 113), choosing freely or from a wide list of

books and learning aids. The primary restriction to the use of a diversity

of material seems to be the limited availability of funds to support adequate

purchases. Most teachers seem to want more books--whetl-lr class sets,

group sets, or classroom libraries--than they currently have available.

Many would make greater use of machines such as overhead projectors, record

A146.00.,
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players, motion pictnre projectors, and tape recorders if these machines

were acquired in sufficient quantity to be immediately available in class-

rooms and departments. For this reason, the conferences of English

chairmen called by project directors, but reported in a separate publication,

recommended in detail the books, aids, and equipment needed both in modern

English classrooms and in departmental English centers.

1 I .1 e MN I I -..o

Table 113

Degree of Freedom in Selecting Classroom Materials
Cn e 1,331 teachers)

Degree of Freedom

Complete Freedom

Approval of Department Head Required

Selection from a Wide List

Subject to "Approval"
List subject to yearly change

No Choice

No Response

VINIMINIMOIIM .1111MMMIMIIIMIIIIENIOMENI.
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Percent of
Teachers Responding

13.2

38.6

11.4

18.6

16.4

1.8

100.0
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Attitudes Toward Selected issues in the Teach of igarton=11 12-1:=Stt I. Nun =MS 31=

To obtain some indication of the reactions of teachers toward

selected issues and problems in the teaching of English, an issues question-

naire (Instrument No. 19) wee administered to 102 departmental faculties

immediately before the departmental interview. The issues, identified by

ph. pvninr.t atnff hnt nprnvail by the nelrinnry rnmm4ttAea fnv tha Nnt4npol

Study, consisted of 30 statements with which teachers were asked to indicate

(without discussion) their agreement, disagreement, or uncertainty. Some

1,481 usable issues questionnaires were obtained and grouped in Table 114

according to topics and percentage of teachers responding. Their responses

were also analyzed according to their years of experience; 697 (47 percent)

had 5 or fewer years of experience; 435 (29 percent) had from 6 to 15 years

of experience; and 349 (24 percent) had 16 or more years of experience.

Reactions to the first cluster of statements dealing with separate or

interated courses in literature, compesitien, and language indicate that

an overwhelming majority of teachers support an integrated progrem. A

slight majority (53,5 percent) see language as requiring an organized plan,

rather than merely introduced in relation to the writing and usage of

students. Curiously, 61 percent of the teachers with greatest experience

agreed, in contrast with 45.6 peecent of those w_th least experience.

Reactions to the two issues dealing with the immediacy of impact of

literature are difficult to interpret. Statement 4 on the long rc-ee effects

of worthwhile selections to which students do not readily respond was

troublesome for many teachers. Some 38.8 percent agreed; 29.6 percent

disagreed; and 31.6 percent were uncertain. Experience again may be an aid,

for 47.3 percent of the experienced teachers agreed, whereas only 35.8

percent of the inexperienced teaches agreed. Can the answers to this

,\ /Th
'2/

1;7\ 110.7,
0
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(
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Table 114

Attitudes of Teachers Toward Selected Issues
in the Teaching of English

(n = 1,481 teachers)

Issues Presented for Reaction

I. Literature, Language, Composition as
integrated or separate courses.

6. Literature, composition and
language are most effectively
taught as separate courses.

Percentage of Teachers
Indicating

Agreement Disagreement Uncertainty

23. Literature, composition and
language are best taught separately
within a single English course.

1.. Language content should be taught
as an integral part of English
according to 4.,,n organized plan

rather than introduced as the need
occurs in relation to writing and
usage of students.

II. Immediacy of impact of literature.

4. Though the experience of reading
a worthwhile piece of literature
may mean little to a student at the
moment, he will generally be able
to recall the selection and appre-
ciate it later on.

J.44, choice of high school
10 Tha proper cho

literature should be that which can
be comprehended and appreciated at
the moment by the majority of the

III, ComposItion.

A. Teacher's responsibility.

7. The high school English teacher's
most important responsibility is
to teach composition.

11. Because of the inc-ceasing emphasis

on the spoken word, more stress
must be placed on the skills of
speaking and listening, even if
this means devoting somewhat less
time to literature or written
composition.

9.0 82.3 8.7

12.8 75.0 12.2

53.5 32.2 14.3

38.8 29.6 31.6

61.5 24.5 14.0

14.5 70.3 15.2

43.8 34.6 21.6

"
',. ";' " ,, ",'
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Composition (continued) Agreement Disagreement Uncertainty

B. Frequency of student writing
vs. other.

20. Given the choice, it is more
important that each student
write something each week
than that each paper be
evivet 1 .

imay0161.11.10

28. Frequency of student writing is
more important than less frequent,
but longer and more comprehen-
sive writing assignments. 73.4

17. There is more value in assigning
four themes a month to be graded
specifically for technical errors
than in requiring cwo themes a
month to be graded comprehensively
for diction, grammar, sentence
structure, contest, logic, and
development,

C. Models.

13.9

18. Unless students read frequently
and widely, they will not develop
their writing potential adequate-
ly. 82.8

21. Frequent exposure to many examples
of good writing accompanied by
some writing practice will do more
to improve student writing than
will constant practice with inf:e-
quent exposure to good stylistic
models.

D. Kinds of evacuation of papers.

1) 20. Given the choice, it is more
important that each student write
something each week than that
each paper be evaluated
closely. 51.7

10. No composition or theme. should
be returned to a student which
has not been rigorously examined
for technical errors. 24.6

es I rt

Jr+el. 14.1

11.5 15.1

69.8 14.3

5.7 11.5

9.8 Lsc.2

34.2 14.1

64.9 11.3
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III. Composition (continued) Agreement Disagreement Uncertainty

17. There is more value in
assigning four themes a
month to be graded specifi-
cally for technical errors
than in requiring two themes
a month to be graded compre-
hensively for diction, grammar,
sentence structure, content,
logic, and development.

2) 30. If they are to develop their
writing skills adequately,
students should be required to
revise each paper thoroughly,
and teachers must check these
revisions to ensure understand-
ing and improvement.

3) 27. Marking papers with a double
grade (for mechanics and con-
tent) is of more benefit to
students than assigning a
single, comprehensive grade.

E. Writing topics.

8. Virtually all student writing
should grow out of the literature
read and discussed by the class.

12. Students learn more about writing
if they write about their personal
experiences rather than about
literary subjects,

F. Term paper.

22. English teachers should see to it
that students write at least one
term paper (or long research paper)
before going to college.

G. Short story writing and poetry.

5. Students will become better writers
if they are allowed frequent oppor-
tunities to express themselves
imaginatively by writing stories
and poems rather than if they are
restricted to expository forms.

24. Practically all students in high

school shou1,d occasionally be
expected to write stories and
poems.

15.9 69.8 14.3

66.8 14.9 18.3

67.2 16.1 16.7

29.0 59.7 11.3

28.7 41.8 29.5

71.7 13.2 15.1

55.9 25.7 18.4

54.6 29.9 15.5

6
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IV. Literature. Agreement Disagreement Uncertainty

A. Miscellaneous

11. Because of the increasing
emphasis on the spoken word,

more stress must be placed on the
skills of speaking and listening,
even if this means devoting some-
what less time to literature or

1.0 0Tarrittetn Peumn^nie4....% Y3.0

2. Students must be given freedom
to select literary works, even if
such freedom means they occasion-
ally choose inferior works at
certain stages of their develop-
ment.

B. Close textual analysis.

1) 25. A critical and comprehensive
analysis of a poem will do more
to destroy its beauty than it
will to develop literary appre-
ciation among students.

61.1

20.1.

9. It is necessary to teach some
literature (primarily poems
and short stories) through

close textual analysis to help
the student develop an appre-
ciation of good literature. 83.5

2) 26. Students need to stzidy the
history of literature so that
they may better understand the
current trends in literature. 60.7

V. Speech.

11. Because of the increasing emphasis
on the spoken word, mere stress must
be placed on the skills of speaking
and listening, even if this means
devoting somewhat less time to liter-
ature or written composition. 43.8

29. At least once during each semester,
every student should have the
opportunity to give a prepared, oral
presentation to his English class. 83.2

34.6 21.6

25.8 13.1

61.1 18.8

8.7 7.8

18.8 20.5

34.6 21.6

6.4 10.4

=1....+7.-=
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VI. Language. Agreement Disagreement Uncertainty

A. 16. Instruction about the
structure of language is
necessary to one's learning
to use the language pro-
ficiently.

B. 15. Because language patterns vary
constantly according to use, it
is unrealistic to insist on a
single standard of usage among
students

VII. Miscellaneous.

A. 3.

B. 14.

C. 19.

Novels and plays adapted to suit
the abilities of slower students
are essential to a good English
program because they afford
these students an acquaintance
with the best in literature.

Memorization of words and their
meanings is of considerable value
in extending the range of a
student's useful vocabulary.

A literature program in which
selections are grouped around
topics or themes offers the best
approach to developing permanent
appreciation.

65.9 18.1 16.0

42,1 42.6 15.3

74.4 16.1 9.5

30.3 43.7 26.0

41.1 24.0 34.9

question offer any hint of the desire of older teachers to teach the

classics year after year whether or not any visible response is detected in

the student body? Two-thirds of the teachers (63.3 percent), however,

agreed with statement 13 on the need for selecting literary works to which

students can respond, a statement which seems partially in conflict with

statement 4. [LB. At :leis point it might be useful to insert the following

facts of "agreeability" of teachers. Those teachers with the most experience

had the highest percentage of agreement in fourteen statements, whereas

they had the highest percentage of disagreement in only six statements.

Those teachers with experience from six to fifteen years were the most dis-

agreeihg group, having the highest percentage of disagreement in fifteen

statements.]

'.11=one.....16.r...s 4.0,1.0 -"*.^:W......".'"001.111'
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Reactions to issues concerning teachers' responsibility in composition

indicate clearly that the teachers in the Study do not consider the high

school teacher's most important responsibility to be the teaching of

composition. As many as 70.3 percent said "No"; only 14.5 percent said

"Yes." Statement 11 called for more stress to be placed on speaking and

listening. Some 43:8 percent of the teachers agreed that more stress should

be placed on the skills of speaking and listening, even if this means

devoting somewhat less time to literature or written composition. But

almost one-third disagreed with the statement (34.6 percent) and 21.6

percent were not certain. Would more of the teachers have agreed had the

conditional clause implying the theft of time from literature and composition

been omitted? Staff observers repeatedly discovered that the teachers in

the Study admit that they have many, perhaps too many responsibilities, and

that they are not about to increase them without good and sufficient reason.

Teachers generally feel that frequency of student writing is more

important than less frequent, but more comprehensive writing assignments.

This is the most important reaction to the issues dealing with frequency of

writing. Some 73.4 percent of the teachers agreed with statement 28 and

only 11.5 percent disagreed. (Again, the more experienced teachers were in

greater agreement--78.2 percent--whereas only 67.4 pctrcent of the less

experienced teachers agreed.) But if frequency of writing is opposed to

less frequent writing, but closer evaluation as in statement 20, the

importance of frequency to teachers diminishes. Only 51.7 percent of the

teachers agreed with statement 20, whereas 34.2 percent disagreed, indicating

a reluctance on the part of one-third of the teachers to return a paper to

their students which is not closely evaluated. But as observers noted in

reports summarized in Chapter V, more than one-third of the teachers do

return papers which are not closely e7aluated. Are those teachers who
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disagreed saying that their teaching of composition is impaired because of,

perhaps, a departmental policy which requires a theme a week or theme every

two weeks, a policy prohibiting the close evaluation of papers because of

class load? That is, are they saying that were students to write less

frequently and they to grade more closely, the composition instruction

would be more effective? Do these teachers really intend to say that

guidanee in writing is more important at all times than the mere fact of

writing/ Part of the answer may exist in the response to statement 17.

Here, frequency of writing with superficial grading is of less value than

less frequent writing with comprehensive grading. As many as 69.8 of the

teachers disagreed with statement 17, whereas only 159 percent agreed.

In effect, the question is the same as statement 20, but the suggestion of

an emphasis on the mechanical aspects of writing apparently kept 35.8

porcent of the teachers who agreed with statement 20 from agreeing with

statenent 17.

Teachers were gemrally in agreement with statements 18 and 21, which

emphasize the use of good models; 82.8 percent agreed with 18 and 75.0

percent agreed with 21. In neither case did disagreement exceed 10 percent.

The agreement with both statements seems to imply an integrated approach

to the teaching of literattre and composition despite the fact that such

approaches were only rarely seen in the classroom.

Closely related to these react/o are those dealing with the kinds of

evaluation (statements 20, 10, and 17). Generally, the teachers (64.9

percent) disagreed with statement 10, which suggested that papers never be

returned to students without rigorous correction. When reactions to

statement 10 are compared with those to statement 17 (which had only 15.9

percent agreement), it becomes somewhat evident that the teachers in these

"`.4SELYIk.L.
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schools are much less concerned with the "technicalia" of writing than they

are with the overall effectiveness of the student's effort.

Teachers generally agreed that each student should be required to

revise each paper thoroughly and that these revisions should be checked.

Some 66.8 percent agreed with statement 30; 14.9 percent disagreed. Here

the newer teachers are more in agreement than the older teachers (69.5

percent to 58.7 percent). And interestingly enough, the more experienced

teachers are not really in disagreement, but they are uncertain--24.4

percent of them. Again, it must be noted that teachers' principles here

are somewhat at variance with their practices, for observers studying the

annotations and many students' themes found little in the way of thorough

revision, although quite often observers reviewed papers in which revision

was commensurate with grading for mechanical errors.

Two- thirds of the teachers (67e2 percent) agreed with statement 27

which prapoeed a double grade for camvosition; 16.1 percent disagreed. No

other question in the group was designed as a foil for this statement, but

it is possible that the dissenting 16 percent objected to the partial

emphasis on mechanics implied on the question. That is, these teachers may

have assumed that the mechanics grade uJuld automatically account for 50

percent of the total grade, and they may have thus rebelled at the thought

of raising mechanics in writing to so important a place.

A majority of the teachers (59.7 percent) objected to limiting

composition topics to those related to literature, as statement 8 proposes.

But the teachers were less certain about the place of personal experience in

composition, as 28.7 agreed, 41.8 disagreed, and 29,5 percent were uncertain.

The statements terd to represent opposing positions, and if analyzed in

this way, it appears that an equal percentage of teachers (30 percent) agree

with each statement. But fewer teachers are willing to disagree with

statement 12 than they are to disagree with statement 8 (41.8 percent to
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59.7 percent. The number uncertain about statement 12 thus becomes important,

for it seems that the lack of willingness to disagree with the statement

throws some support to its validity. The less experienced teachers seeu

the most uncertain about the statement, for almost one-third (33.0 percent)

of them admitted neither to agree or disagree.

An overwhelming percentage of teachers (71.7 percent) supports the

proposal in statement 22 to assign a term paper. The less experienced

teachers were more in agreement (76 percent) than the experienced teachers

(65.4 percent).

Two statements, 5 and 24, focus on the writing of poetry and short

stories, and although they suc not the same, the responses seem to suggest

that they are. Same 55.9 percent agreed and 25.7 disagreed with statement 5;

while at the same time, 54,6 percent agreed and 29.9 disagreed with statement

24. The inherent difference in the two statements is marked by the words

"frequent opportunities" in the first and "occasionally" in the second.

Tee-Achers seem, however, to be saying that the writing of stories and poems

is important whether it occurs only occasionally or frequently. Although

there was no significant experience-group difference in response to statement

5, there was a significant difference in statement 24. Some 6C.9 percent of

the less experienced teachers agreed with the statement, dith only 23.4

percent disagreeing, whereas onky 42.4 percent of the most experienced

teachers agreed while almost the same number, 37.8 percent disagreed. Do

the experienced teachers tend not tc agree with the idea That "practically

all the students" should be subjected to imaginative writing "occasionally,"

whereas they would tend to agree that a student who is a Bad write: will

become a better writer if he is given frequent opportunity to write stories

Mimed poems? Can w- si.y that teachers do not generally disagree that students

should be allowed or encouraged to write short stories and poems at one time

or another?

-
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The general (or miscellaneous) statements concerned some :asses in

the teaching of literature. The problems of interpreting statement 11 have

already been mentioned; but with statement 2, 61.1 percent of the teachers

agreed and 25.8 percent disagreed. Since observers reported that students

inmost schools are 2iven little opportunity to OP1APt the vantiings ',wait in

class the teacher may have in mind student selection of books for individual

reading.

Teachers were in strong agreement with statement 9 that some literature

should be taught through close textual analysis; 83.5 percent of the teachers

agreed, and such agreement was spread through all experience levels. But

disagreement wIt% statement 25 on the inhibiting efrect of analytical study

of a poem is not proportionately as high as agreement with statement 9.

Only 61.1 percent of the teachers agreed with the statement in contrast

with 20.1 percent who agreed. As one might expect, the less experienced

teachers showed a higher percentage ordisagreement, 64.6 percent as

opposed to 50.4 percent of the more experienced teachers. Can it be said,

then, that teachers strongly agree that some literature should be taught

through close textual analysis, but that some are either uncertain or

definitely feel that close textual analysis, even as it helps a student

appreciate a poem better, may destroy the beauty of a poem or short story?

Statement 26, stressing historical study, elicited approval :ram 60.7

percent of the teachers; some 18.8 percent disagreed, but 20.5 percent were

uncertain. Perhaps the mere experienced teachers simply disagree with the

suggestion that the history of literature should be used for the teaching

of modern literature, and they logically did not agree because of a

reluctance to teach modern literature. At the same 'mo, the opinions of

leas experienced teachers may reflect their recent college curriculums in
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which literature is stele:Jed vigorously in 4.0rms of many approaches,

since they were also in greater agreement with the teaching of literature

through close textual analysis.

With respect to speech, teachers support occasional speech activittes

but are less certain of continuing, the emphasis in this area. More than

four-fifths (83.2 percent) agree that every student should have the

opportunity to give a prepared, orni presentation to his English class.

But in relation to stetement 11, calling for emphasis on oral English at

the expense of written, only 43.8 percent agreed, 34.6 percent disagreed,

and 21.6 percent were uncertain. The reaction seems to suggest an attitude

that not a great deal more time should be placed on formal speech in the

English classroom than is all:eady the case.

There seems to be some general approval that instruction on the

structure of language is necessary to one's becoming proficient in the 1, se

of the language. Some 65.9 percent of the teachers agreed with this state-

ment (number 16) and only 18.1 percent disagreed. Those least in agreement

were teachers with sixteen or more years' experience, as only 58.5 percent

agreed; those most in agreement were teachers with six to fifteen years'

experience, as 72.2 percent agreed. Those teachers not in agreement are

perhaps the same teachers who disagreed with statement 1 that language

should be taught as an integral part of English according to an organized

plan rather than introduced as the need occurs in relation to writing and

usage of students. Can we assume, then, that only two-thirds of the

teachers in the Study feel that students should be instructed in the

structure of language?

No statement of the thirty received such disparate responses as

statement 15, calling for multiple standards of usage. Some 42.1 percent

of the teachers agreed, and 42.6 percent of the teachers disagreed. The

-,"-17;7757,77.7777
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teachers with most experience were most agreeable, as 47 percent agreed,

and the teachers with the ,leap` experienee were tee least agrece-ole, as

38 percent disagreed. Disagreement was Kglaect among the teachers with six

to f-iiteen years eeperience (4e percent). Can one say from the differences

in experieeee levele Chat 'z mere experienced teachers tend to be less

insietent ca a sioele standard of usage, and that, when this problem is

compared with the ,eaeeeem of grading papers for machanical aecuracy, teachers

with more ereeexeeee pro antai.m3110- ..u.,mc44whi,Lug uticaX 6611Q6ULS for

grammatical accuracy aud related tatters. The tenor of the responee to the

statement seems to desceibe the almost perfect split in opinion of the

teachers in the Study (and in the profeesiel) to the question of a single

standard of swage is the eLasstoom. Would those teachers who disagree

insist on the same usage ou langue3e in both the advanced placement class

and in the slewest terminal class?

Several miscellaeeous issues ewe grouped togehee ender Seetien III,

There was general agraemGat (744 percent) to statement 3 ee 2'edeee4"

works for slow students. Oniy 16,1 peteeee of the teachers visaseed with

the statement. Perhaps this response supports SectIon II in emphasizing

the fact that the impact of literature meet be immediate ff the student is

to profit the most from the expereence,

Vocabulary study that aeephavieee the memorization of words is not in

favor among the teachers; only 30.3 percent of the teachers agreed e7ith

statement 14, whereas 43.7 percent disc geed, and another 26 percent were

uncertain. If memorizing word and their definitione eeemm to be of little

value to so many teacher:, are we justified in believing that the

teachers would prefer that vocabular7 study ne.t be a part of the Fnglish

curriculum?
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There is slight agreement with statement 19 (41.1 percent), but the

most striking fact is that 34.9 percent of the teachers were uncertain

about grouping literary selections on a thematic or topical basis. Only

24 percent of the teachers disagreed that the thematic approach to

literature is the best approach to developing permanent appreciation.

Less exeerienced teachers were more in agreement than more experienced

teachers, 46.6 to 38.7 percent, but this disparity is not overly great,

oven though a corresponding 11 percent spread is present in the disagree-

ment column. The newer teachers may here again display their eagerness to

expose their: students to a variety of approaches to English literature.

The findings of the issues questionnOxe c,:9.re useful to th:, project

staff in incerpreting points of view of teachers in the Study and in

unveilftg the areas of greatest confusion and disagreement, Certainly the

discovery that these teachers disagree about the importance of maintaining

a single standard of English usage in the classroom is merely a reflection

of disagreement in the total profession. Similarly, the uncertainty of

teachers concerning such matters as use of thematic topics, impact of close

textucl analysis, creative writing and writing from personal experience,

speech and oral English, and teaching of vocabulary only reflect the

findings of observers reported elsewhere in the Study. Perhaps the most

significant finding is the discovery of such a broad basis of agreement on

key issues in the teaching of English. On only seven of the thiLty issues

did a majority of teachers in these schools have no firm opinion; and in

most cases the dominant opinions were held by two-thirds or three-quarters

of the teachers responding.



CHAPTER XII

LARGE-CITY SCHOOLS

J85

During the last decade, and probably longer ago than that, the

particular school problems ot large-city school systemo have been dramatized

by such issues as integration policies, increes4ng atqletet1 P^01'02 and the

retention of superintendents. The struggle of the cities to maintain or

improve their position in the educational milieu, a position perhaps forward-

looking even thirty yers ago, has been an uneven and unsuccessful struggle.

Whereas teachers were formerly employed in large cities only after serving

a kind of apprenticeship in smaller towns or suburbs, no such regimen is

possible today. Indeed, the migration would seem to be in the other

direction, with many teachers beginning their careers in lirser school

districts and then moving to more affluent, more highly-favored suburban

systems for a variety of reasons. Heavy work loads, inadequate building

facilities, the restraints of bureaucratic control are frustrating features

of many large-city systems, and the slightly larger salary scale in these

systems cannot attrAsi; and hold the most professionally promising young

teachers.

There are, of course, certain compensations that accrue to the teacher

who wants to stay in the city. By and large, he has fewer after school

obligations, such as sponsoring student organization' or attending parent-

teacher meetings; more student services are available, presumably relieving

him of some individual demands and problems. Some teachers seem to prefer

working within a more highly-structured system that tends to define not

only what to teach but how to teach it. They sre willing to sacrifice

personal Jr departmental autonomy for the comfort of prescribed routines and

vomiLiimmemossianimm
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uniform curriculums. By the same token, the teacher -she must punch a

daily time clock is likely to feel few professional obligations after

leaving the school for the day. And many (probably most) of the English

teachers within the large-city systems are themselves products of those

systems. Their homes, their friends; their own cultural an recreational

resources are there, and they are therefore reluctant to fly to unknowr

situations.

What exactly is a "large-city" system? And how does its size and

multiplicity affect the program of English? The first question can be

answered arbitrarily; the second is the main subject of this chapter.

For purposes of analysis and discussion, cities have been grouped

according to population on the assumptionthat the size of the city will

have some relationship to number of high schools (and to some extent size)

along with complexity of educational organization. Schools in the original

sample of 116 appeared to divide roughly into two such groups- -those with

populations between 200,000 and 500,000 and those of about 500,000 and over.

Only two cities represented in the second group had a population of a

million or more.
1

Because there seemed disproportionately few cities of

this magnitude, the project staff obtained a separate grant from the

United States Office of Education to allow for additional visits to schools

in this category. To be sure, the total sample is itself extremely small,

and no part4,..1=1. reason exists for believing that those selected are

1
Two additional schools from very large cities were also selected in

the preliminary s.reening consistent with the original criteria, but with-
drew (along with a very few others) because of internal concerns or problems.
This fact lends credence to the notion that the small number of large-city
high schools in the first sample is not so much a reflection of the general
quality of the English programs in these cities as it is an indication that
urban sy3tans are less concerned with national contests or "outside" teacher
organizations than with their own internal needs or problems.
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altogether representative of large-city high schools. As a point oi fact,

the city superintendent, or his designate, selected those in the supplementary

group, the only criterion from the project office being that the school

should be comprehensive and comprised of students _representing a broad

spectrum of cultural and intellectual backgrounds. But the requests did

indicate the interest of the project staff in visiting particularly impressive

English programs. More often than not, in the opinion of the project's

observers, the city's better comprehensive schools were chosen.

Characteristics of the Schools

There is great variety to be found among the thirty-one schools

comprising the group which has been labeled large-city high schools. They

are of different sizes; they are found in every corner of the country; they

receive vastly different financial support (from leez than $300 per pupil to

more than $700); they send from 15 percent to 90 percent of their graduates

to college; their "dropout quotient" varies from 60 percent to almost nil,

Observers report the quality of English instruction in these schools ranges

from among the highest to the very lowest of all the schools in the entire

Study.

Comparing the group as a composite unit and certain variables with

the remainder of the schools in the Study offers some important generaliza-

tions. For one Ching, English teachers in large cities have a greater work

load determined by numbers of students and classes. Almost invariably, city

schools reported that teachers carried five classes and the majority have

additional assignments such as study halls, "locker assignment," or

corridor duty. Observers were impressed by the large classes in these

schools compared to their counterparts in smaller communities, the average

reported figure being 145 students per teacher against a 130 average for all

schools in the Study.

^ _ - _

,
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Perhaps the most revealing statistic, reflecting one of the most

serious problems faced by city school systems, is the proportionately large

number of dropouts from schools in this group. Whereas the average dropout

figure in all of the cooperating high schools is 9 percent, the urban schools

account for some 33 percent of the total. It should be remembered that

figures represent only a quotient, useful for comparative purposes only.
2

If all school dropouts from Grades 7-12 were counted, the proportions could

very likely double--leaving the unhappy conjecture that many large-city

high schools graduate a mere one-third to one-half of the number of students

originally enrolled at Grade 7.

Table 115 reveals that the highest dropout incidence rate occurs, not

in the very largest cities, but in those comprising the middle group.

However, the very small sample used and the probability that those in the

"A" group are not entirely representative of their cities make any generali-

zation highly dubious. Another factor bearing on the relationship of

population to dropouts in the largest cities is the open enrollment policy

in New York City, where two of the seven schools are located. Still another

variable is that special schools in some c_ies tend to draw off the

potential dropout as well as the academically talented student. In general,

however, if the figures in Table 115 were to be adjusted for any of these

variables, they would have to be raised rather than lowered.

There is certainly no simple reason for the heavy rate of student

attrition in these high schools. Migrant families, split-apart families

2
Firm statistics revealing high school drop outs are difficult to

secure and, for several reasons, are not completely reliable. The quotient
used for comparative purposes here is a simple arithematic proportion:

No. graduating students x 100% m D.O.Q.
No. 10th grade students

_ h
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Table 115

Percent of Dropouts in Large-City Schools
Grouped According to City Population

(n = 31 schools)

Group A (pop. 1 million or over)

Graduatir,
Students

Tenth Grade
StIldents

Percentage

of D.O.Q.

(n = 7 schools) 4,594 6,075 24.5

Group B (pop. 500,000-1 million)
(n = 12 schools) 5,255 8,983 41.4

Group C (pop. 200,000-500,000)
(n = 12 schools) 5,921 8,630 30.3

Combined total (31 schools) 15,770 23,688 33.5

recurring patterns of failurP in earliel grades, end the pressures of

economic privation all contribute to the lack of incentive for school

success. Although it is beyond the bounds of this Study to investigate all

these "external" factors, it is also clear that the schools involved in

this Study were generally not those most affected by these pressures.

Indeed, most of them were selected either by the criteria outlined in

Chapter I according to their excellent reputations or they were chosen by

the school district authorities who undoubtedly selected those that would

reflect a favorable image of the district. Iii no way, then, could this

group of schools be said to represent the "slum schools" of the country,

those which would be most subject to negative forces of external origin

acting from without. Special studies by Conant, the NCTE Task Force on

Language Programs for the Disadvantaged, and others have shown that the

programs of such schools must be viewed from perspectives different from

those available to the National Study of High School English Programs.

Nevertheless, the project staff feels that group analysis of the city

schools is close to the point in view of the different conditions (usually
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limiting, but sometimes liberating) that obtain in the urban districts

compared to those in other areas.

In any business or political structure both multiplicity and size

generate kinds of organization that promote uniformity and standardization,

and the large-city school district is no exception to this generalization.

These factors affect the English programs and the English classroom in

numerous ways; such factors as the unvarying routines of the school day

and the sizeable (though equitable) number of pupils in each class have

already been mentioned. There are also city-wide curriculums; large-scale

testing programs; district textbook committees; reading lists; examinations;

building policies; personnel practices and many other manifestations that

emanate from the principle that multiplicity acquires order and economy

tarough many details of organization. At its best, this overall design

for order can lead to economies that are measurable in dollars saved or in

professional time conserved. It can also help to keep the most inept

teachers out of the classroom. But at its worst, the envelope of organized

efficiency generates inflexible systemization; and if counterforces are not

present, the end products are likely to be routinized teachers and unmotivated

students, and dropouts from both ranks. Among all thirty-one city schools

in the Study, the typical one replaces 16.5 percent of its staff each year.

Statistically, however, it is difficult to characterize the sometimes

subtle but often distinctive differences between teaching in a large urban

district and teaching in a smaller town or educationally autonomous suburb.

More revealing than the qUestionnaire items to the project staff were the

more subjective comments by teachers and administrators and the reports of

observers themselves. Some of the effects of the high degree of organization

to be found in large-city high schools were noted by observers:



One is inevitably surprised and somewhat overwhelmed by the many
onerous tokens of organization and regimentation: the time clocks
which teachers must punch daily (in and out!), the tug and down
stairs, the uninspiring sameness of the classrooms, the uniform
REGULATIONS posted about the buildings.

, . the program itself tends to be conservative and ordinary,
necessarily reflecting the overall philosophy of the central
office. Large classes, excessive and burdensome clerical duties
impecic the entire program.

DE spite very good things, I felt the school should be better, I
saw superb teachers not relating to one another, a plethora of
administrative regulations smothering the department, a school
which could have ranked with the best suburban schools visited
lacking fire and excitement.

`44,1hounnen.4,,edvsna..
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As noted above, the teaching loads in large-city high schools are

appreciably higher than those found in any other group of schools with the

exception of the Catholic high schools. In only two of the thirty-one

was the standard load less than five clasees per day and the large majority

of teachers had additional assignments for study hall, lockers, etc., along

with the ubiquitous homeroom responsibility. Besides these obligations,

teachers in the cities felt inundated by the weight of clerical duties that

preempted their time and energy. It was not uncommon for these schools to

be operating from 25 to 50 percent over capacity, which resulted in teachers

"floating" from room to room, even floor to floor, to take advantage of

usable classroom space. In one school, for example, teachers spent their

preparation periods sitting at chair desks located in dimly lighted halls

because no other seating space was available. Nor was it unusual to find

the cLty schools running "split sessions" or "double sessions" to accommodate

the large number of students. Still other schools, overtaxed by numbers,

depended on an availeble "annex" or "temporary" frame classroom units, some

of which had been constructed twenty years earlier. Of course, the same

problem of overcrowding exists to some degree in many of the country's

schools from the affluent suburban areas to the most stable villages and

towns. But the important consideration here is how these conditions affect

`3.04.44
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the teaching of English and how the administrators and teachers are able to

cope with such logistical problems and still carry on a viable educational

program.

On the basis of individual and group interviews, tnere is no doubt

that Englis'l teachers in urban schools feel the pressure of tor- many classes

and too map)? students. Teachers queried about their practices in teaching

ccmposition, for example, responded that they would like to give more

emphasis to this component but t' the great numbers of students simply

denied them this opportunity. Occasions for individual student conferences

were, they felt, non-existent. Time and again, whether they responded as a

department or as tndividuals, they complained of not having enough time to

teach properly--that is, time to meet all or" the demands of the day, and to

prepare meaningful lessons and correct written ,ssignments. Almost as

common was an insistence that there were too many interruptions, or out-and-

out obstacles, to teaching in the way of students summoned from their rooms;

assemblies held at the expense of classes; intrusions by other departments;

or announcements over the public address system of no consequence to the

class at hand. Although the same kinds of intrusions are often to be found

in other kinds of schools, perhaps even to the same extent, the interesting

point here is that teachers in large-city schools are frequently more

resentful and certainly more outspoken about them.

Individually, many city teachers decry the sometimes desperate physical

state of the building or the classroom assigned them and quite justifiably

according to the observers. likewise, but with even more emphasis, those

teachers who were forced to "float" from room to room :evealed that the

practice not only alienated them but that it directly interfered with the

business of teaching--with having blackboards, bulletin boards, and

,77777r-7-777-777-m-77
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other equipment at hand to use when the proper pedagogical moment arises.
3

Rather surprisingly, most English teachers did not resent the system

of split sessions or even double sessions as a temporary solution to the

most serious problems of overr_owding. Indeed, although there are obvious

administrative difficulties with offering more than a eingle session, this

expedient is a wise alternative to crowding too many students and too many

teachers within a single block of time. Faced with the choice a few years

ago, the administrators of the new Rincon High School in Tucson, Arizona,

proceeded to plan a split session and hired additional teachers to do the

job. Rather than use every available space of their building in which to

hold classes, they converted one classroom into an English department

office, or more descriptively, a department center, manned by a full

time secretary and provided with hundreds of books, files, teachers' desks

and various other resources, materials and equipment that a teacher might

appropriately use. Generally speaking, all English classrooms are located

in the same wing within easy range of the center. Of course, the classrooms

are used constantly by several teachers in the course of a day, but what is

distinctive is that the rooms also contain appropriate libraries and

equipment. Thus there is a special room for English 11 or English 12 since,

in the think_ng of the department, these are discrete courses demanding

their own periodicals and books. As 4,n other affairs, the solution to one

problem has had a positive and pervasive effect on the whole; carefully

3
In the course of the Study, observers have seen English classes

conducted in drafting rooms, biology rooms, home economics centers, auditoriums
and cafeterias to mention some of the more noteworthy problems of the
"floating" practice. It is not that the project staff is unsympathetic with
the problem of the overcrowded school; however, the point should be clear
that English, like other disciplines, requires its own resources in the way
of books and materials. See also Chapter VIII, "Departmental Organization."

m...4;1,
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equipped English centers and specialized classrooms appear to be a

"promising" practice that can infineace schools in many parts of the

country; whether they are burgeoning with students or not.

Despite the preldiling large numbers and often frenetic activity

existent in most large-city high schools, many English teachers express

eiscontent because of the lack of prnfAnni 1nnn_ enTrimmiratinn,

reacher may have unconsciously characterized what is missing in many urban

schools by saying: "During lunch we (English teachers) are' able to talk."

They often feel isolated from their peers and removed from the administrative

hierarchy that makes curricula or budgetary decision' affecting their

teaching. Although it is next to ,impossible to measure with any certainty

teacher morale, observers indicated that there was a palpable difference

evident in many city schools A number of teuchers interviewed expressed

their frustration with and their distrust of "the downtown office." Many

were also critical of the books 'and. materials provided them and felt that

the written curriculum simply did not fit the classes that they taught.

They were likewise often critical of the tracking or grouping of. students

in the English program, although they were (almost without exception) in

favor of grouping. Tke fault, they suggested, was not in the policy but in

the practice; and if students were only put on the right track with the

right teachers, allIyould be well. Similarly, departments were prone to

indicate that "reading" or "speech" should be taught by specialists as

should those students labeled as "disadvantaged." Perhaps it is to be

expected in such systems where a great emphasis is placed on co plea

administ-sst4ss organ4zation that solutions to problems are looked for in

further specialization. However, it is not surprising that those who teach

within highly organized systems should expect the wheels to turn so that

they, in turn, might teach with less restraint and more felicity. That

p sor oz.".
....m.o.- ,
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superorganization appears to leave many teachers dissatisfie# casts a

serious doubt on the efficiency of the complex educational structures in

large districts.

Several observer comments on the subject of the "overall intellectual

atmosphere" are revealing of what was found in the city high schools:

. . . . it had the "city school atmosphere"--one part education,
one part social, and four parts system and impersonalit

No student was observed carryin a library book or a paperback.

The whole atmosphere here suggests systemization aad prescription.
This is not to say that the7e are not very able teachers here, but
that the mold is somewhat limitedtheir professionalism is rather
narrow too--to their own organizatipns.

Without the restraints imposed by the System, the overcrowding,
and the heavy workload of teachers, I think the atmosphere would
be higher yet.

The issue of academic freedom is a long and wide one, ceatainly too

complex to be dealt with in its many facets in this report. Here the one

dimension that can be analyzed is the apparent freedom that teachers (and

students) feel they have in choosing classroom materials or library books.

But even here an analysis is difficult inasmuch as one view of freedom

is a relative and highly individual matter. For example, in responding to a

question of the teacher questionnaire relating to the de, se of freedom

given them for choosing books, texts, records, etc., (Instrument No. 21,

total results reported in Table 113), teachers who have taught in the

same department for many years have indicated the entire range, from

"complete freedom" to "no choice." Several responded in interviews that

they had "considerable freedom" and then stated that this meant they could

choose from among certain approved selections in au anthology. To the

observers, such an attitude must support the assertion made earlier: that

some teachers, at least, prefer to teach in a school where many choices

have been made for them.

, '
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In general, students in the school are inclined to be more candid in

their reactions to literature; they would prefer to have more variety,

4
particularly more contemporary literature, and they feel that they should be

given more choice in the process of selection.

It is clearly true that in most large cities rather elaborate machinery

haft bnAn dAvAinpAd to prnrince napprnypel honk 14/2t-sa
4

Aaitio fmm

that the procedure will undoubtedly bring about certain economies, because

of central purchasing and wholesale discounts, it is an effective deterrent

to the use of 'controversial" books in the classroom. That principals or

English teachers in large-city systems are almost never pilloried because of

the class use of a questionable book is a measure of success of the censoring

effect of these book lists. Unfortunately, it is also an index of the

constraints imposed on teachers who would like to depart somewhat from the

always safe and sometimes puerile books that they are asked to teach. To

be sure, most schools allow teachers some opportunity to suggest bocks for

adoption, but the judicial machinery to approve, or not to approve--can take

a year or longer; and this process, in itself, is enough to induce conformity

and restraint. Finally, the tight rein on book adoption evidently discourages

teachers fram thinking about books that they might prefer to teach, as

reflected in the paucity of titles suggested by individual teachers or

departments in response to direct questions.

Libraries in large-city high schools do not appear to differ substan-

tially from those in smaller communities in regard to number of holdings

(average 14,400) and the number of books per pupil (average 6.6). However,

a large majority of pupils expressed a preferevee for using the public

S '4.AMER .
4
As noted in Chapter VIII, this procedure is also practiced on a state-

wide basis in several areas.

'-V
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library rather than the school library (76.4 percent in city scLeols as

against 62.4 percent in all schools cambineo)..:Whether the difference here

is due to the availability of books in the school library or the probability

that public libraries were often more easily accessible to the city students

is not known. A comparison of the amount. spent per pupil tri city schools

tau-Aram:3 g1_71 nAr vAar) with that anAnt in n11 arhnnla faxornap A9_9R)

suggests that the city school libraries are not replacing books or acquiring

new books et the same race as are those schools outside the cities.

There is every reason to believe that students who attend large-city

high schools read as much as their counterparts in less urban areas. From

the reading questionnaire (Instrument Fe. 21), the average number of books

obtained by the city student in the course of a month is 8.8 compared to the

overall average of 9.1 in all schools. On the other hand, the number of

books read annually by superior seniors in six city high schools was 26,2

compared to 23.0 for similar students in all schools combined.

Rarely did metropolitan high schools provide room libraries where

students might browse or oelect books for out-of-class reading. A notable

exceptioi, however, was a school in a midwestern city which operated a

modif!.ed Rutgers' Plan for selected students. Designated classes mess two

or three times each week in a special room furnished with a library of

several hundred books, most of them appropriate reading for college bound

students. Along with this feature, teachers of 'Rutgers" classes are

provided with a special clerk and with theme readers, Although the program

is still considered something of an experiment and although there remain

some logistical problems (students may not take books out of the room), the

consensus of teachers and administrators is that the additional egpense of

the program is mere than justified in the results to date, particularly in

'e
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the increased emphasis on etudent reading. Siaileeiy, student reeponse

the plan has been positive.

Table 116 reveals several observed differences beteeen o is

combined and a small group of city schools eegard to the, eereeet of

English. While the sample cf eity echools is small, and, no c'eel

not accurately reflect the emphasis of insteection in all cisy ee%ools, the

direction avitl: from instrnction in composition in favor of more time devoted

to literature is of sigaificance. The meagre 4.6 percent of classroom time

emp'sasizing composition might, of curse, be explained (or rationalized?)

by the fact that class sizes and overall .seaching loads are heavier in the

city schools. However, the same point should le asserted here as in

Chapter V (Campositigh), that the great void in this area of English

teaching appears to be that students are rarely instructed in writing, not

that they lack opportunities to write. Actually, seniors in the city

schools reported that they were called upon to write just as frequently as

students in other schools; moreover, able seniors reported that they write

more often, averaging something more than once per week. Apparently, even

though teacher loads are obviously greater in the city schools, the students

are afforded as many oppeetunities to write as are students in other kinds

of schools.

The fact remains that observers seldom reported instruction in

composition within the English classes visited. If a dearth of writing

instruction is a shortcoming in the entire group of schools, it is a

critical deficiency in the typical large-city comprehensive high school.

= =Mat =HUTeacher Recruitment and igaz....ment

From the point of view ef project observers, the most unfortunate

result of large city administrative complexity is the policy of central
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Table 116

Percent of Instructional Tiee Given to. Various
Components of English in Large-City Schools and Other Schools

1.1.1..T.GLCMOIALG

All Schools
Total minutes el 32,580

(n = 116)

eA A44.4

Large City Schools
Total minutes = 1,770

(n = 6)

61.9

Composition 15.7 4.6

Language 13.5 12.2

Reading 4.5 5.2

Speech 4.9 9.1

Other 9.2 7.0

100.0 10000

recruitment and assignment of teachers.
5

In the city schools it is the

rare principal or department chairman who is involved at all with the

selection of teachers--English or any other kind. Although some report

that they do "interview" prospects, the responsibility for recruiting,

screening, and hiring-resides in the personnel office, which is frequently

a good distance from the school both in geography and in understanding of

the position to be filled. Actually, the "interview" serves only to

introduce an applicant to his potential supervisor and provides the

principal, in some instances, with the opportunity to exercise a kind of

veto if he feels that the candidate is completely unaccepteble for a school

position. infrequently, the department chairman i5 a party to the interview,

but his influence is quite negligible in the whole framework cf tea system.

No doubt large school systems must depend on the efficiency And the expertise

of central personnel agencies when hundreds of vacancies occur every year.

The problem is compounded by the inevitable fact that schools within the

5
See also the discussion of teacher selection in Chapter II.
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same city are so different in the ethnic and sociological backgrounds of

their students. Some of the schools are simply far less attractive to

the fledgling teacher than others, and in order to maintain a balance of

quality among all of the teaching staffs, districts have policies that

require teachers to be employed first by the central office and then

assigned to a,school. Unquestionably, there are many able teachers who are

reluctant to sign contracts, or even apply for them, if they are not given

a firm commitment concerning the place they will teach. There is no

question either that this policy works to the detriment of most of the

schools in many given school districts, from those in the "best" socio-

economic area to those in the most depressed area, although the Impetus

to such comes from the problem of staffing the latter kind. The English

teacher sent to the least favored school, even for the laudable intention

of maintaining an equitable distribution of teaching talent, will not bring

with him the necessary commitment to such 9 job unlese previously prompted

by the attitude that the position offers a degree of importance and social

worth in proportion to its disadvantages. If, however, he is treated as

a mere pawn in this district chess game, he is not likely to develop

attitudes that help to promote a successful teaching career.° But, the

problems of recruiting and retaining English teachers in schools for the

disadvantaged are multitudinous and complex, an:: the whole issue lire

outside of the purview of the. National Study of High School English Programs

"...=isimme
6
Observers from the NCTE Task Force on Language Programs for the

Disadvantaged noted that some Schools in multiple school districts did
conduct their own quasi-official recruitment aud hiring in spite of central
office policy which in effect forbade these practices. In the opinion of
these observers and in the view of these principals, the ends were more than
justified by the means; teachers who were selected because of their experi-
ence and their commitment to work in such programs were more successful
than those who were sent from a central pool.

.017111111MPAMIMINNamV.M1.,
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since schools falling in this category were scarcely represented in the

sample. Nevertheless, the problem of teacher selection and assignment

in the large school district has its effect on all of the schools in any

given district, the highly-favored es well as the apparently least favored.

Among the small sample of city high schools represented in the project,

nnly nnA principal incliratod that. central a ssignm-nt posed no great

problem to recruiting the ablest teacher-I. This occurred in spite of

(or because of) the fact that these schools generally represented the better,

or at least the more highly-favored, schools in a given achool district.

One principal, said that he had recruited teachers quite satisfactorily

until stopped by the objections of the personnel office. Several others

admitted that the:, sciools' reputation placed them in a favored position,

providing them et least enough influence to request teachers even though

the request was noc always honored. Apparently one of the principals had

kept statistics to prove that 40 percent of the prospective candidates were

irretrievably lost to the system because they could not be guaranteed where

they would be assigned. Obviously, central assignment has its negative

effects on all kinds of schools in multiple school districts.

In contrast to these hiring practices in city schools, the autonomous

:3chonl districts in suburban areas can very actively seek replacements or

teachers for new positions without combatting the restraints of the larger

system. Some chairmen and principals inraffluent, but small systems,

indicated that they were not averse to following the raiding practices of

some colleges and universities in order to find the most capable teachers

for key teaching positions. It is not uncommon for such schools to have a

backlog of hundreds of applications for existing vacancies, where many

city school districts conduct a frantic search just before classes begin

'00>
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to replace teachers who have at the last ztoment resigned: Most cities.

maintain a pool of "uncertified" and in many cases unqualified teachers for

this kind of eventuality, and a, school's reputation can probably be quite

accurately measured by comparing the number of regular teachers to uncerti-

fied or substitute teachers on its staff

All things considered, there seems a very logical way to improve

programs in multiple school districts, at this very crucial point of teacher

selection and assignment. It is to make individual schools, especially

their principals and department chairmen, much more responsible for

recruitment and selection of teachers. This procedure would not deny the

necessity of having central personnel offices for certain steps in the

hiring process, but it would diminish arbitrary and sometimes unfortunate

decisions by administrators out of touch with teaching requirements (some

of them very subtle ones). Participants at two invitational conferences

for department chairmen, held in conjunction with the National Study of

High School English Programs, urged that English department chairmen be

directly involved, in selecting new English teachers if they are to be held

responsible for the quality of the programs.
7

All of the above might

easily be construed as a direct criticism of the quality of the teachers

observed in large-city high schools, and such a criticism is neither

intended ncr implied. Observers noted that the English teachers in these

schools were neither better nor poorer than their counterparts in other

schools. Given the heavy work loads of most Of these teachers, the generally

poor professional environment in which they worked, and the quantity of

adurinistrativa machinery with which they had to cope, observers felt that

most were doing as fine a job as could be expected. However, it was also

noted that English departments in the city schools lacked the cohesiveness

that was palpably evident in autonomous, smaller school systems. One of

7
Robert J. Lacampagne (ed.), loc. cit.
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the shortcomings of central hiring is that even well intentioned

individuals who make teacher assignments can scarcely be erpected to know

all of the factors involved in creating a harmonious department, even aided

by a job description outlining the facts of a position.

Department OreaniFation

Amnng the 1nrp-eity high Qehnnla thprp wir_ 4 lattati A* milrh en1-4,1-4,,n in

the role and responsibility of the department chairman as among the total

group of schools. It is true that every school had a chairman, but it is

also true that some were no more than nominal positions while others were

given a good deal of responsibility and released time to attend to their

duties of organization and supervision. At one extreme in one city system

is the appointed chairman without additional pay or released periods; at

the other is the chairman who must undergo a competitive examination' for a

vacancy that exists elsewhere in the system, (since one may not move up to

the position of department chairman. in his own school). Upon appointment,

the latter may receive as much as $2,000 salary increment for assuming what

are very real administrative and supervisory duties. No doubt the depart-

mental organization that results from having such a position is greatly

strengthened in compprison to those schools that rely on nominal -hairmen.

There are, however, some problems inherent in snaking the position of chairman

so highly administrative its nature that it becomes an arm of the overall

administration first and a department leader and coordinator second.

Although this eventuality may not be consciously built into the position,

the sheer weight of organizational machinery can make it so. When, for

example, tree chairman is required by administrative fiat to prepare twenty-

eight copies of an evaluative report for a simple one-hour visit to a single

teacher, the machinery of supc,:vision weld seem to override the more

+14111.11111111INNIII
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beneficial affects of supervision. If the chairman's primary function is so

blatantly directed to teacher evaluation, tt is highly questionable that he

can work with his colleagues to vez.: good effect in the thousands of less

formal matters that should require his attention. This is not to say that

the chairman should not exercise an evaluative anda supervisory function, but

it does suggest that these matters need not be pursued with the same methods

that would be fitting for a foreman on an assembly line, not even with the

same intensity that might apply to junior executives in the same manufactur-

ing plant. When teachers are continually analyzed and evaluated according

to report forms that tend to weigh all its components equally (from adjust-

ing window shades to giving appropriate assignments) they can be expected

to follow prescriptive routines quite mechanically at the expense of more

individual and more spontaneous teaching.

Given the choice between the two extremes (of the administrative

department chairman as against the nominal chairman) the former is undoubtedly

to be preferred in sizeable schools. For one thing, new teachers cannot

hope to receive proper guidance unless the chairman is given some time to

work closely with them. In the usually frenetic environment of large-city

high schools, the beginning teacher is likely to feel isolated unless there

exists some formal apparatus to keep him oriented to the routines of teaching

and to help him use his individual assets to the best advantage. Secondly,

if the chairman is not given some respottribility to supervise and evaluate

the English teacaers, the task falls to someone else--usually the principal

or a generalist whose knowledge of subject and method is bound to be

considerably less than the chairman's. Thirdly, without an authoritative

leader, the department cannot hope to achieve the kind of autonomy and

consensus that are so Important to the best programs observed in the Study.



This is an anti- intellectual school if I ever saw one. Controlled

;,A

atmosphere emanates from the school administration, how much from

reading, limited writing,. uninspired and even incompetent teaching
lead me to draw no other conclusion. I wonder how much of the

the central office, and how much from the teachers. My hunch is
that all are culpable.

. , ,
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Particularly in large comprehensive high schools do departments need the

kind of vigorous leadership that will guard against undesirable encroachments

from without.

IMEREEX

In summary; large-city high nehnnla are staan4larl w41-1, oct of the

problems of other kinds of schools, but most of them occur with greater

intensity and frequency. The fact that these schools are only a small part

of a multiple-school district without the kind of autonomy enjoyed by their

counterparts in the suburbs or small cities brings many disadvantages to

than with few compensating advantages. One result of the administrative

superstructure is that there are comparatively few innovative practices

in large, comprehensive schools; programs are slow to change in response to

changing needs of their students or to new scholarly research. Although

there are many fine efforts by individual teachers, the constraints of the

"system" or the problems of size militated against overall programs being

as good as they might become under other circumstances. It must be

emphasized that all of the subjective reactions by observers were not negative

as the following statement will attest:

Despite the oldness of the building and the crowded conditions,
there is a spirit of learning reflected in this school. From
class to class, in hallways, in informal encounters--teachers and
students seem to understand that they are here for educational
purposes. Although lacking the pressure and urgency of many suburban
schools, . . . compares favorably with most city schools.

Nevertheless, a comment from the other pole (relating to another school) will

indicate the extreme variation in quality as found by the observer3:
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CHAPTER XIII

CATHOLIC SCHOOLS AND INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS

Concerning the basic purpose of the National Study, the project staff

at the outset deemed it advisable to concentrate on public institutions,

Z.am
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and independent schools. However, the teaching of English in more specialized

schools remains of interest, particularly with respect to the possible

application of the basic findings of the Study. Therefore, the project

staff selected English programs in seven Catholic parochial schools and nine

independent schools for detailed study, still using the same methods of

observation, interviews, and data collection. Because of the small number

of institutions, the programs cannot be considered representative of the

teaching of English in such schools. With the help of outside advisors,

however, investigators did attempt to select schools reported to have strong

programs in. English, and emphases in instruction reported by observers

suggest certain uniform characteristics among the programs observed.

Catholic Parochial Schools=====
With the help of leaders in the National Catholic Educational

Association, seven schools were chosen to represent the parochial schools

in the Study, ranging in geographical location from Lynn, Massachusetts, to

Omaha, Nebraska. Three of these were girls' schools, taught by various

orders of nuns, three were Jesuit boys' preparatory schools, and one was a

coeducational parish school. Their size ranged from 369 to 1,400 students.

(Each school was a four year high schbol.) The boys' schools were college

preparatory in nature, although the girls' schools had a high percentage

of students entering college, nurses training, or business college after
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graduatisn. Only one school reported less than 50 percent of its students

going on to college. Although the sampling oC such schools was limited,

the programs do indicate the extent to which some of the observations of

teaching in the public schools can be applied to Catholic schools.

The student body in the parochial schools was not as homogeneous as

ona mAoht onerAnt. Thel Te%gs.440. faval.wv&O, 4.WirQUG411 i.ii 4.1.44.GU, UgeW

students from all over the city, their only admission requirement being

high scores on entrance examinations. None of the schools reported

enrolling students with tested intelligence quotients lower than 100. At

the same time, the coeducational school was truly parochial, admitting all

students from its parish who applied, and selecting students from other

parishes only after the first grcup was accommodated. In this schsol, and

in two of the girls' schools, some tracking was nscessary, although the small.

size of the schools limited such tracking.

Two of the high schools were located on the same premises as the

grsde school, so that there was little change to be felt by the student

after grade school. Some schools also worked closely with Catholic colleges

in the neighborhcod or city, making articulation possible 4.n both directions.

Two of the preparatory schools had a close association with Jesuit colleges

in the same cities, one actually being locat&L on the campus of the esilsge.

In some schools, where advanced placemeat classes ere not sffered, senior

students took a college level course in English which was accepted for

credit at the local cooperating college. Such close relationships with

other institutiors were not always the case, however. One of the girls'

schools was located only fifty yards from the boys' school, both under the

jurisdiction of the same pastor, but each taught by a different order of

nuns who were not familiar with each other's programs.

4.14.417.TIMMOO
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The principal of each school was generally more directly responsible

for the whole curriculum of his school than were many public seAool

principals. Only recently had many of the parochial schools visited begun

to recognize the importance of delegating responsibility to the chairmen

of individual departments, but unfortunately, many chairmen often must

ass the rampnnaihil4ty of improving inmtrnetinn without trip commensurate

authority to innovate with some assurance of cooperation. Because the

principal performed what is properly the chairman's responsibility, he was

often overburdened. Seldom did he have e staff adequate to free him from

details a clerk usually han4les. Only ia one schcoi was the normal comple-

ment of workers see% in the front office. Even more draining for two

vrincipais was the responsibility of aleo adm nistreting a grade school.

Under such coaditico.s, it seems inevitable that the principal become relatively

ineffective, not becanse of inability, tat because of let* of time.

Oae of the major concerns of each principal was tlee problem of

staffing, The schools in general are staff-i by as many religious teachers

as lay teachers. The religious teachers are not eecruited by the principal,

but are usually assigned each year by the provincial, in much the same way

as in large city schools where a downtown office sends new teachers to the

school each year, depending as much on its own logistic problems as on the

needs of the individual schools. One department che:rman did confide,

however, that she had requested that a certain religious be transferred to

the school--with success--but this should Le tensidered the exception rather

than the rule.

In the Jesuit schools, the problem is aggtu compounded because of the

presence of scholastics. After completing wore in philosophy, a Jesuit

seminarian spends three years teaching in a Jesuit preparatory school before

'
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returning to the seminary to complete his studies for ordination. For

at- least part of his three year stay, he must be considered a cadet teacher,

who is being tried and considered for a permanent high school position.

There is no guarantee, however, that after ordination, the teacher will

return to that school. These scholastics often study for advanced degrees

and are qualified to teach in college. At any given time, then, in a

Jesuit school, one third of the religious teachers may be scholastics who

are present for only a three year period, (This is not true concerning the

nuns. They have usually completed their religious training before teaching

in high school, even though once there, they may be transferred at any time.)

Lay teachers, however, are recruited by the principal. The teachers

who accept jobs at these high schools are often graduates returning to

teach at their former alma mater out of a sense of loyalty to the school and

its tradition. But as economic responsibilities become more pressing, the

best of them are siphoned off by the public schools in the area; others

move into business.

The net result of both situations is a parochial faculty that is

quite fluid, with great turnover each year or every other, year. One

ache±ol with a faculty of fifteen, hired seven teachers in one year as

replacements. Another with a faculty of fifty replaced seventeen, a third

with forty-three teachers replaced fifteen, and a fourth with eighteen

teachers hired six teachers in one year. The articulation of instruction

thus becomes a major problem, and only one of the schools seemed to have

discovered an adequate answer. The problem was compounded in a few schools

where any planned curriculum was either non-existent or only sketched.

Another problem, no innger acute in these schools, is the recruiting

of full time English teachers. Often in the past teachers of Latin and

/7"
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Greek were pressed into service to teach two or three English classes. But

even though full time English teachers are now by and large present in the

schools, the problem of understating remains. From information provided

by the department chaislen of 172 English classes in session in these
s#

schools, 96 had enrOlments of 36-40 students, and another 51 had enrollments

--
of 31-35. an one school, 9 of the 12 classes in English had enrollments

over 40.) 7he average size of classes visited by the observers was 34,

with one school averaging 39.9 students per class. In some schools, the

teachers of English taught 5 classes, and in one, an additional class of

religion. Five of the schools also assigned study hall duties to their

teachers.

One unfortunate situation existing in several of the schools was an

obvious distinction made between lay and religious teachers. Tbis was

emphasized in the interview with the principal when it was discovered that

provisions are regularly made for advatced wosk for the religious teachers,

and that their travel :Le subsidized to and from conventions, But so such

situation is created for the lay teachers. Generally, their needs for

professional growth are overlooked, perhaps because the schools feel their

money is better invested in a teacher who will most likely enter the school

system permanently. Observers reported that one school planned soon to

provide a half-year, full-pay sabbatical for its lay teachers. But still

much of the evidence was indicative of a split, a breakdown in communications.

In one school, a layman was invited in by the department chairman (a religious

teacher) to represent the layman's point of view in the department chairman's

interview. One observer, in writing about the weaknesses of another school,

remarked about the "irreconcilable factions within tLe faculty--the scholastics

versus the civilians the classicists versus the moderns."

vsi.
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As a result of the lack -;2-7 communication, informal articulation is

altogether lacking in schools where it is Pn urgent necessity because of

high turnover. In some schools, the laymen and religious teachers ate in

separate dining rooms. One observer remarked: "Too evident a lack of

communication and separation between lay and religious teachers. Both

factoru le..ad to pouf pt:ogadmin& insufficient discussion aad exchauge or

ideas."

But rot all parochial schools were incapacitated by the breakdown in

communications or by the great number of stnderles enrolled. One project

observer reported:

Although teachers vere heavily overburdened in terms of classes (6)
and students per class (38), they accepted their lot happily--or at
least dispassionately. One result of this overload was to put a
considerable burden on the immediacy of classroom instruction at
the expense of individualized work. Ti/is instruction appeared to me
to be altogether conventional, but also very good. Above all,
teachers vere very able in the classroom--drawing ideas from
students and using these ideas in their discourse.

I have the impression that teachers, unites on a dialectic, teach
more variously and creatively--yet with a greater unity of spirit- -
than any group I have seen.

In the school about which the latter remark was made, the problem of

attrition of faculty was allayed somewhat by the use of television lecture;

given by the department chairman and several teachers both in English and

outside English. (The principal in this school at first encountered

difficulty in recruiting a staff of English teachers sufficiently conver-

sant with classical rhetoric to work leen with a new, experimental program.

The TV lectures in the early stages cif the program were of great help in

unifying a study which eventually became central to the school's whole

curriculum.)

One indication, perhaps, of the split between lay and religious
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teachers was noted, In the past, only religious people administered

parochial schools, but there is a trend now to make qualified laymen

department chairmen. Thia new direction is encouraging, but it is also

accompanied by problems. Some of those in religious ordees have not readily

accepted the direction of a layman, despite the fact that he functions only

as an expert ix* subject matter quite removed from religion. One lay chairman

reported he spent much of his time thinking about ways of improving the

program, but even more of his time in devising ways of getting the new

ideas across to the members of his department in an appealing way. He

simply lacked the authority to introduce them through simple fiat. Perhaps

as the idea of having a lay department chairman becomes ordinary, the

resistence will evaporate--or at least become latent. But the tendency to

retain a religious teacher as a department chairman persists, as was note

in one school where a seholestic became chairman after only one year of

teaching.

Tradition

In order to understand the present status of Catholic school education,

one must first understand its tradition, which is at once its bulwark, and

sometines its bane. In the Jesuit schools, the goal of education for four

hundred years has been the "eloquent man. And for almost the same number

of years the method used to attain that ideal has been the same; a

thorough steeping in classical learning through first-hand knowledge of

Greek and Latin. The method was effective when eloquent men were the

primary need of society, but since this is no longer a universal need, the

present education es less effective, and perhaps less practical, than it was

before. To be sure, there is still in society a need for eloquent men, but

other man are also being created in other schools just as quickly who,

4-
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though not eloquent, are still effective because of the relevance their

education has to the changes society has been undergoing.

Many of the programs in Catholic schools are characterized by a

desire to attain absolute knowledge and an integrative system which

accounts for all phenomena - -a system in which all knowledge, if aot

,,,Thgrii,Ta- Ai vArinua )ays1s, is at least analogous. Those ideas whied do

not readily conform to the pattern are either forced into the pattern, or

ignored as irrelevart. One result is an educational system which places

little value upon discovery, unless that discovery leads to what is

considered to be tile preordained, already discovered truths. Some observers

reflected this spieit:

One gets the impression that things haven't changed much at

since its founding. The time-tested truths that

made up the content of the curriculum in 1900 still remain, and

the attitudes and beliefs which marked the reasoning religious
gentleman of 1900 are still fostered. Only in science have recent
developments forced change, but science is not emphasized at

Moral and spiritual values constitute the matrix

of the curriculum.

This school has not yet eliminated the Victorian attitudes that

had stifled an age.

The department head sees the need for articulation, but he
thinks that it should be articulated in terms of moral and
spiritual values since he considers them the hear: cf the

program.

I had the feeling that any teacher in the school might freely

substitute in every academic area without aey disorientation
because, after all, the objectives and methodology remain the

same.

The program is a good academic, conservative one p . . However,

the conservative nature of the program, the reliance on memory
data passed down from the instructor to student seems unnecessarily
oppressive consiering the natural talent of the student body.

I was concerned with what I felt to be an overuse of memorization.
Groups of ten boys would stand in front cf the class and all repeat

the poem they'd learned. With this group of brigitc youngsters,

greater creative teaching and learning should be done.

TOOPIPM"..j.,9074raear.yRIr,--
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The students interviewed expressed frustration at the conservative
and pedantic nature of their general curriculum.

There is to hasty a clmnping of the login -vice on material.
"Traditional" and "modern" were juxtaposed so that Wordsworth
was depredated and e.e. cummings eulogized. The group needed
Zeitgeist to keep them away from associating bad and good with
an either-or situation. All we can think is that most of us have
gone through this unsophisticated state and have come cut of it.

The result is a Catholic edueation which is no longer catholic. In the

midst of this, traditions of another age persist. In one school, the lay

teachers still don the academic gown before entering the classroom, and

students wear uniforms or coats and tie. In some schools, the students

pass from classroom to classroom without speaking in the halls, chording

only limited opportunity for discussion of a stimulating idea just run

across in English, history, or sociology. tll these underline a typd of

physical manifestation of the inner conformity to soma ideal that is valid

and sufficient for every individual.

Certainly, one of the more worthwhile results of this insistence on

the quest for absolute truth is the feeling of security it gives many of

the less able students, a security not often experienced by students in

purely experimental schools where the discovery process prevailed with the

simple desire that the students would indeed discover something All too

often in the experimental schools, however, the students found little or

nothing, or discovered only what in fee% they themselves had already started

out with. Their enthusiasm dwindled as tLey began to realize that more

often than they expectedt, their quest led then nowhere. in the parochial

schools the universe happen, ad; the more able students were upset by the

fact that every time they set off on a quest, another form of absolute truth

wss to be found at journey's end. It seems that the constant pressing of

these truths on young students can all too easily lead to a limitation of

' 0
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curiosity, an attitude especially hamrering for students going on to further

study. Perhaps with the progress the Ecumenical Council has made, a more

liberal, less consiarvative, child will be engendered in these Achnoln.

In the girls' schools there was less an emphasis on the search for

absolute truth, and more of an emphasis cn the educating of girls who would

make good wives for Catholic men and good mothers for Catholic children.

Here, an education supposed to have goals reaching far beyone those of

secular schools appeared to be one which has goals most practical in terms

of Christian living. One observer remarked:

One might say that the atmoaphere is parochial and limited in
some ways . The list [of books3 is quite comprehensive for
all students however. I did not find evidence of individual, effort
on the part of students. They are pleasant, generally articulate,
but clannish, if not cloistered.

Another ,wrote: "The academic atmosphere seems to be geared toward

producrig a comely, fairly well-cultured high school graduate." There was,

of course, is some classrooms a true search for insight, but this was

rather the exception, reserved for the able, advanced students.

In such a program that seeks for the absolute there is however a good

deal worth iaitatiag. Sfmdents during their early teenage years are not

disposed only to seek ar.d never to find. And yet, the students themselves

in these schools said eley were not always pleased with the limited scope

of the curriculum, no matter what educational specialists say about the

definition of terminal objectives. A certain number of classes must always

Ye involved in discussing ideas for which there may be no clear resolution.

Curriculum

Although most of the department chairmen listed as one of their

primary responsibilities the establishment and revision of the curriculum,

mentioning that Ouch revision was undertaken with the help of the teachers

in the schools, the course of study was o:ten created by a committee outside

Ce
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the school visited. It is the practice in many parochial schools,

apparently, that a curriculum under the direction of a superintendent or

supervisor be devised by representatives (usually department chairmen)

of all the schools in a given province which may include many states.

Any changes to be made in the curriculum of individual schools were

always subject to the jurisdiction of those responsible for the whole

province--to the point that one department chairman mentioned a small

improvement that might be made in the present curriculum of hPr.own school,

and said that during the next summer session for revision of the curriculum,

she would broach the matter for possible implementation throughout the

whole province. It would not be ordinary for that change to be made

simply in her own school.

Besides cTeeting allegiance to e curriculum often developed outside

of the school with little reference to the specific needs of the school,

and adjusting both to the rapid twalover of department personnel and to

the dichotomy often existing between lay and religious teacherb, the duties

of the department chairmen were limited by the small amount of released time,

Only two department chairmen reported having a reasonable amount of released

time available for departmentaL duties: one had fifteen released periods a

week, the second, thirteen. 'ale other five chairmen had three or fewer

released periods a week for their duties. In a department of only three

teachers, such a small amount of released time is of no great consequence;

but in departments of more than ten teachers, such heavy teaching duties

make effective leadership difficult.

One of the responsibilities omitted by some chairmen because of lack

of time was the visiting and advising of new teachers. Only three listed

this as one of their primary responsibilities. The principal in many of
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schools still assumes this responsibility, and in fact one principal listed

as her primary responsibility the visiting of every teacher in the school

once a week for a fifteen minute period, and the subsequent preparation of

a report. Fortunately, most of the principals were aware that the proper

person to visit and evaluate a teacher ought to be a person in that content

A 4.4^^ Im^es*
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the schools. No department chairman reported spending more than five percent

of his time conferring with teachers, and one had to report as little as

.06 percent of his time thus involved. In only two of the schools was

anything like inservice training in progress.

Since the principal does wield a good deal of authority in English

departments in parochial schools, one finds that the curriculum suffers

a certain amount of "watering down." Rather than considering the course as

one in which studentspexplore ideas, learn how to read sensitively, and

write responsively, principals tend to view Erglish as more of a service

course - -although this view was variously worded. One found it a "forum for

ideas, with a view toward the learning of moral and spiritual values";

another as the "background for other stud.bas--a sort of doorway to the

world"; and a third as "a course where students learn the skills for college

processes-a core subject." There was, however, always a recognition that

English is at the center of a well built curriculum, and this may obtain

because the principals ace more sensitive to producing humanists than they

are to producing scholars or scientists. We principal related that the

course isthere"to develop intellectual curiosity, to make the students

articulate in thinking." Another felt the course held a "cote position in

the school because it contributed to the goal of 'articulate humanism.'"

But the contributions towards these lofty goals were made, except for
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one notable exception, by the initiative of individual teachers, and not

because of an administrative dictum or the development of a province-wide

curriculum. In one school where the curriculum as so closely fcllowed by

some teachers that one teacher held it in front of him as he taught, one

observer remarked: "In the hands of able teachers, of which there are a

good number here, the new course of study is enlightening and interestingt

In the hands of mediocre teachers (there were some of these too), the course

is lifeless and focused on formula and rote learning." Another observer,

however, found a curriculum quite conducive to a workable classroom plan,

given the teachers qualified to implement it: "Here the strength seemed to

be a really excellent course of study. It developed a definite point of

view, stressed the best in modern thought on the teaching of EnitAish, and

was not in the least way prescriptive or restrictive in its approach."

Were mime given to department chairmen to help the new teachers and

stimulate the more experienced owls, the problem would be allevated. For

the time being, though, the strength or weakness in these schools must be

gauged in terms of the teachers in the schools. This being true, it is

easy eo see why the problem of turnover in parochial schools is a crucial

one.

Literature

As in the public schools in the Study, the greatest portion of time

in the English curriculum was spent on the teaching of literature. The

department chairmen in the parochial schools estimated that 57 percent of

the time in grades 10-12 was spent on literature: 55 percent in the tenth

grade, 60 percent in the ele4enth grade, and again 55 percent in the twelfth

grade. But evert this high estimate was conservative. Of 2,886 minutes of

classroom time obseved, 1,921 minutes (66.5 percent of the total time)
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were spent primarily in the study of literature. Only 313 minutes (10.

percent) were spent on composition and 297 minutes (10.3 percent) primarily

on the study of language (as opposed to a department ohairmaA's estimate of

26 and 5 percent respectively). Hitch of this same time was spent in the

discussion of literature and ideas, or it was spent in recitation. Of the

grno Rg.: m4 rtil taa 0169y Tiara ceporit- 41.1 A 4 snussiort, (27 .6 percent)

were spent primarily in recitation, 597 minutes in lecture-discussion, and

210 minutes in student presentaLion.

Few of these schools were anthology bound in the traditional sense.

Four of them used a series of four paperbacks for each grade level which

included large portions of major works rather than short excerpts arranged

chronologically. The wide reading of students was praised by many of tne

observers in the scbr

The reading program is perhaps the real strengths. Although no
outside reading for reports is required, the students read about
12 books a year for in-class tests and discussion, over and above
their work in the anthology.

Some range of literature program (from simple fare to Joyce) suggests
that, there is a good effort to provide appropriate materials.

In all of my observation cards I noted that sttdeats were carrying
paperbacks. The range of novels and other boots carried indicated
that students were doing a great deal of reading-- reading of
important works.

One of the sf ligths of the program was a liberalized and liberated
(from the ant.slogy) new program which stressed understanding of
literary genre. This program, developed in conjunction with another
high school, is very explicit (perhaps too much so) in stating what
should be taught and how. Nevertheless, there is a good deal of insight
and good writing in the course of study, which includes even questions
and answers concerning stories and plays.

One of the assumptions sometimes of literature study in paochial

schools is that there are string censorship controls which keep the more

controversial books from the students. But this is simply not the
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situation--at leapt in most of the schools visited in this group. Although

the course may often have been developed aeound a core of moral and

spiritual values, the readings represented a wide variety of concerns.

Among those books studied in one school were The Pearl, The. Shadow-Line,

The Picture of Dorian Crnv,, The Return of the Native Cyrano de/Mau11,

the 251m2 x. Amother school taught ;tebecca, A Immel Peace, Catcher in

the Fit, Canticle Ler Liebawitz, great Gatdbv, Lord of the Fl, ies, ftz,

the Beloved Counta. Because of the selective nature of these schools, it

is easier for teachers to require students to buy paperbacks than in public

schools, and, as was noted before, many students often buy these books.

Such, purchase of paperbacks is especially salutary because the libraries

in many of the schools were limited in holdings, and often inadequately

staffed. The Study's checklist of fifty hooks revealed that these school

libraries had an average of only twenty-five, whereas the public school

libraries averaged thirty-eight, The average nmuiper of holdings in these

libraries was 3,158 (105 per student), in contrast with 11,925 (6.) per

itudent) in the ?ublis schools. But the nature of the holdings differed

markedly from that of the public school libraries. For instance, almor,t ane

half cf one library shelved books of moral and spiritual edifies scion.

ThIA. tendency to purchase reading material of a religious nature is

most readily evidenced in an examination of the magazines subscribed to.

These libraries subscribed to as many magazines as did the public school

libraries, but they were not of the same kind. Of six libraries checked,

only three had Life, four Post, two Look, and five Time, four of the

magazines most widely read by high school students. One library subscribing

to fifty-four magazines, had only twelve of thirty-seven magazines from a

k.
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check list of more commonly read magazines, but subscribed to 2 great

number of religious magazines such as: America, Bible:Um, Catholx 1.21D

Catholic Mast, Catholic Educator, Catholic Lem, Catholic

Journal, Catholic !Abr.= World, Catholic nsi22s.uir, CathoiicMine, getholie

World, COmmogyeajo Jesuit Missions, Jesuit Science BuMstif Jubilee, Petna

Toatt4t fir RtmdAv Vimitnr_ and Sacred Heart Measea2er. One dhird of the7 +caw

magazines, then, were of a specialized nature, either religious in content

or in approach. This same library had neither Look nor Life, neither

Atlantic nor Harpers.

The same situation, although less easily describable, was noted for

the books held. The only book from the check list held by all libraries

was The Heart of Darkness. Five libraries had Pride and anodise, Jane

WJAllerks Heim ts, ThIllglz American, Tale of Two Cities, The Return

of the Native, The Scarlet Letter The Old Man and the Sea, Babbitt, lob=

Dick, and '22sta hair. But none had Exodus, only one had Animerican

The pound and thtF:45:, Les Miserable!". (for many years on the index

of Condemned Books) Of Umman Bondeae .3 or Eazces EdAe. Only two libraries

had lord of the Mel, Cistcher isLae Rue., prave NrWorici, 193k, A Portrait.

of 14e Artist as A rommilan, or 71,7e: mak Mountap. Despite students

being encouraged in those schools to buy paperbacks and teachers being

allowed to require their purchase for classroom work, it seems that the

libraries could still hold mare books that would reach the interests of the

students. Even though these schools offer their students a significantly

different education, this does not mean that the students who enroll at

these schools are significantly different. Responses to individual question-

naires by advanced twelfth grade students show that the interests these

students have in literature is quite the same as thosL shared by students

=
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in public schoolo. If books and magazines of specialized interests are to

be provided for these students, they should be provided as additions, over

and above what is normally reqeired by students in any school system.

fmtagiala

Because of the large enrollments for each class, the problem of

nnnigning aid grading rnmnricaitinno was jilot as acute 4C not so, in the

parochial schools as in the public schools. Still, in some schools, the

effort was made, and often enough with remarkable success. One observer

wrote: is
rehlra1111. did an excellent, really an outstanding job of

teaching a tenth &rade class. One hears about the necessary coordination of

litcesature, composition, and language. One seldom sees it practiced' however.

OMIOC.W..4.001Y.Y.ISIMICINIMIC.11413,7b1C-C2
was able in his lesson to completely mesh these content areas.

is work on S_esching sense inpressicns and sense words was particularly good

with linguistic matenial presented naturally and well." Another .reported

"Students do no do enough However, under the circumstances of

heavy loads on teachers, they do all that can be expected, find probably

more." Yet, there were problems. Teachers here, as in the public schools

all to readily identified teaching ccmposition with the grading of themes,

and although some few of the themes reviewed showed careful commenting that

would help students in rewriting, all too often the remarks were cursory,

the grading symbols many, and the marks too high for the quality of the

papers. In some schools, students still compiled folders entitled "Modern

Poets Illustrated" or some other, with the usual busy work carefully pasted

to diversely colored sheets of her bond paper inside. One observer in a

girls' school was concerned by what he called over-readiness to assign

theme topics "conducive to silly thmses with grades not commensurate with

the quality."

- F

r - -
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it gain, the Icrengths in teaching =at. often seemed dependent on the

indieduel teaeher, 'hee observer wrote: although a first year

teacher,, was very teeeesiee in his work en emposition. As a technical

Teriter of saveral yeare' eee,,erience, he knew and could discuss what was

Til,na- with a student's writing. .Vc earn:position. skins can be tau h._, I

ielt chat his method of getting at difficurAes

ug a piece of 4riteng eciw::i I've fee far. Sere was a

rase where a ptf,cip Is 661f.: to Lhe process of writing

to his sieldeiets." the peehlems t: tu:.iy teachers of composition

aee not writers theaseletes--at least to any great extent. But here, the

teacher was not spending bis time simply assigning themes to students and

then hueziedly grading them in the late evening hours or on Sunday after-

noons. He was working in class with student themes, demonstrating what was

right and why, what was wrong and why.

RreSaat
ea.

Although not much classroom tine was observed as being spent on

languaae, the studee.ts often enough complained is the twelfth grade inter-

view of too much language teaching anA LT1 much repetition, It is significant

that parochial schools have more language study than public sehools

on the whole. One of the scheWA to ,:soup rellired eeven years ,

language for graduation; the tc grap averaged 3.4 years of language

study in high school, For tTAz csawin, especial, elhere Latin is studied,

students often get a "double ac editional grammar study: what is

not taught in the English classroom tz eeught in the Latin classroom, and

thus tiet feeling arises that too ruc',1 time it spent on traditional language

study. Come of the schools alee now ,efinning to work 'eith modern grammars,

but the work is still seminal, (Dee de,yartment chairman with a fe'.Iew

A
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teacher has just completed the first of a series of books on language

incorporating ideas from scholarship in the English language. In these

schools, although net the rule, a greater effort was expended by some

teachers to make language learning significant, just as the "Ward" is

significant for the whole Catholic religion. One program attempted to

integrate the teaching of language and composition by designing a quarter

of each year to be spent on the study of differing methcds of discourse:

literary discourse in the ninth grade, rhetorical discourse in the tenth,

dialectical discourse in the eleventh, and a synthesis of critical analysis

in the twelfth. a program considered to be the core of the whole high

school curriculum. The program was unified through the use of televised

lectures for rather, lecturettes) which were subsequently followed up

by the teachers' classroom discussion. Although the department chairman
k

was most responsible for the program in its inception, as teachers came to

the school better prepared in the study of Aristotelian rhetoric, more and

more of them with specialized knowledge appeare4 before the camera. The

result was a program which, although conservative in terms of the study of

modern language study, was one which was unified and one which was able

to operate as articulated, in spite of the threat of high turnover. It

was in this school that: one observer wrote: "Sr. [again a new

teacher] had almost an intuitive knowledge of language and how to teach

it in the classroom. During my observation, she and the class worked

and reworked verbally sentence patterns, using the familiar lyrics from

&Fair Lacil as a base. Not one student seemed uninvolved. Not one

student seemed unfamiliar ;pith the lyrics."
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Independent Schools

The supplementary grant alluded to in Chapter I also provided funds

for a study of nine independent schools of varying kinds. Once again,

opinions of the advisory committee and of knowledgeable professionals were

solicited concerning schools which would have interesting and distinctive

English programs. After reviewing tFe returned forms on high school

characteristics (Instrument No. 1) from a small group of independent schools,

it was clear that the same kind of careful sampling process described in

Chapter I would not be appropriate for these schools because independent

schools generally fall into different kinds of groupings. For one thing,

the large majority of private boarding schools are clustered on the Eastern

seaboard, particularly in the New England states. Other schools might be

roughly catalogued as day schools, military schools, coeducational day

schools, schools with distinctly -1y parochial bearings, boys' schools,

girls' schools, etc. With the necessity of confining the sample to a mere

handful, the investigators found it impossible to include all varieties of

independent schools on a statistically valid basis. Therefore, the nine

schools involved were chosen, as far as postibIeTto represent programs

judged to be exceptional in English and also, like these chosen in the group

of "experimental" schools, to give a picture of uniqueness to the visiting

staff nembers.

Of the nine schools selected, four are boarding schools, one a

military scho-1, four are coeducational, one an adjunct of a university, one

a girls' school; three are in New England (two have strong religious

associations), three are in the Midwest, and one is in the State of Hawaii,

which had consistently produced winners of NCTE Achievement Awards.

Because of the diversity of the group and the small size of the samples

,Ji 4,
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it id dangerous to generalize overtly from the data. Nevertheless, gross

comparisons between the original 116 public schools of the Study and the

nine private schools can be made quite realistically and will assist in

interpreting the original data. It will often prove helpful to think of

the private schools in two groups--the boarding schools and the day schools9

tha lattar of ennrsc. having a mnrh grAatar mff4niFy vrith dist, 1-yp4c1

school.

Some of the most extreme and overt differences exist in the matter of

numbers and costs, the private schools costing well over three thousand

dollars per pupil per year compared to the day schools' average of about

nine hundred dollars, a figure that is close to the amount required in some

of the most affluent suburban schools in the Study. Secondly, independent

schools represented in this report send a much higher proportion of students

to college than do the 116 public schools. In the boarding schools 98

percent of the students are college bound; in the day schools, approximately

90 percent. (The schools themselves, by the way, are of vastly different

sizes. having graduating classes of as few as seventeen students and as

many as 338.) No doubt, this emnhaais on "preparing stns en!:_s for the

university," or as it sometimes happens, preparing etudants for admittmce

to the university, has some effect on the program of the private school.

However, in the opinion of the observers, and contrary to popular opinion,

the schools did not concern themselves with mechanical, rote-learning

activities merely to qualify their graduates for prestigious colleges.

Still, it is quite clear that a considerable amount of ecIvanced screening

is involved in selecting students who, with some diligence, will have

little trouble in gaining admission to collev at the end of their secondary

education. To that extent this group of schools is little concerned with

1

, ,t14,7777-777:
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the probtenc of the terminal student, nor even with the problems of drop-

outs that so r,lague the public high school. Therefore, it was particularly

interesting to the observers to find some of the independent schools

committed to the problems of disadvantaged youth. In fact, several of the

most traditional and college-oriented schools have made plans to develop

special summer programs for culturally and economically disadvantaged boys

from the ghettos of large cities. In some instances, boys who responded to

these special summer sessions have been accepted by the school for 'their

entire high school education. Once they accept students, the faculties

tend to assume responsibility for their young people, even to the extent of

offering special remedial classes. While it is true that some of the inde-

gender*. schools have movci in this direction, the project staff felt that

these programs were not being touted as a vast social euf-erprise, nor that

they offered at this point a clear line for others to replicate. They

appear to be highly individual efforts of the schools organized on a very

small scale to help relieve a lor, standing social problem--the inequitable

distribution of high quality education. Probably to some critics, what

they are doing me, :e the very essence of tokenism.

Obviously, the main concern of private schools (aside from the "special"

places like schools of correction or schools for social problems) will

continue to be for the capable and academically oriented boy or girl. And

it is the English program.., developed for this student that was of the most

interest to the project staff.

Anyone who makes even a casual comparison between the public high

school and the private boarding high school will notice very clear

differences, and these variables noticeably affect the English programs.

For example, the private school English teachers works under very different

p/OriONNY - -.7-
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physical circumstances. He inhabits the same (or nearly the same) environment

as his students; he is involved in a closer dialogue with them, not only

because of the smaller classes and the considerable discussion in these

classes, but because he coaches their games, proctors their dormitories; and

eats at the same table. To the public school *bserver, the ratio of students

to teacher undoubtedly seems the most significant of the differences.

Whereas the public school English teacher is responsible for teaching perhaps

150 pupils per day (130 in Study schools) in classes of 30 or more students,

his private school counterpart is normally axpected to teach no more than

four classes of from 12 to 15 pupils per class. Such a ratio has obvious

effects on the writing program, but it has further and perhaps more important

effects on the entire content of the English course and the way tbac English

is taught. Although there is some indication that innovations in teaching

methods (i.e., large-group instruction, programed learning) are being

considered for adaptation to the private school situation, these schools

have been and still are committed to Mark Hopkins' notion of education.

Several of the schools promote tutorial sessions for special students and

all of them thrive on the principle of small classes. If it is impossible

to have a teacher on one end of a log and a single student on the other, it

is altogether practical and advantageous to have one teacher and some ten

or twelve students surrounding a large oval table in a comfortable classroom

furnished often with shelves of books, a fireplace, prints hanging from the

wall, and a pleasant New Englard scene to contemplate outside the windows.

And it is true that the basic method of instruction appears to derive from

these physical trappings. Tt, is conversational without being intimate,

'industrious without. being regimented, and above all else it is humane. A

boy may think he is going to private school to prepare for Harvard, but in
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effect he will get a considerable and liberal education along the way.

From the point of view of the principals, this is what is eminently to be

desired; so they are quite unanimous in saying that English is therefore

the essential subject. of the entire program. They are in general agreement,

II

too, that the best method of instruction is the Socratic dialogue around

th- Harknees *.". the teachers master of anNort matte and a talentedas ,

provoker of questions.1

If the observations of content emphasis in the public school classrooms

suggested that literature was the main object of instruction, it might as

easily be said that it completely dominates instruction in the ladependent

school classrooms. However, such a statement would be quite misleading.

It is true that, using the same devices as were used in visiting the original

116 schools, observers noted that of nearly 3,000 minutes of classroom time,

more than 81 percent was directed primarily to instruction it literature.

11

Table No. 117 indicates the various percentages in all nine independent

schools for all components of English as analyzed by the observers. In

making any overt comparisons between these results and the wes of classroom

important differences. By comparison to the student population in :most

ttme in the public schools (Table 38) one severekeep in mind seve

public high schools, the student body of thz private school is highly

selective and homogeneous. S7condly, the private school student does not

depend altogether on classroom instruction for learning as is evidenced by

the remarkably complete libraries and the fact that he is in constant

communication with his peers and almost as frequently with his instructors.

There is much evidence that individual conferee sessions, :f not outright

tutorials, are held with great frequency in the independent school,

1Again, it should be mentioned that there was considerable variation

concerning the physical and intellectual atmosphere of these schools. The
assertions made here are with respect to the New England boarding school,
not to the broad group of independent schools.



Table 117

Content Emphasized in Classroom Teething in Independent Schools
(n = 2,950 minutes)

Content

7.4i-arAtnre

Percentage

81.5

Composition 4,0

Language 7.1

Reading 2.0

Speech 4.0

Mass Media .8

No Content .6

.1.11=i11-111111,
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particularly in the boarding school. No doubt much of the instruction in

composition that one might expect to find in the classroom is simply handled

in more direct fashion on an individual basis. While it appears that the

public school English teacher spends twice as much time teaching language

than his independent school counterpart, it should be a emembered that the

heaviest emphasis for such matters occurred in the lower level classes,

Grade 10 and terminal. In all Grade 12 classes combined (public schools)

the language component accounted for only 8.4 percent, obvimably a very

slight figure according to many teaching specialists, but one that does

compare with the 7.1 percent found in the private schools. Desptte what

may tppear to be small differences in the attention to speech and reading in

the independent schools as compared to their emphasis in public schools,

the fact is that an overwhelming majority of private schools, no matter

what kind, do not seem to provide all direct instruction in these matters.

On the other hand, it is equally clear that there is considerable emphasis

on them in more indirect fashion. For one thing, private schools ere very

strong on presenting student plays, for providing opportunities for debate
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and, most importantly, requiring constant student involvement in tna class-

room dialogue. For another, the strong emphasis of reading literature means

that students are always reading and that they atat do is at a fairly

rapid rate to keep up to the mark. Compared to their public school peers

(who are normally assigned on a book or two a month, plus two or three

"outside" reports each semester), seniors in the private schools averaged

ever thirty-five books per year. What seem to be lacking are prescribed

programs in speech and reading or, for that matter, in language; bUt to

make this point critically may well be begging the real issue of whether or

not the existing programs train and inspire their students to read and

respond critically to literature and, further, to extend their creative

faculties. Whatever chemistry the better private schools have developed,

it appears to have these effects. The success of their students on the

College Board Examinations and the enviable record of admissions to first

rate colleges and universities is a matter of public record; the reports of

the project observers concerning the quality of classroom discourse would

appear to verify the efficacy of the practices toward enveloping these

qualities.
2

There seems to be little standardization of the English curriculum

among the independent high schoole, or ever among the instructors

single school. What a student studies depends more on the inclination of

11114Mma

2
The investigators have seen reports that some graduates fran these

schools do little better than public school graduates during the freshman
year at college. Surely the high degree of selectivity in admitting public
school graduates to najor private colleges and universities accounts in
part for the excellent records of such students. Surely, too, there are
other less tangible variables at work here, but unfortunately they are too
far from the focus of the Study. Noting the highly stimulating educational
environment in some independent schools, however, project staff members
could not help but speculate that graduates of independent schools might
sometimes find introductory college classes less stimulating than many of
their secondary school experiences.
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his acher than on a ready made course of study, although there is usually

ome consensus concerning literature that might be taught at particular

grade levels. When for a course outline or a curriculum guide,

partment chairmen almost invariably responded by handing over a list of

titles that might be taught with some frequency but were, it was made quite

clear, subject to change from time to time. Exceptions were observed to

this practice of the "unstructured" curriculum, and dissenting voices were,

heard from those who wanted a tighter arrangement, but generally this

response epitomizes at least one facet of the independent school--its

dependence on the individual teacher. As one principal put it: "The boy

takes the man; he elects his teachers year by year." And what is quite

clear, the man establishes the content and the tone of the class within

very broad limits. As is evident from Table 117, literature is the basic

part of instruction for the great majority of the classes, but what is not

clear from this single table is the way in which it is taught and how it

affects the other components of English.

As noted above, the dominant method of instruction in these schools

is discussion. Observers pointed out that this was the practice in nearly

every class observed, although as with the public schools, recitation was

given first priority more frequently. The telling difference was the number

of time Socratic quest:Lou/rig was cited in independent schools, occurring as

frequently as did lecturing. Allowing for differences among observers

concerning the delineation of "Socratic," and therefcre combining discussiIn

with Socratic questioning, there is no question that these schools, as a

total group, with their smaller classes and conducive environment, have found

discussion to be the most effective form of instruction. Inasmuch as there

was a considerable discrepancy between wh.t public school teachers fel":.

u
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they were doing by way of discussion and what they were observed to be

doing (See Chapter III) it seems profitable to explore the nature and

purpose of discussion as it is used in the private schools of the Study.

Undoubtedly the small size of the classes contributes emphatically

to the frequency and the success of discussions in the private schools.

C.wm.. are to nrs average of Phirt-o, students "%Amy ninon irt ^r4cripal crretim,

of schools, the average number of pupils in the independent schools was

only seventeen, and this figure is somewhat inflated because two schools

had class sizes of over twenty and resembled public schools in their

organization. It would be more accurate to say that the typical private

school English class (aside from those involved in large group instruction)

would have no more than eleven or twelve students.

But aside from the merely physilal qualities of the independent

school classroom, there is much more to say about the flavor of the

instruction, the way of discussion, that distinguishes the whole tenor of

the private school English program. Toward this end the following report

from one of the project nhe evvers is quoted:

I have said that the physical characteristics of the classrooms
and of the entire school are conducive to discussion, but there
is something more. Whether teachers are instructed in this
"method" or not I do not know, but they all conduct their classes
in the same relaxed, Socratic way. Students have had a reading
assignment, usually an entire work. Thtly come to class with the
book, and the teacher begins by asking a question about the text;
"Here in this story by Dylan Thomas and in this one we have two
opening sentences, the one about 40 words long, the other about
180 words long. How do you account for the difference?" After
a number of comments that gradually range back and forth throughout
other elements of each story, including symbols, details of
characterization: and tone, it becomes apparent that the entire
class discussion is devoted to the question of style in literature;
and the students, at the end of the hour, have come to realize
that style is a complex thing involving a great many elements
besides the mere arrangement of words. It may well 'le that

another teacher in the following year will also have something to
say about style, but there will not be duplication of effort in
the usual sense because the discussion is new: it will be on
a higher, or at least different, level in another class, and new
elements will enter into it.

E"."...T.Sin!Polto
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Qtr...' -s;, apart from the cliroota dalfgue ,..Wt in another way, continuous

with ! t) iFt the constant discussion among the students theme Ives outside

of the clamlooms. Obviously there was no way of monitoring this kind of

activity, but one cannot visit a boarding school of the excellence of those

observed by the ,zoject staff uithout being aware of the frequent conversa-

tions occurring -Atich have direct correspondence 0 the academic work at

hand. In this context, the student is faced with a constant audience for

ideas, both in and out of class, and such an audience does much to create

a stimulating intellectual climate. On the other hand another observer

thought that the atmosphere might for some students induce a shallowness or

glibness that could undermine real learning:

At times, or at least for some clever students, I think this system
breaks down. Students are trained to speak well--to present a view,
to adopt a poseand I suspect that some of them, adept at learning
the formula, get along very nicely without proceeding very far- -
without bringing their full intellectual prowess to bear.

This however, was a minority report of a tangential nature. With respect

to the independent boarding schools under discussion here, nearly all of

the observer reports suggest lively, purposeful discussion of the kind that

the visitors rarely saw in the original 116 high schools.

The obvious implication for public high schools is that they try to

emulate similar patterns of meaningful discussion in their own terms and

on the4r o gremnd.s. Although it is beyond the bounds of practicality to

suggest that public high school classes be reduced to a corresponding

eleven or twelve students, surely special arrangements can be made by the

high school administration, the English department, or even by individual

teachers to divide classes on some regular basis to promote active, meat:.1.,14-

ful discussion and thereby to gain the dividends. However, to meetly divide

classes and then to expect this benefit of increased classroom participation,

higher planes of discussion, and a greater degree of involvement is to be

naive. As pointed out in the discussion on experimentation and innovation
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(See Chapter XIV), seminar-sized groups in same public schools premed to

produce negative results without the direction and stimulation of a

teacher who believes in the process of discussion and is not afraid to

depart from prescriptive course materials to achieve a dynamic classroom

atmosphere. Evan without ovevt changes in the overall organization of

classes and,seminarls dould behoove most English teachers to consider

the merits c)! divte,q OluJa own classes for discussion purposes,

As not :ion is ix the independent high schools do

considerably ee,air counterparts in the public schools.

No doubt Evtn-tArt: these schools, along with its atmosphere)

its small cts5sme motivated students, and gifted teachers do midi

to encourage this coLst;,,U ading. It is clear to the project'

observers also t110 libraries in the private schools do much to promote

student reading, ',-,restingil, the lour boa riling schools averaged more

than 50,000 volmi a per cz:hpyl compared to less than 12,000 in the schools

of the original sample. ` 'he tip showed solid holdings in appropriate

literature as .ttested by the fact that a total of three books were unavail-

able from the book lint (Instrument No 13):frorn all four libraries. These

very extensive libraries were also zupeebly staffed, having as many as

seven trained librarians in the largest of i:hl*Irt. As distinct from the AlA

recommendation that would have ten books per student, ttn better private

school libraries had ninety or more. And what is at least as important

as numbers, in the opinion of the project staff, the books were constantly

accessible to the studentc. With some regularity) observers reported

seeing numbers of students carryftg books other than texts. It mould be

patently tinfair to compare the time that independent school libraries are

open with the time public school libraries are acceseble to students;

b
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after all, the boarding school is a more or less continuous operation.

Nevertheless it should be noted that they are open almost twice as long,

and that the day sClool libraries (which comprise a more satisfactory index)

are open more than an hour longer than the public school libraries.

Reference to Table 118 will suggest some of the reading sources

for twelfth grade students in seven of the independent schools. Other

information indicates rather different student habits in acquiring books

in day schools and boarding schools respectively, but the most interesting

comparison is between the total group and the superior twelfth grade pupils

in public schools. It is certainly logical to find that the most frequent

source of books reported by the public school students, the Public Library,

now ranks fifth for independent school students who, it must be remembered,

Table 118

Most Frequent Sources of Books
Borrowed During the Previous Year as

Reported by Twelfth Grade Students in Independent
(n = 80 student_.)

Percentage of
Number of Students

Schools

Percentage of
Public School

Source Responses Mentioning Students
(from Table 88)

Purchased 69 86 66

School Library 50 04en
55

Home Library 43 54 45

Borrowed from Friends 34 41 32

Public Library 24 30, 83

Borrowed from Teachers 15 19 10

University Library 12 15 14

Classroom Library 11 14 8

Other 2 2
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are generally more restricted in their movements, However, the high

incidence of mention for the high school library must also be owing to

the generally well equipped and well staffed libraries noted by project

staff observers. Suggestions and recommendations in Chapter IX (School

Library and the Personal Reading of Students) are clearly appropriate for

public schools in view of these comparisons.

In general, observers of private school programs agreed on at least

two observations concerning their writing programs. For one thing, they

conceded that, except for a very few individual instructors, there was

little program in the sense of having structured, sequential assignments

dealing (in textbook fashion) with the various rhetorical and stylistic

principles. In its place, however, was an approach that may be roughly

compared to the classroom method described above, one that places a

premium on the individual contribution and reaction of students and teachers

alike. Thus, compositions whether literary response or personal essay are

often read before the class and then critiqued both by the teacher and the

students as to its wealth of ideas, the appropriateness of its diction

and usage, and the consequences of the writer's rhetorical position. It

was also reported both from direct observation and from students' own

reactions in interview, that most teachers spend considerable time and

thought in annotating)he written work of students. And of course

instructors are frequently available for individual conferences concerning

writing. Further data from student interviews suggest that seniors write

rather more: frequently than do public school seniors, the most common

response being in the order of twice a week. In comparison to the public

school English teachers, independent school teachers also make more "free"

or spontaneous assignments calling for narration and description, as well
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as those kinds often alluded to as "creative," meaning conforming to some

literary genre. As with the public school studsnt, the private school boy

or girl appears to value this kind of assignment particularly. Under these

conditions, where writing can be taught individually, where the student-

writer is nouriehed and cultivated by hand, there seems little need to

engineer elaborate programs of uniform and sequential assignments to insure

comprehensiveness and order. Indeed, to the extent that such an organized

program counters the unique, creative teaching of individuals, it is

clearly contrary to the best interests of students and teachers alike,

Virtually every independent school faculty represented in the Study placed

high priority on the teaching of writing. As one headmaster put it:

"Writing is the essential part of the English program. It, is disciplined

but imaginative thinking." And there, it would seem, is t4 heart of the

independent school edecation.

As suggested above, little classroom time is spent in; these schools

dealing with language as a unique component of the English program. As a

group, the independent school English departments have given little thought

to bringing into their curriculums any special studies with respect to

lexicography, phonology, dialects c: any of the 1inguisticaily-or4snted

grammars. Nevertheless, it should be noted that of all the schoole in the

Study, the one that has gone farthest in its study and application of

transformational-generative grammar is one of the independent boarding

schools.

It remains to be said that the English program found inmost OT the

private schools does not conform as easily to the analytical procedures

devised to study public high school progeams. One reason that they do not

is simply that they are not so fragmented as their public counter' is

because of the very nature of the independent school. The educa,on tends
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to be mrre of a piece, or as one teacher said, "a way of life." Ideally,

all aspects are therefore incorporated toward that end, to produce a

literate, liberally educated graduate who is, by ie way, socially adept

and, it is to be hoped, capable of holding his own in a highly-rated

college.

The studies of programs in Catholic parochial schools and selected

independent schools thus reveal certain attributes germane to the nature

of these institutions, as well as features which seem characteristic of

most English programs in the country. However limited were the visits

by the project staff, the strengths which they described might well be

emulated by more public institutions. In the independent school, especially,

the attention to discussion, textual analysis, and clo e pupil-teacher

relationships clearly contributes to the quality of many English programs.

Although conditions 4n most public school programs prohibit extensive use

of small classes on the independent school model, department chairmen and

principals might do well to consider ways of achieving similar results

th ?ough greater use of discussion seminar groups, and similar approaches.

I
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CHAPTER XIV

EXPERIMENTAL ENGLISH PROGRAMS

The study of selected English departments engaged in experimental

program design began after visits to more than half of the 116 schnlls of

the Mot-4Anal CFIteler ot.sAwielA AAm....areki-44m2.1v, 4 A 4.n4.4A.........

project staff, aware of widespread discussion in profssional journels of

new approaches to the teaching of English, wondered why so few departments

were initiating curriculum changes. A supplementary grant from the United

States Office of Education enabled the staff to visit nineteen schools with

successful experimental programs in nine different states. In selecting

these schools, the projcct direr tors solicited recommendations from

advisory emmittee members, state supervisors and consultants, and leading

curricula L specialists. Methods of approaching the experimental schools

were identical to there employed in visits to all schools of the Study.

As a group, the 19 schools engaged in experimental curriculum projects

differed from the 116 original schools only in their smaller size. Student

enrollment in the smaller group averaged 1,022 students, ranging from 58 to

2,550 pupils; this contrasts with an average of 1,7fs7 students in te 116

schools, suggesting that curriculum experimentation is more likely initiated

in smaller high schools. In other ways, however, the everimental group

resembled the basic group of 116 schools. Students enrolled in commercial

programs in both groups of schools averaged 25 percent, ranging from 9 to

39 percent. Some 59 percent (ranging from 29 to 79 percent) of the students

in the experimental schools enter college, compared with an average of 52

percent for the basic group. The schools ranged from the very new

(constructed in the last three or four ;ears) to schools forty years old.

The nature of the communities, their socio-ecol..mic characteristics, varied
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as much as did the characteristics of those in the original Study.

Because of the small number of schools involved, detailed data are

not comparative, but observers' reports suggest no marked difference

in composition of schools in either group.

Not surprisingly, in view of the criteria used for selection,

the physical plants of the schools attracted considerable attention,

because they reflected basic administrative concern with innova-

tional programs. In thirteen of the nineteen schcols visited, new

building or renovation made available to the English department

special instructional areas to accommodate small and large groups,

conference rooms, and other means to implement experimIntal approaches

to teaching.

Another reflection of basic administrative concern with new

irqtructional programs were the strong school libraries present fn

many of these schools. Whereas the average school in the Study

reported holdings of only 6.8 books per student and annual expenditures

on new books, replacements, and magazines of $2.28 per capita, the

experimental schools averaged 8.46 books per student and expenditures

of $4.64. As a Lull group, the nineteen experimental schools came

far closer to meeting the American Library Association's standards of

ten books per student.

The English programs in these schools appeared to differ less in

content stressed than in use of certain innovative methods and materials.

Table 119 summarizes project reports on the content emphasized in 4,757

minutes of observed classroom time in 313 classes of the 19 experimental

-
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schools. Although dilferences between the emphasis in the experimental

programs and the classrooms of the 116 schools are apparent, the similarities

seem to be greater in number. Stress on the teaching of literature in the

experimental schools remains apparent (39.3 percent)--still two and one

half times the emphasis placed on composition and languagealthough it is

noticeably less than in the 116 schools of the Study. Curiously, the

emphasis on language, composition, speech, and mass media remains relatisely

constant, the most noticeable increases occuring in the emphasis on reading

(almost doubled frsm 4.5 percentter 9.9 percent; on no content emphasis; and

on miscellaneous classroom matters (roll taking, attention to mechanical

arrangements in large groups, etc.)

Similarly the basic methods used by teachers in the experimental

schools roughly parallels the emphasis in the original 116 schools, as

shown by Table 120. Discussion, recitation, and lecture remain the basic

approaches, with no sufficient changes in percentage to support any generali-

zations. A noticeable increase in use of audio-visual equipment by the

teacher was noted, with 7.1 percent of class time devoted to such use as

contrasted with a paltry 1.6 percent in the original schools. In view of

the extensive equipment available in many of the experimental schools and

the conscious effort to use visual materials to hold attention in large

group meetings, this increase is to be expected. Curiously, the percent

of class time devoted to student presentation is less than half of that in

the other schools (6.4 percent contrasted with 14.3 percent). Silent work

rises to 13.5 percent (from 10.4 percent), perhaps because of the increased

use of independent study. Except for these minor changes, the basic

emphases remain the same, as 66 percent of class time in the initial 116

schools and 60.1 percent of class time in the experiment s1 schools were
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TidAe

Content Emphasized in Classroom
Teaching in Exparinemtal ProgPems
(n = 313 chase& ;.9 schociii0

Emphasis Reported

Rank by Observer

Literature

2 Comp,3sition

Language

4 Reading

5 Speech - Formal or Informal

6 Mass-Media

7 No Content Emphasized

Other

Total

Total &mbar
of Minutes Pareauf;.

39.31,371

779

390

6.4

472 5.!;;

7;7

80

170

5313

4,737

aMIA1.1141MUM5=IMOW.62.1.U.d.r-JVCIM#IMMWOOP

Table r,-!:.0

evy',14*

4.9

1.3

.8

7.1

100.0

Methods Most Frequently Used in eidmsrom Teaching in
Experimental Schools as Reported by, Observers

(In m 313 classes In 19 acimol,A)

Rank

Tot, l Number of

Minutes Receiving
Method Major lire

Percent Reported
in 116

Original Schools

1 Discussion 1,036 21,6 21.7

2 Lecture 851 17.9 21.1

3 Recitation 982 2ri, 6 22.2

4 Sileut Work 638 10.4

5 MIdio-Visual 340 1.6

6 Group Work 310 6.5 1.9

7 Student Presentation 298 , 6.4 14.3

Other 302 6.4

Total 4,757 71.,00. to 100.0
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Table 122

Rank Order of Selected Practices Reported in Widespread or
Frequent Use in Experimental Schools

(n = 28 reports on 16 schools)

Rank Classrcm Practice Number

1 Team Teaching 22

2 Use of Multiple Sets of Books 17

3 Independent Study 16

4 Pupil Conferences with Teacher 15

5 Writing in Class 13

6 Silent Reading in Class 10

7 Classroom Book Collections 9

8 Remedial Reading Program 8

9.5 Use of Single Anthology 6

9.5 Developmental Reading Program 6

11 Use of Reading Laboratory 5

12.5 Use of Workbooks 4

12.5 Use of Grammar Textbooks 4

14 Programed Instruction 1

Rank for 107 Schools
in Original Study

12

4

7'

9.5

2

5

8

11

1

9.5

13

6

3

14

devoted to recitation, lecture, and discussion, in almost equal proportions.

But if the basic approaches remain constant, certain specific

practices are greatly modified in these programs. As Table 121 indicates,

those approaches associfited with experimental teaching--team teaching, use

of multiple sets of books, independent study, pupil conferences with

teachersare reported as frequently used by more than half of the observers.

Table 122 indicates the widespread differences when this report is con-

trasted with the similar reports of the conventional programs visited

(Chapter Table 47.) The more conveutioaal approaches--use of a single
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anthology, writing in class, ani use of grammar textbooks--er le6s

in the experimental programs wiaited that, many ianovative practit'.0.1.

These basic findings were tc bk expected inasmuch as the Fcho(ciis were

selected because they 46 re expertmznting Q.-.th such dpproachs. &waver, t11,,,,

decline in use of sinzle textbooks: whsthcr aathollea or ert.irt':

seems by no means corollary to el,.perimentation with team teadhin6 ev

though characteristic of these schools.

The lack of interest in programed instruction in both experimental

and regular schools may be worth noting. Despite, the availability of an

increasing number of programed textbooks for teaching English skills, teacners

appear reluctant to introduce such materials, Surprisingly, perhaps, the

use of such programed books is no more widespread in schools introducing

independent study, where auto-instructional materials Tlecame important,

than in conventional programs. Although the directors of the Study did not

consciously seek schools experimenting with programed materials, they by no

means excluded them. The fact that only one observer in twenty-eight

reported such materials in frequent use in the experimental programs (and

only 14 of 187 observers in the regular schools) suggests that the use of

such materials in high school English programs is currently slight and it

may be sometime before they are widely used.

The experimental programs seem to differ, thev, plImarily in the

introduction of specific new approaches, in available resources, tend

occasionally in classroom design. In most other respects, as detailed

analysis of cumulative written reports indicates, these programs closely

resemble conventional English programs. But in overall assessment, many

observers suggested additional distinctions. Whereas the dominant sUsagths

of the 116 original schools were rated--in order--the quality

)1. Ate- 1.1.!,44
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ff sfzhlili administrator, tradition of Ieerning in the school, nature of

,udenc.6- itn-1 conmunity, scool peent, curriculum sequence and design,

aed quality ,T,;f staff (Chapter UL Table 35), few observers commented

ievorly c i.ther cuericulum sequence and design or quality of staff in

mmmarizi-4 their iapressions of the experimental schools. Indeed, lack

etift.A 4:ftemAe...44.ft^
{, chayss.a. lY gsr %4 0 1. 10%0 Thi Se CP.Lai

weakneseep noted, second only to inadequacy of department

head. Quality of staff, program in composition, department head,

resources available for teaching, climate of work in the department,

program in lite.eature, and light teaching load were among the highly

ranked strengths of English departments identified by observers of the

116 schools (Chapter III, Table 36). In the experimental programs, most

ebservers ranked department teed, resources available for teaching, light

u.ectill load, d climate of work in the departRent as meriting specific

citation. in only two instances did observers feel die quality of the

staff was a special strength of these schools, and as the coments later

in this chapter indicate, a majority of observers actually expressed

strong reservations about the staffing of many experimental programs.

Nor were the pr 53 observers severally impressed with the

waren curricu1t eflu-fattee in the s,:hools or their composition and

littlrature n a,ms, With one notable ex;eption, most observers reported

t deeign of r,..ogr*4;s, ho,14ever cmmendable Van experimental efforts, was

corfusee, cking i qne and soI4staace, and unlikely to stimulate

learr4ng. Th concern for administrative organization,

!?,1, tit approachos, for innovative action at the ee

of :%-caesnal parent in the detailed reports.

-chi; ,arie Qme:mtr.1 the desclAptive reports are

summee,' in ;ilas thg four b2,s:i.a inuovative patterns observed io 11.3117
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of the schools: variations in use of staff, variations in scheduling and

use of time, variations in grouping students, and development of programs

in the humanities.

Variations in Use of Staff----__,

Since competencips nf individual rni,71 be utilized more

effectively than through continuing assignment to a single classroom,

administrators have explores taw patterns of organizing instruction. Not

always are the purposes for the experimental utilization of staff clearly

articulated, but school leaders who consciously consider why they have

mop if trad4 tional approaches seem agreed that most achieve more efficient

instruction by permitting individual teachers to utilize their special

training or to pursue special interests. A corollary purpose, widely

discussed in vofessional journals but discovered in only two schools

visited, is to provide continuing inservice education for beginning teachers

through day-to-day contact with more experienced members of the faculty.

In practice, project observers found few schools experimenting with staff

utilization which were not also engaged in some restructuring of the

traditional school day. Thus, developments in staff utilization in English

are discussed separately here only as a convenience.

Paraprofessional Help

Widespread, as well as widely accepted, are attempts to provide the

teacher of English with paraprofessional assistance for the purpose of

relieving him from routine responsibilities so that he may concentrate on

matters of a professional nature. By no means provided only in schools

with experimental programs, some form of paraprofessional assistance was

reported in 20 percent of all schools visited. Clerical assistants,

sometimes students, not only perform routine tasks like recording grades,

" v4a J ,o;'
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typing, filing, end maintaining class roles, but on occasion manage textbook

records, recording libraries, departmental centers, and even laboratory

rooms for students. As the number of books and items of equipment assigned

to teachers of English increases, more assistance of this kind seems

mandatory.

Lay readers to assist classroom teachers in reading and annotating

student themes were utilized in almost 20 percent of the schools visited.

Frequently, such help is made available only to certain teachers, such as

those assigned classes in advanced composition, although in some schools

each English teacher is allocated a certain number of hours of reader help.

Practice varies from school to school. In some locales, readers are

selected, trained, and assigned by the English chairman; in others, by

district supervisory personnel. One metropolitan system has organized such

an extensive program that a district English supervisor devotes virtually

full time to selecting, training, and placing lay readers throughout the

schools. The care with which such personnel must be selected and placA

cannot be overemphasized. Not all teachers of English function easily in

such a close relationship with another individual. Some teachers insist on

reading all of their students' papers, and resent the intercession of another

person "between them and` their pupils." It is worth noting, however, that

the most vigorous opposition to theme readers comes in schools which do not

provide such assistance. A majority of the teachers in schools providing

such help discovered satisfactory ways of working with readers and thus

express support for the plan. (See discussion in Chapter 1),)

Not always did project observers report theme readers contributing to

the strength of programs in composition, The quality of the readers' anno-

tations on student papers varies as much as the directions which they are
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given. Whether the annotations are restricted to mechanical correct Y4i of

overt errors or concern stylistic and rhetorical problems depends on

wishes of teachers and on the purposes of programs. However, more than

few teachers admitted some unhappiness over the unwillingness of many

readers to confine corrections merely to mechanical problems. Indeed,

appears unlikely that better qualified readers are not permanently

to restrict their comments as rigorously as some teachers would like.

The more successful programs, according to project observers, are

those in which the readers are viewed as supplemental to, rather than

replacements for, the teacher. The regular class-room teacher reads and

annotates as many papers as he can, surely one every two or three weeks.

Papers read and annotated by the reader, and spotchecked by the teacher,

are additional assignments. Thus the ultimate effect is not to relieve the

teacher, but to provide additional writing experiences for the pupils. The

distinction is an important one, for too often observers found administratore

regarding lay readers as a solution to the load problem and, not infrequently.

offered English teachers the choice of either slightly reduced pupil-teacher

ratios or services of a part-time reader. This limited conception of the

potential value of outside readers forces teachers to view the use of such

paraprofessionals only as solutions to the teacher load problem, rather

than as assistants with important contributions to make. Indeed, some of

the schools which use readers most effectively are those in which teacher

load is already reduced to four classes and not more than 115 to 125 students.

Reading itmery=1,sors_

Only a few observers reported schools using paraprofessional help to

supervise students in English classrooms. One particularly effective

program involved the assignment of an intern-teacher to the supervision of

a reading room used by students in three separate classes. The reading room

eo,
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ntained a library with hundreds of individual titles appropriate for

tudent reading as well ns numerous reference works. Space in the reading

on All^-ed for seventy-five students, twice the number in the average

lassroom, so depending upon their instructional programs for each day, the

ree English teachers ;ould each send as many at twenty or twenty-five

tudents to the room. The exe - assignments for each day (whether

ndependent reading or directed study) were planned jointly by the three

eachers and the reading room specialist. The flexibility of the arrange -

Ant permitted teachers to meet with small groups, seminars, and even with

ndividuals as they wished. On the day project staff members were visiting,

ne teacher operating on an alternate-day basis met with fifteen students

or intensive discussion and study, while the remainder of the students used

he reading room; another teacher sent all but a few students to the room

uring the last half hour so that he could sit with a seminar of gifted

tudents studying Sinclair Lewis ' Main Street; and the third teacher chose

of to- e the resources of the reading room on that particular day. In

he reading room itself, the supervisor helped students in locating books,

aintained order, or assisted those engaged in specific study assignments,

ut did not otherwise share in instructional responsibilities. Many

rograms featuring independent or guided study appear to be floundering

ecause r little supervisory time is available; more schools would do well

o consider, then, the employment of pc-raprofessionals for such positions.

elevision Teachin&

The use of closed circuit or educational television to introduce

pecial lecturers or particularly effective teachers to large numbers of

ttdants has received wider discussion than actual acceptance. In only a

of schools; few of them in the experimental group, was television

11...W.T1..."7.4-.177"01.409MT,
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being used in the teaching of Euglish and thEa only to supplcialent, rather

than supplant, regular classroom work. In two districts, closed circa it

television programs prepared especially for t rtain groups of students, were

regularly broadcast and teachers utilizing the programs received advance

information concerning the programs, In one, broadcast e of a program in

American literature were scheduled only once or twice weekly (on an

announced basis, and were clearly designed as enrichment experiences rather

than as the basic core of the course. Thus, programs presented writers and

the processes of writing, poetry readings, discussieas of American cultural

achievements in architecture and dance, and similar "extras" beyond the

range or resources of the individual classroom teacher. In general, teachers

and students responded favorably, although many expressed a desire for

kinescopes of programs to be made availe)le for broadcasts in the school

at ar appropriate time for student use.

Far less satisfactory, according to project staff members, was a course

on structural grammar presented daily to an assembly of about 100 students

supervised by one teacher of English and several proctors. The remoteness

of the daily thirty minute presentatioLe and the inability of even the

clever classroom teacher to offer adequate additional explanation in the

remaining fifteen minutes made such instruction seem stiff, formal, and far

removed from learning which eatsrosses the students. Even the teacher felt

t!e experience was unsatisfactory, although she was planning to repeat the

course with fewer weekly programs and a smaller class group. Television

instruction of this kind news to require planned follow-through in the

classroom, for its very remoteness discourages learning involvement.

Indeed, most obvious concerning use of television in teaching English is the

widespread lack of interest even in schools equipped for showings. Several

WV/e it5Z %
4"
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schools which once reported flourishing programs seem to have abandoned

the attempt. However important, then, as a supplemem try resource, and

however important in eomaunity service, educational television, as a airect

instructional aid, seems not to have withstood the test of time.

This is not true, of course, wish kinescopes 'eased on television

presentations. Flexible in their possibilities and capable of being

incorporated into any instructional program, good kinescopes are frequently

used. In fact, kinescopes appear to possess all of the advantages of live

television, 81176! immediacy, which is normally not of major consequence in

the teaching of English. Development of less expensive videotape trans-

mitters suggest that they, too, may become widely used in schools oZ.the

future. Teachers seem not unwilling to consider possibilities but harrassed

by overlceded classes and inadequate preparation time, they seek instructional

aids which are free of complexities in planning and operation. Those

interested in the possibilities of educational television would do well to

devote more attention to making available to schools kinescopes and video-

tape copies of excellent programs.

Telelecture

The imaginative use of telelectures, long distance telephone lectures

and discussion involving outside specialists and student groups, is being

explored by schools to make guest specialists available to teachers. One

school organized a two-week unit around the writings of Jesse Stuart, after

making prior arrangements for the telephone conversation with the author.

Each class discussed questions to be directed to the writer and elected a

representative panel of interviewers. At the appointed how. in a special

room, the elected representatives conversed with the author over telephone

while the entire student body listened. The novelty of the experience

71101111,
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provided a high degree of motivation for ztudent rnading as wt1 es aa

effective demonstration of oral cagimunicatio&.

Even more unusual was the v.ge which cite small :Lira' school administrator

fo/Ind for the telelentai;e QI,en aware that hie half-time teather cf English

was actually F=ubject. Recognizing the need for more

4)ecialiled resources, !-9 clsigned a progran of weekly readings by more

mature students from several grade leve17-, of a selected number of single

books--novels, books of essays, biographiesfollowed each Friday by an

hour-long telephone lecture and discussion led by r qualified staff member of

the state university located 300 miles away. The comparatively low cost of

telephone transmissiou, coupled with ease of opt:ration, make it a particularly

useful aid for schools in rural locations.

Teal Teaching

The theoretical advantages of team teaching are manifest: cooperation

of teachers, use of specialized interests of teachers, flexibility in teacher

time, and more choughtful preparation of lessons. Unfortunately, in

nrsirtieP, these advantages are seldom realized. Whether teams are composed

of as few as two teachers or as many as six, and project observers reported

both extremes, the strengths of team planning and teaching are achieved only

as the group of teachers are able to work together. Staff members visited

twenty-two schools in which team teaching was being attempted in English,

as well as a few others where it had been recently abandoned. Several

experimental schools were visited especially for the purpose of observing

programs of tt-am teaching in English which received widespread acclaim.

With only one or two exceptions, project observers were dissatisfied with

the relity of teaching that they viewed.

Two problems are the absence of cooperation of teachers on the team

and inadequacy of teacher preparation. Dealsf e the verbal-emphasis on joint
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planning, observers often found that team assignments were made without

provision for joint preparation time. The inevitable result was a flimsy

separation of teaching responsibilities into discrete lessons, with

different teachers assigned different topics and thus little attempt to

relate one lesson to another. Sometimes teachers reported being plunged

into the team teaching experience without advance planning; others reported

that they could meet with their colleagues only while one team member was

directing class activity. Thus, such meetings as seemed possible would be

scheduled during lecture periods, but then at the expense of teacher

involvement in the continuity of classwork. There would be lectures--on

poetry, composition, on a wide variety of topics--almost always presented

to large groups; but seldom, indeed, did subsequent small group meetings

and discussions relate intelligently to the lectures. Because the students

were often not prepared for the lectures or because the teachers of small

groups were not present (normally they claimed to be conferring elsewhere),

no discernible attempt was usually made to relate large and small group

sessions to the content of the lect'tre. The effect was fragmentation of

subject and-loss of whatever potential contribution a planned lecture

might make to the continuing work in English.

No specialist on staff utilization would comment favorably on much

thet was reported by project observers, and most claimed with justification

that these problems could be overcome. But so widespread is the absence

of team planning, the fragmentation of the subject, and the identification

of large group instruction with lecture (tather than with studying, reading,

testing, viewing, or listening to recordings) that most team projects at

present seem merely to represent an extension and magnification of some of

the worst practices of the single classroom approach.
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The lectures themselves pose a separate problem. Those who recognize

the complexities involved in teaching students to write, to read, and to

think, question the potential value of the lecture in English classrooms.

The alarm expressed by project observers over the percentage of English

class time devoted to lecture and recitation has already been expressed.

(See the discussion in Chapter III.) Large group lecture is likely to

produce even more passive learning, for lectures on literature tend to deal

with facts and lectures on composition seldom relate to the actual composing

of students. A lecture on speech preparation, as viewed by one observer in

a large class for slow senior students, seemed alien to both the subject

itself and to the learning needs of the students. Regrettably, the folklore

seems widespread aeong administrators and teachers that, insofar as team

teaching is concerned, the lecture method is the method. Again and again,

principals and department chairmen would proudly escort project observers

to the lecture room for the "show." And show it was. In attempting to

capture and hold the attention of students for an hour, teachers resorted tc

of vs.1,14, and Aemssiroelez)....1..rossmarAtne.4clo 014Aglouse
!L.:. va,..J7

fragments of tape recordings, dramatized scenes which hold attention whether

they teach anything important or not. Indeed, so transfixed were many

administrators and teachers with the nature of these large group "shows"

that they apologized repeatedly to project staff members who appeared only when

students were meeting in smaller. groups.

Whatever their value in other subjects and however they maybe praised

by administrators, large group lectutqB in English are not designed to carry

the essential burden of instruction. To learn how to write, students

require careful criticism, individual conferen.es, and a detailed discussion

of their own problems; to learn how to read and evaluate ideas, students

need to engage in earei'ully directed discussion of individual literary works.
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This instruction can be provided most effectively in smaller groups. Large

group lectures could be planned to support these activities, even to

motivate them, although they seldom do. In their anxiety to impart

information, the teachers in large group lectures direct very little

attention to the essentials of the subject.

Nor do many teachers and administrators seen to be exploring the

potentially great uses of team teaching to individualize instruction.

Where team members possess different specialities in English, where the

fundamental purpose of instruction is to use the combined strength of the

team in diagnosing individual needs and in providing specialized instruction,

team teaching is of unquestionable value. In one team teaching situation

involving slow reade.,:s, for example, some ninety students and four teachers

were assigned to a large reading room daily. On most days -at least three

hours weekly--students read appropriate books of their own choice under the

supervision of one or two teachers. The remaining teachers, however,

protYtded needed reading instruction for small groups of students; groups of

ten to fifteen students were moved into small classrooms next to the large

reading room for instruction in word attack skills, in phonetics, and in

comprehension. Through careful diagnosis and intelligent use of teacher

resources, an attempt was made to make available the real resources of the

team.

Another commendable program was the shared teaching program in one

large high school, making possible small tutorial sessions. Tenth grade

English in this school cousisied of three large group lecture hours per

week, directed by two teachers, plus a ono-hour tutorial in which six students

met with one of the teachers. The teaches taught jointly the six hours of

lecture to two separate claqses of 100 students each, an instructional load

of six hours, then each devoted some seventeen additional class hours per

week to meeting small tutorial groups. Of the thirty teaching hours during

r
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a five-day week, the teachers were occupied for a maximum of twenty-three

hours. Project observers v.Lsiting the school reported that the large group

lectures reflected the usual superficiality associated with such meetings,

but they were enthusiastic about the tutorial sessions. Said one observer:

"For the learning values which a student can derive from an hour of well

planned tutorial instruction in writing or reading with a master teacher,

I would willingly accept the banal but harmless nature of the large group

lectures." Yet too seldom did project observers find schools even directing

attention to what might be accomplished in smaller groups.

Like many other innovations discussed in this report, team teaching

has failed thus far to make an important contribution to English instruction

because it has seldom been relied to the essential purposes of instruction.

Where it has been seen as a method of providing more varied :instruction to

groups of students, where viewed as a way of making possible small tutorial

and seminar sessions, it seems to be accomplishing important purposes more

frequently than if merely used as an administrative instrument to introduce

a series of showy large group lectures which, however interesting, are seldom

important in the overall goals of English. Not too facetiously, one weary

observer suggested that teams of teachers be assigned four or five small

group meeting rooms without a large lecture hall and be asked to plan

jointly whatever might be accomplished under such conditions.

Variation in Scheduling and Use of Timeors =2,.' =
No less revolutionary but frequently more successful than innovations

in class organization are the many experiments concerning flexible use of

teaching time. Despite difficulties of distinguishing new departures in

scheduling from new uses of staff, certain promising practices were identified

in eeveral of the schools visited and are best discussed separately.
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Ess-2Intially flezibie schednling of class time is bd on the

recognition thtt students may best use learning and study time in different

vay s tit every educational levei. The notion that a seventh-grade t,lass in

Enzlitlh and a twelfth-grade honors class require the saa.e number of hours

each week for ;11.glish, much less the same distribution c.f minutes, is

patently absu:1 as to rc,--qul--
Ingot-rex 4.11.1A1

Elr.+.t W7 iczaEvirp waar.e.

patter.t of organization of the school 4as seemed to assume that equal

time is required at every level. Begiring with the experimental programs

introduced largely in the early sixtie, teachers and administrators have

been seekin% ways to achieve greater variety. Flexible use of class time

to provide for large group sessions, e,aminvr, rt3. tutorial or independent

study sessions appears to be thq nol vr-Wolipx6Ad .Ace, although

increasingly schools are attempting xy,A, ititr scheduling. Of equal importance

in English instruction, however, is the institution of special hours or

rooms for reading, writing, and study purposes.

Large and Small awl

Administrative scheduling of large and small group instruction may be

distinguished from the team teaching projects previously reported. In some

schools, the decision concerning assignment to large or small groups is

predetermined by the time scheduled; it ia not decided by the team of

teachers responsible for lnstructiou. Thus, in these schools it is

customary for English insLriction to be regulaxiy divided each week into a

eet runbez of large group sions, seminar sessions, and periods for

i..oNlendent study. In one pu,.1h ,..rogram, the teacher responsible weekly for

two one-ficur Lecture sessus 41.th 125 studento also met with each student

in two cne-hom' seminn H4,,i,'[7s (ten students in each), and supervised

their work durill to ile.o4 study hours devoted largely to 'rting an

-
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reading. In another institution, four teachers met together once weekly

for a large group session for 200 students or more, planned jointly by the

team, but each worked separately with seminars of ten students on the regular

schedule. Still another variation called for large group meetings on

Monday, followed by alternating seminar and study periods, with the

certified teacher directing the seminar work and a study hall proctor

employed to supervise independent work on the alternate days.

The variations are many, but the characteristics are uniform. In an

attempt to provide more efficient learning, it is necessary to identify

those aspects of a subject best introduced in large groups--lectures,

recordings and films, dramatization, testing --from those PiPmenta more

su4ted for small groups or seminars--the teaching of reading or composing,

discussion skills, the analytical reading of a novel. Many programs also

provide some study time, either for reading or writing or for independent

research.

Theoretically, few questions can be raised about the underlying purpose

of such use of time. Because twenty-five or thirty students meet daily in a

regular class schedule, teachers of English face the problem of organizing

enJs instruction to provide time for conferences with small groups and

individuals. A reorganization of teaching time which provides greater

planning flexibility has long been an important instructional goal.

In practice, however, the potential advantages of such programs seem

all too often lost. The large group meetings, as was reported in the

diacussl,on of team teaching in the last section, encourage the presentation

of information, comparatively unimportant aspect of a subject like English

which depends so heavily on the processes of using and receiving language,

Despite the heavy emphasis on lecturing and telling even in conventional
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classrooms, few of the project observers commented favorably on such

approaches. And the lack of attentio,, ir larze group instruction to

methods of presentation other than the 15...cture s7iggests that, whenever

schools do institute programs involving large groups, a careful .t.,1.;gvm

of inservice education may be da -abLe to ahc-.4 ceachers effe;tiv$, ways of

using instructional. time.

If large groups seemed disappointing in qualit' of instruction, they

were the sine 24 nor, for small group instruction. AlInc;;t nowhere did

project c'IserTers seainar-type instruction :.nt.,Jduced on a regular

basis excipt ;Alen yaralTelled by large group assignmentr. Most observers

saw inmeiLately the potential value of sectioning in English which brought

together ten or fifteen students with an experienced classroom teacher.

The possibilities for detailed study of literature and teaching of

composiono for provid'ag detailed instruction in reading or in other

importan skills, are far greater in sections of this size than in

conventiona't cihasroom groups. Unfo7tunately the potentiality is only

partially realized in many programs, because of ignorant planning. In few

cases, for eAawle, were attempts made in programing to organize groups in

terms of apparent student needs or abilities. Few schools made it possible,

for crimple, fcr those students with reading problems to meet at the same

time; siadom, indeed, were these seminars anything but heterogenous in

character. Not only did the work of most such groups seem unrelated to

earlier large zroup reetings, but frequentiy they did not lead into periods

of independent study. Thus, in effect, a student was enrolled in one

English class taught in a large group-- meeting once or twice a week; a

second in his seminar which most frequently was scheduled to meet twice

weekly; and if he was assigned a study or laboratory period, his assignments
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there were not infrequently unrelated to either of his regular classes. Even

when the large group-small group-independent study syndrome was assigned to

a single teacher, these problems in continuity arose. When supervised by

a team of teachers, the problems of coordination were magnified substantially.

How many of these difficulties ".!re characteristic of programs not yet well

established is difficult to say. But it seems clear that the coordination

of related inr--uction presented through both large and small group sessions

imposes special problems on instruction which can be only through

careful planning. Many teachers were frank to recognize the difficulties,

franker still to indicate that they lacked adeivate planning time required

for a solution. However, they enipyed the potentialities of the new

approaches, they felt that the coordination of large and small group

instruction required considerably more careful planning than did conventional

approaches to teaching.

Those seminars which were well planned and supervised by an informed

teacher alert to the possibilities of the lesson being presented, were among

the most exciting hours reported by members of the project staff. Almost

always observers reported the involvement of virtually all students in the

work of the hour. A high degree of attention to individuals, a comparatively

free exchange of ideas among students, and an exploration of ideas in far

greater depth than in the conventional classroom is possible under these

conditions. But such quality teaching is possible only when the teacher is

well prepared, when the purposes of the lesson are clear, and when the

learning steps involved are carefully plotted in advance. Much to the

surprise of staff members, some teachers seem not to recognize the potential

value of such seminar meetings. Far from preparing carefully to lead a

discussion in such groups, they approach the class noticeably without

o
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anticipation,: Often misguided in thinking that the "real" instruction

had been presented earlier in large group sessions, they choose to regard

the seminars as a time for unplanned, student-led discussions. In one

extreme case, a teacher actually told observers that such seminars were

scheduled merely for the purpose of giving students an opportunity to

"interact," that he was uninterested in whether the "interaction" dealt

with Ilmglish at all. In one of his classes, the rambling talk ranged from

comments on a recent assembly to discussions of the "purple passages" in

books recently read by teenagers, including Another Counting and giest.

.At no time during the hour did the teacher attempt to di ect discussion or

learning. Said the staff obser7er: "Such time is larrly wasted. Most of

the talk is only at the level of a "bull session" or, I suppose, a slumber

party. Sometimes six or eight students are talking at once. Sometimes one

argumentative person monopolizes half or more of the time. Under such

conditions, 'discussion' sometimes doesn't rise above the level of 'Yes,

it is,' 'No, it isn't.' The relationship of the hour to the supposed topic

of a unit is often slight or invisible."

Poor teaching is poor teaching, whether in small groups or large. A

teacher who fails in his fndamental responsibility of guiding student

learning cannot be excused because of the system in which he is working, nor

should a system be condemned because of the inadequacies of those practicing

in it. There is a central place for undirected, student-led discussion in

the teaching of English, but it must be built only upon conscious, directed

instruction in the skills of conversation and communication. In this

program, as in too many others, the real potentialities of the seminar

approach seems to elude many of the teachers, even as the limitations of

large group instruction are understressed. If the real potential of these

L
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new approaches to instruction are to be reeised in teaching English, schoolo

will need to devote far more attention to the education of the staff.

Modular §chedulina

Observed in only a few of the experimental programs visited, and then

often in the initial year of operation, were programs of modular scheduling

under whih iL,.s:xuc-Liondi Lime in English is divided into daily periods of

unequal length. Modulee of fifteen, twenty, and thirty minutes were

observed--the first reported by one principal as to short, the lath by

another as too long. In any event, the purpose is to provide flexibility iu

scheduling of instructfonal time on any given day. A three-module period

on Monday (45 ti-autes) might be followed by two-modules on Tuesday (30

minutes) and by four on Wednesday (60 minutes), The exact determinants of

period length appear to be the demands of ;:he subject weighed against those

of related subjects. Enjoying the advantages of 'flexibility, some teachers

limited their use of short periods to lessons in English grammar or to

svelling tests, reserved the longer periods for lessons in literature and

composition. Almost inevitably they responded favorably, although a few

found it difficult to adjust to such a variable schedult...

Fragmentation of subject instruction seemed the inevitable result in

some schools, especially volien English was subdivided into various elements

and skills. sach of which was assigned a certain number of modules each

week. Thus in one such program, an observer reported two modules of reading

on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday (40 minutes), one module of "declamation"

on Tuesday and Thursday mornings (20 minutes), one module of speech on

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons (20 minutes). three modules of composition

on Friday (60 minutes), and various other framents of English strewn

throughout the week. In view of almost unanimous agreement of specialists

7,7747,,,,,, r WO%
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on Cat importance of interrelating instruction in English, modular plograrain3

which slices the English program into unrelated piece! seems doomed to

failure. Fortunately, this fra&mented approach seemed to be the clear

exception.

If modular scheduling can neglect the demands of the subject, it can

also impose unreasonable demands on the students. In one computerizee,

modular-scheduled program visited by staff members, the instruction evolved

for students and faculey alike was so outrageously lacking in organizational

principle that it was impossible for eitner student or teacher to recall his

daily assignments without reference to a program card. On Monday, for

instance, English is scheduled from 9:00 A. M. to 9:45 A. M., but on

Tuesday it is scheduled from 2:30 to 3:00 P. M.; on Wednesday it precedes

the noon hour; on Thursday it is split into morning and afternoon hours of

equal length. Noting the confusion of one tenth-grader still fingering

his program card in late February, an observer discovered alth dismay that

the schedule was not new to the boy--it had been in operaA.on Eince the

previous September!

Obviously, such chaotic programs will soon be eliminated from modular

programs if they have not already been. Some administrators, where student

enrollments are low, prefer to do their awn modular schedul4sg rather than

rely on computer machines. This enables them every month cr so to re-

schedule or readjust classes to allow more time or less, lepending upon the

progress of instruction, In one western school, new schedules are even

reported te be made on a weekly basis, each teacher in each subject reporting

on Friday the total number of modules he would like for each class for the

following week. Ca Monday morning, students and teachers receive their

weekly schedules. Provide; adjustments are not wrenching and class schedules

1,1*:
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changed too radically, such flexibility seems to possess real advantages.

During weeks when classwork demands more careful teacher guidance, an

extra hour might be assigned to English; during periods when much independent

reading and writing is required in a class, direct instructional time might

be greatly reduced. "Modular scheduling is new in English. The dangers

L.,ut. 6u= pv=1am.s. 154.1A1 /5 Brea L,

Occasional hanathened Periods

Related to the flexibility in time attempted through modUlar scheduling,

but developed independently, are the efforts to provide occasional longer

class hours in English for instruction which cannot be adequately fitted

into the conventional period. Of major importance in such efforts are

the double periods allowed for composition in many college preparatory

classes. Recognizing the significance of the process of composing and of

providing sufficient class time not only for discussing end prewriting

activity but for supervised classroom writing experiences, an increasing

number of schools seem to provide this occasional double-period for

composition. In some schools, students scheduled for English and social

studies were programed "back to back.'" During alternate weeks, each teacher

claimed as two-hour, uninterrupted period for class activity. In another

school, the administrator arranged monthly free each class--whether English,

science, or industrial arts--to meet for extended two hour blocks. One of

the successes of the Dean langauir-NEA Project on Composition has been its

successful refinement of the extended compositio7., period.
1

The conventional

class hour of fifty minutes does not allow sufficient time to "get ideas

going," says one observer. But the two -hous: period does. Observers

visiting such classes were favorably impressed by attempts during such

1Clarence Bish and Arno Jewett, Imoyment pfgatposition (gashington,
D. C.: National Education Association, 1964).
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extended periods to assist students with tfte pro,ussses of writing as

they were engaged in writinoe

Long periods in English have other uses, too. Field trips are less

widely utilized in secondary schools today than many years ego, but brief

trips to art museums or local centers of interest are more possible when

lengthened periods are scheduled. This is also true with the development of

a serious program of film study. Increasingly aware of their obligations

to teach the motion picture as contemporary literature and to assist

students in applying to film the same analytical methods of study and

evaluation they learn in srucWing literature, an increasing number of

teachers have become discouraged over organizing such study within the

fifty-minute hour. The use of fragments and short films are approate

perhaps as aids to teaching but not for the introduction cf film as content

in English. A two-hour block of time, on the other hand, would make

feasible a planned program of studying major American and foreign art films

in their entirety. Films like "The Informer," "High Noon," and "The

Seventh Seal," could be shown during such periods, then discussed during the

regular class hours. The long period offers many possibilities for

reorganizing work in English.

Reading Roams and Writ Laboratories

The creation of specially equipped English study halls, complete with

books for adolescent reading, with auto-instructional materials, and with

key reference sources is related to the reorganizing of class time to

provide more independent study as part of English. Reading roams with up

to 2,000 titles of appropriate books, largely paperback, are not uncommon

in several experimental schools. Indeed, the suggestion in 1960 by Paul

Diederich that teachers divide classes daily, so that half might read 'while

half received instruction in small groups, has done much to promote more
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independent reading in secondary classrooms. Although in-class individual

reading was not overly comma a in many of the 158 schools visited by the

project staff, the use of classroom libraries was characteristic of many

schools with independent study and four actually organized reading rooms

(usually with reading supervisors) to which English classes were regularly

assigned. In two schools, maze-over, a special Engliah laboratory was

created in which not only books but recordings, programed self-instructional

materials, typewriters, and various other supplies were made available.

Students were expected to complete two hours of independent study in

English each week. The laboratory, supervised by regular English teachers,

provided the space and materials to make this program a success. Indeed,

the extensive nature of materials-- filmstrip projectors, slides, and

various resources--seemed almost to invite browsing. Slow students in this

institution had their own laboratory room for English, imaginatively combined

with the laboratory for science, so that the various materials for English

and reading were not only available but were combined with high interest

science equipment. Both a science teacher and an English teacher were

regularly assigned to the laboratory to help the students. And adjacent to

one end of the laboratory room stood a specially designed reading center,

complete with comfortable reclining chairs and carefully designed books

for high interest but low vocabulary demand. With reasonable planning and

careful supervision by teachers, independent work in such laboratory rooms

can be productive. The obvious enthusiasm of studeuts moving from station

to station, completing lessons, listening to recordings, viewing film

strips, entering corrected compositions in their cumulative folders

(filed in these rooms) indicated that the rooms were achieving their purpose

/ At,
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Another interesting variant of the specially equipped laboratory was

observed in a wall, isolated community of the Southwest, where junior high

school students met together during the first long period of the day

designated as the English period. Sixty to eighty students seated them-

selves at long tables and worked individually at prescribed work--reading

literature or proeramed reading materials, writing assienments; taking

special tests at the end of pax ^eealar units, or, in some cases, working

closely with one of the two teachers in the classroom. A lay person also

served as clerk to supply materials or administer tests to students after

they had finished particular units. Some students, of coarse, were freed

from the laboratory to use the school library adjacent to the room.

During the following "period," senior high school students took over the

laboratory, while their junior high counterparts went on to other courses,

some of which were "taught" in the same fashion.

Such a program clearly depends on the commitment and know-haw of the

teachers, who must also be prepared for a good degree of cooperation in

outlining the course in considerebla detail. Fortunately for this school,
.

the teachers appeared to be both knowledgeable and industrious, and although

the system had been installed only recently, there was evidence of student

enthusiasm and student learning. On the negative side, the project statf

questioned the advisability of dropping all traditional class sessions,

since two obvious losses would result. First, students can scarcely hope

to develop their discussion and oral communication abilities if they are

not afforded frequent opportunities. Second, there is clearly a lively

side to literature, particularly with respect to poetry and drama, that can

only be exploited to its fullest in classroom situations. The dynamics of

the classroom, the interaction of the students, the feeling of the emotional,
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moments that should be part of the response to literature, will be missed

in such a program. Nevertheless, the program as observed showed that

intelligent use can be made of a variety of programed materials and also

that continuous instruction can occur quite apart from the normal classroom

situation.

LLmwcvsy zer..u.4.0 4.a0.rfaLtsg.vLy rooms for English are being introduced

in only a few schools. Expanded school libraries and instructional materials

41C

centers which provide carrels for independent work, listening roams, and

opportunities for viewing, listening, and writing seem to be somewhat more

characteristic, Although enchanted by the design and possibilities of these

expanded libraries, observers seldom found them as widely used as the

regularly scheduled and specially designed laboratory rooms. Perhaps

because many librarians feel that regularly scheduled classes prevent

independent student use of the learning center, administrators have been

loath to schedule independent library periods for students. Perhaps this

is ss it should be. Still the success of some laboratory per:Lods for English

suggests that either ways must be found to permit student groups to work in

school libraries or parallel facilities for independent study must be

established.

Independent Stud

The key to independent study appears to be supervision. Where students

know what to do and have the materials and space available, programs of

independent study are invariably successful. Where students are merely

turned loose, whether honor students or not, the expenditure of time seems

highly wasteful. In the schools visited by the project staff, the strikingly

successful illustration of a sound independent study program occurred in the

laboratory described. It was well equipped, it provided ample space and
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reasanable freedom, and it was supervisedgently but ,Urmlyby teachers.

In schools where students were granted independence but not held responsible

for their use of time, the hours were largely wasted. In one school,

observers watched some 200 boys clamber across u fence to wateh a baseball

game in a neighboring junior high school. In anothel, despite a physically
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loll in the hallways rather than to engage in any intellectual task.

Much of the success of 1.ndependent study programs seems to depend on

the directions given by teachers. When these directions are relatively

precise, when students know what to do despite a great number of choices,

fley respond well. Wb,en they are given time without clear direction, they

rarely respond well. Several experimental schools which once attempted

inesependcnt study programs foandoned the effort even before project

observers arrived. Others were considering substantial modifications.

Learning to use freedom with responsibility is an important goal of American

secondary education - -a goal to be approached only through sound guidance.

As one observer wrote after viewing a characteristic program in action,

"Students are given much freedom to complete certain work according to

their own rate and interest. Highly motivated students probably can go

very far, but I fear tLe average student, without some built-in motivation,

will not gain much purpose or incentive here."

Except where selected advanced students are involved, the best

solution for providing semi-independent study at the moment appears to be

the supervised English study hall, reading room, or laboratory period, an

intermediate stage between the restrictive atmosphere of the traditional

teacher-supervised study hall or the completely unrestrict4ve freedom of

"non- assignment." In a laboratory room filled with reading and viewing

.7.4.1.1..arowip.90.1matReNINIV
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materials, with options for study and independent work available, with

reasonable freedom to move and to choose, most young people reepopd well.

Variations in Student Groulm,.111MI

With natural variations in human ability and learning, widespread

differences in capacity and achievement arc expected in any heterogeneous

school population. Reading ages based on standardized test scores, once

widely used as a basis for sectioning, may vary at any education level by

the number of years that students have been in school--a variation of ten

years f.n reading ability expected in a normal tenth grade population, a

variation of twelve years in the twelfth grade. An overWheiming majority

of schools in this Study try to accommodate differences in student ability

through three- and four-track programs which classify students into separate

sections according to whether they are below average, average, above average,

or college bound students. Some schools also organize honors classes. In

a few cases, sectioning is carried to even greater extremes; one team of

observers, much to their disbelief as well as disapproval, found students

classified into eleven different ability groups at every instructional

level. However, such extreme, ultimately unsuccessful attempts to categorize

students into a great many levels are as unusual as is abandonment of any

grouping practices. Only in small schools, which can not provide separate

sections, is some form of homogeneous ability grouping not in evidence.

Some of the unfortunate social, intellectual, and educational effects of

E.,,c11 grouping, particularly in the programs for lower tracks, have previously

been discussed (Chapters III, VIII, and XI). Still the evidence accemulated

in this Study suggests that grouping in some form is accepted by most

American teachers and administrators. Yet so concerned are educators about

7,7777- 7.77: _
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the effects of grouping and the need to try fresh approaches to meeting

individual differences that three different experimental approaches are

worth reporting.

11123rac---121 Teaching

In an attempt to remove any ceiling to the achievement of gifted

pupils, as well as to provide adequate instruction for the slow, some h1f.;11

schools are experimenting with ungraded teaching. Such ungraded teaching

has long been associated with primary school reading programs; it is now

being introduced into secondary English programs in a variety of ways. One

widely emulated approach is that developed at Melbourne High School, Florida,

where English classes are divided into five ungraded levels. Each student

generally continues through his high school years in the ungraded section to

which he was first assigned, whether tweic, regular, advanced, honors, or

quest. "Quest" students, the very superior, pursue what amounts to almost

a complete program of independent study under the general supervision of a

"quest" program supervisor, but with regular classroom teachers as outside

consultants. Thus students engaged in independent study would consult

regularly with a teacher of English about their work. Carrels for individual

study, conference rooms, and a variety of reference materials are provided

in the schcA library, which also serves as headquarters for the quest

program supetvisor. The student honors programs, and to a lesser extent,

those in advanced and regula: English, appeared to observers to be engaged

largely in literary study and the study of composition. Pupils in basic

English concentrated almost exclusively on directed and individual reading.

Although observers found special efforts being made both for the honors

groups (in delNth study of literature) and the basic sections (in reading),

they reported classwork for regular and advanced groups, the middle sections,
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to be indistinguishable from that i.i any conventional English program. (The

2
Melbourne Plan has already been published.)

During the project observers' visit, English students engaged in

"quest" projects seemed not visibly engaged in any work related to English.

Because only thirty pupils in the school were at that time enrolled in such

levre.ermno__a rwirniketr .4,114bevr.mt-cAt,.. t the co--entsry

on this aspect of the Melbourne Plan would seem inappropriate. However, it

seemed clear that one major advantage to the general program was the flexible

planning it provided a department for students in extreme groups, the

severely retarded or very advanced. Perhaps, because much of the experimen-

tation had programs for these two groups, both the teachers and principals

seemed more pleased with the programs developing for such students than with

English programs fcr the large middle sections.

One problem unique to the Melbourne Plan and others patterned on its

model seems to create difficulty for all but the most widely-read teachers.

Because each class enrolls first-year, second-year, and third-year students,

the content, particularly literary content, cannot be repeated from semester

to semester. Thus, throughout the school, the program is organized is

three-year cycles, emphasizing American literature, English literature, and

world literature only once every three years. The plan thus easily avoids

problems in duplication and repetition, especially of literary content, but

it also seems to breed superficiality. A teacher who presents American

literature one year must stress English literature the next. Variety and

change is commendable in any program--one need only observe some teachers

presenting "Loveliest of Trees" for the one hundreth time to discover some

111111111011AMENIT% 1111111=

2
B. E. Brown, The Non-Graded Ugh School (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:

Prentice Hall, 1964).
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of the effects of monotony and routine--but most teachers profit considerably

from restudying and reteaching major works of literature. A teacher who

comes to "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" or Chekhov's "The Bet" or

Hawthorn's The Scarlet Letter only every fourth year is not likely to

develop the sharpness of insight of one who continually restudies and

ret.nr4-1Ac, certain aolae.tad wnrkg and nrofits from errors in teachine. Few

teachers will admit satisfaction with their treatment in the classroom of

any major work when they present it for the first time. Melbourne's plan

seems to achieve flexibility in student grouping at the expense of careful

planning end study. Only in four regular sections, where teachers were

independently developing units on literary genre and planning a class

exchange through the year to teach their specialities, did staff members

seem even slightly aware of the unique difficulties which the three-year

teaching cycle imposed on instruction.

A different approach to ungraded teaching was observed in one western

school, where once students had passed two specifiee courees in communications,

all English classes were elective. A wide variety, of choices was offered in

this school, the only requirement being that of AX electilea. Each ettsdent

was asked to select at least one course in composition (r`eeteric, reammar,

creative writing). The basic communication courses provided a review of

elementary skills in writing, reading, and epeking; studente scoring

sufficiently high scores on placement exeminatiens we exeeepted from the

require rent and could elect eight different seeeesters in Engliell. Thus, in

effects the less able students were programed for a year thto these basic

courses (and on occasion, as the departeent chairman noted, it eas for reo-e

than a year if they had not achieved sufficient competence). From the
.

beginning of his high school careers the able English student could elect

from a variety of non-graded English classes.
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A third aptroach to ungraded programing identified by project observers

was a series of ungraded offerings for gifted or honors students extending

over the entire high school program and, in some instances, reaching down

to the junior high school.

The most conventional of the programs provided only a single class

composed of first, second, and third year pupils; the most exnerhmental

released such students into ungraded programs involving art, social studies,

and other subjects as well as English. Some involved college or university

instructors from nearby institutions, and a few even encouraged able students

to enroll for credit courses in local colleges as early as their sophanore

7%;(as.e Like the Melbourne Plan, aost of these programs managed to avoid

repetition in content and emphases only by adopting a three-year cycle of

instruction. They, too, then achieved the flexibility of ungraded p,taceme

by saerifieing opportunities to achieve a planned sequence ia crept

development. Where a student enrolled in such a program encountered aw

particular idea about language or literature seemed to depend entirely on

the year when he entered the program.

En lash ta Choice

Related to non-grading in the effect it achieves, but basically

different in purpose, are programs permitting students, with appropriate

advice from teachers an counselors, to elect the English classes which they

need and want. In the most extreme programs visited by project Observers,

some thirty-six separate options were open to students, ranging from

composition; speech, and grammar review to structural linguistics, poetry,

Ane iesn folklore, Shakespeare, and nineteenth century British novel. What

is more, in one school, albeit not in all where variations of "English by

Choice" had been instituted, the options were open to students every nine

". 6 "19,111,4,'
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weeks, or every quarter of the academic year, propelling the administration

and student advisers into what seemed to observers an almost continuous

nightmare of sched2ling. Indeed, the school prided itself in wining

sufficient sections of every subject to meet all student requests. If

three classes in structural linguistics were demanded, three there would be.

Programs of this kind emphasize the importance of student interests

and needs more than the integrity of subject matter. They see m sometimes

to carry to an extreme the assumption that young people will group aems

selves in accordance with their unique needs. To some extent this did

seem to be characteristic of some programs, and observers were pleased to

discover in one school that three times as many students had elected

Shakespeare as had signed up for contemporary fiction. On the other hand,

more guidance concerning the purpose of each offering seems to be required

than harassed teaehers and counselors were able to provide. To the

obseivde30 students seemed continually to be registering for courses for

wille:) they lacked adequate preparation.

A second problem is the devisiveness of this approach to curricular

organization. Its great stress on separate courses seems to force teachers

to prepare unique offerings, many ci which seem patterned on the college

course of which the teacher may have been particularly fond. Indeed, the

wry array of speaialized offerings presented in one school -- Contemporary

Fict1.1a, Early Nineteenth Century Novel, Public Speaking, Shakespeare I,

Shakespeare II, etc. -- resembled nothing quite eo much as the schedule

issued by an institution of higher edacation. The,wisdom of exclusively

devoting even nine weeks of secondary school teaching to a separate course

in Structural Linguistics or Nineteenth Century Poetry was questioned by

all project observers, stunned at the uederlying assumption that all

4 ')
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subject matter in English is equal in value, that no sequence or pattern in

study is desirable., that students permitted to select courses of such

varying content and purpose with almost complete freedom.

Still the enthusiasm cf teachers and students for the program was one

o. fts dominant characteristics. Perhaps, as programs like "Eaglish by

irLO MVG.LOP, SOMZ ways :an be found to overcome SOMe of the1

problem manifest in present operations.

Frequent Resectionina

If a major administrative problem in programs offering "English by

Choice" is the resectioning of students every semester or half-semester,

suele problems are only intensified in schools where pupils are regrouped

more frequently. Some faculties, in their determiption to achieve

flexible instruction to meet individual needs, undertake regrouping far more

frcqufntly. In one school, students were reeectioned no less than every two

or three weeks, at which time the program of instruccien for each section

was replanne. Largely because the department was a small one, consisting

of only five English teachers, its members were able to work as a single

teem. Feel' eee conferences were devoted to planning, what to teach at every

grade level, as there was no organized course of study or instructional guide.

Regrettably, however, the department seemed committed to resectioning all

students at all levels and at all periods at least once every three weeka,

Immediately before each reshuffling, each member of the department would

explain to all students, assembled in a large auditorium, what he planned to

teach during the next three-week interval. One teacher might indicate he

wished to present NsWlke= Finn, another to teach business letters. 'ewe

choices were designed to satisfy the diversity of interest and problems

represented in the student body, and the students, with some advice from

li
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teachers, were provided the opportunity to choose their assignments for

each three-week period.

The plan is not without merit, for it offers teachers an opportunity

to stress their specialities. Those who w,re competent to teach reading

developed lessons stressing such skills; those interested in composition

were able to work in this particular area. The plan also provided a way

of grouping pupils for particularly needed instruction.

But as viewed in operation in one school, the approach had far more

disadvantages than not. English became fragmented to the point where it

lacked continuity. Discipline was lax and was deteriorating, largely

because few teachers even seemed to know the students' names, much less

their special problems in learning. So brief were the three-week intervals

of instruction in each class as to violate important opportunities for

developing basic teacher-learner relationships. Change for the sake of

change seemed to be the primary concern of all participating in the program.

Continuous development of skills in writing, reading, and discussion,

essential in all strong English programs, seemed shattered by each three-

week interruption, much as they were found to be neglected to a lesser

extent in the nine-week "English by Choice" program described above.

Indeed, in few schools visited by project observers did the overall quality

of English teaching seem as low.

Yet the essential purpose of the regrouping--to accommodate individual

interests--seems entirely commendable. Amore experienced staff would

surely have foreseen and overcome some of the problems noted. (The principal

of the school informed observers that two highly qualified English teachers

had left the year before as a result of disagreement over changes in the

program. It is small wonder that first rata teachers would aec.Ine to

,0":73t 7777
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associate themselves with the sham presently passing for English in the

school!) Perhaps less frequent regrouping would solve problems, or perileps

students could continue with one teacher for three days each week, but be

assigned to another for specialized instruction on the cther two. Whatever

the ultimate answer, it seemed clear to project observers that purpose,

perspective, and reasonable control of student learning In English can

easily be lost if adequate provision is not made for continuity in learning

and for developing basic pupil-teacher relationships.

The involvement of exceptional numbers of young, inexperienced, and

sometimes ill-prepared teachers of English in many of the experimental

programs with flexible student grouping was apparent to observers who

visited more than one school. Some administrators clearly admitted their

preference for young "uncommitted" teachers, rather than for "inflexible,"

older hands. Undoubtedly, beginning teachers, who lack tenure, security,

and sometimes a strongly entrenched philosophy of education, are more

amenable to administrators' suggestions to bring about curriculum change.

Yet to project observers, some of the superficiality of teaching observed

in these experimen1il programs seemed less a reflection of the soundaesk

the new approaches than of the immaturity of the teachers. To what extent

the teaching problems might have been overcome by teachers with mach

experience, no observer could say. Several observers did admit sympathy

for teachers who had purportedly departed from the schools in protest against

the direction in which the experimental programs were moving; in several

cases, project staff members suspected that school administrators, far more

interested in "change" than in quality English, deliberately selected

pliable teachers whose very lack of knowledge of the subject proved to be an

asset in new programs. Regrettable as it may be, few schools embarked upon

Qe,
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experimental programs seem to be able to bang together successfully those

who best know English with those who would create new patter's of grouping

for young people in our schools. Until more subject specialists and

learning and teaching specialists are involved immediately and basically

in reconstructing new programs, permanent progress is not likely to be

achieved.

kovAms in theme Humanities= spin=
One substantial change in the content of English programs is the

increasing attention being, given to programs in the humanities. In 20

percent of all schools La the Study, including the basic 1/6 schools, such

programs or courses had already been introduced - -and were particularly

widespread in the East, the Middle Atlantic States, the Midwest (near

Chicago), and the Far West. Representing many of the better programs of

the country, schools in these areas are more alert to curriculum changes

than are other American high schools. Still, discussion of the "whys' and

"wherefore's" of school humanities programs is a special problem confronting

high school English teachers today and thus demands separate discussion.

Of the courses labeled as humanities, some dealt with religion, some

included genetics, and others treated such diverse topics as psychology,

film study, American history, art, ballet, areLitecture, human relations,

and "a way of thinking," whatever this may be.

Most humanities programs involve a fusion of literary study with the

study of art, architecture, music, philosophy, and sometimes history. The

increase in experimental courses and programs seems related to the rise in

national concern over the state of the humanities. The John Hay Fellows

program, the Great Books program of Mortimer Adler, the humanities film

series initiated by Floyd Rinker and the Commission for the Flunanities on

Television (since continued independently, by Encyclopedia Britannica Films),

_ .....,+
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the rise in the study of film as artthese developments have created an

awareness among teezhers of English. With the report of the Commission on

the Humanities and the establishment of the National Endowment for the

Humanities in 1965, such developments seem likely to continue. Whit, then,

are the characteristics of present pilot programs in the humanities as

IsinrAmA c..ww.g.o vs %am oumay; rbUi apptoaches appear to be dominant.

1. The Culture Epoch Approach. This type of humanities program is

organized around the great cultural periods of humane endeavor: classic

Greece and Rome, the medieval feudal period, the Renaissance, the Enlighten-

ment. Through the study of social, intellectual, and cultural history, the

student is introduced to great moments in human history. At their best,

such studies attent to free students from the insularity of modern time

and space and the restrictions of their immediate envir,nneut. Even though

courses are organized around significant cultural periods, the emphasis in

instruction tends to be less on political history than on cultural and

intellectual values. Art and architecture, literature, and especially

music, provide an introduction to man's expression of ideas and ideals.

Thus, the study of the Renaissance, for example, may involve the .:':eading

of selections from Machiavelli's The Prince, Cellini's Autoliossaphy., a

Petrarchan sonnet or two, as well as paintings by Leonardo and sculpture

by Michaelangelo. Such interdisciplinary offerings are particularly

conductive to team teaching and team planning involving instructors from

English, history, music, and art. The magnificent resources supplied by the

humanities film series of Encyclopedia Britannica Films encourages large

group presentation. A way around such over-reliance on "presentation" was

discovered in one school where a special resource room for a course on

American Civilization has been established so that students may spend a

-
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portion of a two-hour time block in quietly studying prints, viewing slides,

or listening to recordings. Yet it seems fair to say that where such courses

are serving basic instructional ends--at least in literature--waya must be

found to provide needed small group study of individual literary texts. The

221112.2s Rex or the essays of Montagne need to be explored undez careful

teacher guidance. Project observers expressed strong feelings that the

superficial introduction to literature, as to much expression in art and

music, serves not at all to accent the students' perception of the humanities.

If tough, informed, insightful minds are needed in any courses in our

schools, they are needed first in interdisciplinary humanities offerings.

In a majority of schools visited, such courses are introduced during

the final years of high school to college bound boys and girls. Few

attempts seem yet to be made to provide such rich, interdisciplinary study

for general students, who would seem most to deserve attention in this area.

Present liberal arts requirements will see that college bound students do

not miss high level, humanistic experiences, but such offerings are seldom

considered for the non-college bound. In two schools, only, did observers

find organized programs in the humanities for non-college students. Is no'

more exploration in English, history, music, and art of this kind needed?

2. The Great Themes &meth. Similar in purpose to the culture

epoch approach, the great themes approach focuses the attention on the most

profound and humane questions of time; e.g., Man's Response to Nature,

The Nature of Beauty, Fate, and Free Will. Such thematically-centered

studies need not be confined to a single age or area but may range across

continents and centuries to Include those documents which best illuminate

the ideas at nand. Students have been known to follow the study of

Euripides' Electra with Robert Penn Warren's All the lima Men, to move
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from Donne's "Meditation" to Stevenson's "Eldorado" and O'Neill's Emma

Jones.

Nor need media other than literature be excluded. At one school,

for instance, readers studying "Man as a Creaturc with Potential for Growth,"

read Helen Keller's Three Dates to See, then viewed Robert Flaherty's

magnificent Nanook of the NArtb, Roth 1-11 theme on manta

capacity to "become," rather than his willingness to "be."
3

Whatever the dangers and limitations of thematic approachsuperficiality,

distortion of the essential nature of literary texts--it is clear that such

units can provide an exciting framework for organizing classroom study.

3, The Multi. -Media Approach. Still another emphasis in humanities

courses involving literature is the approach which emphasizes the creative

process and the methods and views of the artist. In such instruction,

students concern themselves less with the products as aesthetic expressions

--the cathedral, concerto, or literary document--than with the manner and

method of the artist--his point of view, voice, use of tone and timbre,

exploration of contrastwhich is either direct or implied. Thus, students

come to understand better the interrelationship of form and structtre in

all art and the points of contrast in purpose and intent between poet and

painter, between musician and novelist.

One of the best organized programs of this kind is the elective

"Allied Arts" course developed by the state of Missouri and now taught in a

number of schools throughout the state.
4

Another exists in a New England

'''See the discussion of this program by Miriam B. Cdtdstein and Edward
C. Martin in "Humanistic Education ,for the General Student," The. En
Leaflet, LXIII, 3 (Fall 1964), 11.

4
The Allied Arts (Columbia) Mo.: State Department of Public

Instruction, 1963).
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school visited by project observers, where students do such things as

study Picasso's Guernica, in conjunction with Wilder's The Skin of Our--
Teeth, then visit such outside centers as the Metropolitan Museum of Art,

the Yale Art Gallery and Rare Book Library, and the Shakespearean Playhouse

at Stratford.
5

Related are the attempts of the new precollege centers of Educational

Services Incorporated to introduce students to original writings by creative

artists in various disciplines to show the creative mind at work. 'Thus

young people first review the diaries, journals, letterc, notebooks, and

autobiographies of men like Vincent Van Gogh or Charles Darwin, and then

examine the finished product--the poem, painting, scientific laws or

aesthetic principle. The result seems to be a gra4ual awakening of student

awareness to the nature of creativity in art.
6

4. The Great Works Approach. Still another basic approach to provide

humaeistic content In literature are the courses based on the reading and

study of major texts. Influenced on the one hand by the work of Mortimer

--111111er-and-mtlhe other'ay-The emphasis ca-texttip-iiiaing of the Advanced

Placement Programs, such programs provide students with an intloduetion to

a wide range of first rate literary selections of many kinds and countries--

a Greek tragedy, surely, and perhaps Plato's Re....11E21ic as well; a5 introduc-

tion to medieval thought, perhaps through study Gf a romance like "Tristan

and Iseult" and an acceptable Canterbury Tale; a Shakespearean play or two;

a few essays by Bacon, Voltaire, and Rosseau; same French and Russian

novelists, certainly Hugo and Dostoyevsky, if not Balzac and Tolstoy;

6041111. 111
5
Evelyn M. Copeland, "There Was a Child Went Forth," gialld Journal,

54, 3 (March 1963), 182-184.

6
Lettie J. Austin, "Teaching English at the Precollege Centers," ESI

quarterly !Wat (Summer-Fall, 1965), pp. 179-121.
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Swift's Gulliver's Travels, sometimes in its entirety; some nineteenth

century non-fiction(perhaps, Carlyle for his views of history as the study

of great men); Chekhov and Ibsen, certainly, among the major playwrights of

the past century; and possibly one modern masterpiece--The Great 2atsby,

or a Faulkner or Hemingway novel.

This is a tail order and one which is apt to involve the reading and

study of literature in broadest dimension. Indeed, its very weakness becomes

clear as this representative canon is discussed. There is too much of the

"too great," and teachers worry lest their reach so exceed their grasp that

nothing but superficiality remains. Some teachers even deliberately

include philosophical or scientific works: John Stuart Mill's "On Liberty,"

Thomas Hobbes' "Leviathan," or even Ruth Benedict's Patterns of Culture..

Gone is the concern with historical and cultural background long associated

with the largely discredited studies of the history of English literature,

although students still must learn sufficiently about each culture to

understand the work at hand. Rather, the emphasis now is placed on the

I

rcadin;-and-study-of the struCturee and content of separate texts, each

selected with considerable care. And here, as with all good teaching of

literature, the stress is placed on the methods and approaches involved in

analyzing a text with understanding.

The great works approach need not be confined to a single year or a

single course. Seldom labeled as courses in humanities, such offerings in

literature nevertheless reflect the humanistic point of view at its

strongest. In some schools visited, such a textual approach is stressed

in all oferings for advanced placement students in English beyond grade 8.

Observers described one program as built around the study of selected great

works of literature, with three weeks devoted to the study of each workthe

first for careful reading, the next two for writing and discussion. In cne

=
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state of Washington school, a secondary teacher last year experimented with

a semi-weekly thirty-minute humanities program with selected sixth grade

students. The boys and girls read and studied children's classics and also

the nature of creativity in writing.

Some would say that such programs are not humanities courses at all,

but merely regular literature courses. If so, may there be more of them.

In their emphasis on the ideals and values expressed by each work in their

concern with how the artist expresses, perceives, and celebrates experience,

in their concentration on the uniqueness of expression, they are humanistic

in the best sense. They seek to introduce students to the great ideas of

all time expressed in their most permanent form. Such programs are important

in any democratic society. As the late James J. Lynch was fond of saying,

"Who can think the thoughts of Lincoln unless he is nourished on the same

food?"

There is much to be said in favor of the instruction which introduces

young people to great human achievement. let the:,.e is much with which to

concern ourselves. By attempting to induce a premature sophistication

with respect to literary works, teachers may dO little more than kindle

resentment against all art. It is true that no single course may cover all

centuries and, as well, all disciplines. In a recent critique of many such

English programs, John Searles warns that "The concept of selectivity as

opposed to that of coverage" must govern both the scope of the curriculum

in the humanities and the details selected for presentation.
7

Unless some

such principle rigorously governs instruction, such courses may tend to

become little more than "a culture bath," a "wallowing in the luxuriousness"

of literature and music. Searles is not alone in his warning. In the New

7
John R. Searles, "Are Humanities Programs the Answer ?" Ragliah, Journal,

54, 3 (March 1965), 175-181.
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England Emilliat Leaflet, Fred Stocking recently reviewed present school

offerings and advanced what he called four strong opinions concerning the

planning of such courses. Each is worth considering carefully:

1. There is no such thing as an ideal course in the humanities for
high school students: an excellent course might be designed
in any of a dozen different ways, and the best course for any
school exploits the particular talents which are available.

The better courses are usually taught by two or more teachers- -
one from music or art, one from literature, one from history,
for instance. But unless there happens to be two or more
teachers who share an exuberant desire to work together in
such a course, a single energetic and enthusiastic teacher,
with diverse interests and a mastery of several disciplines,
might well be preferable.

3. The best courses awaken that kind of interest in the humanities
which is based on depth of understanding rather than on a glib
familiarity with names and titi.as, or on the social fun of
field trips. That is, good courses never make any attempt at
coverage. One novel, one painting, and one opera out of the
middle of the 19th century might well provide more than
enough material for a semester.

4. The goal of such a course should be: first, to arouse interest
in the arts as providing experiences valuable nor their awn sake;
second, to show that an art work acquired deeper meaning when
placed in its historical context; and third, to make clear that
a full understanding of--and delight in--any one of the arts
-requires--the-eventual mastery- of difficultx-complicarer, and
highly rewarding intellectual disciplines.°

But offerings in the humanities need not fall prey to every snare if

adequate thought and sufficient preparation go into their preparation, if

unscholarly and misleading relationships are not insisted upon, if the

external trappings of whatever form of class oreanization are not permitted

to interfere with the responses of the student to the individual literary

work.

In any program, however, literature must remain central, because of

the insight it offers a child concerning the artist's role in society and

1......e..a.ataameretoWnena

8
Fred H. Stocking, "High School Humanities Courses: Some Reservations

and Warning," The Meial Leaflet, LXIII, 5 (Fall 1965), 37-38.
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btcause -f the cnsitizing, hursezieing iwnience it provides that is essential

to a liberal esiacatien. Perhaps no one it out tima has better stated the

case se ltterary study than the distinguished critic Northrop Frye who, in

ist sting cr its value, ditacts out Ott: ntion to the ultimate practicality

ss all ess tta larsaAities. States :Frye:

It ia esseatiel or the tescht of literature, at every level, to
ranemher that in a modetn Issmocracy a citizen participates in society
mainly through his knagination. We eften do not realize this until
an actual eveut with some snalogy to literary form takes place; but:
suety we et nos need to wait for a president to be assassinated
before wa can amderstand atsat a tragedy is and what it can do in
cresting a tawunity of response. Literature, however, gives us not
oelt a weans of understanding, but a power to fight. All around us
la eociety Which demands that we adjust or come to terms with it,
and aiset that society presents to us is a social mythology. Adver-
tising, prtaisaganda, the speeches of politicians, popular books and
magazines, the clichSs of rumor, all have their own kind of pastoral
myths, (Neat myths, hero myths, sacrificial myths, and nothing will
drive these shoidy constructs out of the mind except the genuine

of the same thing. We all know how important the reason is in
an irrational world, but the imagination, in a society of perverted
iJmaginaticn, is far more essential in making us understand that the
phantasmagoria of current events is not real society,but only the
transient appearance of real society. Real society, the total body of
what humanity has done and can do is revealed to us only by the arts
and sciences; nothing but the imagination can apprehend that reality
as a whole, and nothing but literature in a culture as verbal as
ours'', can train the inagination to fight for the sanity and dignity

of nankind.9

ss CautIonar- Note on Chum.. Eridish

Strong teaching of English demands teachers who know their subject:

know their etudents. In the best experimental programs, as in all

good English programs, teachers seldom lose sight of their fundamental

responsibilities. When a strong intellectual interest in the study of

ltherature, composition, language, and the supporting skills, is paramount

in a program, innovative practices can spur a faculty to even more

efficient learning. But as the reports of the Study make clear, too
111110111,2116111e,.1111/14MIMIItesttlr.....at.41,,(4//0/.0

9
Northrop Frye, "Elementary Teaching and Elemental Scholarship,"

FM LA,, LYAIX, 2 (ray 1964), 18.
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often change is ericouragei and directed by administrators and supervisors

who, In their concern for innovation and administrative arrangements,

forget both the subject and the student, Weak teachers, uncertain of their

subject and their teaching responsibility, seem too often swayed by such

influences. Strong teachers, albeit sometimes overly resistant to change

4n m..11,-4 -f °Rprcach, are not likely to lose perspective. LUO MUCH OX

the pramiee of many experimental programs visited has been lost because

experienced, well-prepared teachers have not involved themselves in the

programs. Too much of the leadership in curriculum innovation in English,

if these nineteen schools are representative, seems to be coming less from

teachers and supervisors of English than from well-meaning administrators

who lack insight into the nature of the subject. Only as classroom leaders

in English teaching join with leaders in educational administration, in

exploring the possibilities and problems of innovative practices in

English, ae substantial gains likely to be made. In only a few instances

in this study were such cooperative efforts obvious to project observers.

The Study revealed numerous potential contributions of experimental

development. The enthusiasm of both teachers and students, even when it

seemed misdirected, is widely characteristic of innovation. Indeed, the

project observer who commented that "staff membars seem to be stimulated to

work at 150 percent of capacity' was merely commenting on a phenomenon noted

by observers in even the most inadequate programs. But without long range

results, without greater concern for student and subject, how long can such

enthusiasm continue? In more than a few programs, what one observer called

the "pseudo-intellectual, not anti-intellectual teaching" was already

having telling effects in terms of disorganized student behavior and

confused reactions from teaching. No matter how impressively intricate the
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restructuring of classes, a program Alicia cauces an experienced college

observer to wince at the "wholesale talking about ideas, ,iholeaale

digestion of books, and little careful analysis" is a program destined

for difficulty.

The importance of careful planning and of intelligent inservice

education of teachers engaged in experimental work was illustrated &gala

and again. Summer workshops, scheduled conference time, leadership teams,

consultant help, and thoughtful assistance of many kinds are importan=t in

providing support for teachers. Special secretarial help is mandatory

where feequent reorganization of student and teacher schedules is character-

istic. Newly designed classrooms, extensive school and classroom library

resources, needed audio-visual equipment--these seem to be essential

conditions. Another essential condition is a reasonable reduction in

teaching load. Despite some contrary beliefs, vost teachers engaged in

such teaching admit that the demands on preparation time are far greater

than conventional teaching. Those seeking inexpensive ways of solving the

class load problem in English will not find it among these innovative

practices. Those seeking more efficient methods of teaching English may

well promote gceater, inefficiency unless they provide the necessary

conditions.

Clearly the experimental programs visited in this study provide no

easy way of remedying the ills of English teaching in our schools. Staff

members were disappointed to find so few programs which even approached

the quality of the better programs studied among the original schools. But

confusion and uncertainty as well as error in judgment are likely to be

characteristic of all innovation in education. Most programs described

here had been in operation for only two or three years, so to compare them

in all respects with the better established programs, developed over a

< .`' ,'/.:'i `.) ,,, -..' - , , - W 0
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decade or two, would seem patently unfair. Hidden within many of the programs

is the germ of an idea which, carefully attempted, developed, and perfected,

may greatly improve more conservative programs. Schools need to remember

that this is the function of all innovation. But those schools involved

directly and fully in launching innovations need even more to recall that

sound change seldom comes as revolution but as evolution. Many of the

sound practices evolved during past decades will cohatinue to exert an

important and necessary influence on English teaching. In moving toward

improved teaching, even experimental teaching, schools need worry lest they

throw out the baby with the bathwater. The best new programs of the future

will surely represent a union of the best of the English teaching tradition,

with its concern for student and subject, with the best of the newer

practices.

F
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CHAPTER XV

SUMMARY AND FINAL OBSERVATIONS

A study as complex and varied as this analysis of the teaching of

English in 158 American high schools cannot be easily summarized. In one

sense, the report consists of a series of separate studies of aspects of

the teaching of English, each summarized in a separate chapter. But early in

the project, twelve hypotheses were advanced to guide the direction of the

project. A summary of basic findings with respect to each of these

anticipated findings provides opportunity to restate some of the major

conclusions,

hypothesis_ No. 1: English teachers will be well atp:,.....aresi in English,

will. be active in professional associations, and will make use of opportun.itits

for continuing their education through irservice :training, sabbatical leave

proaram.s, or extension school services.

This hypothesis has been conclusively supported by the findings which

demonstrate clearly that the teachers in the Study schools are better

prepared than teachers nationally, that the Study teachers ase far more

active profesionally, snd that they have more opportunities for inservice

education, including stipends for study and sabbatical leaves. (See the

discussion in Chapter II.) of 130 outstanding teachers in

project schools identified by staff observers indicates their unique

superiority in all characteristics named above (Chapter XI).

limentsiA No. 2: Literature pro&ram will not be confined to a

shigLe anthology, but there will be evidence of wide radirs of man,,, kinds

of ,food books, such as withdrawals, ample, classroom libraries, and

guided individual reading prograps Books will not only be ps eatleat but

accessible.
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Strong interest If the young people in these schools in reading for

study puvposes and in personal reading is clearly indicated in the findings.

Whether English programs stimulate such interest or whether it results from

the overall academic interest of students and communities is far less

certain. At any rate one characteristic of English programs from which

outstanding English students graduate appears to be both the extent and

quality of the reading of students (Chapter M. A second characteristic

is clearly a high degree of emphasis on literature in classroom study, an

emphasis which may appear to those concerned about imbalance to be a

weakness, but which in fact may not only stimulate much of the reading

but contribute to an expansion of interest, ideas, and sensitivity to

language (Chapter III). Although some evidence indicates a decline in

teacher reliance on the literary anthology as the sole basis for classroom

instruction in literature, the anthology continues to find adherents.

Classroom libraries are available in some of the stronger programs, but by

no means are they characteristic of the typical classroom visited by

project observers (Chapter IV). And despite findings indicating a close

relationship between the size and quality of the school library -Ad student

use of its facilities, evidence was found of student rejection of school

libraries, of their limited access to library holdings, and of their

preference for book collections available in public libraries (Chapter IX).

It seems appropriate to conclude that interest in literature and in books

is characteristic of the schools in the Study, but that many programs

experienced difficulty in making an adequate supply of worthwhile books

available to students.

22thezis No. Timre Falba a 22EsEptalt and mot "intellectual

climate" in all /mesa of the school. More emphasis will be placed on

1
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ideas and processes of thquatt than on rote learning.

An assessment of "intellectual climate" proved difficult for project

staff observers. Although observer reports indicated some awareness of sound

attitudes toward learning in meat of the schools, direct evidence was

difficult to obtain. Yet the quality of the building principal and his

interest in academic values was rated first by staff observers as their

dominant impression of these schools, with the tradition of learning in the

school and the nature of students and the community listed thereafter

(Chapter III). The climate of work in departments of Englitih also impressed

observers. Moreover, students themselves in these schools indicated greater

concern with academic success than did other groups with which they were

compared (Chapter IX). Although the evidence is tenuous, it tends to support

the hypothesis.

Hypothesis No. 4: Teachers. will pro_Lide not only for fro meet writin&

erience but for mtlaiastal motivation, for careful correction of writin

and thinking, and for sugerlised revision of papers.

Frequent and varied composition experiences, rather than experiences

restricted, say, to analytical or expository writing, are characteristic of

most schools in the Study and seem supported by the teachers themselves.

Much attention is given to student motivation. However, the majority of

teachers in these schools devote less careful attention to paper correction

than project observers had hoped, and what attention is devoted seems rarely

designed to teach thinking and writing. Moreover, the assessment of programs

for teaching composition suggests that far more time needs to be spent: on

instruction in rhetoric and the processes of writing, somewhat less time on

merely providing writing experiences (Chapter 11).

Hypothesis No. 5: Schools will reveal variety in methods and materials

',...`'
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of instruction for different amps of students. Teachers will have

considerable latitude in choosin& materials of instruction. There will

be evidence of experimentation and innovation in the kinds of instruction,

The hypothesis can be supported only partially by evidence accumulated

in the Study. A veriety of materials are used in the classrooms, especially

in classes for college preparatory students. The methods or classroom

approaches used by teachers were somewhat: less varied than observers

anticipated. Especially in use of discussion techniques and audio-visual

aids to instruction, many teachers in the Study appear unduly restricted.

In teachine; slow students, less use is made of various approaches to

instruction than most staff members thought desirable (Chapters III, VIII,

XI). Although too-thirds of the teachers appear to have reasonable freedom

to choose classroom materials, evidence of self-censorship resulting from

real or imagined community pressures was reported in many areas (Chapters

IX, XI) : Comparatively litt3e experimentation or innovation in kinds of

instruction was discovered in the schools originally selected. However, a

special study of nineteen schools engaged in such innovative change in

English revealed that most experimental schools tend not to attract

teachers with strong subject-matter backgrounds, nor are their English

programs themselves likely to attract attention for success in achieving

subject-matter goals (Chapter XIV).

Hypothesis No. 6: Language, literature, and composition will be

taught in appropriate proportion , and not as slparate entities. Instruction

will be coordinated andlleguential.

The discovery that more than half of all classroom, teaching emphasizes

literature was one of the major surprises of the Study. Whether such

ImwomovogaNklbw ift..r........7......'
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composition, and 13.5 for language may be considered "appropriate," depends

one's perception of the nature of instruction in English, After careful

study, the staff concluded that the proportions discovered may well be

appropriate if teaching is of high quality, if instruction in literature

is related both to language and to composition, and if the program is

carefully integrated (Chapter III). Regrettably, evidence wa- not forth-

coming to suggest that many carefully integrated programs, or even sequential

programs are characteristic of most of the schools in the Study. A sub-

stantial number of carefully planned, well coordinated programs in literature

and composition were reported, however (especially programs for the college

bound). Virtually no sequential or soundly planned programs in language

were discovered, as observers' reports indicated widespread confusion among

teachers concerning both content and method in language (Chapters VI and

VIII).

Hypothesis No, 7: Schools will provide comprehensive instruction in

the skills of reading for all pupils and, addition, special instruction

for oils whose needs and ability warrant more individualized procedures.

This hypothesis was disproved. Not only are sound programs in reading

not characteriT,tic of schools in the Study, but the programs observed seemed

lacking in purpose, organization, and impact (Chapter VII). Moreover, most

attempts t' Individualize instruction were concerned with programs for the

academic student; the non-academic, non-college, or slow learner seldom

received sufficient attention (Chapters VIII and XI). Staff members wonder

whether such neglect is characteristic of all American secondary schools.

It may well be that schools with good reputations in English devote so much

attention to their programs for able students twat, they neglect offerings for

-7 --77
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others. surely the widespread neglect reported by observers from coast to

coast should be a matter of serious professional concern.

Expothesis No. 8: There will be in general a favorable climate for

teaching as evidenced by:Appropriate salaries, good mikteacher ratios,

efficient and pleasant facilities and school plant, and salparative

freedom from burdensome clerical or policing obligations. Teachers will

reflect positive attitudes toward teaching at all levels and administrators

will respect the professional integrity of their teachers. Though teachers

will vary in their methods and approaches to teaching, there will be inter-

action and a considerable de ee of unanimity in their efforts to deal

with common problems.

A generally favorable climate was reported inmost schools and ranked

high in observer's analyses of English departments. Slightly lower pupil-

teacher ratios were reported than inmost schools, and few teachers

expressed concern about salaries (Chapter II). In interviews, however,

many complained about lack of administrative support and the excessive

burden of student paper corrections. Still, during the departmental

interview, when asked to compare teaching conditions with those in other

schools they had known, most teachers admitted the desirability of their

present circumstances (Chapter. III). In those schools considered superior

by project observers, interaction within the Englizh faculty was encouraged,

often through the use of common preparation periods or a departmental center

where teachers could regularly meet (Chapter

Hypothesis No. 9: There will be a reasonable and professional

approach to the supervision of teachers. Subject-oriented sueryisors

will work constructively with beginning teachers and help to coordinate the

entire Ermas. Emeryisors will be given considerable scope. and 12222m17

bility in the hiring of new teachers and in ELL.t.ita the English Esomm.
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Appropriate time for such supervision will be aims to the department heads.

English teachers will be osallized and led la a capable and resourceful

chairman.

The significance of the department chairman was underscored again and

again throughout the Study. District supervisors and even building principals,

insofar as classroom supervision is concerned, have little direct impact on

teaching practice. Where a chairman has time and responsibility to

supervise classroom teaching, a strengthening of the entire program is

manifest. By no means are all chairmen in the Study schools given adequate

time nor do they possess the characteristics needed for strong departmental

leadership, but where such conditions exist and a competent chairman is

appointed, the benefits to the schools are many. The strength of the

chairman was ranked third by project observers in the characteristics of

Study schools; inadequacy of departmental leadership was considered first

in weaknesses noted (Chapters III and VIII).

Hypothesis No. 10: Within the lish 1322artt there will be some

unicae, dedicated teachers wh© enthusiast tally motivate student achievement.

Without question the Study schools are characterized by the presence

of outstanding t-,achers of English (Chapter III). Quality of the English

staff was noted immediately by observers, and this quality it reflected in

teacher preparation as well as teaching effectiveness (Chapter II). But

teachers were not of a uniformly excellent quality; in the basic 116

schools of the Study, observers singled out 140 teachers for excellence

(Chapter XI). What the staff discovered was that a small number of creative

teachers on any English faculty may do much to motivate both students and

fellow teachers, serving as catalysts to spark more effective and exciting

teaching and thinking throughout the department than might be possible
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otherA8e. The impact of a small number of outst-lading teacher ,1 on each

English faculty seemed more responsible than any other single factor or

transforming nediocre departrtitts into faculties truly excited about the

teerhing c,-41 English,

11111.1.9.211No 11: Schools which have lama English programs fct

co;i-oe board students will also make special accoamoaations for the

in- crests and abilities of terminal students. Lhey will therefore tam-

few,. 4-o-outs.

Similar in concern to Hypothesis No. 7, this hypothesis also must be

rejected. Indeed, the evidence indicates clearly a lack of planned

programs for the terminal student. Although some schools did report

comparatively low dropout figures, observers found precious little support

for the notion that the programs in English ware meeting these students'

interests or needs (Chapters III, VII, XI). Clearly more needs to be

done in this area, and many principals and chairmen seemed aware of the

problem even if they lacked the ideas and resources to find an immediate

solution.

Hypothesis No. 12: The philosepia and substance of the English

program will relied thc chsratn cial and educational patterns of our

times. The impact of technological innovations as 1-4Lez affect our society

will be apparent in the content and the me.thod of LeAskimEssu.A. The

English curriculum will be subject to constant revaluation in the light of

our stamina society.

Leaders in these departments appear far more aware of changing

scholarly developments in English, especially in literature and composition,

than of changes in the culture which mey affect the teaching of English.

The lack of attention to modern media of communication, the limited use of

!,10.,
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audio-visual materials, and the slight degree of program experimentation in

the basic 116 schools of the Study seem directly contrary to the

the 7-typothesis. In departmental and ~,n: iv interviews, teach e et,1

admit concezn with such problems, but they seemed to be tal.:-rz

direct action. hi their concern ,,Yith developing strong prntans ragIt0i.

the teachers may sometimee have forgotten to consider the subje m reLltScAl

to the uses of language in contemporary culture (Chapters III, VIII).

These findings pertaining to the twelve hypotheses can be considered

only a partial summary of remits of the Study. Other data, observations,

and inferences emerge in the discussion of partimlar topics. Complex and

varied as they sometimes are, the findings suggest the characteristics of

English programs today which seem to be achieving good results. They

also indicate that many of these programs are far less strong than they

could be. Although the 158 schools are by no means typical of all American

high schools, the problems they face in teaching English are not dissimilar

to problems encountered everywhere. In describing some of the successes of

these selected schools, as well as some of the difficulties yet to ba

overcome, the investigators believe they have identified practices which can

be carefully considered by any school faculty interested in improving

iL_truction in English.
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SCHOOLS COOPERATING IN THE STUDY

Ens Icy High School

'2.101 Avenue J

Robert L. Pennington, Principal
K13thryn c;reens Chairman

Isadslen High School

Gatti den

F. T. Dobbs, Principal
Mrs. Katherina ehamblin, Chairman

Sidney Lanier. High School
1756 South Court Street
Montgomery 36104
Willis E. Glazner, Principal
Laura Johnston, Chairman

Shades Valley High School
104 Hermosa Drive
Birmingham
F. A. Peake, Principal
Dinnie May Mackey, Chairman

ARKANSAS

Camden High School
Camden
Wyley 3. Elliott, Principal
Mrs. Olga E. Boles, Chairman

Magnolia High School
Magnolia
Jack Clemens, Principal
Mrs. Henry Gladnty, Chairman

Pine Bluff High School
10th and Laurel Streets
Pine Bluff
Austin Glenn, Principal
Mrs. Thelma Collie, Chairman
(formerly Josephine Martin)

ARIZONA

Rincan High School
422 N. Arcadia Blvd.

Tucson
Hanley R. Slagle, Principal
Mrs. Jean Christison, Chairman

CALIFORNIA

Carpinteria High School
Carpinteria

N100 WWVIA.111K6G,

Marjorie Holmes, Chairman

Cubberley Senior High School
4000 Middlefield Road
Palo Alto
Scott D. Thomson, Principal
Barney Tanner, Chairman

El Camino High School
4300 El Camino Avenue
Sacramento 21
A. D. Abbott, Principal
Mrs. Iris Nordberg, Chairman

Fremont High School
P. O. Box 215
Sunnyvale
Ralph L Kling, Principal
Don Sherlock, Chairman

George Washington High School
600--32nd Avenue
San Francisco 21
Ruth N. Adams, Principal
Mrs. Melanie C. Ainsworth, Chairman

Hollywood High School
1521 N. Highland Avenue
Hollywood 90028
Dr. Charles E. Sutcliffe, Principal
Mrs. Jane M. Cushman, Chairman

Mira-Costa High School
701 S. Peck Avenue
Manhattan Beact,
Lloyd W. Wailer, Principal
Ms. AxabellA Stubbe Chairman

Redlands High School
Redlands
Robert G. Campbell, Principal
Mrs. Catherine C. Dunn, Chairman

rl
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CALIFORNIA (continued)

San Leandro High School
2200 Bancroft
San Leandro
John C. Roberts, Principal
Mrs. Janet Cotter, Chairman

COLORADO

Alameda High School
Lakewood
Wendall Wilson, Principal
Mrs. De Fazio, Chairman

Arvada West High School
11325 Allendale Drive
Arvada
Arthur Ohanian, Principal
Harry Parrat, Chairman

Bear Creek High School
3490 S. Kip ling

Morrison
William A. Mitchell, Principal
Mrs. Marguerite Townsend, Chairman

East High School
1545 Detroit Street
Denver 6
Robert P., Colwell, Principal
John H. Zumwinkel, Chairman

Lakewood High School
Lakewood
J. Vernon Heaston, Principal
Charles McLain, Chairmen

Wasson High School
2115 Afton Way
Colorado Springs 80909
W. H. Preston, Principal
Frances E. Wallingford, Chairman

CONNECTICUT

Andrew Warde High School
Melville Avenue
Fairfield
Kenneth Petersen, Principal
Evelyn M. Copeland, Supervisor

-lbaL 67;1,

DELAWARE

Mount Pleasant High School
Washington St. Exit &Marsh Rd.
Wilmington 19809
Charles H. Bomboy, Principal
Mrs. Margaret P. Wingo, Chairman

FLORIDA

Melbourne High School
1050 Bacock Street
Melbourne
B. Frank Brown, Principal
Barbara Bixby, Chtirman:

Miami Edison Senior High School
Miami
William Duncan, Principal
Mrs. Frances Grizzle, Chairman

Nova High School
3600 S. W. 70th Avenue
Fort Lauderdale
Arthur B. Wolfe, Director
Richard C. Whiting, Language Arts

Coordinator

Robert E. Lee Senior High School
Jacksonville
Warren Kirkham, Principal
Mrs. Kathleen Vinson, Chairman

Stranahan High School
1800 Southwest Fifth Place
Fort Lauderdale 33304
Kenneth Haun, Principal
Mrs. Mildred S. Miller, Chairman

HAWAII

Punahou Academy
Honolulu 96822
Walter L. Curtin, Principal
Marjorie Dunstan, Chairman

mato

Idaho Falls Senior High School
601 S. Hclmna Avenue
Idaho Falls
Glenn M. Manion, Principal
Mrs. Marilla Gimmett, Chairman



IDAHO (coritirued)

Pocatello High School
325 N. Arthur
Pocatejto
C. H. Tousch,T, Principal
Helene McAlister, Chairman

Bowen 'High School
2710 Est 89th Street
Chicago
Dr. Lorraine Sullivan, PrinLi
Mrs. Muriel Miller, Chairman

Danville High School
Fairchild at Jackson
banville
E. D. Ntilhon, Principal
John C. Sanders, Chairman

Eisenhower High School
1200 16th Street
Decatur
Murvil Barnes, Principal
Norman L. Stewart, Chairman

Evanston Township High School
1600 Dodge Avenue
Evanston
Dr. L. S. Michael, Principal
Clarence W. Hach, Chairman

Highland Park High School
433 Vine Street
Highland Park
C. S. Stunkel, Principal
William W. Guthrie, Chairman

Lakeview High School
1001 Brush College toad
Decatur
William W. Fromm, Principal
Virginia Casey, Chairman

The Mother McAuley Liberal Arts
High School

3737 Wast 99th Street
Chicago 42
Sr. Mary Invlolata, RSM, Principal
Sr. Mary Brian, RSM, Chairman

rni
JOH.

New Trier Township High School
Winnetka
Dr. William H. Cornog, Principal
R. Stanley Peterson, Chairman

Ridgewood High School
7500 W. Montrose
Norridge
Eugene Howard, Principal
Beecham Robinson, Chairman

St. Ignatius High School
1076 West Roosevelt Road
Chicago
Fr. Donald 0. Mastoid, SJ, Principal
Richard Bollman, Chairman

INDIANA

Arsenal Technical High School
1500 E. Michigan Street
Indiatapolis 46205
Howard L. Longshore, Principal
Irene Rhodes, Chairman

Broad Ripple High School
1115 Broad Ripple Avenue
Indianapolis 46220
J. Fred Murphy, Principal
Mrs. Ruth B. Herin, Chairman

Culver Military Academy
Culver
Ernest B. Benson, Dean
A. G. Hughes, Chairman

James Whitcomb Riley High School
405 E. Ewing Avenue
South Band
Howard Crouse, Principal
Edith Z. Steele, Chairman

John Adams High School
808 S. Twyckenham Drive
South Bend
Russell Rotherr, Principal
Richard Spurr airman

Lew Wallace gigh School
415 W. 45th Avenue
Gary
D. T. Torreson, Principal
Evelyn A. Parnell, Chairman
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INDINNA (continued)

Penn -Knox High School

Pennville
Roscoe Sharp, Principal
Tom Paxton and Jim Mailers, Co-

Chairmen

Sbortridge High School
3401 N. Meridan Street
Indianapolis 4 6207

Robert J. Shult.:, Principal
Mildred Foster, Chairman

Thomas Carr Howe High School
500 Julian Avenue
Indianapolis
Thomas Stirling, Principal
Steward S. Craig, Chairma

South Side High School
3500 Calhoun
Fort Wayne
J. E. Wicker, Principal
Ronald L. Gersmehl, Chairman

IOWA

Burlington High School
University Place
Leroy Pease, Principal
Mrs. Anna Mae Lowther, Chairman

Central High School
1212 Nebraska Street
Sioux City 51105
Harold Stevens, Principal
Ruth Tarvin, Chairman

Ottumwa High School
College and Second Streets
Ottumwa
Lewis E. Dye, Principal
J. J. Anderson, Chairman

Pittsburg Senior High School
1310 N. Broadway
Pittsburg
John L. England, Principal
Charles Yoos, Director of Secondary
Education

LOUISIENA

Benjamin Franklin Senior High School
719 S. Carrollton Avenue
New Orleans 18
Estelle Bafkameyer, Principal
Harry C. Phelps, Jr., Chairman

Bolton High School
Alexandria
W. E. Pate, Principal
Nis. Inez Parker, Chairman

MAINE

Deering High School
Stevens Avenue
Portland
Carlaton L. Wiggin, Principal
Frances Houston, Chairman

MARYLAND

Baltimore Polytechnic Institute
North Avenue and Calvert Street
Baltimore 21202
Claude Burkert, Principal
Harold P. Rash, Chairman

Bel Air Senior High School
Heighe Avenue
Baltimore
William B. Jones, Principal
Mrs. Frances T. Long, Chairman

Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School
Bethesda 14
James B. Williams, Principal
Margaret M. Casey Chairman

Catonsville Senior High School
Bloomsbury Avenue & Rolling Road
Baltimore 21228
Harvey Kreusburg, Jr., Principal
Howard B. Goodrich, Chairman

Montgomery Blair High School
Wayne Avenue and Dale Drive
Silver Spring 20907
Richard E. Wagner, Principal
Richard T. Pioli, Chairman
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MALYLAND (continued

Walter Johnson High School
10311 Old Georgetown Road
Rockville
Earl P. Schubert, Principal
Margaret Kauffman, Chairman

MASSACHUSETTS

Brookline High School
115 Greenough Street
Brookline 46
B. H. Holland, Principal
Trask H. Wilkinson, Chairman

Malden High School
77 Salem Street
Malden
F. Champlin Webster, Principal
Walter C. Ryan, Chairman

Newton High School
Walnut Street
Newtonville
Richard W. Mechem, Principal
Mary Irene Lanigan, Chairman

Phillips Academy
Andover
John M. Kemper, Principal
William H. Brcn, Chairman

Pittsfield High School
East Street
Pittsfield

Harold E. Hennessy, Principal
Rosemary T. Haylon, Chairman

St. Mary's Girls' High School
55 Tremont Street
Lynn
Sr. Joseph Catherine, SND,
Principal

Sr. Marie Rose Julie, SND,
Chairman

MIej.IGAN

An Arbor High School
601 W. Stadium Blvd.
Ann Arbor 11
Nicholas Schreiber, Principal
Lucille Lundgren, Chairman

Bloomfield Hills High School
Bloomfield Hills
Richard J. Spiess, Principal
Cramer Percival, Chairman

Dearborn High School
19501 W. Outer Drive
Dearborn
Robert W. Young, Principal
Vary Joan Woods, Chairman

Denby High School
12800 Kelly Road
Detroit
Irvin Wolf, Principal
Anne Marie Laird, Chairman

Southfield High School
24675 Lahser Road
Southfield
R. Hall, Principal
James Shippee, Chairman

Thomas M. Cooley High School
15055 Hubbell
Detroit 48227
Ben S. Chinitz, Principal
Charles H. Hohner, Chairman

MMNNESOTA

North High School
Fremont and 17th Avenue V.
Minneapolis 11
Chester M. Johnson, Principal
Seymour Yesner, Chairman

Roosevelt High School
4029--28th Avenue South
Minneapolis
John C. Wells, Principal
Edna D. Sanders, Chairman

University High School
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis 55455
Robert Anderson, Principal
Rodger L. Kemp, Chairman

MISSISSIPPI

Greenville High School
Greenville
J. T. Hall, Principal
Mrs. Nell H. Thomas, Chairman

CALJVV
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MIAISSIPPI (continued)

Meridian. High School
Meridian
Charles A. Armstrong, Principal
Mrs. Winifred Farrar, Chairman

MISSOURI

Central High School
3616 N. Garrison Avenue
St Louis
A. C. Phillips, Priucipal
William Katz, Chairman

Clayton High School
1 Mark Twain Circle
Clayton 5
Nathaniel Ober, Principal
Clara White, Chairman

McCluer High School
1896 S. Florissant Road
Florissant
Dr, Merlin Ludwig, Principal
Thomas G. Moore, Chairman

McKinley High School
2156 Russell Blvd.
St. Louis 63104
Dr. Mildred Hiller, Principal
Mr. Perrine, Chairman

Normandy Senior High School
6701 Easton
St. Louis
C. E. Potter, Principal
Helen Shipman, Chairman

St. Louis Country Day School
425 N. Warson Road
St. Louis 63124
David M. Pynchon, Principal
Daniel Durgin, Chairman

MONTANA

Billings Senior High School
425 Grand Avenue
Billings
C. E. Borberg, Principal
Charles Nesbit, Chairman

NEBRASKA

Central High School
124 N. 20th Street
Omaha 68102
J. Arthur Nelson, Principal
Josephine Frisbie, Chairman

Haz3tiugs High School
1/00 W. 14th
Hastings
Thomas Keating, Principal
Darrel Lloyd, Chairman

Holy Name High School
2909 Fontanelle Blvd.
Omaha 68104
Rev, Mother M. Eleanor, OSM,
Principal

Sr. Mary Adolorata, OSM, Chairman

NEVADA

Pahranaget Valley High School
Alamo
David Anderson, Principal
Robert Hansen, Chairman

Reno High School
Booth Street and Foster Drive
Reno
David W. Finch, Principal
Mrs. Mabel Brown, Chairman

Virgin Valley High School
Mesquite
Blaine W. Allen, Principal
Lynn P. Dunn, Chairman

Nov HAMPSHIRE

Central High School
Beech Street
Manchester
Harold B. Snyder, Principal
William T. Dennehy, Chaltraan

Nashua High School
Elm Street
Nashua
Patrick J. Morley, Principal
Anne M. McWeeney, Chairman



NEW HAMPSHIRE (continued)

The Phillips Exeter Academy
Exeter
Richard W. Day, Principal
Richard F. Neibling, Chairman

St. Paul's School
Concord
Rev. Matthew M. Warren, Rector

.SS UN%w&A VILQ.i.441117W.

NEW JERSEY

Miss Fine's School
Princeton
Shirley Davie, Headmistress
Mrs. Anne B. Shepherd, Chairman

Tenafly High School
Tenafly
E. H. Van Vliet, Principal
Mrs. Elizabeth Bream, Chairman

NEW MEXICO

Sandia High School
7801 Candelaria Road N. E.
Albuquerque
Leroy Brannon, Principal
Mrs. Nora B. Nunnally, Chairman

NEW YORK

Amherst Central High School
4301 Main Street
Snyder 26
John Schaller, Principal
Richard McLaughlin, Chairman

Bayside High School
32 Avenue and 208th Street
Bayside, Queens 11361
Mrs. Gertrude Waldeyer, Principal
Nathan Mazer, Chairman

Canisius High School
1180 Delaware Avenue
Buffalo
Rev. L. D. Mounteer, SJ, Principal
Rev. Albert T. Bartlet, SJ, Chairman
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Christopher Columbus High School
925 Astor Avenue
The Bronx 10469
Edward R. Kolevzon, Principal
T. Eisman, Chairman

Fordham Preparatory School
East Fordham Road & Third Avenue
Bronx
Rev. Eugene J. O'Brien, SJ, Principal
Jerce Martin, Ch-ir--n

Manhasset High School
Manhasset, Long Island 11030
Warren McGregor, Principal
Travis E. Harris, Chairman

Notre Dame High School
150 Corlaer Avenue
Schenectady 12304
Mother St. Vivienne, SCND, Principal
Mother St. Hannah, CND, Chairman

Sleepy Hollow High School
210 N. Broadway Street
North Tarrytown
Dr. Henry M. Richardson, Principal
George Gilmore, Chairman

NORTH CAROLINA

Claremont Central High School
Third Avenue N. E.
Hickory
W. D. Cottrell, Principal
Mrs. Genella Allison, Chairman

Fike Senior High School
Wilson
W. Willard WoodardrPrincipal,
Doris Thorne, Chairman

OHIO

DeVilbiss High School
3301 Upton Avenue
Toledo
Irvin Conrad, Principal
Ruth Smith, Chairman
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0E10 (continued)

Fairmont High School

3301 SLroy,Ir R^oa

Kettering 45429
Alfred Bolender, Principal
Mrs. Ruth J. Evans, Chairman

John Marshall High School
3952 West 140th Stret
Cleveland
Lee B. Bauer, Principal
Johr Lincks, Chairman

,Tohn R. Buchtel High School

1040 Copley Road
Akron 44329
Oscar L. Schneyer, Principal
Margaret L. Oechsner, Chairman

Shaker Heights High School
Shaker Heights, Cleveland 44120
Russell H. Rupp, Principal
George G. Starr, Chairman

Talawanda High School
Oxford 45056
Alton Rudolph, Principal
Mrs. Berniece Shrader. Chairman

Upper Arlington High School
1650 Ridgeview Road
Columbus 43221
Joseph A. Dorff, Principal
Charles G. Will, Chairman

OKLAHOMA

Capitol Hill High School
500 S. W. 36th
Oklahoma City
Clarence B. Breithaupt, Principal
Marguerite Danford, Chairman

Central High Scho:l.

212 E. Sixth Street
Tulsa
Carl L. McCafferty, Pe.ncipal
Mrs. Louise B. Davidson, Chairman

OREGON

Jefferson High School
5210 N. Kerby Avenue

Portland
Roy 0. Maio, Principal
William See, Chairman

PENNSYLVANIA

n__A__ c-u--,
myiugou ownAva- rizsaa w,uww.m.

Abington 19001
Dr. W. Eugene Stull, Principal
Edward R. Seltzer, Chairman

Eastern High School
R. D. #1
Wrightsville
Carl M. Payne, Principal
Harvey E. Smith, Chairman

Germantown Friends School
31 West Coulter Street
Philadelphia 19144
Henry Scattergood, Principal
Richard H. Tyre, Chairman

Mount Lebanon High School
Cochron Road
Pittsburgh
Nelson Mills, Principal
Janice Mellinger, Chairman

Olney High School
Front Street & Dancannon Avenue
Philadelphia
Marcon L. Stewart, Principal
Mildred E. Osler, Chairman

Penn Hills High School
12200 Garland Drive
Pittsburgh 15235
Joseph Wherry,, Principal

Mr. McLeister, Chairman

Schenloy High School
Bigelow Blvd. & Center Avenue
Pittsburgh
F. Gardner Gillen, Principal
Harry O. Ellisons Chairman

Upper Merion High School
Crossfield Road
King of Prussia
R. R. Strine, Principal
Mrs. Marie Wolfskill, Chairman

141Iffil



SOUTH CAROLINA

Dreher High School
700 Adger Road
Columbia

Arlie W Whittinghill, Principal
Patti Parker, Chairman

Greenville Senior High School
Greenville
Donald Linn, Principal
Myrtle Tanner, Chairman

SOUTH DAKOTA

Rapid City High School
809 South Street
Rapid City

Donald Varcoe, Principal
Mrs. Verna Delmer, Chairman

TENNESSEE

Central High School
306 S. Bellevue
Memphis
R. E. King, Principal
Mrs. Louise A. Rauscher, Chairman

Chattanooga High School
865 Iast Third Street
Chattanooga
Creed F. Bates, Principal
Arminda Smallwood, Chairman

TEXAS

Austin High School
3500 Memphis Avenue
El Paso

Charles H. Harris, Principal
Mrs, Margaret O. Briggs, Chairman

Bellaire Senior High School.
5100 Maple
Bellaire 101
Harlan Andrews, Principal
Mrs. Shirley W. Wiley, Chairman

Douglas MacArthur High School
2923 Bitters Road
San Antonio 78217
Ben H. Harris, Principal
Mrs. Betty Porter, Chairman

:10

Robert E. Lee High School
P. O. Box 30
Baytown
Dr. Henry M. Armstrong, Principal
Jane Mitcham, Chairman

Thomas Jefferson High School
2200 Stadium Road
Port Arthur
Clyde Gott Principal
Mrs. Isabella Bjerring, Chairman

Woodrow Wilson High School
100 S. Glascow Drive
Dallas

Paul Harris, Principal
N. Dell Webb, Chairman

UTAH

Bryce Valley High School
Tropic 84776
Kerry D. Nelson, Principal
Mrs. Marian Shakespear, Chairman

East High School
840 South 13th East Street
Salt Lake City
Joseph W. Richards, Principal
Catherine A. Collins, Chairman

Olympus High School
4055 South 23rd East
Salt Lake City
Harold W. Handley, Principal
Diane Hansen, Chairman

VERMONT

Springfield Senior High School
Springfield 05156
Armand A. Guarino, Principal
John W. Ragle, Director of the
Humanities Project

VIRGINIA

Granby High School
7101 Granby Street
Norfolk 23505
Donald G. Griffin, Principal
Mary Knight, Chairman
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VIRGINIA (continued)

Washington Lee High School
1300 V. Quincy
Arlington 22201
O. U. Johansen, Principal
Dorothy A. Nelson, Chairman

WASHINGTON

Bellevue High School
601-108th SE
Bellevue
H. H. Heidenreich, Principal
Ruth S. Gibson, Chairman

John R. Rogers High School
1622 Wellesley Avenue
Spokane 99207
Paul C. Mac Gown, Principal
Elizabeth Herbert, Chairman

Sammamish High School
100-140th Avenue SE
Bellevue 98004
Fred E. Knoell, Principal
Walter Hopkins, Chairman

Stadium High School
111 N. E Street
Tacoma
Albert Hayes, Principal
Richard Lewis, Chairman

WEST VIRGINIA

Stonewall Jackson High School
-ashington & Park Street
Charleston
G. E. Steadman, Principal
Stuart P. Armstrong, Chairman

WISCONSIN

Appleton High School
Appleton
Herbert H. Helble, Principal
Mrs. Jack Burroughs, Chairman

East High School
Green Bay
D. R. Maasters, Principal
William E. Otto, Chairman

Oshkosh Higit School
375 N. Eagle Street
Oshkosh 54901
Carl Traepr, Principal
Gladys Veidemanis, Ch6irman

West High School
Green Bay
G. E. Danplaise, Principal
Mrs. Isabelle Bacon, Chairman

WYGMITgG

NatrolgA County R-44 School
Cazr
W!..diam .iieese, Principal

.rance5 k. Fixis, Chairman
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Instrument No. 1

(HSC) HIGH SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS

Principal High School
Address

514

.11.1IIMMINOIMMIIIIIZIMMIWIM.

I. Please check the following items that describe your school:
Public Comprehensive High School Three-year High School
Independent Technical High School Four-year High School
Parochial Special (please indicate) Six-year High School

Other (please indicate)

2. What was the size of your last year's graduating class? graduates

3. What proportion of last year's graduating class enrolled in four-year
colleges?

4. What are the salaries paid by your school to fully-qualified English
teachers? $______=year, minimum year, maximum

5. What is the average cost per pupil of educating a boy cr girl in your'
school in grades 10-12? $ per year.

6. On the basis of the following scale of occuFations, will you indicate an
approximate profile of your students' families?

Professional and managerial occupations
Highly skilled occupations
Semi-skilled occupations, including minor

occu;Atiorts

Rural or agricultural occupations
Unskilled or slightly skilled occupations

unskilled domestics, waitresses, etc.)

"white collar" Jo

(manual occupations, %

7. Pupils attending your school coma from areas that are best described as
primarily: (please rank by number, i.e., 1 for largest proportion;
2 for next largest)

a. Urban residential

b. Urban industrial

c. Urban commercial

d. Suburban residential

01111111.1.111111

OMOSIElleND

e. Suburban industrial

f. Suburban commercial
M1110111:111MO

g. Scattered over entire
city (larger than
5,000)

h. Small town
(under 5,000)

i. Rural-Farm

J. Other
(please specify

PLEASE RETURN TO: National Study of High School English Programs
123 English Building
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois
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Instrument No. 2

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE A

W.B. In order to make this study as worthwhile as possible, it is necessary
that you express your reactions as they really are and not as you think we
want them to be. Do not feel humiliated to put down something that you might

think unscholarly or unsophisticated. Again, the accuracy and completeness
w; tip. which you answer eac' question will be extremely important in doter-
m4ning riltinintA velne of the ementleinnaine. If von think gmy Ammer

needs explanation or qualification where no room is given, use the margin

for your comment.

1. High School graduated from:

City State

High school's grade range: 7-12 9-12 10-12

3. Were all your high school years spent there?

If not, what other sigh school(s) did you attend and for what years?

.1.111ilIMMINM
41M011ISIMINIMAIIIMI01=1. 111.1.1.117=111

4. Number of years of English required in your high school:

List the electives that you also took in English:
(required courses not included)

5. Are you now enrolled in a college?

If so, where?
What year?
Major field?

1711111.11

6. Indicate the category that best describes the type of English class you
were in while in high school:

College preparatory
General (unselected)
Honors course

Special English class for
gifted students

Ottar (please specify)

=intw.MIONNIMMa

7. Besides the NCTE Achievement Award, what other academic honors did you
receive while in high school?

8. Do you feel that any teache(s) you had was especially helpful in making
you effective in English?

4

cwt
o

'z>
, ,



If so, which?
What subject did he (they) teach?
Why was he helpful?

-
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9. List any reading selection(s), fiction or non-fiction, that you read
while it high school that was personally significant. (article, play,
poem, essay, novel, etc.)

41111(111111 71111MIIMISINIMMMIIMPI.

VIIIIIMA170010.115.1111MaNitf

Comnent briefly on the reason(s) for its (their) significance.

IMOIMMIMMINIA -1.11111101.1.1M

111=~11,11 le
10. As best you can remember, how many books (required and non-required)

per months did you read during your high school years?

Did you read any magazines regularly?
If so, which ones?

.1112,1NO

11. In grammar school, high school, or college was there any especially
memorable experience (a period, course, distinction, phase in English)
that significantly helped promote an interest in English or the English
language? (please specify)

INEeflowet.c.10.~.1...asasr .111=1..

What helped promote a disinterest in English or the English language:
(please specify)

.7.11101MMINIIMI11111M.

12. What phase(s) of English was emphasized too much in your high school
English courses? (composition, grammar, reading, literature, speech,
etc.)

What phase(s) received too little emphasis?

What phase(s) received just .cagolisk; emphasis?

13. Was there anything outside of courses directly related to writing that
helped you galliaatix in your writing? (foreign languLge, summer
institutes, outside clubs, logic, tutoring, etc.)

mliww. IMPOM111111111! =91141.111=111MIlak

4; f` - g I
e4".,*".`r4r."'Is:,:411plavrterr.
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14. List the extra-curricular activities connected in any way with English
in which you participated whil9,in high school. (school paper,
literary club, drama club, etc.)

AIIML7M11M1=IMIIMLIMIIII

aimmswellleimaNIN.us

Which one do you think was most valuable?
Why?

AIM

IA eQ 'haat 'MATS ebaan smemmft,m1.,,thi. A4A
wow %ea...val. W.40.6 71.0%11. Rii I. U114,011liMp, uvula. sup sun

class and outside?

16. Briefly characterize the type of grading your themes most often
received. (i.e., Were they simply given a letter cede with few
marginal comments? Were they graded simply on grammatical accuracy?
Was theme content also graded?)

17. How would you rate your high school preparation in English in compari-
son to that of students you have known from other high schools?

i10.11011
above average average

INIMMINIMMO
below average

18. How would you rate your high school preparation for your first English
composition course in college?

above average average below average

19. Do you think you would have become just about as good a writer as you
are now without your particular high school training?

Comment:
111101111.11Mil

.41
20. In regard to the general atmosphere of your high school, rate the

following categories numerically, indicating the emphasis they received
in your high school. (i.e., I for most emphasis, 2 for the next, etc.
Mark x for those which do not apply.)

school supported organizations outside social clubs
athletics general indifference to
scholastic activity school activities in any

way

21. Did you read a great deal on your own before high school?

22. How would you rate the attitude in your home toward reading?

favorable indifferent unfavorable

23. Which library did you use most often while in high school?
public high school personal
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24. Number the following in order of importance insofar as you used each
as a criterion for selecting books for your reading. (i.e., 1 for
most important, 2 for the next, etc. Mark x for those which do not
apply.)

recommendation of teacher
recommendation of fellow students
book lists provided by school, teachers
browsing in the library
recommendation of parents
recommendation of public librarian
recommendation of high school librarian
other (please specify) aomm.111=1M11111.1

25. As best you can, describe the content and structure of the English
courses of each of your last three years in high school.

10th grade:

11th grade:

12th grade:

Which year of English did you find most valuable?
Why?

What else has happened to you that you feel might be significant to us
in establishing the reason for your outstanding achievement in English?
Feel free to comment at length. (please use back of this page if more
room is needed)

Signature
ISINMANNEM Present address:

=moomismspromemageowNoorrear~.....rVI.Omme.MENKMMI

Please return to: 123 English Building, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
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(PQ)

Name of School:

Instrument No.

PRINCIPAL'S QUESTIONNAIRE

Principal

Note: It might be that some of the following questions, as stated, are not

altogether appropriate to your school. If there is additional

related information that is significant because of the unique
qualities of your situation, please add notes as necessary.

1. To which accrediting organizations does your school belong, i.e., state,

area, etc.? (please specify) '41=1.11110110111i1011=1111111111110

2. What are the school requirements for graduation in terms of the number

of units or year courses?

State requirements?

3. What are the requirements for admission to your high school?
11MMEI

allMIrgo.

4. What educational qualifications must teachers have to teach in your

school?

College graduation Five years of College

Credit hours in 'major field Credit hours in education

Other qualifications (please indicate) as
041111111111.111111

5. What is the average number of years of teaching experience of your

staff? 11011M1=1111I4

6. How many classroom teachers are on your staff?

7. What is the total student population of your school?

8. How many new teachers were hired as replacements this year?

Last year?

9. How long are class periods? minutes. Number of instructional

periods per day? How many school days per year? days.

10. How many of your teachers have fewer than three years of experience?

11. What was the size of last year's tenth grade class (63-64)?

How many girls in last year's graduating class (63-64)? Boys?

What was the size of the previous year's graduating class (62-63)?

12. What proportion of your students take at least one foreign language? %
On an average, how many years of foreign language do these students

take?

What languages are offered?

,p,woromr...rmorcyes
.

- ,
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13. As a matter of policy or practice, how much homework is assigned per day
at the following grade levels: 10th hours 11th hours 12th hours

14. Does your school provide for special groupings of academic classes?
If so, what is the principal basis used to assign pupils to special
classes? (e.g., achievement or aptitude tests, school marks, judgment of
teachers, departnent Itead or guidance counselor, choice of student,
choice of parent)
(please be specific)._

15. Does your school provide for acceleration of very able students?
If so, how is such acceleration provided:

/11111.1111.111.IIIMMIMONIIIIIMMIONIMMENt 14

.111=4114111.=r11111.

16. To what extent is your school used to train teachers?

17. In what way(s) does the principal supervise instruction in subject
areas? .111111=e1111MINIMIllft,41111=

.10111.10606~IMP ....nnwe..MONEW

18. Please identify the charictor:iatiLs of your school that contribute
most to its successful English program and rank in their order of
importance.

atnocanwomo vowmwmatrwos..wrawrsur-wrcw.aot.m.00wwwwwmwmsrrmw

19. Describe briefly any experimental programs or innovations in teaching
techniques that your school ha. aced during the last three yeRts in
academic areas.

rimromPalrom. !Pr_
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(48Q1)

School
Address

Instrument No. 4

DEPARTMENT HEAD QUESTIONNAIRE

English Department
Chairman

Note: Whereas most of the questions on this questionnaire call for rather
precise quantitative answers, others are designed to sours out the
objectives and practices in the teaching of English that you and
your t-lchers consider most important and effective. Now some of
these "objective" questions may seem to be over-lagging or equivocal.
For example, in question 36, dealing with the aims of teaching
reading, nearly all of the responses may appear to be worthy objec-
tives. But our desire is that you rank them in the order of emphasis
or importance corresponding to tho_ actual practice in your depart-
ment. In this way we may finally compare those established and
traditional objectives which may have no real bearing on the
effective aituna of English with those which actually do have
pragmatic value indicated by their continual use in schools with good
English programs. Thus, you can see that it is important that all
of the questions be answered realistically.

1. How many years of English are required by the high school for gradua-
tion?

2. Can some of the graduation requirements in English be satisfied by
completion of specialized electives in English Yee No

If co, how many semesters? Which electives?wwwirft vorammramorAIIMIP

.1oft..
3. Please indicate the number of semesters of each of the following -ourses

which you offer.
One Two Three Four More than
Sem. Sems. Sens. Sems. Four Sems.

English 9 ) ) ) ) )

English 10 ) ) ) ) )

English 11 ) ) ) C ) )

English 12 ) ) ) C ) C )

Speech ) ) ) ) )

Drama ) C ) C ) C ) C )

Debate ) ) ) ) )

Journalism ) ) ) ) )

Creative writing C ) C ) C ) C ) C )

Remedial reading ) ) ) ) )

Speed reading ) C ) C ) C ) C )

Remedial writing ) ) ) ) )

Developmental reading ) ) ) ) )

Business English ) ) ) ) )

Other: (please specify)

C) ) ) ) C)11.101WGININPMINIWININNO

A C

Akrts71:



4. Is there a specific coLrse of study (printed) for each year of Englis%?
Yes No

5. Please check any of the following techniques oe,ng used in teaching
English in your school.

a) lay readers
b) team teaching
c) large group instruction
d) small group instruction
C) pLo6Lamcu Lei:Mina%
f) teaching machine
g) ungraded classes

Comment:

OINIMONI

h) advanced placement classes
i) special classes in remedial reading
j) English classes for gifted students
h.) English classes for slow students
1) demonstration teaching
m) interschool visitation
ni Other (please specify)

6. Mark the approximate percentage of time most often allocated to the
teaching of each of the following phases in English during each of the
last three years.

Literature
Oral Composition (Speech)
Written Composition
Language

Grammar and usage
Vocabulary development
History

Reading (as a skill)
Other Skills

Reference skills
Spelling

Punctuation, capitalization, etc.
Outlining

Other (please specify)

LULU

0

0

°I.

LLLn

7. Please estimate the approximate number of words written for English class
each weak in each of the three years.

10th words 11th wordsi, 12th words

8. Which of the following community facilities are readily available to the
students in ye= school? (X for available, XX for available and used
extensively,)

( ) Public Library ( ) Legitimate Professioncl Stage
( ) Art Muse= ( ) Community Theatre
( ) Opera ( ) Other (please specify)
( ) Concerts

9. How many student plays were performed last year? (excluding general
assemblies)

List the last three full-length student dramatic productions.

illIFIAM.1111.11111IMIMMINI7 111111MISIIMINO MINNS' ...1
-777777-7---7
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10. Does our school sponsor an extra-curricular drama club?

Yes No

11. Ho- does the school recognize the outstanding achie7ements of students

in English? ,=0, 1111...MNIN.:

12. in the last five years, how many of your students (i.e., in the depart-

ment) have you recommended for NCTE Achiyement Awards?

13. Is the te,...;hing of English formally combined with any other curriculum?

(e.g., history) .ich curriculum" At what grade

levels?
IiIIMP.IMMIMMINIME111111.

14. Please estimate the approximate percentage of yaLE, working time spent on

each of the following activities:

Teaching classes
Planning lessons, grading papers
Conferring with administrators
Conferring with teachers

% Meeting with parents
% Visiting classes
% Arranging meetings

% Other (please specify)

How many released periods are you given to perform the non-teaching

activities?

How much additional pay do you get as department chairman?
$ per year.

How is chairman chosen?

For what period of time?

1111MW

15. In regard to your basic responsibilities as English department chairman,

lAeasi: rank the following numerically according to their importance in

your school. (Rank all that apply to your situation as 1 for most

important, etc.)

11=11

0111110

To establish or revise curriculum.
To aid the principal in selecting new teachers.
To work with heads of departments in other subjects to coordinate

instructional procedures.
To help service the department, i.e., in supplying and coordinating
instructional aids, texts and materials.

To help nv4 teachers.
To evaluate and make written reports on the effectiveness of teachers.

To help the principal with administrative details.
Othef (please specify)

16. Please indicate the degrees you hold, the length and type of teaching
and administrative experience you have had, and any writing you have done

for publication.

Degrees:

ANNI11104.



Experience:

.a.kasmakasso.,. Y-7.4,e4at(Ai Afft

anINION
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Publications:

"mmoilmii1111==.

IMO

1111...-priwW1011ExcassalimeMeeas

17. How many English classes are now in process with the following
enrollments:

above 40 21-25
36-40 16-21
31-35 below 16

OSIMIME.1411=0

26-30

18. How many full time English teachers are there in the department?
How many part-time English teachers?

19. How many English teachers with a doctorate?
with a Master's degree plus extra hours?
with a Master's degree only

with an undergraduate major in English?
with an undergraduate minor only in English?
with neither an undergraduate major nor minor in English?

20. What is the average number of pupils per English teacher in your
school?

esImmriatZacachnsw

21. What is the average number of classes assigned each full time English
teacher? OZWEILYM

22. Are teachers assigned a study hall in addition to regular classes?
Yes No

Are teachers assigned a period of preparation in addition to regular
classes? Yes No

23. Please indicate which of the following responsibilities (if any) are
assigned to English teachers. After each activity list the number of
English teachers assigned each as an out-of-class responsibility. (If
activities are conducted during a regular class hour, write only "0".
If they are conducted a; an extra pay assigrment, write only "$ ".)

yearbook student council
newspaper corridor duty
dramatics

..N.W
lunchroom duty1.......NIMMM.Err.

clubs ()Or activitie,3
(please specfyi

eloms0111111Mbei,

ralrellimr/SCHIlnr.:7311111011146104115.1mrsom

.11L.I.M.V..FAIWOINIA,.11~01/1/MIS

2111f1,110WPWOON'aMSTSMOMMYM -.M.414..1111.2.A140.

0011MINIINWS4

24, On which of the following methods do you rely to provide pr=isin47;
of providing for the continuing education of English (lachers.
three most frequently employed in order of use; nink t: nee n ov&t(tt
effectiveness.)

institutes with feature(' speakers
workshops
departmental meetings

=

Ord. of
ef57,cctiirenefs.?

HANNIMM.11. ...0/31.10151.

VIIIMMIOnr 1/11111010

OLJIMIIWINIZIALA,01111011M

,1011~1..

,11(6101111, .0,"74110

,IZSMINKAVY4711~10.
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"' =Ntea=estid..

lectures by outside speakers

conferences with teachers
demonstration teaching
released time for program development
attendance at professional meetings
summer courses

meetings with outside consultant or scholar
kiaj.GoaliOr

Order of Order of
use effectiveness

25. What provisions are made for supervision of English teaching?

"ILWIONISMIa

11111PMI

ba'

....

<7.014.11. '4

26. Do the teachers within the English department cooperate in planning
and revising the English program? Yes No

27. Which of these teaching aids are at the disposal of every teacher?
(please check X.)

1/107Z1111101111.

phoaJgraph
libtery of recordings
filmstrip projector
motion picture projector
television

28. Which is the most prevalent approach
each of the following grades?

10th grade: thematic
types of literature
according to anthology
chronological
selected authors

nth grade:

:Ath

teaching machine
tape recorder
opaque projector
overhead projector
reading accelerator

to the teaching of literature in

thematic
types of literature
according to anthology
chronological
selected authors

thematic
types of literature
according to anthology
chronological
selected authors

29. What is the average number of supplementary titles
preparatory inglish courec, grades 10-12? (Please
the school supplies, or that a significant part of
simply assigned "outside reading.")

21.71. OrMikrDioP.,,.
'

ft`t _t-^±y1".;

17;

used in each college
:onsider titles that
a class buys, not

_"

,$);" .")
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30. What specific major readings are required at different grade levels by

111

the department in college preparatory courses?

10th

11th ..M
.a

12th

31. Rank numerically in order of importance three of the following objectives
in the teaching of literature in senior high school using 1 for most
important, etc.

The student's development through literature--his greater insight

AMMMIN.

%MI PME

into human eYp=rience.

The student's acquaintance with the literary tradition, defined not
merely as his knowledge of titles, authors, etc., but also as
his awareness of major ideas which run through literature of all
times.

The student's understanding of literature as art, of the variousNNIONP0

genres as art forms.

The student's ability to comprehend the meaning and the development
of a particular work of literature.

The student's esthetic response and appreciation of each work of
literature as a significant and unique experience.

ONIMMIONAM.

32. Rate numerically in order of importance and practice three of the
following approaches in the teaching of composition in 11th mat
college preparatory classes.

emphasis on elements of style.
emphasis on originality in style, diction, and expression.

orarmomma emphasis on organizing ideas clearly, on elaborating and
illustrating with care.

emphasis on correct grammar, mechanics, and sentence structure.
emphasis on clear thinking, logic.
emphasis on conclusions, ideas, content.
emphasis on giving the student the opportunity to sound out his
own ideas, to expand his horizons.

33. Rank numerically in o,ier of importance three of the following objectives
in the teaching of language in your school using1 for the most important,
etc.

1111111MIONN111110

To enable the student to know the rules of correct English.
To enable the student to identify grammatical units and constructions.
To enable the student to express his ideas clearly and forcefully.

r
a

._,,,,*

\ s 91)' ; 0
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To 'aelp the student analyze and thus understand his language
To give the student practice in revising faulty sentences.

wwwmirrmista
To help the student keep the language within the bounds of

convention and propriety.
To help the student appreciate the heritage ci his language.
To help the student recognize the varieties and complexities of

through logic and order.

language and thereby give him more refined tools of communication
commensurate with his maturity and ability.

To help il
t.'..gm utlitIont tinAoratznA Mao ntriletiirP of h'h lAngnince AM

III

that he may more readily learn a foreign language.

34. Does your school employ a specially trained reading teacher?

35. What special texts or materials, if any, are used in your school to
develop reading skills in English classes?

Other (please specify)

Yes No

III

36. Rank numerically three of the following objectives in the teaching of

To enable the student to understand better what he reads in other

To help the student enlarge his reading vocabulary.
To enable the student to recognize the varieties of reading and

reading as a skill according to their emphasis and importance in your
school using 1 for the most important, etc.

To help the student increase his reading rate.

To help the student become a more critical and active reader.
subject areas (i.e., as a service to the whole school program).

reading assignments and thus to enable him to adjust his speed

,-----

and technique to the purpose of the assignment and the type of
selection.

To enable all students to reach their appropriate grade-level
achievement on standardized reading tests.

To help the student improve his interpretive facility through oral

reading.
To reinforce the writing program byhaving students read and
compare models of good writing.

Other (please specify).
11..M. PIM p

37. Rate numerically the following criteria used for evaluating ctudent
writing according to their emphasis and importance in each of the last
three grades. Rank all that apply, 1 for the most important, etc.

MOWNIMINO

.1111000111. 4111M11=11110

usage, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, mechanics.
sentence structure (as style) word choice.
appearance of paper, proper format, protocol.
content, clarity of thought and organization.
appropriate development.
accommodation of grading to students' needs.
imagination and individuality.
others (please specify).

e=ommi.40.msomme...mnrwmimmOmmiumm, 4116,
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38. In relation to what criteria has the English department set its standards
for promoting student achievement?

4.....71M001011111011111,

=1111.1IN"

4111.1M1.0.1110.-.7.0MalaIl.r..10.11....011NOMINED111111=1/11110MI

39. What features of your program in English are unique to your school or
district? What features appear to you to be especially strong?
(Please comment at length.)

,r- 0

,or
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Instrument No. 5

REQUEST FOR VISITING CLASS

NATIONAL STUDY OF HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH PROGRAMS

To the English teacher:

The University of Illinois is making a two-,..nd-a-half-year study of high
school English programs in approximately one hundred schools throughout the

country. The project is sponsored by the National Council of Teachers of
English and supported by a grant from the U. S. Office of Education.

Because your school has been recommended as having a distinctive .end
interesting program, a teas of two or three observers representing the
University of Illinois and the project staff will visit your school

. It is not our intention to interrupt the educational program
of the school; on the contrary, we hope to see the usual activities 7f a
typical school day. If for any reason you would prefer that some classes
not be observed, will you please indicate them below by period. We hope to
visit as many classes as practical, but because of the limits of time it
will be impossible to see all of them. In some instances observers may stay
for only part of a class period, and in others observers may come well after
the period has begun.

We look forward to meeting you, to seeing your school in operation, and
to discussing some of your practices avid problems in a short meeting on one

of the afternoons of our visit. We are grateful for your generous coopera-
tion.

Period Room Class

Period Room Class

(Please return to your Department Head) Teacher's name
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School
Address=e1OMIN.s.rt.0. MmiMI=EriONn,4N.i ANWMMM. UMMMMm..

Instrument No. 6

'INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR PRINCIPAL

I. PRINCIPAL'S BACKGROUND

I. How long have you been principal of this school?

2. What degrees do you hold?.

Principal
Interviewer

J..)V

-ommeamimeNwommrMillipIL...

MMENAMMERMIV`10111101M.. MINIM

Briefly, what has been your teaching and administrative experience?
years teaching (field)
years administration (type)

II. DEPARTMENT STRUCTURE AlID TEACHERS

3. As you view your position as principal at
what is your most important responsibility?

Will you describe briefly the instructional organization of your
school? (i.e., To what extent do you directly supervise instruction?)

4. How are teachers itcruited for your school?

Where do most come from?

What problems have you encountered in the last few years in staffing
the English department?

6. What support are teachers given (travel money, released time?) to
attend conferences, meetings, or to take additional college work?
What about sabbatical leave provisions? To what extent do teachers
take advantage of these incentives?

I. OBJECTIVES AND STUDENT BODY

7. Do you have a written statement of objectives that embraces the
educational philosophy of the whole school program? (Secure a copy.)

8. What is the range of academic differences among students in your
school?

.440wwwwwwwwww4:1*J1
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9. How do you make allowance for educating significantly different boys
and girls?

II. ENGLISH C'URRICTAUM

10. In the whole context of your school program, how would you rank the
English department? (top--middle--towards the bottom) Why? Would
the sane have been true 5 years ago?

11. Whom do you consider to be the outstanding teachers in the English
department?

12. What do you feeI is the most important function of English? (e.g.,

primarily a service function? a formal of ideas? a subject in which
to teach moral and spiritual values? general education?)

13. New developments and concepts in the teaching of science and mathe-
matics have introduced radically new courses in those areas, Do
you feel there is need to reconstruct or revolutionize the content
of English?

1. GENERAL

14. What would you do if a parent were to call you to complain about a
book being taught in an English class?

15. (If time permits)

Would you care to elaborate on the new procedures or techniques
that have bemused here?

- .

)
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School
Address

Instrument No.

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT HEAD INTERVIEW

.2 1..
I. BASIC RESPONSIBILITIES

Department Chairman
Interviewer

532

1, What are the basic rpapmmihil4tioa of vngi4sh Department Chairman
in this school?

2. Who reviews English teachers' lesson plans, and on what time basis?
(i.e., long range plans, weekly or daily plans.)

3. On the average, how often do the English teachers in the school meet
together?

4. To what business are most of *.hese departmental meetings devoted?
Could you describe two or three problems that have occupied attention
during the last year?

II. ENGLISH TEACHERS

5. How are the teachers of English selected and to what extent are ycu
involved in the selection?

6. To what extent are you, and other English teachers, involved in the
selection of books for the school library?

7. How do you select your teachers for honors courses, remedial courses,
and so on?

8. How much freedom does each teacher have to experiment and use his
own initiative within or beyoni the framework of the course of

study?

ermowermoy NT,
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9e In whet year was your present eat/Caulk developed?
Revised?
How' was your curricului developed?

10. What two or three special strengths do you see in yotim pre sent
program?

11. What two or three weaknesses do you encounter?



mem PROB

12. As a matter, of practice or policy, does your department rend to rely
on any unique or especially effective Jay of teaching vcabulsry?
reading? spelling?

1,14ac types of co...positiol A,. 44.e. %i...Aele..av

1E5 the usual procedure followed in correcting and returning papers?
(revisions, etc.)

14. Which teachers in your department tend to encourage students to
write poetry or short stories? At what grade level do students
generally do such writing?

15. What provisions are made for directing the individual readings of
tudent.?

I. FINAL COP NT

16. Are there any final comments that you would like to make concerning
your ex.1:eptional program tn English that we have not covered in the
course of this interview?

Which teacher or teachers would you nominate as being outstanding
in your department?

runs nor. MIPNOIMV011,1W71=1,0114.0,(.1E=.1Ma7,MniMS ,ga111
4,4.0
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School

Instrument No. 8

CONCEPT CHECK LIST
(for Department Head and Student Interviews)

1111 Interviewer
Subject

534

The follIwing terms represent concepts or ideas which may or may not be intro-
dteced in this school's English program., Check the grade level at which each
is ugually introduceta, nn t rah ti word, but as a us.v.J. idea UK r-

unctional
-z-1

Em22:21. If the concept is not used, check the last column.

1. connotation
2, alliteration
3. slanting

4. metaphor
5. blank verse
6, argumentation

7. inference
8. allusion
9e parallel structure

10, cx.q.loquiai

1, epic
12e ;fiche

13. jargon
14. satire
15, analogy

16. determiners
17'. paradox
18. redundance

19. nominative abolutes
20. dramatic irony
21. precis

22. sentence patterns
23. allegory
24. consistency of diction

25. levels of abstraction
26. narrative point of view
27. periodic sentence

28. conditional clause
29. tone
30. euphemism

Not
Before "'th 10th 11th 12th Introduced

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

e'...11.r;Ss
Y e

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) C) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ) ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ) )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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School

instrament No 9
TOVMUMIaRIrd4.,4110040.111111y11;M-JACIONMI.

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE !OR SELECTO TEACHER

Teacher
Intarviewer

1. Has all of your teaching beets done in this school?

How long have you taught in this high edlocl?

2. What is your present teaching assignment?

How h!a3 your teaching schedule changed since you came to the high ochool2

(US QUESTIONS 4 AND S ONLY IF TEACHER HAS HAD PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE,)

4, In what ways do you believe the English program at this high :Jchool
is unique?

5. Pmy) do you believe are unique to the English program
ia

Wh4:17 de,, you feel is the most import= &action of Yaglish? S .g.,

avail) s service fanctioe a forum of id4eas? s subject in which toa+.wraazav
teach moral srid spiritual values? general edution's

7. WiliCh aspe,ts mglish program would yet l ike to 9ee charwzd?

(J7 whet teemhing resources do you tend w draw the nost heavily in your
Evzlish teaching'4 necessaulimentio!4: at412pAE,

17;t2RT as.121..1411k.)

9. To what extent d yOu tend to rely on textbooks 4n teaching language
Skills .ud. composition?

Workbooks?

What is your opinion of kht; books you use?

Po you know of any other texts that you would rather use?

Why?

7977".M.'4.re

..4.;41K,Omi,4444416.Z.I.J46,1*04;;;;Aft.,
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10. To what extent can you select the literatuza that you use io your classes?

11. From whom do you obtain the most assistance when you encounter problead
in teaching English? (Are there individuals in the school or school
system? Outside of it? Could you discuss the steps you take when you
encounter a problem in planning or teaching?)

12.* What do you consider to be the most significant compensation for
teaching English in high school?

13. What seems to be the cue most disappointing aspect of teaching high
school English?

if you were at the point of beginning your teaching career and knew
what you do now about the problems, compensations, restrictions and
rewards of the profession, would you still become a high school
English teacher?

15. As you look back on your preparation and the experiences that you have
had professionally since that time, what individuals or experiences
would you say have had the most impact in determining the way in which
you teach English today?

(FOR EXPERIMENTAL HIGH SCHOOLS AND SCHOOLS USING APPARENT INNOVATIONS)

Ask questions appropriate to various innovations as to their effectiveness,
need for additional training and particular orientation of teachers.

- 4*-'
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i,NTB1:7,1,EW SCeDULE FOR COUNSELOR

High t co Counselor
Address Interviewer 4wir

To what type of colleges or institutions of higher learning do most
atudents who graduate from this school go? Do you have percentages
available on lest June's graduating class?

2. Has your scboot attempted Any followup studiei of graduates to determine
the effectiveness of your pogram? If so, what have these studies
suggested about strengths or weaknesses of the program in English?

3. From your vantage point as counselor, what .impression do you have about
any special strengths or special weaknesses of the current program in
Eugi ish?

4. Have you encountered any special problems or used any special procedures
for programing students in English? If students are sectioned, how are
sef;tions determined?

5. What priority is English given in the registration processthat is,
into which course are students first programed, to what extent are
enrollments in English influenced by enrollment in other courses?

6. Do you have available any percentile scores or standardized group tests
for the school which might inlicate the capacity and achievement of
students in intellectual ability, in reading, or in writing?

7. Are there any general comments that you would like to make concerning
the English department that we have not as yet covered?

V 3
sv 0
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List .meat No. 11:

COUNSELOR'S CHECK LIST OF SCHOOL AND COMMirNITY CHARACTERIgTICS

School Counselor

1. How old is the main building of school. plant?

( ) 1. Less than 5 years old ( ) 6. 25-29 years
( ) 2. 5-9 years ( ) 7. 30-34 years
( ) 3. 10-14 years ( ) R. years
( ) 4. 15-19 years ( ) 9. 40-44 years
( ) 5. 20-24 years ( ) 10. 45 years or more

2. About how long has it been since the school plant: received Its last
major renovation? (Include painting if no reconstruction work was done.)

( ) 1. Less than 3 years ago (' ) 6. 15-17 years ago
( ) 2. 3-5 years ago ( ) 7. 18-20 years ago
( ) 3. 6-8 years ago ( ) 8. 21-23 years ago
( ) 4. 9-11 years ago es ( ) 9. 24 or more years ago
( ) 5. 12-14 years ago ( ) 10. Has never had a major

renovation

3. Roughly, how old is the average house or apartment house in the area from
which most of your school's pupils in grades 9-12 are drawn?

( ) 1. Less than 5 years old ( ) 6. 25-29 years old
( ) 2. 5-9 years old ( ) 7. 30-34 years old
( ) 3. 10-14 years old ( ) 8. 35-39 years old
( ) 4. 15-19 years old ( ) 9. 40-45 years old
( ) 5. 20-24 years old

( ) 10. 45 or more years old

4. The residences in the area served by your school are best described as
alaatEll

( ) 1.

( ) 2.

( ) 3.
( ) 4.

expensive private homes
moderate-priced homes
low cost homes

high-rental apartments

5. Pupils attending your school come

as akaall

( ) 1.

( ) 2.

( ) 3.

( ) 4.

( ) 5.

urban residential
urban industrial
urban commercial
suburban residential
suburban industrial

( ) 5. moderate-rental apartments
( ) 6. low-rental apartments
( ) 7. low income areas
( ) 8. about equally apartments

and homes

from areas which are best described

( ) 6.

( ) 7.

( ) 8.

( ) 9.

( ) 10.

suburban commercial
scattered over the entire city

(larger than 5,000 people)

small-town (under 5,000 people)
rural-farm
Other (specify)

1=wwHOP
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6. Estimate the average daily percentage of absenteeism in your school

over the current school year.

1. 2% or less ( ) 6. 15-17%

2.

3.

3-5%
6 -8%

(

(

)

)

7.

8.

18-20%
21-23%

1.01

4. 9-11% ( ) 9. 24-27%

5. 12-14% ( ) 10. 28% or more

7. About what percentage
school ptog;:ems?

of your pupils are in each of the following

INCINNINIWWWWIN1111111100011,1%./MIMS/M1`0

0- 10- 20- 30- 40- 50- 60- 70- 80- 90-
Percentage Category None ' 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 '89 99 411

minipMaya....EN1011:117MINO..11. .1.0.111mem11.111=1.10111111=Nig01101.6

1. College Prep. ( ) ( )

2. Commercial and/or
Distributive
Education ( ) ( )

3. Industrial, Trade
and/or Voca-
tional

( ) ( ) C) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) C) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) C) C) ( ) C) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

4. Diversified
Cooperative
Education ( )

5. Agricultural ( )

6. General Diploma
(not one of

above)

7. Other (not one
of the above)

(Specify)

41611.01111MMICII11111q1MMINIME- .11.4

+=ranwrirmsfamsmogria.mMGwo

) ) ) ) C) () () () () C) ()
( ) C) ( ) C) C) ( ) C) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) C) ( ) ( ) C) ( ) ( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( ) C)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) C) ( ) C) C) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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School
MIP.M

Address
111111111/01MOMMINMMi.

Instrument No. 12

LIBRARIAN'S QUESTIONNAIRE

Librarian

The National Study of High School English Programs is collecting data in a
variety of ways including questionnaire, interview and direct classroom
observation in an attempt to describe the programs and practices that
characterize English teaching in one hundred highly regarded high schools
throughout the country. Certainly one of the most important aspects of any
high school tinglish program is the school library--its general character,
the extent of its holdings and the accessibility of its materials. This
brief luestionnaire is designed only to provide the study with basic facts
concerning your library. If you would like to make further comments about
unique features or problems of your library and its program, please feel
free to add tivm to the back of the questionnaire or to append additional
pages. Thank you for your time and cooperation.

After you have completed this form, please enclose it in the accompanying
envelope and send it to the National Study of High School English Programs,
123 English Building, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61803.

size and Volume

I. How many volumes are in the library?
How many volumes per pupil?

volumes
volumes

2. How many books does your library circulate in a typical week? books
per week

3. How much money is allocated to the library annually for
thr.purchase of library books? $ per year

How much per pupil? $ per pupil

How many books did your library purchase last year? books
How many the previous year? books
Of the books purchased last year, how many were

duplicate titles or replacements? books

5. How many full time librarians are there in your library?
How many part-time librarians?

How many employed clerks?
wawa:sae

6. What hours is thd library open? From to
How much time before school opens? minutes
How much time after school closes? minutes

7. Is the library used as a study hall?

Fir1
Yes No

librarians
part-time
librarians

clerks
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8. To what extent do students have access to the library? (i.e., Are
assignment or permission slips required? May students browse at will?
May students use the library during any free period? Please explain
in detail.)

9. What percentage of your books are on open shelves?

10. How many students will your library accommodate? students

11. In a typical period, how many students use the library? students

12. Do you maintain a card catalogue?

13. Describe the cataloging procedure used in the library.Vorm
...yes no

AIM

14. Does your library subscribe to the Reader's Guide to Periodical
Literature? ..yes no

Vertical File Index? .yes no

15. Does the school maintain a small library of professional
books and journals for teachers? ...yes no

16. Does the school provide for sale of paperbound books? yes no
If zsp., explain br%efly how this provision is made.

.1111ININ. MIDMIIIIIMMO3111141.111110011ft,

17. Please describe the procedure for selecting books for the library.
(To what extant do departments or teachers help in the selection?
What gulden do you use?)

18. Are there ant limitations other than limited budget imposed
on selection of library books? (Please explain if 222..) ...yes no

.11.101 NoMI

11.1111111~1.11111111.1111.11111110110MINIINIMMI1100...!11101.41.11MIIIIMI OW/MMEMMMMIN/M,

19. Please attach a list of periodicals which yoar library currently
subscribes to.

20. Please describe any special features or unique problems of your library.



(BL)

School Address

Please check if book is available.

1. Agee, James, A Death in the ETIALL
2. Austen, Jane, Pride and Prejudice
3. Bronte, C., Jane Ent
4. Bronte, Wutherigm Heights
5. Buck, Pearl, The Good Earth
6. Butler, The W_Ex of All Flesh
7. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress
8. Burdick and Lederer, The ugly American
9. Camus, The Stranger

10. Conrad, Joseph, The Heart of Darkness
11. Dickens, Charles, The Tale of Two Cities

MEMO .MMOOPCO

Instrument No. 13

BOOK LIST

..-11,11MlftmOmMin..11M11111.r

12. Dostoievski, Brothers Karamazov
13. , Crime and Punishment
14. Dreiser, Theodore, An American Tragedy
15. Drury, Advise and Consent
16. Faulkner, The Sound and the EaE
17. Galsworthy, John, The fouyte Saga
18. Golding, Lord of the Flies
19. Hardy, Thomas, Return of the Native
2G. Hawthorne, Nathaniel, The Scarlet Letter
21. Hemingway, Ernest, Old Man and the Sea, The
22, Hersey, The Wall
23. Hugo, Victor, Les Miserables
24. Huxley, Brave New World
25. Joyce, Portrait of an Artist
26. Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird
27. Lewis, Sinclair, Babbitt
28. Mann, Thomas, The Mac l'/ountain
29. Maugham, Of Human Bonlaga
30. , Razor's mat
31. Melville, yoz Dick
32. Mitchell, Margaret, Gone with the Wind
33, Orwell, Animal Farm
34. , 1984
35. Pasternak, Dr. Zhisagp
36. Paton, Cris, the Beloved Country
37. Rand, Atlas &lama
38c The Fountainhead,
39. SalInger, Catcher in the lizt
40, anar. and Lou
41. Steinbeck, aams of Wrath
42. Thackerey, !gala Fair
43. Tolstoi, Anna Karenina
44. , War and Peace
45. Uris, Exodus
46. Wallace, Ben Hur
47. White, Once and Future Elm
48. Wolfe, Thomas, Look Homeward, Angel
49. , You Can't" Go Home aala
50. Wylie, Generation of Vipers

542
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(SIA)

Instrument No. 14

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR ADVLNCED STUDENTS

School Interviewer
Section or Grade No. of Students

(Before beginning this interview echedule pass out STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (SQA).
Allow students ten minutes to complete the questionnaire; then collect it
and, after a brief introduction to the study, administer from the front of
the clais the CONCEPT CHECK LIST; again allowing ten minutes to get the infor-
mation. Use the remaining time in the period to administer this interview.)

1. What aspects of the English program have you found particularly bene-
ficial or interesting? I.e., what are its outstanding features?

About how many assignments are you given for out-of-class reading?

How are these assignments made?

What happens in class after you have read the books? (Book reports,
reviews? Specific examples.)

3. What do you usually do in classes when you read a navel in common?

a play?

a poem?

4. How much have you helped to select the readings used in your coursz?

How do you feel about the books presently being taught?

5. What kinds of writing assignments are you given?

How are the writing assigmnents made?

,."K
.. V

-'

,fl,



6. How are the papers you write marked? (Marginal notes, grades only,
double grades?)

What kind of corrections do you find most helpful?

7. Do you have conferences with teachers about your writing?

UAW..

Row helpful are these conferences?

8. Do you have assignments in grammar?

How are these assignments made?

What do you do with them?

mt.

544
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(SO)

High School

Instrument Ns,. Lk

WaTIONNAIRE FOR, ADVANCED STUDENTS

Grade
Ate
Check: boy __girl

1. How marry years have you been in this high school including this year?
yekra,

M1111.0111111111,1111

2. Indicate what you did during your last ammer vacc4ion,

Traveled with family
Went to camp
Attended sumaler kmhool
Worked at home

4Z314.200

70113720210

Lmployed aw.-ay from home

Other (please describe)

aelMIII-Ipm.1751:123421,1sfeslauw.mlaires.

3. What is your most typical activity after school? [For each -

(AWE School and Evenim), indicate yom mat typical activity with a
1 for your most typical activity, 2 for the next, eta., as long a*
the cattlgories apply.)

£fter zchoe.t. Evelia
MOW

etalow.:

Asa

Employment at home
Employment away from home
Studying or reading
Watching television
School athletics
School clubs
Clubs outside of school
Other (please describe)

cOMM.041CaMilIMM=SIMIONMOMEZWZIMENMMINIM.IMM-2VG,

,../77=ONNMO

4. In regard to the general atmosphere of your tAth school, rank the folloving
activities numerically, indicating the emphasis they receive (i.e.,
for activity receiving greatest emphasis, 2 for the next, etc.)

School supported activities
Athletics

Scholastic achievement

5. Estimate as closely as you can the
year. books.

IndiocttP the usual sources

.1144111011

MI:747M1112,

Outside cltiba and organif!ation9

General indifference tc school
activities

number of b-ooks

of these books.

School library
Public library
Home library
Classroom library
University or college library

41111SI

that you read lain.

Borrowed front

Borrowed from
Purchased
Other (please

friends
teachers

indicate)

rr'-'79-7r7r!"'"''-'"--f 77 --a7T",",-;, ,

9

IN10801}111:1,401111111111.1P1MNI

,Ca11411.11Mnr.N.02,-
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6. What book or author have you read in class or out of class that has bdea
most significant to you?

Why do you select this book or author?

What book or bodks, if any, would you like to suggest be added t-:; the
English program in your school?

snrammotoinaormvaummun....., =Mr

7. Rank the following in order of importance insofar as you have used each
as a criterion for selecting books for your personal reading. (L.,
1 for most important, 2 for the next, etc. Rank all that op ply.)

Recommendation of teacher
Recommendation of fellow students

.21/OWNO
Book lists provided by school or teacher
Browsing in the library
Recommendation of parent
Recommendation of public librarian
Recommendation of high school librarian
Other (please specify)

.11114MIMINI
innlaWcalrlram..maillOiram.r.,,166.011OW.R4 MOMS.

8. Approximately how frequently do you write in English class? In checking
the appropriate category, consider all writing of at least paragraph
length, such as compositions, letters, written tests, etc.

amtalews

Twice a week or more
Once a week
Once every two weeks

Once every three weeks
Once a month
Less than once a month

What part of the English program would you like to see changed?

How would you like to eee it iziltinged?

At:::,..0..,01.0AW"PYPV5r7r0,1144.1,,NOrt4:1W-..'""

44

-47,7177-WO

*.t04..4,41f.
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Instrument No. 16

(SIT) INTERVIEW SCUEDULE FOR TERMINAL STUDENTS

This iv an open-ended interview. Its length and content will
depend entirely upon the particular class and the rapport the interviewer
establishes with the students.

To 3-1/2"4:1 Fha inta7T4ata flags nhaiwrviar m4ohi. prirana anma of tiles

Kesponses on the questionnaire. For example, he might ask how many students
chose answer #1 in question #5 ("Lecaning to read faster an better"); and
if enough respond, he could ask questions relating to this area--how they
are taught, what progress they have made, what books they use, what they
read as a result of this help, etc. A more spontaneous and even casual
approach should reveal some interesting and candid information here,

Record notes below,



Q

(SQT)

High School

Instrument No. 17..111ww..1.1.1.1

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TERMINAL STUDENTS

....r.=
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Grade
Age
Check: ( ) boy ( ) girl

1. How many years have you been in this high school including this year?
years.

2. What did you do during last summer vacation?

Traveled with family
Went to camp
Went to summer school

Worked at home
Worked away from home
Something else (please explain)

olllOMMINNED

3. What do you usually do after school?

Work at home
. Work away from home

Study or read
Watch TV
Practice sports

allnlm.111111

0111111111110
Go to a school club
Go to the "Y" or community center
Go to another club
Something else (please explain)

4. What things do you usually do in English class?

1. Listen to stories or read aloud
2. Read stories and books silently
3. Write sentences
4. Write paragraphs or compositions
5. Do grammar exercises from text books
6. Discuss problems with the teacher
7. Take spelling tests
8. Something else (please describe)

5. What things do you feel are the most help to you in English class?

1. 1611 Learning to read faster and better
2. Learning to write better
3. OMIMI Learning parts of speech
4. Learning how to spell
5. Learning new words
6. Learning about people (authors, people in stories, others)
7. Learning about other places or other times

WA&

8. Something else (please describe)
OffinINIIMMIMMWM

6. Which one of these things is the most popular in your high school?

1. Athletics
SIMMI1110

2. Good school marks
3. School clubs

r.

4.
emrsarisam Clubs outside of school

5. Notaing special
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-Az - .44-,141." -

7. List any book that you have read in the past year that was really
interesting to you:

1011.

8. Where do you go to get books to read?

M101111.011

School library
Publl.,1 library

Eme
Classroom library

10111111.111.10

4111111111110

A friend or classmate
The teacher
Drugstore or bookstore
Somewhere else (please tell
where)

alliNE111.110112.111111MMIllillig,

9. In a sentence or two, write about what you're going to do when you
finish your schooling.



Instrument No., 18

MOUP INTERVIEW WITH ENGLISH DEPAR11ENT

School
I

Address
II

Principal present _des no ria.,teachers present of total
AIMONII.W.MV~/011

(Before beginning the interview, distribute the ISSUES OPINIONAIRE and
allow ten minutes for its completion. Do not collect the OPINIONNAIRE
until the interview is complete so that ynu may .74.+...4n tic names of tescheics
who distinguish themselves during the interview.)

550

I 1. What attempts do you make as a department to seek support for your
work from teachers in other academic subjects?

What success do you have?

2. To what extent is the class schedule interrupted for general school
meetings, testing, assemblies, athletic contests, and so on?

How much are classes disrupted by P.A. announcements, students called
for counseling, and so on?

What is the department policy on contests, outside programs?

Do such contests generally promote or impair instruction?

II 3. If your department vkere given a sizeable increase in annual budget,
say three or four thousand dollars, how would you like best to
spend it?

4. What responsibility do you have for teaching speech and oral ex-
pression?

I 5. Do you have a humanities course in this high school?

Are you planning to have one?

What is your attitude toward humanities courses in the high school?

6. What responsibility do you have for teaching logic or "straight
thinking," including propaganda analysis, slanting, drawing
inferences, making generalizations?
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11 7. Recently many individuals have asserted that the greatest neglect
in most high school English programs is the failure to teach
reading. What is your position concerning the teaching of reading
in your high school English program?

8. James Conant has stated that 50 percent of the time in high school
English should be spent on composition. What is the position of
your department concerning this view?

Do you spend half of your time on composition instruction?

1 9. It has been asserted that practically all student witting should
stem from reading in literature. Mat is your feeling about this?

What is your practice?

10, What direct or indirc.:tt methods do you employ to help promote
student understanding of mass media? (i.e., films, TV) music, art,
newspapers)

i 11. A perennial question in the teaching of English has to do with
which literature to teach. One school maintains we do not teach
enough modern literature, and another that recent literature is
not good enough or ready enough for the students. What is your
feeling about teaching recent or current literature in high schools?

Will you cite some examples?



i. .'' iL- : ; ; 7 ,-17,I:,',r',......=,;...2 ',.C..,-,__-. L;-.....,,,;17...:...-.;-, a., ''-.._2,3.,;::"..,AL..1.4;=

NATIONAL STUDY OF HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH PROGRAMS

Scales for Judgment of Group Interview with Teachers

Unanimity of opinion

1 2 3

High "esprit de corps"

1 2 3

Teacher-department head
relationship (permissive)

1 2 3

[Describe any apparent divisions

4

Diversity of opinion

5 6 7

Low It

esprit de corps"

4 5 6 7

Teacher-department head
relationship (authoritarian)

4 5 6 7

or conflicts in department.]

Vanes of teachers standing out in the Group Interview that should be
interviewed the following day, as applicable.

aearmiMMIMillasrms11112~..MIMM1=INNOMOMIY,71101.01~0

.010.01~

~1VaIIIIMIMIONMImm MinisIMIMMINIMMIM...~11KI.M.71111101.01.1Y

yowootenmenla.,,,,-...00,4Fm.I.6.*,

...A.11100.11.~111Mmisfr1011.0,
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553 Instrument No. 19

NATIONAL STUDY OF HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH PROGRAMS

Issues in Teaching English

School

This questionnaire is designed to recore your immediate and candid views on a number of current
issues in the teaching of English in the secondary schools. As with all real issues, there is probably a
tenable position at either extreme and there is no completely "right" or "wrong" answer to any of the
questions. The project staff, however, is very much interested in ascertaining your views and the collec-
tive opinion of your department on the issues that follow. In responding to the various questions, please
consider them in the context of the totality of high school English teaching--not in relation to an iso-
lated or atypical class that might stand out at the moment.

Please check Lhe runbei of years you have raught high school. English: a( ) less than 1 year
b( ) 1-5
c( ) 6-10
d( ) 11-15
e( ) 16-20
f( ) more than 20

Please check the appropriate column that most accurately reflects your attitude concerning each of the
following issues.

I I am I
agree not sure disagree

1. Language content should be taught as an integral part of English accord- a( ) b( ) c( )
ing to an organized plan rather than introduced as the need occurs in re-
lation to writing and usage of students.

2. Students must be given freedom to select literary works, even if such
freedom means they occasionally choose inferior works at certain stages
of their development.

3. Novels and plays adapted to suit the abilities of slower students are
essential to a good English program because they afford these students
an acquaiN.ance with the best in literature.

4. Though the experience of reading a worthwhile piece of literature may
mean little to a student at the moment, he will generally be able to
recall the selection and appreciate it later on.

5. 'tudents will become better writers if they are allowed frequent oppor-
tunities to express themselves imaginatively by writing stories and
poems rather than U. they are restricted to expository forms.

6. Literature, composition and language are most effectively taught as
separate courses.

7. The high achool English teacher's most important responsibility is to
teach composition.

8. Virtually all student writteg suould grow eee of the literature read
and discussed by the class.

9. It is necessary to teach some literature (primarily poems and short
stories) threugh close teetual analysis to help the student develop
an appreciation of good literature.

10. No composition or theme should be returned to a student which has not
been rigorously examined for technical errors.

11. Beeause of the increasing emphasis on the spoken word, more stress
must be placed on the skills of speaking and listining, even if this
means devoting somewhat less time to literature or written composition.

12. Students learn more about writing if they write about their personal
experiences rather than about literary subjects.

13. The proper choice of high school literature should be that which can
be comprehended and appreciated at the moment by the majority of the
class.

(Please turn over)

a( ) b( ) c. )

a( b( ) c( )

a( ) b( ) c( )

a( ) b( ) co )

a( ) b( ) c( )

co ) b( ) c( )

a( ) b( ) co )

a( ) b( ) co )

a( ) b( ) co )

a( ) b( ) co )

a( ) b( ) co )

a( ) b( ) c( )
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issues in Teaching English--2

I I am
agree not sure disagree

14. Memorizatioa of words and their meanings is of considerable value a( ) b( ) c( )in extending the range of a student's useful vocabulary.

15. Because language patterns vary constantly according to use, it is a( ) b( ) c( )unrealistic to insist on a single standard of usage among students.

16. Instruction about the structure of language is necessary to one's a( ) b( ) c( )learning to use the language proficiently.

17. There is more value in assigning four themes a month to be graded a( ) b( ) .c( )specifically for technical errors than in requiring two themes a
month to be graded comprehensively for diction, grammar, sentence
structure, content, logic, and development.

18. Unless students read frequently and widely, they will not develop a( ) b( ) c( )their writing potential adequately.

19. A literature program in which selections are grouped around topics a( ) b( ) c( )
or themes offers the best approach to developing permanent appreciation.

20. Given the choice, it is more important that each student wvite some- a( ) b( ) c( )
thing each week than that each paper be evaluated closely.

21. Frequent exposure to many examples of good writing accompanied by a( ) b( )
some writing practice will do more to improve student writing than
will constant practice with infrequent exposure to good stylistic
models.

22. English teachers should see to it that students write at least one a( ) b( )term paper (or long research paper) before going to college.

23. Literature, composition and language are best taught separately a( ) b( )
within a single English course.

24. Practically all students in high school should occasionally be a( ) b( )
expected to write stories and poems.

25. A critical awl comprehensive analysis of a poem will do more to a( ) b( )
destroy its leauty than it will to develop literary appreciation
among students.

26. Students need, to study the history of literature so that they may a( ) b( )
better understand the current trends in literature.

27. Marking papers with a double grade (for mechanics and content) is at ) b( )
of more benefit to students than assigning a single, comprehensive grade.

28. Frequency of student writing is more important than less frequent, but a( ) b( )
longer and more comprehensive, writing assignments.

29. At least once during each semester, every student should have the a( ) b( )
opportunity to give a prepared, oral presentation to his English class.

30. If they are to develop their writing skills adequately, students should a( ) b( )
be required to revise each paper thoroughly, and teachers must check
these revisions to ensure understanding and improvement.

c( )

c( )

c( )

c( )

c( )

c( )

c( )

c( )

c( )

c( )
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(SWCL)

.,ATimmlmObe

Instrument No. 20

STUDENT WRITING CHECK LIST

This ;orm ehould be completed by one of the observers after checking a
sample of at least 40 or 50 student papers from a representative number
of English classes.

Use numbers to approximate the order of frequency and emphasis for items
T-TV_

I. Typical or average length (using written script as basis):

(a) short paragraph
(b) one page
(c) two pages

il.=111 (d) more than two pages
(e) three or more pages

II. Indicate approximate percentage of typed papers

III. Types of writing:

A. Basically expository types:

1. Literary subjects: e.g., analytical or critical
essay of a poem, sketch of a character in a novel.
("Keats and the Concept of Truth in 'Ode to a

Grecian Urn"; "A Sketch of Pip from Great
Expectations.")

2. Non-literary subjects generally foreign to
student's immediate knowledge requiring research
or speculation: e.g.., biographical study of
persons including authors, foreign policy, teenage
driving, occupations. ("Three Philosophers and
Their Concepts of Truth"; "The Physiognomy of
Adolf Ritler.")

Non - literary subjects generally close to stv'lent

experience or knowledge, 2;4., personal accounts,
some aspect of home life, decidedly personal
opinions. ("My Idea of Truth"; "My Grandpa";
"Breakfast at our House.")

B. Non-expository types:

Poems, short stories, etc., sometimes considered
"creative" writing,

emnnial

ovormam.-46

IV. Emphasis of correction: (u. Dusel reprint from Illinois Enikish
Bulletin.)

(a) Marking to assign a grade
00INIMP

(b) Marking to indicate faults --
(c) Marking to correct
(d) Marking to teach writing and thinking .--

'---o-.Hi,p;.4-4,------t..-k......-t.', --,....,.;:,-,_,,,-.;--, ,......... :.....1.4ii..tAit' .,,.....

,77-7-47,1' -Art

.
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V. Evidence of revision:

,

(a) No revision of any kind
(b) Gross errors (i.e., in spelling, usage

and punctuation) revised
(c) Words changed, sentences rephrased
(d) Complete revision (many additions, deletions

or compleZe rewriting with most
significant changes made.)

4.1111111.11011111

VI. Describe one or two typical assignments or list several typical
composition topics.

4111111.4.111111116

.ImmMia..

VII. Additional comments concerning the quality of 11th and 12th grade
college preparatory student writing.

VIII. Obtain representative copies of school newspapers, literary
magazines.

NIN.T.11 !YAW V.M.PalomIMmINc.,....IN.I.....amicl.= Asoma

,Ek --0- =-
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557 Instrument No 21

NATIONAL STUDY OF HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH PROGRAMS
109 English Building
University of Illinois

Urbana, Illinois, 61803

Name:

Questionnaire for Individual English Teacher

+1czionorsiegrowsolownoc. School:

(M) (F) Adci-reas:Check sex:

Check if part-time teacher:
wamew.orIA.Vmalfe14,

.C/IPSX1

ANI.,.11.s. AA, werI=112.1.0.0
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The National study of High School English Programs is collecting data in
a variety of ways including questionnaire, interview and direct classroom obser-
vation in an attempt to describe the programs and practices that characterize
English teaching in one hundred highly regarded high schools throughout the. coun-try. Because it is the most thorough and far-reaching study of its kind in morethan thirty years, it may well ha-re a considerable effect on the standards and
practices of English instruction in many of our more than twenty-five thousand
high schools. We are happy that your school has agreed to participate in this
national project, and we want to assure you that we value the contribution you
will make to the project in completing this form.

This particular questionnaire is one of the most important instruments in
the entire study since it solicits information and judgment from all of the English
teachers in each of the participating schools. Although it may at first seem
lengthy and involved, its purpose is simple and straightforward: to record the
experiences, practices and principles that characterize you as a teacher of English.
Most of the questions call for ready responses and require no more than a number
or a word. However, some questions eall for more reflection and, in the case ofthe last few, brief written statements regarding your views on teaching. If further
space is needed for your comments, other pages may be appended.

After you have completed this form, please enclose i: in the accompanying
en 'ape and send it to the National Study of High School English Programs, 109
English Building, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 61803,

an.......101011.11111. MM. .111.MIII. El.., ma. 11.112111.1.110

Except for the few questions calling for sta;ements, the
majority of questions will be answered by a number to be recorded
in the right-hand answer column. Where you find blank parentheses
it )/ in the answer column; record only tbE.reylthetic number that
corres cp2m12 to the appropriate category. Where you find an under -
lined space in the column, fill in the actual number. (e. g. , For #1,
in the blank before "years" Ell in the number of years you have
taught.)

Sponsored by the igationa.1 Council of Teachers of English
L'FIxAteddr-EP-40.3.50,-,ofiche_ Unitext_

Mago..8.110..
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1. How many years have you taught prior to this year?

2. How many classes do you currently teach each day?

How many of these are English classes?

4. How many pupils do you currently teach each day? (DO
riot count beNnuvrc^m

axwosz. -txcPJ.61.8m=L1S.0*;

(1) 100 or less (3) 126-150 (5) 176-200
(2) 101-125 (4) 151-175 (6) Over 200
(INDICATE BY CORRESPONDING NUMBER IN PARENTHESES)

5. Approximately how many hours do you consider your average
14to:'essional work week to be, including all school time
plA.3 additional time required to meet school responsibil-
ities?

DurizIg ian apvoximately how many hours of
your pv5fes?;ioaal time are apent or, activities a through h?
(Include al i school time plus additional tir e beyond the
school day required to :meet school responsibilities,)

Hours ?As week:

(1) Less than 1 (4) 9-12 (7) 21-24
(2) 1-4 (5) 13-16 (8) 25-28
(3) 5-8 (6) 17-20 (9) 29-32

(10) 33 or more
(INDICATE MOS FM EACH agxh. BY PARIOTHZTIC NUNEE0
a. Teaching classes
b. Correcting papers
c. Preparing for c! asses
d. Conferring with students

e. Attending to school routines (including study ha).1,
homerooms etc.)

f. Advising student ac'Avities

g. Attending faculty or department meetings, etc.
h. Other (please spec!JO__

ImOW,1 1=NL.MmOIma0..

7. During an average month, approximately how many hours do
you spend on activities a through e?

Hours= month:
(1)

(2)

(3)

1 or less
2

3

(4)

(5)
(6)

4

5
6

(7)

(8)
(9)

7

8
9 or more

(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)
a. Attending movies or theatre
b. Attending lectures, discussions, etc.
c. Visiting museums (art, science, etc.)
d. Writing for publication

e. Other professionally related activities

(please specify)

1,M=1,,,1., 00.0110..0r.ev?1,.ftr

M

NIIIMMINIIMINIIr.111MOMMINMfts..M.VMMI.11100NI NMI IP .1 IM I SNOW

a;ozw.4164A.m4

2.
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Please record answers
in this column.

1. _____years

2. classes

3. E nglish
classes

6.

4 .

5.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

S.
h.

)

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

4.61IIMMOMON~41.~.114;~,..

hours per
week
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8. During an average week, approximately how many hours do you
spend on activities a through e?

Hours.= week:
(1) 0 (3) 4-6 (5) 10-12 (7) 16-18 (9) 22-24
(2) 1-3 (4) 7-9 (6) /3-15 (8) 19-21 (20) 25 or more

(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)

a. Taking college course
b. Reading books and periodicals
c. Listening to music
d. Watching television
e. Part-time employment

9. What has been your most typical summer activity over the
last five years (ar. since you began teaching)?

(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIZ NUMBER)

%-
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

Employment not related to teaching
Teaching summer school
Working with children (e.g., camping or recreational
activities)

Attending summer school
Traveling

Reading, reflecting, planning
Relaxing--personal and/or family recreation
Other (please describe)

10. What was the level of your preparation when you began full-
time teaching?

,

3.

Please record answers
in this column.

a. ( )

b. ( )

c. ( )

d. ( )

e. ( )

9. )

(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC MOM 10.

(1) Less than a bachelor's degree
(2) Bachelor's degree
(3) Bachelor's degree plus 15-30 aemester hours
(4) Master's degree
(5) Master's degree plus 15-30 semester hoz.rs
(6) Doctoral degree

i

E

i11. In what kind of school did you do ,,,,..e.......... of your undervaduatei
work?

(INLICAM BY PARENT TIC MOEN) 1 11. ( )
(1) University
(2) Four-year arts college
(3) State college
(4) Teachers collev
(5) Other (please speci

ii1"4,6Qt...MTVRI.M74001WMANYIK. 104.4.,101.04.0, MOM.

l'''''""""1"",""""70: 11.1"-"m1r, ,r'(TrITTritIm7TRA7)7.mre-tvor-r.--Tm",""Pr_ s '"r""'



12. What was your undergraduate major in college?
(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)

(1) English

(2) Language Arts combination
(3) Speech
(4) Drama or Theatre Arts
(5) Journalism
(6) Education

(7) Area or field major embracing several subjects., includ-
ing English

(8) Area or field major embracing several subjects, but
not including English

(9) Other (please specify)

13. What was your minor?

11=0,1371.....M.is

(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)
(1) English

t2) Language Arts combination
(3) Speech
(4) Drama
(5) Journalism
(6) Education

(7) Modern foreign language
(8) Ancient language
(9) Other (please speciZ-i1,,.

.--4.7.41112.4.N4

14. 'What degreer have you eanied eince you began full-time
teaching?

(INDICATE BY PARENTAETIC NUMBER)

(1) None (6) Ph.D.
(2) B.A0, or B.S. (7) Ed.D.
(3) LA. or M.S. (8) Special credential; e.g., adminis-
(4) M.Ed. trative, guidance, etc. (please
(5) M.A.T. specify)

OIONIMECYJMOZIV

VAC ..01111.111W11111

4.

Please record answers
in this column.

15. How many semester hours have you taken in areas j through
z since you began teaching?

&master hours
(1) 0 (3) 5-8 (5) 13-16 (7) 2124 () 29-32
(2) 1-4 (4) 9-12 (6) 17-20 (8) 25-28 (10) 33 or more

(INDICATE BY PARb."NTHYSIC NUMBER)
a. Literature
b. English language
c. Composition

d. Methods of teaching English
e. Subjects related to English
f. Other academic subjects

g. Education (other than methods in English)

15. a. ( )

17, ( )

c. ( )

)

e. ( )

f. ( )

g ( )
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16, Of what interest and value would courses in areas a through
h be to you if such courses were available?

(1) Of great interest
and value

(2) Of some interest
and value

(3) Of little interest

and value
(4) Of no interest

and value
(TWCATE RV PARIZNTIMPTC mrtgurg)

a. Literature surveys
b. Literature of particular periods
c. Literary genre
d. Literary criticism

e. Literature for adolescents
f. Close studies of single authors or single works
g. Intermediate or advanced composition
h. Speech or drama
i. History of the language
j. Traditional grammar
k. Structural or generative grammar
1. Teaching of reading
m. Practical methods in the teaching of English

n. Advanced studies in curriculum and research in the
teaching of English

17. To what extent does your school or system offer incentives
a through f to avourage teachers to take additional course
work?

(1) Frequently (2) Sometimes (3) Rarely (4) Never
(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC fill4BER)

a. Salary increments based on credit hours or degrees
b. Released time in school year
c. Sabbatical leave
d. Arrangements for local extension courses
e. Underwriting partial or complete cost of tuition and fees
f. Stipends for summer study

18, Which of the following grants or fellowships have you re-
ceived as an English teacher?

(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)

(1) John Hay Fellow
(2) Commission on English Institute
(3) State sponsored summer grant
(4) Locally sponsored grant
(5) Univerlity fellowship or scholarship
(6) American Council of Learned Societies grant
(7) Other grant or felloWship (please specify)m ............10111.6nallimmaWINN.11 11/1,

5.

Please record answers
in this column.

16. a. ( )

b. ( )

c. ( )

d. ( )

e. ( )

f. ( )

g. ( )

h. ( )

i. (

((

)

II. i

1. ( )

m. ( )

n. ( )

17. a. ( )

b. ( )

c. (

d. ( )

e. ( )

f. ( )

18. ( )

( )

( )

( )

( )
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19. Excluding work completed before you began teaching, how
long has it been since you have done any of the following,
a through s?

(1) Less than a year
(2) 1 year
(3) 2 years

(4) 3-5 years

(5) 5-10 years
(6) More than 10 years
(7) Never

(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)

a. Completed a college English course
b. Completed a college education course
c. Attended a local or regional meeting of English teachers

( other than a school or district meeting )
d. Attended a state meeting of English teachers
e. Attended an annual meeting of NCTE or CCCC
f. Taken part in a voluntary English workshop
g. Conferred with a specialist on English or the teaching

cf Englisn (either in an individual or group conference)

20. How long has it been since you have traveled in the areas
listed below, a through e?

(1) Less than a year
(2) 1 year
(3) 2 years
(4) 3-5 years

(5) 5-10 years
(6) More than 10 years
(7) Never

(I: KATE BY PARENTHETIC NUFZER)

a. Traveled more than 500 miles
b. Traveled across the United Stets
c. Traveled to Canada or Mexico
d. Traveled to Great Britain

e. Traveled abroad (exclusive of Great Britain)

21. To which of the following professional organizations do you
now belong?

(INDICATE PY PARENTHETIC NUMT3ER)

(1) National Council of Teachers of English
(2) State English association
(3) Regional English association
(4) Local English association
(5) National Education Association
(6) State education association
(" Regional or local education association

Amerian Federation of Teachers
(9) Other subject matter organizations (please specify)

011.1111111111111MM nw1.4MalORINIMMINIMMOINII 111b1.>

22. How many times have you held office in any of the above
organization/A?

S,

-
,,t

e g."

6. 562

Please record answers
in this column.

19. a. ( )

b. ( )

c. ( )

d. ( )

e. ( )

f. ( )

g. ( )

20. a. (

b. (

c. (

d. (

e. (

22.
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23. Please indicate the number of professional books or articles
for professional journals that you have written and the
number of programs on which you have appeared at professional
meetings during the past three years.

24. Please INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER the journals on the
following list which you regularly read or skim.

(1) Elementary English
(2) The English Journal

(3) College Composition and Communication
(4) College English
(5) The Reading Teacher
(6) The Speech Teacher
(7) American Speech
(8) Other professional magazines (please specify):

,1411.10..

25. Please list below the titles of non-professional magazines
you regularly read.

01./11.1

ammosEmsommiloD

26. List below the two or three most significant books that
you have read during the past year.

MININOM,

,woMMIMIMI

27. Approximately how many books do you have in your personal
library?

II. On the average, how many books do you read in the course of
a month other than those you teach in class?

29. To what extent do you write creatively, if only for your own
pleasure?

(1) Frequently (2) Sometimes (3) Rarely (4) Never
(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)

30. Which of the following teaching methods do you most fre-
/vastly employ when you are teaching a typical English class?
(Rank on1 three.)

(INDICATr BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)
(1) Lecture (6) Discussion
(2) Socratic method (7) Individual silent work
(3) Recitation (8) Audio-visual aids
(4) Team teaching (9) Student presentation
(5) Small group work (10) Other (please specify)

.101.1.6.114.

Please record answers
in this column.

23. _books
articles

______programs

27. books

28. books
per month

29. ( )

30.

a.( )Most
frequently

b.( ) Second most

frequently

c.( )Third most
frequently



31. Please rank three of the following according to your
estiwate of their importance to the success of the
English program at your school.

(I) Instruction
art toms

(2) Instruction
(3) Instruction
(4) Instruction
(5) Instruction
(6) Instruction

language
(7) Instruction
(8) Instruction

(INDICATE BY macrame NUMBER)

in art, musics motion picture and other

in literature
in reading
in composition

in speech and oral expression
in grammar and structure of the English

in spelling
in listening

32. In your opinion how important is each of the following
aids and materials, a through z, in teaching English?

(1) Absolutely essential (4) Not very important
(2) Very important (5) Detrimental
(3) Of some importance

(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)
a. Anthology of literature
b. Class sets of novels, plays, biographies, etc.
c. Classroom library of books
d. Sets of 7-8 copies of titles for reading by student

groups

e. High interest, limited vocabulary materials for slow
readers

f. Special shelf of books for "mature" readers
g. Workbooks with drills
h. Language textbook
i. Handbook on language for student reference
j. Phonograph
k. Library of recordings
1. Filmstrip projector
m. Motion picture projector
n. Teaching machine
o. Tape recorder
p. Televisbon
q. Radio (AK, FM)

r. Display table of periodicals
s. Class set of dictionaTies
t. Movable classroom furniture
u. Lay readers
v. Clerical service
w. Duplicating machine
x. Overhead projector
y. Opaque projector
z. Teaching manual

8. 564

Please record answers
in this column.

31.

1

a.( ) Most

important

b.( ) Second most

important

c.( ) Third most
important

32. a,

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

k.

I.

m.

n.

o.

P.

q.

r.

s.

t.

v.

s4

x.
Y.

z.

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

ik
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To what extent can you choose materials (literature books,
texts, records, etc.) for use in your English classes?

(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)

(1) Complete freedom of choice
(2) Generally complete freedom with approval from depart-

ment head
(3) Se-ICC:tit--1 fi-Oid wide-ranging list
(4) Selection from "approved" list which is subject to

change year by year

(5) No choice: selections pre- determined for each grade

In encouraging your students to read books, which one of
the following sources do you emphasize most?

(1%0JICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)

(1) School library
(2) Publis library
(3) Local private library (college or university)
(4) Paperbacks (purchased by students)
(5) School sponsored book clubs
(6) ClaaJroom library

To what extent do you use the following materials,
a through i, in the classroom sets for instructional
purposes?

(1) Frequently (2) Occasionally (3) Never
(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)

a. Harper's Mga...Lne

h. Atlantic Monthly
c. Reader's Digest
'. Literary Cavalcade

Senior Scholastic
Read

g. Practical English
h. Newspaper (please specify)
i. Other (pInase specify)

9.

'lease record answers
in this column.

Please indicate the importance which you place on approaches
a throu w i to the teaching of literature.

(1) Great importance
(2) Some importance

(3) Little importance
(4) No importance

(INDICATE BY PARENTHETIC NUMBER)

a. Presentation of units of literature by themes
b. Study of literature by culture-epoch
c. Chronological approach to teaching of literature
d. Study of literary types
e. Studying ideas in single works of literature
f. Comprehensive analytical study of individual selections
g. Study of several works by a single author
h. Study of lives of individual authors

i. Emphasis on guided individual reading

33. ( )

34. ( )

35, a. ( )

b. ( )

c. ( )

d. ( )

e ( )

f. )

g. ( )

h. ( )

)
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10.

37. Please indicate below your total working experience--professional and non-
professional, teaching and administrative. Include only those jobs you have
held for at least one year.

Position
or

type of employment

School

or

L01279E

566

Level of
classes taught No. of
Cif a plicabl years

.C411Mal....11111NO

-ammieSamnoml.....mosar

38. What single experience, event, or person has had the greatest influence on
your professional attitude and particularly on your concept of teaching
Ea, Lish?

WrimmOWO,remmuglimm.,*.m10-
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39. With which aspect of English teaching do you feel most successful in your
present circumstance?

40. With which aspect of English teaching do you feel least successful in your
present circumstance?

KammignImes..=norprsalelmjimmamt. , _



41. Please describe in some detail a special assignment, device or technique that
you have found to be unusually successful in your teaching. Indicate that
purpose of the assignment and the kind of group that you think profits meet
from it.

-R pormalmo,
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(Directions)

NATIONAL. STUDY OF HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH PROGRAMS
109 ENGLISH BUILDING

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61803

PROJECT STAFF

JAMES R. SQUIRE
DIRECTOR

n0/3-R ec.APPLEBEEE
To the teacher:ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

ROEERT A. LUCAS

JOSE:PO R. THOMSON The National Study of High School English Programs has designed
this questionnaire to gather information about the reading habits of
approximately 200 students in each of the schools included in the
project. We appreciate your cooperation in administering the form
and hope that the total procedure will take no more than a few
minutes of your time.

The questionnaire is printed on both sides of the sheet. After
passing out the questionnaire, have the students write the name of your
school in the space provided at the top of the first page, but inform
them 'hat they need not sign their own names. After they have read
the directions they may begin to fill out the form immediately, going
on to the other side whenever they finish the first. Pen or pencil
may be used. Most of the questions are straightforward and require
no more than a check mark (V), although a few require a short
written statement (EL. #18 on the reverse side of the questionnaire).
No special provision need be made for the few inevitable absentees.

When the questionnaires are completed Zten minutes should suffice),
please put them into the same envelope along with this sheet after you
have filled in the information below.

We thank you again for your cooperation and wish you continued
success.

Teacher

School

.1=110.

Number of classes
included in
this envy lope

SPONSORED BY THS NitefiONAL, COUNCIL OF TEACHER, OF ENGLISH
SUPPORTED BY PROJECT ENGLISH OF THE UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION

x^.erRC
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NATIONAL STUDY OF HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH PROGRAMS

Reading Questionnaire

School

This questionnaire is part of a study being conducted throughout the United
States of high school English programq and their related aspecte. As part of the
study, we want to learn a few things about your reading habits. This is not a
test, so feel free to answer exactly the way you feel. There are no right or
wrong answers.

Most of the questions can be answered by a check (like this: Z) or a short
phrase. Instructions are given where needed.

1. What is your present high school grade?
(a) 9 (b) 10 (c) 11 (d)

2. What is your sex?
(a) boy (b) in

What program or curriculum are
(a) Not decided
(b) Vocational
(c) Commercial or Business

Education
4. If you could be remembered here

below, which one would you want
(a) Brilliant student
(b) _good athlete

you taking in school?
(d) Academic
(e) General
(f) Other: What?

at school for one of the four things listed
to be?

(c) Leader in activities
(d) Popular among students

5. Do you plan to go to college?
(a) _Yes (b) Undecided (c) No

6. How much time, on the average, do you spend each week Ilatalliallpmawort.
outside school?
(a) than 1 hour a week (d) 6-10 hours a week
(b) 1-2 hours a week (e) More than 10 hours a creek
(c) 3-5 hours a week

7. How much time, on the average,
books for school?
(a) Less than 1 hour a week
(b) 1-2 hours a week
(c) 3-5 hours a week

do you spend each week reading books, besides

(d) 6-10 hours a week
(e) ____More than 10 hours a week

8. What kinds of books do you like to read: (Check as many as apply)
(a) __Detective and mystery stories (h) ___Biography
(b) Adventure, war, sea stories (i) __Books on history
(c) __Romance, love stories (j) __Books on current national or(d) __Humorous stories
(e) __Science fiction
(f) Sports stories
(g) __Poetry

world problems
(k) __Science books
(1) ...Any other kinds of books?

What?



b..--.0.1affarAijs;ar.raem,:g.
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9. Do you read or glance through any magazines regularly?
(a) No

(b) Yes If so, what magazines:

RQ--2

10. How many times have you used the schop2i_libjam in the last month?
(a) Not at all (d) 6-10 times
(b) 1 or 2 times (e) More than 10 times
(c) 3-5 times

11. Have you borrowed books from the school library this last month for use at home?
(a) Yes (b) No

12. Does your school library have all the books you usually need for school?
(a) Yes (b) No (c) Don't know

13. Does your school library have all the books you like to read just for pleasure?
(a) Yes (b) No (c) Don't know

14. How many times have you used a public library in the last month?
(a) Not at all (d) 6-10 times
(b) 1 or 2 times (e) More than 10 time:;
(c) 3-5 times

15. Have you borrowed books from a public library this past month for use at home?
(a) Yes (b) No If yes, about how many books all together?

16. What kinds of books do you usually use in the public library or take home from
the public library? (that is, fiction, history, science, etc,)

17. Are the public library books you use about the same as those you use in the
school library?
(a) About the same (b) Different
If different, in what way?

18. On the whole, which library do you prefer to use, the public library or the
school library?
(a) School library (b) Public Library
Why? !=modmewIo.....ow

19. Do you purchase books through a book club?
(a) Yes (b) No What club?

MY1111MOIMI,

20. Have you read any books other than textbooks during the last month?
(a) Yes (b) No

21. If you did, give the total number of these books that you got last month from
each of the following places. (For example, 3 borrowed from school library,
1 borrowed from public library, 0 borrowed from friends, etc.)

borrowed from school library paper-bound books purchased from
borrowed from public library bookstore, drugstore, etc.
borrowed from friends purchased from book club
selected from home library other: what?
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CLASSROOM OBSERVATION CAP"

Name of high school:
Class & Grade:_ Instructor:___ Observer:

Grouping: A__ C-- T__ Other (specify)

Number of Students:

Assignments:

Physical features of classroom:

Books, paperbacks carried by students.

-

Time Observed:



Describe the activity briefly (include teacher's apparent purpose, unique features, etc.):

Describe the continuity of lesson (its relationship to previous and succeeding lessons):

!772A

Pupil involvement (circle one): completely involved uninvolved

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Content (order of emphasis, 1, 2, 3, only):

Literature Reading Mass media

Composition Speech: formal .. ........ .... ______ No content stressed

Language informal Other

Method (order of emphask, 1, 3, only):

lecture:,

demonstration

Groups

Silent work ...

Recitation

Discussion

Socratic

Student presentation ..

Teacher operating

equipment (specify)

Other
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School

amlio-sa, LamarX... 443-1..awas,t...s...Z..1-$2,4 Nvouaa,,,s-acCr.

Instroient No. 24

SUMMARY OF CLASSROOM VISITATION

Observer
No. of classes observed

Approximate number of minutes
MONIIIIM1110,0M111

I. Indicate by numbers the order of e-4hasis in the following content areas
(i.e., 1 for content receiving most emphasis, 2 for content receiving
next emphasis, etc., using as many as apply.)

Literature
Composition
Language
Reading

Other (please describe)

Speech: formal
in

Mass Media
No content

ei
41111111111.

1.11.

ANArammommu

II. Indicate by numbers the order of emphasis in the following methods:

Lecture, demonstration
Groups
Silent work
Recitation

Other (please describe)

Discussion
Socratic
Student presentation
Teacher operating equipment

in...M101=MMMIMINMEMIL_AM1=111

III. Pupil Involvement

-.7111111M.

Circle the number below which corresponds to the Average degree of pupil
involvement in all classes observed:

Completely involved Uninvolved

1 2 3

IV, Methods, Materials and Approaches
Much in
evidence;

(a) Silent reading in class
(1,) Writing in class

(c) Individual conferences
with teacher

(d) Classroom libraries
(e) Workbooks

(f) Programed InstriwLion

4 5 6 7

widespread Frequent Some
to constant use by indication Infrequent evidence
use in the same occasional use of

::vdepartment teachers use 112102212i. use

2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 5 )

2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 5 )

2 ) 3 ) 4 ( ) 5 )

2 ) 3 ) 4 ( ) 5()
2 ) 3 ) 4 ( ) 5 )

2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) ( )
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Much in
evidence;
widespread Frequent 'Some No
to constant use by indication Infrequent evidence
use in the some occasional euse
deparCment teachers use ested any useg

(g) Team teaching
(h) Independent study

(library)

(i) Use of single
anthology for

1

1

(

(

)

)

2

2

(

(

)

)

3

3

(

(

)

)

4

4

(

(

)

)

5

5 (

)

)

entire course 1 ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 5 ( )
(j) Use of grammar texts 1 ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ti) . 5 ( )
(k) Use of multiple sets

of texts 1 ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 5 ( )
(1) Remedial reading

program 1 ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 5 ( )
(n) Developmental read-

ing program 1 ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 5 ( )(n) Use of reading
laboratory 1 ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 5 ( )(o) Thematic or idea-
centered teaching
of literature l ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 5 ( )(p) Emphasis on literary
history 1 ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 5 ( )(q) Emphasis on
literature as social
documentation 1 ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 5 ( )(r) Emphasis on morals to
be gleaned from
literature 1 ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 5 ( )

Great variety of teaching methods Little variety of teaching methods

3 4 5 6 7

Great variety of teaching materials Little variety of teaching materials

1 2 3 4

V. Character of class discussion:

Students are eager to respond,
to forward opinions--challenge
and question

5 6 7

Students are generally unresponsive,
use stock replies when questioned,
answer in single words or phrases

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Teachers are catalysts, they
prompt discussion but allow
students much latitude in ex-
pressing opinions, drawing
conclusions

1 2 3 4

,fte-=,=1.ft=seNoria-

Teachers dominate discussion; do
virtually all of the talking,

state unsupported opinions

5 6 7
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VI. Literature program

Ideas evoked from the literature
read, not foisted on students from
teacher's predilections. (leas
might deal with form and/or content,
such as could oc,,:ur through close

textual analysis)

1 2 3

VII. Intellectual climate of the school

Accessible library, well-stocked
with good books

1 2 3

Good general intellectual climate

1 2 3

VIII. Writing

Frequent and varied writing
experiences in evidence

IX. Course Content

Emphasis on memory work in
literature. Names, dates,
authors, kinds, periods.
Rote-learning heavily
practiced.

4 5 6 7

Meager library, or one
inaccessible to students

4 5 6 7

Poor intellectual climate

4 5 6 7

Infrequent and unimaginative
assignments in evidence

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Language, literature and
composition coordinated

Language, literature and
composition taught as separate
courses or units--definite
demarcation

1 2 4 5 6

Language, literature, composition
taught in appropriate proportion
and sequence

1 2 3

X. Reading

Effective, coordinated instruction
in reading carried on by the
English department or reading
specialist

1 2 3

7

Language, literature or
composition taught dispro-
portionately with little
thought to sequence

4 5 6 7

No apparent effort or ln in-
effective attempt to teach
reading as a skill by English
department or reading
specialists

4 5 . 6 7



XI. Organization, administration and supervision

Supervision administered by
capable department chairman with
time to attend to important details

576

Only nominal department chairman- -
or one wich inadequate training
or time to function

1. 2 3 4 5

Ideas, principles and *law depar-
tures of teachers supported by

6 7

Ideas, principles and new depar7
tures of teachers not supported
by administration

1 2 3 4 5 6

XII. Unique, dedicated teachers

Within department are some unique,
dedicated teachers who spark
department

1 2

XIII. Curriculum

Special program for terminal
students is effective

1 2

7

In general, no especially well
qualified or enthusiastic
teachers

4 5 6 7

No special program for terminal
students or ineffective one

3 4 5 6 7

In general, the ctrriculum reflects

changing conditions and patterns
of the times

1 2 3

Curriculum is static, does not
change or keep pace with times

4 5 6 7

3
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lastrument No. 25

SUMMARY OF REACTION TO SCHOOL
[Each item asks for a sinle page response]

High School Observer
Address Dates cf Visit

Present Date
=111101

Prk4. dslfte es1,..4.1A Uo. after the visit before Goa_
ferrIng with other members of the teams)

1. What is your dominant impression of the overall educational program which
you observed in the school?

2. In what way does the total program in English appear to be among the
stronger or weaker aspects of the whole school program?

3. Insofar as you can determine, what seemcd to be the basic attitude in
the school toward the English program? (Include also relevant comments
by administrators, teachers of other subjects, and students. Note
evidence of attempts to support the work of the English program in
subjects other than English.)

4. What special strengths of the English program seem worthy of comment.
Mere summarize as much as you can your general reactions and your
reactions to the comments of those in the school with wham you had
contact.

5. What overall weaknesses in the program seemed apparent to you.
(Discuss in detail.)

6. Characterize in as much detail as possible the overall intellectual
atmosphere.of the school.

What unusual approaches or methods were discovered? (Refer to out-
standing teachers, indicating what you believe to be the most
important reasons for their individual success as English teachers.)
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Instrument Vb. 26

QUESTIOMAIRE: FINAL EXAMIOATLONS

1. Are departmental final examinations given to students?

(a) __yes
(b) ...part departments' part individual teacher
(c) no

2. If tne answer to the previous question is? Aith,,r (e) cb),

eymms and larger quizzes also departmental?

(a) ...yes

(b) ...partially
(c) no

3. By wham is the departmental section(s) of the final and/or quarter exams
written?

(a) __by department chairman
(b) by grade level chairman
(c) by all teachers
(d) by teachers with tenure
(e) by area supervisor of English
(f) by "dm :Altman office

4. If no part of final examinations is departmental, in relation to what
doec. teacher construct the exam?

M=411241WOCIPW,WIML4.011110,7115.1110WW,WIMBIMIMMIWWW,aMillIMMIWWIMMIMIM

5. By wtwA are these axa7ipations reviewed?

6. Are these exams kept on :l =e?

(a) All of them
(b) Mist of them

(c) Some of them
(d) None of them

AccOMNI

What forms for the mamination are used. (Rank order the following,
1 for ::.ype most used, 2 for type second most used, et-,,)

(a) multiple choice
(b) true/ialse
(c)

aL.M.430,

completion
(d) identificaticm (of quotes,

111161111=0

authors, etc.)

(e)
7..NEMO definition

(f) --- essay answer
kg) composition--
(h) other: please explain

010101111111=11014101111111,..-- APNINNIMMINNIMealwasomm.

.11.1011111111.

tr=
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8. What percentage of the following areas of English is given to each
examination iv each grade

9th 10th

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)

(i)

(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)
(1)

(!)

(2)

(2)

(2)
(2)

(9)
(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)
(3)
(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(4)

(4)

(4)
(A%

(4)
(4)

MINIONONOMMIMINOMIO ...N1.10111114

0111L1101111111111111MMINID

efTWIMMIMMTIMIM111

.10111MONMOMMINA7.=10.1MIIIININ 40044A~MktfAM

INC~i.1111.

ANNIMOMMINNOWNID

.11.1171 IIIMIIMIMMarYNAMIM

12th

OUt24VEAMMIIM111.4111

411Mita1~111.10110111110

grammar

c-m-^s4g-for

literature
speech

mass media
logic

9. Does your department give a minimum essentials examination?
yes no

If yes, please indicate grade level:
=WWI. 9

CS.ISZCIIMO
10 11 12

--(.er..-Pocww4m4-"rra,

=
- , , .
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APPENDIX C

WITBOOK OR VISITATION AND OBSERVATION

FOREWORD

The purposes of this handbook are to give the school

visitors an outline guide to the instruments and the methods

of the school visit which we have found to be practicable,

and to define, w: at least to suggest, the role of the observer

in gathering data not othemise obtainable except through a

complex but limiting quantitative process.

TWo sections deserve special notice. Section 13 t, dealing

with the purpose of the instraments, is of special importance

because it demonstrates how each device fits into the whole of the

study and gives an ides of the kind of informion desired from

each instrument The section enumerating the aspects of the

program to be checked (Appendix), although exhaustive and perhaps

discouraging at first sight, is important both because it shows

the extent of the study and because it stars those aspects of the

English program to be checked carefully because sufficienZ, data

unavailable except through conscious effort of the observer,

...+.....-.,..,.-.--**.`""' _I--'....

, \
. ' MIVIMIIM.A.M.OPP..0.1
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PART I: SCHOOL VISIT

Travr.1 arrangements and Expenses

All travel expenses and living costs incurred in visiting schools will

be reimbursed by the project within modest but reasonable limits. Since most

of the schools are at a considerable distance from Champaign.Utbana, the air-

14--s will probably afford the most convenient w.ethod of Lravel. More often

than not, visitors will travel in pairs and duplicate travel tickets and hotel

accommodation can be arranged most easily through Mra. Wilson at the project

office. Other arrangements may be made for travel by rail, private eutamobile

(reimbursable at the rate of $.08 per mile for the first 100 miles and $.05 per

mile thereafter), or university automobile. However, in all instances except

air travel, the traveler will purchase his own tickets and retain stubs or

receipts to be submitted along with the travel voucher after the visit.

Air tickets, to be ordered by Mrs. Wilson through one of the local travel

agencies, need not be paid for individually, but will be paid directly from

the budget. The observers need only to sign the tax-exempt form (available

in the project office) before the tickets are ordered, and the Air Travel Order

after the tickets have been used. It is also unnecessary to hold tsed stubs

for air transportation secured in this way. All reimbursable transportation

expenses are to be tax free and commercial plane fares must be scheduled for

tourist or economy classes unless they are unavailable.

If individual plans for travel (delays, side-trips, etc.) require special

arrangements, Mrs. Wilson should be informed sufficiently early to make

necessary arrangements The project, unfortunately, does not have funds to

underwrite the costs of personal trips and stop-overs, but there is no objection

to arranging schedules whenever possible to accommodate individuals.

In addition to travel costs, the budget has beau written to reimburse other

expenses at an estimated $16 per day, which should allow for meals, hotel
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accommodations and local transportation in a fashion to which most of us are

accustomed most of the time (i.e., something more than mean austerity and a

good deal less than vulgar opulence). Obviously expenses will vary consider-

ably according to the going rates of the area visited--what will provide a

sumptuous meal in Billings, Montana, will buy only meager subsistence in New

York City. Hopefully, the considerable economic range of the places visited

will tend to balance our tenuous budget through the year, and the restraint

exercised by Peter in Pocatello will allow Paul a modest way of life in

pittsburnh. For a number of reasons (most of them having to do with money)

visitors are urged to accept twin occupancy in hotels whenever it is practi-

cable. In this way, reasonable and good hotel rooms should average about se

per person. Usually we will know in advance something about the facilities

of local hotels and their location relative to the school to be visited, and

reservations will generally be made prior to the visit through the Project

Office.

In the course of the visit and during the travel period, it is wise to

keep an unofficial log of expenses incurred so they may be recorded on the

Travel Voucher upon your return. Such its as times of arrival and departure,

cost of hotels, meals and taxis, must be individually indicated on the voucher.

A single copy of the Voucher, together with the necessary receipts for travel,

lodging and incidentals over $3.00, (but not for meals), should be submitted

to Ws. Wilson shortly after completion of each visit. After she has typed

out the final voucher form, the observer must 'sign two of the copies. Approni-

mately three weeks are apparently necessary to process this form, after which

the visitor may expect reimbursement. No application need be initiated in

regard to the honorarium; this money will be sent separately from the travel

expenses.

The University has made provision for obtaining an advance for personal

travel funds when necessary. These funds may be secured by filling in an

application form available from Mrs. Wilson.



An Outline of the School Visit

This section proposes to give only a brief, yet comprehensive, outline

of the general plan of a typical school visit. Although the amount of

material to be gleaned from each school in the short period of two days may

at first seem staggering, be assured that such a plan is indeed workable

and compact enough to make the visit interesting but not exhausting.

The project staff has been corresponding with each of the schools in-

volved in the study since the spring of this year and as a result now has a

sizeable quantity of information concerning these schools. on file. Returned

questionnaires, courses of study, schedules of classes and school handbooks

are available at the project office, and some familiarity with Yy

distinctly desirable in advance of the visit. Since one of the project staff

will be a member of each team, however, he might we.:_ take the responsibility

of previewing the materials and orienting the visitor at a conference sche-

duled before the visit, or (if a conference 1.2 inconvenient) enroute to the

school.

Pilot studies have indicated that it is possible for two observers to

complete the visitation adequately in two days and also that the sequence of

the visit described below is the most practicable. The pattern of the

visit, however, is not inviolable Cvls., some small schools will not require

as many teacher interview periods as allotted), and it may be altered to

adjust to a unique program.

Some of the reasons for the following schema are obvious. Protocol

demaads that the principal be interviewed first, and then the department

head. The English Department Interview should definitely be scheduled for

the first day after school so that tha teachers he,,e a chance to meet us

before we interview them individually on the following day. The other

interviews have been included on the first day so that most classroom

584
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observation is deferred until we meet the teachers and have a better idea

of which classes we want to visit and which teachers we want to interview.

(During the department interview it is advisable to make notes of the

teachers who appear to be outstanding,)

In regard to selecting classes to be observed and teachers to be inter-

viewed, a tentative plan might well be made before the visit using the school's

organization chart as a referrent. We will know in advance about some

individual teachers. To some extent, the school schedule is likely to

control the length of observations and interviews. Class periods may range

from thirty-five to sixty minutes and from six to nine per day. Individual

schools might have such unorthodox scheduling procedures that they have

double periods, lecture periods, or alternating instructional periods that

vary from week to week. However, the typical high school will have a six or

seven period day beginning at about 8:30 and continuing until about 3:00 or

3:30 p.m., with each period consisting of forty-five or fifty minutes.

Pilot studies suggest that two observers reach an optimum number of classes

by spending approxinately half a period (about twenty minutes) in each

clasa. This allows time for the observer to note the tenor of the class,

the kind of instruction, and the various other bits of information that we

must have. On the other hand, observers are urged to depart from this half-

period schedule should there be reason to. For example, if the class is to

be engaged in silent work (reading, writings taking a test) for the entire

time, the observer might better note the assignment and the activity on the

observation card and go on to another class. Or if the class is particularly

interesting because of the lesson or the approach of the teacher, the visitor

might well remain for the entire period.

Interviews are scheduled to provide the most relevant information from

teachers in a brief period of time. In practice, the length of the teacher
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interviews sews to be directly proportional to the loquacity of the

teachers. Most of these sessions can be handled in about half a period,

but some teachers are evidently happy to find a sympathetic ear, or at

least a sounding board, and these few are likely to talk until a bell

summons them to duty again.

The sample time schedule which follows assumes a two day visit by two

observers in a school with a minimum of six class periods, each about forty-

five minutes long.

SAMPLE TIME SCHEDULE

Period Observer #1
(staff)

Observer #2
(visiting panel)

Home Roome Principal's Interview

1 Principal's Interview (con'..I.)

2 Department Head Interview--Concept Check List

3 Observe 2 classes

4 See Counselor

Observe 2 classes

Librarian Interview
(Book List)

LUNCH LUNCH

5 Interview 12th Grade Advanced Class
Administer Student Questionnaire, Concept Check List

6 Observe 2 classes Observe 2 classes

After
School

8

Home Room

English Department Interview
Administer Issues Opinionnaire
Leave Teacher Questionnaires

Possible drive through area, visit to public library

Courtesy stop at Principal's Office

586
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Observer #1
(staff)

'ammimmig-

Observer #2
(visiting panel)

1 Observe 2 classes Sample student writing

2 Observe 2 classes
or

Observe 2 classes

Interview Teachers

3 Interview 10th Grade Terminal Group Interview 2 teachers
Administer Student Questionnaire

4 Observe 1 class Observe 1 or 2 classes
Interview 1 teacher

LUNCH LUNCH

5 Obserlye 1 class together
Observe 1 class Interview 1 teacher

6 Interview 2 teachers Observe 2 classes
Pick up questionnaire from Pick up questionnaire

Counselor from Librarian

After School See Principal and Department Head

Afternoon Fill out Summary Analysis of. Classroom
or Observation and Summary Reaction

Evening to School
(If possible)

[Note: Observer#2 from the visiting panel has a limited number of different
instruments that he will handle alone, for during four of the interviews he
will be working with a staff member, asking questions and recording answers
alternately. This arrangement has been made deliberately so that the
visitor may gradually become familiar with the instruments and their explicit
use during. the first visit or two.]

NW,ty11,,
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We can expect considerable variety in procedures and attitudes anon

the schools to be visited. By and large because of the nature of our study,

most of the teachers and administrators will be receptive and eager to

v.innon rni-hevr. t7404F^rm
.

grtmn r.,411 1,0 estes.....404ftsvivv oteimA4A

and seem to want to "show and tell" all; others will be considerably

restrained. A zew of the schools already having national reputations are

accustomed to troops of visitors, and from these hallowed places we can

expect a less effusive welcome than we might from a small out-cf-the-way

high school. In some of the pilot schools we have been assigned an office

or meeting room complete with coffee and doughnuts and even student guides
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for every period of the day, (For some -eason principals are inclined to

provide visitors with the daily cafeteria fare It noon without cost.)

Hopefully, the department head will be available for interviews and consul-

tation, but not assigned to accompany and follow every step of the visitors.

In general, some administrators allow VIP's carte blanche; others like to

keep close cabs.

Special Problems

It is only natural that teachers will have many questions concerning

the study generally and the role of the observers specifically. Individual

teachers will be anxious for immediate judgments or suggestions relating

to their practices and problems and it is important that we impress them

with the notion that we are gathering information and ideas from them, not

holding their program or ierformance up to some particular standard. During

the pilot studies, such questions as the following were asked of the

observers:

(1) Why was this school chosen?
(2) What will happen at the end of the study?
(3) Will the project submit a national curriculum to all schools?
(4) Will their school be mentioned?
(5) Is this an e,aluation of the school's English program?

In our correspondence with the schools, most of these questions have been

answered, but individt 1 teachers will so-ill have various impressions of witat

we are doing. Consequently, it is welt t- have the grou; meeting with all

English teachers at the close of the first day to explain our function and

to allay any suspicions about our presence. However, during the course

of the first day, or at any other time, if such questions a& the above are

put to tle observers, they can usually be answered honestly but innocuously,

24"

(1) Schools were chosen for a variety of reasons, but frequently on
the recommendation of a state or university s;ectialist in English teaching.
I do not know exactly how this school was chosen.

c"0,-"4,

<
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(2) In the fall of 1965, a monograph u:. I be submitted to the U. S
Office of Education These reports will be available to all schools. Your
school will be notified about this and e-y other lzports along the way nr-a
will rec,:',Jve copies of all reports.

(3: No, we will not propose any uni-Yersal or national curricuilim.

The primary objective of the project is to define what we observe in the
English programs of the schools in the study, not to prescribe what anyone
thinks should be in a program.

(4) Any official publication that comes from the study will mention
the schools in lists or groups If there is reason to single out schools
for special mention, we will as permission from the principal.

(5) This is not really an evaluation in the usual sense. We know
in advance that there is something distinctive about the schools we are
visiting, and we are not measuring your English program against some
arbitrary standard.

PART II: ROLE OF THE OBSERVER

School Summary Forms

Despite the quantity of objective data that will be gathered from the

numerous instruments, we are at least as interested in the more subjective

aspects of the school, its teachers and its program as reflected in the

summary forms which constitute the final report of the observers. These

forms are important as aids in defining the function of the observer and

should thelefore be studied prior to the visit. What we are interested in

obtaining during these visits is the function, the role, the point of view,

the attitude of the students, teachers, administrators, departments . . or,

in a word, the ii122riinentatisi...ceitsitpdtalunktnierenesicilktoblieen-

Itunheitnessilfun.steit. To a certain extent., these

attitudes can be recorded on the interview sheets or observation cards, but

the collective Laprecsion of the whole school can be realized only after the

visit is completed, and thus, recorded only on the summary forms.

Particular attention must be called to the "Summary of Reaction to

swIlearamorpoentimr e...!1.1111
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the School," .cur unless the observer knows the kind of judgments desired

here, he will probably not consciously pursue the most meaningful points

or asides during the interviews The "Summary of Reaction" consists of

seven sheets, one question to each sheet. The seven questions to be.answered

ate recorded here to give the observer some idea of the scope of our

concern.

1. What is your dominant impression of the overall education auras
which you observed in the school?

2. In what way does the total. FE9Eam in English appear to be anion
the stronger or weaker asp..,cee:e tee .hole school ey....sitLam?

3. Insofar as you can deterueeee, what seemed to be the basic attitude
in he school toward the Er iisr p.aaram?

4. What apical] strengths of the English program seem worthy of
comment?

5. That overall weaknesses in the program seemed apparent to you?

6. Characterize in as much detail as possible the overall intellectual
atmosphere of the school.

7. What unusual auaashEa or methods were discovered, L,le- to
outstanding teachers.

Questions #4, #5, and #7 are fairly obvious and explicit i relating

directly to the English department, but the others take one outs .de the

English program and throw some ligbt on the value of the interview with the

principal, the department che.rman and the counselor, for in these inter-

views the opportunity to obtain these views is most readily available.

Similarly, the "Summary of Classroom Observation" should be closely

studied in order to give the observer direction in observing classes, in

order to orient his thinking and his note-taking.

Subjectivity vs© Objectivity

Al of the schools included in this study are reported by specialists

in English to have distinctive programs in English. Although the final
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analysis of data will necessarily involve drawing comparisons between groups

of schools--e.&., city schools vs. suburban schools; schools with homogeeaous

student populations vs. those with heterogeneous populations; schools which

consistently win NCTE achievement awards vs. those which do not--it is

important that such distinctions not be made during the course of the visit,

or stressed in relations with teachers and schools. When asked about the

selection of schools, the investigators are advised to stress the "reputa-

tion" of schools and such varied characteristics as size, location, socio-

economic status, etc. In this respect, the observer must remain as neutral

and objective as possible to avoid any possible intimidation of those in

the schools.

This study, however, is based largely on the informed judgment of the

observers. That is to say that although your façade will remain impeccably

Objective, your inner reactions should, and indeed ideally will, conform to

your own concept of the ideal teaching situation. This is especially true

of the observation cards and the summaey analysis devices. We believe that

for this study subjective analysis from trained professionals will yield more

useful results, for example, than highly structured "objective" ratings,

for while one who specializes in language will be especially sensitive to

the content of the English language program, another will be particelarly

concerned with educacional methodology, teaching devices and the apportion-

ment of time, and so on, each observer bringing to the study the benefit of

his specialty.

But :ntrinsic to our idea of the final reports of subject evaluations

if. the importance of two completely independent reactions to each school.

Ve request that Aiscussion of the school programs by tbq two visiting

oLservers be confined to the area of what can be directly observed--to the

.1411li,`
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procedures and activities that can be reported objectively and that

inferences or judgments be deferred until the visitors combine efforts when

completing the consensus report. Until then it is best that comments about

the quality of instruction, etc., be kept private in spite of one's desire

to express his opinions on what seem to him either amazing or shocking

occurrences. The visitor must remember that although he travels with a

colleague, he records as an independent observer. More than a committee

report, we are interested in the more considered and perceptive reactions

that only one individual can make.

Classroom Observation

During the visit to the average school an approximate total of twenty -

two classes will be observed, and what transpires in this time will be

recorded on the yellow classroom observation cards. Although many of the

categories to be checked seem to be totally objective, much of the card

remains subjective. For instance, what one observer records as "recitation"

might be called "Socratic method" by another. Or there may be some debate

as to what "formal" and what "informal speech" are. The continuity of the

lesson will most often be inferred from what the observer presumes has

happened before and what will happen after that day's session. The record-

ing of the homework assigned or of the physical features of the classroom

on the other hand is fairly straightforward.

The use of the observation card calls for' a comment or two. The side

with the name of the h'gh school is to be filled in during the actual

observation. The reverse side is to be filled out immediately after the

particular observation has been concluded, either as classes are passing,

or during the first few minutes of the following observation period. The

information on both sides of the card is subject to frequency count, but the
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observer will still be asked at the end of the whole visit to record his

collective opinion concerning the general tenor of classroom activity on

one of des summary analysis sheets. (This instrwAent is explained in

greater detail in Part III of this handbook.)

Interview Technique

The various interviews that are a part of this study are particularly

valuable because they will collect data and opinion that are otherwise

unavailable. It is very important that the interviewer attempt to elicit and

record the candid observations and beliefs of teachers rather than obvious

stock answers to questions. In some instances the interview will be the

occasion when the teacher formulates ideas about teaching which he has not

previously considered. The interviewer must therefore exercise patience

and reflect an attitude of acceptance rather than one of judgment and implied

criticism in spite of what may appear at times to be arrant nonsense.

A previous knowledge of the questions, and to some exterd the reasons

for the questions, will be more than helpful. Though there is a certain

logic in the order of the questions as they appear on the interview form, the

general tenor of the interview itself might well make another order more

reasonable and profitable. Any rearrangement of the interview plan before

the investigator is familiar with its total content, however, night

unnecessarily prolong the interview or create the possibility of omitting

certain questions. Generally during the course o£ the interview some of

the geestions are anticipated by the teacher and answered well in advance

of their appearance. At these times, the interviewer should try to turn

to the corresponding question as unobtrusively as possible and record the

answer in its proper place. In other instances it may be necessary to

rephrase questions or tactfully to return the discussion to relevant matters.



The questions on the interview schedules have been carefully devised

and we hope that each question will yield the maximum of useful material.

We feel that each part of every question is important- -that little has

been added merely for the sake of window dressing. For instance, on the

Questiou Ir.), now ale the teachers of English
Arnotnri,marif- u.^A T,terview,

selected and to what extent are you involved in the selection?" we are

interested equally in both parts of the question, for the extent to which a

department chairman is involved in the selection of a new teacher is an

index of his autonomy as an administrator, and his answer helps us to

know how he views his function as chairman.

If the interviews are used judiciously, they can yield more information

than they seem to suggest. To use the Department Head Intervicw again as

an example, if the chairman responds quickly to Question #3 concerning how

often the English teachers meet (R.a., "twice a month"), but balks visibly

when ha is requested to reveal the content of a few of the meetings in the

Ilrem4mi'Q yea_, might not be unjustified in assuming that the meetings

consisted of considerable routine patchwork. On the other hand, the chairman

might respond quicklyalmost too quickly--and give an answer that sounds

like a stock response. In this case, the interviewer would do well to

pursue the question and ask, as tactfully as possible, for a specific

example- -some problem, perhaps, that came up and was handled within the

last month or two. The type of response here is again important and will

help in evaluating the resourcefulness and capability of the chairman.

Once the observer becomes familiar with the interview schedules,

most of them can be utilized in this fashion to obtain these ell-important

attitudes, opinions, roles--the nature of the department, or the intellectual

atmosphere of the whole school.

1007.1...1.0.1001C!.
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Code

PI

Instrument

Principal's
Interview
Schedule

DHI Department
Head
Interview

D/SCL [Concept
Check
List]

PART III: INSTRUMENTS

Identification and Explanation

Observers Ennl-Ination

LQ Librarian's
Questionnaire

BL [Book List]

both Time: eIministered Aloa arrival at scuoolo
Procedure: observers alternate asking
questions and taking notes according to
the Roman numerals in left hand margin.
Interview with departmelt should be
arranged for that evening. (Assure
principal ti-st he need not be present.)
Purpose: to obtain overall picture of
school, to get inkling of particular
areas to pursue in observarion or interview.
One of the few interviews giving toti,

Picture (o: hP:r e.otin-2t 11or)

Total tiNe:

both Time: first day, most probably after PI.
Procedure: alternate asking questions
and recording as in PI. At end, administer
Concept Check List (verbally).
hapost: to determine role of chairman,
overall view of structure in English
department, certain distinctive features
to be investigated, certain outstandine
teachers to be interviewed--observed.
CoAfirm English Department meeting after
school and arrange for interviews with
advanced (12th) and terminal (10th) groups.
The student group interviews must also be
cleared through the individual teachers.
Total time: one period.

one Time: first day.
Procedure: may be used as an interview
schedule if an interview seems profitable.
Check Book List against Card Catalogue to
determine library holdings.
Purpose: to determine character of library.
Straightforward, mostly objective data.
Total time: 25-30 minutes.

CQ Counselor's one

Questionnaire

-77

Time: first day.

Procedure: may be left with counselor
early in visit to be picked up at end of
second day. If counselor seems esrecially
helpful, use last sheet of quoRti,e_aire
as an interview schedule.
WI:2st: to find place of Enga-n in the
total curriculum, define the stu tent body.
Total time: one half-period (i' ac interview).

If
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Code instrument Observer

SI Student one
Interview or
(advanced both
group)

SQA. Student
Questionnaire

D/SCL [Concept
Check
List

SQT Student

Questionnaire
(terminal
group)

SI Student
Interview

STI Selected
Teacher
Interview

.CT Group
Interview
with all
English
teachers

IQ [Issues

Questionnaire]

one

596

Explanatinu

Time: when convenient, preferably first
day.

Procedure: given to twelfth grade ad-
vanced or honors group. Must be arranged
in advance through department head and
teacher. At beginning of class give out
SQA to be filled out as students assemble.
Alte,:nate asking questions and recording
answers according to Roman numerals. Allow
ten minutes (very important) at end of
interview to administer Concept Check
Check List (verbally).
Purzue: to test students' reactions to
English course, check their alertness,
compare what teachers think they are
teaching to what students think they
are learning.
Total time one period.

Time: either day.
Procedure: interview administered by one
of observers after questionnaire passed
out. Similar to SI except that no
Concept Check List is administered.
gandoit: to fin' out what school is
doing flr terminal students in comparison
to adva aced students.

Total time: one period.

one Time: preferably second day.
Procedure: to be admiaistered to eight
or ten teachers sir.gled out because of
student commeuts principal's or depart-
ment head's citation or because they
distinguished themselves during English
department interview. At end, perhaps,
make arrangements for teacher to adminis-
ter Reading qestionnaire (RQ).
lautost: to determine the unique quality
of each teacher, what the teacher finds
particularly effective in teaching,
what his views of modern and past trends
are.

Total time: + - one half period each.

both Time: after school on first day of visit.
Procedure: At beginning, pass out Issues
Questionnaire to be filled out as
teachers arrive. Allow no more than 8-10
minutes for this. Administer interview.
At end of time, ask for six (6) volunteers
to administer Reading Questionnaire to
the different tracks. Announce that

+ . .4; to,
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Code Instrument Observer

TQ Teacher

Questionnaire

RQ

CR"

Reading
Questionnaire

Consensus
Report

Classroom
Visitation
Card
(small yello9
card)

Explanation

Teacher Questionnaires have been or will
be placed in their mail boxes or left
with department head, depending on which
process is more convenient. Briefly
describe form and what is to be done with it.
Purpose: to determine the stand of the
department as a whole, to observe the
interaction between teachers and department
head. Scales at end of interview schedule
will help observer record the general tone
of the interview.
Total time: one hour.

both Six (6) packets of questionnaires will be
administered to different tracks and grade
levels by 3-6 teachers, to be collected
by them and mailed to us. Observers
request volunteers for the six classes at
end of Departmen.e. Interview. Instructions
for the teachers are included in each
packet.

both Short form to be filled out by both
observers after all other forms (including
summary analysis sheets) are completed.
Requires one comprehensive judgment with
additional comments.
Purpose: to evaluate school as a whole.

Each observer will be provided with
quantities of these cards and one will be
completed for each class that is observed
during the two-day period. In general,
the visitor should plan to stay for
approximately half of the period, but, as

suggested in an earlier part of the handbook, there will be variations of
this procedure. first four lines can be filled in by the observer almost
immediately, since these items are readily available and serve to identify
the particular class. Categories A__, q__, will describe the kind (32
English class if the school exercises sane kind of grouping according to
ability, destination, etc. of its students. The letters stand for: Advanced,
College (or regular), and Terminal groups respectively. The school will more
than likely have other designaticns for the groups, but the typical school
has three tracks (or kinds of groups) that will roughly correspond to these.
The schedule of classes will usually reflect the kind of class by one device
or another and a moment's consultation with the department head will clarify
this issue. Daily or long range assignments should be noted as well as the
texts that the class happens to be using. Salient features of the classroom
such as the presence of room libraries, phonographs, recorders, projectors
should also be noted under "Physical features." During the course of the
visit, the observer should notice the kinds of books (particularly those that
have no apparent relationship to the academic discourse in the class) that
are being carried about by the students. Notation by type and title will be
helpful.

MIONMAN.Ra/Vraity
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As the class progresses, the v:,itor can begin filling in the .ast
item on the front of the card and the first item on the back--describing in
some detail the purpose and features of the lesson. Besides indicating
whatever continuity is apparent, the observer can use any remaining space
here for brief anecdotal records to remind him of the class later on when
he is filling our the summary reports. At the end of the visit (or after
leaving the classroom) the observer should check off the remaining items on
the observation card. These items involve considerable judgment as to the
content and method of instruction. At most, only three items should be
indicated under each category--the one receiving the most emphasis should
Je designated 1, the item receiving the next emphasis should be designated
2, etc. Pupil involvement is indicate_ ly circling the appropriate number
on a diminishing scale, from 1 (completely involved) to 7 (wholly uninvolved).

Thez,e card= will be found most useful when the observer completes
the visitation arl begins to summarize his reactions and judgments for
the final report forms. Since the information from these cards will be
summarized by the project staff also, all of the cards should be returned
with the packet.

Evaluative Reports

Besides the many instruments used to record data through interview
and classroom observation, there are three final report forms which incor-
porate the visitor's final judgment on the school. These forms should be
returned to the project office with the portfolio of questionnaires, inter-
views and observation cards within a week after visitation. The sequence
for completing the forms is indicated by the following order.

1. The Summa of Classroom Visitation

The first few items on this form may be
reference to the classroom visitation cards.
reflection since they require judgments based
insights collected during the two-day period.
forward. All evaluations can be indicated on

completed simply by direct
Other items call for more
on a variety of sights and
However, the form is straight-
five or seven point scales.

2. The kmary of Reaction to School

The Summary of Reaction to the School" has been described previously.
Thie report provides the observer with an opportunity to record impressions
and opinions concerning the school and its English program that cannot be
indicated by check lists. Observers are invited to be as explicit aAd
candid as possible here. Particular anecdotal records or candid observa-
tions will be useful in support of any final statements. If necessary,
additional pages can be appended.

3. The Consensus Report

Only one of the Consensus Reports should be submitted by the team of
visitors after their individual impressions have been recorded on the other
forms. Comments should include a statement as to whether or not the school
is distinctive enough or interesting enough to warrant future investigation
should any additional funds be available to the project.

101'...!114.1...r.
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APPENDIX

This appendix gives the twelve hypotheses upon
which the study is based, an indication of which
instruments will be critical in evaluating each
hypothesis in relation to the school, and areas
which require special notice by the cbservers
during the school visit.

Y Ezrikcp-hactiiet: V113141211 tannhare will ht wall prapaiat4 4n Preg14oh w411

active in professional organizations, and will make use of
opportunities for continuing their education through inservice
training, sabbatical leavr. programs or extension school services.

Instruments: Principal Interview, Department Read Interview, Teacher
Questionnaire, Selected Teacher Interview.

Special, focus: Merit Ea in Principal Interview. In Selected Teacher
Interview, check personal writing habits.

II. Hypothesis: Literature programs will not be confined to a singll
anthology, but there will be evidence of wide reading of many
kinds of go, books such as library withdrawals, ample classroom
libraries and guided individual reading programs. Books will not
only be prevalent but accessible.

Instruments: Classroom Observation Card, Librarian Questionnaire, Book
List, Teacher Questionnaire, Reading Questionnaire.

Special focus: use of reading laboratory and special reading materials.
Collect and question use made of reading lists.

III. Eyaothalis: There will be a perceptibly good "int'llectual climate" in
all aspects of the schools. More emphasis will be placed on
ideas and processes of thought than on rote learning.

Instruments: Classroom Observation Card, Student Questionnaires--
Advanced and Terminal, Teacher Questionnaire, Counselor Question-
naire, Principal Interview, Librarian Questionnaire.

Special focus: in classroom observation, good titles carried by students,
quality bulletin board displays, quality classroom libraries,
active, stimulating discussion; in Department Head Interview,
Selected Teacher Interview, active academic student organizations.

IV. Hypothesis: Teachers will provide not only for frequent and var_ed
writing experiences,, but for meaningful motivation, for careful
correction of writing and thinking, and for supervised revision
of papers.

Instruments: Classroom Observation Card, Course of Study, Student
Writing Check List, Student Interview--Advanced, Group Interview
with English Teachers.

Eusial focus: other departments helping English teachers to maintain
writing standards; in classroom observation, watch for a writing
assignment that grows out of material discussed.

, '*
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V. 2529thesia: Schools will reveal variety in methods and materials of
instruction for different groups of students. Teachers will
have considerable latitude in choosing materials of instruction.
There will be evidence of experimentation and innovation in the

. kinds of instruction.
ammo

Instruments: Classroom Observation, Student Interview--Advanced,
Teacher Questionnaire, Course of Study, Department Organization
Charts.

Special focue: None

VI. 11/pathesis: Language, literature and composition will be taught in
aplarlate proportion and nor as separate entities. Instruction
will be coordinated and sequential.

Instruments: Course of Study, Classroom Observation, Teacher Question-
naire, Concept check List.

asstd. focus: inference on classroom observation cards concerned with
"continuity of lesson"; indications. in Selected Teacher Inter-
viewsotspecial effort to combine language, literature, composi-
tion.

VII. Hypothesis: Schools will provide comprehensive instruction in the
skills of reading for all pupils and, in addition, special
instruction for pupils whose need and ability warrants more
individualized procedures.

VIII. Hypothesis: There will be in general a favorable climate for teaching
as evidenced by appropriate salaries, good pupil-teacher ratios,
efficient, pleasant facilities and school plant, and comparative
freedom from burdensome clerical or policing obligations.
Teachers will reflect positive attitudes toward teaching at all
levels and administrators will respect the professional integrity
of their teachers. Though teachers will vary in their methods
and approaches to teaching, there will be interaction and a
considerable degree of unanimity in their efforts to deal with
common problems.

Instruments: High School Characteristics, Principal Interview,
Department Head Questionnaire, Department Head Interview,
Teacher Questionnaire, Group Interview of English Teachers,
Classroom Observation.

Special focus: presence of pleasant faculty lounge, school plant
environment; positive teacher attitude in Selected Teacher
Interview; common support for academic standards; teachers pro-
tected by administrators from outside pressures; administrators
respect professional integrity of. teachers. Unanimity of opinion
in Group Interview of English Teachers.

IX. lizpothesis: There will be a reasonable and a professional approach to
the supervision of teachers. Subject-oriented supervisors will
work constructively with beginning teachers and help coordinate
the entire program. supervisors will be given considerable
scope and responsibility in the hiring of new teachers and in
writing the English program. Appropriate time for such super-
vision will be given to the department heads. English teachers
will be organized by department led by a capable and resourceful
department chairman.
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Instruments: Department Head Interview, Department Head Questionnaire,
Curriculum, Principal Interview, Selected Teacher Interview.

Special focus: be alert for the attitude of department head toward his
role as supervisor and administrator; basis for selection of
department head; department head's role in hiring and dismissing
teachers.

X. Muthesis: Within the English department there will be some unique,
dedicated teachers who enthusiastically motivate student
achievements.

Instruments: Teacher Questionnaire, Selected Teacher Interview,
Department Head Interview, Principal Interviey, Classroom
Observation.

ausial focus: teacher attitude in classroom interview; student comments
in interviews about teachers who have motivated well.

XI. apcttaaim Schools which have strong English programs for collage
bound students will also have special accommodations for interests
and abilities of terminal students. Schools will have relatively
fewer drop-outs.

Instruments: Counselor Questionnaire, Student QuestionnaireTerminal,
Student Interview--Terminal, Reading Questionnaire, Department
Head Interview, Group Interview of English Teachers, Course of
Study.

Special focus: special reading materials, programs, etc. for terminal
students.

XII. Mpothesis: Philosophy and substance of the English program will
reflect changing social and educational patterns of our times.
The impact of technological innovations as they affect our
society will be apparent in the content and methods of teaching
English. The English curriculum will be subject to constant
revaluation in the light of our changing society.

Instruments: Course of Study, Classroom Observation, Teacher Question-
naire, Counselor Questionnaire

Special focus: consciousness of mass media in classrooms, instruction
in areas of mass media; literature program involving current
issues; current novels being taught; new mechanical devices in
evidence for instruction; elective courses in humanities;
presence of innovations or experimental programs.
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